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INTRODUCCION 

 

La mina antipersonal es todo artefacto diseñado para que explote por la 

presencia, la proximidad o el contacto con una persona, incapacitando o matando a más de 

una, y está diseñada para ser colocada debajo, sobre o cerca de la superficie
1
. Tiene como 

función principal el incapacitar al enemigo, bajo la lógica de que un herido ocasiona un 

mayor gasto de recursos. “Las minas antipersonales se encuentran eternamente preparadas 

para tomar víctimas, son el soldado perfecto”
2
, ya que tienen un bajo costo de producción, 

no necesitan mantenimiento, siempre están preparadas y no fallan. 

 

La proliferación mundial de las minas antipersonales causo una crisis de índole 

humanitaria, y parte de la respuesta a esta crisis internacional fue el Tratado de Ottawa. 

Nicaragua tuvo una participación muy activa en todo el proceso de Ottawa
3
 y apoyo las 

propuestas que tenían como fin el prohibir el uso de minas antipersonales. Una vez que se 

dio el Tratado de Ottawa, Nicaragua fue uno de los primeros países en acceder, firmándolo 

el 4 de diciembre de 1997, y siendo este ratificado por la Asamblea Nacional el 30 de 

noviembre de 1998, antes de su entrada en vigencia a nivel Internacional, que ocurrió en 

marzo de 1999. 

 

En gran parte gracias a la firma y ratificación del Tratado de Ottawa se ha 

logrado mantener de forma constante el Programa de Desminado Humanitario en 

Nicaragua. El tratado de Ottawa estableció la base mediante la cual se coopera con los 

diferentes programas de desminado a nivel internacional y vino a establecer una 

reglamentación que sentó las bases bajo la cual se rigen los países que han ratificado este 

tratado. 

 

                                                 
1
 http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mina_antipersonal 

2
 Jody Williams, 1997 Premio Nóbel de la paz, Coordinadora Fundadora de la Campaña Internacional Para 

Prohibir las Minas. 
3
 Proceso de Ottawa fue una serie de conferencias y reuniones que tuvieron como resultado final el Tratado de 

Ottawa. 



 Este programa en Nicaragua ha sido de éxito por los grandes logros obtenidos 

a pesar de las grandes limitaciones existentes y otras graves dificultades que plantearemos 

en el desarrollo del trabajo. A pesar de esto, el programa continua funcionando, y 

obteniendo resultados excelentes, en gran parte gracias a la buena estrategia elaborada y en 

la fiel implementación de la misma.  

 

La importancia del tema del Desminado radica en que es una solución real a la 

gran problemática que representan las Minas Antipersonales. Además, es una realidad 

muchas veces ignorada por la sociedad civil y política de este país. Es un gran proceso del 

que se tiene poco conocimiento y es uno de los pocos temas en los que nuestra patria tiene 

una voz a nivel internacional, es necesario dar a conocer este tema, para tomar orgullo por 

lo que se ha logrado hacer.  

 

Finalmente, tomamos como vital importancia la realización de un análisis del 

Tratado de Ottawa, como eje central del Programa de Desminado Humanitario en 

Nicaragua, ya que ha sido la herramienta que facilito el éxito del programa. Es primordial 

resaltar el impacto positivo del Tratado de Ottawa para Nicaragua y consideramos de gran 

importancia hacer notar la participación que tuvo Nicaragua en todo el Proceso de Ottawa. 

Nosotros vemos como beneficioso el estudiar este tema debido que nos daría un mejor 

conocimiento de un tema en el que se es líder a nivel Mundial y que podría ser usado como 

ejemplo para el desarrollo de estrategias a largo plazo para hacerle frente a otras situaciones 

de riesgo o de vital importancia para el país. 

 

 



OBJETIVOS 

 

OBJETIVO GENERAL 

 

Analizar el impacto de la implementación del Tratado de Ottawa en Nicaragua 

como instrumento del éxito del Programa de Desminado Humanitario en el periodo 1997-

2007 

 

OBJETIVOS ESPECIFICOS 

 

1. Determinar las causas del éxito del Proceso de Desminado Humanitario en 

Nicaragua en base a la experiencia obtenida. 

2.  Valorar la incidencia de la Cooperación Internacional en el Proceso del 

Desminado Humanitario en Nicaragua. 

3.   Analizar el Programa de Atención, Rehabilitación y Reinserción social de 

víctimas afectadas por minas antipersonales. 

4.   Analizar el impacto del Cumplimiento del Tratado de Ottawa por parte de 

Nicaragua.  



HIPOTESIS 

 

El Tratado de Ottawa ha contribuido al desarrollo exitoso del Programa de 

Desminado Humanitario en Nicaragua y la reinserción de los afectados en la sociedad. 
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CAPITULO I 

 

EL ÉXITO DEL DESMINADO HUMANITARIO EN NICARAGUA 

 

Según datos estadísticos del CICR
1
, existen aproximadamente 120 millones de 

minas instaladas en 88 países en el mundo, en los cuales vastas extensiones de tierra están 

desoladas, miles de familias han sido desplazadas, diversas especies en peligro de extinción 

han desaparecido y son responsables de una muerte cada 22 minutos, y de un mayor 

número de accidentes. 

 

A nivel centroamericano, las minas fueron utilizadas durante los conflictos de 

la década de los 80´s, y a nivel del área  Guatemala, Panamá y Belice nunca reportaron 

minas plantadas en su territorio; Costa Rica y Honduras fueron afectados por la utilización 

de minas en las zonas fronterizas durante el conflicto nicaragüense, en El Salvador las 

minas fueron utilizadas por ambos bandos durante su conflicto interno, semejante a la 

situación que ocurrió en Nicaragua. El único de los países del área que todavía se encuentra 

afectado por campos de minas terrestres antipersonales es Nicaragua. 

 

I.1 COMISION NACIONAL DE DESMINADO EN NICARAGUA 

 

Es una Instancia del Gobierno de Nicaragua, creada mediante Decreto Nº. 84-

98 del 27 de noviembre de 1998 y publicado en La Gaceta Diario Oficial Numero 236 del 5 

                                                           

1
 Comité Internacional de la Cruz Roja Internacional. 
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de diciembre de 1998 presidida según Decreto por el Ministerio de Defensa.
2
 Fue creada 

para coordinar la acción contra las minas antipersonales en el país y para dirigir la 

ejecución del Programa Nacional de Desminado encabezado por el Ministerio de Defensa a 

través del Ejército de Nicaragua, quienes concilian las relaciones de coordinación entre las 

instituciones Gubernamentales, los Organismos No Gubernamentales y Organismos 

Internacionales; tomando como base la Legislación Nacional, los Principios del Derecho 

Internacional Público y la Costumbre internacional.  

 

 

El objetivo fundamental de la Comisión es el de dar fiel cumplimiento a los 

propósitos y compromisos adquiridos por Nicaragua en la Convención de Ottawa sobre la 

"Prohibición del Empleo, Almacenamiento, Producción y Transferencia de Minas 

antipersonales y su Destrucción"
3
. 

 

 

Su principal propósito, es el de coayudar e impulsar acciones destinadas a 

apoyar el Programa Nacional de Desminado que ejecuta el Gobierno de Nicaragua y que 

desarrolla en el terreno el ejército de Nicaragua. Asimismo, en virtud de su creación, la 

Comisión Nacional de Desminado tiene el mandato de formular la Política Nacional de 

desminado a nivel nacional a través del Ministerio de Defensa. 

 

Dentro de la Comisión de Desminado Humanitario nace el Programa de 

Desminado Humanitario en Nicaragua, el cual se encarga de velar por la asistencia, 

verificación y estudio de las minas antipersonales presentes en el país
4
.  El Programa es 

manejado por el Ejército de Nicaragua, en conjunto con el Ministerio de Defensa, 

principalmente. 

                                                           

2
 Gaceta Diario Oficial 

3
 www.desminadonicaragua.gob.ni  

4
 Midef 

http://www.desminadonicaragua.gob.ni/
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Además del Programa Nacional de Desminado ha implementado El Programa 

de Acción Integral Contra Minas Antipersonales en Nicaragua
5
, que cuenta con una cartera 

de cinco proyectos: 1.Educación y Prevención 2.- Atención Médica 3.- Rehabilitación 

Psicosocial 4.- Reinserción Productiva 5.- Remoción de minas. Las cuáles se presentan a 

los países donantes para facilitarles un plan de ejecución a sus respectivas actividades.  

 

La Comisión Nacional de Desminado está compuesta por tres sub-comisiones: 

 

1.- Sub-Comisión de Desminado  2.- Sub- Comisión de Atención Médica y 

Rehabilitación a las víctimas de Minas 3.- Sub- Comisión de Educación, Prevención, 

Señalización y Reinserción. Estas sub-comisiones brindan apoyo al Programa Nacional de 

Desminado promoviendo el desminado como una de las prioridades humanitarias a nivel 

Nacional.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           

5
 PAICMA 
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MIEMBROS DE LA COMISION NACIONAL DEL DESMINADO EN                           

NICARAGUA 
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I.2 PROGRAMA DE DESMINADO HUMANITARIO EN NICARAGUA.  

 

El problema de las minas antipersonales en Nicaragua fue resultado del 

conflicto que vivió este país durante la década de los ochentas, la doctrina de defensa 

durante ese periodo estableció el minado de torres de alta tensión, puentes, fronteras y 

objetivos militares. Las minas buscaban restringir la penetración de fuerzas irregulares 

desde países vecinos, así como evitar la afectación por parte de estos grupos de objetivos 

socio-económicos, eran parte de una estrategia de doble filo, tanto defensiva como 

ofensiva.  

 

En este conflicto armado, las Minas terrestres antipersonales fueron utilizadas 

de manera indiscriminada por ambas partes
6
, el Ejército Popular Sandinista las utilizó para 

impedir la conexión entre tropas, con la finalidad de retardar la capacidad de avance y su 

capacidad de transportar el material, resultado de un plan militar combinado ya que se 

utilizan tanto como medio de defensa como ofensivo, y éstos (EPS) protegían sus bases 

militares y dificultaban el paso de las fuerzas contrarrevolucionarias al plantarlas en ambas 

fronteras del país, aunque principalmente fueron utilizadas en la frontera con Honduras
7
, en 

donde eran más frecuentes los ataques militares de las fuerzas irregulares.  

 

El uso que les dio las fuerzas contrarrevolucionarias a las Minas Antipersonales 

fue el terror, las utilizaban para buscar socavar el apoyo popular al gobierno sandinista, 

ellos las utilizaron en menor grado que el Ejército Popular Sandinista, pero no dejaron 

registro de los campos minados que ellos plantaron, y las plantaron en gran medida con la 

idea de afectar a la población civil, no como un medio defensivo y ofensivo, minaron 

                                                           

6
 http://www.icbl.org/lm/1999/nicaragua.html 

7
 Datos de Solicitud de extensión para implementación arto. 5 convención de Ottawa –marzo 2008 

http://www.icbl.org/lm/1999/nicaragua.html
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puentes y caminos que eran utilizados constantemente por la población, y no hicieron un 

registro real o eficiente del mismo.  

 

El empleo de las minas o campos de Minas ocasionó graves efectos económicos 

y sociales al país, de la misma forma, causó problemas de infraestructura porque 

generalmente las minas se encuentran ubicadas cerca de caminos, torres de electricidad, y 

demás; y esto, ocasiona problemas sociales por el trauma y caos que puedan engendrar 

dentro de las relaciones de una población, y la seguridad ciudadana se ve reducida debido al 

riesgo que estas representan, por el miedo y terror que originan sobre la población afectada. 

Además, gran parte de las áreas afectadas forman parte de terrenos muy fértiles, donde 

muchas veces los problemas de alimentación y subsistencia de la población se ven 

resueltos. 

 

Se han manejado diversas cifras sobre la cantidad de minas sembradas en 

Nicaragua, sin embargo, es un hecho que los registros originales que tenía Nicaragua no 

eran exactos
8
, dado que ya se ha desminado una cantidad considerablemente mayor a la que 

aparecía reflejada en los registros iníciales. La importancia de los registros de ubicación y 

esquemas de minado radica en que facilitan el trabajo considerablemente, ya que la 

destrucción de las minas era más simple al saber su posición exacta y su distribución en los 

campos minados que existían en el país. 

 

Luego de la finalización del conflicto entre la Contrarrevolución y el Ejército 

Popular Sandinista en los años 80’s, se registraban más de 991 objetivos minados con la 

presencia de 135,643 minas antipersonales, con 76 municipios afectados y poniendo en 

                                                           

8
 http://www.apminebanconvention.org/background-status-of-the-convention/clearing-mined-

areas/article-5-extensions/states-parties-requests-for-extension/list-of-countries/ 

http://www.apminebanconvention.org/background-status-of-the-convention/clearing-mined-areas/article-5-extensions/states-parties-requests-for-extension/list-of-countries/
http://www.apminebanconvention.org/background-status-of-the-convention/clearing-mined-areas/article-5-extensions/states-parties-requests-for-extension/list-of-countries/
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riesgo a mas de 2.5 millones de habitantes
9
, asimismo habían 10,091,316 M2

10
 afectados y 

se estima que se instaló una mina por cada 0.07 km2
11

 de tierra firme. Esta alta presencia de 

minas en Nicaragua ha ocasionado mutilación y muerte a muchos civiles y militares, se 

puede decir que existe un registro más de 1,250
12

 accidentes, así mismo una degradación 

ambiental, dado que una presión menor a 2 kilogramos es suficiente para hacerlas explotar, 

y se le hace un daño al subsuelo al destruirse su capa fértil. 

 

Independientemente del número, Nicaragua era el país más afectado por minas 

antipersonales en la región centroamericana y el segundo más afectado en el hemisferio 

después de Colombia
13

. 

 

Al inicio de las operaciones de Desminado en el año 1989, los costos de la 

remoción de cada mina eran de aproximadamente $250.00
14

. El costo de remoción de una 

mina se ha venido acrecentando por la creciente dificultad para localizarlas hasta estar hoy 

en día a $1,000; también, las campañas de educación preventiva son de un costo 

considerablemente alto. La OEA ha venido siendo un apoyo muy grande para todas las 

campañas de educación, de reinserción y de asistencia para las víctimas de las minas y los 5 

frentes del ejército que se encargan del desminado funcionan en gran medida gracias a las 

donaciones que se reciben. 

 

                                                           

9
 Datos de Solicitud de extensión para implementación arto. 5 convención de Ottawa –marzo 2008 

10
 Fuente: Ejército de Nicaragua  

11
 www.cicr.org 

12
 Fuente: Midef 

13
 www.ICBL.org 

14
 Fuente: Ejército de Nicaragua 
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El Programa Nacional de Desminado tiene su origen en Agosto de 1991, 

cuando Nicaragua hace una solicitud de apoyo para desminado al Secretario General de la 

Organización de los Estados Americanos; antes de esto, el Ejército de Nicaragua estableció 

un plan inicial con objetivos económicos para el periodo 1989-1992
15

, principalmente 

puentes, torres de energía y puentes que se encontraban minados, lo que dificultaba la 

accesibilidad a ciertas partes del país, además de que representaba un peligro para la 

ciudadanía en general.  

 

En 1993 se inician la labores de desminado contando también con la 

cooperación de la Junta Interamericana de Defensa con un equipo internacional 

conformado por 15 oficiales procedentes de Argentina, Brasil, Colombia, Chile, 

Guatemala, Honduras, Perú y Uruguay
16

; por razones presupuestarias se suspenden las 

operaciones de desminado. Sin embargo, estas actividades se reinician en Mayo de 1996 

bajo la responsabilidad de la Unidad para la Promoción de la Democracia (UPD) de la 

Secretaría General de la OEA, siendo certificada en el documento del Consejo Permanente 

de la OEA/ GTIPDCA-7197  que establece las responsabilidades de la OEA y del país 

receptor. 

 

A partir del año 2000, Nicaragua ha asumido un mayor liderazgo de Desminado 

en las Américas y actualmente es considerado un Programa Modelo
17

 por: lo positivo de 

sus resultados, su forma de organización,  su efectividad y cómo ha superado los problemas 

que ha enfrentado en el transcurso de todo el programa. 

                                                           

15
 Estudio Sobre el Impacto del Desminado en Nicaragua 

16
  www.icbl.org/lm/1999/nicaragua.html  

17 “Nicaragua en la recta final del desminado”. Junio 2004. Comisión Nacional de Desminado, OEA, 

Gobierno de Nicaragua del Ing. Enrique Bolaños. 

http://www.icbl.org/lm/1999/nicaragua.html
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 Nicaragua ejecuta el Plan Nacional de Desminado con el apoyo de la 

comunidad internacional vía O.E.A. y bilateralmente. Es de esta manera que encuentra el 

patrocinio decidido de diversos donantes para los Frentes de Operaciones. 

 

Bilateral: 

 

 PRIMER FRENTE DE OPERACIONES 

 SEGUNDO FRENTE DE OPERACIONES 

 

Países como Dinamarca han contribuido directamente de forma bilateral y no a 

través de la O.E.A. a las operaciones de desminado (Área de Somotillo y Frontera con 

Costa Rica respectivamente)
 18

. 

 

Vía Organización de Estados Americanos (O.E.A.) 

 

 El Programa de la O.E.A. es un esfuerzo humanitario con participación 

multilateral, con financiamiento y supervisión internacional, donde se da la cooperación 

civil y militar y se desarrollan las capacidades nacionales
19

.  

                                                           

18
 www.oeadesminado.org.ni 

http://www.oeadesminado.org.ni/
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- TERCER FRENTE DE OPERACIONES: SUECIA  

- CUARTO FRENTE DE OPERACIONES: NORUEGA, CANADA Y 

Comisión Europea más Estados Miembros 

- QUINTO FRENTE DE OPERACIONES: ESTADOS UNIDOS Y REINO 

UNIDO  

- DESTACAMENTO DE BARREMINAS: JAPON 

 

En el caso del resto de donantes vale la pena mencionar que España, Francia y 

Japón han contribuido con el Programa en Nicaragua como parte de su apoyo regional.  

 

Los contribuyentes 

 

Los países contribuyentes proveen el personal especializado a través de la 

Supervisión Internacional para el Programa. En el Equipo técnico, que conforma la 

MARMINCA, participan nacionales de Argentina, Brasil, Colombia, El Salvador, Estados 

Unidos, Guatemala, Venezuela y Chile. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                 

19
 www.oeadesminado.org.ni 

http://www.oeadesminado.org.ni/
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Según el Coronel William Mcdonough
20

 “Dadas las condiciones económicas de 

Nicaragua, no puede ser país donante, sin embargo forma parte de los países contribuyentes 

que envían a soldados y oficiales a países afectados como Perú y Ecuador”. 

 

Estos países contribuyentes proveen al personal especializado de Misión de 

Asistencia para la Remoción de Minas en Centroamérica (MARMINCA)
21

.  

 

I.3 OPERACIONES DE DESMINADO 

 

Las operaciones de desminado
22

 se desarrollan a través de módulos que se 

extienden a un periodo de seis meses cada uno, siendo ejecutadas por el Ejército de 

Nicaragua, quienes a su vez reciben supervisión de 16 Oficiales de la Junta Interamericana 

de Defensa 
23

  que pertenecen a los Ejércitos de Brasil, Colombia, El Salvador, Guatemala 

y Venezuela. Cuya sede en Centroamérica se encuentra en Managua albergando a la Misión 

de Asistencia para la Remoción de Minas en Centroamérica (MARMINCA) 

 

Es así como los Frentes de Operaciones de Desminado del Cuerpo de 

Ingenieros del Ejército cuentan con pequeñas unidades que a su vez trabajan con un 

destacamento barreminas, un pelotón de Señalización y de técnica canina
24

. De tal manera 

                                                           

20
 Ex Coordinador del PADCA 

21
 Que brinda apoyo logístico más allá de las capacidades de los países receptores, los equipos y materiales 

necesarios que se proporcionan dependen de las necesidades específicas de cada país en cuanto al desminado. 
22

 Nicaragua desarrollo un modelo de los más modernos en el área  del desminado, por ser uno de los 

programas más grandes con más de 600 zapadores y por contar con el liderazgo de la Comisión Nacional de 

Desminado, la Cancillería y otras instituciones estatales 
23

 JID 
24

 Ejército de Nicaragua 
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la dislocación de áreas cubiertas por cada uno de estos frentes se encuentran distribuidos en 

el país de la siguiente forma: 

 

- Frente de Operaciones No. 1: Cuenta con 99 efectivos militares, los cuales 

se encuentran ubicados en el Departamento de Chinandega realizando operaciones de 

desminado en campos de minas como San Miguelito; además, trabaja sobre el empalme 

1ro. De Mayo- San Francisco Libre e instalaciones de la Fuerza Armada. El tiempo previsto 

de culminación de estas operaciones fue hasta el primer semestre del año 2002. A partir del 

Segundo Semestre del 2002 inicio las labores de desminado de objetivos especiales a lo 

interno del territorio con un plazo de cumplimiento para Diciembre del año 2005. Es 

preciso mencionar que este Frente de Operaciones en conjunto con el frente numero dos 

cuenta con el financiamiento de 6.2 millones de dólares donado por el Reino de Dinamarca. 

Durante todo el año de 2007 el FOD – 1 trabajo en operaciones de Desminado en el 

Municipio de San Fernando con financiamiento del Reino de Dinamarca
25

. 

 

 

- Frente de Operaciones No. 2: Cuenta con 89 efectivos militares, los cuales 

están ubicados en el Departamento de Jinotega realizando operaciones de desminado en 

campos de minas de Abisinia y Pita El Carmen, con un plazo de cumplimiento de hasta 

mediados del año 2005. En el año de 2007 continuaron con las operaciones de Desminado 

en el municipio de Wiwili de Nueva Segovia y Jinotega y lo hicieron con fondos del Reino 

de Dinamarca
26

. 

 

- Frente de Operaciones No. 3: Cuenta con 99 efectivos militares, los cuales 

están ubicados en el Rama, Departamento de Zelaya Sur realizando Operaciones de 

                                                           

25
 Estudio Sobre el Impacto del Desminado en Nicaragua. 

26
 Ibidem 
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Desminado en las riberas del Río Escondido. Este frente de operaciones obtiene 

financiamiento de 5 millones de dólares donado por Suecia a través de PADCA/OEA y en 

el año de 2007 realizaron labores de Desminado en el municipio de Murra
27

. 

 

- Frente de Operaciones No. 4: Cuenta con 90 efectivos militares que se 

encuentran ubicados en Dipilto y Nueva Segovia, realizando Operaciones de Desminado en 

El Cerro Potrero grande y Grupo de Minas en Cerro Palo Bandera. Cuenta con el 

financiamiento de 4 millones de dólares donado por Noruega y Canadá Comisión Europea 

más Estados Miembros a través del PADCA/OEA y en el 2007 trabajaron en Campos 

Minados situados en el municipio de Jalapa
28

. 

 

- Frente de Operaciones No. 5: Cuenta con 93 efectivos militares que se 

encuentran ubicados en el Departamento de Matagalpa, realizando operaciones de 

desminado en campos de minas Mulukukú. Este último frente recibe financiamiento de 3.4 

millones de dólares por parte de los Estados Unidos, además del Reino Unido a través de la 

OEA.  Gracias a los fondos recibidos por intermediación de PADCA/OEA realizo 

operaciones de Desminado en los municipios de Bonanza y Mozonte durante todo el 

2007
29

. 

 

También dentro de los componentes que participan en la ejecución del 

Programa Nacional de Desminado Humanitario se encuentran tres pequeñas unidades 

especializadas:  

 

                                                           

27
 Estudio Sobre el Impacto del Desminado en Nicaragua. 

28
 Ibidem 

29
 Ibidem 
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1.- Destacamento de barreminas
30

: con dos componentes barreminas y 

máquinas ingenieras convencionales (Bulldozer) para certificación y aseguramiento de los 

Frentes de Operaciones. 

 

2.- Pelotón de Señalización, está destinado a las labores de señalización de 

campos minados y la realización de campañas de educación preventiva con la población en 

riesgo y para ejecutar las operaciones de destrucción de minas almacenadas
31

. Conformado 

por 50 zapadores, que permite con mayor flexibilidad y eficiencia atender de forma 

inmediata las denuncias de la población, señalizar áreas minadas y destruir las minas 

almacenadas en un tiempo menor al proyectado. Este Pelotón de señalización fue entrenado 

por Fuerzas Especiales de Estados Unidos. Sus primeros Módulos fueron financiados por 

España y Francia. 

 

3.- Pelotón Canino, conformado por 8 binomios (Guía/Perro), se emplea 

fundamentalmente para las labores de Aseguramiento de Calidad Interna (ACI), el cual se 

lleva a cabo bajo el financiamiento de los Estados Unidos
32

. 

 

Para la ejecución de las actividades que conlleva el desminado, es necesario 

hacer mención de un elemento fundamental en la remoción de minas, “El Zapador del 

Ejército”, quienes arriesgan su vida por un salario mínimo ya que ganan de $110 a $180 

                                                           

30
 (Cuenta con el aporte de 2.8 millones de dólares auspiciado por Japón y 1.3 millones de dólares por parte 

de la Unión Europea) 
31

 Ejército de Nicaragua 
32

 Ibidem 
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dólares contando con una alimentación balanceada, atención psicológica y un seguro de 

vida 
33

en caso de accidentes o muerte.  

 

En Nicaragua se estima que hay 600 zapadores entrenados y equipados de los 

cuales 120 son los que componen los Frentes de Operaciones con distintas funciones. Es 

una labor extenuante y completamente humana porque arriesgan la vida contando con un 

equipo de trabajo ligero (casco, gafas, chaleco, pantalón denominado permera, y zapatos 

plataforma) los cuales le garantizan al Zapador una protección mínima en el momento del 

accidente.  

 

Sin embargo, a pesar del riesgo que conlleva esta difícil labor una parte 

fundamental de la remoción de minas es que las comunidades, los refugiados y desplazados 

puedan regresar a sus hogares para que se les pueda prestar la asistencia humanitaria 

necesaria para que puedan lograr un desarrollo sostenible.  

 

Por consiguiente, para poder lograr cumplir estos objetivos es necesario llevar a 

cabo un estudio analítico por el cual se forme una evaluación del impacto socioeconómico 

de la contaminación que genera las minas para contribuir a establecer prioridades para las 

operaciones técnicas
34

 en determinadas zonas. De tal manera se elaboran mapas de estudios 

de impactos técnicos para facilitar la labor de los pelotones de zapadores en distintas áreas 

del país. 

 

                                                           

33
 que implica tratamiento médico, restablecimiento e instalación de prótesis si es necesario, sin embargo en 

caso de muerte se beneficia a la familia con una pensión bien remunerada en partes proporcionales. 
34

 se ha aplicado el principio de certificación, una vez desminado el territorio, haciendo segundo barrido bajo 

un control de certificación interno, dejando de manifiesto que en el área específica los trabajos han concluido. 
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Las operaciones de remoción se llevan a cabo por tres métodos principales: 

 

- La remoción manual con personal especializado para luego destruir las 

minas con explosiones controladas. 

 

- La detección con perros que pueden ser utilizados junto a un personal 

especializado en operaciones de desminado manual. 

 

- La remoción mecánica con maquinas como rodillos y excavadoras, fijas 

generalmente a tractores blindados, para destruir las minas en el terreno. Estas maquinas 

son muy costosas y solo pueden ser utilizadas cuando el terreno es apropiado
35

.  

 

Aspectos Técnicos para la Destrucción de Minas de Arsenal 

 

-Método de destrucción: Por medio de detonación de cargas explosivas 

adosadas con transmisión de la explosión a través de cargas multiplicadoras
36

.  Las 

espoletas y detonadores de todas las minas se destruyen por el método explosivo en fosa de 

voladura independiente.  

 

-Método de disparo: eléctrico, con circuito pirotécnico de reserva. 

 

                                                           

35
 Ejército de Nicaragua 

36
 Carga explosiva para incrementar la potencia destructiva de una carga inicial destinada a garantizar la 

destrucción total del objetivo. 
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-Distancia de Seguridad: Para el personal militar 350 metros en abrigo ligero 

cubierto. Para invitados especiales unos mil metros
37

.  

 

-Secuencia de Destrucción: Se destruirá en dieciséis voladuras parciales 

consecutivas con diferencia de cinco segundos para atenuar la onda expansiva y disminuir 

proyecciones. Se construyen fosas de 5 metros de largo por 3 metros de ancho por 4 metros 

de profundidad por el tamaño de las cargas y se cubrirán con sacos terreros
38

, para prevenir 

dispersión de minas lanzadas por la explosión y la proyección de esquirlas.  

 

También se toman ciertas medidas de seguridad como: avisar con tres días de 

anticipación a la población civil del área a utilizar, instalar sismógrafos antes y después de 

la destrucción para verificar si hay afectación en el lugar , no manipular sustancias 

explosivas solo las de voladuras, crear puestos de observación contra incendios y de 

atención médica especializada.  

 

Para proteger el medio ambiente las detonaciones se realizarán soterradas
39

, 

lejos de las áreas protegidas, de tal manera es necesaria una limpieza del área perimetral 

para prevenir la propagación del fuego; por consiguiente, se cubren los cráteres dejados por 

las detonaciones, dejando reforestada el área utilizada y realizando trabajos dirigidos a 

obtener la certificación de protección del medio ambiente.  

 

                                                           

37
 Solicitud de Extensión del plazo de ejecución del  Programa Nacional de Desminado Humanitario de la 

República de Nicaragua 
38

 bolsas de tela rudimentaria de material resistente para brindar protección producidas por detonar una carga 
39

 Explosiones controladas producidas en condiciones favorables bajo la superficie del terreno cubierta con 

tierra u otro material para reducir la proyección de residuos. 
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El Huracán Mitch provocó el desplazamiento de zonas registradas con minas 

antipersonales y la pérdida de algunos elementos de orientación topográfica, 

imposibilitando el acceso a caminos en muchos lugares
40

.  

 

Por consiguiente, el gobierno de Nicaragua elaboró un Plan de Emergencia, 

considerando que el Plan de Desminado no podría ejecutarse en el período establecido, 

haciendo una nueva formulación con el objetivo de definir las operaciones de acción 

posteriores al Mitch.  

 

Sin embargo, a pesar de los esfuerzos logrados por parte del Ejército de 

Nicaragua, la penúltima etapa del Desminado Humanitario que comprendió los años del 

2002-2005, en la Frontera Norte con Honduras y la Región Autónoma del Atlántico Norte, 

se tornaron difíciles por estar ubicados en áreas de topografía accidentada e inviernos 

prolongados que dificultaron la eliminación de estas minas.  

 

En la última etapa del Proceso, 2006-2009, el Ejército de Nicaragua fue 

alertado por los pobladores aledaños a Nueva Segovia quienes habían escuchado varias 

detonaciones, probablemente provocadas por animales de la zona que habían muerto al 

pisar una mina y alertaron a las autoridades correspondientes. De tal manera, el Ejército de 

Nicaragua mandó a investigar confirmando lo dicho por los campesinos. Se llegó a la 

conclusión, que debido al Huracán Félix que azotó Nicaragua el 4 de septiembre del 2007 

todavía quedaban más de 10,000
41

 minas antipersonales en la zona en cuestión.   

                                                           

40
 http://www.ejercito.mil.ni/cien.html 

41
 Fuente: Ejército de Nicaragua 

http://www.ejercito.mil.ni/cien.html
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De tal manera, Nicaragua junto a la OEA siguen en la labor de recaudar 

fondos
42

 para finalizar con las operaciones de desminado y prestar mayor enfoque a los 

programas de Educación y reinserción social para lograr completar los compromisos 

adquiridos en la Convención de Ottawa. 

 

I.3.1  LOGROS DEL PROGRAMA DE DESMINADO 

HUMANITARIO 

 

-   Nicaragua en la actualidad está considerado a nivel internacional como una 

de las mejoras experiencias de un programa de Desminado Humanitario, por los 

importantes avances que se han hecho durante el programa de Desminado. El PNDH- de 

Nicaragua es considerado como un programa modelo a nivel Internacional dado la 

eficiencia que ha tenido y la forma en la que ha cumplido con lo establecido en el Tratado 

de Ottawa y avanzado hacia el cumplimiento de la meta final, la que es un país libre de 

minas antipersonales a finales del 2009 y así convertirse en país Libre de Minas 

Antipersonales y no solo eso, sino que sería Centroamérica la primera región del mundo 

declarada Libre de Minas. 

 

- Cumplimiento de lo establecido en el Arto.4 del Tratado de Ottawa
43

, con la 

total destrucción de las minas que se encontraban en arsenal del Ejército de Nicaragua, 

objetivo que fue cumplido para el año 2002. Para lograr esto se elaboro un plan de 

destrucción de minas en arsenal o almacenadas el cual se llevó a cabo en 11 voladuras 

                                                           

42
 para concluir el Programa en el 2005, se estima que se requieren básicamente de unos 7 millones de dólares 

para los distintos programas de desminado. 
43

 Arto.4 del Tratado de Ottawa “…cada Estado Parte se compromete a destruir, o a asegurar la destrucción de 

todas las existencias de minas antipersonal que le pertenezcan o posea, o que estén bajo su jurisdicción o 

control, lo antes posible, y a más tardar en un plazo de 4 años…” 
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completando de tal manera cuatro años de ardua labor que llevo a la desaparición total de 

133 mil 331 minas que las fuerzas armadas tenían almacenadas.   

 

- Mayor apoyo de la comunidad internacional en la movilización de fondos y 

recursos necesarios, ya que ha demostrado un manejo limpio de los recursos brindados y se 

ha venido cumpliendo en tiempo y forma lo establecido en el Tratado de Ottawa
44

.  

 

- Destrucción hasta Enero del año 2008 de 158,312 minas instaladas en 956 

objetivos y campos minados en el territorio nacional
45

.  

 

- Beneficio de forma directa e indirecta a más de dos millones de pobladores 

que se encontraban en el área afectada por las minas antipersonales. 

 

- Reducción de la población en riesgo directo de contacto con minas 

antipersonales, con una variación de más de medio millón de personas viviendo a menos de 

5 KM de distancia de las áreas de peligro en 1990 a menos de 30,000 habitantes viviendo 

actualmente en estas condiciones
46

. Se puede decir que en términos de impacto directo se 

ha beneficiado a casi un millón de habitantes, que vivían próximos a áreas minadas, en 

términos de impacto directo e indirecto se estima en más de dos millones la población 

beneficiada. 

 

- Reducción de accidentes con minas al personal zapador, ya que se han 

venido cumpliendo con más conciencia las normas de seguridad establecidas a nivel 

internacional y por la propia experiencia adquirida por los avances logrados en el PNDH. 

 

                                                           

44
 Ejemplo de esto es el cumplimiento a tiempo de la eliminación de las minas en arsenal del ejército de 

Nicaragua.  
45

 Fuente: Ejército de Nicaragua 
46

 Estudio Sobre el Impacto del Desminado en Nicaragua 2007 
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- Confianza del donante en la administración eficiente y transparente de 

recursos destinados al desminado nacional, ya que los fondos utilizados en las operaciones 

de desminado han tenido resultados ejemplares y que los fondos  que han sido puestos a 

disposición al Estado de Nicaragua solo han sido usados para lograr el cumplimiento y 

finalización del PNDH. 

 

-  Restablecimiento de la seguridad ciudadana, ya que tanto las campañas de 

concientización como el avance de las operaciones de desminado han venido a reducir de 

manera drástica el riesgo que corre la población en general, por tanto la eliminación de más 

del 90%
47

 de las minas plantadas en el territorio nacional y el conocimiento brindado por 

las campañas de capacitación reducen la posibilidad de un accidente y en caso de que un 

accidente ocurra se sabe qué hacer. 

 

-  Tierras fértiles ocupadas por minas reducidas en un (65%)
48

, lo que vino a 

ampliar la cantidad de tierra disponible para el cultivo en lugares que están muy afectados 

por la pobreza, lo que vino a tener un efecto positivo en las economías locales de 

poblaciones enteras. 

 

-   Desde 1989 a enero del 2008, se han logrado destruir casi dos millones  

(1, 895,055) de artefactos explosivos no detonados (UXO’s
49

). De ellos un 61.41 % son de 

pequeño calibre
50

. Este no es uno de los objetivos establecidos al inicio de las operaciones 

de desminado, pero no se puede ignorar el impacto social positivo que ha tenido en la 

seguridad ciudadana de las áreas afectadas, ya que cada UXO pone en peligro de muerte a 

una o varias personas. Cada uno de estos UXO tiene la capacidad de matar, invalidar a una 

                                                           

47
 Según informe de los avances de las operaciones de desminado a fecha de enero 2008. 

48
 Solicitud de Extensión del plazo de ejecución del  Programa Nacional de Desminado Humanitario de la 

República de Nicaragua 
49

 Ejército de Nicaragua 
50

 Ibidem 
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o varias personas y lo que se ha destruido hasta la fecha equivale, a que 1 de cada 3 

ciudadanos de este país, se evitaría un accidente grave. 

 

-  90.31%
51

 de Cumplimiento de la meta del desminado,  de acuerdo con el 

estimado existente actualmente, lo que indica la cercana finalización del PNDH y la 

realización de una Nicaragua libre de Minas antipersonales. 

 

- En el año 2001, se declaró la Frontera Sur, libre de Minas, lo que constituyó 

un avance muy importante para las operaciones de desminado del país, ya que representó la 

finalización del desminado en una de las áreas claves identificadas desde el inicio de las 

operaciones de desminado
52

 y un paso libre del peligro de las minas antipersonales hacia el 

país de Costa Rica.  

 

- Se elaboró un Plan Estratégico para Asistencia a las Víctimas de Minas, lo 

que vino a tener un efecto positivo en las víctimas existentes en el país, ya que tienen una 

base mas fuerte bajo la cual apoyarse y todo los fondos puestos a disposición para este tema 

tienen un causal común, lo que incrementa la eficiencia del uso de estos. 

 

 

I.3.2  DIFICULTADES DEL PROGRAMA DE DESMINADO 

HUMANITARIO  

 

- Áreas de trabajo en zonas fronterizas. (Condiciones de selva y montaña, de 

gran humedad), lo que ha venido a dificultar el acceso a las minas antipersonales mientras 

son menos las que hay en existencia e incrementa los costos de las operaciones de 

                                                           

51
 Ibidem 

52
 Según el estudio sobre el impacto del Desminado en Nicaragua. 
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desminado en gran medida ya que mientras menos minas existen más difíciles son estas de 

encontrar. 

 

- Condiciones meteorológicas adversas, ejemplificado por los 3 grandes 

huracanes (Juana, Mitch y Félix) que han afectado a nuestro país desde que se empezó a dar 

la utilización de minas antipersonales dentro del territorio Nicaragüense
53

, ya que las minas 

que se encontraban en registro son removidas y reubicadas por las fuertes corrientes que se 

dan, lo que ocasiona que los registros en existencia se vuelvan obsoletos y que áreas ya 

consideradas libres de minas se vuelvan a contaminar, lo que ocasiona muchos costos para 

las operaciones de desminado, ya que se tiene que volver a revisar grandes extensiones de 

territorio para certificar si hay minas enterradas o no.  

 

- Mal estado de los caminos rurales, o inexistencia de los mismos para acceder 

a campos minados fronterizos y otros campos minados existentes.  

 

- Desplazamiento de minas por corrientes de agua ocasionadas por lluvias, 

deslaves, contaminando zonas extensas ya desminadas o no afectadas anteriormente. Esto 

se da principalmente en aquellas zonas en las que existe un gran manto acuático o altos 

niveles de precipitación, ya que las mismas corrientes de los ríos arrastran a destinos 

inciertos las minas antipersonales en registro, lo que dispersa los objetivos y dificulta su 

cumplimiento. 

 

- Existencia de mucha basura metálica. (más de 35 objetos met. x mina), más 

de seis millones 070,544 objetos metálicos
54

 han sido encontrados durante las operaciones 

de Desminado en los diversos frentes de operación, lo que viene a incrementar el precio de 

                                                           

53
 Solicitud de Extensión del plazo de ejecución del  Programa Nacional de Desminado Humanitario de la 

República de Nicaragua 
54

  Fuente: Ejercito de Nicaragua 
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destrucción de cada mina y el malgasto de los recursos que son utilizados en las 

operaciones de desminado. 

 

- Accidentes de zapadores en operaciones de desminado, lo que ocasiona la 

perdida de valiosas vidas humanas y causa estragos en el humor del personal zapador y 

tiene un grave impacto en el  estado mental y psicológico de los miembros que trabajan en 

los diferentes frentes del desminado. Han habido más de 48 víctimas durante las 

operaciones de desminado, en 26 accidentes entre los años 1990 al 2007
55

 

 

- Lejanía de los campos minados existentes, dificultando el cumplimiento con 

los tiempos de Evacuación médica establecidas en las normas internacionales (necesidad de 

quirófano de campaña, médicos especialistas, helicópteros, etc). 

 

-  Campos de minas sin datos referenciales (solo información general o 

incluso información nula o inexistente) lo que dificulta ubicarlos de forma exacta, lo que 

significa un mayor uso del tiempo y de los recursos disponibles para las operaciones del 

Desminado Humanitario. 

 

-  Campos de minas fuera de registros encontrados por zapadores y/o 

denunciados por la población. (Más de 15,732 minas f/r destruidas
56

 actualmente), lo que 

representa cerca de un 25% del total de minas plantadas en el país, lo que además ocasiono 

que de un registro inicial identificado de 991 objetivos minados, se ha llegado a tener un 

control de la existencia, a Enero del 2008 de un universo de 1,005 objetivos, incluyendo las 

áreas identificadas fuera de los registros históricos. 
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- Un poco más de 7,000 minas han sido destruidas en extensas áreas a causa 

de reminados no registrados de los campos minados o ampliación de lugar de despeje  y se 

considera que este factor de reminado no excede el 4% de los objetivos minados
57

. 

 

-  Falta de financiamiento para cumplir las metas del desminado en los años 

2008 – 2009 lo que dificulta la capacidad de cumplir con la meta original impuesta con la 

entrada en vigencia del tratado de Ottawa. 

 

- Anteriormente se empleaban las Técnicas de Desminado Canino, pero 

debido a sus altos costos de mantenimiento y a las dificultades que presentaban las 

características del terreno para la efectividad de este método se ha suspendido su 

aplicación. 

 

I.3.3  Impacto del Desminado en Nicaragua 

 

En la actualidad, Nicaragua atraviesa una profunda crisis económica, social y 

política. Lo Programas de Estabilización y de Ajuste Estructural implementados por el 

Banco Mundial y el Fondo Monetario Internacional, han causado un severo impacto en el 

ámbito social y económico, incrementando el desempleo y generando una migración 

masiva de la fuerza laboral al interior y exterior del territorio nacional. Añadiendo la crisis 

mundial que ronda a los países en de toda la esfera.  

 

Es así como, el deterioro de las condiciones sociales reduce a amplios sectores 

de la población de indigencia, incluso provocando la muerte por hambre entre los más 

vulnerables. Además, existe una aguda crisis de gobernabilidad en que los poderes del 
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Estado, polarizados y partidizados, se encuentran confrontados en una lucha que trasciende 

lo político ya que, influye en la situación social y económica debido, a la relevación de 

actos de corrupción  y fraude incurridos en la administración pública los cuales, han 

reducido la deteriorada credibilidad y confianza de la ciudadanía en las instituciones y 

sobre todo, en el Gobierno.  

 

Las consecuencias por el empleo de las minas van más allá del ámbito militar, 

pues la actividad de esas normas no cesa con el fin de las hostilidades. Las minas pueden 

permaneces activas durante décadas; son eternas y eficaces centinelas que no tienen 

distinción alguna en el momento de su detonación y precisamente los civiles son sus 

principales víctimas.  

 

Las minas terrestres producen efectos devastadores a nivel económico y social. 

La agricultura no puede retomarse después de las hostilidades si los campos se encuentran 

minados y, algo tan esencial como el transporte se torna riesgoso a causa de los caminos 

minados
58

.  

 

Sin embargo, ante esta situación, se puede apreciar un esfuerzo por los diversos 

Gobiernos que han pasado en el poder, encaminado a fortalecer el enfoque humanístico de 

la Acción Humanitaria Contra las Minas por medio de políticas y acciones integrales y 

participativas, que centran mejor el interés en los individuos y comunidades afectadas. De 

tal manera, el carácter humanitario del desminado y los derechos humanos de los 

beneficiarios se analizan en tres planos principales
59

: Psicosocial, en el que tratan los 
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aspectos individuales de las personas; Socioeconómico, por el cual se abordan las 

relaciones sociales y las actividades materiales desarrolladas entre las personas; y por 

último el Ambiental, referido a la vinculación e interacción de las personas en su entorno 

natural.  

 

Asimismo, el impacto del desminado está determinado por otros factores ajenos 

a las acciones de desminado ejecutadas, que modifican favorable o desfavorablemente sus 

resultados aumentando o disminuyendo los niveles de sus beneficios. No obstante, el 

principal factor es la crisis socioeconómica del país que afecta a los sitios con mayor grado 

de pobreza que poseen tierras aptas para la agricultura que han sido rehabilitadas mediante 

la remoción de las minas que obstaculizan su explotación, pero no están siendo producidas 

debido a la carencia de recursos materiales y financieros por parte de sus propietarios. Sin 

embargo, la implementación de los programas de desarrollo por parte de Instituciones 

Gubernamentales, en lugares beneficiados por el desminado, pueden contribuir a elevar el 

impacto causado por la acción contra las minas.  

 

Estas son las razones por las que todas las actividades y esfuerzo relacionados 

con la remoción de minas forman parte integral de la fase de reconstrucción. Por ello 

remover y eliminar las minas es un requisito sine qua non para la reconstrucción de 

cualquier sociedad que sufra de este mal. 

 

I.3.3.1  Impacto Psicosocial  
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La eliminación de las minas significa para las víctimas, la recuperación de su 

libertad de acción y control sobre el entorno natural en que se desenvuelven, restituyendo 

su confianza y autoestima personal
60

. Es así, que las acciones del desminado reconocen la 

dignidad y respeto de las personas, al poner evidencia el interés y la preocupación por su 

seguridad de parte de las instituciones y la sociedad en su conjunto. 

 

El Comité Internacional de la Cruz Roja calcula que mensualmente 800 

personas (26 cada día) pierden la vida a causa de las minas, mientras que el Departamento 

de Estado de los Estados Unidos habla de 26,000 muertos y heridos al año (72 víctimas 

diarias), sin embargo las cifras son difíciles de calcular, pues la mayor parte de los países 

más minados han pasado por conflictos recientes y carecen de infraestructura necesarias 

para que las víctimas sean trasladadas y atendidas a tiempo, de tal manera que cada víctima 

que sobrevive a la explosión de una mina fallece o requiere amputación
61

. 

 

Con relación al caso de Nicaragua, las minas antipersonales han ocasionado 

daños irreparables en la población rural, debido a que en estas zonas prevalece la mayor 

actividad agrícola y ganadera del país. Según los datos registrados por el PADCA 

(Programa de Asistencia al Desminado Humanitario), desde 1980 hasta el año 2003 ha 

habido 565 víctimas en las distintas regiones del país con un total de 518 heridos y 47 

muertos, de los cuales 436 son civiles y 129 son militares (zapadores)
62

. Estos datos han 

venido descendiendo a medida que se implementó el Programa Nacional de Desminado 

Humanitario que ha contribuido no sólo a la erradicación de las minas sino también a la 

pronta reactivación de las víctimas a la sociedad mediante programas de atención y 
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reinserción social, lo cual ha contribuido a crear los medios necesarios para que los 

sobrevivientes puedan comenzar una vida nueva siendo capaces de poder trabajar para 

obtener un sustento para sus familias. 

 

Por otra parte, hay que recordar que a la tragedia que supone haber perdido 

algún miembro de su cuerpo, hay que añadir la marginación a la que este hecho condena. 

Bien dice el Señor Edgard Tirado, del municipio de San Fernando, Nueva Segovia: "Las 

personas pierden toda esperanza cuando pisan una mina. Saben que su vida ha cambiado 

para siempre. Como la mayoría de ellos son agricultores, sin una pierna o un brazo ya no 

pueden proveerse de alimentos para ellos, ni para sus familias" 

 

Pero si para un adulto el verse repentinamente incapacitado es un hecho 

traumático, para un niño las consecuencias son todavía más graves. No obstante, ellos son 

reiteradas víctimas de las minas, porque son los más vulnerables. Primero por su estatura, 

que les impide ver entre la maleza minas que un adulto distingue con facilidad
63

. 

 

Segundo, por el mero hecho de ser niños; como tales, una de sus principales 

ocupaciones es jugar. Y según las estadísticas, los juegos son la "actividad" que con mayor 

frecuencia provoca accidentes de minas entre ellos
64

. Para un niño jugar supone desde 

explorar su entorno hasta coleccionar esos modelos que ha visto en las charlas de 

divulgación sobre los peligros de esas armas. Pero el entorno desconocido de un niño 

refugiado o desplazado que regresa a su lugar de origen, puede ser extremadamente 
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inseguro y ese artefacto que encuentra en el suelo no es el inocente modelo que le habían 

enseñado. 

 

Además, en los países pobres como el nuestro, los niños, al igual que los 

adultos, se ven obligados a realizar tareas que ante la presencia de minas pueden resultar 

sumamente arriesgadas: llevar el ganado a pastar, acercarse al mercado más próximo o 

simplemente salir a buscar agua o leña al lugar más cercano. 

 

En la mayoría de los casos, la inseguridad de las víctimas de minas se 

fundamenta en la duda de que todas las minas hubieran sido efectivamente eliminadas, 

especialmente donde han ocurridos derrumbes o deslaves que pudieron haberlas cambiado 

de su posición original, haciéndolas indetectables a los zapadores.  

 

Todo ello hay que añadir el continuo temor en el que vive la población 

afectada. Difícilmente puede explicarse la permanente intranquilidad que inspira un paraje 

aparentemente apacible del que no se sabe con certeza si esconde o no un campo de minas. 

 

Es por esta razón que el Derecho Internacional Humanitario proscribe el 

empleo de armas trampa y de minas antipersonales porque causan males innecesarios a sus 

víctimas, sin distinguir a combatientes de no combatientes. Las zonas minadas permanecen 

activas luego del cese de hostilidades, colocando en riesgo permanente a la población civil 

y marginando vastas áreas que podrían ser incorporadas a la explotación productiva. 
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Cabe desatacar, que gracias a las labores de desminado, la mayor parte de las 

poblaciones con residencia próxima a las zonas despejadas han recuperado la posibilidad de 

transitar con seguridad y confianza por los sitios antes minados. También han establecido 

las condiciones para restituir la residencia original de las personas, permitiendo su retorno a 

los mismos sitios de donde fueron desplazados.  

 

Como ejemplo, de esto se puede mencionar que las autoridades locales del 

departamento de Chinandega estiman que un total de 400 familias han regresado a su 

municipio, a diferencia de las 500 familias que emigraron a la República de Honduras 

huyendo de las minas y de los demás efectos de la guerra. A pesar de este logro, en muchos 

casos la posibilidad de retornar a sus hogares depende de recursos económicos para la 

rehabilitación de sus viviendas y los demás requerimientos necesarios para su 

restablecimiento.  

 

En otros casos, se dan situaciones en que las acciones del desminado ponen de 

relieve conflictos de propiedad sobre la tierra, por otra parte el derecho de usar y 

usufructuar las tierras recuperadas resulta limitado por la falta de recursos materiales y 

financieros de los productores, disminuidos por la crisis económica que influye el área rural 

del país. 

 

Así ocurre en el Asentamiento “El Tablón” del Municipio de San Lucas, 

departamento de Madriz, donde unas 37 familias desplazadas no han podido restablecerse 

en sus parcelas por no disponer de medios materiales suficientes, debiendo caminar 3 horas 

diarias ida y vuelta para laborar en el cultivo de las mismas. En otros casos, las personas 
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desplazadas se encuentran arraigadas en nuevos lugares mostrando poco interés en regresar 

a sus localidades de origen, dificultando el proceso de reinserción del desminado
65

.  

 

No obstante, en menor medida que los aspectos anteriores, las minas han 

limitado el derecho de los habitantes de los lugares afectados a acceder a los servicios 

sociales básicos, tales como el agua potable, el alumbrado domiciliar, las 

telecomunicaciones, la salud, la educación, entre otros. Más sin embargo, al emprenderse la 

acción en contra de las minas antipersonales en muchos casos de forma indirecta se ha 

restituido el acceso de la población a los servicios sociales básicos creando descontento 

entre sus pobladores a causa de la reducida cobertura que tienen la deficiente calidad con 

que son brindados.  

 

I.3.3.2  Impacto Socio-Económico 

 

Tanto para los individuos como para el conjunto de un país, la plaga de las 

minas también tiene secuelas económicas. En primer lugar, los gastos de la atención 

sanitaria. Una víctima de mina necesita grandes cantidades de sangre y requiere una 

intervención quirúrgica especial -desbridamiento- que elimine totalmente los tejidos 

muertos o infectados, en caso contrario, son necesarias operaciones posteriores
66

. A esta 

operación siguen el tratamiento medicamentoso y la rehabilitación, y si es posible la 

colocación de una prótesis, que a su vez requiere otro período de rehabilitación. Sin 

prótesis, las personas mutiladas están condenadas a la invalidez permanente, pero esos 

aparatos son caros (a veces suponen los ingresos mensuales de una familia durante varios 
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meses, o quizás hasta años) y además deben sustituirse cada cierto tiempo, en los niños 

cada seis meses, en los adultos, cada tres a cinco años. 

 

Con todo, los costes no se restringen a los gastos sanitarios o de desminado, 

sino que comprenden también aquellos que se derivan de la imposibilidad de acceder a los 

recursos. La agricultura y la ganadería constituyen la base de la economía en la mayor parte 

de las poblaciones  afectadas, pero el legado de las minas hace que tierras antaño fértiles 

tengan que ser abandonadas; la imposibilidad de cultivar la tierra, provoca el consiguiente 

éxodo rural. En otros casos, las minas impiden la repatriación de los refugiados cuya 

contribución a la reconstrucción del país es fundamental. 

 

Las vías de comunicación quedan cortadas y la explotación de otros recursos 

potenciales, como el turismo, se ven obstaculizados. Adicionalmente, personas que antes 

podían trabajar se convierten en una carga social, no sólo para sus familias, sino para todo 

el país.
67

   

 

Por otro lado, el restablecimiento de la seguridad ciudadana y reinserción social 

y económica ha contribuido a fortalecer los niveles de seguridad social en las comunidades 

beneficiadas, eliminando los factores de riesgo que amenazaban la vida de sus miembros y 

las condiciones para el desarrollo de las víctimas en la realización de sus actividades 

cotidianas. Como consecuencia de los niveles de seguridad recuperados, se generó un 

proceso de reinserción social y económica según las particularidades y la diversidad de 

circunstancias atravesadas en los diferentes lugares.  
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Dicho proceso se ha desarrollado de manera espontánea, sustentando los 

esfuerzos y escasos recursos de los propios afectados, hechos que limita la posibilidad de 

alcanzar logros más efectivos. Lamentablemente, la intervención del Estado ha sido débil, 

generando un vacío que es sustituido por algunos programas de apoyo impulsado por 

Organizaciones y Organismos de la sociedad civil e Instituciones Religiosas que tratan de 

disminuir las necesidades de los pobladores.  

 

Pero ello resulta más grave si se consideran los elevados niveles de pobreza 

prevalecientes en casi todos los sitios que han sido objeto de las acciones del desminado. 

 

Uno de los lugares en que mejor se aprecia el proceso de reinserción, es el 

municipio de San Pedro del Norte, donde la mayoría de las personas que se vieron 

obligadas a emigrar en el pasado, regresaron a sus comunidades, logrando restablecerse, 

reiniciando sus actividades productivas, comerciales o de servicios, con todo y las grandes 

dificultades observadas en dicho municipio. 

 

En otra instancia, los familiares de las personas muertas por efecto de las minas 

y los que resultaron lesionados o con alguna discapacidad; pasan graves dificultades, pese a 

los esfuerzos y programas impulsados para su rehabilitación y reinserción resulta 

insuficiente. Debido a que en la mayoría de los casos es reducida la atención inicial a las 

víctimas de minas y no suele darse un seguimiento constante a su rehabilitación
68

.  
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Por otro lado, debido a que las minas fueron instaladas en áreas rurales, el 

mayor impacto económico del desminado está centrado en la reactivación de la producción 

agropecuaria y la explotación silvícola y en el desarrollo del comercio y la prestación de 

servicios vinculados. Estas labores de desminado, han dado paso a la limpieza cerca de 250 

Ha de tierra, cuya vocación esta orientada al cultivo de productos de agro-exportación, de 

consumo interno, de crianza de ganado, o bien constituyen reservas forestales. Sin 

embargo, la superficie de tierra registrada no refleja la verdadera dimensión del impacto del 

desminado. Hace falta agregarle, extensiones de territorio circunscritas a las zonas 

afectadas, que por su proximidad a las minas, se encontraban inutilizadas.  

  

Un ejemplo de ello es la zona de San Pancho-San Carlos, fronteriza con Costa 

Rica que hace cuatro años atrás se encontraban 10 campos minados
69

, sin embargo gracias 

a la ardua labor del Ejército estos campos hoy en día están siendo trabajados a la siembra y 

exportación de naranjas. Para la cosecha del 2006 se produjeron  alrededor de 750,000 cajas 

de naranjas, cifra que equivaldría a unos US$ 1.6 millones en exportaciones. 

 

También se calcula,  que durante el primer año de la fase de desminado, unas 

14 mil cabezas de ganado vacuno y unas 2 mil 500 bestias de montura y carga sin contar el 

ganado caprino y porcino fueron muertos y lesionados por efectos de las minas
70

.   Por 

consiguiente, se ha tratado de preservar el hato ganadero, por ser un elemento primordial en 

la economía nicaragüense a nivel local y extranjero.  
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Los principales beneficiados del desminado son los pequeños y medianos 

productores, dueños de parcelas que habían sido minadas, o de otras muy cercanas a estas. 

También, han sido beneficiados los trabajadores agropecuarios asalariados que han vuelto a 

tener empleo en las fincas que han sido reactivadas. Además, pero en menor medida, ha 

mejorado la situación económica de algunos pequeños comerciantes y prestatarios de 

diversos servicios. 

 

Si bien los propietarios de parcelas reiniciaron sus labores productivas, los 

efectos de la crisis imperante en el agro nicaragüense, redujo las posibilidades de alcanzar 

mejores resultados. En el mejor de los casos, las actividades emprendidas tuvieron que ser 

orientadas a asegurar el autoconsumo familiar. 

 

Existe un elemento de interés dentro del impacto socio-económico que indica 

que si bien, existen lugares limpios de minas antipersonales, que poseen un cierto atractivo 

natural con gran potencial para incentivar la promoción del turismo ecológico, la lejanía en 

que se encuentran de los principales centros de concentración urbana, el mal estado de las 

vías de comunicación, la ausencia de la infraestructura y las instalaciones requeridas 

impiden su desarrollo inmediato. Dejando esta pretensión a un largo plazo, cuando existan 

los recursos necesarios para su implementación.  

 

Las acciones del Programa Nacional de Desminado que fueron implementadas 

en los primeros años dieron prioridad a la remoción de las minas que afectaban los 

objetivos económicos: Plantas hidroeléctricas, torres de transmisión, estaciones de bombeo, 

puentes, caminos, hospitales, centros y puestos de salud, escuelas, fuentes de agua para 
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consumo humano
71

 etc.… Sin duda, esto generó excelentes resultados en beneficio de la 

economía nacional, local y a los servicios sociales del pueblo.  

 

Como ejemplo de ello se puede mencionar El Espino, Municipio de San Lucas, 

departamento de Madriz, en donde fue desminado el cementerio local, permitiendo que la 

comunidad pudiera nuevamente visitar las tumbas de sus familiares. También la pista aérea 

de “Punta Huete”, ubicada en el municipio de San Francisco Libre, al ser restituida permitió 

el establecimiento de un aeropuerto alterno.  

 

I.3.3.3  Impacto Ambiental 

 

El uso de las minas también tiene efectos perjudiciales sobre el medio 

ambiente. La simple colocación de las minas antipersonales perturba el equilibrio ecológico 

porque altera las características del suelo y produce daños en el mantillo. Un deterioro, que 

aumenta con la explosión. Árboles y plantas no escapan a la onda expansiva, ni a los 

fragmentos que salen disparados. Para la fauna, las minas suponen una seria amenaza.  

 

Estas armas son además residuos no degradables, sobre todo en el caso de las 

construidas con plástico; las fabricadas con una cubierta de madera entrañan el riesgo de 

que el explosivo se disuelva y pasen al suelo sustancias tóxicas
72

. 
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Posteriormente, a las consecuencias ambientales que conlleva la colocación de 

las minas, hay que añadir las que originan algunos trabajos de desminado. Las alteraciones 

del suelo, la desaparición de la flora, insectos y bacterias, contribuyen en gran medida a la 

erosión del terreno
73

. 

 

Cabe señalar, que la presencia de las minas en aéreas no humanizadas 

contribuye a la protección del medio ambiente en contra de la acción destructora del 

hombre, más sin embargo hay que tomar en consideración que el hombre forma parte del 

entorno en que habita, interactuando con esta de manera cotidiana, haciéndola en muchos 

casos un recurso indispensable por la carencia económica en muchas zonas rurales.  

 

Por consiguiente, la remoción de minas aéreas rurales de casi todo el territorio 

nacional ha contribuido a restablecer la interrelación ancestral del campesinado con su 

medio natural. Además, algunos de los diversos territorios han sido constituidos en reservas 

naturales, permitiendo la posibilidad de actuar a favor de su protección y conservación.  

 

Sin embargo, uno de los beneficiados más visibles del desminado con relación 

al medio ambiente está constituido por la labor de descontaminación de los suelos, 

desarrollada a través de la limpieza de minas y otros artefactos metálicos. Asimismo, se 

abrió libre paso a pinares y robledales existentes en áreas del borde fronterizo 

correspondiente a los departamentos de Chinandega, Madriz y Nueva Segovia. 
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Esta condición les da la posibilidad a las autoridades de accionar en contra de la 

plaga del gorgojo descortezador que está acabando con los bosques de pino en el norte del 

país, o bien, para combatir los incendios forestales que suelen ser comunes en los períodos 

de sequía
74

.  

  

Por otra parte, de acuerdo al testimonio de habitantes radicados en sitios 

aledaños a las zonas minadas, resulta incalculable el número y variedad de animales 

silvestres que han muerto por causa de las minas, incluyendo muchas especies en peligro de 

extinción (El Venado, Chancho de monte o Danto). De tal manera, que muchas especies 

como el zorrillo, el pizote, la danta, sahino, el tigre y el jaguar, entre otras muchas que 

pueblan los bosques y selvas han dejado de correr peligro en todos aquellos sitios que ya 

fueron despejados de minas.  

 

Por último, hay que recordar que en febrero de 2005, una mina terrestre estalló 

en La Chamuscada, en la municipalidad de San Fernando que bordea con Honduras, 

iniciando un fuego forestal que trajo como consecuencia la explosión de al menos nueve 

minas más. Bomberos voluntarios no pudieron entrar a las áreas minadas para extinguir el 

fuego debido a la presencia de minas terrestres; 332 hectáreas (250 manzanas) de pino se 

vieron afectados. 
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CAPITULO II 

 

INCIDENCIA DE LA COOPERACION INTERNACIONAL EN EL PROCESO DE 

DESMINADO HUMANITARIO EN NICARAGUA. 

 

La cooperación internacional ha sido un pilar muy importante para los países de 

bajos ingresos y su buena utilización ha sido primordial para asegurar el progreso de los 

países, en Nicaragua, la cooperación ha tenido una influencia muy grande en el crecimiento 

de país, y su impacto en el Proceso del Desminado Humanitario ha sido considerable, como 

fácilmente puede ser visto si se hace un recuento de la historia del Programa Nacional del 

Desminado Humanitario. 

 

La importancia de la cooperación para el PNDH se ha visto acrecentada gracias 

a la entrada en vigencia del Tratado de Ottawa y se ha mantenido estable por el marco que 

fue puesto en funcionamiento por el Tratado de Ottawa, lo que ha tenido repercusiones muy 

positivas para el progreso y el éxito que ha tenido todo el Proceso del Desminado 

Humanitario, y en el hecho de que sea considerado un programa modelo a nivel 

internacional.  

 

A continuación describiremos la incidencia que ha tenido la cooperación 

internacional y el impacto que aun sigue teniendo en los avances que se hacen diariamente 

en el PNDH en Nicaragua, para asimismo destacar el impacto positivo en el cumplimiento 
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de las obligaciones adquiridas con la firma y ratificación del tratado de Ottawa en 1999, las 

cuales ya han sido cumplidas en casi un 90%
75

. 

 

El éxito que se ha tenido en todos estos años se debe en gran medida a la 

importante cooperación que recibió el país
76

, tanto técnica como financiera, la cual ha sido 

obtenida tanto por fuentes bilaterales como multilaterales, la ayuda percibida ha sido 

utilizada no solo para las operaciones del desminado, sino en el lado más humanitario del 

mismo, siendo primordial los fondos obtenidos de esta forma para poder llevar a cabo las 

campañas de capacitación, sensibilización, reintegración, rehabilitación y reinserción que 

han sido llevado a cabo como una forma de contrarrestar los accidentes a causa de las 

minas y los efectos negativos en los lugares que tienen alta presencia de minas. 

 

Un elemento a tomar en cuenta, es que el impacto positivo de la cooperación 

internacional ha sido magnificado por la estrategia desarrollada por el Estado de Nicaragua; 

ya que utilizó los fondos que fueron puestos a su disposición de una forma altamente 

eficiente. Cabe destacar, que sin la utilización correcta de los recursos obtenidos dentro del 

marco del Tratado de Ottawa el impacto de las mismas hubiera sido marginal  y sin la 

estrategia desarrollada por Nicaragua, los recursos hubieran sido utilizados de forma 

incorrecta y no veríamos como un objetivo realizable a corto plazo la declaración de 

Nicaragua como un país libre de Minas Antipersonales.  

 

 II.1 EFECTO EN LAS OPERACIONES DE DESMINADO 
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Nicaragua empezó el desminado con fondos propios luego del final de la guerra 

de la década de los 80’s
77

, en el año de 1989, pero la situación existente ocasiono que esta 

iniciativa no pudiese ser continuada, principalmente por la falta de fondos y lo costoso de 

las operaciones para un país que estaba siendo afectado por los efectos de una devastadora 

guerra y el desorden de una nueva democracia por lo que las operaciones fueron detenidas 

por la falta de fondos y las necesidades existentes en otras áreas que hicieron necesaria su 

atención inmediata.    

 

En el año de 1991 se le pidió asistencia a la Organización de Estados 

Americanos, que luego de un estudio que fue llevado a cabo acepto brindar ayuda para 

avanzar con los planes de desminado en Nicaragua
78

. En el año de 1993 se empezó a 

percibir ayuda por parte de la Organización de Estados Americanos dentro del marco del 

Programa de Asistencia al Desminado en Centro América, pero esta no fue constante, lo 

que ocasiono que se progresara de forma intermitente. 

 

Para los años de 1993 y 1996 a mediados de 1998 hubo 6 millones de dólares
79

 

que fueron utilizados para las acciones del desminado, lo que ayudo a que se desminaran 

más de 24,000 minas, lo que representa cerca de un 13% de las minas que han sido 

desminadas a la fecha, pero en los años de 1994 y 1995 no hubieron operaciones por la falta 

de disposición de fondos. 

  

Durante todo este periodo de operaciones también se recibió mucha asistencia 

técnica, por más de 10 naciones, incluido Estados Unidos, y se recibió asistencia por más 
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de 150 miembros del personal militar de estas naciones, lo que represento una ayuda 

significativa para desarrollar la estrategia en la que se enmarca el PNDH y algo muy 

importante para el éxito que se ha logrado a través de todo el proceso que ha sido llevado a 

cabo por Nicaragua. 

 

A partir de 1999
80

, el año de la entrada en vigencia a Nivel internacional para el 

Tratado de Ottawa, las operaciones de Desminado en Nicaragua se han llevado a cabo de 

forma constante y sin periodos en los cuales las acciones de desminado se hayan visto 

interrumpidas, lo que ha ayudado para que se desarrollaran con un sentimiento de 

continuidad dentro del PNDH y que el programa se haya mantenido constante a través de 

más de 3 gobiernos, esto se debe en gran parte a la estabilidad de los fondos que son 

recibidos por parte de la comunidad internacional, que representan anualmente un 

porcentaje considerable de los fondos puestos a disposición para el PNDH y que tiene su 

base dentro del Arto. 6 del Tratado de Ottawa
81

.  

 

Entre los años de 1999 – 2007 las operaciones de desminado tuvieron un costo 

aproximado de más de 54 millones de dólares
82

, de los cuales un 83.3% de estos fondos, o 

cerca de 45 millones de dólares
83

, han sido obtenidos gracias a la cooperación internacional 

y solo un 16.7% de estos han sido puestos a disposición por parte del estado de Nicaragua, 

lo que corresponde a apenas 9 millones
84

 de dólares del costo total de las operaciones de 

desminado desde el año de 1999 hasta el año de 2007. 

 
                                                           

80
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Sin el importante apoyo que el estado de Nicaragua ha recibido por parte de la 

comunidad donante internacional, la posibilidad de ser declarado un país libre de minas en 

los próximos 2 años pasaría de ser muy posible a totalmente nula, los fondos que han sido 

puestos a disposición constituyen mucho mas de la mitad de los costos totales, y 

representan más del 72% de las minas que han sido destruidas, o más de 118,000 de las 

cerca de 159,000 minas que han sido inutilizadas por los avances de las actividades de 

desminado en Nicaragua y permitió el cumplimiento a tiempo del plazo establecido en el 

tratado de Ottawa si solo tomamos en cuenta las minas en registro inicialmente por parte 

del Ejército de Nicaragua
85

. 

 

Un efecto muy importante que ha tenido la cooperación internacional ha sido la 

cooperación técnica que ha obtenido Nicaragua a lo largo de todos estos años, ya que esta 

ha sido de vital importancia para la creación y seguimiento de nuestro efectivo plan de 

acción y estrategia que ha sido utilizada durante todo el proceso de desminado, la estrategia 

permite que los costos del PNDH sean considerados como muy bajos en comparación con 

otros programas que se encuentran en funcionamiento a nivel  mundial  y que el programa 

de Nicaragua sea considerado un programa modelo si se le compara con otros y que sea 

presentado como un ejemplo para otros países que tienen presencia de minas antipersonales 

en su territorio acerca de cómo podrían desarrollar y establecer su propio programa para 

poder liberarse del gran mal que se ve representado en las minas antipersonales. 

 

Nicaragua, cumpliendo con lo estipulado en el Arto. 6 Del Tratado de Ottawa
86

 

ha cooperado a nivel internacional con asistencia técnica con los países que incluyen a 
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Perú, El Salvador, Bolivia, Ecuador y más recientemente a Irak
87

. Además de esto, se ha 

cooperado con el envío de misiones a diversos lugares para ayudar en esfuerzos de 

desminados en conflictos en curso, pero la actuación de Nicaragua dentro de este ámbito se 

ha visto reducido por la falta de una enfoque que aproveche la ventaja comparativa de 

conocimiento técnico que tiene Nicaragua en el tema del Desminado, asimismo se 

considera importante buscar la manera de tener una mayor participación a nivel 

Internacional en un tema en el que se tiene amplio conocimiento.  

 

II.2 EFECTO DE LAS CAMPAÑAS HUMANITARIAS 

 

Las campañas humanitarias son una contraparte muy importante de las 

operaciones de desminado, ya que permiten a la población darse cuenta de los peligros y 

cómo reaccionar ante la presencia de las minas antipersonales
88

, las sensibiliza y evita que 

la cantidad de accidentes que ocurren por este mal se incrementen, ya que son una muy 

efectiva herramienta para su prevención. 

 

Las campañas humanitarias también se concentran en el tratamiento de 

personas que han sufrido un accidente con las minas antipersonales, y los ayuda a 

reintegrarse en la sociedad, que es algo con una gran importancia y que generalmente 

incluye la enseñanza de alguna nueva labor que ellos puedan realizar, para que de esta 

forma no sean un peso extra para sus familias, lo que tiene un efecto muy positivo debido a 

los graves repercusiones que tiene un accidente como este en el ánimo y condición de las 

personas. 
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La concientización es una labor que tiene un impacto muy grande en la 

seguridad de las personas, y ayuda a crear un sentimiento de seguridad a personas que 

viven en situaciones de peligro por la proximidad que tienen con las minas antipersonales, 

estas ayudan a contrarrestar el efecto de miedo y terror que tienen a las minas 

antipersonales en las comunidades que viven cerca de las áreas o en las áreas aun afectadas 

por el mal. 

 

En el Estado de Nicaragua, las campañas humanitarias son llevadas a cabo con 

poca ayuda financiera por parte del gobierno, y llevados a cabo en su gran mayoría por 

fondos puestos a disposición por parte de los diversos Organismos No Gubernamentales y 

organismos que tienen presencia en el país y que tratan este tipo de temas, aunque también 

reciben apoyo por parte de otros organismos internacionales o ciertas naciones, como por 

ejemplo UNICEF, ONU, OEA, y otros estados que participan al donar fondos que son 

utilizados para campañas humanitarias a nivel regional. 

 

Las campañas con carácter humanitario han venido llevándose a cabo desde 

antes de 1996
89

, pero la participación más activa por parte de Organismos Internacionales 

se vio a partir de 1996, cuando ya estaba en la agenda mundial con una mayor importancia 

el tema del desminado, esta vino a dar una ayuda muy necesaria para el estado de 

Nicaragua, ya que dio otra faceta a las acciones de desminado que se estaban llevando a 

cabo en el país, y buscaba principalmente la prevención de accidentes con minas que 

pasaron de más de 40 accidentes por año a inicio de la década de los noventa a menos de 3 

por año en el 2007 y la seguridad ciudadana para las poblaciones que residen cerca o en 

territorios con presencia de minas. 
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El enfoque  que ha tenido el estado es principalmente en las acciones de 

desminado, no tanto en las acciones de prevención o en las diversas campañas de carácter 

humanitario que se han llevado a cabo, principalmente por los costos que estas tiene y por 

la falta de capacidad que enfrenta el Gobierno de Nicaragua como para poder financiar 

campañas de este tipo con sus propios medios. 

 

El efecto de la cooperación internacional en este ámbito es más que obvio, si 

este no se diera prácticamente seria nula la existencia de las campañas humanitarias dentro 

del PNDH, debido a la falta de capacidad existente, y el efecto que tendría si no hubiesen 

campañas de este tipo seria reflejado en la cantidad de personas que sufren accidentes, ya 

que la población de las áreas afectadas no sabría cómo reaccionar ante la presencia de 

minas y no sabrían como identificarlas o tratarlas, además, la reinserción social de las 

victimas sería un proceso mucho más difícil, ya que estas no tendrían un apoyo ni una 

ayuda, la que es muy necesaria. 

 

Ha habido numerosas campañas desde el inicio de las operaciones del 

desminado, y estas han tenido un efecto muy positivo con respecto a la reducción de 

victimas por accidentes con minas y otras municiones sin estallar (MUSE), siendo 

reducidas en un 87% entre el año de 1998 (30 accidentes) al año 2007 (4 accidentes)
90

, 

además de que se ha incrementado las minas que han sido halladas gracias a las denuncias 

por parte de la población (59% de los objeticos pendientes a desminar fueron hallados 

gracias a denuncias de la población hechas luego del año 2000)
91

, lo que facilita el trabajo 
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de las acciones de desminado, ya que menos recursos son necesarios para buscar minas 

gracias a las denuncias que se hacen por parte de la sociedad civil. 

 

Las labores de registrar los accidentes y de darle asistencia a las victimas 

también son muy afectadas por la cooperación internacional, ya que hay presencia de 

ONG’s y Organismos Internacionales en lugares que el estado tiene poco o nulo acceso, lo 

que facilita el registro de los accidentes y de las denuncias de existencia de minas por parte 

de las poblaciones cercanas a campos minados
92

. Además de que tendría un efecto muy 

grande en la seguridad ciudadana, como fue expresado anteriormente por el incremento del 

número de accidentes y porque la gente tendría menos conocimiento, lo que incrementaría 

el sentimiento de inseguridad en las poblaciones afectadas. 

 

II.3 FORMAS Y MODALIDADES DE LA COOPERACION 

 

Las formas de cooperación que ha recibido Nicaragua ya han sido mencionadas 

anteriormente, y estas son de forma financiera, que es a través de donaciones de fondos 

monetarios, y la cooperación técnica, que consiste en aportes de conocimiento o de 

tecnologías que el país en cuestión no tiene capacidad de adquirir por sí mismo. Esta 

cooperación internacional sigue el espíritu del Tratado de Ottawa, ya que este tiene la 

finalidad de solucionar el problema de las minas, y presenta como una obligación a los 

estados parte en ayudar en la medida de sus capacidades y da el derecho a los estados partes 

de pedir asistencia si la requieren
93

.   
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Nicaragua ha recibido una gran cantidad de ayuda en ambos campos de la 

cooperación, y el impacto de la ayuda financiera con la cooperación técnica le ha permitido 

salir adelante y casi lograr el objetivo de ser un país libre de minas, del cual se tiene 

actualmente un porcentaje de cumplimiento de más del 90%. 

 

Las modalidades de cooperación que ha percibido Nicaragua consisten en 

ayuda de forma directa o bilateral, que es una de las fuentes más grandes de la cooperación 

que se percibe, de forma multilateral, que es hecha por un grupo de países o por un 

organismo internacional o un Organismo No Gubernamental o por la cooperación por parte 

de países a fondos comunes que son utilizados para las operaciones de desminado en una 

región en especifico, en Latinoamérica el fondo es manejado por la OEA
94

 y es distribuido 

según las necesidades que tenga cada programa que está en ejecución en el área en 

cuestión. 

 

Los países que han tenido una mayor participación, especialmente en el ámbito 

del desminado son, Dinamarca, Suecia, Noruega, Japón, Estados Unidos, Reino Unido y la 

Unión Europea, y entre otras naciones y organismos que han cooperado en algún punto de 

forma financiera encontramos a Rusia, Alemania, Australia, Italia, Francia, España, ONU y 

OEA
95

. Entre los países que han participado con apoyo a fondos comunes tenemos a 

Dinamarca, Noruega, Suecia, España e Italia, las que cooperan con fondos que son 

administrados por la OEA y que son distribuidos de forma equitativa por los países que 

tienen programas de desminado en ejecución. 
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Entre los países que han cooperado de forma técnica encontramos en primera 

instancia a Argentina, Brasil, Chile, Colombia, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Perú, 

Uruguay, Estados Unidos y Venezuela, al mismo tiempo que organismos internacionales 

tales como OEA, MARMINCA, Comité Internacional de la Cruz Roja, y ONU
96

. Este 

apoyo ha sido primordial para que Nicaragua se encuentre en la posición en la que esta. 

 

La fuente de cooperación que más fondos ha brindado para Nicaragua ha sido la 

cooperación bilateral directa por parte de los estados mencionados anteriormente, de ahí es 

que viene la mayoría de los fondos que están disponibles para llevar a cabo las operaciones 

de desminado en el país y de esta forma se recibe el grueso de la cooperación hacia las 

operaciones del desminado. 

 

Como podemos observar, sin las fuentes de cooperación externas, el avance de 

Nicaragua en su programa de desminado sería totalmente marginal, ya que la mayoría de 

los fondos que percibe son conseguidos por medio de la asistencia internacional, pero cabe 

destacar que si la estrategia correcta no hubiese sido desarrollada por parte del Ejército de 

Nicaragua junto con la Comisión Nacional del Desminado, el dinero que se ha recibido 

como cooperación hubiese sido malgastado en gran medida y los avances y logros serían 

muy distantes de los que se han obtenido. la estrategia correcta con la ayuda apropiada 

facilito el cumplimiento que se ha visto por parte de Nicaragua de su programa nacional de 

Desminado Humanitario, y está haciendo cada vez más posible el poder ser llamado un país 

libre de minas plantadas en su territorio. 
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CAPITULO III 

 

ASISTENCIA A VICTIMAS 

 

III.1   Campaña de Publicidad, Educación y Prevención de Accidentes de Minas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Si la preservación de la vida es el criterio primordial que debe regir la acción de 

desminado, lógicamente la primacía recae más sobre el papel de la educación y trabajo de 

prevención, que sobre la acción de remoción de artefactos. 

 

La Campaña de Publicidad, Educación y Prevención se encuentra orientada en 

Nicaragua bajo dos enfoques: 1.- La Educación Preventiva, 2.- La Señalización de áreas 

con minas antipersonales
97

 con el fin  de transmitir a la población de los municipios que se 
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 http://www.oeadesminado.org.ni/ 
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encuentran en las zonas minadas, la información necesaria acerca de las minas 

antipersonales para evitar accidentes; además  de crear conciencia a la población de los 

medios con que cuentan para dar aviso a las autoridades competentes sobre la ubicación de 

minas encontradas u otra clase de artefactos explosivos de guerra o accidentes. Asimismo, 

esta campaña
98

 trabaja en conjunto con el Ejército de Nicaragua, ya que se ejecuta en el 

momento que se están señalizando las zonas minadas, para luego proceder a su remoción o 

en otro caso ha contribuido a volver a localizar las minas que se removieron después del 

paso del Huracán Mitch.  

 

Las Campañas de Educación Preventiva implementadas por el PADCA-OEA 

en el marco de la Comisión Nacional de Desminado tienen como objetivo reducir no sólo el 

riesgo de herida o muerte, promoviendo un comportamiento seguro, sino también el dar 

soluciones a la conducta arriesgada que se observa en algunas de las comunidades 

afectadas
99

. 

 

El Programa de la OEA ha verificado a Diciembre de 2007, que en Nicaragua, 

124 comunidades con 24.766 personas, aproximadamente, habitan a 5 km o menos de un 

campo minado
100

. 

 

Las campañas de Educación Preventiva
101

, implementadas por el Programa de 

la OEA, tienen como marco de referencia básico la Guía Nacional para la Elaboración de 

                                                           

98
 Italia contribuyó con recursos financieros para la Campaña del Programa en Nicaragua 

99
 Al fin de minimizar los riesgos que implica recoger leña en una zona minada, se puede incentivar a la 

comunidad para que contribuya conjuntamente a sufragar los gastos por combustible, o para que desmine 

prioritariamente una zona boscosa o realice un programa generador de ingresos, con objeto de que la 

población pueda comprar leña gracias a los ingresos adicionales) 
100

 Tomado de http://www.oeadesminado.org.ni/prevencion.asp 
101

 Ibidem 

http://www.oeadesminado.org.ni/prevencion.asp
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Materiales de Prevención considerados los estándares nacionales e internacionales sobre el 

tema y cuyo proceso de certificación es desarrollado por la Comisión Nacional de 

Desminado.  

 

En ese sentido, las campañas implementadas toman en consideración, entre 

otros, tipos de comportamientos, actividades cotidianas, idiomas, etc. para el diseño de los 

materiales a utilizar, los cuales posteriormente son validados por la comunidad meta y 

certificados por la Comisión Nacional de Desminado. 

 

En el caso de Nicaragua, es importante subrayar el doble beneficio que se 

obtiene de la participación de las comunidades afectadas en las actividades de educación 

preventiva. Los miembros de la comunidad no aprenden únicamente sobre el peligro de 

minas antipersonal, tipos de minas en su comunidad, mecanismo de denuncia, sino que 

también, en casos específicos, en donde no existen registros de minas, las comunidades son 

la principal fuente de información para la ubicación de las áreas minadas y artefactos 

explosivos para su destrucción
102

. 

 

De igual forma, las campañas involucran de forma permanente a discapacitados 

por minas de las comunidades afectadas como promotores, pues se ha comprobado que son 

los que mejor sensibilizan a la población.  

 

Hay que resaltar, que antes de trazar un programa de sensibilización, se debe de 

llevar a cabo una evaluación de las necesidades para obtener información acerca de la 

                                                           

102
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dimensión del problema y recoger todos los datos estadísticos sobre las causas de los 

incidentes de minas. También, es necesario determinar los recursos potenciales a 

disposición en el país, para delimitar los ámbitos que ha de abarcar el programa, 

determinando el número y el perfil humano de los instructores a quienes hay que capacitar 

para los trámites locales y nacionales para su implementación.  

 

Es importante recordar, que las principales razones que causan accidentes de 

minas en Nicaragua son las actividades agrícolas, la falta de información de los campos 

minados, la manipulación imprudente de artefactos y los cambios repentinos del medio 

ambiente
103

. 

 

Cabe destacar, que se obtiene un mayor beneficio con la participación de las 

comunidades afectadas en las actividades de educación preventiva (de igual forma, la 

campaña involucra de forma permanente a discapacitados por minas de las comunidades 

afectadas, como promotores, pues se ha comprobado que son los mejores en sensibilización 

por la terrible experiencia vivida); los miembros de la comunidad no solo aprenden sobre el 

peligro, el tipo de minas y mecanismos de denuncia sino que también, en casos específicos 

en donde no existen registros de minas, las comunidades son la principal fuente de 

información para la ubicación de áreas minadas y artefactos explosivos para su destrucción.  

 

Nicaragua reportó que, desde 1989 hasta febrero de 2005, ha desminado un 

total de 11.092 minas antipersonal sin previo registro, basado en reportes de las población 

civil.
104

  

                                                           

103
 Estudio Sobre el Impacto del Desminado en Nicaragua 2007 

104
 Informe de Nicaragua a Monitoreo de Minas del Artículo 7, Introducción, 19 de mayo de 2005. 
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Como elemento clave, la Cruz Roja Nicaragüense inicia un Proyecto en el año 

de 1994 llamado “De la Tierra solo Queremos Vida”
105

, el cual estaba dirigido al sector 

agrícola, iniciándose el primer paso del proyecto de Educación y Prevención contra las 

minas antipersonales. En la valoración de este primer paso, se pudo observar con mayor 

énfasis la presencia de niños en las charlas, por lo cual se cambio la estrategia educativa 

procediéndose por consiguiente a la elaboración por consiguiente a la elaboración de un 

segundo proyecto llamado “De Niño a Niño”
106

 en 1998, dirigida especialmente a los 

niños; debido a que estos eran un instrumento primordial por ser los transmisores directos 

en cada familia y también porque son los más vulnerables según los registros de 

accidentes
107

.  

 

Es así, como se empezó a capacitar a una cantidad de niños en cada una de las 

comunidades, entre la edad de 9 a 15 años para que estos se formarán como facilitadores, 

para brindar la información aprendida en charlas de prevención, contando con el apoyo del 

CICR y el Fondo de las Naciones Unidas para la Infancia (UNICEF).  

 

Para los materias de capacitación se elaboró un rotafolio drástico en donde 

poseían ilustraciones de minas pintadas o dibujadas con el mapa de Nicaragua con los 

mismos mensajes de los daños que causan las minas de manera improvisada; también se 

recibió la donación del afiche de Superman y la Mujer Maravilla, eliminándose 

inmediatamente por el mal concepto que creaba en los infantes.  Es de esta manera, como 

en el año 2002 se dio un nuevo rotafolio basado  a una realidad con dibujos menos 

agresivos; posteriormente, en el año 2003 se dio inicio una nueva Campaña de Prevención 

                                                           

105
 Plan Nacional de Desminado, OEA, Crónicas, 2002, no.4, pp. 6-7 

106
 Ibidem 

107
 según los registros de accidentes, base de datos PADCA/OEA 
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“Paso Seguro Sin Minas”
 108

 (de igual forma se trabaja con el UNICEF en la 

implementación de la Campaña “Sigamos por el Camino Seguro” dirigido a Jinotega.) 

orientada a Murra, wiwilí y Waspán; dando origen a un nuevo rotafolio en Miskito.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Los rotafolios en su conjunto formaron parte de la ejecución de este proyecto 

que beneficia a 80,000 personas en más de 30 Municipios de los Departamentos 

específicamente en: El Sauce (León), San Francisco Libre (Managua), San Ramón, Río 

Blanco, Rancho Grande y Tuma-La Dalia (Matagalpa), wiwilí, Santa María de Fantasma y 

Cuay – Bocay (Jinotega), Condega (Estela), Somoto, Las Sabanas, Yalaguina, San José de 

Cusmapa (Madriz), El Rama, Corn Island (RAAS), Rosita, Bonanza, Waslala, Puerto 

Cabeza, Waspán, Cabo Gracias a Dios (RAAN), Ocotal, Dipilto, Jalapa, Macuelizo, El 

Jícaro, Mozonte, Murra, Quilalí, San Fernando y Santa María (Nueva Segovia)
109

. 

 

                                                           

108
 TOMADO DE LA PAGINA, http://www.oeadesminado.org.ni/reportes/rotafolio.pdf 

109
 Ibidem 

Rotafolio en español Rotafolio en miskito 

http://www.oeadesminado.org.ni/reportes/rotafolio.pdf
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Debido a la experiencia obtenida a través de las campañas de educación, se 

sigue la siguiente metodología para facilitadores a indicar en el rotafolio para la Campaña 

de Prevención “Paso Seguro Sin Minas”: 
110

  

 

 Cada una de las charlas que se imparten deben adecuarse a la realidad 

que esta viviendo o vivió el grupo, por lo que es recomendable antes de 

visitar, informarse sobre el historial que tiene la comunidad en relación 

al tema de las minas antipersonales. 

 

 Hacer preguntas directas sobre el tema una vez presente ante los 

participantes; con esto se logra evaluar el conocimiento  o conceptos e 

ideas equivocadas que pueda manejar el grupo. 

 

 En el desarrollo de la información se debe de acompañar con historias 

reales, de accidentes por minas, que hayan ocurrido cerca de la 

comunidad o en otras comunidades, las consecuencias físicas, 

económicas, psicológicas y sociales pueden dejar los accidentes con 

minas y los mecanismos de prevención.  

 

 Es recomendable, que el grupo a sensibilizar dentro de la Campaña, sea 

pequeño para lograr una mayor asimilación del mensaje.  

 

Este Programa está provisto a completarse en un periodo de 4 años, con un 

presupuesto de US$ 1,000, 000 (un millón de dólares netos). 

                                                           

110
 TOMADO DE LA PAGINA, http://www.oeadesminado.org.ni/reportes/rotafolio.pdf 
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Cabe señalar, que la campaña de educación preventiva del Programa para la 

población civil, denominada "Paso Seguro Sin Minas", se fortalece involucrando a líderes 

comunales, grupos de niños líderes y maestros de escuelas de las áreas afectadas pues una 

vez finalizada la campaña da sustentabilidad al proceso, de igual forma se convierten en el 

enlace entre los promotores del Programa para notificar las denuncias, así como 

información de sobrevivientes afectados que puedan beneficiarse en los componentes de 

rehabilitación y reinserción social. 

 

El Programa concentra los esfuerzos de su campaña "Paso Seguro sin Minas" 

en la RAAN, Jinotega y Nueva Segovia. 

 

Sin embargo, los rotafolios no son el único elemento en la Campaña de 

Educación y Prevención contra las minas, también el Ministerio de Educación ha elaborado 

por medio del Marshal LKegacy Institute
111

 un libro didáctico para estudiantes de primaria 

que forma parte del programa de estudios de educación formal dirigido a las escuelas de 

áreas expuestas al peligro de minas. También, se ha donado a las escuelas materiales 

educativos como: cuadernos, lápices, mochilas, reglas y borradores para familiarizar a los 

estudiantes con el tema de las minas como medida de prevención de accidentes.  

 

En Abril del 2001 el Programa de Asistencia al Desminado en Centroamérica 

(PADCA) en colaboración con el Fondo de las Naciones Unidas para la Infancia (UNICEF) 

emprendió un taller llamado “A Una Sola Voz” contando con la participación de las 

Instituciones y Organizaciones involucradas con el fin de fortalecer la Comisión Nacional 
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 Plan Nacional de Desminado. OEA, Crónicas, 2002, no.4 pp. 9-10) 
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de Desminado, asumiendo el compromiso de elaborar una guía Nacional para la ecuación y 

concientización sobre el peligro de las minas terrestres y municiones sin estallar.  

 

A pesar del avance de este Programa, aún falta cubrir la Región Atlántica en su 

totalidad, sin embargo los resultados obtenidos hasta el momento son satisfactorios, ya que 

se han señalizado los campos que fueron minados en el año 2005 y se lleva acabo a una 

campaña de sensibilización en esta región que forma parte del último esfuerzo para 

completar las responsabilidades de Nicaragua ante la Convención.  

 

La labor de esta Campaña ha crecido con el tiempo de tal manera que se han 

elaborado viñetas con mensajes de prevención contra el peligro de las minas y artefactos 

explosivos que se transmitieron  en Radio Corporación en el Programa “Pancho Madrigal” 

y en Radio Sandino. Esta Campaña, se llevó a cabo los tres (3) meses del 2004, tres (3) del 

2005 y seis (6) meses del 2006. 

  

Otro logro importante en esta materia, es el Documental producido en 

Nicaragua por Hallmark cuy nombre es “The Garden”
112

( Paul McCartney fue el Padrino 

Oficial de este film e invitó a los televidentes a hacer donaciones vía Internet para recaudar 

fondos en Nicaragua y otras naciones afectadas por las minas terrestres), el cual es una 

fábula diseñada para motivar a todos los estudiantes alrededor del mundo para que se 

involucren para ayudar a acelerar la remoción de minas; este Documental está disponible 

para los Gobiernos y ONG´s para su distribución a escuelas y grupos comunitarios. 

Hallmark selecciono León y Matagalpa como escenario del film por su gran éxito en el 

desminado. 

                                                           

112
 Comisión Nacional de Desminado, CDN, Guía Nacional, 2004, no.02, pp. 24 
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Se estima que desde el año 2001-2004, se ha sensibilizado a 91,293 personas en 

Jinotega, Madriz, Managua, Matagalpa, Nueva Segovia, RAAN y RAAS, reduciendo de tal 

manera el riesgo de herida o muerte, con la promoción de un comportamiento seguro ante 

estas armas
113

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           

113
 TOMADO DE http://www.oeadesminado.org.ni/prevencion.asp 

En el año 2007 el Programa sensibilizó de forma directa a 42.327 personas en 

140 comunidades en riesgo de 12 municipios en 5 departamentos.  
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III.2   Programa de Atención, Rehabilitación y Reinserción Social de Víctimas 

afectadas por Minas.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Muchas de las víctimas por minas antipersonales se encuentran solas y aisladas 

cuando resultan heridas, en algunas ocasiones pasan horas con los miembros amputados 

esperando ayuda, en otras, mueren de inmediato sin la esperanza de ser socorridas. Sin 

embargo, al llegar la asistencia al lugar del accidente los socorristas deben de tener cuidado 

de no exponer su vida en peligro. La evacuación debe ser rápida y eficaz, sin embargo, se 

presentan dificultades cuando se carece de tratamiento o de anestésicos durante el traslado 

al hospital o porque los medios de transporte no son adecuados ya que se realizan en su 
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mayoría en una carreta tirada por bueyes a través de montañas, cultivos o zonas totalmente 

inaccesibles.  

 

Por consiguiente, el CICR
114

 calcula que solo el 25% de las víctimas de minas 

llegan al hospital en un plazo de seis horas después de resultar heridas y el 15% se demora 

más de tres días
115

.  

 

Las heridas causadas por minas terrestres antipersonales requieren de un 

tratamiento quirúrgico especializado, también de grandes cantidades de sangre para 

transfusión, antibióticos y por otros medicamentos, así como una larga hospitalización; sin 

embargo son pocos los cirujanos
116

 con experiencia, muchas de estas heridas son atendidas 

por civiles las cuales cuentan con los conocimientos necesarios para tratar las heridas 

causadas por minas antipersonales. Por este motivo, el CICR ha producido, para los 

cirujanos y personal interesado: videocintas didácticas y folletos acerca del tratamiento 

quirúrgico adecuado a las heridas de guerra.  

 

III.2.1 Rehabilitación a Víctimas de Minas Antipersonales: 

 

El componente de Asistencia a Víctimas de Minas y Artefactos Explosivos ha 

apoyado a sobrevivientes de minas antipersonal desde que se estableció en Nicaragua con 

el apoyo inicial del Gobierno de Suecia en 1997. Asimismo este componente ha contado 

con el financiamiento de países donantes como Canadá, Noruega y España. 

                                                           

114
 Comité Internacional de la Cruz Roja 

115
 www.CICR.org  

116
 el Dr. Kushner, Cirujano general del American Borrad of Sugery, estuvo en Nicaragua impartiendo una 

serie de capacitaciones a médicos militares, civiles para mejorar la asistencia a víctimas de minas en el año 

2006 

http://www.cicr.org/
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Se estima que en Nicaragua hay una población discapacitada por razones de 

minas antipersonal y artefactos explosivos de aproximadamente 1.500 personas
117

. El 

PADCA-OEA ha logrado verificar 1.111 sobrevivientes en 1.050 casos a enero 2008.  

 

El componente surge como respuesta a la demanda de apoyo para los 

sobrevivientes de minas antipersonal, y al fortalecimiento a la capacidad nacional 

complementando así el ciclo de atención integral a los mismos. 

 

 

 

 

 

Casos de Accidentes por tipo de explosivo" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           

117
 Base de Datos PADCA/OEA 

Del total de sobrevivientes registrados, 90% son personas del 

sexo masculino. De igual forma la información nos indica que la 

gran mayoría de los accidentes ocurrieron mientras estas 

personas realizaban actividades agrícolas. 
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Los datos del PADCA-OEA asimismo indican que los niños representan el 6% 

del total de los afectados y los adolescentes el 17%. 

 

Desde su inicio, el Programa ha procurado atender las necesidades de las 

comunidades afectadas proporcionando a los Sobrevivientes: 

 

    * Transporte desde sus comunidades al centro de rehabilitación o al centro 

especializado correspondiente 

    * Alojamiento y Alimentación durante su tratamiento. 

    * Prótesis. 

    * Atención Psicológica. 

    * Servicios Terapéuticos y Medicamentos. 

 

El Programa mantiene registros de las víctimas, que incluyen información 

referente a identificación personal, comunidad de origen, tipo de lesión, tipo de prótesis, 

reseña del accidente y fotografías de la víctima. Bajo este programa, se ha provisto de 

cuidado para la gente que hubiera sido abandonada sin posibilidad de rehabilitación y 

reintegración a la vida productiva en sus comunidades. 

 

La mayor parte de las víctimas de minas no tienen acceso a los servicios de 

rehabilitación física debido a que las prótesis son caras y el costo de la tecnología utilizada 

es inalcanzable para la mayoría de los países afectados por un conflicto. Sin embargo, 
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desde 1979 el CICR ha asistido a víctimas de minas, instalando y apoyando talleres 

Ortopédicos, formando técnicos locales en la producción de miembros artificiales como 

forma de propiciar programas de rehabilitación
118

 para que se tengan en cuentan las 

necesidades sociales y económicas de cada país para luego integrarlos a una organización 

local o a una entidad gubernamental, para evitar la importación de componentes elaborados. 

De tal manera, que se han producido moldes especiales utilizando un plástico termo – 

formable llamado polipropileno, con el objeto de fabricar localmente o en la región los 

componentes protésicos.  

 

Es así, como Nicaragua abre el CENAPRORTO
119

 en 1985, atendiendo a los 

lisiados de guerra de la década de los 80, siendo administrado 8 años por el CICR, pasando 

posteriormente a ser dirigido por el Ministerio de Salud en 1993. Sin embargo, se mantuvo 

durante 9 años debido a la imposibilidad de mantener el servicio y los costos de 

mantenimiento del centro. El CICR responde ante esta situación logrando pequeñas 

donaciones a través del Fondo Especial del Comité de la Cruz Roja para los discapacitados. 

Este hecho logró la reactivación con una política diferente a partir de las negociaciones 

entre el Gobierno de Nicaragua y el CICR, a través de las cuales se aseguraba el 

funcionamiento futuro de CENAPRORTO, reactivando la producción de aparatos 

ortopédicos, ortesis y prótesis, que cubren no solo a las personas lisiadas sino también a las 

personas incapacitadas por accidentes, enfermedad o desastres naturales.  

 

La rehabilitación de una víctima discapacitada va mas allá del implante de una 

prótesis ya que necesitan auxiliarse de bastones, muletas o andadores cuando la prótesis se 

rompe, es reparada o provoca cansancio. Hay pacientes que necesitan silla de ruedas porque 

                                                           

118
 El Director Regional de Recursos Humanos de Rehabilitación creó una lista de 231 organizaciones en 

Nicaragua que proporcionan servicios a las personas con discapacidad, sin embargo no todos se encuentran 

capacitadas para brindar asistencia 
119

 Centro Nacional de Producción de Ayudas Técnicas y Elementos Ortoprotésicos 
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sus piernas están amputadas, lo que complica su pronta rehabilitación. En el caso de los 

niños y jóvenes es necesario cambiar la prótesis cada seis meses y en el de los adultos cada 

tres o cuatro años. También algunos accidentes provocan cegueras que son tratadas por la 

OEA ya que CENAPRORTO no está capacitado ante esta discapacidad.  

 

La Cruz Roja Nicaragüense juega un papel fundamental en la rehabilitación de 

la victimas ya que recibe los registros de accidentes de las 40 filiales en todo el país, para 

procesarla al IMSMA
120

 y posteriormente proporcionarla a un Delegado del CICR en 

CENAPRORTO, quien determina las necesidades de la víctima, trasladándola en 

ambulancia u otro transporte al centro, cubriendo los gastos de hospedaje y alimentación 

debido a que los pacientes necesitan quedar internos entre 8 y 30 días para el diagnóstico y 

prescripción médica que le permitirá la fabricación de la prótesis u ortesis a su medida.  

 

También, es necesario que reciban tratamiento psicológico por los traumas 

ocasionados por el accidente y la aceptación de la prótesis como elemento fundamental 

para el resto de su vida. Seguido de una terapia de rehabilitación que facilitará el uso 

adecuado de la prótesis como preparación para el siguiente paso “La reinserción social” a 

su vida cotidiana. 

 

CENAPRORTO obtiene su financiamiento vendiendo sus servicios como una 

empresa privada, para poder pagar el salario de las personas que elaboran las prótesis 

(víctimas de minas rehabilitadas), comprar materia prima y dar mantenimiento a sus 

instalaciones. 

 

                                                           

120
 The Information Management System for Mine Action 
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Por consiguiente ofrece a los discapacitados precios accesibles; sin embargo 

son pocos los que pueden pagar su propia prótesis de tal manera que el mismo centro busca 

patrocinadores que soporten el costo de implantar una prótesis a quien no puede obtenerla 

por su cuenta. De manera que el presupuesto del material protésico se distribuye en: 61% el 

CICR, 15% la OEA, 15% Seguro Social y 9% Autofinanciamiento
121

.  

 

Desde su apertura hasta el 2005 han sido beneficiadas 2,500 personas en su 

mayoría víctimas de guerra por accidentes con minas antipersonales, se han atendido 197 

personas e implantado 361 prótesis, 514 Prótesis, y 305 plantillas. Así mismo, se han 

distribuido 662 batones y 125 sillas de ruedas
122

. 

 

Por otro lado, el MINSA
123

 ha contribuido con la implementación de un módulo 

que brinda capacidad médico-quirúrgica mediante la dotación de instrumentos quirúrgicos 

y material de reposición periódica de 5 hospitales en: Jinotega, Matagalpa, Madriz, Nueva 

Segovia y Estelí. Igualmente capacitó a 10 médicos y paramédicos en atención 

especializada a pacientes de víctimas de minas en: León, Nueva Segovia, Estelí, Madriz, 

Jinotega, Matagalpa, Managua, RAAN y RAAS, con una duración de 5 años bajo un 

presupuesto de US$ 350,000 que se implementará bajo la dirección del MINSA-SILAIS.  

 

Sin embargo, existen otros tipos de Organizaciones como el HANDICAP 

INTERNACIONAL (HI) proporciona ayuda por medio del Centro Ortopédico y de los 

cuatros centros fisioterapéuticos en Trinidad, Departamento de Estelí. También el Centro 
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 Ibidem 
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La Labor del Minsa en la Rehabilitación, Comisión Nacional de Desminado, Desminado Humanitario en 

Nicaragua, 2001, no.2, p.6 
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Polus 
124

 para el Desarrollo Social y Económico asiste a las personas con discapacidad de la 

ciudad de León a través de su Programa de Funcionamiento Prostético “Walking Unidos” 

que es financiado por el Fondo Leahy para las Víctimas de Guerra del Gobierno de Estados 

Unidos y la Organización Panamericana de la Salud. Se puede mencionar también, a 

USAID
125

 apoya el programa de rehabilitación con pequeños aportes económicos para que 

la víctima realice algún tipo de inversión que le permita ganar sus propios ingresos, en caso 

de un joven o niño ofrece la oportunidad de reinserción laboral o escolar de tal manera, que 

logren integrarse nuevamente a la sociedad.  

 

Para tratar de concientizar a toda la población sobre el problema del desminado, 

Correos de Nicaragua implementó la venta de un sello postal que coincide con la 

conmemoración de la Convención de Ottawa celebrada en Nicaragua.  

 

Para inicio del año 2004, se contabilizan oficialmente 666 personas heridas por 

causa de minas antipersonal o por artefactos no explosionados. A través del PADCA-OEA 

se atienden a 612, lo que representa una cobertura del 93% a este problema. Para el año 

2005 se contabilizaron 773 casos; año 2006 770 y finalmente en el año se tienen un total de 

1,071 casos con 1,223 víctimas
126

.  

 

III.2.2  Reinserción Social a Víctimas de Minas Antipersonales 

 

                                                           

124
 Equipo de trabajo sobre Asistencia a Víctimas y Comité Permanente sobre a Asistencia a Víctimas del 

ICBL. * “Portafolo of victim Assistance Programs”, www.landimevap,org/display.php3? 
125

 la Agencia de los Estados Unidos para el Desarrollo internación es la Agencia Federal independiente 

responsable de planificar y administrar la asistencia económica y humanitaria exterior en el mundo. 
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Uno de los componentes más recientes del PADCA-OEA es el de Reinserción 

Social. En colaboración con el Instituto Nacional Tecnológico de Nicaragua (INATEC), y 

en el marco de la CND, el PADCA-OEA desarrolló una propuesta de capacitación post-

rehabilitación. El objetivo del proyecto es el de brindar formación técnico vocacional a 

sobrevivientes de víctimas de minas que han recibido rehabilitación física y psicológica a 

través del programa de la OEA. 

 

La Primera Fase se implementó con un fondo semilla del Programa de la OEA, 

fortalecido en el 2003 con el apoyo específico de Francia y España, dirigido a un número 

limitado de sobrevivientes con el objetivo de asegurar su capacitación técnica y reinserción 

a la vida social y productiva. Desde el año 2002, se han beneficiado 421 sobrevivientes 

entre capacitación vocacional, micro-proyectos, estudios universitarios y carreras técnicas. 

 

El Programa de Reinserción Social Productiva  es dirigida especialmente a las 

personas con discapacidad por accidentes ocasionados con minas antipersonales se ha visto 

obstaculizado por la carencia de recursos en el Gobierno que no ha permitido una 

reinserción productiva sostenible para el resto de la población, sin embargo, se ha logrado 

un avance significativo mediante el apoyo de: OEA, HANDICAP INTERNACIONAL, 

MOVIMONDO 
127

, Instituto Tecnológico (INATEC), PRODINIC y Ejército de Nicaragua.  

 

También el PAICMA hace un esfuerzo a través de su Programa de Reinserción 

Social estableciendo un monto de $1,500 (un mil quinientos dólares) por víctima, para el 

desarrollo productivo apoyando con becas en carreras técnicas a jóvenes y para finalizar los 

estudios primarios o secundarios en caso de los niños o a familiares de las víctimas. Este 
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monto, se establece según el rubro al que las víctimas desean integrarse, de tal manera se 

brinda asistencia técnica y asesoría mediante Convenios con el INATEC, Instituto de 

Desarrollo Rural (IDR) y el Instituto Nicaragüense de Tecnología Agropecuaria (INTA). 

 

Este Programa del PAICMA beneficia directamente a 500 personas afectadas 

por minas terrestres antipersonales que habitan en 30 de los Municipios que fueron minados 

y a 200 personas que accederán a recibir capacitación a un Centro Especial para personas 

que padecen de discapacidad física para que de esta manera tenga igualdad de oportunidad 

en educación y empleo. 

 

Sin embargo, el PADCA-OEA también coopera en esta labor de reinserción 

social al desarrollar una propuesta de capacitación pos rehabilitación, brindando formación 

técnico vocacional (Ebanistería, Soldadura, Mecánica, Sastrería, Computación, 

construcción civil, corte y confección, Hotelería y turismo, curso de inglés, Fotografía, 

Operador de Computadoras, entre otros), a sobrevivientes de víctimas de minas que han 

recibido rehabilitación física y psicológica. Las víctimas permanecen internados por 9 

meses en uno de los centros especializados del INATEC, recibiendo de tal manera 

capacitación, alojamiento, alimentación, un pequeño estipendio de US$ 100 mensual y el 

transporte para visitar una vez al mes sus hogares.  

 

En el mes de Noviembre del 2002 el INATEC
128

, capacitó a 24 sobrevivientes 

víctimas de minas antipersonal de Nueva Segovia y Chontales en carreras vocacionales. 

Asimismo, en Febrero del 2003 se dio inicio al Segundo Curso de Capacitación de 36 

sobrevivientes de minas antipersonal, de los cuales un grupo procedente de Chontales, 
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Nueva Segovia y la RAAN fueron capacitados en labores agrícolas, ebanistería y sastrería. 

Posteriormente para el mes de Julio del mismo año se dio apertura al Tercer Curso de 

Capacitación de Víctimas Sobrevivientes de minas con un grupo de 49 sobrevivientes.  

 

Con el Tercer Grupo de Capacitación son 109 víctimas los beneficiados con 

estudios y preparación técnica, sin embargo para asegurar de forma permanente su pronta 

reinserción en la sociedad se elaboró un proyecto piloto del Fondo destinado a financiar el 

módulo de reinserción de sobrevivientes de minas realizándose de tal manera un 

desembolso del 50% que fue administrado en la compra de materiales para luego ser 

distribuidos a 22 víctimas capacitadas en distintas labores para dar apertura a sus propios 

talleres; tres meses después se logró verificar que la mitad de ellos había logrado establecer 

una relación comercial en sus propias comunidades logrando asegurar de forma permanente 

un ingreso para ellos y sus familias.  

 

El 16 de julio del 2004, se dio el acto de clausura de la Tercera fase del 

Programa de capacitación técnica a sobrevivientes de minas antipersonales dando inicio a la 

Cuarta Fase con 38 sobrevivientes en ebanistería, computación, corte y confección, 

electricidad automotriz, maestro de obra mecánica automotriz, reparación de bicicletas, 

soldadura, zapatería, reparación de electrodomésticos y mantenimiento de PC, cuya 

clausura se dio en el año 2005. Comenzando una nueva fase en esa época que hasta el día 

de hoy los resultados obtenidos han sido satisfactorios, logrando una cobertura de ayuda del 

83.3%
129

.   
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En marzo de 2006 se comenzó la última fase de Capacitación con las siguientes 

áreas a capacitar: Carpintería y Ebanistería, Soldadura y Electricidad Automotriz, Mecánica 

Automotriz, Operador en Microcomputadoras, Reparación de Electrodomésticos, 

Construcción Civil, Corte y Confección, Zapatería, Hotelería y Turismo, Educación de 

Adultos, Curso de Inglés y Fotografía beneficiando hasta diciembre de 2007 a 196 

beneficiados. Como prueba sostenible, el proyecto también establece un mecanismo 

responsable y flexible de reinserción en el mercado laboral posterior a la capacitación 

vocacional.  

 

Al final, el esfuerzo de todos va a hacer que ese enemigo invisible saque sus 

espadas a vencer. Pues no es asunto simplemente de cuantificar kilómetros de caminos 

despejados, o el número de minas desenterradas o de prótesis implantadas. Es asunto de 

asegurar si los pobladores logran construir estructuras viables de cooperación y de auto 

integración, si efectivamente se da la rehabilitación y transformación social de todos los 

afectados. 
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CAPITULO IV 

 

ANALISIS DEL CUMPLIMIENTO DEL TRATADO DE OTTAWA POR PARTE 

DE NICARAGUA. 

 

IV.1 Origen 

 

No se tiene un registro aproximado de la cantidad de minas antipersonales que 

se encuentran en todo el mundo, sin embargo se sostiene que hay cerca de 100 millones 

como consecuencia de los 26 conflictos registrados desde comienzos de la Segunda Guerra 

Mundial, hasta nuestros días; en países como: Angola, Afganistán, Bosnia-Herzegovina, 

Camboya, Croacia, Etiopía, Irak, Mozambique, Ruanda, Somalia, Sudán, entre otros, las 

personas intentan reiniciar sus vidas después de intensos años de conflicto
130

. De esta 

manera, las minas antipersonales pasar a ser un problema universal debido al creciente 

número de víctimas que en su mayoría pertenecían a las zonas pobre y marginadas. Es así 

como surge la Campaña para la Prohibición de Minas Terrestres, encabezada por la Cruz 

Roja Internacional junto con Organizaciones Internacionales, Discapacitados 

Internacionales, Centinelas de los Derechos Humanos, Grupo Asesor de minas y los 

Médicos por los Derechos Humanos; quienes haciendo uso de misivas al Gobierno de los 

Estados Unidos pretendían que éste organizara un plan de acción en el cual se hiciera 

responsable de la limpieza de minas terrestres de fabricación americana encontradas en 
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diversas comunidades africanas y a la vez que considerara la pronta suscripción del Tratado 

de la ONU de 1980
131

.  

De tal manera, sin contar con la aprobación oficial del Gobierno de los Estados 

Unidos el Gobierno Canadiense levantó más de un millón de firmas a favor de la 

prohibición de las minas terrestres, lo que despertó la conciencia de muchos países a nivel 

internacional sentando las bases para las futuras Conferencias que dieron paso al “Proceso 

de Ottawa”. 

 

IV.2 Proceso de Ottawa 

 

La Conferencia sobre estrategias "Hacia la total prohibición de las minas 

antipersonal", patrocinada por Canadá, se celebró en Ottawa, el mes de octubre de 1996, 

con el apoyo activo de 50 Gobiernos, del CICR, de la ICBL y de la ONU. El 5 de octubre 

de 1996, la Conferencia aprobó la Declaración de Ottawa, en la que los participantes se 

comprometían a realizar un plan de acción con miras a aumentar los recursos destinados a 

la remoción de minas y a la asistencia para las víctimas, así como a trabajar a fin de 

garantizar que se concertara, lo antes posible, un tratado de prohibición. Al término de 

dicha Conferencia, el Gobierno canadiense, encabezado por el Ministro de Asuntos 

Exteriores de Canadá, Lloyd Axworthy;  tomó nuevamente la iniciativa de invitar a todos 

los Gobiernos a reunirse en Ottawa, el mes de diciembre de 1997, para firmar un tratado 

por el que se prohíben la producción, el almacenamiento, la transferencia y el empleo de las 

minas antipersonal. Se había puesto en marcha oficialmente el "proceso de Ottawa". 

Continuó forjándose el apoyo internacional en favor de la prohibición de las 

minas terrestres. En diciembre de 1996, la Asamblea General de la ONU aprobó la 
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resolución 51/45S, en la que se insta a todos los países a concertar un nuevo acuerdo 

internacional por el que se prohíban totalmente "lo antes posible" las minas antipersonal. 

Votaron a favor de esa resolución 157 Estados, ninguno se opuso, y sólo 10 se abstuvieron. 

Para apoyar el proceso de Ottawa, el Gobierno austríaco elaboró un proyecto de texto del 

tratado de prohibición y lo envió a los Gobiernos y organizaciones interesados. Dicho 

proyecto que, posteriormente sería objeto de varias revisiones, fue la base del tratado de 

prohibición concertado en Oslo, el mes de septiembre de 1997. 

 

El debate internacional sobre el proyecto de texto comenzó en Viena, el mes de 

febrero de 1997, en una reunión convocada por el Gobierno austríaco. En su alocución a la 

reunión, el CICR solicitó un tratado de prohibición global, basado en una definición de 

mina antipersonal, exenta de ambigüedades. En abril de 1997, el Gobierno alemán convocó 

una reunión especial para analizar la posibilidad de incluir medidas de verificación en un 

tratado de total prohibición. Las opiniones estaban divididas entre los que hacían resaltar la 

importancia primordial de establecer una norma humanitaria contra las minas antipersonal 

y los que consideraban que son esenciales mecanismos eficaces de verificación para que el 

tratado tenga éxito. 

 

El seguimiento oficial de la conferencia de Ottawa de 1996 tuvo lugar en 

Bruselas, del 24 al 27 de junio de 1997. En la Conferencia Internacional de Bruselas para la 

Total Prohibición de las Minas Antipersonal participaron representantes de 154 países -la 

mayor reunión de Gobiernos, hasta la fecha, para una conferencia dedicada específicamente 

a la cuestión de las minas. El día de clausura, 97 Gobiernos firmaron la Declaración de 

Bruselas iniciando con ello las negociaciones oficiales encaminadas a concertar un tratado 

de prohibición total de las minas terrestres, de fortalecimiento de la cooperación y de la 

asistencia internacionales con miras a la remoción de las minas y la destrucción de todas las 

minas antipersonal almacenadas y retiradas. En la Declaración, se solicitaba la celebración 
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de una Conferencia Diplomática en Oslo, a fin de negociar dicho tratado sobre la base del 

proyecto preparado por el Gobierno austríaco. 

 

De conformidad con la Declaración de Bruselas que, hasta entonces, había sido 

firmada por 107 países, hubo negociaciones oficiales sobre el tratado, del 1 al 8 de 

septiembre de 1997, en la Conferencia Diplomática de Oslo relativa a la Total Prohibición 

de las Minas Terrestres Antipersonal, organizada por el Gobierno noruego. Asistieron 91 

países como participantes de pleno derecho. Estuvieron presentes, como observadores, 38 

países, el CICR, la ICBL y la ONU. 

 

La Conferencia Diplomática de Oslo tuvo gran éxito. Impulsada por su 

presidente sudafricano, el embajador Jakob Selebi, aprobó solemnemente, el 18 de 

septiembre, la Convención sobre la prohibición del empleo, almacenamiento, producción y 

transferencia de minas antipersonal y sobre su destrucción, el "tratado de Ottawa"
132

.  

 

IV.3 Tratado de Ottawa 

 

Mientras la seguridad de los que viven en regiones contaminadas por las minas 

siga corriendo peligro hasta que éstas se destruyan o se retiren, poner término al empleo de 

las minas antipersonal es parte esencial de las actividades para evitar a las generaciones 

futuras el horror de esas armas. El tratado de Ottawa es un importante paso para lograrlo, 

porque se estipula en el mismo una prohibición total de dichos artefactos. Es decir, no sólo 

se prohíbe el empleo de las minas en todas las situaciones, sino que se prohíben su 
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desarrollo, su producción, su almacenamiento y su transferencia. Asimismo, se exige la 

destrucción de las minas almacenadas o sembradas. 

 

IV.3.1  Cumplimiento del Tratado de Ottawa en Nicaragua. 

 

El Tratado de Ottawa es un acuerdo de desarme que tiene como objetivo 

eliminar a las minas antipersonales del arsenal de las fuerzas contendientes en un conflicto 

armado. El texto es corto, simple y directo, cuenta con 22 artículos y no contempla ninguna 

excepción o reserva, para lograr este objetivo el Tratado identifica y prohíbe una serie de 

actividades, que son componentes claves para que los Estados puedan cumplir fielmente 

con dicho compromiso. A continuación se pretende hacer un breve análisis de los más 

importantes artículos del Tratado y el cumplimiento por parte de Nicaragua. 

 

Arto. 1 Obligaciones generales del Tratado de Ottawa.   Nicaragua no ha 

expresado opiniones claras con respecto a cuestiones fundamentales de la interpretación de 

los artículos 1, 2 y 3 del Tratado de Prohibición de Minas. Nicaragua ha declarado que 

nunca ha producido minas antipersonal. No se sabe pues nunca han exportado a las minas. 

Nicaragua destruyó su arsenal de 133.435 minas antipersonal entre 12 de abril de 1999 y 28 

de agosto de 2002
133

.Quedando todavía más de 10,000 minas antipersonales  en campos de 

minas en peligro.  

 

El Ejército de Nicaragua tiene retenidos un total de 1.004 minas antipersonal 

para la capacitación a partir del 28 de febrero de 2007. En el informe del Ejército de 

Nicaragua se indica que Nicaragua había consumido 17 minas retenidas durante el año 
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anterior. Además, el Ejército de Nicaragua transfirió 72 minas retenidas, incluyendo 26 

minas PMN al Cuerpo de Ingenieros para la calibración del detector, y 46 minas a la 

formación de perros de detección de minas unidad. En marzo de 2006, Nicaragua informó 

al Monitor de Minas Terrestres que, tras la finalización de su Programa de Desminado  

presentará un plan para reducir el número de minas retenidas para entrenamiento. 

Nicaragua había informado anteriormente que posee 121 de tipo Claymore minas de 

fragmentación direccional (MON serie). Es importante destacar, que la cantidad de minas 

antipersonales en almacén es mínima, y solo es usada para efectos de de uso de instrucción 

a los futuros zapadores y que los actuales, se sigan capacitando sobre el tema. 

 

Arto. 2. Definiciones. Definición de mina antipersonal, mina, dispositivo anti 

manipulación, transferencia y zona minada. Esto, ha servido para que personas 

desconocedoras del tema y principalmente, aquellas que residen en zonas afectadas por 

ellas, tengan un mayor conocimiento técnico de estas, sus capacidades y sobre todo la 

peligrosidad que representan.  

 

Arto. 3 Excepciones del Tratado de Ottawa. Con respecto a la prohibición del 

desarrollo y de la producción de minas antipersonales el Tratado obliga a los Estados a 

dejar de fabricar y mejorar modelos existentes y a no producir esas armas en el futuro; 

además las existencias deben ser destruidas en un plazo de cuatro años contados a partir de 

la fecha de entrada en vigor del Tratado para un determinado país, pero si este no esta 

capacitado para cumplir con el plazo acordado para garantizar la destrucción, podrán 

solicitar asistencia a otros Estados Partes o en última instancia solicitar una prórroga, para 

un plazo de 10 años, en la Reunión de los Estados Partes o Conferencia de Examen
134

. Sin 

embargo, un país se encuentra autorizado a conservar o a transferir una limitada cantidad de 
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minas para el adiestramiento en detección y remoción de minas, así como técnicas de 

destrucción de minas; de esta manera los Gobiernos declararon que sólo conservarían unas 

mil minas para exceder la cantidad mínima necesaria para tales fines. 

 

Sin embargo, existe un último componente de prohibición el cual estipula que 

un país no está autorizado, en modo alguno ni en circunstancia alguna, a transferir, directa o 

indirectamente minas antipersonales hacia o desde el territorio nacional, abarcando de esta 

manera la exportación e importación de minas, así como la transferencia del título de 

propiedad de minas. No obstante, para facilitar la detección y la remoción de las minas, hay 

unas pocas excepciones a esta prohibición.  

 

• Los países podrán transferir minas antipersonales para destruirlas 

 

• Están autorizados a transferir la limitada cantidad de minas que está 

permitido retener para el adiestramiento.  

 

De tal manera que cualquier otro intercambio de minas antipersonales que no 

conforme parte de estas excepciones estará prohibido según los términos del Tratado.  

 

De esta manera, se conoce que Nicaragua no fabrica ni produce minas 

antipersonal. Con respecto, a las minas antipersonal, destruidas en un plazo de cuatro años 

contados a partir de la fecha de entrada en vigor de dicho Tratado, Nicaragua no cumplió y 

es por esto que hasta diciembre de 2007; el gobierno de Nicaragua esta pensando en 
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solicitar una prórroga para los siguientes diez años, en la próxima Conferencia de Examen a 

realizarse a mediados del 2008.  

 

Arto. 4 Destrucción de las existencias de minas antipersonal. No hay mayor 

costo que el de la vida humana perdida. Pero a como suele ocurrir, la contabilidad se mide 

de otra manera, el costo/eficiencia, lamentablemente a la hora de medir la rentabilidad 

prevalece el indicador costo por mina destruidas, en vez de costo por área de terreno 

despejada. Esto todavía es común en Nicaragua y en el mundo. 

 

El número total de las minas emplazadas inicialmente se estima en 135.643 en 

991 campos minados. En febrero de 2007 esta cifra había aumentado a 169.029 minas 

como resultado de los informes de las comunidades. Al menos 105 comunidades en 52 

municipios y 14 departamentos se vieron afectadas. Los militares sólo tiene el 80 por ciento 

de las actas de las minas colocadas por el Ejército Popular Sandinista (Ejército Popular 

Sandinista, EPS), y estos registros "probablemente no son plenamente fiables o detallada;" 

otros campos de minas colocadas por la contra no fueron registrados o marcados. Las zonas 

minadas no registradas en los registros militares siguen siendo descubiertas como resultado 

de los riesgos de las minas de campañas de educación, la información proporcionada por el 

público, y la ocurrencia de incidentes en zonas que anteriormente no sospechosos de estar 

afectados por las minas
135

.  

 

Arto. 5 Destrucción de minas antipersonal colocadas en las zonas minadas. El 

Tratado obliga a los Estados a impartir información a los desminadores y a limpiar las 

zonas minadas tan pronto a como sea posible pero a mas tardar en un plazo de 10 años a 

                                                           

135 http://www.icbl.org/lm/2007/nicaragua 
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partir de la entrada en vigor del Tratado para el Estado concernido; quedan incluidos los 

campos de minas y las demarcaciones definidas en las que se han colocado estas armas 

(fronteras nacionales, alrededores de instalaciones militares y zonas públicas o privadas, 

donde se sabe o se sospecha que contenga estas armas); sin embargo el Tratado de Ottawa 

no se prevé obligación alguna a retirar o destruir las minas anti-vehículos, pero se les 

atribuye las disposiciones pertinentes del Protocolo II de la Convención de las Naciones 

Unidas, en el cual se estipula que después de finalizadas las hostilidades activas, habrá que 

limpiar, señalar, cercar y controlar todas las zonas minadas, a fin de garantizar la seguridad 

de las personas civiles. 

 

Es así como los países tendrán la responsabilidad no sólo de cercar la zona, sino 

cerciorarse de que las vallas
136

 estén en buen estado y que no se deterioren, se dañen o 

desintegren y deberán de permanecer hasta que se hayan destruido todas las minas 

antipersonales. 

 

En el caso de Nicaragua, debido al gran número de minas no registradas 

descubierto en los últimos años y las demoras operacionales, la realización del programa de 

acción contra las minas ha sido aplazado varias veces desde 2004, a 2005, luego de 2006, a 

2007 y, más recientemente, a 2008. Las prioridades para 2007 y 2008 incluyen el resto de 

zonas afectadas por las minas en la frontera norte en los municipios de Mozonte, San 

Fernando, Jalapa, Murra, Wiwili de Nueva Segovia y de Jinotega Wiwili.  

 

Nicaragua informó de que al 31 de marzo de 2007 por lo menos 20.837 minas 

antipersonales están en almacén y sigue siendo necesaria su liquidación, pero mientras se 

                                                           

136
 Nombre que reciben los campos minados 
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utiliza para instrucciones a las capacitaciones de los zapadores. Se cree que en 70 de las 

zonas minadas que abarca 55,5 kilómetros cuadrados de la frontera hondureña y dos zonas 

en el interior del país. El norte de los departamentos de Jinotega y Nueva Segovia se 

consideran los más afectados por las minas. Las zonas contaminadas por minas 

antipersonales incluyen municipios Mozonte, San Fernando, Jalapa, Murra, Wiwili de 

Nueva Segovia y de Jinotega Wiwili; todos son productos agrícolas, madera y producción 

de las zonas de cría de ganado. Una población de más de 29.000 personas en 111 

comunidades se cree que se viven dentro de unos cinco kilómetros de los campos minados 

restantes
137

.  

Arto. 6. Cooperación y asistencia internacionales. Nicaragua estaba buscando 

5 millones de dólares EE.UU en el 2007. Solamente, los donantes internacionales  le 

donaron a Nicaragua 1,5 millones de dólares para la remoción de minas en 2007 y 3,5 

millones de dólares para 2008; si este importe no se recibe, se dice que tendrá que ampliar 

la remoción de minas en 2009 o incluso 2010.  

 

En 2006 las donaciones internacionales para la acción contra las minas en 

Nicaragua un total de $ 5.722.481 se informó de seis países, un aumento del 64 por ciento 

desde 2005 ($ 3.499.295 por seis países). Es difícil identificar todos los fondos de acción 

contra las minas para Nicaragua sobre una base anual, debido a que muchos donantes de 

fondos para designar la OEA se abocan también al AICMA programa multi-país, y 

proporcionar algunos de financiación multianual. OEA no ha proporcionado un desglose 

por país de la financiación
138

. 

 

                                                           

137
 http://www.icbl.org/lm/2007/nicaragua 
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De acuerdo al informe presentado de financiación a los países donantes en 2007 

fueron:  

• Canadá: C $ 416,819 a la OEA que consiste de C $ 140,000 ($ 123,452) para 

detectores de minas y C $ 276,819 ($ 244,099) para la remoción de minas;  

 

• Dinamarca: DKK8, 304534 ($ 1397653) al gobierno para integrar la acción 

contra las minas;  

• Italia: $ 7922 a la OEA para la remoción de minas;  

 

• Japón: 99.900.000 yenes (859.140 dólares) al gobierno para la remoción de 

minas;  

 

• Suecia: SEK9, 950000 ($ 1350215), sin especificar a la OEA para la acción 

contra las minas;  

 

• EE.UU.: $ 1740000 del Departamento de Estado a la OEA para la remoción 

de minas y la asistencia a las víctimas.  

 

Los EE.UU. Departamento de Defensa también ha contribuido a la mecánica de 

remoción de minas de Nicaragua en 2006, pero no proporcionó un valor. Contribución de 

los EE.UU. para la remoción de minas en Nicaragua en 2007 se espera que sea similar al de 

2006. La mayor parte de 2007 los fondos se destina a apoyar la liquidación en la RAAN y 
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la detección de minas de perro operaciones, y para extender a la "ampliación de las 

opciones para la asistencia a las víctimas" en Nicaragua.  

 

Arto. 7 Medidas de transparencia. La adhesión oficial a un Tratado vigente no 

siempre basta para garantizar que se respeten plenamente sus disposiciones, por ello en el 

Tratado de Ottawa se estipula que cada país informe con regularidad al Secretario General 

de las Naciones Unidas las medidas tomadas para cumplir con las obligaciones que se 

imponen en el Tratado. Dicho informe debe de contar los siguientes aspectos:  

 

 Cantidades y tipos de todas las minas antipersonales en existencias. 

 

 Situación de los programas para la destrucción de minas antipersonales, incluidos tipos y 

cantidades de todas las minas destruidas. 

 

 Cantidades y tipos de todas las minas conservadas para el adiestramiento. 

 

 Características técnicas de cada tipo de mina que haya producido. 

 

 Ubicación de todas las zonas minadas bajo la jurisdicción o control; información relativa al 

tipo, la cantidad y la edad de las minas colocadas (en la medida en que se conozca); las 

medidas tomadas para advertir a la población civil. 

 

 Medidas Nacionales
139

, como son normas legislativas o administrativas, tomadas para 

impedir y eliminar las violaciones al Tratado. 

 
                                                           

139
 Ley de Prohibición para la producción, compra, venta, importación, exportación, tránsito, utilización y 

posesión de minas terrestres antipersonales, ley 231 
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Nicaragua participó en la Séptima Reunión de los Estados Partes en Ginebra en 

septiembre de 2006, en el que hicieron declaraciones durante el intercambio general de 

opiniones, la asistencia a las víctimas y la remoción de minas sesiones. Además Nicaragua 

participó en las reuniones del Comité Permanente entre en Ginebra en mayo de 2006 y abril 

de 2007. Durante las reuniones de abril Nicaragua realizaron presentaciones sobre la 

asistencia a las víctimas y los progresos hacia el cumplimiento de su plazo de remoción. 

 

El 28 de febrero de 2007 Nicaragua presentó su octavo informe de 

transparencia artículo 7, que abarca el período hasta el 28 de febrero de 2007. 

 

Cabe señalar, que Nicaragua es Parte en la Convención sobre Armas 

Convencionales (CCW) y su Protocolo II enmendado sobre minas terrestres. Nicaragua no 

asistió a la Octava Conferencia Anual de los Estados Partes en el Protocolo el 6 de 

noviembre de 2006, y no presentó su informe anual de transparencia exigida en el artículo 

13 del protocolo. Nicaragua es Parte en la Convención el Protocolo V sobre restos 

explosivos de guerra.   

 

Arto. 8. Facilitación y aclaración de cumplimiento. La idea de promover la 

confianza en su aplicación es la misión de encuesta o aclaración que se utiliza cuando un 

Estado hace una “solicitud de aclaración” por mediación del Secretario General de las 

Naciones Unidas al país que se sospecha no ha respetado las disposiciones del Tratado; esta 

será transmitida en una Reunión Extraordinaria de Estados Partes, en la cual se podrá 

remitir el asunto en caso de violación, al consejo de Seguridad de Naciones Unidas o 

tomando otra aplicación de medidas previstas en la Carta de las Naciones Unidas. En el 

caso de Nicaragua, no ha pedido una “solicitud de aclaración” a otro Estado que haya 

sospechado que  haber cumplido las disposiciones del Tratado de Ottawa. 
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Arto. 9. Medidas de aplicación a nivel nacional. Nicaragua ha cubierto los 

costes laborales de la CND personal, pero CND del presupuesto operativo y la mayoría de 

la acción contra las minas en Nicaragua ha sido financiado por los donantes internacionales, 

ya sea bilateralmente o por conducto de la OEA PADCA. Nicaragua fue uno de los estados 

miembros de la OEA como prestar apoyo en especie en 2006 a la OEA para el Programa de 

Acción Integral contra las Minas Antipersonal, el valor total de todas las contribuciones en 

especie fueron de US $ 2,9 millones. 

 

En 1996-1997, la Asamblea General de los Estados Americanos señaló la 

urgencia de crear una ley en Nicaragua que permitiera continuar con las tareas de 

desminado teniendo en consideración los objetivos y compromisos adquiridos por el 

Tratado. Como respuesta a esta petición se crea la Ley 321, de “Prohibición para la 

Producción, Compra, Venta, Importación, Exportación, Tránsito, Utilización y Posesión de 

minas terrestres antipersonales” aprobada por la Asamblea Nacional el 24 de noviembre del 

1999 y  publicado en “La Gaceta” No.8, Diario Oficial el 12 de enero del 2000. Dicha ley 

321 obliga a las personas naturales o jurídicas que la incumplen a ser sancionadas por el 

delito de exposición de personas a peligro. 

 

Además, Nicaragua cuenta con leyes para proteger los derechos de las personas 

con discapacidad, incluidos los supervivientes de las minas antipersonales, pero la 

discriminación es generalizada. El 30 de marzo de 2007 Nicaragua firmó la Convención 

sobre los Derechos de las Personas con Discapacidad, pero no su Protocolo Facultativo que 

permite el seguimiento de la discapacidad actividades. 
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Arto. 10. Solución de controversias. Los países participantes podrán ofrecer sus 

servicios como mediador en la Reunión de los Estados Partes para recomendar 

procedimientos para resolver cualquier controversia que pueda surgir en las funciones 

correspondientes al cumplimiento. Nicaragua no ha solicitado a los países participantes ser 

mediado en la solución de controversias de algún problema existente. 

 

Arto. 11. Reuniones de los Estados Parte. Nicaragua participó en la Séptima 

Reunión de los Estados Partes en Ginebra en septiembre de 2006, en el que hicieron 

declaraciones durante el intercambio general de opiniones, la asistencia a las víctimas y la 

remoción de minas sesiones. Nicaragua asistieron a las reuniones del Comité Permanente 

entre en Ginebra en mayo de 2006 y abril de 2007. Durante las reuniones de abril 

Nicaragua realizaron presentaciones sobre la asistencia a las víctimas y los progresos hacia 

el cumplimiento de su plazo de remoción de minas en 2009. 

 

Nicaragua no asistió a la Octava Conferencia Anual de los Estados Partes en el 

Protocolo el 6 de noviembre de 2006. 

 

El Gobierno de Nicaragua fue el anfitrión de la Tercera Reunión de los Estados 

Partes en la Convención sobre la prohibición del empleo, almacenamiento, producción y 

transferencia de minas antipersonal y sobre su destrucción (Tratado de Ottawa), que se 

celebró en Managua, del 18 al 21 de septiembre del 2001
140

.  

 

                                                           

140
  www.icrc.org/web/spa/sitespa0.nsf/htmlall/5tdpmf?opendocument 
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Arto. 12. Conferencias de Examen. “Una Conferencia de Examen será 

convocada por el Secretario General de las Naciones Unidas transcurridos 5 años desde la 

entrada en vigor de esta Convención. El Secretario General de las Naciones Unidas 

convocará otras Conferencias de Examen si así lo solicitan uno o más de los Estados Parte, 

siempre y cuando el intervalo entre ellas no sea menor de cinco años. Todos los Estados 

Parte de esta Convención serán invitados a cada Conferencia de Examen”. La última 

conferencia de Examen fue en el año 2007. 

 

Arto. 13. Enmiendas al Tratado de Ottawa. Este  es un instrumento jurídico 

muy poderoso, es posible que, en el futuro, sea necesario perfeccionarlo, para garantizar 

que el Tratado pueda adaptarse a un mundo cambiante y a la evolución de las tecnologías, 

existe una Conferencia de Enmienda
141

 en la cual se analizarán la propuestas y se votará al 

respecto siendo necesaria una mayoría de dos tercios de los Estados Partes presentes y 

votantes para su aprobación. Se realiza después de cada Conferencia de Examen. En el caso 

de Nicaragua, este artículo no es aplicable.  

 

Arto. 14. Costes. “Los costes de la Reunión de los Estados Parte, Reuniones 

Extraordinarias de los Estados Parte, Conferencias de Examen y Conferencias de Enmienda 

serán sufragados por los Estados Partes y por los Estados no Partes de esta Convención que 

participen en ellas, de acuerdo con la escala de cuotas de las Naciones Unidas ajustada 

adecuadamente”. Por lo general, algunos costos de de las reuniones se dan mitad y mitad. 

Mitad la paga el gobierno de Nicaragua y la otra mitad los organismos donantes, que 

usualmente es la OEA.  

 

                                                           

141
 Conferencia Diplomática en la cual se modifica el documento en discusión 
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Arto. 15. Firma. La República de Nicaragua firmó el Tratado de Prohibición de 

Minas el 5 de diciembre de 1997.   

 

Arto. 16. Ratificación, aceptación, aprobación o adhesión. Nicaragua ratifica 

el 02 de octubre de 1998,  y pasó a ser Estado Parte el 09 de octubre de 1998. 

 

Arto. 17. Entrada en vigor. 09 de octubre de 1998.  

 

Arto. 18. Aplicación provisional. “Cada Estado Parte, en el momento de 

depositar su instrumento de ratificación, aceptación, aprobación o adhesión, podrá declarar 

que aplicará provisionalmente el párrafo 1 del Artículo 1 de esta Convención”. Hasta el día 

de hoy y desde su ratificación Nicaragua le ha dado sostenibilidad al Programa de 

Desminado Humanitario aplicado en el país.  

 

Arto. 19. Reservas. Los Artículos de esta Convención no estarán sujetos a 

reservas. Nicaragua no presentó ninguna reserva.  

 

Arto. 20. Duración y denuncia 

 

   1. Esta Convención tendrá una duración ilimitada. 
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   2. Cada Estado Parte tendrá, en ejercicio de su soberanía nacional, el derecho 

de denunciar esta Convención. Comunicará dicha renuncia a todos los Estados Parte, al 

Depositario y al Consejo de Seguridad de las Naciones Unidas. Tal instrumento de 

denuncia deberá incluir una explicación completa de las razones que motivan su denuncia. 

 

Arto. 21. Depositario. “El Secretario General de las Naciones Unidas es 

designado Depositario de esta Convención.” Nicaragua posterior a la ratificación, depositó 

el instrumento a Naciones Unidas.  

 

Arto. 22. Textos auténticos. “El texto original de esta Convención, cuyos textos 

en árabe, chino, español, francés, inglés y ruso son igualmente auténticos, se depositará con 

el Secretario General de las Naciones Unidas”.  
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CONCLUSIONES 

 

Las minas antipersonales son poderosos artefactos, que no perdonan un error o 

descuido. A diferencia de otras armas, para cuya mayoría se precisa que alguien apunte y 

dispare, las minas antipersonal son accionadas por las víctimas. Es decir, están concebidas 

para explosionar cuando una persona tropiece con ellas o las manipule, o al mover el cable 

de disparo conectado a la misma. Una vez sembradas, sus efectos son indiscriminados y de 

larga duración. Las minas antipersonal no hacen distinción entre soldados y personas 

civiles. Matan o mutilan al niño que juega al fútbol con la misma facilidad que a un soldado 

que efectúa patrullaje. Añadiéndole a ésta situación el alto costo económico y temporal que 

provocan las minas antipersonales.  

 

Cabe destacar, que el problema de las minas antipersonales a nivel mundial se 

convirtió en un tema primordial para la Organización de los Estados Americanos y los 

Estados que se encuentran afectados por sus mortales secuelas, de tal manera la necesidad 

de establecer un acuerdo que promoviera el uso de estas armas dio paso a la creación del 

Tratado de Ottawa, que a su vez se encuentra respaldado por el Derecho Internacional 

Humanitario; y en donde ambos han contribuido a elaborar un Programa Nacional de 

Desminado Humanitario en todos los países que lo han ratificado, asumiendo un 

compromiso con la comunidad donante para que estos garanticen los recursos necesarios 

para el sostenimiento del mismo. 

 

La participación de Nicaragua en este Tratado de Ottawa ha sido muy 

satisfactoria, debido al reconocimiento que ha logrado a pesar de los obstáculos que se han 

presentado algunos de ellos han sido fenómenos naturales (Huracán Mitch y Félix), sociales 

(medios de comunicación escasos e inaccesibles), económicos (crisis económica en 
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sectores altamente vulnerables, problemas en el alza del petróleo), políticas (gobernabilidad 

fragmentada por rencillas partidistas) y mundiales (atentados terroristas, guerra de Irak).; a 

pesar de contar con recursos limitados ante estas diferentes situaciones, se ha cumplido con 

dichos compromisos dentro del Tratado, siendo reconocidos por la inmensa labor 

emprendida en estos últimos años, logrando colocarnos a nivel hemisférico como uno de 

los principales países que tienen la capacidad técnica y logística para brindar al resto de 

Estados Partes. 

 

En el caso de Nicaragua, día a día lucha gracias a la ayuda internacional a 

sobrepasar los diferentes obstáculos presentes en esta intensa labor, esto a pesar de contar 

con un escaso presupuesto para ejercer cada programa. Sin embargo, Nicaragua ha 

mantenido un liderazgo en América por completar con éxito el periodo de destrucción de 

minas instaladas  y almacenadas establecido dentro de la Convención de Ottawa; además 

por dar seguimiento al Programa de Atención, Rehabilitación y Reinserción Social a las 

víctimas de minas antipersonales; logrando un reconocimiento en Centroamérica por ser el 

único en el istmo de lograr avances significativos en este último e importante paso dentro 

del Programa del Desminado Humanitario. 

 

Sin la cooperación, Nicaragua no hubiese podido llevar a cabo su programa, 

pero si su estrategia no hubiese sido elaborada de la forma correcta, aun con todo el dinero 

del mundo; se hubiese tenido un mal desempeño, lo que nos daría una situación más 

precaria que la que tenemos actualmente en nuestro país en el tema del Desminado 

Humanitario. Es bueno recordar, que sin la entrada en vigencia del Tratado de Ottawa los 

fondos disponibles para Nicaragua nunca se hubieran estabilizado, y no se hubiese podido 

tener el éxito que se tiene. 
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El desminado y la acción de minas con enfoque humanitario y de desarrollo 

puede y debe llegar a ser una realidad en Nicaragua, los ejemplos existen en otras partes 

con situaciones más graves que la nuestra. Todos los modelos pueden ser criticados, pero al 

fin y al cabo el criterio fundamental es el de sostenibilidad. 

 

A como hemos demostrado en nuestro trabajo, el impacto real del tratado de 

Ottawa en los logros que ha tenido Nicaragua son considerables, ya que ha potenciado 

nuestra idea de ser un país libre de minas dentro de un marco de una erradicación mundial 

de las minas antipersonales, lo que facilitó la cooperación hacia Nicaragua, y constituyo 

una herramienta fundamental para llegar a tener los excelentes logros que se tienen en 

materia de desminado, y el avance mismo que ha logrado Nicaragua en el período de 1997 

a 2007. 

 

Gracias al apego del tratado y de lo que estipula el mismo, Nicaragua se ha 

podido insertar a sí mismo como una nación responsable a nivel mundial, y que es capaz de 

desarrollar una estrategia de un excelente funcionamiento y que es vista como un modelo 

para el resto del mundo. Nicaragua usó este Tratado para posicionarse como un líder a nivel 

mundial en temas de desminado, lo que además puede ser utilizado para el futuro provecho 

de Nicaragua, ya que dentro de las obligaciones adquiridas en la firma del tratado 

encontramos la de cooperar según las capacidades que tenga cada país. Y en este caso, 

Nicaragua lo hace brindando asistencia técnica, ayudando a países que no están teniendo el 

progreso adecuado y así mismo, facilitar un nexo de relaciones con los demás países.  

 

De esta forma, Nicaragua está logrando un doble propósito, ya que está 

logrando dejar atrás uno de los últimos fantasmas de la guerra de la década de los años 80’s 

al mismo tiempo que le da al resto del mundo una cara responsable y eficiente, al estar 
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cumpliendo en tiempo y forma las obligaciones adquiridas con la firma del Tratado de 

Ottawa, lo que deja en alto su nombre, además, de que mejora su imagen que a veces es 

negativa, ya que los fondos que se han obtenido para las operaciones del Desminado han 

sido utilizados de la forma más transparente posible y han ayudado a incrementar la 

confianza mundial de la comunidad donante con Nicaragua. 

 

Para finalizar, se puede visualizar que para el año 2010 Nicaragua será un país 

libre de minas antipersonales que se encuentran bajo registros del Ejército, siendo 

certificado por todos los Estados Partes como un país que ha cumplido con dicha 

Convención, quedando como ejemplo para los demás países que no se han esforzado en las 

labores del Desminado, y por consiguiente, pasara a ser un país contribuyente, en 

experiencia y metodología prestando sus servicios a cualquier país ratificante de la 

Convención de Ottawa que lo solicite. 
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RECOMENDACIONES 

 

 Enfocar el tema del Desminado Humanitario como un eje de 

política exterior, por presentarse como aspecto positivo para país 

a nivel internacional, y darnos a conocer como especialistas 

calificados y cualificados para el avance de este tema a nivel 

internacional.  

 El Programa Nacional de Desminado Humanitario debe de partir 

de consultar en las regiones afectadas las necesidades y 

aspiraciones articuladas por la misma comunidades y 

autoridades locales con la presencia de dichas instancias en la 

toma de decisiones y proceso de diseño y ejecución de políticas 

públicas para el bien de todos en las comunidades.   

 La Comisión Nacional de Desminado Humanitario debe de 

movilizar recursos de programas y proyectos conexos, 

incluyendo la dimensión ecológica, involucrando a los sectores 

pertinentes del gobierno (Poder Ejecutivo, Legislativo, 

municipios) y organismos sociales, gremiales y ONG´s. 

 Bajo la supervisión de instancias nacionales el levantamiento de 

un nuevo estudio topográfico para determinar al máximo posible 

las zonas de mayor peligro 

 Priorizar la rehabilitación integral de las víctimas y comunidades 

a partir, necesidades establecidas por sus propias organizaciones 

e instancias. Incentivar la plena participación de autoridades 

municipales y comarcales; Organismos de Naciones Unidas y 
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regionales podrán participar de manera coherente y coordinada 

confórmelas especialidades respectivas. 

  La integración de los medios de comunicación social locales y 

nacionales en el tema de concientizar y prevenir accidentes. 

 El impulso desde el gobierno y las autoridades municipales del 

hermanamiento con países que puedan incidir en la cooperación 

para la solución de problemas relacionados con las minas 

antipersonal, de tal forma que en un espacio aproximado de entre 

3 años se pueda eliminar totalmente la presencia de minas 

antipersonal en el territorio nicaragüense. 

 Solicitar a los organismos gubernamentales y ONG´s interesados 

en el tema, a que apoyen una Campaña para impulsar actividades 

de desminado a través de: charlas, reuniones de comunidades 

afectadas que tratan de sensibilizar a otras comunidades 

igualmente afectadas, programas de ayuda, conferencias 

radiales, afiches y más; con el objetivo, de seguir concientizando 

y definiendo acciones sobre el problema. 

 Creación de instancias municipales, que con una capacidad 

básica de gestión agilicen el proceso de desminado, priorizando 

las zonas de mayor impacto. 

 Participación efectiva de las víctimas en tareas y programas que 

estén en función del desminado a nivel nacional, como por 

ejemplo; pasantías de las Universidades en el campo rural, de tal 

manera que un estudiante de Administración de Empresas, tenga 

la facilidad de asesorar a una víctima en el inicio de su negocio y 

de ésta manera, reintegrarlo a la sociedad.  
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 Obtención de información por vía de encuestas, entrevistas a 

pobladores de las zonas aledañas a los campos minados no 

reportados. 

 Organizar campañas preventivas de divulgación a nivel local. 

 Realizar actividades conjuntas entre el Ejército y la sociedad 

civil. 

 Exigencia al gobierno del cumplimiento de planes efectivos de 

desminado en el territorio nacional que incidan a lo inmediato en 

la vida cotidiana del mundo rural. 

 Como Comisión Nacional de Desminado Humanitario, 

monitorear y verificar el cumplimiento efectivo del compromiso 

internacional de destruir las minas antipersonal.  
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ANEXO I 
18 de septiembre de 1997 

 
CONVENCIÓN SOBRE LA PROHIBICIÓN DEL EMPLEO, ALMACENAMIENTO, 
PRODUCCIÓN Y TRANSFERENCIA DE MINAS ANTIPERSONAL Y SOBRE SU 

DESTRUCCIÓN 
 
Preámbulo 
 
Los Estados Parte, 
 
Decididos a poner fin al sufrimiento y las muertes causadas por las minas antipersonal, que 
matan o mutilan a cientos de personas cada semana, en su mayor parte civiles inocentes e 
indefensos, especialmente niños, obstruyen el desarrollo económico y la reconstrucción, inhiben 
la repatriación de refugiados y de personas desplazadas internamente, además de ocasionar 
otras severas consecuencias muchos años después de su emplazamiento, 
 
Creyendo necesario hacer sus mejores esfuerzos para contribuir de manera eficiente y 
coordinada a enfrentar el desafío de la remoción de minas antipersonal colocadas en todo el 
mundo, y a garantizar su destrucción, 
 
Deseando realizar sus mejores esfuerzos en la prestación de asistencia para el cuidado y 
rehabilitación de las víctimas de minas, incluidas su reintegración social y económica, 
 
Reconociendo que una prohibición total de minas antipersonal sería también una importante 
medida de fomento de la confianza, 
 
Acogiendo con beneplácito la adopción del Protocolo sobre prohibiciones o restricciones del 
empleo de minas, armas trampa y otros artefactos, según fuera enmendado el 3 de mayo de 
1996 y anexo a la Convención sobre prohibiciones o restricciones del empleo de ciertas armas 
convencionales que puedan considerarse excesivamente nocivas o de efectos indiscriminados; y 
haciendo un llamado para la pronta ratificación de ese Protocolo por parte de aquellos Estados 
que aún no lo han hecho, 
 
Acogiendo con beneplácito, asimismo, la Resolución 51/45 S del 10 de diciembre de 1996 de 
la Asamblea General de las Naciones Unidas, en la que se exhorta a todos los Estados a que 
procuren decididamente concertar un acuerdo internacional eficaz y de cumplimiento obligatorio 
para prohibir el uso, el almacenamiento, la producción y la transferencia de las minas terrestres 
antipersonal, 
 
Acogiendo con beneplácito, además, las medidas tomadas durante los últimos años, tanto 
unilaterales como multilaterales, encaminadas a prohibir, restringir o suspender el empleo, 
almacenamiento, producción y transferencia de minas antipersonal, 
 
Poniendo de relieve el papel que desempeña la conciencia pública en el fomento de los 
principios humanitarios, como se ha puesto de manifiesto en el llamado hecho para lograr una 
total prohibición de minas antipersonal, y reconociendo los esfuerzos que con ese fin han 
emprendido el Movimiento de la Cruz Roja y la Media Luna Roja, la Campaña Internacional para 
la Prohibición de las Minas y otras numerosas organizaciones no gubernamentales de todo el 
mundo, 
 
Recordando la Declaración de Ottawa del 5 de octubre de 1996 y la Declaración de Bruselas del 
27 de junio de 1997, que instan a la comunidad internacional a negociar un acuerdo internacional 
jurídicamente vinculante que prohíba el uso, el almacenamiento, la producción y la transferencia 
de minas antipersonal, 
 



Poniendo énfasis en el deseo de lograr que todos los Estados se adhieran a esta Convención, y 
decididos a trabajar denodadamente para promover su universalidad en todos los foros 
pertinentes, incluyendo, entre otros, las Naciones Unidas, la Conferencia de Desarme, las 
organizaciones y grupos regionales, y las conferencias de examen de la Convención sobre 
prohibiciones o restricciones del empleo de ciertas armas convencionales que puedan 
considerarse excesivamente nocivas o de efectos indiscriminados,  
 
Basándose en el principio del derecho internacional humanitario según el cual el derecho de las 
partes en un conflicto armado a elegir los métodos o medios de combate no es ilimitado, en el 
principio que prohíbe el empleo, en los conflictos armados, de armas, proyectiles, materiales y 
métodos de combate de naturaleza tal que causen daños superfluos o sufrimientos innecesarios, 
y en el principio de que se debe hacer una distinción entre civiles y combatientes, 
 
Han convenido en lo siguiente: 

Artículo 1 
Obligaciones generales 

 
1. Cada Estado Parte se compromete a nunca, y bajo ninguna circunstancia: 
 
a) emplear minas antipersonal; 
 
b) desarrollar, producir, adquirir de un modo u otro, almacenar, conservar o transferir a 
cualquiera, directa o indirectamente, minas antipersonal; 
 
c) ayudar, estimular o inducir, de una manera u otra, a cualquiera a participar en una actividad 
prohibida a un Estado Parte, conforme a esta Convención. 
 
2. Cada Estado Parte se compromete a destruir o a asegurar la destrucción de todas las minas 
antipersonal de conformidad con lo previsto en esta Convención. 

Artículo 2 
Definiciones 

 
1. Por "mina antipersonal" se entiende toda mina concebida para que explosione por la 
presencia, la proximidad o el contacto de una persona, y que incapacite, hiera o mate a una o 
más personas. Las minas diseñadas para detonar por la presencia, la proximidad o el contacto 
de un vehículo, y no de una persona, que estén provistas de un dispositivo antimanipulación, no 
son consideradas minas antipersonal por estar así equipadas. 
 
2. Por "mina" se entiende todo artefacto explosivo diseñado para ser colocado debajo, sobre o 
cerca de la superficie del terreno u otra superficie cualquiera y concebido para explosionar por la 
presencia, la proximidad o el contacto de una persona o un vehículo. 
 
3. Por "dispositivo antimanipulación" se entiende un dispositivo destinado a proteger una mina y 
que forma parte de ella, que está conectado, fijado, o colocado bajo la mina, y que se activa 
cuando se intenta manipularla o activarla intencionadamente de alguna otra manera. 
 
4. Por "transferencia" se entiende, además del traslado físico de minas antipersonal hacia o 
desde el territorio nacional, la transferencia del dominio y del control sobre las minas, pero que 
no se refiere a la transferencia de territorio que contenga minas antipersonal colocadas. 
 
5. Por "zona minada" se entiende una zona peligrosa debido a la presencia de minas o en la que 
se sospecha su presencia. 
 



Artículo 3 
Excepciones 

 
1. Sin perjuicio de las obligaciones generales contenidas en el Artículo 1, se permitirá la 
retención o la transferencia de una cantidad de minas antipersonal para el desarrollo de técnicas 
de detección, limpieza o destrucción de minas y el adiestramiento en dichas técnicas. La 
cantidad de tales minas no deberá exceder la cantidad mínima absolutamente necesaria para 
realizar los propósitos mencionados más arriba.  
 
2. La transferencia de minas antipersonal está permitida cuando se realiza para su destrucción. 

Artículo 4 
Destrucción de las existencias de minas antipersonal 

 
Con excepción de lo dispuesto en el Artículo 3, cada Estado Parte se compromete a destruir, o a 
asegurar la destrucción de todas las existencias de minas antipersonal que le pertenezcan o 
posea, o que estén bajo su jurisdicción o control, lo antes posible, y a más tardar en un plazo de 
4 años, a partir de la entrada en vigor de esta Convención para ese Estado Parte. 

Artículo 5  
Destrucción de minas antipersonal colocadas en las zonas minadas  

 
1. Cada Estado Parte se compromete a destruir, o a asegurar la destrucción de todas las minas 
antipersonal colocadas en los zonas minadas que estén bajo su jurisdicción o control, lo antes 
posible, y a más tardar en un plazo de 10 años, a partir de la entrada en vigor de esta 
Convención para ese Estado Parte. 
2. Cada Estado Parte se esforzará en identificar todas las zonas bajo su jurisdicción o control 
donde se sepa o se sospeche que hay minas antipersonal, y adoptará todas las medidas 
necesarias, tan pronto como sea posible, para que todas las minas antipersonal en zonas 
minadas bajo su jurisdicción o control tengan el perímetro marcado, estén vigiladas y protegidas 
por cercas u otros medios para asegurar la eficaz exclusión de civiles, hasta que todas las minas 
antipersonal contenidas en dichas zonas hayan sido destruidas. La señalización deberá 
ajustarse, como mínimo, a las normas fijadas en el Protocolo sobre prohibiciones o restricciones 
del empleo de minas, armas trampa y otros artefactos, enmendado el 3 de mayo de 1996 y 
anexo a la Convención sobre prohibiciones o restricciones del empleo de ciertas armas 
convencionales que puedan considerarse excesivamente nocivas o de efectos indiscriminados. 
 
3. Si un Estado Parte cree que será incapaz de destruir o asegurar la destrucción de todas las 
minas antipersonal a las que se hace mención en el párrafo 1 dentro del período establecido, 
podrá presentar una solicitud a la Reunión de Estados Parte o a la Conferencia de Examen con 
objeto de que se prorrogue hasta un máximo de otros diez años el plazo para completar la 
destrucción de dichas minas antipersonal.  
 
4. Cada solicitud contendrá: 
 
a) La duración de la prórroga propuesta; 
 
b) Una explicación detallada de las razones para la prórroga propuesta, incluidos: 
 
i) La preparación y la situación del trabajo realizado al amparo de los programas nacionales de 
desminado; 
 
ii) Los medios financieros y técnicos disponibles al Estado Parte para destruir todas las minas 
antipersonal; y 
 
iii) Las circunstancias que impiden al Estado Parte destruir todas las minas antipersonal en las 



zonas minadas. 
 
c) Las implicaciones humanitarias, sociales, económicas y medioambientales de la prórroga; y 
 
d) Cualquiera otra información en relación con la solicitud para la prórroga propuesta. 
 
5. La Reunión de los Estados Parte o la Conferencia de Examen deberán, teniendo en cuenta el 
párrafo 4, evaluar la solicitud y decidir por mayoría de votos de los Estados Parte, si se concede.  
 
6. Dicha prórroga podrá ser renovada con la presentación de una nueva solicitud de conformidad 
con los párrafos 3, 4 y 5 de este Artículo. Al solicitar una nueva prórroga, el Estado Parte deberá 
presentar información adicional pertinente sobre lo efectuado durante el previo período de 
prórroga en virtud de este Artículo. 
 

Artículo 6 
Cooperación y asistencia internacionales 

 
1. En el cumplimiento de sus obligaciones conforme a esta Convención, cada Estado Parte tiene 
derecho a solicitar y recibir asistencia de otros Estados Parte, cuando sea factible y en la medida 
de lo posible.  
 
2. Cada Estado Parte se compromete a facilitar el intercambio más completo posible de equipo, 
material e información científica y técnica en relación con la aplicación de la presente 
Convención, y tendrá derecho a participar en ese intercambio. Los Estados Parte no impondrán 
restricciones indebidas al suministro de equipos de limpieza de minas, ni a la correspondiente 
información técnica con fines humanitarios. 
 
3. Cada Estado Parte que esté en condiciones de hacerlo, proporcionará asistencia para el 
cuidado y rehabilitación de víctimas de minas, y su integración social y económica, así como 
para los programas de sensibilización sobre minas. Esta asistencia puede ser otorgada, inter 
alia, por el conducto del Sistema de las Naciones Unidas, organizaciones o instituciones 
internacionales, regionales o nacionales, el Comité Internacional de la Cruz Roja y las 
sociedades nacionales de la Cruz Roja y la Media Luna Roja y su Federación Internacional, 
organizaciones no gubernamentales, o sobre la base de acuerdos bilaterales. 
 
4. Cada Estado Parte que esté en condiciones de hacerlo, proporcionará asistencia para las 
labores de limpieza de minas y actividades relacionadas con ella. Tal asistencia podrá brindarse, 
inter alia, a través del Sistema de las Naciones Unidas, organizaciones o instituciones 
internacionales o regionales, organizaciones no gubernamentales, o sobre una base bilateral, o 
contribuyendo al Fondo Fiduciario Voluntario de las Naciones Unidas de la Asistencia para la 
Remoción de Minas u otros fondos regionales que se ocupen de este tema.  
 
5. Cada Estado Parte que esté en condiciones de hacerlo, proporcionará asistencia para la 
destrucción de las existencias de minas antipersonal. 
 
6. Cada Estado Parte se compromete a proporcionar información a la base de datos sobre la 
limpieza de minas establecida en el Sistema de las Naciones Unidas, especialmente la 
información relativa a diversos medios y tecnologías de limpieza de minas, así como listas de 
expertos, organismos de especialistas o centros de contacto nacionales para la limpieza de 
minas. 
 
7. Los Estados Parte podrán solicitar a las Naciones Unidas, a las organizaciones regionales, a 
otros Estados Parte o a otros foros intergubernamentales o no gubernamentales competentes 
que presten asistencia a sus autoridades para elaborar un Programa Nacional de Desminado 
con el objeto de determinar inter alia: 



 
a) La extensión y ámbito del problema de las minas antipersonal; 
 
b) Los recursos financieros, tecnológicos y humanos necesarios para la ejecución del programa; 
c) El número estimado de años necesarios para destruir todas las minas antipersonal de las 
zonas minadas bajo la jurisdicción o control del Estado Parte afectado; 
 
d) Actividades de sensibilización sobre el problema de las minas con objeto de reducir la 
incidencia de las lesiones o muertes causadas por las minas; 
 
e) Asistencia a las víctimas de las minas; 
 
f) Las relaciones entre el Gobierno del Estado Parte afectado y las pertinentes entidades 
gubernamentales, intergubernamentales o no gubernamentales que trabajarán en la ejecución 
del programa. 
 
8. Cada Estado Parte que proporcione o reciba asistencia de conformidad con las disposiciones 
de este artículo, deberá cooperar con objeto de asegurar la completa y rápida puesta en práctica 
de los programas de asistencia acordados. 

Artículo 7 
Medidas de transparencia 

 
1. Cada Estado Parte informará al Secretario General de las Naciones Unidas tan pronto como 
sea posible, y en cualquier caso no más tarde de 180 días a partir de la entrada en vigor de esta 
Convención para ese Estado Parte sobre: 
 
a) Las medidas de aplicación a nivel nacional según lo previsto en el artículo 9; 
 
b) El total de las minas antipersonal en existencias que le pertenecen o posea, o que estén bajo 
su jurisdicción o control, incluyendo un desglose del tipo, cantidad y, si fuera posible, los 
números de lote de cada tipo de mina antipersonal en existencias; 
 
c) En la medida de lo posible, la ubicación de todas las zonas minadas bajo su jurisdicción o 
control que tienen, o se sospecha que tienen, minas antipersonal, incluyendo la mayor cantidad 
posible de detalles relativos al tipo y cantidad de cada tipo de mina antipersonal en cada zona 
minada y cuándo fueron colocadas; 
 
d) Los tipos, cantidades y, si fuera posible, los números de lote de todas las minas antipersonal 
retenidas o transferidas de conformidad con el Artículo, 3 para el desarrollo de técnicas de 
detección, limpieza o destrucción de minas, y el adiestramiento en dichas técnicas, o transferidas 
para su destrucción, así como las instituciones autorizadas por el Estado Parte para retener o 
transferir minas antipersonal. 
 
e) La situación de los programas para la reconversión o cierre definitivo de las instalaciones de 
producción de minas antipersonal; 
 
f) La situación de los programas para la destrucción de minas antipersonal, de conformidad con 
lo establecido en los artículos 4 y 5, incluidos los detalles de los métodos que se utilizarán en la 
destrucción, la ubicación de todos los lugares donde tendrá lugar la destrucción y las normas 
aplicables en materia de seguridad y medio ambiente que observan;  
 
g) Los tipos y cantidades de todas las minas antipersonal destruidas después de la entrada en 
vigor de la Convención para ese Estado Parte, incluido un desglose de la cantidad de cada tipo 
de mina antipersonal destruida, de conformidad con lo establecido en los artículos 4 y 5 
respectivamente, así como, si fuera posible, los números de lote de cada tipo de mina 



antipersonal en el caso de destrucción, conforme a lo establecido en el Artículo 4; 
 
h) Las características técnicas de cada tipo de mina antipersonal producida, hasta donde se 
conozca, y aquellas que actualmente pertenezcan a un Estado Parte, o que éste posea, dando a 
conocer, cuando fuera razonablemente posible, la información que pueda facilitar la identificación 
y limpieza de minas antipersonal; como mínimo, la información incluirá las dimensiones, 
espoletas, contenido de explosivos, contenido metálico, fotografías en color y cualquier otra 
información que pueda facilitar la labor de desminado; y 
 
i) Las medidas adoptadas para advertir de forma inmediata y eficaz a la población sobre todas 
las áreas a las que se refiere el párrafo 2, Artículo 5. 
 
2. La información proporcionada de conformidad con este Artículo se actualizará anualmente por 
cada Estado Parte respecto al año natural precedente y será presentada al Secretario General 
de las Naciones Unidas a más tardar el 30 de abril de cada año.  
 
3. El Secretario General de las Naciones Unidas trasmitirá dichos informes recibidos a los 
Estados Parte. 

Artículo 8 
Facilitación y aclaración de cumplimiento 

 
1. Los Estados Parte convienen en consultarse y cooperar entre sí con respecto a la puesta en 
práctica de las disposiciones de esta Convención, y trabajar conjuntamente en un espíritu de 
cooperación para facilitar el cumplimiento por parte de los Estados Parte de sus obligaciones 
conforme a esta Convención. 
 
2. Si uno o más Estados Parte desean aclarar y buscan resolver cuestiones relacionadas con el 
cumplimiento de las disposiciones de esta Convención, por parte de otro Estado Parte, pueden 
presentar, por conducto del Secretario General de las Naciones Unidas, una Solicitud de 
Aclaración de este asunto a ese Estado Parte. Esa solicitud deberá estar acompañada de toda 
información apropiada. Cada Estado Parte se abstendrá de presentar solicitudes de aclaración 
no fundamentadas, procurando no abusar de ese mecanismo. Un Estado Parte que reciba una 
Solicitud de Aclaración, entregará por conducto del Secretario General de las Naciones Unidas, 
en un plazo de 28 días al Estado Parte solicitante, toda la información necesaria para aclarar ese 
asunto. 
 
3. Si el Estado Parte solicitante no recibe respuesta por conducto del Secretario General de las 
Naciones Unidas dentro del plazo de tiempo mencionado, o considera que ésta no es 
satisfactoria, puede someter, por conducto del Secretario General de las Naciones Unidas, el 
asunto a la siguiente Reunión de los Estados Parte. El Secretario General de las Naciones 
Unidas remitirá a todos los Estados Parte la solicitud presentada, acompañada de toda la 
información pertinente a la Solicitud de Aclaración. Toda esa información se presentará al Estado 
Parte del que se solicita la aclaración, el cual tendrá el derecho de réplica. 
 
4. Mientras que esté pendiente la Reunión de los Estados Parte, cualquiera de los Estados Parte 
afectados puede solicitar del Secretario General de las Naciones Unidas que ejercite sus buenos 
oficios para facilitar la aclaración solicitada. 
 
5. El Estado Parte solicitante puede proponer, por conducto del Secretario General de las 
Naciones Unidas, la convocatoria de una Reunión Extraordinaria de los Estados Parte para 
considerar el asunto. El Secretario General de las Naciones Unidas comunicará a todos los 
Estados Parte esa propuesta y toda la información presentada por los Estados Parte afectados, 
solicitándoles que indiquen si están a favor de una Reunión Extraordinaria de los Estados Parte 
para considerar el asunto. En caso de que dentro de los 14 días a partir de la fecha de tal 
comunicación, al menos un tercio de los Estados Parte esté a favor de tal Reunión 



Extraordinaria, el Secretario General de las Naciones Unidas convocará esa Reunión 
Extraordinaria de los Estados Parte dentro de los 14 días siguientes. El quórum para esa 
Reunión consistirá en una mayoría de los Estados Parte.  
 
6. La Reunión de Estados Parte o la Reunión Extraordinaria de los Estados Parte, según sea el 
caso, deberá determinar en primer lugar si ha de proseguir en la consideración del asunto, 
teniendo en cuenta toda la información presentada por los Estados Parte afectados. La Reunión 
de los Estados Parte, o la Reunión Extraordinaria de los Estados Partes, deberá hacer todo lo 
posible por tomar una decisión por consenso. Si a pesar de todos los esfuerzos realizados no se 
llega a ningún acuerdo, se tomará la decisión por mayoría de los Estados Parte presentes y 
votantes. 
 
7. Todos los Estados Parte cooperarán plenamente con la Reunión de los Estados Parte o con la 
Reunión Extraordinaria de los Estados Parte para que se lleve a cabo esta revisión del asunto, 
incluyendo las misiones de determinación de hechos autorizadas de conformidad con el párrafo 
8.  
 
8. Si se requiere mayor aclaración, la Reunión de los Estados Parte o la Reunión Extraordinaria 
de los Estados Parte autorizará una misión de determinación de hechos y decidirá su mandato 
por mayoría de los Estados Parte presentes y votantes. En cualquier momento el Estado Parte 
del que se solicita la aclaración podrá invitar a su territorio a una misión de determinación de 
hechos. Dicha misión se llevará a cabo sin que sea necesaria una decisión de la Reunión de los 
Estados Parte o de la Reunión Extraordinaria de los Estados Parte. La misión, compuesta de 
hasta 9 expertos, designados y aceptados de conformidad con los párrafos 9 y 10, podrá 
recopilar información adicional relativa al asunto del cumplimiento cuestionado, in situ o en otros 
lugares directamente relacionados con el asunto del cumplimiento cuestionado bajo la 
jurisdicción o control del Estado Parte del que se solicite la aclaración.  
 
9. El Secretario General de las Naciones Unidas preparará una lista, que mantendrá actualizada, 
de nombres, nacionalidades y otros datos pertinentes de expertos cualificados recibida de los 
Estados Parte y la comunicará a todos los Estados Parte. Todo experto incluido en esta lista se 
considerará como designado para todas las misiones de determinación de hechos a menos que 
un Estado Parte lo rechace por escrito. En caso de ser rechazado, el experto no participará en 
misiones de determinación de hechos en el territorio o en cualquier otro lugar bajo la jurisdicción 
o control del Estado Parte que lo rechazó, si el rechazo fue declarado antes del nombramiento 
del experto para dicha misión. 
 
10. Cuando reciba una solicitud procedente de la Reunión de los Estados Parte o de una 
Reunión Extraordinaria de los Estados Parte, el Secretario General de las Naciones Unidas, 
después de consultas con el Estado Parte del que se solicita la aclaración, nombrará a los 
miembros de la misión, incluido su jefe. Los nacionales de los Estados Parte que soliciten la 
realización de misiones de determinación de hechos o los de aquellos Estados Parte que estén 
directamente afectados por ellas, no serán nombrados para la misión. Los miembros de la misión 
de determinación de hechos disfrutarán de los privilegios e inmunidades estipulados en el 
Artículo VI de la Convención sobre los privilegios e inmunidades de las Naciones Unidas, 
adoptada el 13 de febrero de 1946. 
 
11. Previo aviso de al menos 72 horas, los miembros de la misión de determinación de hechos 
llegarán tan pronto como sea posible al territorio del Estado Parte del que se solicita la 
aclaración. El Estado Parte del que se solicita la aclaración deberá tomar las medidas 
administrativas necesarias para recibir, transportar y alojar a la misión, y será responsable de 
asegurar la seguridad de la misión al máximo nivel posible mientras esté en territorio bajo su 
control.  
 
12 Sin perjuicio de la soberanía del Estado Parte del que se solicita la aclaración, la misión de 
determinación de hechos podrá introducir en el territorio de dicho Estado Parte el equipo 



necesario, que se empleará exclusivamente para recopilar información sobre el asunto del 
cumplimiento cuestionado. Antes de la llegada, la misión informará al Estado Parte del que se 
solicita la aclaración sobre el equipo que pretende utilizar en el curso de su misión de 
determinación de hechos. 
 
13. El Estado del que se solicita la aclaración hará todos los esfuerzos posibles para asegurar 
que se dé a la misión de determinación de hechos la oportunidad de hablar con todas aquellas 
personas que puedan proporcionar información relativa al asunto del cumplimiento cuestionado. 
 
14. El Estado Parte del que se solicita la aclaración dará acceso a la misión de determinación de 
hechos a todas las áreas e instalaciones bajo su control donde es previsible que se puedan 
recopilar hechos pertinentes relativos al asunto del cumplimiento cuestionado. Lo anterior estará 
sujeto a cualquier medida que el Estado Parte del que se solicita la aclaración considere 
necesario adoptar para: 
 
a) la protección de equipo, información y áreas sensibles; 
 
b) la observancia de cualquier obligación constitucional que el Estado Parte del que se solicita la 
aclaración pueda tener con respecto a derechos de propiedad, registros, incautaciones u otros 
derechos constitucionales; o 
 
c) la protección y seguridad físicas de los miembros de la misión de determinación de hechos. 
En caso de que el Estado Parte del que se solicita la aclaración adopte tales medidas, deberá 
hacer todos los esfuerzos razonables para demostrar, a través de medios alternativos, que 
cumple con esta Convención.  
 
15. La misión de determinación de hechos permanecerá en el territorio del Estado Parte del que 
se solicita la aclaración por un máximo de 14 días, y en cualquier sitio determinado no más de 7 
días, a menos que se acuerde otra cosa. 
16. Toda la información proporcionada con carácter confidencial y no relacionada con el asunto 
que ocupa a la misión de determinación de hechos se tratará de manera confidencial. 
 
17. La misión de determinación de hechos informará, por conducto del Secretario General de las 
Naciones Unidas, a la Reunión de los Estados Parte o a la Reunión Extraordinaria de los 
Estados Parte, sobre los resultados de sus pesquisas.  
 
18. La Reunión de los Estados Parte o la Reunión Extraordinaria de los Estados Parte evaluará 
toda la información, incluido el informe presentado por la misión de determinación de hechos, y 
podrá solicitar al Estado Parte del que se solicita la aclaración que tome medidas para resolver el 
asunto del cumplimiento cuestionado dentro de un período de tiempo especificado. El Estado 
Parte del que se solicita la aclaración informará sobre todas las medidas tomadas en respuesta a 
esta solicitud. 
 
19. La Reunión de los Estados Parte, o la Reunión Extraordinaria de los Estados Parte, podrá 
sugerir a los Estados Parte afectados modos y maneras de aclarar aún más o resolver el asunto 
bajo consideración, incluido el inicio de procedimientos apropiados de conformidad con el 
Derecho Internacional. En los casos en que se determine que el asunto en cuestión se debe a 
circunstancias fuera del control del Estado Parte del que se solicita la aclaración, la Reunión de 
los Estados Parte o la Reunión Extraordinaria de los Estados Parte podrá recomendar medidas 
apropiadas, incluido el uso de las medidas de cooperación recogidas en el Artículo 6. 
 
20. La Reunión de los Estados Parte, o la Reunión Extraordinaria de los Estados Parte, hará 
todo lo posible por adoptar las decisiones a las que se hace referencia en los párrafos 18 y 19 
por consenso, y de no ser posible, las decisiones se tomarán por mayoría de dos tercios de los 
Estados Parte presentes y votantes. 



Artículo 9 
Medidas de aplicación a nivel nacional 

 
Cada uno de los Estados Parte adoptará todas las medidas legales, administrativas y de otra 
índole que procedan, incluyendo la imposición de sanciones penales, para prevenir y reprimir 
cualquiera actividad prohibida a los Estados Parte conforme a esta Convención, cometida por 
personas o en territorio bajo su jurisdicción o control. 

Artículo 10 
Solución de controversias 

 
1. Los Estados Parte se consultarán y cooperarán entre sí para resolver cualquier controversia 
que pueda surgir en relación con la aplicación e interpretación de esta Convención. Cada Estado 
Parte puede presentar el problema a la Reunión de los Estados Parte. 
 
2. La Reunión de los Estados Parte podrá contribuir a la solución de las controversias por 
cualesquiera medios que considere apropiados, incluyendo el ofrecimiento de sus buenos 
oficios, instando a los Estados Parte en una controversia a que comiencen los procedimientos de 
solución de su elección y recomendando un plazo para cualquier procedimiento acordado. 
 
3. Este Artículo es sin perjuicio de las disposiciones de esta Convención relativas a la facilitación 
y aclaración del cumplimiento. 

Artículo 11 
Reuniones de los Estados Parte 

 
1. Los Estados Parte se reunirán regularmente para considerar cualquier asunto en relación con 
la aplicación o la puesta en práctica de esta Convención, incluyendo: 
 
a) El funcionamiento y el status de esta Convención; 
 
b) Los asuntos relacionados con los informes presentados, conforme a las disposiciones de esta 
Convención; 
 
c) La cooperación y la asistencia internacionales según lo previsto en el Artículo 6; 
 
d) El desarrollo de tecnologías para la remoción de minas antipersonal; 
 
e) Las solicitudes de los Estados Parte a las que se refiere el Artículo 8; y 
 
f) Decisiones relativas a la presentación de solicitudes de los Estados Parte, de conformidad con 
el Artículo 5. 
 
2. La primera Reunión de los Estados Parte será convocada por el Secretario General de las 
Naciones Unidas en el plazo de un año a partir de la entrada en vigorde esta Convención. Las 
reuniones subsiguientes serán convocadas anualmente por el Secretario General de las 
Naciones Unidas hasta la primera Conferencia de Examen. 
 
3. Al amparo de las condiciones contenidas en el Artículo 8, el Secretario General de las 
Naciones Unidas convocará a una Reunión Extraordinaria de los Estados Parte. 
 
4. Los Estados no Parte en esta Convención, así como las Naciones Unidas, otros organismos 
internacionales o instituciones pertinentes, organizaciones regionales, el Comité Internacional de 
la Cruz Roja y organizaciones no gubernamentales pertinentes, pueden ser invitados a asistir a 
estas reuniones como observadores, de acuerdo con las Reglas de Procedimiento acordadas. 



Artículo 12 
Conferencias de Examen 

 
1. Una Conferencia de Examen será convocada por el Secretario General de las Naciones 
Unidas transcurridos 5 años desde la entrada en vigor de esta Convención. El Secretario 
General de las Naciones Unidas convocará otras Conferencias de Examen si así lo solicitan uno 
o más de los Estados Parte, siempre y cuando el intervalo entre ellas no sea menor de cinco 
años. Todos los Estados Parte de esta Convención serán invitados a cada Conferencia de 
Examen. 
 
2. La finalidad de la Conferencia de Examen será: 
 
a) Evaluar el funcionamiento y el status de esta Convención; 
 
b) Considerar la necesidad y el intervalo de posteriores Reuniones de los Estados Parte a las 
que se refiere el párrafo 2 del Artículo 11; 
 
c) Tomar decisiones sobre la presentación de solicitudes de los Estados Parte, de conformidad 
con el Artículo 5; y 
d) Adoptar, si fuera necesario en su informe final, conclusiones relativas a la puesta en práctica 
de esta Convención. 
 
3. Los Estados no Partes de esta Convención, así como las Naciones Unidas, otros organismos 
internacionales o instituciones pertinentes, organizaciones regionales, el Comité Internacional de 
la Cruz Roja y organizaciones no gubernamentales pertinentes, pueden ser invitados a asistir a 
cada Conferencia de Examen como observadores, de acuerdo con las Reglas de Procedimiento 
acordadas. 

Artículo 13 
Enmiendas 

 
1. Todo Estado Parte podrá, en cualquier momento después de la entrada en vigor de esta 
Convención, proponer enmiendas a la misma. Toda propuesta de enmienda se comunicará al 
Depositario, quien la circulará entre todos los Estados Parte y pedirá su opinión sobre si se debe 
convocar una Conferencia de Enmienda para considerar la propuesta. Si una mayoría de los 
Estados Parte notifica al Depositario, a más tardar 30 días después de su circulación, que está a 
favor de proseguir en la consideración de la propuesta, el Depositario convocará una 
Conferencia de Enmienda a la cual se invitará a todos los Estados Parte. 
 
2. Los Estados no Parte de esta Convención, así como las Naciones Unidas, otras 
organizaciones o instituciones internacionales pertinentes, organizaciones regionales, el Comité 
Internacional de la Cruz Roja y organizaciones no gubernamentales pertinentes pueden ser 
invitados a asistir a cada Conferencia de Enmienda como observadores de conformidad con las 
Reglas de Procedimiento acordadas. 
 
3. La Conferencia de Enmienda se celebrará inmediatamente después de una Reunión de los 
Estados Parte o una Conferencia de Examen, a menos que una mayoría de los Estados Parte 
solicite que se celebre antes. 
 
4. Toda enmienda a esta Convención será adoptada por una mayoría de dostercios de los 
Estados Parte presentes y votantes en la Conferencia de Enmienda. El Depositario comunicará 
toda enmienda así adoptada a los Estados Parte. 
 
5. Cualquier enmienda a esta Convención entrará en vigor para todos los Estados Parte de esta 
Convención que la haya aceptado, cuando una mayoría de los Estados Parte deposite ante el 



Depositario los instrumentos de aceptación. Posteriormente entrará en vigor para los demás 
Estados Parte en la fecha en que depositen su instrumento de aceptación. 

Artículo 14 
Costes 

 
1. Los costes de la Reunión de los Estados Parte, Reuniones Extraordinarias de los Estados 
Parte, Conferencias de Examen y Conferencias de Enmienda serán sufragados por los Estados 
Parte y por los Estados no Partes de esta Convención que participen en ellas, de acuerdo con la 
escala de cuotas de las Naciones Unidas ajustada adecuadamente. 
 
2. Los costes en que incurra el Secretario General de las Naciones Unidas con arreglo a los 
Artículos 7 y 8, y los costes de cualquier misión de determinación de hechos, serán sufragados 
por los Estados Parte de conformidad con la escala de cuotas de las Naciones Unidas 
adecuadamente ajustada. 

Artículo 15 
Firma 

 
Esta Convención, hecha en Oslo, Noruega, el 18 de septiembre de 1997, estará abierta a todos 
los Estados para su firma en Ottawa, Canadá, del 3 al 4 de diciembre de 1997, y en la Sede de 
las Naciones Unidas en Nueva York, a partir del 5 de diciembre de 1997 hasta su entrada en 
vigor. 

Artículo 16 
Ratificación, aceptación, aprobación o adhesión 

 
1. Esta Convención está sujeta a la ratificación, la aceptación o a la aprobación de los 
Signatarios. 
 
2. La Convención estará abierta a la adhesión de cualquier Estado que no la haya firmado. 
 
3. Los instrumentos de ratificación, aceptación, aprobación y adhesión se depositarán ante el 
Depositario. 

Artículo 17 
Entrada en vigor 

 
1. Esta Convención entrará en vigor el primer día del sexto mes a partir de la fecha de depósito 
del cuadragésimo instrumento de ratificación, de aceptación, de aprobación o de adhesión. 
 
2. Para cualquier Estado que deposite su instrumento de ratificación, de aceptación, de 
aprobación o de adhesión a partir de la fecha de depósito del cuadragésimo instrumento de 
ratificación, de aceptación, de aprobación o de adhesión, esta Convención entrará en vigor el 
primer día del sexto mes a partir de la fecha de depósito por ese Estado de su instrumento de 
ratificación, de aceptación, de aprobación o de adhesión. 

Artículo 18 
Aplicación provisional 

 
Cada Estado Parte, en el momento de depositar su instrumento de ratificación, aceptación, 
aprobación o adhesión, podrá declarar que aplicará provisionalmente el párrafo 1 del Artículo 1 
de esta Convención. 
Artículo 19 
Reservas 



 
Los Artículos de esta Convención no estarán sujetos a reservas. 

Artículo 20 
Duración y denuncia 

 
1. Esta Convención tendrá una duración ilimitada. 
 
2. Cada Estado Parte tendrá, en ejercicio de su soberanía nacional, el derecho de denunciar esta 
Convención. Comunicará dicha renuncia a todos los Estados Parte, al Depositario y al Consejo 
de Seguridad de las Naciones Unidas. Tal instrumento de denuncia deberá incluir una 
explicación completa de las razones que motivan su denuncia. 
 
3. Tal denuncia sólo surtirá efecto 6 meses después de la recepción del instrumento de denuncia 
por el Depositario. Sin embargo, si al término de ese período de seis meses, el Estado Parte 
denunciante está involucrado en un conflicto armado, la denuncia no surtirá efecto antes del final 
del conflicto armado. 
 
4. La denuncia de un Estado Parte de esta Convención no afectará de ninguna manera el deber 
de los Estados de seguir cumpliendo con obligaciones contraídas de acuerdo con cualquier 
norma pertinente del Derecho Internacional. 

Artículo 21 
Depositario 

 
El Secretario General de las Naciones Unidas es designado Depositario de esta Convención. 
 

Artículo 22 
Textos auténticos 

 
El texto original de esta Convención, cuyos textos en árabe, chino, español, francés, inglés y 
ruso son igualmente auténticos, se depositará con el Secretario General de las Naciones Unidas. 
 

ANEXO III 
 

LISTA DE SIGNATARIOS EN 5 DE DICIEMBRE DE 1997 
 
 
Alemania, Andorra, Angola, Antigua y Barbuda, Argelia, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Bahamas, 
Barbados, Bélgica, Benin, Bolivia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Botsuana, Brasil, Brunei Darussalam, 
Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cabo Verde, Camboya, Camerún, Canadá, Chile, Chipre, 
Colombia, Costa Rica, Costa de Marfil, Croacia, Dinamarca, Djibuti, Dominica, Ecuador, El 
Salvador, Eslovaquia, Eslovenia, España, Etiopía, Filipinas, Fiyi, Francia, Gabón, Gambia, 
Ghana, Granada, Grecia, Guatemala, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Guyana, Haití, Honduras, 
Hungría, Indonesia, Irlanda, Islandia, Islas Marshall, Islas Salomón, Islas Cook, Italia, Jamaica, 
Japón, Kenia, Lesoto, Liechtenstein, Luxemburgo, Madagascar, Malaisia, Malaui, Malí, Malta, 
Mauricio, Mauritania, México, Mónaco, Mozambique, Namibia, Nicaragua, Níger, Niue, Noruega, 
Nueva Zelanda, Países Bajos, Panamá, Paraguay, Perú, Polonia, Portugal, Qatar, Reino Unido, 
República Checa, República Dominicana, República de Moldova, Ruanda, Rumanía, Samoa, 
San Cristóbal y Nieves, San Marino, San Vicente y las Granadinas, Santa Sede, Santa Lucía, 
Senegal, Seychelles, Suazilandia, Sudáfrica, Sudán, Suecia, Suiza, Surinam, Tailandia, 
Tanzania, Togo, Trinidad y Tobago, Túnez, Turkmenistán, Uganda, Uruguay, Vanuatu, 
Venezuela, Yemen, Zimbabue. 
 



 
Notas: 
 
1. El título original es Convención sobre la prohibición del empleo, almacenamiento, producción y 
transferencia de minas antipersonal y sobre su destrucción.  
 
2. Por otra parte, la finalidad de las minas antivehículos es explosionar bajo el peso de un 
vehículo. Cuando se hallan en las calzadas -que no sólo utiliza el personal militar-, también 
hieren y matan a personas civiles. La cuestión de las minas antivehículos figura más adelante.  
 
3. El título completo es "Convención de las Naciones Unidas sobre prohibiciones o restricciones 
del empleo de ciertas armas convencionales que puedan considerarse excesivamente nocivas o 
de efectos indiscriminados". 
 
4. En el artículo 2 (3) del tratado de Ottawa se define el dispositivo antimanipulación como "un 
dispositivo destinado a proteger una mina y que forma parte de ella, que está conectado, fijado, o 
colocado bajo la mina, y que se activa cuando se intenta manipularla o activarla 
intencionadamente de alguna otra manera". 
 
5. Por lo que atañe a las necesidades médicas y de rehabilitación de las víctimas de las minas, y 
a las dificultades de proporcionar cuidados, véase "Assistance for victims of anti-personnel 
mines: needs, constraints and strategy", CICR, Ginebra, 1997. 

Ref. LG 1998-021-SPA 
 
 
 
http://www.icrc.org/Web/spa/sitespa0.nsf/htmlall/p0702?Ope...Final.4&View=defaultBody2 
 

http://www.icrc.org/Web/spa/sitespa0.nsf/htmlall/p0702?Ope...Final.4&View=defaultBody2


 



 
 
 
 
 
Para comprender la enorme dimensión de este problema, según los registros del 
Ejército de Nicaragua, 135,643 minas fueron instaladas en el país, convirtiendo a 
Nicaragua en uno de los países más minados del continente americano. 
 
En Nicaragua las operaciones de desminado son realizadas por miembros del 
Ejército, de acuerdo al Plan Nacional de Desminado. 
Los métodos y procedimientos utilizados en las operaciones de desminado están 
normados internacionalmente.  Se emplea como procedimiento fundamental la 
remoción manual con el empleo de detectores y personal. 
 
El alto riesgo que esta labor humanitaria conlleva, ha ocasionado accidentes en 
algunas áreas de trabajo.    Los soldados zapadores con su valiente trabajo ofrendan 
su vida misma para proteger el misterio de la vida ajena. 
 
Este reporte muestra información de los accidentes en operaciones de desminado 
ocurridos en las regiones del país, así como el número de afectados por accidente. 
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Listado de Casos por Región

Región I
EstelíDpto.:

Estelí
Fecha /AccidenteComunidad No.Víctimas/CasosMuertosVivos

La Torre

01/01/1993 1 1

Casos/Munic: 11 1Total:

Nueva SegoviaDpto.:
Murra

Fecha /AccidenteComunidad No.Víctimas/CasosMuertosVivos

El Dorado

13/12/2005 1 1

Wanito Arriba

04/02/2005 1 1

Casos/Munic: 22 2Total:

Wiwilí de Nueva Segovia
Fecha /AccidenteComunidad No.Víctimas/CasosMuertosVivos

El Jobo

09/02/1998 1 1

Casos/Munic: 11 1Total:

4 4Total/Región:
Casos/Región: 4

Región II
ChinandegaDpto.:

Cinco Pinos
Fecha /AccidenteComunidad No.Víctimas/CasosMuertosVivos

Cerro El Variador

03/08/1999 1 1

30/07/1998 1 2 3

Casos/Munic: 22 2 4Total:

LeónDpto.:
La Paz Centro

Fecha /AccidenteComunidad No.Víctimas/CasosMuertosVivos

El Papalonal

25/07/2007 1 1

Casos/Munic: 11 1Total:

3 2 5Total/Región:
Casos/Región: 3

Región III
ManaguaDpto.:

4



Listado de Casos por Región

San Francisco Libre
Fecha /AccidenteComunidad No.Víctimas/CasosMuertosVivos

San Francisco Libre

26/01/2001 3 3

Casos/Munic: 13 3Total:

3 3Total/Región:
Casos/Región: 1

Región V
ChontalesDpto.:

Juigalpa
Fecha /AccidenteComunidad No.Víctimas/CasosMuertosVivos

Apompuá

01/01/1995 1 1

Juigalpa

17/09/1993 1 1

27/10/1993 1 1

01/01/1993 1 1

Casos/Munic: 44 4Total:

La Libertad
Fecha /AccidenteComunidad No.Víctimas/CasosMuertosVivos

Quinuma

30/04/1997 4 4

Casos/Munic: 14 4Total:

8 8Total/Región:
Casos/Región: 5

Región VI
JinotegaDpto.:

El Cuá
Fecha /AccidenteComunidad No.Víctimas/CasosMuertosVivos

Macizos De Penas Blancas

25/07/2007 2 2

Casos/Munic: 12 2Total:

Jinotega
Fecha /AccidenteComunidad No.Víctimas/CasosMuertosVivos

Jocomico

15/05/1997 4 4

Planta Centroamérica

27/09/1993 1 1 2

23/01/1996 1 1

01/01/1990 1 1

15/01/1996 1 1 2

01/10/1993 1 1

Santa Ana

13/07/1993 1 1 2

24/04/1998 1 1

Casos/Munic: 811 3 14Total:

5



Listado de Casos por Región

Wiwilí de Jinotega
Fecha /AccidenteComunidad No.Víctimas/CasosMuertosVivos

El Carmen

13/09/2001 2 2

Casos/Munic: 12 2Total:

MatagalpaDpto.:
Muy Muy

Fecha /AccidenteComunidad No.Víctimas/CasosMuertosVivos

Muy Muy

22/10/1990 1 1

Casos/Munic: 11 1Total:

Sébaco
Fecha /AccidenteComunidad No.Víctimas/CasosMuertosVivos

Chagüitillo

01/01/1994 1 1

El Quebrachal

01/01/1996 1 1

Casos/Munic: 22 2Total:

18 3 21Total/Región:
Casos/Región: 13

TOTAL Casos/País: 26

36 5 41TOTAL GENERAL:

6



 

Total Víctimas: 1,223 Total Casos: 1,071

ACCIDENTES POR MINAS/UXOS

CASOS 1,045
VICTIMAS 1,182

Vivos 1,096   (**) 5 sobrevivientes murieron por otras causas tiempo después de su accidente
Muertos 86

ACCIDENTES  EN OPERACIONES DE DESMINADO

CASOS 26
VICTIMAS 41

Vivos 36
Muertos 5
  

CONSOLIDADO REGISTRO ACCIDENTES POR MINAS-UXOS / ACCIDENTES EN OPERACIONES DE DESMINADO

AL 08 DE SEPTIEMBRE DEL 2008

Fuente de Información: Base de Datos PADCA-OEA



Total por Regiones:

Región Departamentos Total
I Estelí 36

Madriz 48
Nueva Segovia 358

II Chinandega 56
León 11

III Managua 14
IV Rivas 3

Masaya 2
V Chontales 33

Boaco 2
VI Jinotega 362

Matagalpa 104
VII R.A.A.S. 70
VIII R.A.A.N. 115
IX Río San Juan 9

Total Víctimas 1,223

Víctimas por Minas-UXOs/Víctimas en Oper.de Desminado:
  

Por Minas-UXOs 1,182
En Oper.de Desminado 41

Total Víctimas 1,223

Víctimas Reportadas Accidentes por Minas/UXOs -  Accidentes en Oper. de Desminado

Al 08 de Septiembre del 2008

Total Víctimas
 por Departamentos

0
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100

150

200

250

300

350

400

Total 36 48 358 56 11 14 3 2 33 2 362 104 70 115 9

Estelí Madriz
Nueva 

Segovia

Chinandeg

a
León Managua Rivas Masaya Chontales Boaco Jinotega Matagalpa R.A.A.S. R.A.A.N.

Río San 

Juan

Víctimas

97%

3%

Vivos Muertos

Fuente de Información: Base de Datos PADCA-OEA



Total de Heridos/Muertos:

Vivos 1,132   (**) 5 sobrevivientes murieron por otras causas tiempo después de su accidente

Muertos 91

Total Víctimas 1,223

Víctimas Atendidas por el PADCA-OEA: 1,100

1,132

91

0 200 400 600 800 1,000 1,200

Vivos

Muertos

Fuente de Información: Base de Datos PADCA-OEA



Audiencia Sensibilizada en Campañas de Prevención

PADCA-OEA-NICARAGUA

2001 - 2008
12/09/2008

210

412

622

15

473

581

191

90

11,847

41

18,904

30,792

5,703

5,275

6,201

10,054

27,233

427

427

5,366

4,641

11,292

21,299

2,604

809

3,413

2,048

422

2,470

5,883

313

313

5,060

6,495

11,555

3,971

3,971

2,604

809

3,413

2,048

422

2,470

5,883

313

313

427

427

11,279

17,534

15,943

46,745

91,501

3,971

3,971

15

664

671San Lucas

Madriz

PADCA/OEA-Campaña
s de Prevención

San José de Cusmapa

Las Sabanas

Total

León León

Total

Jinotega

Wiwilí de Jinotega

San José de Bocay

Jinotega

El Cuá

Total

Estelí Pueblo Nuevo

Total

Boaco Camoapa

Total

PADCA/OEA- ERW
Campañas de
Prevención

Total

Matagalpa

Muy Muy

Matagalpa

Total

León

Larreynaga

La Paz Centro

Total20082007200620052004200320022001

Fuente de Información: Base de Datos PADCA-OEA



42

1,111

200

200

51

51

5

1,295

502

917

70

2,789

4,773

25

306

17

17

82

82

1,267

94

1,361

198

198

1,964

814

9,315

511

608

301

11,549

13,168

13,168

24,717

24

807

12,379

2,874

972

14,001

2,381

33,414

210

20,978

21,188

54,602

6,700

73

73

820

13,755

350

6,793

5

8,183

5,643

35,549

448

111

196

25,058
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92,227

140

140

198

198
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4,536

36,527
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46,017
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6,724El CuáJinotegaPADCA-OEA/UNICEF

Total

PADCA/OEA-Campaña
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Total

R.A.A.N.

Waspán

Waslala

Rosita

Puerto Cabezas
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Segovia

Wiwilí de Nueva Segovia

San Fernando

Ocotal

Murra

Mozonte

Jalapa
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Rancho Grande
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El Tuma - La Dalia
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Managua
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Managua
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33
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I. Solicitud de extensión del plazo para la implementación  del artículo 5 de 
la Convención sobre la prohibición del empleo, almacenamiento, 
producción y transferencia de minas antipersonal y sobre su 
destrucción.  
 

INDICE 
1. Origen del desafió de implementación del Articulo 5 del Convenio de 

Ottawa. 
2. Naturaleza y extensión del desafió del Articulo 5 del Convenio de 

Ottawa: Aspectos Cuantitativos. 
3. Naturaleza y extensión del desafió del Artículo 5 del Convenio de 

Ottawa: aspectos cualitativos. 
4. Métodos utilizados para identificar zonas que contienen minas 

antipersonal y la razón por la cual se sospecha la presencia de 
minas antipersonal en otras áreas.  

5. Estructura Programa Nacional de Desminado Humanitario. 
6. Naturaleza y extensión del progreso logrado: aspectos cuantitativos.  
7. Naturaleza y extensión del progreso logrado: aspectos cualitativos. 
8. Método utilizado para liberar terreno confirmado o sospechado de 

contener minas antipersonal.  
9. Métodos y Standares de control y aseguramiento de calidad. 
10. Esfuerzos llevados a cabo para asegurar la efectiva exclusión de 

civiles de zonas minadas. 
11. Recursos disponibles para lograr el progreso hasta la fecha. 
12.  Circunstancias que impiden cumplir en el periodo de 10 años a partir 

de la entrada en vigencia del Tratado de Ottawa.  
13. Implicaciones humanitarias, económicas, sociales, y ambientales.  
14. Naturaleza y extensión del desafío pendiente del Artículo 5: 

aspectos cuantitativos. 
15. Cantidad de tiempo solicitado y argumentación para esta cantidad 

de tiempo. 
16. Plan de trabajo detallado para el periodo de la prorroga (Plan de 

Operaciones). 
17. Capacidad institucional, recursos humanos, y materiales disponibles. 

 
II. Anexos 
 

1. Glosario de términos. 
2. Tablas. 
3. Mapas. 
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SOLICITUD DE EXTENSIÓN DE PROROGA 

 
1. ORIGEN DEL DESAFÍO DE IMPLEMENTACIÓN DEL ARTICULO 5 
 
A partir de 1989 el Ejército de Nicaragua, identificando la magnitud del problema 
de minas, inició con recursos propios acciones de remoción de minas en algunos 
sectores del país para facilitar el reasentamiento de personas desplazadas por el 
conflicto armado y para permitir la reconstrucción y/o reparación tales como: 
puentes, Sub - Estaciones eléctricas y torres de alta tensión que se encontraban 
minadas.  
 
Los objetivos minados comprendían, entre otros, la infraestructura de vías de 
comunicación, la red de distribución de energía (circuito interconectado 
centroamericano) y el mayor volumen estaba instalado en los sectores fronterizos 
de la Frontera Norte y Sur del país. 
 
Conscientes del peligro que significaba la existencia de las minas instaladas para 
la población civil, se iniciaron las primeras operaciones de desminado con 
recursos propios de la institución militar. 
 
No obstante y ante la magnitud del problema, el Gobierno de Nicaragua en 1990 
solicita apoyo a la Organización de Estados Americanos (OEA), para realizar un 
estudio que permitiera evaluar la situación de las minas antipersonal en Nicaragua 
y consecuentemente apoyar en la búsqueda de soluciones a éste problema, así 
como determinar las necesidades de ayuda internacional para la implementación 
de un Programa de Desminado, que tuviera como meta la eliminación total de las 
minas instaladas en el territorio nacional.  
 
Sobre la base de la solicitud oficial del Gobierno de Nicaragua se emite una 
Resolución de la Asamblea General OEA designando una Comisión de Expertos 
Militares de la Junta Interamericana de Defensa (JID) para evaluar la situación 
conjuntamente con el Ejército de Nicaragua y proponer las posibles soluciones.  
 
Como resultado de ese estudio general se establecieron los siguientes criterios 
que posteriormente serían la base del Programa Nacional de Desminado 
Humanitario: 

 
• En esa etapa se determina que se instalaron en Nicaragua un aproximado 

de 135 mil minas antipersonal, sin incluir artefactos explosivos artesanales 
ni desechos de guerra. 

 
• Que esa base de datos contenía hasta un 80% de las minas instaladas, las 

cuales estaban registradas en formularios de ubicación por el Ejército de 
Nicaragua. 
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• Se estableció un plazo aproximado de no menos de 10 años para ejecutar 
el desminado en Nicaragua.  

 
• El Ejército de Nicaragua tenía las condiciones para desarrollar Unidades 

Ingenieras que, previo adiestramiento y equipamiento adecuado ejecutarían 
las operaciones de desminado. 

 
• La OEA a través de la JID podía apoyar el adiestramiento, equipamiento y 

supervisión de las operaciones conformando un Cuerpo de Oficiales 
internacionales destinados para tal fin.  

 
En Abril del año 1992, el Gobierno de Nicaragua presentó en Washington  ante la 
OEA el Programa Nacional de Desminado Humanitario que incluía  el desminado 
de todos los objetivos (áreas) minados en el territorio nacional con apoyo de la 
OEA-JID en un plazo de 10 años, este planteamiento sería la base de trabajo 
sobre la cual se organizaría todas las actividades futuras. 
 
En 1993, se logra la conformación de una Misión de Apoyo al Desminado de la 
OEA/JID (Misión de Apoyo a la Remoción de Minas en Centroamérica 
MARMINCA) compuesta por 15 oficiales de ejércitos de países latinoamericanos, 
con misiones de adiestramiento y supervisión de operaciones de desminado, labor 
que sería ejecutada por Unidades de Ingenieros del Ejército de Nicaragua; es así 
que las operaciones de desminado se inician en abril de 1993, lográndose entre 
otras cosas: 
 

• La conformación de la Unidad Especial de Desminado (UED) del EN, 
compuesta por cinco Pelotones de Zapadores (27 hombres por pelotón) con 
su cadena de mando profesional, adiestrada y certificada para realizar 
operaciones de desminado bajo supervisión sobre la base de un Manual de 
Procedimientos. 

• Equipamiento especial para la UED. 
• Especialización de la fuerza en este tipo de operaciones.   
• Fortalecimiento de relaciones de trabajo y coordinación con funcionarios de 

la Junta Interamericana de Defensa. 
 
2. NATURALEZA Y EXTENSIÓN DEL DESAFIÓ ORIGINAL DEL ARTICULO 5: 

ASPECTOS CUANTITATIVOS 
 
Al subscribirnos a la Convención de Ottawa a fines de 1997, las operaciones de 
remoción de minas ya estaban en marcha, habíamos logrado tener un registro 
aproximado de unas 135,643 minas instaladas en todo el país, lo que comprendía 
a 74 de sus Municipios, es decir mas de la mitad de los municipios del país tenían 
minas instaladas, significando que unos 2.5 millones de personas estaban en 
riesgo directo e indirecto de estar expuesto a un accidente con minas.  
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Después de la solicitud de apoyo del Gobierno de Nicaragua a la Organización de 
Estados Americanos (OEA) en 1990 sobre el tema y una vez concluidos los 
estudios iniciales en conjunto con la JID, se dio inicio en 1993 a una etapa de 
desminado con apoyo internacional.   
 
Al agotarse los fondos asignados por los países donantes a finales de 1993, se 
continuo el desminado con financiamiento  interinstitucional  en  el  periodo  de  
1994 / 1995, esfuerzo  que demostró el interés nacional de llevar a cabo el 
desminado  humanitario y permitió canalizar  el apoyo internacional que se 
consolidó de forma más plena a partir del año 1996 con la incorporación de 
donantes que financiaron este esfuerzo por la vía bilateral con el gobierno de 
Nicaragua y de forma multilateral a través de la OEA. 
 
El proceso que se desarrolló posteriormente, a partir de 1997 se consolidó a 
través de compromisos asumidos como estado suscriptor del convenio de Ottawa, 
“SOBRE LA PROHIBICIÓN DEL EMPLEO, ALMACENAMIENTO, PRODUCCION 
Y TRANSFERENCIA DE MINAS ANTIPERSONAL Y SOBRE SU 
DESTRUCCION”, lo que permitió articular los esfuerzos institucionales, desarrollar 
la capacidad nacional, identificar las necesidades de apoyo y una mejor definición 
de metas. 
 
Nicaragua en la actualidad está considerada a nivel internacional como una de las 
mejores experiencias no solo por sus resultados en la eliminación del peligro 
social que significan las minas y artefactos explosivos, si no también por la 
aplicación de un esquema de estrecha cooperación interinstitucional, en el nivel 
nacional y un amplio apoyo de la comunidad internacional en la movilización de 
fondos y recursos necesarios para esta compleja y difícil tarea.  
 
Plan de Obstaculización y Minas instaladas (Identificadas en registro 1989). 
 

Tipo Objetivos Objetivos Cantidad minas 
Puentes  39 2.738 
Torres alta tensión  323 14.919 
Plantas energía 03 6.298 
Estaciones repetidoras  02 359 
Almacenes  04 11.818 
Centros industriales  01 365 
Asentamiento poblados cooperativas 20 9.363 
Unidad Militar B.A.O. 06 1.304 
Campos Antenas  02 2,134 
Estaciones aéreas  02 3,003 
Frontera norte  425 55,957 
Frontera sur  159 4,457 
Objetivos militares  05 19,931 
Total General  991 135,643 
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Las metas observadas al iniciar el proceso de trabajo han sufrido variaciones, ya 
que es un proceso dinámico que ha requerido un planeamiento flexible y un alto 
pragmatismo en la ejecución; un orden de prioridades determinado por el riesgo 
social y también las características del apoyo recibido en cada etapa ha sufrido 
cambios durante el proceso, dichos factores han proyectado sus efectos en la 
definición de metas.  
 
Aunque inicialmente se estableció una estimación que indicaba que ese universo 
de minas (135,643) significaba un 80% de las áreas minadas existentes, 
posteriormente se han identificado áreas minadas que no estaban en registro. 
Además se ha encontrado situaciones en las áreas minadas en registro (base de 
datos) por variaciones en la cantidad de minas instaladas y/o la existencia de 
campos de minas con minas instaladas no precisadas inicialmente con la 
probabilidad cierta de la existencia de un 20% de minas instaladas que escapaban 
a nuestros registros. 
 
La practica ha venido confirmando esta apreciación inicial, efectivamente el 
numero de minas instaladas ha presentado incremento por razón de: Campos de 
Minas Fuera de Registros, localizados durante la labor de campo por denuncia de 
la población o encontrados por los zapadores durante el proceso de desminado, 
muchas de estas variaciones tienen su origen en aparentes proceso de reminado 
no registrados los cuales alteraban los datos registrados en los formularios 
iniciales, esto se pone de manifiesto cuando de acuerdo a datos iníciales de un 
área minada, se alcanza destruir más minas de lo que estaba bajo registro, incluso 
se cuenta con identificación de áreas sospechosas confirmadas en las cuales se 
ha logrado formular una estimación de cantidad de minas instaladas para fines de 
planeamiento operativo, aunque no se cuenta con datos precisos.  
 
También se debe mencionar que existe un problema de dispersión y traslado de 
minas a causa de fenómenos naturales intensos, ocurridos después de la fijación 
de metas iniciales, los cuales incrementan o amplían las áreas sospechosas, ya 
que alteran la información de extensión de áreas minadas en registro o por lo 
menos ponen en duda los limites de contaminación con minas, obligando a la 
revisión de áreas adicionales de acuerdo a la proyección de los efectos de 
arrastre.  
 
Para dar idea de los niveles de complejidad de la contaminación con minas del 
territorio nacional, mencionaremos la existencia de una mina instalada por cada 
0.07 km2 de tierra firme, con mayor intensidad en ciertas zonas ya que el esquema 
de existencia de minas estuvo determinado por las características del conflicto 
armado, las áreas más afectadas fueron las cercanas a las zonas de ubicación y 
penetración de fuerzas irregulares por las fronteras estatales y en los perímetros 
de protección de poblados y objetivos de la infraestructura vial o de transmisión de 
energía. 
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Estas zonas de existencia de minas estaban ubicadas por lo tanto con mayor 
intensidad en bordes fronterizos con los países vecinos, en áreas de actividad 
agrícola, cercanos muchas veces a asentamientos humanos y en zonas ubicadas 
en el interior del territorio nacional, con cercanías o no a asentamientos humanos, 
pero que por lo general estaban en un proceso de repoblamiento por el proceso de 
retorno de las poblaciones desplazadas por el conflicto. 
 
Sin embargo es de hacer notar que el grado de contaminación inicial tenia una 
extensión notable en el territorio nacional, a tal extremo que de 15 departamentos 
del país y 2 regiones autónomas, había minas instaladas en 14 departamentos y 
en ambas regiones autónomas, y de 152 municipios, en 74 de ellos el problema de 
las minas era grave. 
 
Los departamentos con más municipios afectados y población municipal afectada 
en 1989 eran: Nueva Segovia, la RAAN, Matagalpa, Chontales, Madriz, Estelí, Río 
San Juan, Jinotega y la RAAS, con cifras de afectación de sus municipios desde el 
50% al 100%, como se aprecia en el siguiente cuadro: 
 

 
NIVEL DE AFECTACION CON MINAS POR DEPARTAMENTO / MUNICIPIOS 

(1989). 
 

DEPARTAMENTO 
/ MUNICIPIO 

SUPERFICIE 
KM2 POBLACION 

POBLACION 
MUNICIPAL 
AFECTADA 

% POBLACION 
DEPARTAMENTAL 

AFECTADA 
NIVEL DE 
POBREZA 

 
NUEVA SEGOVIA  3,123 197,056 197,056 100  
Ocotal    26,076   
Dipilto    3,879  Alta  
Sta. María   3,698  Extrema  
Macuelizo    4,768  Extrema  
El Jícaro    22,000  Alta  
Quilalí    20,741  Extrema  
Jalapa    41,756  Alta  
San Fernando    5,950  Alta  
Murra    11,017  Alta  
Mozonte    5,186  Extrema  
Wiwilí    51,985  Extrema  

 
RAAN  32,159 175,405 170,142 96.99  
Waslala    32,924  Extrema  
Siuna    53,218   
Puerto Cabezas   39,771  Extrema  
Rosita    14,599  Extrema  
Bonanza   11,810  Extrema  
Waspan    35,082  Extrema  
Mulukukú      
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ESTELI  2,335 168,936 156,193 92.45  
Estelí    92,988   
Condega    25,155  Alta  
Pueblo Nuevo    19,532  Alta  
La Trinidad    18,518  Mediana  

 
CHONTALES  6,378 137,477 117,698 85.61  
Juigalpa    50,791   
Acoyapa    12,543  Alta  
Santo Domingo    20,543  Extrema  
Villa Sandino    7,125  Alta  
San Pedro Lóvago    9,814  Alta  
La Libertad    12,543  Alta  

 
JINOTEGA  9,755 228,720 214,070 93.59  
Sn Sebastián de Y.   20,277  Alta  
El Cuá-Bocay    57,599  Extrema  
Sta. María de P.    29,735  Alta  
Jinotega    77,222   
El Tuma - La Dalia    43,887  Alta  
MATAGALPA  8,523 364,790 252,787 69.29  
Ciudad Darío    35,871  Alta  
Matiguas    38,584  Alta  
Muy Muy    13,069  Alta  
Sebaco    24,936  Mediana  
San Ramón    23,061  Alta  
Río Blanco    26,203  Alta  
Rancho Grande    17,077  Extrema  
Esquipulas    14,746  Alta  
San Isidro    15,353  Alta  

 
RIO SAN JUAN  7,473 70,875 44,814 63.22  
San Carlos    28,733  Alta  
Morrito    6,093  Alta  
San Juan del Norte    271  Alta  
El Castillo    9,717  Extrema  

 
MADRIZ  1,602 99,842 68,397 68.50  
Somoto    28,821  Alta  
Las Sabanas    4,063  Extrema  
San José de C.    5,705  Extrema  
San Lucas    10,464  Extrema  
Yalaguina    7,501  Alta  
Palacaguina    11,843  Alta  

 
RAAS 27,407 223,500 166,732 74.60  
Bocana de Paiwas    32,911  Extrema  
Rama    54,337  Alta  
Muelle de los B.   23,252  Alta  
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Corn Island    5,336   
Bluefields    37,254   
La Cruz de Río G.    13,642  Extrema  

 
BOACO  4,244 124,513 77,485 62.23  
Boaco    45,188  Mediana  
Camoapa    32,297  Alta  

 
CHINANDEGA  4,926 348,971 70,144 20.10  
Cinco Pinos   6,220  Mediana  
San Francisco    5,980  Mediana  
San Pedro    4,048  Alta  
Santo Tomas    6,788  Mediana  
Somotillo    24,767  Mediana  
Villa Nueva    22,341  Mediana  

 
LEON  5,107 330,168 53,482 16.19  
La Paz Centro    27,509   
El Sauce    25,973  Mediana  

 
RIVAS  2,155 141,792 17,761 12.52  
Cárdenas    4,636  Alta  
San Juan del Sur    13,125   

 
MANAGUA  3,672 1,056,702 8,777 0.83  
San Francisco   8,777   
      

TOTAL 
GENERAL 118,859 3,668,747 1,615,538 44.03  

 
 
 
 
3. NATURALEZA Y EXTENSIÓN DEL DESAFÍO NICARAGÜENSE: 

ASPECTOS CUALITATIVOS 
 
Según los datos en registro del Ejército de Nicaragua a nivel de los 15 
departamentos del país y 2 regiones autónomas, en 14 de ellos había minas y de 
los 153 municipios, en 74 existían minas, como se aprecia en el siguiente cuadro: 
 

Departamentos y municipios con minas  
Departamento/País Cantidad municipios Municipios minados 

Boaco  06 02 
Carazo  08 - 
Chontales  10 06 
Chinandega  13 06 
Estelí  06 04 
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Granada  04 - 
Jinotega  08 05 
León  10 02 
Madriz  09 06 
Managua  09 01 
Masaya  09 - 
Matagalpa  13 11 
Nueva Segovia  12 11 
RAAN  08 07 
RAAS  12 07 
Río San Juan  06 04 
Rivas  10 02 
Nicaragua  153 74 

 
En base a la densidad territorial de Nicaragua, se estima que se instaló una mina 
por cada 0.07 km2 de tierra firme. 
 
Como observamos de 59 municipios con minas de los que hay datos socio 
económico, en 32 de ellos existe un alto nivel de pobreza, en 18 extrema pobreza 
y en 9 mediana pobreza, por lo que el impacto socioeconómico a nivel nacional 
era considerado alto, particularmente por afectar población muy vulnerable o áreas 
que necesitaban reactivar su desarrollo económico.  
 
4. MÉTODOS UTILIZADOS PARA IDENTIFICAR ÁREAS MINADAS Y LA 

RAZÓN POR LA CUAL SE SOSPECHA LA PRESENCIA DE MINAS 
ANTIPERSONAL EN OTRAS ÁREAS 

 
Para detectar las áreas minadas, en primera instancia se realizo un estudio en 
base al registro histórico del Ejército de Nicaragua, ya anteriormente expuesto, 
pero a medida que el desminado avanza o ha estado avanzando hacia zonas 
fronterizas de mayor dificultad de acceso, se han localizado zonas minadas fuera 
de registro, razón por la cual se conformo el Destacamento de Señalización, 
como pequeña unidad de contingencias que atiende las denuncias de la población 
o por información obtenida durante el proceso (sobrevenida), esto ha permitido 
desarrollar el proceso de localización  con el menor impacto en el planeamiento 
operativo de las Unidades Operativas. 
  
En muchas de estas áreas se han registrado accidentes con minas en animales y 
personas causando los indicios que permiten la ubicación de nuevos campos o 
áreas minadas mediante la realización de estudios de campo de acuerdo al 
método que rige las operaciones en el PNDH. 
 
Normalmente estas zonas o áreas minadas son propiedades privadas, por lo que 
los propietarios o habitantes de las propiedades afectadas constituyen la principal 
fuente de información, lo que permite delimitar de alguna forma la zona minada. 
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Para las operaciones de remoción de minas en el PNDH en Nicaragua se utiliza 
un sistema de procedimientos operativos normales establecidos en base a las 
normas internacionales IMAS que ha publicado el Servicio de Naciones Unidas 
para la Acción contra Minas (UNMAS), de acuerdo a este esquema de trabajo 
se divide el proceso de desminado humanitario en etapas, las cuales se ejecutan 
mediante estudios de campo consecutivos que permiten la ubicación, delimitación 
y remoción de las minas existentes en un área determinada, siendo el Estudio de 
Impacto el primero de ese proceso y su objetivo es la determinación de la 
existencia de una área minada o de reducción de área, sobre la base de un 
información de cualquier tipo puntualizada previamente por un servicio de 
levantamiento o a partir de la base de datos organizada.  
 
El proceso de desminado se cumple por Unidades Operativas equipadas (FOD, 
DS y DBM) de acuerdo a las siguientes etapas consecutivas: 
 

• Estudio de Impacto (Nivel I) 
• Estudio Técnico (Nivel II) 
• Despeje de área (Nivel III) 
• Actividades de Control de Calidad (ACI) 

 
Los métodos de desminado aplicados en Nicaragua actualmente son los 
siguientes: 
 

• Técnicas de Desminado Manual (TDM) 
• Técnicas de Desminado Mecanizado (TDEP) 
• Técnicas de Desminado Combinadas (Manual y Mecanizado) 

 
Anteriormente se empleaban las Técnicas de Desminado Canino, pero debido a 
sus altos costos de mantenimiento y a las dificultades que presentaban las 
características del terreno para la efectividad de este método se ha suspendido su 
aplicación. 
   
En el nivel operativo existe un manual de procedimientos operativos para el 
desminado humanitario, el cual constituye un instrumento que asegura la 
efectividad de las operaciones de desminado de acuerdo a las exigencias que 
demandan las normas internacionales para el desminado humanitario, la 
secuencia de procedimientos encadenados en un proceso consecutivo unificado 
permite evaluar y supervisar el proceso en cualquier etapa en que se encuentre y 
verificar su efectividad. 
 
El proceso de desminado culmina con una etapa de revisión del área despejada 
mediante acciones de despeje adicional proporcional con fines de control de 
calidad (ACI), este proceso esta dirigido a verificar la remoción de minas y 
artefactos explosivos no detonados en los límites de las áreas despejadas en base 
a una muestra determinada por el uso posterior del suelo por la población.  
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Complementariamente existe un sistema de supervisión y monitoreo de las 
operaciones de desminado implementado a través de la Misión de Asistencia 
para la Remoción de Minas en Centroamérica (MARMINCA/JID) por medio de 
un grupo de oficiales militares expertos en operaciones de desminado, los cuales 
certifican la aptitud del personal para desarrollar las operaciones y la aplicación 
efectiva de los procedimientos operativos. 
 
Las operaciones de desminado es ejecutado por Unidades Operativas 
denominadas Frente de Operaciones de Desminado, Destacamento de 
Señalización y Destacamento Barreminas, desplegadas por direcciones de 
acuerdo al planeamiento operativo, con independencia operativa y aseguramiento 
logístico en dependencia de sus misiones. Esta dislocación operativa cuenta con 
sistemas de apoyo como la cadena de evacuación aeromédica y el sistema de 
comunicaciones, los cuales aseguran al personal militar ejecutor de las 
operaciones en caso de contingencias durante las operaciones mediante un 
elaborado sistema de enlace operativo y maniobra.    
 
Las operaciones de desminado humanitario implementadas de acuerdo al método 
explicado constituyen operaciones complejas por sus diferentes componentes, por 
los brazos de aseguramiento requeridos y por la alta complejidad del terreno 
donde se ejecutan las operaciones, a su vez esta complejidad se traduce en altos 
costos de sostenimiento que solo pueden ser solventados con apoyo de la 
Comunidad Internacional y la participación de organismos internacionales 
especializados que aseguran las condiciones para desarrollar las operaciones. 
   
5.     ESTRUCTURA NACIONAL DE DESMINADO  
 
El rol de la Comisión Nacional de Desminado como autoridad nacional. 
 
En el año 1997 Nicaragua suscribió el Convenio de Ottawa el cual en su artículo 9 
expresa taxativamente: 
 
“Cada uno de los Estados Parte adoptará todas las medidas legales, 
administrativas y de otra índole que procedan, incluyendo la imposición de 
sanciones penales, para prevenir y reprimir cualquiera actividad prohibida a los 
Estados Parte conforme a esta Convención, cometida por personas o en territorio 
bajo su jurisdicción o control.” 
 
Mediante este instrumento Nicaragua creó con el Decreto 84-98, publicado en “La 
Gaceta”, edición 236, del 5 de Diciembre de 1998, la Comisión Nacional de 
Desminado, como la máxima instancia de coordinación interinstitucional 
encargada de velar por el cumplimiento de la Convención de Ottawa y del 
desarrollo del Programa Nacional de Desminado Humanitario, constituye por tanto 
la autoridad encargada de la Coordinación Nacional. 
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El artículo 1 del Decreto mencionado precisa que la Comisión tiene como misión, 
coadyuvar e impulsar acciones destinadas a apoyar el Programa de Desminado 
dirigido por el Ministerio de Defensa a través del Ejército de Nicaragua. 
 
Originalmente la membrecía de la Comisión era de instituciones estatales y de 
algunos organismos internacionales y ONG, no es sino hasta el año 2000 en que 
se decide ampliarla y revitalizarla, luego de que se le asignó a Nicaragua la sede 
de la Tercera Reunión de Estados Parte de la Convención de Ottawa. 
 
En 1998 la Comisión surge jurídicamente, pero comienza a operar como tal, como 
una instancia de coordinación a nivel interinstitucional a partir del año 2000. 
 
Cuando en la Segunda Reunión de Estados Parte en Ginebra, se designa a 
Nicaragua como sede de la Tercera Reunión, se hace necesario relanzar y 
retomar el trabajo que como tal tiene la Comisión, que es la de coordinar 
institucionalmente el trabajo de desminado de manera integral:  
 

 
 
Atribuciones de la Comisión Nacional de Desminado 
 

- Promover el desminado como una de las prioridades humanitarias 
nacionales. 

- Apoyar y darle seguimiento a las políticas del Programa Nacional de 
Desminado y supervisar el desarrollo de sus actividades. 

- Gestionar la inclusión de programas sociales de rehabilitación y reinserción 
de las víctimas de las minas antipersonal. 
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- Gestionar la consecución de fondos del exterior e interior del país para las       

actividades de desminado, canalizar los mismos para el Programa Nacional 
de Desminado a las diferentes entidades ejecutoras, y darle seguimiento a 
la administración de dichos fondos. Así como canalizar la contribución 
recibida en materiales y equipos. 

- Mantener una base de datos sobre las actividades relacionadas al 
desminado. 

- Preparar estudios sobre los avances del Programa Nacional de Desminado 
y mantener informada a la Comunidad internacional sobre los mismos y 
coordinar los esfuerzos de obtención de fondos de la ayuda internacional y 
nacional destinados al desminado. 

- Recomendar la elaboración de estudios, proyectos y dictámenes sobre toda 
cuestión relacionada con el desminado en Nicaragua. 

- Proteger políticas de desarrollo socioeconómico que beneficien a las 
poblaciones nicaragüenses víctimas de las minas antipersonal. 

- Proporcionar asesoramiento a los funcionarios gubernamentales y de otras 
instituciones, en lo que se refiere a las funciones de esta Comisión. 

- Impulsar un programa de difusión de problemas y peligros de las minas 
antipersonal, así como brindar información y educación preventiva a la 
población rural. 

- Apoyar moral y materialmente a los oficiales, clases y soldados de las 
Pequeñas Unidades de Desminado que forman parte del Cuerpo de 
Ingenieros del Ejército de Nicaragua que realizan con valiente espíritu 
humanitario y patriótico la riesgosa misión de librar de minas el territorio 
nacional. 

- Recibir la información pertinente del Ministerio de Defensa sobre la 
ejecución del Programa de Desminado en Nicaragua. 

 
6. NATURALEZA Y EXTENSIÓN DEL PROGRESO LOGRADO: ASPECTOS 

CUANTITATIVOS. 
 
El PNDH de la Republica de Nicaragua presenta logros sustanciales en sus 
avances los cuales a pesar de los ajustes e incrementos realizados tiene un poco 
mas del 90% de culminación del universo de áreas minadas identificadas, lo cual 
lo coloca en una etapa de culminación, además se debe mencionar como un logro 
particularmente importante el hecho de haber mantenido una capacidad operativa 
nacional estable desde su conformación definitiva con las características actuales 
en 1997.  
 
Según informábamos anteriormente teníamos un registro inicial  de 135,643 minas 
instaladas. Hasta febrero de 2008, tenemos acumulado un universo de 155,192 
minas destruidas en las operaciones de despeje.  
 
- Solamente en minas fuera de registro hemos destruido 15,833 minas, 

contabilizada hasta la fecha lo que significa un 9 % del total de minas 
destruidas. 
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- De acuerdo a las áreas minadas identificadas están pendientes de eliminar 
17,188 minas pendientes por destruir, las cuales se han previsto destruir 
durante los año  2008 y 2009 con la estructura operativa actual. 

 
- Un poco mas de 7,000 minas han sido destruidas en extensas áreas a causa 

de reminados no registrados de los campos minados o ampliación de lugar  de 
despeje (ejemplo reciente campo de minas Río Cipresal según registro tenía 
200 minas, se han destruido 1,402 minas, con un excedente (reminado) de 
1,202 minas hasta la fecha y aún no se concluye). Consideramos que este 
factor de reminado no excede el 4% de los objetivos minados. 

 
- Al concluir las operaciones de desminado en Nicaragua y según los últimos 

datos actualizados que concluyen además algunas estimaciones, destruiremos 
aproximadamente 175,849 minas. 
 

OBJETIVOS DESMINADOS  
 
Después de un registro inicial identificado de 991 objetivos (áreas) minadas, se ha 
llegado a tener un control de la existencia, a febrero del 2008 de un universo de  
1,005 objetivos (áreas minadas), incluyendo las áreas identificadas fuera de los 
registros históricos. 
 
Estos 1,005 objetivos minados (áreas minadas), corresponden a 958 campos u 
objetivos (áreas minadas) que fueron desminados, cabe resaltar que de ellos 58 
objetivos minados (campos de minas), se han destruido fuera de registros y 
pendientes por desminar existen 47 campos minados, que se reflejan en el último 
informe de las operaciones de desminado de Nicaragua (No. 104). 
 
Las operaciones de remoción de minas en los 47 objetivos minados (áreas 
minadas), están proyectados de marzo del 2008 a diciembre del 2009, en su 
respectivo cronograma de operaciones cada uno. Anexo Nº 1, 1.1. 
 
El avance y la proyección de la planificación 2008 – 2009.  Ver anexos del 6 al 30. 
 
El haber avanzado un poco más del 90% del Programa Nacional de Desminado de 
Nicaragua, nos coloca en una posición privilegiada y a un paso de alcanzar el 
propósito de este plan que permitirá liberar del peligro de minas a nuestro pais.  
 
ARTEFACTOS EXPLOSIVOS DESTRUIDOS    1, 895,055 U 
 
Desde 1989 a febrero del 2008, hemos logrado destruir casi dos millones de 
artefactos explosivos no detonados (UXO’s). De ellos un 61.41 % son de pequeño 
calibre. Aunque no es exactamente parte de los compromisos de desminado la 
destrucción de UXO’s constituye una importante tarea de las unidades de 
Desminado y parte de los esfuerzos operativos. 
 
Si valoramos que cada uno de ellos, pone en peligro de muerte a una o varias 
personas, este logro es muy satisfactorio y de un verdadero impacto social. 
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Cada uno de estos UXO’s tiene la capacidad de matar, invalidar a una o varias 
personas y lo que se ha destruido hasta la fecha equivale, que cada 3 ciudadanos 
de este país, podía tener un accidente que lamentar. 
 
7. NATURALEZA Y EXTENSIÓN DEL PROGRESO LOGRADO: ASPECTOS     

CUALITATIVOS 
 
Es importante resaltar que de 15 departamentos del país y 2 Regiones 
autónomas, en 14 había minas instaladas y de 152 municipios, en 74 el problema 
de las minas era grave, ya que se encontraban minados.  
 
Habiendo logrado hasta la fecha febrero 2008, haber desminado 66 de estos 
municipios, quedando pendiente 08, en el Departamento de Nueva Segovia: 
Mozonte, San Fernando, Jalapa, Murra, Wiwilí NS, en el Departamento de 
Jinotega, Wiwilí de Jinotega; en el Departamento de Matagalpa, el Municipio de la 
Dalia y en la Región Autónoma del Atlántico Sur, Bocana de Paiwas.   
 
Los departamentos con más municipios afectados y población municipal afectada 
en 1989, era Nueva Segovia, RAAN, Matagalpa, Chontales, Madriz, Estelí, Río 
San Juan, Jinotega y la RAAS. 
 
A inicio de la década de los ‘90 más de medio millón de nicaragüenses, vivían a 
menos de 5 Kilómetros de distancia de las áreas de peligro, con los progresos 
obtenidos por el PNDH hasta el día de hoy, corresponde a menos de 30,000 
habitantes en esas condiciones, podemos decir que en términos de impacto 
directo se ha beneficiado a casi un millón de habitantes, que vivían próximos a 
áreas minadas, en términos de impacto directo e indirecto se estima en más de 
dos millones la población beneficiada. 
 
Hemos colaborado en la reducción de accidentes con minas y UXO’s a la 
población civil por avance de las operaciones de desminado y apoyo a la campaña 
de sensibilización y prevención que impulsa la CND a través de PADCA/OEA. 
 
Otro de los logros más importantes del PNDH es la creación de una estructura 
operativa de capacidad nacional para ejecutar las operaciones de desminado, con 
una estructura profesional en más de 18 años de operaciones continuas 
reconocida por expertos internacionales.  
 
8. MÉTODO UTILIZADO PARA LIBERAR TERRENO CONOCIDO O 

SOSPECHADO DE CONTENER MINAS ANTIPERSONAL  
 
Los métodos utilizados han sido tres: 
 

• Método manual o Técnica de Desminado Manual (Tecnificado y artesanal). 
• Método canino o Técnica de Detección Canina. 
• Método mecanizado, Técnica de Detección de Equipo Pesado. 
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En muchos casos de acuerdo a las condiciones del terreno se aplican de forma 
combinada para aprovechar las ventajas de cada método y en dependencia de 
cada caso particular. 
 
Ejemplo: Si existe la información de un campo de minas en un área minada, no 
localizada la técnica recomendable es la canina, una vez localizado el campo de 
minas es recomendable la utilización del TDM o TDP (si las condiciones lo 
permiten). 
 
Nuestro proceso utiliza las normas internacionales ISMA como las normas que 
regulan procedimientos operativos y los estándares de calidad en el desminado 
humanitario de Nicaragua. 
 
9.      MÉTODOS DE CONTROL Y ASEGURAMIENTO DE CALIDAD.  
  
El desarrollo en los conocimientos y experiencia acumulada de más de 18 años en 
muchos de nuestros zapadores (oficiales, sargentos y soldados), ha permitido 
pasar a la especialización, garantizando que el mismo programa tenga sus 
supervisores nacionales que garantizan el cumplimiento estricto de las normas y 
procedimientos establecidos internacionalmente (IMAS y UNMAS), para el 
desarrollo de las operaciones de desminado humanitario, trabajando en conjunto y 
en cooperación con los monitores internacionales que certifican la actuación de la 
supervisión nacional y de las pequeñas unidades, en el cumplimiento de las 
normas y procedimientos establecidos.  
 
Los aseguramientos de calidad del resultado de las operaciones de desminado 
involucra en primera instancia la supervisión y/o monitoreo de los sistemas de 
administración de calidad y procedimientos operacionales antes y durante todo el 
proceso de desminado.  
 
Este sistema garantiza el cumplimiento de las disposiciones previstas en las 
normas internacionales en los trabajos de desminado humanitarios para garantizar 
la seguridad en las operaciones. 
 
Toda operación de despeje conlleva un barrido de comprobación determinado por 
el uso posterior del suelo y las características del campo minado. 
 
En segunda instancia se involucra el proceso de inspección técnica del terreno 
despejado, definido como ACI (aseguramiento de calidad interna), proporcionando 
la confianza necesaria de que los requisitos de remoción se han cumplido. 
 
10. ESFUERZOS LLEVADOS A CABO PARA ASEGURAR LA EFECTIVA 

EXCLUSIÓN DE CIVILES EN ZONAS MINADAS. 
 
En primera instancia los campos minados que instaló el Ejército de Nicaragua en 
los objetivos internos del país, se les había colocado cerca de alambre de púa 
sencilla y doble, se le pusieron señales de advertencia, estos lugares perdieron 
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sus señales y las cercas pero por vencimiento, y también por la depredación de la 
gente y que aprendieron a convivir con el peligro de las minas. 
 
Al comenzar las operaciones de desminado, las señales de advertencias, cintas 
plásticas amarilla eran dejadas en el terreno para prevenir accidentes, pero la 
población que habita cercana a las áreas o zonas minadas, retiró estas señales, 
sin respetar lo que significan e incluso habiendo recibido los talleres de 
sensibilización que personal del PADCA/OEA imparte a la población que habita en 
estas áreas. 
 

Tendedero de 
cinta amarilla 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ejemplo de cinta amarilla que campesinos del lugar quitaron de un campo minado 
en Boca de Wamblán. Usándolo como tendedero en su casa. 
 
En los años 90 como política de Estado se reubicaron en algunas zonas a 
campesinos que habían sido desplazados por la guerra, pero la inmensa mayoría 
retornó a sus lugares de origen, prefirieron convivir con el problema de las minas. 
Esto ocasionó accidentes, pero fundamentalmente en personas que visitaban la 
zona y en ocasiones aisladas con las personas que viven cerca de las áreas 
minadas. Consideramos que las opciones que tienen les imposibilitan salir de 
estas zonas minadas.  
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11. RECURSOS QUE FUERON DISPONIBLES PARA LOGRAR EL 
PROGRESO HASTA LA FECHA 

 
Esta información se agrega en anexo Nº 2. 
 
 
12. CIRCUNSTANCIAS LAS CUALES IMPIDEN CUMPLIR DENTRO DEL 

PERÍODO DE 10 AÑOS  
 
Las circunstancias que impiden alcanzar la meta propuesta en el marco de la 
Convención de Ottawa dentro del rango de diez anos después de la entrada en 
vigencia del convenio para Nicaragua constituyen una combinación de varios 
factores los cuales se señalan a continuación:  
 

a. Registros 
 

Según informábamos anteriormente teníamos inicialmente registradas 135,643 
minas instaladas. A febrero 2008, tenemos un universo de 175,849 unidades, con 
más de 40,000 minas (23% del total despejado), agregadas por diferentes causas 
(denuncias, fuera de registros y reminado).   
 
Se estableció una estimación que indicaba que ese universo de minas significaba 
un 80% de las áreas minadas existentes, que posteriormente se fueron identificando 
áreas minadas que no estaban en registro. Por la cantidad de minas instaladas y la 
existencia de campos de minas con minas instaladas no precisadas, se han venido 
practicando valoraciones en conjunto con la Supervisión Internacional 
(MARMINCA/JID) en donde se plantea la probabilidad cierta de la existencia de mas 
de un 20% de minas instaladas que escapó a nuestros registros iniciales.  
 
 
La práctica ha venido confirmando esta apreciación, efectivamente el número de 
minas instaladas ha presentado incremento por razón de: Campos de Minas Fuera 
de Registros, denunciados por la población o encontrados por los zapadores en el 
avance del proceso de desminado, reminados en los objetivos (cuando de acuerdo 
a datos iniciales de un área minada, se logra destruir más de lo registrado), incluso 
se cuenta con identificación de áreas sospechosas en las cuales se ha logrado 
formular una estimación de cantidad de minas instaladas para fines de 
planeamiento operativo. 
 
 
Los esfuerzos destinados a la investigación de denuncias, identificación y 
destrucción de UXO’s  significa afectación del tiempo  operativo de las Unidades de 
Desminado. 
 
 

b. Personal 
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Producto a tensiones de presupuesto, en abril de 2007 se llevo a cabo una 
reducción de 100 hombres en los Frentes de Operación 3, 4, 5, y DS. Esto trajo 
como consecuencia reducción de minas proyectadas y destruidas de acuerdo a 
las metas propuestas. Dicha reducción se mantiene y arrastra el impacto en la 
capacidad operativa de los Frentes de Operaciones tensionando las metas 
operativas propuestas. 

 
 
 

c.  Ambientales 
 

Nuestro país a soportado en su historia reciente tres huracanes de categoría 5 
(Joan 1987, Mitch 1998 y Félix 2007) afectaron en todos los aspectos el proceso 
de desminado, tanto por la dispersión y traslado de minas como por los cambios y 
alteraciones producidas en el terreno donde se encontraban instaladas las minas, 
complicando las operaciones de desminado. Un efecto importante provocado por 
las precipitaciones pluviales que han superado los índices históricos en los últimos 
años se expresa en la dificultad de acceso a las áreas de operaciones por la 
destrucción de las vías. 
 
Estos fenómenos crearon un problema de dispersión de minas de proporciones 
inimaginables y cambios sustanciales en las condiciones del terreno en el territorio 
nacional, creando un impacto negativo para alcanzar las metas propuestas en un 
planeamiento formulado sin considerar los efectos producidos posteriormente.  

 
Los efectos que provocaron obligaron a redimensionar y reformular el plan de 
desminado que se presentó a la comunidad internacional en 1999. El Ejército de 
Nicaragua tomó la determinación de continuar el desminado de forma paralela a la 
certificación de vías de acceso a los sectores afectados, en objetivos de 
infraestructura a reconstruir y de zonas con población en situación de riesgo 
después del huracán Mitch, a pesar de las grandes alteraciones provocadas, con 
la finalidad de que el PNDH mantuviera su desarrollo de ejecución, realizando los 
ajustes pertinentes sin detener el avance. Esta significo una de las pruebas mas 
difícil de superar, pero se logro. 
 
Se amplió la técnica de desminado con la incorporación de la técnica de canes 
detectores de minas para colaborar en lo relacionado a la definición de las áreas 
de peligro a que podían estar contaminadas, encontrar minas dispersas y fijar 
límites de los campos minados. 
 
 
Hubo dispersión de minas, se dificultó la determinación de prioridades, los 
formularios desactualizados al haber movimientos (deslaves) de tierras, 
ampliación de los cauces de los ríos (fundamentalmente fronterizos) y lógicamente 
que esto aumentó la población en riesgo. 
 

d. Topografía 
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La topografía aumenta el grado de dificultad hasta en un 30-40%, debido a varios 
factores: 
 

• Mayor cantidad de precipitaciones pluviales en las zonas geográficas donde 
se desarrollan las operaciones (por efectos de la altura y la latitud). 
 

• Deterioro acelerado de los caminos, que trae como consecuencia, la 
prematura depreciación de la técnica, mayor tiempo empleado para los 
traslado, empleo del personal para reparaciones de emergencia etc. 
 

• El cielo se despeja diariamente entre las 08:00 y 10:00 horas, impidiendo la 
evacuación aeromédica, lo que atrasa el tiempo operativo útil o lo 
interrumpe a lo largo del día. 
 

• En muchos casos el personal debe caminar hasta dos horas de ida y dos de 
retorno para llegar a los campos minados (zonas minadas) por la falta de 
caminos. 

 
e. Presupuestarios 

 
Actualmente se tiene asegurado parcialmente el presupuesto necesario para las 
operaciones planificadas en 2008, sin embargo existe un déficit de US$1.2 
millones de dólares para el 2008, esto afecta particularmente a dos Frentes de 
Operaciones en el 2do. semestre y el ultimo cuatrimestre del Destacamento 
Barreminas, existen gestiones en marcha pero no se ha obtenido respuesta de 
parte de los donantes. 
 
En lo que respecta al ano 2009 la situación de déficit abarca todo el año, lo cual 
significa manteniendo la estructura operativa actual US$5 millones de dólares y se 
estima una necesidad de US$400,000 dólares que permitiría mantener activo una 
vez concluido el PNDH, un componente equivalente a un Frente de Operaciones 
de Desminado reducido para operaciones atención de denuncias y destrucción de 
artefactos explosivos no detonados (UXO’s) durante el año 2010.  
 
Tomando en cuenta que las necesidades del PNDH requiere mantener activa la 
estructura operativa actual durante 2008 y 2009 para asegurar la remoción de las 
mas de 17 mil minas identificadas pendientes de eliminar y que es recomendable 
mantener una capacidad operativa menor para atención de denuncias en la 
segunda mitad de 2010 previendo misiones contingentes imprevistas, en total se 
necesitan US$6.6 millones de dólares para asegurar el periodo de operaciones 
pendiente, incluyendo la prorroga solicitada que significa extender el plazo de 
finalización de mayo de 2009 a mayo de 2010, aunque las operaciones de 
desminado estarían finalizando a mediados de 2010, dejando para operaciones 
contingentes (eliminación de UXO’s) la mitad del 2010, pero con una capacidad 
operativa significativamente menor.  
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De acuerdo a planificaciones presupuestarias históricas tenemos una valoración 
de costos promedios por año, de cada pequeña unidad, que a continuación se 
expresa: 
 
• Valor FOD por año = $ 850,000    x  5 FOD   $ 4,250,000 
• Valor DS por año = $ 400,000     $    400,000 
• Valor DBM por año =  $ 300,000     $    300,000 
• Reposición de Equipos de protección y Medios de Trabajo $    300,000  
• TOTAL         $ 5,250,000  
 
Esta cantidad en reposición de medios y equipos se ha calculado debido a la 
sobre explotación de equipos de protección que han sobrepasado su vida útil y 
otros como el detector de metales, que aunque no tengan el cumplimiento de su 
vida útil,  no logran pasar la prueba de eficiencia y debe ser descartado.  (Ver 
anexo No. 3)  
 
 
13. IMPLICACIONES, HUMANITARIAS, ECONÓMICAS, SOCIALES, Y 

AMBIENTALES 
 

a. Implicaciones humanitarias 
 
Sobre este aspecto existen muchos casos no conocidos, por un importante sub 
registro provocado por el aislamiento y falta de instituciones en los territorios 
afectados.  
 
Se conoce que el Instituto de Seguridad Social del país (INSS) registran 25,000 
personas que son asegurados como lisiados de guerra y se calcula que por lo 
menos un 10% de ellos son por causas de minas o trampas explosivas.  
 
Fuera de estos datos el PADCA/OEA nos ha facilitado información estadística de 
víctimas que registran desde 1997 al 2007 que a continuación se detallan: 
 

 Año 1997 - 2007

Civiles heridos 870 

Civiles muertos 205 

Militares heridos 20 

Militares muertos 06 

Totales 1,101 
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b. Implicaciones económicas, sociales y ambientales 
 

Con la eliminación de 47 objetivos o áreas minadas que tenemos pendientes y que 
proyectamos en estos dos años 2008 – 2009, se lograría despejar un área de 
unos 300,000 metros cuadrados de minas y proporcionalmente protegeríamos una 
población de unos 30,000 habitantes que viven a menos de 5 kilómetros de estos 
áreas o zonas minadas. 
 
Es importante resaltar que la mayoría de estas minas instaladas se encuentran en 
zonas protegidas para preservar el medio ambiente y otras en la reserva de 
Bosawas reconocido por las Naciones Unidas como patrimonio Mundial.  

 
 

14.    NATURALEZA Y EXTENSIÓN DEL DESAFÍO PENDIENTE DEL 
ARTICULO 5: ASPECTOS CUANTITATIVOS 

 
Anexamos tabla con los objetivos ó áreas minadas con sus coordenadas de 
ubicación.   
 
15. CANTIDAD DE TIEMPO SOLICITADO Y EL FUNDAMENTO PARA LA  

NECESIDAD DE ESTA CANTIDAD DE TIEMPO 
 
De acuerdo a las obligaciones asumidas por Nicaragua en el marco del Convenio 
de Ottawa, el plazo de 10 años para culminar la eliminación de las minas 
instaladas en el territorio nacional a partir de la entrada en vigencia se cumplen en 
Mayo del 2009, tomando en cuenta los factores de atraso explicados se requiere 
disponer de una prórroga de tiempo para culminar el proceso de destruir las minas 
identificadas en las áreas pendientes, la prorroga es de un año, por lo que se 
solicita extender el plazo de culminación de Mayo 2009 a Mayo 2010.  
  
Para sustentar nuestro planteamiento se agrega a la presente el planeamiento 
operativo para 2009 el cual contempla un 20% menos que la meta prevista para 
2008, esto es considerando el incremento del grado de dificultad en todos los 
aspectos, tanto de las operaciones de desminado, como de los aseguramientos 
logísticos, zona más compleja debido a que no existe infraestructura vial, 
incremento de las características de montaña y lluviosa. 
 
Luego de finalizar el PNDH en mayo de 2010 consideramos necesario proponer a 
la comunidad internacional mantener una estructura operativa menor equivalente a 
un frente de operaciones de desminado, de composición reducida hasta diciembre 
de 2010, destinado a operaciones contingentes  y para atender las denuncias de 
la población sobre existencia de artefactos explosivos no detonados en los 
antiguos escenarios de guerra (UXO’s).  
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Duración de Prórroga Propuesta 

 

Fecha de entrada en vigor para Nicaragua Mayo 1999 
Fecha diez años después de la entrada en vigor  Mayo 2009 
Fecha del período de prórroga solicitado Mayo 2010 

16. PRESUPUESTO ANUAL DEL PLAN DE TRABAJO PARA EL PERIODO 
DE  LA EXTENSIÓN  

 
Este aspecto se agrega en anexo No. 4 
 
 
17. CAPACIDAD INSTITUCIONAL, RECURSOS HUMANOS, Y MATERIAL 

DISPONIBLE 
 
El esfuerzo del desminado humanitario en Nicaragua a recaído sobre su Ejército a 
través del Cuerpo de Ingenieros con su escalón de mando, pero hemos recibido 
apoyo técnico en la capacitación de los zapadores, en la supervisión y/o monitoreo 
internacional a través de la MARMINCA desde 1997 hasta hoy 2008, a través de 
esta organización se certifica la calidad del trabajo realizado.   
 
Es importante resaltar que en esta labor se tiene una experiencia acumulada de 
18 años, la cual es muy importante y nos coloca en un lugar muy privilegiado en 
este aspecto. 
 
El recurso humano existente, está disponible en cinco Frentes de Operaciones de 
Desminado, un Destacamento Barreminas y un Destacamento de Señalización, 
totalizando 23 equipos de trabajo que desarrollan diariamente las operaciones de 
desminado humanitario, equivalen actualmente a una estructura de más de 450 
efectivos en función de las operaciones de desminado. Ver anexo No. 5 
 
Contamos con un cuerpo de Supervisores Nacionales de 45 efectivos, preparados 
de los cuales 20 se encuentran ejerciendo actualmente esa labor en las diferentes 
pequeñas unidades. 
 
Como promedio durante estos 2 años, realizaremos dos cursos anuales de 
entrenamiento de zapadores desminadores, con el propósito de mantener la 
capacidad de reposición de personal que por diferentes causas dejan de trabajar 
en el PNDH.   
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GLOSARIO 

 
 
 
JID   Junta Interamericana de Defensa 

OEA   Organización de Estados Americanos 

MARMINCA Misión de Asistencia para la Remoción de minas en 
Centroamérica. 

 
UED   Unidad Especial de Desminado 

E.N.   Ejército de Nicaragua  

RAAN   Región Autónoma Atlántico Norte 

RAAS   Región Autónoma Atlántico Sur 

IMAS   Estándares internacionales de acción contra minas 

UNMAS  Servicio de Naciones Unidas para acción contra minas 

ONG   Organismo no gubernamental 

TDM   Técnica de desminado manual 

TDP   Técnica de desminado con equipo pesado  

PNDH   Programa Nacional de Desminado Humanitario 

ACI   Aseguramiento de Calidad interna 

PADCA  Programa de Asistencia al Desminado en Centroamérica 

CND   Comisión Nacional de Desminado 

DS   Destacamento de Señalización 

FOD   Frente de Operaciones de Desminado 

UXO´s  Artefacto explosivo no detonados 
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ANEXO 1 
 

ÁREAS MINADAS PENDIENTES 
 

 
 
 
Nº 

 
Nombre de la zona que 
está bajo la jurisdicción 
o control del Estado 
Parte donde se sabía 
que había, o se sabe 
que hay, minas 
antipersonal 

Coordenadas 
topográficas 

 
Medios utilizados 
para identificar y 
registrar el lugar 
como zona donde se 
sabía que había 
minas antipersonal 

 
Fecha de 
identificación del 
lugar como zona 
donde se sabía 
que había minas 
antipersonal 

 

 
 
 
 

Localización 
de la zona 

 

 
Superficie total 
que está bajo 
la jurisdicción 
o control del 
Estado Parte 
donde se sabía 
que había, o se 
sabe que
hay, minas 
antipersonal 
 

1 Las Nubes    3155-1 Registro histórico 1990 Mozonte 4,000 m² 
2 Cuchilla los Cabros 2062-2 Registro histórico 1990 Mozonte 4,500 m² 
3 Cuchilla la Gloria 2156 - 7 Registro histórico 1990 " 4,000 m² 
4 Las Cañas – Mogotón 2064-1,2,3/2063-3 Registro histórico 1990 " 5,400 m² 
5 Las Cañas – Mogotón 2064-1,2,3/2063-3 Registro histórico 1990 " 6,600 m² 
6 Noreste del Soncuán 2065-3 Registro histórico 1990 San 

Fernando 15,000 m² 

7 Noreste del Soncuán 2066-1,2 Registro histórico 1990 " 20,000 m² 
8 Mogote Segundo Nº2 2170-2,3,9/2169-4 Registro histórico 1990 " 10,500 m² 
9 Cerro las Nubes Nº1 2067 -1,9 Registro histórico 1990 " 20,000 m² 
10 Cerro las Nubes Nº2 2067 - 7 Registro histórico 1990 " 3,000 m² 
11 Mogote Cortado 2272-7 Denuncia Dic. 2006 " 12,000 m² 
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12 Mata de Guineo 2071-7 Denuncia Dic. 2006 " 6,500 m² 
13 Mogote Segundo Nº1 2070 Denuncia Dic. 2006 " 9,500 m² 
14 Las Nubes 1966 Denuncia Dic. 2006 " 5,000 m² 
15 El Cipresal 2066 - 6 Registro histórico 1990 " 2,500 m² 
16 Cuchilla la Chamuscada 1967-3/2067-

4,5 Registro histórico 1990 " 2,000 m² 

17 Cuchilla el Zapote 1867-1/1968-
7/1967-5 Registro histórico 1990 “ 5,000 m² 

18 Escuela Arenales 2415 -4 Denuncia 2002 Murra  6,500 m² 
19 Cerro las Palomas 3816 Denuncia 2004 Jalapa 15,000 m² 
20 La Boa – El Saltito 2931 - 3030 Registro histórico 1990 Wiwilí – N / 

Segovia 12,000 m² 

21 Boca de Wamblan -
Elevac. 505 3237 - 3336 Registro histórico 1990 

Wiwilí - 
Jinotega 4,000 m² 

22 Boca de Wamblan -
Elevac. 505 3237 - 3336 Denuncia 2004 Wiwilí - 

Jinotega 4,500 m² 

23 Elevación 505 - El 
Tablazo 3335 - 3534 Registro histórico 1990 " 4,000 m² 

24 Elevación 505 - El 
Tablazo 3335 - 3534 Denuncia 2004 " 4,200 m² 

25 Elevación 505 - El 
Tablazo 3335 - 3534 Denuncia 2004 " 4,000 m² 

26 Elevación 505 - El 
Tablazo 3335 - 3534 Denuncia 2004 " 4,500 m² 

27 El Tablazo - La Pintada 3534 - 4436 Registro histórico 1990 " 3,500 m² 
28 El Tablazo - La Pintada 3534 - 4436 Denuncia 2004 " 3,000 m² 
39 El Tablazo - La Pintada 3534 - 4436 Denuncia 2004 " 3,200 m² 
30 El Tablazo - La Pintada 3534 - 4436 Denuncia 2004 " 3,000 m² 
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31 El Tablazo - La Pintada 3534 - 4436 Denuncia 2004 " 3,000 m² 
32 El Tablazo - La Pintada 3534 - 4436 Denuncia 2004 " 3,200 m² 
33 La Pintada – Bolinkey 4436 - 4543 Registro histórico 1990 " 3,000 m² 
34 La Pintada – Bolinkey 4436 - 4543 Denuncia 2004 " 9,500 m² 
35 Bolinkey - Caño Pineda 4543 - 4344 Denuncia 2004 " 1,200 m² 
36 Bolinkey - Caño Pineda 4543 - 4344 Denuncia 2004 " 1,200 m² 
37 Bolinkey - Caño Pineda 4543 - 4344 Denuncia 2004 " 1,200 m² 
38 Bolinkey - Caño Pineda 4543 - 4344 Denuncia 2004 " 1,200 m² 
39 Bolinkey - Caño Pineda 4543 - 4344 Denuncia 2004 " 1,200 m² 
40 Bolinkey - Caño Pineda 4543 - 4344 Denuncia 2004 " 1,200 m² 
41 Bolinkey - Caño Pineda 4543 - 4344 Denuncia 2004 " 1,200 m² 
42 Confluencia Amaka – 

Bocay (7499-8)  (7598-4) Denuncia 2007 " 10,000 m²  

43 Cerro la Coneja (8298-5) (8199-1) Denuncia 2007 " 10,000 m² 
44 Pista de San Andrés de 

Bocay 8199 - 4 y 8 Denuncia 2007 " 10,000 m² 

45 Ulwasking (5256-5) (5257-8) Denuncia 2007 " 5,000 m² 
46 Macizos de Peñas 

Blancas 6640 - 5 Registro histórico 1990 La Dalia 9,000 m² 

47 El Guayabo 0624 - 7 Denuncia 2007 Bocana de 
Paiwas 9,000 m² 

 TOTAL     285,800 m² 
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ANEXO 1.1 

ÁREAS SOSPECHOSAS DE EXISTENCIAS DE MINAS 
 

Nombre de la 
zona que está 
bajo la 
jurisdicción o 
control del 
Estado Parte 
donde se 
sospecha que 
hay minas 
antipersonal 
 

Superficie 
estimada de 
la zona que 
está bajo la 
jurisdicción o 
control del 
Estado Parte 
donde se 
sospecha 
que hay 
minas 
antipersonal 

Motivos para 
sospechar que 
en esta zona 
puede haber 
minas 
antipersonal 
 

Zona donde se 
sospecha que 
hay minas 
antipersonal, 
que tienen el 
perímetro 
marcado, están 
vigiladas y 
protegidas por 
cercas o de 
otra forma, 
para asegurar 
la eficaz 
exclusión de 
los civiles 
 

 
Zona donde se 
sospecha que 
hay minas 
antipersonal, 
que no tienen
el perímetro 
marcado, no 
están vigiladas 
ni protegidas por 
cercas o de otra 
forma, para 
asegurar la 
eficaz exclusión 
de los civiles 
 

 
Fecha estimada para 
determinar si 
efectivamente hay 
zonas minadas dentro 
de la zona que está 
bajo la jurisdicción o 
control del Estado 
Parte donde se 
sospecha que hay 
minas antipersonal 
 

      

Boca de Par Par I 2,000 m2 Estudio de Nivel I, 
Noviembre 2007 No tiene  Riesgo total Junio – diciembre 2009 

Olaskin I 2,500 m2 Ídem No tiene Riesgo total Junio – diciembre 2009 

Olaskin II 2,500 m2 Ídem No tiene Riesgo total Junio – diciembre 2009 
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ANEXO 2 
 

MEDIOS FINANCIEROS EMPLEADOS A DISPOSICIÓN DESDE LA ENTRADA EN VIGOR PARA REALIZAR LOS 
TRABAJOS PREVISTOS EN LOS PROGRAMAS NACIONALES DE DESMINADO 

 
Año 

  
1997 
U$

1998 
U$

1999 
U$

2000 
U$

2001 
U$

2002 
U$

2003 
U$

2004 
U$

2005 
U$

2006 
U$

2007 
U$

Recursos 
financieros 
puestos a 

disposición 
por el 

Estado Parte 

500,000 750,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 

Recursos 
financieros 
puestos a 

disposición 
por agentes 
distintos del 
Estado Parte 

2,500,000 3,000,000 4,500,000 5,000,000 5,000,000 5,000,000 5,000,000 5,000,000 5,000,000 5,000,000 5,500,000 

            

            
Totales 3,000,000 3,750,000 5,500,000 6,000,000 6,000,000 6,000,000 6,000,000 6,000,000 6,000,000 6,000,000 6,500,000 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Se han venido realizando gestiones oportunas de la CND y del EN en diferentes foros internacionales para la 
movilización de recursos financieros y técnicos necesarios. En octubre del 2007 en la reunión de Estados Partes 
en Jordania, se realizó el preámbulo de la solicitud de extensión al PNDH de Nicaragua. El 07 de febrero de 2008 
Reunión en Managua, aprovechando acto de reconocimiento del apoyo al programa de Dinamarca, se dejó 
planteada la necesidad financiera hasta finales del año 2009. El 20 de febrero se realizo en Managua Reunión con 
representantes de Países Donantes, impulsado por Nicaragua y apoyado por Dinamarca con la finalidad de 
exponer la proyeccion de metas del PNDH y las necesidades de apoyo pendientes.  
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ANEXO 4 
Recursos financieros necesarios y/o disponibles para realizar los trabajos previstos en los programas nacionales 

de desminado durante el período comprendido en la solicitud de prórroga 
 

Año 

 

  
2008 
U$ 

2009 
U$ 

2010 
U$ 

Previsión total de los recursos 
financieros necesarios 1,800,000.00 6,000,000.00 500,000.00 

Asignaciones financieras del Estado 
Parte 600,000 1,000,000 100,000 

Necesidades de recursos de 
instituciones financieras internacionales 1,200,000 5,000,000 400,000 

Necesidades de recursos financieros de 
otros agentes externos 

   

Nota: El déficit de fondos para 2008 es de $1,200,000.00 (USD) en base a el financiamiento disponible por la vía 
multilateral (Fondo común Programa de Apoyo al Desminado en Centroamérica/Organización de Estados Americanos) 
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ANEXO 3 

 
Organizaciones nacionales e internacionales (si procede) especializadas en la remoción de minas y, en su caso, 
organizaciones nacionales especializadas en la eliminación de artefactos explosivos empleadas en el programa 
de desminado del Estado Parte para la destrucción de todas las minas antipersonal desde la entrada en vigor 

 
Nombre de la 
organización 
encargada de la 
remoción de 
minas 

Tipo de 
organización 
de remoción 
de minas 

Número de 
organizaciones 

Número, 
tamaño y tipo 
de los equipos 
de desminado 

 
Situación de los 
equipos 
(operacional, no 
operacional) 

Información 
suplementaria 

      

Cuerpo de 
Ingenieros 

Frente de 
Operaciones 

de Desminado 
5 17 equipos de 

10 hombres  Nacionales  

  Destacamentos 
Barreminas  1 3 Máquinas BM Nacionales 

 
 

Destacamento 
de 

Señalización 
1 3 equipos de 10 

c/u Nacionales 

 Totales  7 23   

 
 
 
 

ANEXO 4 

El esfuerzo del desminado humanitario en Nicaragua a recaído sobre su Ejército a través del Cuerpo de 
Ingenieros con su escalón de mando, pero hemos recibido apoyo técnico en la capacitación de los zapadores, en 
la supervisión y/o monitoreo internacional a través de la MARMINCA desde 1997 hasta hoy 2008, a través de esta 
organización se certifica la calidad del trabajo realizado.   
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Anexo No.3 
Existencia en inventario de equipo de remoción de Minas para realizar los trabajos previstos en los programas 

nacionales de desminado durante el periodo comprendido en la solicitud de prorroga. 
Fecha de 

adquisición 
Organización  
responsable 

del inventario 
Tipo de detector Número total de 

detectores 
Porcentaje utilizable y 

Vida útil restante 
Información 

suplementaria. 

2001 AN- 19/2 40  95.0 %  
2002 ATMID 11   90.9 %  
2006 MINELAB 20  95.0 %  

 

Cuerpo de 
Ingenieros 

 Total:      71 (31)* Total:       93.33 %  

Fecha de 
adquisición 

Organización  
responsable 

del inventario 
Tipo de equipo de 

protección personal 
Conjunto de equipo 

de protección 
personal 

Porcentaje utilizable Información 
suplementaria. 

1998 Cascos 442 67.42 %  
1998 Gafas 317 44.16 %  
1998 Visores  46 13.04 %  
1998 Chalecos 396 73.98 %  
1998 Perneras 184 65.76 %  
1998 Zapatos 154 64.28 %  
1998 Botas 156 56.41 %  

 

Cuerpo de 
Ingenieros 

 Total:   1695 Total:      55.00 %  

Fecha de 
adquisición 

Organización  
responsable 

del inventario 
Tipo de equipo 

mecánico Número de equipos Porcentaje 
utilizable 

Número de 
operadores 

Información 
suplementaria. 

2001 BMG - 203 03            66 %         03  
2001 BULLDOZER 01           70 %        01  

 

Cuerpo de 
Ingenieros  Total       03 Total: 68 % Total:  03  

 
Observaciones: 
 Detectores: estos medios en promedio actual se encuentran con una vida útil del 65% y por el nivel de exigencia de las 
normas de supervisión los ciclos de reposición son imprecisos. En el caso de los detectores del tipo AN-19/2* dichos 
medios son utilizados muy poco, debido que en la actualidad las pequeñas unidades se encuentran laborando en zonas 
minadas mineralizadas y este detector por sus cualidades limitadas aumenta el riesgo del personal zapador. 
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F.O # 3 F.O # 5

PELOTÓN

F.O # 4

PELOTÓN

F.O # 2

PELOTÓN
PELOTPELOTÓÓNN

DESTACAMENTO 
DE SEÑALIZACIÓN

DESTACAMENTO 
BARREMINA

UNIDADES
DE DESMINADO

UNIDADES
DE DESMINADO

EJERCITO
DE NICARAGUA

EJERCITO
DE NICARAGUA

CUERPO DE
INGENIEROS

INSTRUCTORES
NACIONALES

SUPERVISORES
NACIONALES

UNIDADES
DE DESMINADO

UNIDADES
DE DESMINADO

EJERCITO
DE NICARAGUA

EJEJÉÉRCITORCITO
DE NICARAGUADE NICARAGUA

CUERPO DECUERPO DE
INGENIEROSINGENIEROS

INSTRUCTORES
NACIONALES

SUPERVISORES
NACIONALES 

MARMINCA    JID-
(20)

MARMINCA –
JID/OEA

(APOYO LOGÍSTICO
Y FINANCIERO )( MONITOREO  Y

APOYO TÉCNICO)

F.O # 1

PELOTÓN

PELOTÓN PELOTÓN

ESTRUCTURA FEBRERO 2008ESTRUCTURA FEBRERO 2008
Anexo No. 5



Mahogany
SISI

San Jerónimo

Panchito

PROFONICSA

Vesubio Kambla

Mulukukú

Lisawe

Salto Grande Sinsin
Tronquera

Bocay
Bocaycito

Wamblan

Las Cuchilla

TAT

Waspan

AVANCE DEL PNDH 

Waswalí

• Minas instaladas en Regis y Fuera Registro :   175,849 u 
• Minas destr. 29  Feb 2008: 155,192   (90.22%)
•Pendiente por destruir :         17,188 u
•Campos minados en registro :              991 u
•Campos  Desminados :              958 u 
•Áreas de peligro despejadas. :  10,454,604 m²
•UXO´s destruidos :    1,895,055 u
El 64.41% de UXO´s destruidos, son municiones de pequeño 
calibre.

PROYECCION 

DATOS SOCIODATOS SOCIO--ECONOMICOSECONOMICOS

2006

POBLACION BENEFICIADA :
• AÑO1989–Diciembre2007:2,100,000 HAB.
MUNICIPIOS :

• DESMINADOS : 66
• PENDIENTE :8 (Mozonte, San Fernando, 
Jalapa, Murra, Wiwilí N.S, Wiwilí de Jinotega,  
La Dalia., Bocana de Paiwas

ESTIMADO
A PARTIR DEL AÑO DEL 2008

- Aproximadamente: 17,615 Minas

ACUMULADO 1989 ACUMULADO 1989 –– 29 Febrero. 200729 Febrero. 2007

La Marañosa

Macizo P. Blancas

LEYENDA
TAT

Juigalpa

Rama

TAT

TAT

Mapa no oficial

Madroñ
o 

La Gateada 

CAMPO DESMINADO

CAMPO MINADO

PUENTE
PISTA AÉREA DESM.

TORRE DE ALTA 
TENSION

Antena Repetidora

TRAMO DE PUENTES JUIGALPA- EL RAMA 

TAT

Anexo No.6



Nº DEPARTAMENTOS MINAS 
DESTRUIDAS

CAMPOS 
MINADOS PERÍODO SITUACIÓN 

ACTUAL
1 ESTELÍ 4,311 156 1996-1997 CONCLUIDO
2 MADRIZ 5,088 60 1996-2002 CONCLUIDO
3 NUEVA SEGOVIA 41,100 148 1998 ….. EN EJECUCION
4 CHINANDEGA 18,585 98 1990-2001 CONCLUIDO
5 LEÓN 1,775 26 1995-2001 CONCLUIDO
6 MANAGUA 4,190 02 2001 - 2002 CONCLUIDO
7 RIVAS.  3,601 44 1997 - 1999 CONCLUIDO
8 CHONTALES. 9,761 125 1989- 1999 CONCLUIDO
9 MATAGALPA. 24,426 75 1996 - 2005 EN EJECUCION
10 JINOTEGA. 26,019 80 1993 ….. EN EJECUCION
11 RÍO SAN JUAN. 3,029 91 1999 - 2001 CONCLUIDO
12 RAAS  3,280 09 1989 - 2003 EN EJECUCION
13 RAAN 13,496 44 2001 - 2007 CONCLUIDO

TOTAL GENERAL 158,661 958

DEPARTAMENTOS EN QUE SE HAN LLEVADO A CABO OPERACIONES 
DE DESMINADO HUMANITARIO (1989 – FEBRERO 2008)

Anexo No.7



En Reg F/R Estim Total E F M A M J J A S O N D
RÍO EL CIPRESAL 1966-7 N/P - - N/P 1

CUCHILLA LA CHAMUSCADA 1967 - 2067 N/P - - N/P 1

MOGOTE SEGUNDO No.2 2170 - 2169 303 - - 303 1

NORESTE DE SONCÚAN No.1 2066-1 1,360 - - 1,360 1

NORESTE DE SONCÚAN No.2 2065-1 357 - - 357 1

SUB TOTAL 2,020 0 0 2,020 5

LA BOA  Nº1- EL SALTITO 2931-3 - 3030-7 843 - - 843 1

BOCA DE WAMBLAN - ELEVACION 
505 3237 - 3336 230 251 481 2

ELEVACION 505 - EL TABLAZO 3335 - 3534 384 14 - 398 1

SUB TOTAL 1,457 265 0 1,722 4

GUAPINOL TRAMO No.3 3126 - 1,8 N/P - - N/P 1

ARENALES 2415 - 4 N/P - - N/P 1

LA PINTADA - BOLINKEY 4436-4543 229 756 - 985 2

BOLINKEY - CAÑO PINEDA 4543-4344 - 385 - 385 7

SUB TOTAL 229 1,141 0 1,370 11
ZACAT.- QUEB. SN PABLO 

(CERRO LAS PALOMAS)* 3816 - 1,200 - 1,200 1

MOGOTE CORTADO 2272-7 - - 350 350 1

MOGOTE SEGUNDO No1 2070 - - 280 280 1

SUB TOTAL 0 1,200 630 1,830 3

FOD N°11

NOTA:

*  LA PLANIFICACIÓN DE MINAS SE REALIZÓ POR ESTIMACIÓN EN BASE AL CONOCIMIENTO QUE SE TIENE DEL CAMPO MINADO 

4

FOD N°33

FOD N°2

Cant 
objet.

DE EJECUCION DE OPERACIONES  DE DESMINADO AÑO 2008 
COORD. CANT. DE MINAS

2

FOD N°4

CRONOGRAMA 

N/O UNIDAD OBJETIVOS
PLANIFICACION 2008

Anexo No.8



En Reg F/R Estim Total E F M A M J J A S O N D

CUCHILLA EL ZAPOTE 1769 - 5 485 - - 485 1

CERRO LAS NUBES Nº 2 2067-7 20 - - 20 1

LAS NUBES 1966 - - 200 200 1

CERRO LAS NUBES Nº 1 2067 1,190 - 1,190 1

SUB TOTAL 1695 0 200 1895 4

MACIZOS PEÑAS BLANCAS 6640 1,052 1,052 1

APOYO AL FOD Nº 1 Y 5 S/FERNANDO 
Y MOZONTE

N/P N/P

APOYO D/S (Las Palomas-
Matagalpa) 2601-4 N/P N/P 001 001

APOYO AL DTO DEMOLICIÓN C/FOSAS N/P N/P MAQ. 001

CM F/R EL GUAYABO (BOACO) 0624-7 N/P N/P 1

SUB TOTAL 1,052 0 0 1,052 2

ATENCION A DENUNCIAS (UXOS)
 TERRITORIO 

NAC.

LAS PALOMAS (Matagalpa) 2602-7

SUB TOTAL 0 0

TOTAL GENERAL 6,453 2,606 830 9,889 29

1. GARANTIZAR LOS RECURSOS FINANCIEROS A LOS FOD, DBM Y DS DURANTE EL AÑ0 2008

PARA QUE PUEDA CUMPLIRSE ESTA PROYECCION DEBEN CONSIDERARSE LAS SIGUIENTES PREMISAS:

2. GARANTIZAR LOS REQUERIMIENTOS DE MEDIOS DE  DETECCIÓN Y DE TRABAJO, NECESARIOS HASTA 05 EQUIPOS EN C/ FOD.

3. REPARACION DE CAMINOS DE PENETRACIÓN Y DE ACCESO A LOS CAMPOS DE MINAS, EN LOS FOD - 1, 2, 3, 4 Y 5. 

6.-INSTALAR ANTENA REPETIDORA EN FEB. PARA MANTENER LAS COMUNICACIONES DIRECCION BOLINKEY Y SAN ANDRES DE BOCAY.

DBM6

5 FOD-5

MAQUINA 002

DE EJECUCION DE OPERACIONES  DE DESMINADO AÑO 2008

MAQUINA 003 

CANT. DE MINAS

CRONOGRAMA 

PLANIFICACION 2008
N/O OBJETIVOSUNIDAD

7 DS

4. ELEVAR LOS NIVELES DE COMPLETAMIENTO CON PERSONAL ZAPADOR DE LOS FOD - 3, 4 Y 5, EN UN 25%.

5. ACTIVACIÓN  E INSTALACIÓN  EN BOLINKEY DEL QUIRÓFANO DE CAMPAÑA, EN MARZO 2008, CONTRATACIÓN DEL PERSONAL MÉDICO ESPECIALIZADO.

MAQ 001 Y 002

COORD. Cant 
objet.

Anexo No.9



PROPUESTA CRONOGRAMA DE EJECUCION DE OPERACIONES  DE DESMINADO

AÑO 2009

N/O UNIDAD OBJETIVOS

COORD.

MINAS
CAN

T.

OBJ

PLANIFICACION 2009

En

Reg
F/R Estim Total

E F M A M J J A S O N D

1 FOD Nº1

MOGOTE SEGUNDO No.3
2170 500 0 0 500 1

CONFLUENCIA AMAKA - BOCAY *
7499-

8,7598-4
0 0 1,000 1,000 1

SUB TOTAL 500 0 1,000 1,500 2

2 FOD Nº2

ELEVACION 505 - EL TABLAZO
3335 -

3534
0 1,000 0 1,000 3

EL TABLAZO - LA PINTADA
3534 -

4436
542 69 0 611 2

SUB TOTAL 542 1,069 0 1,611 5

3 FOD N°3

EL TABLAZO - LA PINTADA
3534 -

4436
1,000 0 0 1,000 4

ULWASKIN (DENUNCIA) *
5257-8 a

5256-5
0 0 0 N/P 1

PISTA SAN ANDRES DE BOCAY * 8199-4 y 8 0 0 500 500 1

SUB TOTAL 1,000 0 500 1,500 6

4 FOD N°4

CERRO LA CONEJA *
8298-5,

8199-1
0 0 1,000 1,000 1

PISTA SAN ANDRES DE BOCAY * 8199-4 y 8 0 0 500 500 0

SUB TOTAL 0 0 1,500 1,500 1

NOTA

*  LA PLANIFICACIÓN DE MINAS SE REALIZÓ POR ESTIMACIÓN, EN BASE AL CONOCIMIENTO QUE SE TIENE DEL CAMPO MINADO
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PROPUESTA CRONOGRAMA DE EJECUCION DE OPERACIONES  DE DESMINADO

AÑO 2009

N/O UNIDAD OBJETIVOS COORD.

MINAS CAN

T.

OBJ

PLANIFICACION 2009

En

Reg
F/R Estim Total E F M A M J J A S O N D

5 FOD-5

CUCHILLA LA GLORIA
2167 30 0 0 30 1

CUCHILLA LOS CABROS
2062 - 2 30 0 0 30 1

CERROS LAS NUBES 3155-1
30 0 0 30

1

MATA DE GUINEO * 2071 - 7 0 0 170 170 1

LAS CAÑAS - MOGOTON 2064 1,355 0 0 1,355 2

SUB TOTAL 1445 0 170 1,615 6

6 DS

ATENCION A DENUNCIAS

( UXOS)

0 0 0 0 0

SUB TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL GENERAL 3,487 1,069 3,170 7,726 19

NECESIDADES

1. INSTALACIÓN DE GRUPO DE MANDO DEL CIEN EN SAN ANDRÉS DE BOCAY

2. REALIZAR EL ABASTECIMIENTO LOGÍSTICO VÍA AÉREA A LOS FRENTES DE OPERACIONES DE DESMINADO 1, 3, 4,

3. TENDRA AJUSTES EN DEPENDENCIA DE LOS RESULTADOS DE LA REMOCIÓN DE MINAS DEL 2008.
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Wiwilí

Nue
va

 S
eg

ov
ia

Rio
Coco

Las palomas

Wiwilí de
N.S

PROYECCIÓN  DE DESMINADO 2008

1,895

20Cerro Las Nubes Nº1

200

1,190Cerro las Nubes

485Cuhilla El Zapote

MINASOBJETIVO FOD-5

N/PLa Chamuscada

357Noreste del Soncuan Nº2

1,360Mogote segundo N 2

N/PRio cipresal

MINASOBJETIVO FOD-1

2,020

303
390

Mogote Cortado - San
Fernando

1,200Queb. San Pablo
(Cerro Las Palomas)

MINASOBJETIVO FOD-4

1,870

N/PArenales (Murra)

385
Bolinkey- Caño Pineda
(Wiwili de Jinotega)

N/PGuapino Nº 3 (Murra)

MINASOBJETIVO FOD-3

985
Las Pintadas –Bolinkey
Wiwili de Jinotega

Arenales

Guapinol

1,370Total minas

Total minas

Total minas
Total minas Rio

Coco

398

Boca wamblan- Elev.505

843La Boa –El Saltito

MINASOBJETIVO FOD-2

1722Total minas

Elev. 505-El Tablazo

481

N/P

Campos
varios

Apoyo al FOD1-1 y 5
San Fernando y Mozonte

1,052

Cerro El Guayabo
(RAAS)

1,052MACIZO Peñas Blancas

MINASOBJETIVO DMB

Apoyo al D/S
Las Palomas (Matagalpa)

Total minas
El Guayabo RAAS

Macizo Peñas Blancas

Mogote Segundo Nº1 280
Noreste del Soncuan Nº1

Las Nubes Nº 2

N/P
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Objetivo : Cuchilla la Chamuscada

Situación del C.M : N/P

Coordenadas : 1967-2067

Cant. minas : no precisada

Municipio : San Fernando

CRONOGRAMA DE EJECUCION DE DESMINADO 2008

FOD-1

Objetivo : Noreste de Soncuan Nº 1

Situación del C.M. : N/P

Coordenadas : 2066-1

cant. minas : 1,360

Ejecución : Febrero-Octubre

Municipio : San Fernando

Objetivo : Noreste de Soncuan Nº 2

Situación del C.M. : en registro

Coordenadas : 2065-1

cant. minas : 357

Ejecución : Noviembre- Diciembre

Municipio : San Fernando

Objetivo : Rio Cipresal

Situación del C.M. : N/P

Coordenadas : 1966-7

cant. minas : N/P

Ejecución : Enero-Febrero

Municipio : San Fernando

San Fernando

San Fernando
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Objetivo : Elev. 505- El Tablazo

Situación del CM.. : En registro

Coordenadas: 3355-3534

Cant. minas : 398

Ejecución : Oct.- Dic.

Municipio : Wiwilí de Jinotega

Objetivo : La Boa –El Saltito

Situación del C.M. : En registro

Coordenadas: 2931-3 y 3030-7

Cant. minas : 843

Ejecución : Enero-Mayo.

Municipio : Wiwili de N.S.

Objetivo : B. Wamblan-elev. 505

Situación del C.M. : En registro

Coordenadas : 3237-3336

Cant. minas : 481

Ejecución : Julio-Octubre.

Municipio : Wiwili de Jinotega

CRONOGRAMA DE EJECUCION
DE DESMINADO 2008

FOD- 2

Wiwili de Jinotega
Wiwili de N.S
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Objetivo : Arenales

Situación del C.M.: Por denuncia (F/R)

Coordenadas       : 2415-4

Cant. minas          : No precisada

Ejecución : Febrero

Municipio : Murra

Objetivo : Guapinol

Situación del C.M. : Por denuncia

Coordenadas : 3126-1 y 2

Cant. minas : No precisada

Ejecución : Enero

Municipio : Murra

CAMPAMENTO

FOD-3

El Rosario

ESCUELA ARENALES

GUAPINOL

CRONOGRAMA DE EJECUCION DE DESMINADO 2008
FOD-3
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Bolinkey

Objetivo : Bolenkey – Las Caño Pineda

Situación del C.M: En registro

Coordenadas       : 4543- 4844

Cant. minas          : 385

Ejecucion : Julio - Diciembre

Municipio : Wiwili de Jinotega

Objetivo : Las Pintadas-Bolinkey

Situación del C.M. : En registro

Coordenadas : 4436-4543

Cant. minas : 985

Ejecución : Marzo – Septiembre

Municipio : Wiwili de Jinotega

Wiwili de Jinotega

Anexo No.16CRONOGRAMA DE EJECUCION DE DESMINADO 2008

FOD-3



Objetivo : Cerro Las Palomas

Situación del C.M. : Por denuncia (F/R)

Coordenadas : 3126-1 y 2

Cant. minas : 1,200 (Estimación)

Ejecución : Enero

Municipio : Jalapa

CAMPAMENTO

FOD-4

Cerro Las Palomas

CRONOGRAMA DE EJECUCION DE DESMINADO 2008

FOD-4

Objetivo : Mogote Segundo

Situación del C.M. : En registro

Coordenadas : 2070

Cant. minas : 280

Ejecución : Oct.- Dic.

Municipio : San Fernando

Jalapa

San Fernando

Quebrada San Pablo
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19

CRONOGRAMA DE EJECUCION DE DESMINADO 2008

FOD- 5
Cerro las Nubes

Objetivo : Cerro Las Nubes

Situación del C.M. : En registro

Coordenadas : 2166

Cant. minas : 30

Ejecución : Marzo

Municipio : San Fernando

Objetivo : Cerro Las Nubes

Situacion del c.m : En registro

Coordenadas : 2067

Cant. minas : 1,190

Ejecución : Julio – Dic.

Municipio : San Fernando

Objetivo :Cerro Las Nubes

Situación del C.M. : En registro

Coordenadas : 2067

Cant. minas : 20

Ejecución : Abril

Municipio : San Fernando

San Fernando
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APOYO AL FOD-1

Mogote 2

Soncuán 1 y 2

APOYO

AL FOD-5

Cerro

Las Nubes

APOYO

AL FOD-1APOYO

AL FOD-5

APOYO

AL D/S

APOYO

al Dest. Demolición

MACIZO DE PEÑAS BLANCAS

APOYO

AL DEST. DE DEMOLICION

CONSTRUCCION DE FOSAS

EN EL PAPALONAL
APOYO

AL DEST. DE SEÑALIZACION

(REMOCION DE UXO´s EN LAS

PALOMAS

APOYO LOS FOD-1 Y FOD-5

Objetivo :Macizo de Peñas Blancas
Situación del C.M.   : En registro

Coordenadas : 6640

Cant. minas : 1,052

Ejecución : Enero- Dic.

Municipio : La Dalia

APOYO

AL D/S

CRONOGRAMA

DE EJECUCION

DEL DBM

2008
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Wiwilí

Nue
va

 S
eg
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ia

NOTA: LOS CAMPOS MINADOS DE LA ZONA DE SAN ANDRES DE BOCAY LA
CANTIDAD DE MINAS ESTA DETERMINADA POR AREA CON UN MARGEN DE
ERROR DE UN 30%, SIN EMBARGO NO SE DESCARTAN QUE APARESCAN
NUEVOS CAMPOS MINADOS.

PROYECCIÓN  DE DESMINADO 2009

N/O     MUNICIPIO           MINAS EN REGISTRO     POR DENUNCIA  TOTAL
(ESTIMADO)

1      SAN FERNANDO 1945 MINAS 170 MINAS             2,115 MINAS

2    WIWILI–JINOTEGA 2,611 MINAS                   3,000 MINAS         5,611 MINAS

TOTAL GRAL.           4,556 MINAS                   3,170 MINAS          7,726 MINAS

Rio
Coco

SAN ANDRES
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CAMPOS PENDIENTES 2009 SAN FERNANDOCAMPOS PENDIENTES 2009 SAN FERNANDO

CM CUCHILLACM CUCHILLA
LOS  CABROSLOS  CABROS

MOZONTEMOZONTE
COORD: 2062COORD: 2062--22

30 MAP30 MAP

CM LAS CACM LAS CAÑÑASAS
MOGOTONMOGOTON
MOZONTEMOZONTE

COORD: 2064COORD: 2064
1,3551,355

CM LAS NUBESCM LAS NUBES
MOZONTEMOZONTE

COORD: 2166COORD: 2166--88
3030

CM C .LA GLORIACM C .LA GLORIA
MOZONTEMOZONTE

COORD: 2167COORD: 2167
3030

CM MOGOTE 2DOCM MOGOTE 2DO
SAN FERNANDOSAN FERNANDO
COORD: 2166COORD: 2166--88

500500

CM MATA DE GUINEOCM MATA DE GUINEO
SAN FERNANDOSAN FERNANDO

COORD: 2071COORD: 2071--77
N/PN/P

DENUNCIA

EN REGISTRO EN REGISTRO

EN REGISTRO

EN REGISTRO
EN REGISTRO
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ELEVACION 505ELEVACION 505
EL TABLAZOEL TABLAZO

coord.:3335coord.:3335--35343534
1000 MAP1000 MAP

EL TABLAZOEL TABLAZO
LA PINTADALA PINTADA

coord.:3534coord.:3534--44364436
1,611 MAP1,611 MAP

CAMPOS PENDIENTES 2009CAMPOS PENDIENTES 2009
WIWILIWIWILI--JINOTEGAJINOTEGA

EN REGISTRO

EN REGISTRO
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CERRRO LA CONEJA
Coord.8298-5/8199-1

1000 MAP1000 MAP

CONFLUENCIA RIO
AMACA-BOCAY

Coord.7499-8 / 7598-4
1000 MAP1000 MAP

PISTA SAN ANDRES DE BOCAY
Coord.8199-4

1000 MAP1000 MAP

CAMPOS PENDIENTES 2009CAMPOS PENDIENTES 2009
SAN ANDRES DE BOCAYSAN ANDRES DE BOCAY

DENUNCIA DENUNCIA

DENUNCIA
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El Guayabo

Macizo de Peñas Blancas

Las Palomas

El Papalonal

San Fernando

Jalapa

Wiwili N.SMurra

Wiwili Jinotega

PROYECCION 2008- 2009

PROYECCION  DE OPERACIONES DE DESMINADO

2008- 2009

Mozonte

DENOMINACION MINAS OBJETIVOS

PROYECCION 2008 9,889 29

PROYECCION 2009 7,726 19

TOTAL 17,615 48

Nota:  Del total de minas proyectadas, un aproximado de 4000 minas se planifican

por estimación de áreas en 7 campos minados, conocidos por denuncias. Se

calcula un margen de error de un 30%.
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Nº DEPARTAMENT
CANTI

MUNICI

CANTID

OBJETI

CANTI

MINAS

01 CHINANDEGA 04 06 983

02 LEÓN 01 01 605

03 MANAGUA 01 01 585

04 MADRIZ 01 01 1,560

05
NUEVA

SEGOVIA
03 14 1,252

06 JINOTEGA 04 14 3,706

07 MATAGALPA 04 05 1,261

08 CHONTALES 01 02 348

09 RÍO SAN JUAN 03 06 1,283

10 RAAS 02 03 441

11 RAAN 03 05 1,100

DENUNCIAS --- --- 1,507

CM NO CONCLUIDO

(CIPRESAL)
--- --- 1,202

TOTAL GENERAL 27 58 15833

• SAN MIGUELITO

RESUMEN  DE MINAS DESTRUIDAS  FUERA DE REGISTRO

C FOD1 :4,985 minas

C FOD2 :4,403 minas

C FOD3 :   957 minas

C FOD4 :   596 minas

C FOD5 :1,541  minas

C DBM :2,320  minas

C D/S                       1,031  minas

C TOTAL 15,833  minas

MINAS DESTRUIDAS

FUERA DE REGISTRO

• LOMA ESQUIRIN

• LA ESPERANZA
• RÍO ESCONDIDO

• TAT N ª 71

• LOS MICOS

• SANTO TOMÁS

• CERRO, NANA CHEPA
• OCOTILLO ,AGUACATE

• PANCHITO

• SAN RAMÓN

C. ENMEDIO, CAPILLA 10,SAN ANTONIO

PAMPAS Nº 12, ZACATERA Nº 2

LAGUNA Nº 2, LOS ESCLAVOS Nº 2

OJO DE AGUA , WANITO ARRIBA.
GUAPINOL, GUAPINOLITO .REFORMA

RAPIDO CARRETON, GUAPINOL Nº 3

• BULLCAMP

• PARIBAIKAN

• CABO VIEJO
• SAN RAFAEL

LISAWE
ABISINIA,

LA  MARAÑOSA,

ESTANCIA CORA

PITA EL CARMEN ,

LA CHATA,

SECTOR C ,LA

PISTA ,OKIWAS

BOCAYSITO

REFORMA,

ACENTAMIENTO,

BON INF, Bº

WAMBLAN ,EL

BARRO

• SAN JERÓNIMO

• EL TUMA

• LA PATRIOTA
• MATIGUAS

• WASLALA

• GM Nº 6

• GM Nº 7

• TAT Nº 172
• ISLA MORGAN

• CANGREJERA

• SAN JUAN

• PUENTE MONTE VIDEO

• PUENTE CORRAL NEGRO

CM (F/R)

Mapa no oficial
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RELACION DE MUNICIPIOSRELACION DE MUNICIPIOS

MINADOS Y DESMINADOSMINADOS Y DESMINADOS
(MARZO 2008)(MARZO 2008)

MUNICIPIOS MINADOS                                     74MUNICIPIOS MINADOS                                     74

MUNIC CONC OPONES  DESMINADOS           66MUNIC CONC OPONES  DESMINADOS           66

MUNICIPIOS PENDIENTESMUNICIPIOS PENDIENTES 0808

POBLACION BENEFICIADA  2,100,000 hab. Aprox.POBLACION BENEFICIADA  2,100,000 hab. Aprox.

MUNICIPIOS CONCLUIDASMUNICIPIOS CONCLUIDAS
LAS OPERACIONES DE DESMINADO.LAS OPERACIONES DE DESMINADO.

MUNICIPIOS PENDIENTES PORMUNICIPIOS PENDIENTES POR
DESMINAR.DESMINAR.

MUNICIPIOS QUE NO FUERON MINADOS.MUNICIPIOS QUE NO FUERON MINADOS.

LEYENDA

EL VIEJO

LEON

MANAGUA

LAGO DE
MANAGUA

MATAGALPA

MASAYA

GRANADA

CARAZO

RIVAS

LAGO DE

NICARAGUA

SAN CARLOS

EL CASTILLO

SAN JUAN DEL NORTE

BLUEDFIELD
NVA GUINEA

EL
ALMENDRO

ELCORAL

EL
AYOTE

EL
TORTUGERO

LAGUNA
DE PERLAS

KUKARAGIL

SANTO TOMAS
TIPITAPA

EL TUMA BOCANA
DE

PAIWAS

CRUZ DE RIO
GRANDE

PRINZAPOLKA

ROSITA

PUERTO
CABEZAS

WASPAN

BONANZAS

SAN JOSE
DE BOCAY

SIUNA

WASLALA

RIO
BLANCO

MATIGUAS

MUY MUY

BOACO

W
IW

IL
I N

S
W

IW
IL

I
JI

N
O

TE
G

A

M
U

R
R

A

JALAPASN
FERNANDO

OCOTAL

CONCORDIA

LA
TRINIDAD

TELICA
LA REYNAGA

EL
JICARAL

CIUDAD
DARIO

ACHUAPA

SOMOTILLO
VILLA NVA

CHINANDEGA

LA PAZ
CENTRO

SN RAFAEL
DEL SUR

SAN JUAN DE LIMAY
SANTO PEDRO DEL NORTE

VILLA
SANDINO

ACOYAPA

JUIGALPA

SAN MIGUELITO

PANCHITO

MOZONTEDIPILTO

EL RAMA

MUEYES DE
LOS BUEYES

LA LIBERTAD

SANTO DOMINGO

EL CUAJICARO
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JALAPA

MURRA

JICARO

STA CLARA

SN
FERNANDO

C .ANTIGUA

MOZONTE

OCOTAL

SUSUCAYAN

MACUELIZO

Alali - Mogote 2do

(San Fernando).
Obra                    : Reparación

Longitud             :16 KMS

Avance               : 0%

Unidad Benef :FOD-4

El Estero – Las Palomas (Jalapa)

Obra : Reparación

Longitud :28 KMS

Avance : 0%

Unidad Benef. :FOD-4

Maquen galés – Bolinki (Wiwilí).
Obra : Construcción

Longitud :  5 KMS

Avance : 0%

Unidad benef. :FOD-3

NECESIDAD DE CONSTRUCCION Y REPARACION
CAMINOS RURALES PARA ACCESAR A LOS CAMPOS MINADOS

TEOTECASINTE

WAMBLAN

Achuapa - Mogoton
(San Fernando)

Obra                 : Reparación

Longitud          :17 KMS

Avance            : 0%

Unidad Benef. :FOD-1

Wamblan- Maquen Gales (Wiwilí).
Obra : Reparación

Longitud :23 KMS

Avance : 0%

Unidad benef. :FOD-3

C. Zapote – Chamuscada

(San Fernando).
Obra                  : Reparación

Longitud           :  7 KMS

Avance             : 0%

Unidad Benef.  : FOD-5

LEYENDA

NICARAGUA
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Somotillo

Somoto

Cusmapa

Ocotal
Wiwili

Jalapa

Murra

Jinotega
Matagalpa

Esteli Macizo Peñas Blancas
Abisinia

La Pita del Carmen

Las Cuchillas

San Jerónimo
WaswaliPanchito

Est. Cora

Rama Mahogany
Sisi

Juigalpa

TAT

Est. Rep
Madroño.

La Paz Centro
Pto Sandino

TAT

Somotillo
Villa 15 de Julio

15 puente vía Juigalpa- Rama

San Juan del Norte

Sub Est. Elec.

Boaco

Est. Rep
La Gateada.

Muy Muy

Río Blanco

Corn
Islans

Siuna

Vesubio El Salto

ProfonicsaRosita

Bonanza
Kambla

Waspan

SiSi

Tronquera

San Ramón
TAT

Mulukuku

Lisawe
Sub Est. Elec.

Torre 2

Torre 7

C.M Cabo
Gracias a Dios

TAT

C.M Wamblan

La Chata

Torres de Alta Tensión     323

Sub Estación Eléctrica       03

Puentes 39
Antena Repetidoras           02

Grupo de Minas              584
Tramo Frontera minado

Hidroeléctrica Minada      03

Pistas aéreas                     02

Asentam. y Cooperativas   35
Antigas bases Milit.

SITUACION DE MINAS INSTALADAS-1989
(SEGÚN REGISTRO DEL EJERCITO)

TAT

TAT

Mapa no oficial
Minas Instaladas 135,643
Objetivos minados 991
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N
O MUNICIPIO OBJETIVOS CANT.

MINAS

1 Sn. Fernando Mogote cortado 350

2 Sn. Fernando Mara de guineo 170

3 Sn. Fernando Mogote segundo Nº 1 280

4 Sn. Fernando Las Nubes 200

5 Wiwilí Jinotega Confluencia Amaka B. 1000

6 Wiwilí Jinotega Cerro la Coneja 1000

7 Wiwilí Jinotega Pista Sn. Andrés de B. 1000

8 Bocana de Paiwas El Guayabo N/P

Total General 4000

WIWILÍ JINOTEGA
3000

MINAS
ANTIPERSONALES

BOCANA DE PAIWASBOCANA DE PAIWAS

(El Guayabo)(El Guayabo)

Cantidad noCantidad no

precisadaprecisada

SAN FERNSAN FERNÁÁNDONDO

10001000

MINASMINAS

ANTIPERSONALESANTIPERSONALES

UBICACIÓN DE  CAMPOS MINADOS FUERA DE
REGISTRO (PENDIENTES)

Mapa No Oficial
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Página 1

Anexo 7.1 al 19

Nº MUNICIPIOS / OBJETIVOS  MINAS 
 DESTRUIDAS COORDENADAS TIPOS DE MINAS Situación

* Estelí Concluido
1 Est. Repetidora Quiabú 380 4570-8 PMN concluido
2 Cerro La Laguna 314 4878-3,4 PMN concluido
3 Repetidora Onda Media 380 7366-2 PMN concluido
4 Puente el Tular 29 5768-9 F concluido
5 La Sirena 45 5668-9 F concluido
6 TAT Nº 59 7 3576-2 PMN concluido
7 TAT Nº 60 5 3576-1 PMN concluido
8 TAT Nº 61 6 3575-3 PMN concluido
9 TAT Nº 62 5 3675-6 PMN concluido

10 TAT Nº 63 5 3675-7 PMN concluido
11 TAT Nº 64 8 3674-4 PMN concluido
12 TAT Nº 65 3 3674-2 PMN concluido
13 TAT Nº 66 10 3774-6 PMN concluido
14 TAT Nº 67 2 3774-8 PMN concluido
15 TAT Nº 68 8 3773-3 PMN concluido
16 TAT Nº 69 4 3873-5,9 PMN concluido
17 TAT Nº 70 9 3873-9,2 PMN concluido
18 TAT Nº 71 7 3873-1 PMN concluido
19 TAT Nº 72 8 3972-9,3 PMN concluido
20 TAT Nº 73 8 3972-2 PMN concluido
21 TAT Nº 74 6 4072-7,9 PMN concluido
22 TAT Nº 75 9 4072-2 PMN concluido
23 TAT Nº 76 5 4071-3 PMN concluido
24 TAT Nº 77 9 4171-6 PMN concluido
25 TAT Nº 78 11 4171-9 PMN concluido
26 TAT Nº 79 4 4171-9,1 PMN concluido
27 TAT Nº 80 7 4171-1 PMN concluido
28 TAT Nº 81 5 4270-5 PMN concluido
29 TAT Nº 82 5 4270-4,5 PMN concluido
30 TAT Nº 83 6 4270-9,4 PMN concluido
31 TAT Nº 84 0 4270-9 PMN concluido
32 TAT Nº 85 5 4270-2 PMN concluido
33 TAT Nº 86 3 4370-6,7 PMN concluido
34 TAT Nº 87 6 4370-8 PMN concluido
35 TAT Nº 88 7 4369-4 PMN concluido
36 TAT Nº 89 4 4369-3,9 PMN concluido
37 TAT Nº 90 9 4369-2,3 PMN concluido
38 TAT Nº 91 7 4469-6 PMN concluido
39 TAT Nº 92 9 4469-8 PMN concluido
40 TAT Nº 112 18 4668-2 PMN concluido
41 TAT Nº 113 21 4768-6 PMN concluido
42 TAT Nº 114 13 4768-6,9 PMN concluido
43 TAT Nº 115 19 4768-9 PMN concluido
44 TAT Nº 116 20 4768-2 PMN concluido
45 TAT Nº 117 24 4868-6 PMN concluido
46 TAT Nº 118 17 4868-6,9 PMN concluido
47 TAT Nº 119 22 4868-9 PMN concluido
48 TAT Nº 120 12 4868-9,1 PMN concluido
49 TAT Nº 121 9 4868-1,2 PMN concluido
50 TAT Nº 122 13 4968-6,7 PMN concluido
51 TAT Nº 123 15 4968-8,7 PMN concluido
52 TAT Nº 124 16 4968-8 PMN concluido
53 TAT Nº 125 14 4968-8,1 PMN concluido
54 TAT Nº 126 20 4968-1 PMN concluido

OBJETIVOS POR MUNICIPIOS DESMINADOS EN EL TERRITORIO NACIONAL.

DEPARTAMENTO DE ESTELÍ.

Página 1 OBJETIVOS DESMINADOS Y CONCLUIDOS
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Nº MUNICIPIOS / OBJETIVOS  MINAS 
 DESTRUIDAS COORDENADAS TIPOS DE MINAS Situación

55 TAT Nº 127 8 5068-7 PMN concluido
56 TAT Nº 128 21 5068-7,8 PMN concluido
57 TAT Nº 129 19 5068-8 PMN concluido
58 TAT Nº 130 16 5068-8,1 PMN concluido
59 TAT Nº 131 14 5068-1 PMN concluido
60 TAT Nº 132 17 5168-7 PMN concluido
61 TAT Nº 133 12 5168-7,8 PMN concluido
62 TAT Nº 134 15 5168-8 PMN concluido
63 TAT Nº 135 18 5168-8,1 PMN concluido
64 TAT Nº 136 17 5167-3 PMN concluido
65 TAT Nº 137 16 5267-5 PMN concluido
66 TAT Nº 138 14 5267-4 PMN concluido
67 TAT Nº 139 15 5267-3 PMN concluido
68 TAT Nº 140 18 5367-5 PMN concluido
69 TAT Nº 141 17 5367-4 PMN concluido
70 TAT Nº 142 21 5367-3,4 PMN concluido
71 TAT Nº 143 19 5367-3 PMN concluido
72 TAT Nº 151 34 5567-2 PMN concluido
73 TAT Nº 152 28 5667-6 PMN concluido
74 TAT Nº 153 31 5667-9 PMN concluido
75 TAT Nº 154 29 5667-2 PMN concluido
76 TAT Nº 172 23 5767-6 PMN concluido
77 TAT Nº 173 27 5767-9 PMN concluido
78 TAT Nº 174 21 5767-2 PMN concluido
79 TAT Nº 175 29 5867-6,9 PMN concluido
80 TAT Nº 176 32 5867-9 PMN concluido
81 TAT Nº 177 30 5867-9,2 PMN concluido
82 TAT Nº 178 27 5967-7,9 PMN concluido
83 TAT Nº 179 24 5967-8,9 PMN concluido
84 TAT Nº 180 20 5967-1 PMN concluido
85 TAT Nº 181 19 6067-7 PMN concluido
86 TAT Nº 182 37 6067-8 PMN concluido
87 TAT Nº 183 34 6067-1 PMN concluido
88 TAT Nº 184 30 6167-7 PMN concluido
89 TAT Nº 185 28 6167-8 PMN concluido
90 TAT Nº 186 31 6167-1 PMN concluido
91 TAT Nº 187 30 6267-7 PMN concluido
92 TAT Nº 188 28 6267-8,9 PMN concluido
93 TAT Nº 189 31 6267-2 PMN concluido
94 TAT Nº 190 34 6367-6 PMN concluido
95 TAT Nº 191 26 6367-9 PMN concluido
96 TAT Nº 192 19 6367-2,3 PMN concluido
97 TAT Nº 193 23 6467-5,6 PMN concluido
98 TAT Nº 194 32 6467-4 PMN concluido
99 TAT Nº 195 37 6467-3 PMN concluido

100 TAT Nº 196 34 6568-7 PMN concluido
101 TAT Nº 197 31 6568-8,9 PMN concluido
102 TAT Nº 198 29 6568-2 PMN concluido
103 TAT Nº 199 28 6668-6 PMN concluido
104 TAT Nº 200 35 6668-9 PMN concluido
105 TAT Nº 201 33 6668-2,3 PMN concluido
106 TAT Nº 202 40 6768-5,6 PMN concluido

Sub Total 2'914 106
* Condega Concluido

1 Puente Paso Real 30 F concluido
2 Puente Pire 291 6576-8 F concluido
3 TAT Nº 203 18 6768-4,9 PMN concluido
4 TAT Nº 204 39 6768-3 PMN concluido
5 TAT Nº 205 28 6869-7,8 PMN concluido
6 TAT Nº 206 36 6869-8 PMN concluido
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Nº MUNICIPIOS / OBJETIVOS  MINAS 
 DESTRUIDAS COORDENADAS TIPOS DE MINAS Situación

7 TAT Nº 207 39 6869-1,2 PMN concluido
8 TAT Nº 208 42 6969-6,7 PMN concluido
9 TAT Nº 209 28 6969-9 PMN concluido

10 TAT Nº 210 37 6969-2 PMN concluido
11 TAT Nº 211 27 7069-6 PMN concluido
12 TAT Nº 212 32 7069-4,9 PMN concluido
13 TAT Nº 213 27 7069-3 PMN concluido
14 TAT Nº 214 26 7169-5,6 PMN concluido
15 TAT Nº 215 34 7169-6,9 PMN concluido
16 TAT Nº 216 25 7169-8,9 PMN concluido
17 TAT Nº 217 23 7168-3 PMN concluido
18 TAT Nº 218 29 7268-6 PMN concluido
19 TAT Nº 219 31 7268-7,9 PMN concluido
20 TAT Nº 220 28 7268-8 PMN concluido
21 TAT Nº 221 30 7267-2,3 PMN concluido
22 TAT Nº 222 36 7367-6 PMN concluido
23 TAT Nº 223 28 7367-7,8 PMN concluido
24 TAT Nº 224 34 7366-4 PMN concluido
25 TAT Nº 225 21 7366-2 PMN concluido
26 TAT Nº 226 37 7466-7,8 PMN concluido
27 TAT Nº 227 26 7465-9 PMN concluido

Sub Total 1'082 27
* La Trinidad Concluido

1 Puente La Trinidad 30 3784 F concluido
2 TAT Nº 37 0 3084-9 PMN concluido
3 TAT Nº 38 2 3084-1 PMN concluido
4 TAT Nº 39 6 3183-4,5 PMN concluido
5 TAT Nº 40 9 3183-2 PMN concluido
6 TAT Nº 41 0 3282-4 PMN concluido
7 TAT Nº 42 11 3282-2 PMN concluido
8 TAT Nº 43 7 3382-8 PMN concluido
9 TAT Nº 44 2 3381-2 PMN concluido

10 TAT Nº 45 1 3481-6,9 PMN concluido
11 TAT Nº 46 0 3481-8 PMN concluido
12 TAT Nº 47 0 3480-2,9 PMN concluido
13 TAT Nº 48 7 3479-3 PMN concluido
14 TAT Nº 49 6 3478-5 PMN concluido
15 TAT Nº 50 8 3478-2 PMN concluido
16 TAT Nº 51 9 3579-7 PMN concluido
17 TAT Nº 52 3 3579-5 PMN concluido
18 TAT Nº 53 0 3578-8 PMN concluido
19 TAT Nº 54 8 3577-8 PMN concluido
20 TAT Nº 55 3 3676-4 PMN concluido
21 TAT Nº 56 0 3577-9 PMN concluido
22 TAT Nº 57 5 3577-8,9 PMN concluido
23 TAT Nº 58 3 3576-2,3 PMN concluido

Sub Total 120 23
TOTAL DEPARTAMENTO          4'116 156

* San Lucas Concluido
1 Loma El Común 20 13º 14’ 15”  - 86º 43’ 53” F concluido
2 El Jobo 25 13º 13’ 15”  - 86º 43’ 42’’ FP concluido
3 El Jobo 20 13º 23’ 04”  - 86º 43’ 29” F concluido
4 El Gualiqueme 20 13º 23’ 02”  - 86º 44’ 15” F concluido
5 El Gualiqueme 20 13º 23’ 18”  - 86º 44’ 15” F concluido
6 El Gualiqueme 15 13º 23’ 30”  - 86º 44’ 23” F concluido
7 Los Tablones 30 13º 24’ 38”  - 86º 44’ 10” F concluido
8 Los Tablones 15 13º 25’ 35”  - 86º 43’ 33” F concluido
9 Tapacales 12 13º 26’ 09”  - 86º 42’ 38” F concluido
10 Las Ramadas 15 13º 24’ 38”  - 86º 44’ 20” F concluido

Sub Total 192 10

DEPARTAMENTO DE MADRIZ.
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Nº MUNICIPIOS / OBJETIVOS  MINAS 
 DESTRUIDAS COORDENADAS TIPOS DE MINAS Situación

* San José de Cusmapa Concluido
1 Las Puerticitas 15 13º 14’ 15” -  86º 43’ 53 F concluido
2 Quebrada La Ceiba 77 13º 13’ 15” -  86º 43’ 42” FP concluido
3 Las Puerticitas 15 13º 16’ 10”  - 86º 43’ 53” F concluido
4 El Limon 21 13º 14’ 50”  - 86º 43’ 53” F concluido
5 San Sebastian 9 6428-1 F concluido
6 Matapalo 10 13º 14’ 15” -  86º 43’ 53” F concluido
7 El Jicaral 13 13º 13’ 15”  - 86º 43’ 42” FP concluido
8 Qda. La Ceiba 70 13º 16’ 10”  - 86º 43’ 53” F concluido
9 Qda. La Ceiba 17 13º 14’ 50”  - 86º 43’ 53” F concluido
10 Peña La Tajada 308 13º 16’ 40”  - 86º 46’ 36” F concluido
11 Matapalo 10 13º 14’ 05” -  86º 43’ 53” F concluido
12 La Ceiba 19 13º 16’ 27”  - 86º 43’ 41” F concluido
13 La Tigra 30 13º 16’ 36”  - 86º 43’ 13” FP concluido
14 Loma La Zopilota 6 13º 15’ 42”  - 86º 43’ 12” P concluido
15 El Panama 7 13º 15’ 03”  - 86º 43’ 00” P concluido
16 La Chata 126 13º 14’ 47”  - 86º 43’ 00” F concluido
17 Cerro Peña El Tigre 20 13º 16’ 56”  - 86º 43’ 00” F concluido
18 Cerro Peña El Tigre 40 13º 17’ 17”  - 86º 43’ 06” F concluido
19 Cerro Peña El Tigre 20 13º 17’ 10”  - 86º 42’ 55” F concluido
20 El Roble 50 13º 17’ 21”  - 86º 42’ 29” F concluido
21 Loma El Mogote 50 13º 18’ 40”  - 86º 41’ 51” F concluido
22 Faldas de Loma El Mogote 20 13º 18’ 30”  - 86º 41’ 38” F concluido
23 Loma El Mogote 20 13º 18’ 36”  - 86º 42’ 04” F concluido
24 Cerro Peña El Tigre 20 13º 19’ 17”  - 86º 42’ 22” F concluido

Sub Total 993 24
* Somoto Concluido
1 Est. Rep Quisuca 385 9352 PMN concluido
2 Puente Tapacales 485 8632 F concluido
3 El Espino 20 13º 26’ 54” -  86º 42’ 54” F concluido
4 El Espino 20 13º 26’ 50”  - 86º 43’ 20” F concluido
5 Las Papayas 13 13º 27’ 18”  - 86º 43’ 10” F concluido
6 Las Papayas 15 13º 27’ 41”  - 86º 43’ 26” F concluido
7 El Chaguitón 20 13º 28’ 08”  - 86º 43’ 45” F concluido
8 El Chaguitón 10 13º 28’ 36”  - 86º 44’ 00” F concluido
9 El Chaguitón 10 13º 28’ 58”  - 86º 44’ 10” F concluido
10 El Chaguitón 15 13º 29’ 12”  - 86º 44’ 25” F concluido
11 El Oyote 15 13º 29’ 40”  - 86º 44’ 25” F concluido
12 El Roble 25 13º 30’ 25”  - 86º 44’ 25” F concluido
13 Los Carranzas 25 13º 30’ 57” -  86º 44’ 26” F concluido
14 Los Carranzas 9 13º 31’ 10”  - 86º 44’ 28” F concluido
15 Los Comales 20 13º 31’ 41”  - 86º 44’ 30” F concluido
16 Los Aguacates 24 13º 32’ 14”  - 86º 44’ 37” F concluido
17 Quebrada El Coyol 20 13º 32’ 37”  - 86º 44’ 37” F concluido
18 Quebrada El Coyol 115 13º 33’ 07”  - 86º 44’ 42” F concluido

Sub Total 1'246 18
* Las Sabanas Concluido
1 La Victoria 20 86º 42’ 19”-13º19'34'' F concluido
2 La Victoria 10 86º 42’ 20”-13º19'51'' F concluido
3 La Victoria 10 86º 42’ 10”-13º19'48'' F concluido
4 Alt-1200 100 86º 42’ 21”-13º20'06'' F concluido
5 La Montaña 30 86º 42’ 21”-13º22'28'' F concluido

Sub Total 170 5
* Palacagüina Concluido
1 San Ramón 1560 13º24’37’’ – 86º26’43’’ PMN / PPMI SRII concluido

Sub Total 1'560 1
* Yalagüina Concluido
1 Sub Est. Elect.Yalaguina 711 9055-6 PMN concluido

Sub Total 711 1
* Pueblo Nuevo Concluido
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1 Puente Pueblo Nuevo 30 5878-6 F concluido
Sub Total 30 1
TOTAL DEPARTAMENTO 4'902 60

* San Fernando En Ejecución
1 Puente Inalí 383 8837 F concluido
2 Cuchilla El Zapote Nº2 1278 86º22'42''-13º 43’ 45” F concluido
3 Cuchilla La Chamuscada 1329 86º 22’ 07”-13º 44’ 40” F concluido
4 Cuchilla La Chamuscada 680 86º 22’ 04” -13º 44’ 52” F concluido
5 Las Nubes 301 86º 21’ 57”-13º 45’ 38” F concluido
6 Cuhilla Zapote Nº1 198 86º 22’ 21”-13º 43’ 36” F concluido
7 Cerro La Trojita 134 86º 20’ 46”-13º 44’ 18” F concluido
8 Montaña Bayancun 940 86º 20’ 20”-13º 45’ 10” PF concluido
9 Montaña Bayancun 1149 86º 19’ 58”-13º 46’ 00” PF concluido
10 El Bayancun 285 86º 19’ 58”-13º 45’ 25” F concluido

86º 20’ 10”-13º 44’ 52''
86º 20’ 00”-13º 45’ 11”
86º 20’ 28”-13º 45’ 26”
86º 19’ 40”-13º 46’ 00”
86º 18’ 08”-13º 48’ 13”
86º 18’ 07”-13º 48’ 40”
86º 18’ 47”-13º 47’ 30”
86º 18’ 50”-13º 48’ 05”
86º 17’ 58”-13º 48’ 22”
86º 17’45”-13º 48’ 53”
86º 17’ 29”-13º 48’ 52”
86º 17’ 08”-13º 48’ 32”
86º 16’ 50”-13º 48’ 27”
86º 16’ 28”-13º 48’ 35”

18 Cerro La Exploción 191 86º 21’ 26”-13º 45’ 22” F concluido
19 El Cipresal 1996 13º44'27''-86º22'51'' P/F concluido
20 Cuchilla de En medio 214 1770-8 F concluido

SUB TOTAL 10'458 20
* Wiwilí de N.S En Ejecución
1 Caño La Leona 358 85º 49’ 27”-13º 50’ 36” P/F concluido
2 Caño La Leona 60 85º 49’ 10”-13º 50’ 42” P/F concluido
3 Caño La Leona 100 85º 48’ 45”-13º 50’ 43” P/F concluido

SUB TOTAL 518 3
* Quilali Concluido
1 Poblado La Vigía 100 5605 P/F concluido

SUB TOTAL 100 1
* Jalapa En Ejecución
1 Poblado El Escambray 154 3884 PPMISRII concluido
2 Puente Musulí 40 8564 F concluido
3 La Providencia 10 86º 11’ 41”-13º 55’ 30” F concluido

86º 11’ 09”-13º 56’ 49”
86º 11’ 21”-13º 56’ 54”

5 Río Solonlí 0 86º 10’ 40”-13º 58’ 13” F concluido
6 El Bosque 40 86º 08’ 06”-13º 59’ 57” F concluido

86º 08’ 48”-13º 01’ 50”
86º 07’ 05”-13º 01’ 19”
86º 07’ 22”-13º 02’ 08”
86º 07’ 25”-13º 02’ 12”
86º 06’ 28”-13º 02’ 54”
86º 06’ 23”-13º 03’ 20”
86º 05’ 49”-13º 03’ 20”
86º 05’06”-13º 03’ 50”
86º 04’ 50”-13º 04’ 04”
86º 03’ 32”-13º 03’ 06”
86º 03’ 02”-13º 03’ 54”
86º 02’ 29”-13º 03’ 54”

concluido

12 Mojón Guallucalí 134 F

11 Murupuchi 149 F

10 Guanzapo 89 F

17 El Ural 244

9 Guanzapo 180

8 Siuce 126

7

4 Cerro Aguila 12 F

concluido

16 El Ural 170 F

13 Cerro Villa Flor 148

15

14

12

F

271 F

130 F

Cerro Villa Flor 

DEPARTAMENTO DE NUEVA SEGOVIA.

11 Cerro Guayaba 105 concluido

F

F

F

F

92

concluido

concluido

concluido

concluido

concluido

concluido

concluido

concluido

Cerro Villa Flor 312 F

concluido

Siuce F

concluido

Cerro Guayaba

concluido
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86º 01’ 43”-13º 04’ 21”
86º 02’ 15”-14º 04’ 08”
86º 02’ 50”-14º 04’ 03”
86º 01’ 28”-14º 03’ 33”
86º 01’ 08”-14º 03’ 25”
86º 02’ 11”-14º 02’ 51”
86º 01’ 45”-14º 02’ 22”
86º 01’ 50”-14º 02’ 31”
86º 02’ 02”-14º 02’ 26”
86º 01’ 55”-14º 02’ 16”
86º 03’ 18”-14º 02’ 24”
86º 01’ 32”-14º 02’ 11”
86º 02’ 10”-14º 01’ 14”
86º 02’ 08”-14º 01’ 05”
86º 02’ 18”-14º 00’ 53”
86º 02’ 23”-14º 00’ 52”

21 La Cantina 63 86º 02’ 19”-14º 00’ 43” F concluido
86º 02’ 32”-14º 00’ 37”
86º 02’ 17”-14º 00’ 38”
86º 02’ 31”-14º 00’ 15”
86º 02’ 32”-14º 00’ 10”
86º 01’ 48”-13º 59’ 34”
86º 01’ 40”-13º 59’ 49”
86º 01’ 47”-13º 59’ 12”
86º 01’ 26”-13º 59’ 22”

26 Quebrada Montenegro 132 86º 02’ 18”-13º 59’ 33” F concluido
27 Quebrada Montenegro 18 86º 03’ 03”-13º 59’ 28” F concluido
28 Cerro Los Esclavos 1375 86º 00’ 31”-13º 58’ 52” P/F concluido

86º 00’ 26”-13º 58’ 48”
86º 00’ 02”-13º 58’ 20”

30 Cementerio Pampas 380 86º 00’ 30”-13º 57’ 30” F concluido
31 Norte de Las Pampas 116 86º 00’ 23”-13º 57’ 40” F concluido
32 Detrás Cemet. Pampas 124 86º 00’ 28”-13º 57’ 53” F concluido

86º 00’ 25”-13º 58’ 09”
86º 00’ 02”-13º 57’ 55”
85º 58’ 52”-13º 58’ 00”
85º 58’ 22”-13º 57’ 38”
85º 58’ 39”-13º 57’ 40”
85º 58’ 10”-13º 56’ 50”
85º 57’ 59”-13º 56’ 55”
85º 58’ 14”-13º 57’ 13”
85º 58’ 05”-13º 56’ 33”
85º 57’ 58”-13º 56’ 41”

38 Casa Quemada 78 86º 14’ 25”-13º 53’ 51” F concluido
39 Santa Teresa 76 86º 12’ 03”-13º 54’ 52” F concluido
40 Montaña La Loma 162 86º 11’ 30”-13º 54’ 23” F concluido
41 Loma El Secreto 47 86º 11’ 30”-13º 54’ 30” F concluido
42 La Providencia 30 86º 11’ 26”-13º 55’ 21” F concluido
43 Escambray 60 86º 10’ 22”-13º 57’ 53” F concluido
44 Río Solonlí 134 86º 10’ 05”-13º 58’ 02” F concluido
45 El Barillal 127 86º 09’ 29”-13º 58’ 22” F concluido
46 La Laguna 191 86º 09’ 01”-13º 58’ 58” F concluido
47 Santa Rosa 103 86º 08’ 28”-13º 59’ 02” F concluido
48 Pampas-Río Macaralí 256 86º 00’ 22”-13º 57’ 26” PF concluido
49 Orilla Río Macaralí 198 86º 00’ 23”-13º 57’ 19” F concluido
50 El Boqueron 88 85º 59’ 21”-13º 57’ 48” F concluido
51 El Boqueron 1500 85º 57’ 21”-13º 56’ 46” PF concluido

85º 58’ 22”-13º 56’ 52”
85º 56’ 59”-13º 56’ 47”

concluido

52 La Capilla 246 F concluido

37 Las Pampas 154 F

concluido

concluido

36 Las Pampas 181 F concluido

35 Las Pampas 179

34 Las Pampas 176 F

concluido

33 Las Pampas 160 F concluido

29 Cerro Los Esclavos 152 F

concluido

24 Poza Redonda 106 F concluido

23 Llano El Guapinol 118

22 La Cantina 69 F

20 concluido

concluido

concluido18 Río Poteca 147 F

19 Hacienda Namaslí

concluido

17 Las Higueras 539 F concluido

16 Las Higueras 

concluido15 Las Higueras 429 F

concluido

13 El Porvenir 130 F concluido

14 El Porvenir 138 F

F

F

F87

Poza Redonda concluido159

F

concluido

Hacienda Namaslí 33 F

1120 F

25
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85º 57’ 30”-13º 56’ 40”
85º 57’ 08”-13º 56’ 48”

54 Río Arriba 93 4211-5 F concluido
55 La Capilla  Nº 10 98 4212-7 F concluido
56 Las Pampas Nº 12 133 86º00’18.4’’-13º58’02.5’’ F concluido
57 Zacateras Nº 2 56 85º56’37.2-13º55’38’’ F concluido
58 La Laguna Nº 2 89 86º09’26.8’-13º59’24.2’’ F concluido
59 San Antonio 126 86º07’51.4’’-14º00’07.3’’ F concluido
60 Cerro los Esclavos  Nº 2 171 86º00’32.1’’-13º58’51.3’’ F concluido
61 Ojo de Agua 80 86º00’58.1’’-13º55’34.8’’ F concluido

13º45'38'' - 86º19'43''
13º45'54'' - 86º20'15''

63 San Antonio 42 4793-2 F concluido 
SUB TOTAL 11'874 63

* Murra En Ejecución
1 Comarca Wanito 110 85º 53’ 32”-13º 54’ 00” F concluido
2 Comarca Wanito 122 85º 53’ 50”-13º 54’ 01” F concluido
3 Playa Hermosa 137 85º 53’ 51”-13º 54’ 00” F concluido
4 Playa Hermosa 279 85º 54’ 08”-13º 54’ 07” P/F concluido
5 Playa Hermosa 134 85º 54’ 49”-13º 54’ 08” F concluido
6 Playa Hermosa 162 85º 54’ 55”-13º 54’ 56” F concluido
7 Wanito 3000 85º 53’ 21”-13º 53’ 27”
8 Wanito 263 85º 55’ 07”-13º 53’ 05”
9 Wanito 321 85º 51’ 57”-13º 59’ 58”
10 Los Planes de Wanito 229 85º 51’ 45”-13º 55’ 05” F concluido
11 Vuelta Redonda 342 85º 50’ 10”-13º 53’ 30” F concluido

85º 50’ 51”-13º 54’ 49”
85º 50’ 20”-13º 54’ 10”
85º 50’ 28”-13º 53’ 04”

13 Quebrada Negra 2'390 13º53’59’’ – 85º53’04.9’’ P/F concluido
14 Quebrada Congojas 300 85º50'49''-13º52'18.9'' P/F concluido
15 Quebrada Congojas 85º 50’ 12”-13º 52’ 42”
16 Hasta Caño La Leona 85º 49’ 13”-13º 51’ 00”
17 Wanito Arriba 124 85º53'4.8''-13º53'39.5'' P/F concluido 
18 Guapinol N°1 228 85º50'16.6''-13º51'32.5'' P/F concluido 
19 Guapinol N°2 93 85º50'13.5''-13º51'17.2'' P/F concluido 
20 Guapinol N°3 76 3126-1,8 F concluido 
21 Guapinol N°4 65 85º 49’ 40”-13º 51’ 28” P/F concluido 
22 Guapinolito Gpo Nº 5 12 85º49'50''-13º51'40'' P/F concluido 
23 La Reforma 0 85º51'59.6-13º48'42.9'' P/F concluido 
24 Rápido El Carretón 396 85º49'52''-13º50'51.1'' P/F concluido 

SUB TOTAL 12'130 24
* Ocotal Concluido
1 Puente San Fabián 12 1456 F concluido
2 Puente Río Coco 146 0457 F concluido

SUB TOTAL 158 2
* Dipilto Concluido
1 Puente Nopata 45 1354 F concluido

86º 38’ 43”-13º 46’ 36”
86º 37’ 04”-13º 47’ 04”

3 Cerro La Peña  0 86º 36’ 58”-13º 46’ 49” F concluido
4 Brujil 0 86º 36’ 29”-13º 46’ 52” F concluido

86º 35’ 00”-13º 46’ 58”
86º 34’ 50”-13º 46’ 40”

6 Cerro La Picona 223 86º 34’ 30”-13º 46’ 52” F concluido
7 Las Manos 345 85º 33’ 48”-13º 47’ 36” F concluido
9 El Reten 40 85º 33’ 44”-13º 47’ 52” F concluido
10 El Reten 30 85º 33’ 21”-13º 47’ 59” F concluido
11 Cerro La Laguna 96 85º 33’ 10”-13º 47’ 51” F concluido

85º 32’ 24”-13º 47’ 55”
85º 32’ 09”-13º 48’ 05”

12

F

106 F concluido5

concluido

concluido

12 El Aguacatal 83 F concluido

2 Mata de Platano 40

concluido

P/F concluido

200

53 La Capilla 179 F

El Bayuncun 

1495

1852 PMN-PPMISRRIICerro La Supa - La Pulgosa concluido

P/F

62 F concluido

Suyatal
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85º 31’ 45”-13º 47’ 22”
85º 31’ 36”-13º 47’ 09”
85º 31’ 25”-13º 46’ 40”
85º 31’ 12”-13º 46’ 31”
85º 30’ 52”-13º 46’ 30”
85º 30’ 52”-13º 46’ 20”
85º 30’ 32”-13º 46’ 14”
85º 30’ 20”-13º 46’ 22”

17 La Tablazon 160 85º 30’ 01”-13º 46’ 08” F concluido
18 Las Nubes 73 85º 29’ 48”-13º 45’ 36” F concluido
19 Las Nubes 52 85º 29’ 36”-13º 45’ 38” F concluido

SUB TOTAL 1858 19
* Mozonte En Ejecución
1 Las Nubes 26 86º 29’ 24”-13º 46’ 00” F concluido
2 Cuchilla La Gloria 30 86º 29’ 05”-13º 46’ 05” F concluido
3 Cerro Pinabete 44 86º 28’ 38”-13º 45’ 50” F concluido
4 Cerro Pinabete 60 86º 28’ 52”-13º 45’ 39” F concluido
5 Río Soledad 30 86º 28’ 29”-13º 45’ 23” F concluido
6 Río Soledad 30 86º 28’ 11”-13º 45’ 27” F concluido
7 Cerro Pinabete 30 86º 27’ 30”-13º 45’ 40” F concluido
8 Cerro Pinabete 35 86º 27’ 18”-13º 45’ 51” F concluido
9 Monte Loma El Pastal 55 86º 27’ 13”-13º 45’ 40” F concluido
10 Loma El Pastal 61 86º 27’ 01”-13º 44’ 39” F concluido
11 Montaña El Soncuan 90 86º 23’ 49”-13º 45’ 08” F concluido

SUB TOTAL 491 11
* Santa María de Ococona Concluido
1 Loma Oscura 46 86º 42’ 53”-13º 47’ 00” F concluido
2 Loma Oscura 42 86º 42’ 06”-13º 46’ 55” F concluido
3 Quebrada El Carrizal 80 86º 40’ 00”-13º 46’ 28” F concluido
4 Quebrada Quajiniquil 66 86º 39’ 19”-13º 46’ 30” F concluido

SUB TOTAL 234 4
* Jícaro Concluido
1 Puente Río Jícaro 100 9437 F concluido

SUB TOTAL 100 1
TOTAL DEPARTAMENTO 37'921 148

* San Pedro del Norte Concluido
1 El Panal 106 6310-9 F concluido
2 La Vijagua 35 6589-3 FP concluido
3 Los Laureles 3 6411-3 FP concluido
4 El Ranchón 74 6610-6 FP concluido
5 La Cabaña 76 6611-5 FP concluido
6 El Cajero 49 6611-3 F concluido
7 El Cortezal 79 6712-9 FP concluido
8 El Cementerio 41 6712-4 F concluido
9 La Fortaleza 30 6713-1 F concluido
10 Paso El Aguila 28 6713-2 FP concluido
11 Paso Bomba 12 6713-2 F concluido
12 Fila El Carreto 48 6913-5 F concluido
13 Montaña La Hoya 33 6914-4 F concluido
14 Los Pozitos 57 6917-2 FP concluido
15 Palo Blanco 54 6621-7 P concluido
16 El Falcón 14 6719-7 P concluido
17 Los Hornitos 16 6721-9 FP concluido
18 Los Chiqueritos 48 6820-5 FP concluido
19 El Variador 307 6922-9 FP concluido
20 Cerro Coyolito 2 6614-5 FP concluido
21 La Sabaneta 16 6921-3 FP concluido
22 San Pedro 4 6713-1 F concluido
23 EL Ocotillo 51 6510-7 F concluido
24 Poza Larga 83 86º 54’ 38”-13º 12’ 38” FP concluido
25 Los Cedros 68 86º 54’ 57”-13º 13’ 27” F concluido
26 El Tamarindo 10 86º 54’ 10”-13º 13’ 18” F concluido
27 El Panal 12 86º 54’ 08”-13º 14’ 18” F concluido
28 El Panal 10 86º 54’ 12”-13º 14’ 30” F concluido

concluido

DEPARTAMENTO DE CHINANDEGA.

16 Cuchilla La Tablazon 132 F

concluido

15 Cuchilla La Tablazon 141 F concluido

14 Cerro Cipres 114 F

concluido13 Las Dificultades 178 F
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Sub Total 1'366 28
* Santo Tomás Concluido
1 Vado Ancho 0 5409-6,9 P concluido 
2 Los Micos 326 4708-5 P concluido 
3 Santo Tomás 103 5707-3 F/P concluido 
4 Cerro Nana Chepa 65 86º 54’ 50”-13º 13’ 10” F/P concluido 
5 El Panal 10 86º 54’ 12”-13º 14’ 30” F concluido 

Sub Total 504 5
* Cinco Pinos Concluido
1 Los Cedros/Qda. Honda 77 6109-3 F concluido

Sub Total 77 1
* Villa nueva Concluido
1 Puente Estero Real 400 3016-2 PMN concluido
2 Puente Hato Grande 392 1410-8 PMN,POMZ,PMD-6 concluido
3 TAT Nº 149 69 3613-9y1 PMN concluido
4 TAT Nº 150 68 3712-5 PMN concluido
5 TAT Nº 151 71 3712-6y9 PMN concluido
6 TAT Nº 152 65 3712-1y8 PMN concluido
7 TAT Nº 153 66 3711-3 PMN concluido
8 TAT Nº 154 71 3811-9 PMN concluido
9 TAT Nº 155 66 3811-8 PMN concluido
10 TAT Nº 156 65 3811-1y8 PMN concluido
11 TAT Nº 157 68 3910-6 PMN concluido
12 TAT Nº 158 62 3910-9 PMN concluido
13 TAT Nº 159 71 3910-1y8 PMN concluido
14 TAT Nº 160 77 4009-5y6 PMN concluido
15 TAT Nº 161 67 4009-9 PMN concluido
16 TAT Nº 162 64 4009-1y8 PMN concluido

Sub Total 1'742 16
* San Francísco del Norte Concluido
1 Agua Buena 76 6723-5 F concluido
2 El Caireño 282 6724-4 F concluido
3 Los Platanares 17 6323-5 FP concluido
4 La Montaña 8 6227-6 FP concluido
5 Los Araditos 24 6424-6 FP concluido
6 Escuela Los Araditos 15 6225-4 FP concluido
7 La Pitahaya 0 6424-5 F concluido
8 Los Aguacates 12 6625-2 FP concluido
9 Loma de En medio 16 6625-4 F concluido
10 Peña El Jicote 42 6626-9 F concluido
11 Las Puertecitas 30 6527-1 FP concluido
12 El Jicaral 13 6129-7 F concluido
13 Los Aguacates 43 6624-5 F concluido

Sub Total 578 13
* Somotillo Concluido
1 Puente Río Negro 445 3912-7 PMN,POMZ,PMD-6 concluido
2 Puente Río Gallo 0 4110-4 0 concluido
3 Puente Tecomapa 0 4210-9 0 concluido
4 TAT Nº 163 52 4108-9 PMN concluido
5 TAT Nº 164 37 4108-8,3 PMN concluido
6 TAT Nº 165 51 4107-3 PMN concluido
7 TAT Nº 166 50 4207-5,6 PMN concluido
8 TAT Nº 167 43 4207-8,9 PMN concluido
9 TAT Nº 168 43 4207-8,1 PMN concluido
10 TAT Nº 169 48 4206-3 PMN concluido
11 TAT Nº 170 51 4306-6,9 PMN concluido
12 TAT Nº 171 44 4306-7,8 PMN concluido
13 TAT Nº 172 46 4305-8 PMN concluido
14 TAT Nº 171 F/R 46 4305-9 PMN concluido
15 Las 40tas. 440 3595-7 F concluido
16 Palo Grande 2061 3596-6 F concluido
17 Los Encuentros 1563 3901-7 FP concluido
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18 Las Canoas 623 3800-1 FP concluido
19 Las Mesas 2 3504-1 FP concluido
20 La Ceiba 420 4004-7 FP concluido
21 La Reforma 945 4206-3 F concluido
22 Paso Naranjo 884 1305-6 FP concluido
23 Loma Kilanchin 8 3503-3 F concluido
24 El Portillo 1356 4205-3 F concluido
25 El Pilón 556 4406-8 FP concluido
26 Valle Torre 2 766 4507-3 F concluido
27 Los Rojas 1024 4710-8 F concluido
28 Las jaguas 190 5009-2 F concluido
29 Las Minitas 22 4407-9 FP concluido
30 Cerro Cayambuo 626 4004-5 P concluido
31 El Guasaule 45 4305-8 P concluido
32 El Duende 680 4808-1 FP concluido
33 El Cuadro 850 4808-7 FP concluido
34 Los Huatales 196 5308-6 FP concluido
35 Santa Inés 41 5309-6 FP concluido

Sub Total 14'254 35
TOTAL DEPARTAMENTO 18'521 98

* El Sauce Concluido
1 San Miguelito 1'585 1337-8 PMN-PPMISRII concluido

Sub Total 1'585 1
* La Paz Centro Concluido
1 TAT Nº 59 0 6034 -3,4 0 concluido
2 TAT Nº 60 0 6035 -8 0 concluido
3 TAT Nº 61 0 6035 - 9,6 0 concluido
4 TAT Nº 62 0 6035 - 5 0 concluido
5 TAT Nº 63 0 5935 -3 0 concluido
6 TAT Nº 64 0 5936 - 1,9 0 concluido
7 TAT Nº 65 12 5936 - 9 PMD - 6M concluido
8 TAT Nº 66 9 5936 - 9,6 PMD - 6M concluido
9 TAT Nº 67 4 5936 - 6,7 PMD - 6M concluido
10 TAT Nº 68 0 5836 - 1 PMD - 6M concluido
11 TAT Nº 69 11 5836 - 8 PMD - 6M concluido
12 TAT Nº 70 7 5835 - 4,5 PMD - 6M concluido
13 TAT Nº 71 8 5835 - 5,6 PMD - 6M concluido
14 TAT Nº 72 3 5735 - 2 PMD - 6M concluido
15 TAT Nº 73 15 5735 - 9 PMD - 6M concluido
16 TAT Nº 74 10 5735 - 9,7 PMD - 6M concluido
17 TAT Nº 75 6 5635 - 1 PMD - 6M concluido
18 TAT Nº 76 17 5634 - 4 PMD - 6M concluido
19 TAT Nº 77 9 5634 - 5,9 PMD - 6M concluido
20 TAT Nº 78 13 5634 - 6 PMD - 6M concluido
21 TAT Nº 79 15 5534 - 2 PMD - 6M concluido
22 TAT Nº 80 2 5534 - 1,9 PMD - 6M concluido
23 TAT Nº 81 7 5534 - 7,8 PMD - 6M concluido
24 TAT Nº 82 10 5533 - 5 PMD - 6M concluido
25 TAT Nº 83 8 5433-3,9 PMD - 6M concluido

SUB TOTAL 166 25
TOTAL DEPARTAMENTO 1'751 26

* San Francísco Libre Concluido
1 Estación Rep.El Madroño 760 12º32'15.8''-86º03'27.5'' PMN concluido
2 Pista Aérea Panchito 3430 12º20'17''-86º11'10'' PMN - POMZ concluido

TOTAL DEPARTAMENTO 4'190 2

DEPARTAMENTO DE LEÓN.

DEPARTAMENTO DE MANAGUA.
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* San Juan del Sur Concluido
1 Puente Ochomogo 0 11º40'30''-86º01'42'' 0 concluido
2 Puente Gil Gonzalez 0 11º32'10''-85º53'45 0 concluido
3 GM – Nº 1 El Naranjo 83 2542-6 y 9 PPMI SR II concluido
4 GM – Nº 2 Cuatro Caminos 79 2643-1 y 2 PPMI SR II concluido
5 GM – Nº 3 La Florcita 76 2844-8 y 9 PPMI SR II concluido
6 GM – Nº 4 85 3044-6 PPMI SR II concluido
7 GM – Nº 5 Rancho Luna 82 3246-8 PPMI SR II concluido
8 GM Nº 6  F/R 156 3347-1 PPMI SR II concluido
9 GM Nº 7  F/R 226 3447-3 PPMI SR II concluido

SUB TOTAL 787 9
* Cárdenas Concluido
1 TAT N° 172 180 N/P PMN concluido
2 TAT Nº 255 41 4049-6 PMN concluido
3 TAT Nº 256 34 3949-3 PMN concluido
4 TAT Nº 257 39 3949-4 PMN concluido
5 TAT Nº 258 37 3950-7 PMN concluido
6 TAT Nº 259 29 3850-7 PMN concluido
7 GM – Nº 1 El Almendro 86 3749-9 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
8 GM – Nº 2 La Pimienta 65 3850-7 Y 9 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
9 GM Nº 3 91 3050-1 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
10 GM Nº 4 97 3951-1 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
11 GM Nº 5 97 4051-9 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
12 GM Nº 6 43 4052-8 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
13 GM Nº 7 76 4052-9 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
14 GM Nº 8 74 4053-8 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
15 GM Nº 9 89 3955-2 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
16 GM Nº 10 93 3956-4 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
17 GM Nº 11 86 3957-4 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
18 GM Nº 12 85 3957-7 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
19 GM Nº 13 92 3858-6 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
20 GM Nº 14 76 3759-8 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
21 GM Nº 15 81 3660-8 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
22 GM – Nº 16 Tiruri  73 3462-3 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
23 GM – Nº 17 Lugar San Pancho 93 3365-9 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
24 GM Nº 18 79 3266-3 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
25 GM – Nº 19 Sitio la Huaca  81 3368-5 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
26 GM Nº 20 94 3772-5 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
27 GM Nº 21 89 3176-7 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
28 GM Nº 22 62 3077-8 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
29 GM – Nº 23 Orosi  70 3079-4 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
30 GM Nº 24 65 2980-3 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
31 GM Nº 25 76 2883-9 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
32 GM Nº 26 69 2688-9 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
33 GM – Nº 27 Lugar Portugal 78 2490-2 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
34 GM Nº 28 81 2491-3 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido
35 GM – Nº 29 Las Haciendas 97 2493-8 PPMI SRII / PTMI -K concluido

SUB TOTAL 2'698 35
TOTAL DEPARTAMENTO 3'485 44

* Juigalpa Concluido
1 Est. Repetidora Matayagual 400 6178-5,9 P/F concluido
2 Puente el Bopal 19 0510 PMN concluido
3 Puente Cuisala 50 6243 PMN concluido
4 Puente Cedro Macho 9 4073-7 PMN concluido
5 Puente Ocongua 27 3100 PMN concluido
6 Puente Quinama 11 2710 PMN concluido
7 Puente Piedra Grande 26 3690 PMN concluido
8 Puente El Cacao 2 2750 PMN concluido

DEPARTAMENTO DE RIVAS.

DEPARTAMENTO DE CHONTALES.
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9 Puente La Gorra 82 2980 PMN concluido
10 Puente La Concha 16 4680 PMN concluido
11 Puente Cara de Mono 23 4103 PMN concluido
12 Puente Murra 172 9350 PMN concluido
13 TAT Nº  57 72 2618-3 PMN concluido
14 TAT Nº  58 79 2619-2 PMN concluido
15 TAT Nº  59 76 2619-3 PMN concluido
16 TAT Nº  60 69 2620-2 PMN concluido
17 TAT Nº  61 74 2720-2y3 PMN concluido
18 TAT Nº  62 71 2720-3 PMN concluido
19 TAT Nº  63 70 2721-7 PMN concluido
20 TAT Nº  64 79 2721-6 PMN concluido
21 TAT Nº  65 81 2721-5 PMN concluido
22 TAT Nº  66 74 2722-6 PMN concluido
23 TAT Nº  67 72 2722-4 PMN concluido
24 TAT Nº  68 80 2723-8 PMN concluido
25 TAT Nº  69 73 2723-9 PMN concluido
26 TAT Nº  70 70 2723-4 PMN concluido
27 TAT Nº  71 69 2724-8 PMN concluido
28 TAT Nº  72 77 2724-2 PMN concluido
29 TAT Nº  73 76 2724-4 PMN concluido
30 TAT Nº  74 81 2725-8 PMN concluido
31 TAT Nº  75 76 2725-9 PMN concluido
32 TAT Nº  76 72 2726-8 PMN concluido
33 TAT Nº  77 68 2726-9 PMN concluido
34 TAT Nº  78 65 2727-8 PMN concluido
35 TAT Nº  79 70 2727-9 PMN concluido
36 TAT Nº  80 66 2727-4 PMN concluido
37 TAT Nº  81 77 2728-9 PMN concluido
38 TAT Nº  82 82 2728-4 PMN concluido
39 TAT Nº  83 84 2729-8 PMN concluido
40 TAT Nº  84 65 2729-4 PMN concluido
41 TAT Nº  85 67 2730-9 PMN concluido
42 TAT Nº  86 68 2730-4 PMN concluido
43 TAT Nº  87 81 2731-9 PMN concluido
44 TAT Nº  88 77 2731-4 PMN concluido
45 TAT Nº  89 66 2732-8 PMN concluido
46 TAT Nº  90 86 2732-9 PMN concluido
47 TAT Nº  91 74 2733-8 PMN concluido
48 TAT Nº  92 79 2733-9 PMN concluido
49 TAT Nº  93 83 2733-4 PMN concluido
50 TAT Nº  94 88 2734-8 PMN concluido
51 TAT Nº  95 81 2734-9 PMN concluido
52 TAT Nº  96 76 2734-4 PMN concluido
53 TAT Nº  97 79 2735-8 PMN concluido
54 TAT Nº  98 74 2735-9 PMN concluido
55 TAT Nº  99 85 2735-4 PMN concluido
56 TAT Nº  100 78 2736-8 PMN concluido
57 TAT Nº  101 64 2736-4 PMN concluido
58 TAT Nº  102 79 2737-8 PMN concluido
59 TAT Nº  103 69 2737-9 PMN concluido
60 TAT Nº  104 77 2737-4 PMN concluido
61 TAT Nº  105 65 2738-8 PMN concluido
62 TAT Nº  106 81 2738-9 PMN concluido
63 TAT Nº  107 86 2738-4 PMN concluido
64 TAT Nº  108 82 2739-8 PMN concluido
65 TAT Nº  109 88 2739-9 PMN concluido
66 TAT Nº  110 81 2739-3 PMN concluido
67 TAT Nº  111 77 2740-1 PMN concluido
68 TAT Nº  112 82 2740-2 PMN concluido
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69 TAT Nº  113 69 2741-1 PMN concluido
70 TAT Nº  114 89 2741-2 PMN concluido
71 TAT Nº  115 84 2741-3 PMN concluido
72 TAT Nº  116 87 2742-9 PMN concluido
73 TAT Nº  117 78 2743-4 PMN concluido
74 TAT Nº  118 86 2743-8 PMN concluido
75 TAT Nº  119 80 2743-9 PMN concluido
76 TAT Nº  280 78 12º05’46.5’’ – 85º23’02.2’’ PMN concluido
77 TAT Nº  283 80 12º05’25.8’’ – 85º22’29.8’’ PMN concluido
78 TAT Nº  284 79 12º05’11.8’’ – 85º22’15.5’’ PMN concluido
79 TAT Nº  285 81 12º05’50.0’ – 85º22’14.0 PMN concluido
80 TAT Nº  286 85 12º05’02’’- 85º21’46.0’’ PMN concluido
81 TAT Nº  287 86 12º04’59.0’’ – 85º21’36.8 PMN concluido
82 TAT Nº  288 88 12º04’52.5’’ – 85º21’27.0’’ PMN concluido
83 TAT Nº  289 78 12º04’43.7’’ – 85º21’17.7’’ PMN concluido
84 TAT Nº  290 75 12º04’40’’ – 85º21’07’’ PMN concluido
85 TAT Nº  291 77 12º04’34.0’’ – 85º20’57’’ PMN concluido
86 TAT Nº  292 80 12º05’07.0’’ – 85º20’47.0’’ PMN concluido
87 TAT Nº  293 83 12º02’21.6’’ – 85º16’26.3 PMN concluido
88 TAT Nº  294 84 12º02’21.8’’ – 85º16’26.6’’ PMN concluido
89 TAT Nº  295 80 12º02’18.8’’ – 85º16’17.9 PMN concluido
90 TAT Nº  296 78 12º03’52.7’’- 85º19’56.6’’ PMN concluido
91 TAT Nº  297 79 12º03’49.3’’ – 85º19’45.7’’ PMN concluido
92 TAT Nº  298 85 12º03’40.0’’ - 85º19’35.1’’ PMN concluido
93 TAT Nº  299 91 12º03’32.0’’ – 85º19’24.0’’ PMN concluido
94 TAT Nº  300 74 12º03’28.0’’ – 85º19’08.2’’ PMN concluido
95 TAT Nº  301 64 12º03’16.6’’ – 85º18’52.8’’ PMN concluido
96 TAT Nº  302 83 12º03’09.4’’ – 85º18’41.1’’ PMN concluido
97 TAT Nº  303 74 12º00’25.0’’ – 85º14’30.0’’ PMN concluido
98 TAT Nº  304 81 12º00’27.5’’ – 85º14’10.5’’ PMN concluido
99 TAT Nº  305 86 12º02’51.0’’ – 85º17’50.0’’ PMN concluido
100 TAT Nº  306 75 12º02’45.0’’ – 85º17’32.1’’ PMN concluido
101 TAT Nº  307 66 12º02’39.9’’ – 85º17’17.3’’ PMN concluido
102 TAT Nº  308 79 12º02’32.5’’ – 85º16’57.4’’ PMN concluido
103 TAT Nº  309 84 12º02’29.2’’ – 85º16’47.8’’ PMN concluido
104 TAT Nº  310 89 12º02’21.6’’ – 85º16’26.3’’ PMN concluido
105 TAT Nº  311 76 12º02’21.8’’ – 85º16’26.6’’ PMN concluido
106 TAT Nº  312 73 12º02’18.8’’ – 85º16’17.9’’ PMN concluido
107 TAT Nº  313 84 12º02’06’’ – 85º16’06’’ PMN concluido

SUB TOTAL 8'206 107
* Villa Sandino Concluido
1 Sub Est Elect.La Curva 71 11º59’57.1’’ – 84º45’42’’ PMN concluido
2 Est. Repetidora La Gateada 351 11º59'28.1''-84º46'27.8'' PMN / MON 50 concluido
3 Puente El Chilamate 8 2725 PMN concluido
4 Puente Muhan 5 9310 PMN concluido
5 Puente Presillas 34 8100 PMN concluido
6 PuenteGuarumo 51 4300 PMN concluido

SUB TOTAL 520 6
* San Pedro del Lóvago Concluido
1 Puente de Lovago 0 4004-2 0 concluido

SUB TOTAL 0 1
* Santo Tomás Concluido
1 Puente La Vainilla 0 2891-6 0 concluido

SUB TOTAL 0 1
* Boaco Concluido
1 Puente Piedra Colorada 36 7650 PMN concluido
2 Puente Sacal 70 8757 PMN concluido
3 Puente Congo 92 9374 PMN concluido
4 Puente Río Negro 117 9471 PMN concluido
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5 Puente Bagua 67 9663 PMN concluido
6 Puente Taswas 103 9558-6 PMN concluido
7 Puente La Esperanza 410 6571-2 PMN concluido
8 Puente Las Cañas 74 8051 PMN concluido
9 Puente El Tule 0 6940-3 0 concluido

SUB TOTAL 969 9
* Camoapa Concluido
1 Sub Est. Elect. El Papayal 0 5247-6 0 concluido

SUB TOTAL 0 1
TOTAL DEPARTAMENTO 9'695 125

* El Tuma - La Dalia En Ejecución
1 Sub Estación Elect El Tuma 83 4435-8,9 PMN concluido
2 Puente El Tuma 277 4435 PMN-PMD-6 concluido
3 Puente Los Angeles 0 6142-5 0 concluido
4 Puente La Conchita 0 5937-7 0 concluido

SUB TOTAL 360 4
* Matagalpa Concluido
1 Pista Aerea Waswali 1'988 2710-3 PMN concluida
2 Comunidad San Jerónimo 3'239 13º47’37’’ – 85º43’57’’ PMN concluida
3 Puente Las Carpas 0 6657-4 0 concluida
4 Puente El Pital 49 6761-2 PMN concluida

SUB TOTAL 5'276 4
* San Ramón Concluido
1 Sub Est. Elect. San Ramón 0 2925-5 0 concluido

SUB TOTAL 0 1
* Muy Muy Concluido
1 Poblado Matiguas 809 7577 PMN concluido
2 Poblado La Patriota 200 3277 P/F concluido
3 Puente El Esquirín 12 12º48'18''-83º38'53.5 PMN concluido
4 Puente Piedra Colorada 100 1148-8 PMN concluido
5 Puente Paso Real 7 1559-9 PMN concluido

SUB TOTAL 1'128 5
* Sébaco Concluido
1 Puente Río Viejo 308 2393 PMN concluido
2 TAT Nº 25-26         Torre Doble 180 4000-3 PMN concluido
3 TAT Nº 26-27         Torre Doble 165 4000-4 PMN concluido
4 TAT Nº 27-28         Torre Doble 175 4000-5 PMN concluido
5 TAT Nº 28          86 3900-3 PMN concluido
6 TAT Nº 29         98 3900-4 PMN concluido
7 TAT Nº 30          89 3900-5 PMN concluido
8 TAT Nº 31          97 3800-3 PMN concluido
9 TAT Nº 32          94 3800-4 PMN concluido
10 TAT Nº 33          92 3800-5 PMN concluido
11 TAT Nº 34          96 3700-3 PMN concluido
12 TAT Nº 35-36         Torre Doble 184 3700-4 PMN concluido
13 TAT Nº 36-37         Torre Doble 193 3700-5 PMN concluido
14 TAT Nº 37-38         Torre Doble 187 3600-2,3 PMN concluido
15 TAT Nº 38-39         Torre Doble 190 3600-3,9 PMN concluido
16 TAT Nº 39           89 3600-4,9 PMN concluido
17 TAT Nº 40           84 3600-9,6 PMN concluido
18 TAT Nº 41          75 3600-6 PMN concluido
19 TAT Nº 42          82 3500-2 PMN concluido
20 TAT Nº 43          79 35002,9 PMN concluido
21 TAT Nº 44           88 3500-9,8 PMN concluido
22 TAT Nº 45         85 3500-7 PMN concluido

DEPARTAMENTO DE MATAGALPA.
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23 TAT Nº 46          81 3400-1 PMN concluido
24 TAT Nº 47 87 3400-1,8 PMN concluido
25 TAT Nº 48 63 3400-8 PMN concluido
26 TAT Nº 49 91 3400-8,7 PMN concluido
27 TAT Nº 50 86 3400-7 PMN concluido
28 TAT Nº 51 69 3300-1 PMN concluido
29 TAT Nº 52 80 3300-1,8 PMN concluido
30 TAT Nº 53 85 3300-8 PMN concluido
31 TAT Nº 54 75 3300-8,7 PMN concluido
32 TAT Nº 55 69 3300-7 PMN concluido
33 TAT Nº 56 88 3200-1 PMN concluido
34 TAT Nº 57 82 3200-1,8 PMN concluido
35 TAT Nº 58 80 3299-4 PMN concluido
36 TAT Nº 59 86 3299-4,5 PMN concluido
37 TAT Nº 60 85 3299-5 PMN concluido
38 TAT Nº 61 83 3199-3 PMN concluido
39 TAT Nº 62 89 3199-3,4 PMN concluido
40 TAT Nº 63 84 3199-4 PMN concluido
41 TAT Nº 64 64 3199-4,5 PMN concluido
42 TAT Nº 65 68 3199-5 PMN concluido
43 TAT Nº 66 96 3099-3 PMN concluido
44 TAT Nº 67 91 3099-3,4 PMN concluido
45 TAT Nº 68 90 3099-4,9 PMN concluido
46 TAT Nº 69 96 3099-9,5 PMN concluido

SUB TOTAL 4'784 53
* San Isidro Concluido
1 TAT Nº 34 10 2885-2 PMN concluido
2 TAT Nº 35 5 2985-8 PMN concluido
3 TAT Nº 36 8 2984-3 PMN concluido

Sub Total 23 3
* Waslala Concluido
1 Poblado Waslala 400 7475 PMN concluido
2 Puente El Bijao 0 6349-5 0 concluido
3 Puente Yaoska 0 6667-4 0 concluido

SUB TOTAL 400 3
* San Antonio de las Cuchillas Concluido
1 Comunidad Las Cuchillas 11'401 6625-5 P/F concluido

SUB TOTAL 11'401 1
* Ciudad Darío Concluido
1 Puente El Venado 150 0398 PMN concluido

SUB TOTAL 150 1
TOTAL DEPARTAMENTO 23'522 75

* El cúa En Ejecución
1 Sub Est. Elect.El Cúa 80 7743 PMN concluido
2 Poblado San Jose de Bocay 160 0060 PMN concluido
3 Poblado Pita El Carmen 2044 7334 PMN-POMZ concluido
4 Poblado Bocay 300 9960-8 PMN-POMZ concluido
5 Poblado El Laberinto 400 3856 PMN concluido
6 Puente El Cúa 300 4329 PMD-6 concluido
7 La Chata 186 6978-9 PMN-POMZ concluido
8 Sector C 0 85º32'22''-13º32'03'' 0 concluido
9 La Pista 0 85º32'27-13º32'34'' 0 concluido
10 Hoquiwas 220 85º32'22''-13º32'.03'' PMN-POMZ concluido

SUB TOTAL 3'690 10
* Wiwilí de Jinotega En Ejecución
1 Poblado Plan de Garma 536 13º39'35''-85º39'39'' P concluido
2 Comunidad Wamblam 1205 2643 PMN-PPMISRII concluido

DEPARTAMENTO DE JINOTEGA.
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3 Boca de Poteca 2'242 13º49’43’’ – 85º45’19’’ PMN-PPMISRII concluido
4 Rápido el Boquete 952 13º59’39’’ – 85º45’39’’ PMN-PPMISRII concluido
5 La Balzada 1'450 13º50’52.5 – 85º40’03.5 PMN-PPMISRII concluido

13º50’40.0’’ – 85º48’25.0’’
13º50’22.4’’ – 85º47’40.7’’

7 Rápido el Guapino 396 3127-5 PMN-PPMISRII concluido
SUB TOTAL 7'163 7

* Yalí Concluido
1 Puente Monte Cristo 37 7282-9 F concluido
2 Puente La Naranjita 327 7187-6 F concluido

SUB TOTAL 364 2
* Pantasma Concluido
1 Comunidad Estancia Cora 0 13º23'12''-85º55'06' PMN-PPMISRII concluido
2 Comunidad La Marañosa 458 13º30’56’’ – 85º48’09’’ PMN-PPMISRII concluido
3 Comunidad Pantasma 450 7717 PMN concluido
4 Puente La Marañosa 0 9328-3 Jan-00 concluido

SUB TOTAL 908 4
* Jinotega En Ejecución
1 Sub Est. Elect. Planta C A. 5'063 13º06’15’’ – 86º03’27’’ PMN concluido
2 Comunidad Abisinia 1'216 1313 PMN-PPMISRII concluido
3 Comunidad El Subterraneo 812 9141-7 N/P concluido
4 Comunidad Bocaysito 400 13º22’36’’ – 85º37’41’’ PMN concluido
5 TAT Nº 3               95 4802-3 PMN concluido
6 TAT Nº 4               98 4802-9 PMN concluido
7 TAT Nº 5             99 4702-1,2 PMN concluido
8 TAT Nº 6              96 4702-8 PMN concluido
9 TAT Nº 7-7             Torre Doble 168 4601-3 PMN concluido
10 TAT Nº 8-8             Torre Doble 152 4601-9 PMN concluido
11 TAT Nº 9-9             Torre Doble 186 4601-7 PMN concluido
12 TAT Nº 10-10         Torre Doble 169 4501-1 PMN concluido
13 TAT Nº 11-11         Torre Doble 172 4501-1,8 PMN concluido
14 TAT Nº 12-12         Torre Doble 176 4501-8 PMN concluido
15 TAT Nº 13-13         Torre Doble 197 4500-4,5 PMN concluido
16 TAT Nº 14-14         Torre Doble 175 4400-3 PMN concluido
17 TAT Nº 15-16         Torre Doble 183 4400-4 PMN concluido
18 TAT Nº 16-17         Torre Doble 172 4400-5 PMN concluido
19 TAT Nº 17-18         Torre Doble 160 4300-3 PMN concluido
20 TAT Nº 18-19         Torre Doble 160 4300-5 PMN concluido
21 TAT Nº 19-20         Torre Doble 130 4200-3 PMN concluido
22 TAT Nº 20-21         Torre Doble 160 4200-4 PMN concluido
23 TAT Nº 21-22         Torre Doble 160 4200-5 PMN concluido
24 TAT Nº 22-23         Torre Doble 160 4100-3 PMN concluido
25 TAT Nº 23-24         Torre Doble 160 4100-4 PMN concluido
26 TAT Nº 24-25         Torre Doble 141 4100-5 PMN concluido

SUB TOTAL 10'860 44
* San José de Bocay En Ejecución
1 Bocaycito 44 8449 P / F concluido
2 Bocaycito 295 85º37'41''-13º22'36'' P / F concluido
3 La Reforma 16 85º32'05''-13º32'10'' P / F concluido

SUB TOTAL 355 3
* Wamblan En Ejecución
1 Altura sur-oeste Wamblam 15 2343-1 P / F concluido
2 Elevación 440 143 0061-3 P / F concluido
3 Altura La Ceiba 175 1561-1 P / F concluido
4 Altura Barrio Pobre 251 P / F concluido
5 Cerro José Siles 45 P / F concluido
6 Asentamiento AAA-ZGU-1 192 9758-1,5 P / F concluido
7 PM-BON-INF 106 9758-8 P / F concluido
8 Barrio Wamblam 136 2943-9 P / F concluido
9 El Barro 414 85º44'12.6'-13º43'38'' P / F concluido
10 Boca de Wamblan 1'090 3136-3 / 3336-5 P / F concluido

SUB TOTAL 2567 10

concluido6 Rápido la Suiza 382 PMN-PPMISRII
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TOTAL DEPARTAMENTO 25'907 80

* San Carlos Concluido
1 GM Nº 1 31 2505-6 PPMISR-II concluido
2 GM Nº 2 18 2505-5 PPMISR-II concluido
3 GM Nº 3 25 1806-3y4 PPMISR-II concluido
4 GM Nº 4 26 1807-2y3 PPMISR-II concluido
5 GM Nº 5 29 1807-5 PPMISR-II concluido
6 GM Nº 6 16 1908-8 PPMISR-II concluido
7 GM Nº 7 19 1808-1y2 PPMISR-II concluido
8 GM Nº 8 25 1808-3 PPMISR-II concluido
9 GM Nº 9 22 1808-9 PPMISR-II concluido
10 GM Nº 10 27 1808-4 PPMISR-II concluido
11 GM Nº 11 35 1808-7y8 PPMISR-II concluido
12 GM Nº 12 17 1810-7 PPMISR-II concluido
13 GM Nº 13 20 1710-5 PPMISR-II concluido
14 GM Nº 14 26 1811-9 PPMISR-II concluido
15 GM Nº 15 19 1711-5 PPMISR-II concluido
16 GM Nº 16 34 1612-1 PPMISR-II concluido
17 GM Nº 17 21 1612-3 PPMISR-II concluido
18 GM Nº 18 18 1713-1 PPMISR-II concluido
19 GM Nº 19 27 1613-5 PPMISR-II concluido
20 GM Nº 20 24 2319-6 PPMISR-II concluido
21 GM Nº 21 22 1730-1y2 PPMISR-II concluido
22 GM Nº 22 31 1429-5 PPMISR-II concluido
23 GM Nº 23 Bocana Dos Bocas 19 1429-4 PPMISR-II concluido
24 GM Nº 24 26 2445-3 PPMISR-II concluido
25 GM Nº 25 12 2345-3 PPMISR-II concluido
26 GM Nº 26 26 2748- PPMISR-II concluido
27 GM Nº 27 21 2348-3 PPMISR-II concluido
28 GM Nº 28 32 2349-1 PPMISR-II concluido
29 GM Nº 29 20 2450-1y2 PPMISR-II concluido
30 GM Nº 30 27 2452-7 PPMISR-II concluido
31 GM Nº 31 33 2652-5y7 PPMISR-II concluido
32 GM Nº 32 29 2552-3 PPMISR-II concluido
33 GM Nº 33 Lugar Fátima 24 2455-1 y 7 PPMISR-II concluido
34 GM Nº 34 30 2456-7 PPMISR-II concluido
35 GM Nº 35 26 2458-1y9 PPMISR-II concluido
36 GM Nº 36 22 2259-9 PPMISR-II concluido
37 GM Nº 37 15 2259-5 PPMISR-II concluido
38 GM Nº 38 19 2160-4 PPMISR-II concluido
39 GM Nº 39 21 2161-9 PPMISR-II concluido
40 GM Nº 40 16 2161-1 PPMISR-II concluido
41 GM Nº 41 28 2161-4 PPMISR-II concluido
42 GM Nº 42 23 2162-8y9 PPMISR-II concluido
43 GM Nº 43 15 2162-3 PPMISR-II concluido
44 GM Nº 44 34 2263-5y6 PPMISR-II concluido
45 GM –Nº 45 Lugar la Trocha 31 2264-8 PPMISR-II concluido
46 GM Nº 46 Lug. Julio Sandova 35 2264-3 PPMISR-II concluido
47 GM Nº 47 31 2968-3 PPMISR-II concluido
48 GM Nº 48 15 1968-9 PPMISR-II concluido
49 GM Nº 49 24 1872-5y9 PPMISR-II concluido
50 GM Nº 50 34 1772-3 PPMISR-II concluido
51 GM Nº 51 18 1874-6 PPMISR-II concluido
52 GM Nº 53 21 1774-7 PPMISR-II concluido
53 GM Nº 54 33 1774-3 PPMISR-II concluido

SUB TOTAL 1'292 53

DEPARTAMENTO DE RÍO SAN JUAN.
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Nº MUNICIPIOS / OBJETIVOS  MINAS 
 DESTRUIDAS COORDENADAS TIPOS DE MINAS Situación

* El Castillo Concluido
1 GM Nº 1 15 1875-6 PPMISR-II concluido 
2 GM Nº 2 21 1776-6 PPMISR-II concluido 
3 GM Nº 3 19 1776-1 PPMISR-II concluido 
4 GM –Nº 04 Poco Sol 19 1581-7 PPMISR-II concluido 
5 GM –Nº 05 26 1580-7 PPMISR-II concluido 
6 GM –Nº 06 La Virgen 19 1480-7 PPMISR-II concluido 
7 GM –Nº 07  Buenos Aires  15 1480-6 PPMISR-II concluido 
8 GM –Nº 08 19 1478-6 PPMISR-II concluido 
9 GM –Nº 09 Lugar el Porvenir 20 1278-3 PPMISR-II concluido 
10 GM –Nº 10 24 1580-6 PPMISR-II concluido 
11 GM –Nº 11 El Bambú 20 89-8y9 PPMISR-II concluido 
12 GM –Nº 12 La Estrella 24 1585-6 y 7 PPMISR-II concluido 
13 GM –Nº 13 19 1485-2y9 PPMISR-II concluido 
14 GM –Nº 14 21 1485-9 PPMISR-II concluido 
15 GM –Nº 15 22 1485-4 PPMISR-II concluido 
16 GM –Nº 16 27 1486-1 PPMISR-II concluido 
17 GM –Nº 17 16 1486-9y4 PPMISR-II concluido 
18 GM –Nº 18 23 1688-1,2y9 PPMISR-II concluido 
19 GM –Nº 19 La Perilla 19 1689-9 PPMISR-II concluido 
20 GM –Nº 20 Boca San Carlos 22 1404-7 PPMISR-II concluido 
21 GM Nº 21 19 9606-7 PPMISR-II concluido 
22 GM Nº 22 19 9508-8y9 PPMISR-II concluido 
23 GM Nº 23 25 9610-1 PPMISR-II concluido 

SUB TOTAL 473 23
* San Juan de Nicaragua Concluido
1 GM Nº 1 0 9612-8 PMN y PPMISR-II concluido 
2 GM Nº 2 68 9412-6 PMN y PPMISR-II concluido 
3 GM Nº 03Lgr el Ñomblon 95 9019-1 PMN y PPMISR-II concluido 
4 GM Nº 04 23 0804-8,7 PMN y PPMISR-II concluido 
5 GM Nº 05 74 0804-5,8 PMN y PPMISR-II concluido 
6 GM Nº 06 9 0804-5 PMN y PPMISR-II concluido 
7 GM Nº 07 1 0861-4 PMN y PPMISR-II concluido 
8 GM Nº 08  Lugar el Jenízaro 14 1057-4 PMN y PPMISR-II concluido 
9 GM Nº 09  Lugar santa Fe 11 0957-2 PMN y PPMISR-II concluido 
10 GM Nº 10  Lugar Santa Isabel 0 0957-8,7 PMN y PPMISR-II concluido 
11 GM Nº 11 176 1256-5 PMN y PPMISR-II concluido 
12 GM Nº 12  Lugar el Cuatro 4 0896-7,8 PMN y PPMISR-II concluido 
13 Isla Morgan 279 9019-9 PMN y PPMISR-II concluido 
14 Cangrejera 400 9618-7 PMN y PPMISR-II concluido 
15 San Juan 41 0802-3 PMN y PPMISR-II concluido 

SUB TOTAL 1'195 15
TOTAL DEPARTAMENTO 2'960 91

* Muelle de los Bueyes Concluido
1 Puente Siquia 8 2088 PMN concluido
2 Puente Río Mico 26 3670 PMN concluido
3 Puente El Encanto 19 4970 PMN concluido
4 Puente El Espavel 3 2850 PMN concluido
5 Puente El Ayote 0 8132-9 PMN concluido

SUB TOTAL 56 5
* Bocana de Paiwas En  Ejecución
1 Mulukuku 2'359 5622 PMN concluido

SUB TOTAL 2'359 1
* Bluefields Concluido
1 Poblado Sisi 367 3924 PMN concluido
2 Poblado Mahogany 400 3827 PMN concluido

SUB TOTAL 767 2
* Corn Island Concluido
1 Poblado Monte Pleasant 25 4118 PMN-PPMISRII concluido

SUB TOTAL 25 1
TOTAL DEPARTAMENTO 3'207 9

REGIÓN AUTÓNOMA del ATLÁNTICO SUR.
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Nº MUNICIPIOS / OBJETIVOS  MINAS 
 DESTRUIDAS COORDENADAS TIPOS DE MINAS Situación

* Puerto Cabezas Concluido
1 Poblado Kambla 830 14º04'18''-83º24'08'' PPMISRII,PTMI-K concluido
2 Puente Likus 120 9712-8,9 PPMISRII concluido
3 Puente Sisin 304 7923-9 PPMISRII concluido
4 Unidad Militar de Kambla 710 83º 24’ 20”-14º 04’ 40” P/F concluido
5 TORRE No. 45 80 83º 23’ 10”-14º 04’ 30” P/F concluido
6 TORRE No. 48 40 83º 17’ 10”-14º 10’ 20” N/P concluido

SUB TOTAL 2'084 6
* Siuna Concluido
1 Est. Rep. Cerro la Antena 680 13º43'47'' - 84º46'15'' P y F Concluido
2 Comunidad Lisawe 601 6826 PMN Concluido
3 Puente Lisawe 0 6825-9 Concluido

SUB TOTAL 1'281 3
* Waspan Concluido
1 Comunidad Tronquera 883 14º34'5.7''-84º00'37'' PPMISRII,PMD-6 concluido
2 Klrak 60 83º 51’ 16”-14º 46’ 20” F concluido
3 Saupura 95 83º 55’ 12”-14º 45’ 30” F concluido
4 Ulwas 70 83º 56’ 00”-14º 64’ 38” P concluido
5 Leymus 80 84º 05’ 18”-14º 43’ 41” P concluido
6 San Luis 75 84º 06’ 00”-14º 44’ 50” F concluido
7 Corinto 72 84º 06’ 29”-14º 47’ 18” F concluido
8 Bull Sirpi 218 84º 09’ 15”-14º 42’ 57” P concluido
9 San Jerónimo 200 84º 11’ 35”-14º 42’ 56” P concluido
10 Santa Fé 121 84º 17’ 13”-14º 39’ 40” F concluido
11 La Esperanza 180 84º 24’ 28”-14º 39’ 16” P concluido
12 Torre 2 88 83º 46’ 33”-14º 45’ 10” F concluido
13 Bull Kamp 146 84º05'3.1-14º43'20.3'' F concluido
14 Dariapa 40  83º15'54.2''-14º53'43.2'' P concluido
15 Praribaykan 180 83º16'8.8''-14º53'3.8'' P concluido
16 Cabo Viejo 105 83º14'40.8''-14º56'56.4'' F concluido
17 Billwaskarma 103 83º53'00''-14º45'32'' P concluido
18 Lakuntara 74 14º45'17.9''-84º04'48.4`` F concluido
19 San Rafael 267 83º37'53.8''-14º48'24.3'' P concluido
20 Yabaltaka 145 F concluido

SUB TOTAL 3'202 20
* Rosita Concluido
1 Profonicsa 2684 84º 04’ 35”-14º 00’ 20” P/F concluido

SUB TOTAL 2'684 1
* Bonanza Concluido
1 Salto Grande 1150 84º 37’ 00”-14º 04’ 00” P/F concluido
2 El Vesubio 852 84º 40’ 20”-13º 52’ 45” P/F concluido
3 Siempre Viva 130 5257-4 P/F concluido

SUB TOTAL 2'132 2
* Cabo Gracias a Dios Concluido
1 Kum 110 83º 42’ 55”-14º 48’ 52” P/F concluido
2 Unidad Militar de Tronquera 880 84º 00’ 36”-14º 34’ 00” P/F concluido
3 Puesto fronterizo de Bismuna 132 83º 24’ 45”-14º 45’ 06” P/F concluido
4 En la costa camino al cabo 55 83º 14’ 00”-14º 58’ 20” P/F concluido
5 En la barra de Cabo Gracias a 75 83º 08’ 30”-14º 59’ 45” P/F concluido
6 Costa camino al cabo 95 83º 14’ 50”-14º 57’ 05” P/F concluido
7 Barra Tukrus 120 84º 20’ 25”-14º 40’ 20” P/F concluido
8 Cerro de la Laguna al Cabo 122 5358-2 P/F concluido
9 Barra No2 del Cabo 90 83º 14’ 50”-15º 04’ 20” P/F concluido
10 Uhri 75 83º 50’ 10”-14º 46’ 15” P/F concluido
11 Wasla 135 83º 44’ 08”-14º 48’ 03” P/F concluido
12 Saklin 50 83º 51’ 00”-14º 46’ 20” P/F concluido

SUB TOTAL 1'939 12
TOTAL DEPARTAMENTO 13'322 44
TOTAL GENERAL 153'499 958

REGIÓN AUTÓNOMA del ATLÁNTICO NORTE.

 3,655 minas destruidas pertenecen a campos minados que se encuentran en proceso y estan divididos de la siguiente manera:Rio el 
Cipresal 1,402, Boa - El Saltito 681, Cerro la Paloma 296, Cuchilla el Zapote 413, Macizo de Peñas Blancas 863.A su vez 1,507 minas 
destruidas fuera de registro pertenecen a las atenciones de denuncias realizadas en todo el territorio nacional.                                            
TOTAL GENERAL  158,661                                                                                                                                                                              
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E n  N icaragua  a lred ed or de   800  perso na s h an  sid o  v íc tim as de  m in as an ti-perso n ales  
y  arte facto s exp losivo s, en tre  e llo s, m u jeres, h o m bres y  n iñ o s.   
E n  la  m ay oría  de  la s co m u nidades a fectada s p o r la  p resen cia  de  m inas se  h a  
obstacu lizad o  e l desarro llo  y  a m pliación  de  á rea s agríco las  y  gan aderas, así co m o  e l 
estab lecim ien to  de  n u evos a sen tam ien tos h u m an os, a fectan do  d irectam ente  la  
econ om ía  fam ilia r y  sub sisten cia  de  la s m ism as. 
 
E n  v ista  de  qu e  gran  pa rte  de  la  po blació n  cam pesin a  a fectada  no  reg istra  lo s 
fa llec im ien tos po r fa lta  d e  acceso  a  la  a ten ción  h osp ita la ria , ex iste  u n  su b-reg istro  de  
v íc tim as, po r lo  qu e e s d ifíc il de ta lla r co n  p recisión  e l n ú m ero  rea l de  a fectados y  de  
fa llec im ien tos po r m in as.  
 
L os so b rev iv ien tes de  m in as te rrestres adem á s d e  su frir  daño s físicos y  p sico lóg ico s, 
a fron tan  u na  gran  carga  socio -econ ó m ica . 
    
E ste  repo rte  m uestra  in fo rm ació n  d e lo s acciden tes ocu rrid os en  la s d iferen tes 
reg ion es de l pa ís, a sí co m o el n úm ero  de  a fectados p or acciden te . 
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Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

Región VI

JinotegaDepartamento:

El Cuá

Cuá-Bocay 1 1 No UXO20/12/1983
Cuá-Bocay 1 1 No Mina01/01/1987
Cuá-Bocay 1 1 No Mina17/08/1986
Cuá-Bocay 1 1 No Mina30/01/2006
Cuá-Bocay 1 1 No Mina01/01/1980
La Pita del Carmen 1 1 Unknown Mina08/09/1987
Cuá-Bocay 1 1 Unknown Mina
La Pita del Carmen 1 1 No Mina10/02/1990
San Gerónimo 1 1 No Mina12/10/1986
Cuá-Bocay 3 3 No Mina12/03/1989
La Pita del Carmen 1 1 No Mina01/01/1985
Makengales 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1990
La Pita del Carmen 1 1 No UXO12/04/1987
Cuá-Bocay 1 1 No UXO04/11/1985
La Pita del Carmen 2 2 No UXO01/01/1987
La Pita del Carmen 1 1 No Mina16/09/1986
San Isidro 1 1 Unknown UXO16/04/1987
La Pita del Carmen 1 1 No UXO29/04/1985
El Bote 1 1 No UXO03/04/1991
Cuá-Bocay 1 1 Yes Mina05/06/1986
La Pita del Carmen 1 1 No Mina01/08/1981
El Bambu 1 1 Unknown Mina27/01/1987
El Cedro 1 1 No UXO10/10/1984
Valle Los Herrera 1 1 No UXO11/08/1984
Valle Los Herrera 1 1 No Mina20/12/1984
Golfo Central 1 1 No Mina15/08/1988
Subterraneo 1 1 No UXO01/01/1985
El Chilamate 1 1 No Mina03/08/1986
La Pita del Carmen 1 1 No Mina20/03/1985
La Pita del Carmen 1 1 Unknown UXO27/04/1986
La Pita del Carmen 1 1 No UXO01/10/1990
Cuá-Bocay 1 1 No Mina25/05/1985



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

La Pavona 1 1 Unknown UXO11/04/1985
La Pavona 1 1 No Mina10/10/1990
La Pita del Carmen 1 1 No Mina20/03/1985
La Pita del Carmen 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1999
Cuá-Bocay 1 1 Unknown Mina22/04/2001
La Pita del Carmen 1 1 Yes Mina03/04/2001
El Bote 1 1 Unknown UXO01/08/1987
La Pita del Carmen 1 1 No UXO24/10/1987
La Pita del Carmen 1 1 No UXO07/12/1984
Abisinia 1 1 No UXO10/04/1986
EL CUA 1 1 Unknown UXO01/05/1994
EL CUA 1 1 No Mina12/03/1987
Arenales 1 1 No Mina07/12/1987
Arenales 1 1 No Mina04/05/1996
Valle Los Condega 1 1 No Mina23/06/1994
Cuá-Bocay 1 1 No Mina20/05/1987
Abisinia 1 1 No Mina06/09/1993
Valle Los Condega 1 1 Unknown UXO07/07/1984
Pavona Arriba 1 1 No UXO10/08/1985
Caño de la Cruz 1 1 Unknown Mina16/05/1989
Caño de la Cruz 1 1 No UXO23/06/1982
Caño de la Cruz 1 1 No UXO10/08/1986
Caño de la Cruz 1 1 No UXO10/08/1985
Caño de la Cruz 1 1 No Mina21/09/1987
Caño de la Cruz 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1986
Caño de la Cruz 1 1 No UXO01/01/1991
Abisinia 1 1 No Mina22/11/1985
Caño de la Cruz 1 1 Unknown UXO01/01/1987
Caño de la Cruz 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1990

Jinotega

El Sarayal 1 1 No UXO06/05/1986
San Antonio Las Cuchillas 1 1 No Mina17/09/2002
San Antonio Las Cuchillas 1 1 No Mina06/06/1986
Las Lajas 1 1 No UXO11/01/1991
San Antonio Las Cuchillas 1 1 No Mina22/12/1989
San Antonio Las Cuchillas 1 1 No Mina01/10/1988
San Antonio Las Cuchillas 1 1 No Mina01/06/1989
San Antonio Las Cuchillas 1 1 No Mina13/03/2004



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

La Virgen #1 1 1 No Mina24/06/1990
Jinotega 1 1 Unknown Mina01/01/1983
La Virgen #1 1 1 No UXO01/07/1986
San Isidro 1 1 No UXO16/09/1987
El Cacao 1 1 No Mina27/04/1990
El Cacao 1 1 No Mina01/01/1995
Planta Centroamérica 1 1 No Mina13/08/1991
Planta Centroamérica 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1988
Santa Fe 1 1 No UXO01/01/1984
La Porrita 1 1 Unknown UXO16/08/1986
Cullalí 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1994
Planta Centroamérica 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1988
Planta Centroamérica 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1998
La Virgen #1 1 1 No UXO18/04/1987
Monterrey 1 1 No UXO19/08/1989
Planta Centroamérica 1 1 No Mina17/03/1988
San Antonio Las Cuchillas 1 1 Unknown Mina20/05/1985
San Antonio Las Cuchillas 1 1 Yes Mina19/03/1988
Asturias 1 1 No Mina07/04/1986
Asturias 1 1 No Mina21/08/1998
Asturias 1 1 No UXO23/05/1985
Asturias 1 1 No UXO01/12/1986
Los Cedros 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1990
Planta Centroamérica 1 1 No Mina22/04/1987
Jinotega 1 1 Unknown Mina24/09/1987
Monterrey 1 1 No UXO19/10/1988
Jinotega 1 1 No UXO10/05/1985
Planta Centroamérica 2 1 1 No Mina22/04/1987
Planta Centroamérica 1 1 No Mina25/12/1996
Planta Centroamérica 1 1 Yes Mina19/07/1990
Planta Centroamérica 1 1 No Mina22/12/2005
El Cacao 1 1 Unknown Mina02/03/1989
El Níspero 1 1 No Mina02/05/1996
Jinotega 1 1 No Mina19/06/1985
Jinotega 1 1 No Mina13/05/1982
Jinotega 1 1 Unknown Mina01/01/1988
Monterrey 1 1 No UXO20/09/1988
Tomayunca 1 1 Unknown UXO18/01/1994
Peñas Blancas 1 1 No UXO01/01/1994



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

Rio Grande 1 1 Unknown Mina01/09/1988
El Horno 1 1 No Mina31/12/1989
San Francisco Los Cedros 1 1 No UXO19/11/1988
San Francisco Los Cedros 1 1 Unknown UXO15/10/1984
El Dorado 1 1 No Mina17/09/2002
San Francisco Los Cedros 2 1 1 No UXO13/10/1988
La Pita 1 1 No UXO10/04/1986
Mancotal 1 1 No UXO18/02/1985
Cerrones 1 1 No UXO08/09/2002

La Concordia

La Concordia 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1994

San José de Bocay

San José de Bocay 1 1 No Mina10/07/1987
San José de Bocay 1 1 No Mina04/07/1984
Agua Caliente 1 1 Unknown Mina12/04/1987
Santa Rosa de Tapascum Sector #1 1 1 Unknown UXO16/02/1992
Agua Caliente 1 1 No Mina01/03/1988
San José de Bocay 1 1 No Mina14/02/1987
Santa Teresa Del Cedro 1 1 Unknown Mina01/01/1986
Caño Yuluwas 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1994
San José de Bocay 1 1 No UXO24/07/1984
San José de Bocay 1 1 Unknown Mina01/04/1989
San José de Bocay 1 1 Unknown Mina25/05/1987
Agua Sarca 1 1 No Mina31/12/1987
Boca de Amaka 1 1 No Mina12/03/1990
San Miguel de Kininowas 4 3 1 No UXO02/12/2005
Boca de Amaka 1 1 No Mina16/03/1988
San José de Bocay 1 1 No Mina03/08/1988
San José de Bocay 1 1 No Mina05/04/1992
Bocaycito 1 1 No Mina01/01/1985
Ayapal 1 1 No UXO16/09/1984
San José de Bocay 1 1 No Mina25/01/1986
San José de Bocay 1 1 Unknown Mina01/01/1987
San José de Bocay 1 1 No Mina20/04/1987
Ayapal 1 1 No Mina26/09/1987
Bocaycito 1 1 No Mina02/07/1986
El Golfo 1 1 No Mina04/05/1998



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

San José de Bocay 1 1 No Mina14/09/1986
Amak 1 1 No Mina25/05/1990
Oskiwas 1 1 Unknown Mina01/01/1980
Amak 1 1 No Mina17/04/1987
San José de Bocay 1 1 No Mina28/05/1985
San José de Bocay 1 1 Unknown Mina23/08/1984
Boca de Amaka 1 1 No Mina12/03/1988
Amak 1 1 No Mina12/04/1987
Amak 1 1 No Mina10/03/1988
Amak 1 1 No Mina14/03/1985
Amak 1 1 No Mina13/06/1988
Amak 1 1 No Mina17/06/1995
Wina 1 1 No UXO01/06/1992
San Miguel de Kininowas 1 1 No UXO20/08/2000
San José de Bocay 2 1 1 No Mina26/12/1987

San Rafael del Norte

SAN RAFAEL DEL NORTE 1 1 Unknown Mina05/08/1987
SAN RAFAEL DEL NORTE 1 1 Unknown UXO06/12/1987
SAN RAFAEL DEL NORTE 1 1 No Mina17/03/1987
SAN RAFAEL DEL NORTE 1 1 No Mina14/09/1987
Los Chaguitones 1 1 No UXO23/09/1984
Las Mercedes 1 1 No Mina10/11/1993

San Sebastián de Yalí

La Rica 1 1 No UXO01/03/1983
La Pavona 1 1 No Mina04/06/1984
La Pavona 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1999
La Pavona 1 1 sin informacion Mina04/02/1988
La Pavona 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1989
Pavona Arriba 2 1 1 No Mina23/03/1990
Las Colinas 1 1 No Mina17/07/1990
Palo Blanco 1 1 Yes Mina01/01/1987
La Rica 1 1 Unknown UXO01/01/1989
El Tigre 1 1 No UXO01/08/1985
La Rica 1 1 Unknown UXO15/02/1987
Los Terreros 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1986
El Volcan 1 1 No Mina11/08/1985
San Sebastián de Yalí 1 1 Unknown UXO10/08/1984



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

Santa María de Pantasma

Estancia Cora 2 2 Unknown Mina07/10/2003
Estancia Cora 1 1 No Mina11/03/1987
El Aserrio 2 2 No Mina20/10/1986
Santa María de Pantasma (Casco Urbano) 1 1 Unknown UXO28/11/1988
Estancia Cora 1 1 No Mina11/08/1992
Pantasma 1 1 Unknown UXO01/01/1987
LAS PRADERAS 1 1 No Mina20/10/1986
El Tigre 1 1 Unknown UXO15/02/1991
Bramadero 1 1 No Mina28/04/1987
Malecon 1 1 No UXO16/07/1984
LAS PRADERAS 1 1 No Mina20/10/1987
El Chamorro 1 1 Unknown Mina01/04/1988
Aguas Calientes 1 1 No Mina01/11/1984
Jiquelite 1 1 No UXO18/07/1984
Santa María de Pantasma (Casco Urbano) 1 1 No Mina18/10/1986
San Vicente 1 1 No UXO05/08/1988
Pantasma 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1990
LAS PRADERAS 1 1 No Mina15/11/1987
Sompopera 1 1 No Mina01/01/1983
Pantasma 1 1 No Mina23/07/1984
Penquillas 1 1 No Mina01/08/1986
Jiquelite 2 1 1 No UXO28/05/1984
Sompopera 1 1 No Mina11/12/1983
Sompopera 1 1 Unknown UXO20/02/1979
El Sacramento 1 1 Unknown UXO12/05/1986
Los Planes De Vilan 1 1 Unknown Mina14/04/1987
Santa María de Pantasma (Casco Urbano) 2 2 No UXO17/12/1987
Bramadero 1 1 No UXO18/06/1986
Bramadero 1 1 No UXO25/10/1987
Bramadero 1 1 No UXO19/02/1987
Santa María de Pantasma (Casco Urbano) 1 1 No UXO19/08/1989
Los Planes De Vilan 1 1 No Mina01/11/1983

Wiwilí de Jinotega

Wiwilí 1 1 Yes Mina18/12/1991
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 No UXO01/04/1987
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 Unknown Mina10/06/1988



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

El Carmen 1 1 No Mina01/01/1992
El Carmen 1 1 No Mina02/01/1985
El Carmen 1 1 No Mina14/11/1991
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 Unknown Mina10/03/1988
Wiwilí 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1989
Wiwilí 1 1 sin informacion Mina27/12/1987
La Maranosa 1 1 No Mina01/01/1992
Wamblán 1 1 No Mina09/11/1987
Wiwilí 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1990
Wamblán 1 1 No Mina05/12/1986
Wamblán 1 1 No UXO05/09/1982
Wamblán 1 1 No Mina22/02/1980
Wamblán 1 1 No Mina23/08/1986
Wamblán 1 1 No UXO15/09/1984
Wamblán 1 1 No Mina
Wamblán 1 1 No Mina01/01/1988
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 No Mina05/06/1987
Wamblán 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1984
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/09/1984
Wamblán 1 1 No Mina05/02/1984
Wamblán 1 1 No Mina17/11/1987
Liliwas 1 1 Unknown Mina01/01/1987
Maquengales 1 1 No Mina03/02/1987
Wamblán 1 1 No Mina28/10/1986
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 No Mina11/03/1988
Wamblán 1 1 No Mina23/10/1986
Wamblán 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1997
Tuburus 1 1 No UXO01/01/1988
Wamblán 1 1 No Mina01/01/1988
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 sin informacion Mina05/01/1985
Kilambé 1 1 Unknown UXO19/03/1987
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 Unknown Mina27/05/1984
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 Unknown Mina17/03/1988
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 No Mina17/02/1986
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 Yes Mina15/03/1987
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 No UXO14/02/1985
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 Yes UXO
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 No Mina01/01/1991
Somotines 1 1 No Mina01/02/1983



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca
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San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 sin informacion UXO10/09/1988
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 sin informacion Mina12/01/1987
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 No Mina07/05/1987
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 No Mina09/06/1987
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/04/1985
La Coneja 1 1 No Mina27/03/1988
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 No Mina02/04/1988
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 sin informacion UXO18/09/1986
La Coneja 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1990
La Coneja 1 1 No Mina27/03/1988
La Coneja 1 1 No Mina12/03/1988
Bolinki #4 1 1 No Mina06/07/1987
Los Nogales 1 1 No UXO01/12/1989
La Colonia 1 1 No Mina01/01/1987
Cuatro Esquinas 1 1 No Mina17/09/1986
Los Manchones 1 1 No UXO03/03/2000
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 No Mina10/03/1988
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 No Mina07/11/1988
Wiwilí 1 1 Unknown Mina01/01/1988
Wiwilí 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1986
Flor de Caña 1 1 No UXO09/05/1990
Wiwilí 1 1 sin informacion Mina12/10/1991
Wiwilí 2 2 sin informacion Mina02/07/1992
Wiwilí 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1992
Wiwilí 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1990
Wiwilí 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1987
Wiwilí 1 1 Unknown Mina01/01/1993
Wiwilí 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1990
Wiwilí 1 1 No Mina01/01/1986
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 No Mina26/04/1988
Bolinki #1 1 1 No Mina02/02/1985
Wiwilí 1 1 No UXO20/09/1986
Walakitan 1 1 No Mina24/03/1987
Chiminca 1 1 No Mina01/01/2000
Chiminca 1 1 No Mina18/10/1985
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 sin informacion UXO27/07/1987
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 No UXO01/05/1986
Kilambé 1 1 No Mina17/09/1986
Kilambé 1 1 No Mina01/01/1980
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12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca
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San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/04/1988
Cerro KILAMBE 1 1 No UXO23/09/1987
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 No Mina13/05/1987
San Andrés de Bocay 1 1 sin informacion Mina
Kininuwas 1 1 No Mina01/01/1986
WIWILI Jinotega 1 1 No Mina06/06/1988
Plan de Grama 1 1 No Mina11/11/1987
Plan de Grama 1 1 No UXO26/03/1986
Plan de Grama 1 1 sin informacion Mina
Plan de Grama 1 1 No Mina01/04/1987
Plan de Grama 1 1 No UXO05/09/1983
Plan de Grama 1 1 No Mina27/05/1986
Bolinki 1 1 No Mina25/03/1987
La Unión 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1993
Plan de Grama 1 1 No Mina14/09/1987
Bolinki 1 1 No UXO18/09/1986
Boca de Wamblan 1 1 Unknown UXO08/11/1986
La Unión 1 1 sin informacion Mina27/04/2000
Bolinki 1 1 No Mina08/08/1986
Maleconcito 1 1 No Mina12/06/1984
Maleconcito 1 1 Unknown UXO09/03/1989
Bolinki 1 1 No Mina05/12/1985
Las Piedras #2 1 1 No Mina22/03/1986
Plan de Grama 1 1 No Mina27/05/1986
Plan de Grama 1 1 Unknown UXO01/01/1986
Bolinki 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1991
Kitris 1 1 No Mina15/02/1985
Plan de Grama 1 1 No Mina10/07/1984
La Marañoza 1 1 Unknown Mina17/08/1986
Los Laureles #1 1 1 No Mina19/07/1990
La Marañoza 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1998
Las Mercedes 1 1 No UXO01/01/1987
Plan de Grama 1 1 No UXO01/01/1998
Plan de Grama 1 1 No Mina23/08/1991
Banco Grande 1 1 No Mina18/08/1991
Bolinki 1 1 No Mina05/11/1986
Bolinki 1 1 No Mina01/11/1988
Yakalpanani 1 1 No Mina09/12/1984
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344 337 7
329Casos:

MatagalpaDepartamento:

El Tuma - La Dalia

El Cielo 1 1 Yes Mina21/10/2005
Las Delicias 1 1 No UXO15/03/1984
La Dalia 1 1 No UXO01/02/1983
San Pablo 1 1 No Mina01/05/1987
La Dalia 1 1 No Mina16/02/1996
La Dalia 1 1 No Mina01/07/1989
El Tuma 1 1 Unknown UXO01/01/1983
El Achiote 1 1 No UXO27/01/1988

Esquipulas

El Guineo 1 1 sin informacion Mina27/01/1997

Matagalpa

San Antonio de Upas 2 1 1 No UXO17/07/2002
Matagalpa 1 1 No UXO01/01/1986
El Chilamate 1 1 Unknown Mina20/09/1984
Waswalí 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1992
Matagalpa 1 1 No UXO14/11/2001
El Coyol 1 1 No Mina21/03/1991
Waswalí 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1998
Waswalí 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1987
Quebrada Honda 4 4 No UXO09/05/2007
Waswali Abajo 1 1 No Mina16/07/1995
Bo. Guanuca 3 1 2 No UXO02/04/2006
Matagalpa 1 1 sin informacion UXO25/08/1998

Matiguás

Matiguás 1 1 Unknown UXO16/02/1987
Matiguás 1 1 sin informacion UXO
Matiguás 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1994
Matiguás 1 1 No Mina11/03/1990
El Guabo 1 1 No Mina28/05/1988
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Matiguás 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1992
Matiguás 1 1 Unknown Mina15/09/1985
Matiguás 1 1 No Mina27/07/1985
Matiguás 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/2000
Cerro Colorado 1 1 No Mina12/01/1988
San José de las Mulas 1 1 Unknown UXO10/09/1986
Cerro Colorado 1 1 No Mina20/05/1989
El Cacao 1 1 Unknown Mina01/04/1989
Saiz Arriba 1 1 No Mina02/08/1988
La Patriota 1 1 No Mina23/08/1987
Matiguás 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1997
Cerro Colorado 1 1 Unknown Mina01/01/1984
Matiguás 1 1 No Mina24/04/1982
Matiguás 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1993
La Gloria del Cacao 1 1 No Mina10/01/1988
Matiguás 1 1 No UXO23/02/1986
Matiguás 1 1 No UXO22/07/1988
Matiguás 1 1 No UXO01/05/1987
El Cacao 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1983
Matiguás 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1992
San José 1 1 No Mina16/03/1981
La Patriota 1 1 No Mina31/03/1989
Manceras 1 1 No Mina01/04/1993

Muy Muy

El Esquirín 1 1 Unknown Mina01/01/1995
El Esquirín 2 1 1 sin informacion Mina30/10/1998
Muy Muy 1 1 Yes Mina09/10/1996
Muy Muy 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1996
Paso Real 1 1 Unknown Mina01/01/1989

Rancho Grande

San Antonio de Kuskawas 1 1 No Mina11/06/1987
El Achiote 1 1 No Mina25/09/1988
Rancho Grande 1 1 Unknown UXO01/01/1990
El Comején 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1983
Rancho Grande 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1993
El Achiote 1 1 Unknown UXO
Buenos Aires 1 1 No UXO07/07/1984
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Río Blanco

Rio Blanco 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1988
Rio Blanco 1 1 No UXO01/09/1989
Rio Blanco 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1993
Rio Blanco 1 1 No Mina01/01/1985
Rio Blanco 1 1 No Mina01/01/1990
Rio Blanco 1 1 No Mina01/01/1987
Rio Blanco 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1994
Rio Blanco 1 1 No Mina17/02/1987
Wanawas 1 1 sin informacion Mina22/03/1987
Rio Blanco 1 1 Unknown UXO01/07/1984
Suba 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1990
Mancera 2 1 1 No UXO08/03/1988
Tawa 1 1 Unknown UXO06/11/1987
La Ponsoña 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1990
Wanawas 1 1 No Mina
Lisawe 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1998
Rio Blanco 3 3 No UXO01/01/1988

San Ramón

La Laguna 1 1 No UXO01/12/2002
San Ramón 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1993

Sébaco

Chagüitillo 1 1 No Mina14/03/1987
Sébaco 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1995
Chagüitillo 2 2 Unknown UXO27/10/2005
Chagüitillo 2 1 1 sin informacion UXO21/04/2001
Linda Vista 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1998
El Tamarindo 1 1 No Mina06/04/1987
Paso Real 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1990

Terrabona

El Chile 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1984
Terrabona 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1996

101 92 9
89Casos:
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Región I

EstelíDepartamento:

Condega

CONDEGA 1 1 No Mina31/05/1988
CONDEGA 1 1 No Mina17/04/1991
San Ramón 1 1 Yes Mina15/08/1986
Plan de Grama 1 1 No Mina15/05/1985
CONDEGA 1 1 No UXO28/11/1994
CONDEGA 1 1 No Mina20/04/1987
CONDEGA 1 1 No Mina29/07/1986
CONDEGA 1 1 No Mina01/10/1984

Estelí

ESTELI 1 1 No UXO29/11/2003
ESTELI 1 1 No Mina11/05/1984
ESTELI 1 1 Unknown UXO01/01/1980
ESTELI 1 1 No Mina01/01/1989
ESTELI 1 1 No Mina12/09/1986
Puertas Azules 1 1 No Mina18/10/1987
Santa Cruz 2 2 No Mina05/08/1992
ESTELI 1 1 No Mina25/03/1988
ESTELI 2 2 No UXO10/01/1990

La Trinidad

El Naranjo 1 1 No Mina21/07/1993

Pueblo Nuevo

San Ramón 5 5 No UXO09/08/2007

San Juan de Limay

Los Tablones 5 5 No Mina09/06/1993
SAN JUAN DE LIMAY 1 1 No Mina30/10/1987
Mesas El Horno 1 1 No Mina06/08/1986
El Jicarito 1 1 No UXO24/08/2002
San Luis 1 1 No UXO13/06/1989
Loma Atravesada 1 1 No Mina01/01/1987
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35 35
25Casos:

MadrizDepartamento:

Las Sabanas

Buena Vista 1 1 sin informacion Mina07/12/1987

Palacagüina

Tamarindo 1 1 No Mina21/01/2005

San José de Cusmapa

El Mojón 1 1 No UXO20/03/1985
San José de Cusmapa 1 1 No Mina27/06/1987
El Alto 1 1 sin informacion Mina

San Juan de Río Coco

San Juan de Río Coco 1 1 No UXO13/01/2005
Buena Vista 1 1 No UXO04/07/1986
Buena Vista 1 1 No Mina16/12/1987
San Juan de Río Coco 1 1 Unknown UXO04/10/1987
San Juan de Río Coco 1 1 No UXO04/10/1984
San Juan de Río Coco 1 1 No Mina26/04/1987
San Juan de Río Coco 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1985
El Bálsamo 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1985
El Ojoche 1 1 No Mina07/08/1987
El Bálsamo 1 1 No Mina05/12/1985
El Carmen 1 1 No Mina05/12/1985
El Carmen 1 1 No Mina
Las Palmas 1 1 No Mina17/08/1986
Cerro Blanco Abajo 1 1 No UXO
El Ojoche 1 1 No Mina23/03/1988

San Lucas

La Playa 1 1 No Mina01/01/1986
El Espino 1 1 No Mina19/04/1984
El Tablón 4 4 No Mina09/09/1985
La Playa 1 1 Yes UXO11/05/1988
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Miguisle 1 1 No Mina02/07/1985
El Espino 1 1 No Mina08/12/1987

Somoto

El Aguacate 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1984
Las Playas 1 1 No UXO28/10/1986
Las Playas 1 1 No UXO17/03/1983
Somoto 1 1 sin informacion Mina03/03/1990
Somoto 1 1 Unknown Mina01/01/1987
Somoto 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1989

Telpaneca

Telpaneca 1 1 No Mina08/02/1987
Telpaneca 1 1 No Mina16/06/1986
Telpaneca 1 1 No Mina20/09/1985
Telpaneca 1 1 No Mina24/01/1986
El Tamarindo 1 1 No UXO01/03/1986
El Tamarindo 1 1 No UXO10/06/1985
El Tamarindo 1 1 No UXO01/07/1984
Santo Domingo 1 1 No Mina05/08/1987

Totogalpa

Totogalpa 1 1 sin informacion UXO16/02/1985

Yalagüina

San Antonio 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1987
YALAGUINA 2 1 1 Yes Mina21/05/1988
YALAGUINA 1 1 No Mina23/02/1991

48 47 1
44Casos:

Nueva SegoviaDepartamento:

Ciudad Antigüa

Lugar Zapote Prieto 1 1 No UXO22/02/1982
Ciudad Antigua 1 1 No UXO10/03/1983
El Mojón 1 1 No Mina21/02/1986

Dipilto



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

Las Manos 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1988
La Tablazón 1 1 No Mina28/10/1983
Las Manos 1 1 sin informacion Mina30/05/1987
Las Manos 1 1 No Mina02/01/2000
Las Manos ( Frontera) 1 1 No Mina17/04/1988
Dipilto 2 1 1 No Mina25/09/1986
Las Manos 1 1 No UXO18/12/1984
El Horno 1 1 No UXO13/11/1983
Las Manos 1 1 No Mina27/09/1995
El Volcan 2 1 1 No Mina24/11/1984
Las Manos ( Frontera) 4 1 3 No Mina03/03/1985
Dipilto 1 1 No Mina02/04/1987

El Jícaro

Susucayán 1 1 No UXO23/10/1987
El Jícaro 1 1 sin informacion Mina12/12/1992
Susucayán 3 2 1 No Mina27/06/1985
Susucayán 1 1 No UXO28/01/1987
Susucayán 2 1 1 No Mina27/02/1983
El Jícaro 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1998
Los Encinos 1 1 sin informacion Mina02/12/1993
El Arado 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1993
Las Animas 1 1 No UXO15/04/1986
El Jícaro 1 1 No Mina08/03/1987

Jalapa

Jalapa 1 1 No UXO10/07/1986
El Coyolito 1 1 No Mina17/10/1988
Rio Arriba 1 1 No Mina29/04/1984
Jalapa 1 1 Unknown Mina24/12/1988
Jalapa 1 1 No UXO13/10/1994
La Florecida 1 1 No Mina11/02/1994
Jalapa 1 1 No Mina17/09/1987
Las Filas 1 1 sin informacion Mina29/06/1991
Jalapa 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1984
Jalapa 2 1 1 No Mina15/03/1992
Jalapa 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1997
Jalapa 1 1 No Mina01/01/1982
Jalapa 1 1 sin informacion Mina



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

La Florecida 1 1 No Mina02/01/1986
La Ceiba 1 1 sin informacion Mina19/03/1987
Zacateras 1 1 sin informacion Mina18/12/1987
Zacateras 1 1 No Mina01/05/1986
Zacateras 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1986
Zacateras 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1998
Zacateras 1 1 No Mina01/01/1982
El Coyolito 1 1 No Mina07/12/1987
Zacateras 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1987
Tauquil 2 1 1 Unknown UXO
El Portillo 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1986
La Florecida 1 1 No Mina05/01/1985
El Portillo 1 1 No Mina01/01/1989
La Florecida 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1987
La Florecida 1 1 No Mina18/03/1985
La Florecida 2 2 No Mina14/02/1985
Zacateras 1 1 Unknown Mina28/04/1985
Zacateras 1 1 No Mina21/03/1984
Teotecacinte 1 1 No Mina12/05/1990
Yumpalí 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1986
Las Pampas 1 1 No Mina14/11/1986
Yumpalí 1 1 No Mina18/11/1983
Teotecacinte 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1988
Teotecacinte 4 2 2 No Mina01/02/1985
Teotecacinte 2 2 No Mina01/01/1988
Teotecacinte 1 1 No UXO12/10/1983
Teotecacinte 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1989
Teotecacinte 1 1 No Mina24/05/1995
Teotecacinte 1 1 No Mina14/05/1988
Cerro El Aguila 1 1 No Mina13/12/1988
Teotecacinte 2 2 No Mina28/04/1997
Rio Arriba 2 2 No Mina01/04/1983
Teotecacinte 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1986
Teotecacinte 1 1 No Mina01/03/1990
La Jungla 1 1 No Mina01/09/1986
Buenos Aires 1 1 No Mina16/09/1992
La Mía 1 1 No UXO
Intelí 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1986
Las Pampas 1 1 sin informacion Mina09/05/1991



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

Las Pampas 1 1 No Mina18/02/2006
Las Pampas 2 1 1 sin informacion Mina25/03/2001
Las Pampas 1 1 No Mina01/01/1983
Teotecacinte 1 1 Yes Mina01/01/1988
Teotecacinte 2 1 1 No Mina10/12/1988
Buenos Aires 1 1 No Mina01/01/2001
El Limón 2 2 Unknown Mina23/02/1991
San Pablo 1 1 No Mina01/01/1989
San Pablo 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1997
San Pablo 1 1 No Mina11/03/1987
El Porvenir 3 1 2 No Mina11/10/1985
El Porvenir 1 1 No Mina19/07/1990
El Porvenir 1 1 No Mina08/06/1983
El Porvenir 1 1 No UXO01/01/1983
Buenos Aires 1 1 No Mina31/12/1985
Teotecacinte 1 1 No UXO19/03/1983
Teotecacinte 4 3 1 No Mina01/03/1986
Intelí 1 1 No Mina01/03/1986
San Pedro 1 1 sin informacion Mina07/03/1999
El Corozo 3 2 1 Unknown Mina19/11/1989
Boquerón 1 1 No UXO28/07/1985
Ojo de Agua 1 1 No Mina28/02/1984
Teotecacinte 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1990
El Limón 1 1 Unknown UXO10/03/1983
El Escambray 4 1 3 No Mina21/10/1990
Ojo de Agua 1 1 No Mina01/09/1985

Macuelizo

Mata de Platano 1 1 Unknown UXO01/01/1988
Las Cañas 1 1 sin informacion Mina03/10/1996
Ococona 1 1 No UXO18/04/1987

Mozonte

Pinavete 1 1 No Mina27/06/1986
Pinavete 2 2 No Mina09/05/1989
Pinavete 1 1 sin informacion Mina09/04/1992
Pinavete 1 1 No UXO05/03/1987
Mogoton 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1989
Mozonte 1 1 No Mina01/01/1997



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

Mozonte 1 1 No Mina08/06/1984
Mozonte 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1992
Mozonte 1 1 sin informacion Mina16/11/1992
Mozonte 1 1 No Mina03/05/1987
Mozonte 1 1 sin informacion Mina08/12/1997

Murra

El Rosario 3 3 No UXO01/01/1990
Murra 1 1 Unknown Mina15/12/1986
Murra 1 1 No Mina12/07/1984
San Gregorio 1 1 No UXO05/07/1985
La Reforma 1 1 No Mina12/06/1986
La Reforma 2 2 No Mina15/05/1986
Bana Arriba 1 1 No Mina09/07/1996
Los Angeles 2 2 Yes Mina01/01/1992
Murra 1 1 No Mina06/12/1989
El Dorado 1 1 No Mina12/09/2001
Murra 1 1 No Mina27/12/1988
El Rosario 1 1 No Mina01/07/1986
El Rosario 1 1 No Mina22/11/1986
El Dorado 1 1 No Mina20/04/1995
El Rosario 3 1 2 No Mina20/07/1982
El Rosario 1 1 No Mina20/05/1999
El Rosario 1 1 sin informacion Mina18/07/1999
El Rosario 1 1 No Mina01/01/1987
Quebrada Negra Arriba 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1986
El Mapa 1 1 No UXO17/11/1990
La Victoria 1 1 No Mina27/01/1985
El Doradito 1 1 No Mina14/06/1986
El Doradito 1 1 No Mina12/04/1986
Quebrada Negra Arriba 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1987
La Esperanza 2 1 1 No Mina10/11/1991
Murra 1 1 No Mina10/08/1979
La Esperanza 1 1 No Mina18/06/1993
Murra 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1987
El Olingo 1 1 No Mina31/08/1989
Quebrada Negra Arriba 1 1 Yes Mina28/07/1987
Murra 1 1 No Mina12/05/1987
Murra 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1994



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

Murra 2 1 1 No UXO01/01/1980
Murra 1 1 Yes Mina13/12/1991
Murra 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1994
La Esperanza 4 4 No Mina27/05/1991
Los Planes de Wanito 1 1 No UXO18/10/1988
Arenales S.1 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1994
El Rosario 1 1 sin informacion Mina21/07/1998
El Guapinolito 1 1 No Mina08/08/1987
Chachagua 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1997
El Rosario 1 1 No Mina23/04/1995
El Guapinol 1 1 No Mina25/12/1984
El Guapinol 1 1 No Mina20/03/1984
El Guapinolito 1 1 No Mina01/01/1988
Chachagua 2 1 1 No Mina01/05/1986
Chachagua 1 1 No Mina
Chachagua 1 1 No Mina01/01/1990
El Guapinolito 1 1 No Mina03/05/1984
Congojas No.1 1 1 No Mina18/03/1989
Chachagua 1 1 sin informacion Mina07/10/1999
El Guapinolito 1 1 No Mina07/01/2005
Los Planes de Wanito 1 1 No Mina21/07/1985
El Guapinolito 1 1 No Mina23/03/1997
Wanito Arriba 1 1 Yes Mina05/11/1986
Wanito Arriba 2 2 No Mina15/08/1989
El Rosario 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/08/1988
El Rosario 2 1 1 No UXO01/04/1984
El Rosario 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1998
Wanito Arriba 2 1 1 No Mina17/12/1981
El Rosario 1 1 No Mina11/09/1990
El Rosario 1 1 No Mina07/01/1987
El Rosario 1 1 No UXO05/08/1983
Wanito Arriba 1 1 No Mina04/05/1992

Ocotal

Ocotal 1 1 sin informacion UXO
Ocotal 2 1 1 No Mina01/01/1991
Ocotal 1 1 No UXO01/06/1984
Ocotal 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/11/1988



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

Quilalí

Cerro Blanco 1 1 sin informacion Mina24/12/1987
Cerro Blanco 1 1 Unknown Mina10/01/1988
Las Pilas 1 1 No UXO11/10/1989
Quilalí 1 1 No Mina17/07/1991
Panalí 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1998
Santa Elena 1 1 No UXO16/05/1986
Zungano 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1987
La Palanca 5 1 4 No Mina17/11/1987
Panalí 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1998
Quilalí 1 1 No Mina24/06/1985
Santa Rita No.2 2 1 1 No Mina13/06/1988
Quilalí 1 1 No Mina06/07/1987
El Zapotillal 1 1 No UXO20/08/1987
Panalí 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1998
Cerro de Chachagua 1 1 No Mina25/02/1987
Los Jabalíes 1 1 Unknown UXO25/01/1988
Cerro Blanco 1 1 No UXO09/05/1987
Quilalí 1 1 No Mina17/09/1987
Quilalí 1 1 No Mina02/10/1985
La Balinera 1 1 No UXO01/12/1980
Panalí 1 1 sin informacion Mina
Santa Rita No.2 2 2 sin informacion UXO28/05/2001

San Fernando

Mogote Cortado 1 1 No Mina21/11/2005
La Explosión 1 1 No Mina10/07/1987
La Explosión 1 1 No Mina01/01/1990
El Bayuncon 2 1 1 No UXO14/02/1985
El Bayuncon 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1985
El Bayuncon 3 3 No Mina20/12/1990
El Bayuncon 2 1 1 No Mina01/08/1988
El Bayuncon 1 1 No Mina07/02/1987
San Fernando 1 1 No Mina18/01/1984
San Fernando 1 1 Unknown UXO13/09/1984
San Fernando 1 1 No Mina13/06/1988
San Fernando 1 1 No Mina23/11/1984
San Fernando 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/08/1997



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

Salamaji 3 3 No Mina07/04/1987
San Fernando 1 1 No Mina27/02/1987
San Fernando 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1992
San Fernando 2 1 1 No Mina20/04/1984
San Fernando 1 1 No Mina01/02/1984
San Fernando 1 1 No Mina25/02/1985
Achuapa 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1995
Achuapa 1 1 No UXO21/12/1983
El Ural 1 1 Unknown Mina01/01/1993
Las Camelias 1 1 Unknown Mina01/01/1999
Las Camelias 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1996
Las Camelias 1 1 No Mina01/01/1984
Las Camelias 1 1 sin informacion Mina23/03/2000
Las Camelias 1 1 No Mina01/01/1993
Las Camelias 1 1 No Mina27/04/1983
Las Camelias 1 1 No Mina12/01/1984
Achuapa 1 1 No Mina22/04/1995
Achuapa 1 1 No Mina14/09/1985
Achuapa 3 1 2 No Mina01/01/1990
El Ural 1 1 No UXO
San Fernando 1 1 No Mina21/03/1987
San José 1 1 No Mina15/06/1996
La Unión 1 1 Unknown Mina27/04/2001
La Unión 1 1 No Mina10/10/1993
El Bayuncon 1 1 No Mina03/12/1993
La Unión 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1992
San José 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1988
San José 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1991
San José 1 1 No Mina21/07/1998
San José 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1987
San José 3 3 No Mina10/02/1991
San José 1 1 sin informacion Mina18/03/2001
San José 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1985
Cerro el Peñascal 1 1 No UXO23/12/1984
San José 2 1 1 No Mina08/06/2007
La Unión 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1995
San José 1 1 sin informacion Mina07/03/1987
San José 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1997
Lugar El Bayuncun 1 1 No Mina03/12/1993
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12/09/2008
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Lugar El Bayuncun 1 1 No Mina
Lugar El Bayuncun 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1994
San José 3 2 1 sin informacion Mina19/03/2000
San José 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1996
San José 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1996
San José 1 1 sin informacion Mina24/08/2000
San José 1 1 No Mina09/02/1987
San José 2 2 sin informacion Mina15/05/2001
San José 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1994
San José 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1996
La Unión 1 1 sin informacion Mina08/06/1998
El Arrayán 2 1 1 No Mina07/12/1985
El Bayuncon 1 1 Unknown UXO18/10/1985

Santa María

El Rodeo 1 1 No UXO12/10/1982
Agua Caliente 1 1 No Mina19/06/1990

Wiwilí de Nueva Segovia

El Salamar 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1989
WIWILI Nueva Segovia 1 1 No UXO01/02/1990
WIWILI Nueva Segovia 1 1 No UXO01/01/1985
Palo Prieto 1 1 sin informacion Mina25/01/1997
Poteca 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1987
Poteca 1 1 No Mina06/06/2002
Guapinol 1 1 No Mina23/12/1986
El Salamar 1 1 No Mina08/06/1989
Boca de Bana 1 1 No Mina11/03/1990
La Balsada 1 1 No Mina01/03/1996
La Balsada 1 1 No Mina01/01/1998
Poteca 1 1 sin informacion Mina

355 305 50
286Casos:

387 51Región I 438
355Casos:
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Región VII

R.A.A.N.Departamento:

Bonanza

Bonanza 1 1 No Mina01/01/1983
Salkalwas 1 1 No Mina25/09/1986
Musawas 2 1 1 No Mina15/04/1989
Bonanza 1 1 No Mina17/05/1988
Vesubio 1 1 No Mina22/12/1987

Prinzapolka

Wouhnta 1 1 No Mina10/04/1983

Puerto Cabezas

PUERTO CABEZA 1 1 Unknown Mina01/01/1987
Barra de Trakis 1 1 No Mina01/11/1985
Copartino 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1987
Lapan 1 1 No Mina30/09/1987
Sandy Bay 1 1 Unknown Mina16/05/1987
Kamla 1 1 1 No Mina18/04/1986
Bilwi 1 1 No UXO13/05/2000
PUERTO CABEZA 1 1 No UXO02/04/1990

Rosita

Susun 1 1 sin informacion UXO20/12/1987
Rosita 1 1 No UXO23/04/2006
Rosita 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1990

Siuna

Labú 1 1 sin informacion Mina13/02/1987
Comarca Yaoya Abajo 1 1 No UXO01/01/1983
El Ocote 1 1 No Mina19/12/1985
Siuna 1 1 Unknown Mina16/09/1989
El Come Negro 1 1 sin informacion Mina20/10/1987
Cerro La Antena 1 1 Unknown Mina27/03/1995
Siuna 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1987
Cerro La Antena 1 1 sin informacion UXO14/04/2000



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO
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Siuna 1 1 No UXO06/08/1986
Oro Fino 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1987
San Pablo 1 1 No Mina05/08/1987
Siuna 1 1 No UXO20/02/1987
Paraska 1 1 No Mina20/11/1988
Uli Abajo 1 1 No Mina10/06/1985

Waslala

El Guabo 1 1 No Mina01/01/1990
Waslala 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1985
Waslala 1 1 No Mina12/09/1986
Waslala 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1992
Waslala 1 1 No Mina17/02/1990
Waslala 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1987
Dudu 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1999
El Cipres 1 1 No Mina15/07/1998
Waslala 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1991
El Zapote 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1985
El Zapote 1 1 No Mina07/08/1994
Waslala 2 2 sin informacion Mina01/01/1988
Iyas 1 1 No Mina11/09/1984
Waslala 1 1 No Mina03/04/1984
Waslala 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1992
Waslala 1 1 Unknown Mina01/07/1987
Dudu 1 1 Unknown UXO16/10/1986
Waslala 1 1 No UXO22/09/1988
Waslala 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1986
Waslala 1 1 No Mina03/07/1986
Waslala 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1990
Waslala 2 1 1 No Mina14/01/1986
Dudu 1 1 No Mina02/10/1989
Zinica 1 1 No UXO14/02/2005
Dudu 1 1 No UXO01/05/1986
Waslala 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1987
Waslala 1 1 No UXO15/08/1987
Waslala 1 1 Yes Mina
Yaosca 1 1 Unknown Mina01/01/1987
El Naranjo 1 1 No Mina16/04/1992
Zinica 1 1 No Mina01/01/1990
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Puerto Viejo 1 1 No Mina22/03/2000
Zinica 1 1 Unknown UXO11/12/1988
Zinica 1 1 No Mina01/01/1991
Zinica 1 1 Unknown Mina01/02/1987
Las Vallas Central 1 1 No UXO14/10/1987
Yaosca 1 1 No UXO22/01/1985
El Papayo 1 1 No Mina09/06/1985
Yaosca 1 1 No UXO22/03/1984
Kubali Abajo 1 1 Unknown Mina19/07/1987
Dipina 1 1 No Mina27/08/1983
Yaosca 1 1 No Mina28/02/1990
Yaosca 1 1 No UXO05/02/1986

Waspán

Tronquera 1 1 No Mina28/03/1984
Leimus 1 1 No Mina09/11/1986
Waspán 1 1 No Mina23/03/2001
Cabo Viejo 1 1 No Mina18/07/1986
Bachilaya 1 1 No Mina06/06/1986
Andres 8 6 2 No Mina21/10/1988
Waspán 1 1 No Mina18/03/1994
Waspán 2 2 sin informacion Mina18/05/2000
Waspuk Ta 1 1 No Mina01/03/1988
Tronquera 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1982
Tronquera 2 1 1 No Mina30/09/1984
Waspuk Ta 1 1 No Mina07/02/1986
Uhry 1 1 No Mina18/11/1983
Bull Camp 1 1 No Mina01/01/1985
Bull Camp 1 1 No Mina20/06/1985
Saupuka 1 1 No Mina15/08/1987
Uhry 1 1 No Mina20/05/1988
Sawa 2 1 1 No Mina11/11/1990
Kisalaya 1 1 Unknown Mina01/01/1988
San Carlos 1 1 No Mina12/03/1982
Wasla 1 1 No Mina17/05/1987
Siksayari 2 1 1 No Mina01/07/1988
Siksayari 1 1 No Mina12/11/1984
San Rafael 1 1 No Mina23/12/1993
Kururia 1 1 No UXO01/01/1996
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Lakun Tara 1 1 No Mina27/02/1987
Lakun Tara 1 1 No Mina13/05/1988

115 106 9
101Casos:

106 9Región VII 115
101Casos:
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Región VIII

R.A.A.S.Departamento:

Bocana de Paiwas

Samaria 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1987
Paiwas 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1986

El Rama

El Ayote 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1997
RAMA 1 1 Unknown Mina01/01/1994
El Colorado 1 1 sin informacion UXO20/06/1988
Las Iguanas 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1996
El Cacao 2 1 1 No Mina14/02/1984
Wapí 1 1 No UXO26/04/1986
Las Lapas 1 1 Unknown Mina22/05/1989
Wappy 1 1 No Mina24/07/2001
Comarca Kisilala 1 1 No Mina19/12/1989
Wappy 3 2 1 No UXO11/04/2003
El Rama 1 1 Unknown Mina21/02/1987

El Tortuguero

El Tortuguero 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1988
El Tortuguero 1 1 No Mina26/11/1983

La Cruz de Río Grande

San Antonio 1 1 sin informacion UXO
Oliwas 1 1 No Mina19/04/2002
Betanis 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1998
LA CRUZ DE RIO GRANDE 1 1 No Mina14/08/1988
La Cruz de Río Grande 1 1 sin informacion UXO
San Antonio 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1994
El Gallo 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1987
El Guayabo 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1992

Laguna de Perlas

LAGUNA DE PERLAS 1 1 Unknown Mina14/03/1984

Muelle de los Bueyes
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La Tigra 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1986
Muelle de los Bueyes 1 1 Unknown Mina27/01/1990
Comarca Campana 1 1 No Mina28/02/1987
Los Abandonos 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1985
Boca Azul 1 1 sin informacion Mina09/11/1995
Ticoral 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1983

Nueva Guinea

Nueva Guinea 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1985
Rio Plata 1 1 Unknown UXO01/01/1984
El Serrano 1 1 No Mina17/03/1991
Nueva Guinea 1 1 Unknown Mina26/01/1988
Nueva Guinea 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1992
Yolaina 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1987
Naciones Unidas 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1998
Naciones Unidas 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1998
Naciones Unidas 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1998
El Nispero 1 1 No Mina10/10/1989
El Nispero 1 1 No Mina12/07/1985
La Fonseca 1 1 No Mina17/09/1983
La Fonseca 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1997
Los Angeles 2 2 No UXO01/05/1990
San Juan 1 1 Unknown Mina25/05/1995
La Fonseca 1 1 No Mina23/01/1988
San Juan 1 1 No Mina23/06/1984

Paiwas

Paiwas 1 1 No Mina01/09/1984
Mulukukú 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/08/1986
El Porvenir 1 1 No Mina01/01/1990
Mulukukú 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1991
Wanawana 2 1 1 No Mina13/06/1985
Mulukukú 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1998
Mulukukú 1 1 No Mina01/09/1986
Mulukukú 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1987
Malakawas 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1987
Mulukukú 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/03/1986
Mulukukú 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1993
Mulukukú 1 1 No Mina22/06/1987



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

Mulukukú 1 1 sin informacion Mina05/02/2001
Mulukukú 1 1 No Mina26/03/1995
Mulukukú 1 1 No Mina05/05/1988
Mulukukú 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1991
Mulukukú 1 1 Unknown Mina19/04/1984
El Toro 1 1 No Mina01/08/1993

70 64 6
65Casos:

64 6Región VIII 70
65Casos:



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

Región II

ChinandegaDepartamento:

Cinco Pinos

El Espino 1 1 No UXO01/01/1985
El Ocotillo 1 1 Unknown Mina01/01/1989
CINCO PINOS 1 1 Unknown Mina01/01/1981
El Ocotillo 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1993
Cerro El Variador 1 1 No Mina21/03/1988

Corinto

CORINTO 1 1 No UXO02/08/1991

El Viejo

Santo Tomas 1 1 No Mina26/04/1989

San Francisco de Cuajiniquilapa

San Francisco de Cuajiniquilapa 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1994
El Zamorano 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1987
SAN FRANCISCO DEL NORTE 1 1 No Mina01/11/1985

San Pedro del Norte

Los Laureles 1 1 No Mina06/04/1987
El Panal 1 1 No Mina01/01/1991
El Ranchón 1 1 No Mina01/01/1984
El Panal 1 1 Unknown Mina01/01/1993
El Chaparral 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1985
La Unión 1 1 No Mina01/02/1990
El Cortezal 1 1 No Mina01/01/1987
San Pedro del Norte 1 1 No Mina01/12/1986
San Pedro del Norte 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1993
San Pedro del Norte 1 1 No Mina14/07/1988

Santo Tomás del Nance

Vado Ancho 2 2 No UXO28/12/2002
Paso Hondo 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1988
Los Jobitos 1 1 No Mina03/01/1992



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

Somotillo

Ceiba Herrada 1 1 No Mina01/01/1989
Rodeo Grande 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1990
Somotillo 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1990
Ceiba Herrada 1 1 sin informacion Mina24/05/2001
Somotillo 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1995
Somotillo 1 1 No Mina10/03/1989
Somotillo 1 1 No Mina17/03/1992
El Guasaule 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1998
Somotillo 1 1 No Mina19/04/1991
Ceiba Herrada 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1990
El Guasaule 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1992
La Perla 1 1 No Mina14/08/1992
Somotillo 1 1 No Mina09/10/1990
Somotillo 1 1 No Mina30/06/1985
El Papalon 1 1 No Mina12/03/1988
La Perla 1 1 No Mina19/11/1987
El Guasaule 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1993
Torres 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1988
Ceiba Herrada 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1987
El Guasaule 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1992
Palo Grande 1 1 No Mina12/03/1984
El Guasaule 1 1 No Mina29/09/1989
El Guasaule 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1989
Somotillo 1 1 No Mina01/09/1985
Palo Grande 1 1 Unknown Mina01/03/1982
Palo Grande 1 1 Unknown Mina15/04/1988
Palo Grande 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1988

Villa Nueva

VILLANUEVA 1 1 Unknown Mina01/06/1990

52 52
51Casos:

LeónDepartamento:

El Sauce



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

San Fernando 1 1 No UXO24/04/1997
Sabana Grande 1 1 No UXO10/04/1982

La Paz Centro

El Papalonal 1 1 No UXO07/02/2004
La Fuente 1 1 Unknown UXO27/01/1993

Larreynaga

El Espino 1 1 Unknown UXO14/02/1998

León

Héroes y Mártires 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1990

Malpaisillo

San Agustín 2 2 No UXO26/09/2004
Tecuaname 2 2 No UXO19/07/2004

10 10
8Casos:

62Región II 62
59Casos:



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

Región V

BoacoDepartamento:

Camoapa

La Embajada 1 1 Unknown Mina01/06/1989
El Roblar 1 1 No Mina23/12/1992

2 2
2Casos:

ChontalesDepartamento:

Acoyapa

Acoyapa 1 1 No Mina24/06/1988
Juigalpa 1 1 No UXO15/09/1983

Comalapa

La Palma 1 1 Unknown Mina01/02/1984

El Coral

Comarca El Ayote 1 1 No Mina26/06/1987

Juigalpa

Juigalpa 1 1 sin informacion UXO13/05/1998
Puerto Díaz 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1990
Juigalpa 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1997
Juigalpa 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1992
Juigalpa 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1996
Juigalpa 1 1 No Mina02/10/1988
Juigalpa 1 1 sin informacion Mina15/02/1995
Juigalpa 1 1 No Mina11/06/1989

La Libertad

Las Tucas 1 1 Unknown UXO01/05/2004

San Francisco de Cuapa

CUAPA 1 1 No UXO02/08/1985



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

San Pedro de Lóvago

San Pedro de Lóvago 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1988

Santo Domingo

El Chile 1 1 No UXO04/03/2003
SANTO DOMINGO 1 1 No Mina20/01/1986
Los Chinamos 1 1 No Mina17/07/1985

Santo Tomás

El Jicarito 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1994
El Murcielago 1 1 No UXO01/06/1986

Villa Sandino

La Gateada 1 1 Unknown UXO08/01/1988
La Gateada 1 1 Unknown Mina22/07/1987
La Gateada 1 1 No Mina06/06/1987
El Coral 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/10/1989
Las Hamacas 1 1 Unknown UXO27/09/1989

25 22 3
25Casos:

24 3Región V 27
27Casos:



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

Región IX

Río San JuanDepartamento:

El Almendro

El Almendro 1 1 No Mina16/01/1991
El Almendro 1 1 No Mina31/10/1997

El Castillo

Buena Vista 1 1 No UXO08/09/2007

Morrito

Oyate 2 2 sin informacion UXO03/05/2001

San Carlos

San Carlos 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1997
San Carlos 1 1 No UXO20/10/1987
San Carlos 1 1 No Mina16/01/1990
San Carlos 1 1 Unknown Mina29/09/1987

9 9
8Casos:

9Región IX 9
8Casos:



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

Región III

ManaguaDepartamento:

Managua

MANAGUA 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1990
MANAGUA 1 1 sin informacion UXO01/01/1998
MANAGUA 1 1 No UXO25/04/1999
MANAGUA 4 3 1 Unknown Mina03/06/2002

Mateare

CIUDAD SANDINO 1 1 No UXO01/02/1987
CIUDAD SANDINO 1 1 No UXO01/02/1987

San Francisco Libre

1ro de Mayo 1 1 No Mina22/09/1990
San Roque 1 1 sin informacion Mina05/05/1989

11 10 1
8Casos:

10 1Región III 11
8Casos:



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

Región IV

MasayaDepartamento:

Masaya

Quebrada Honda 2 2 Unknown UXO25/11/2002

2 2
1Casos:

RivasDepartamento:

Cárdenas

Cárdenas 1 1 No Mina13/07/1983
Peñas Blancas 1 1 No Mina25/08/1990
Penas Blancas 1 1 sin informacion Mina01/01/1994

3 3
3Casos:

5Región IV 5
4Casos:



Fecha Accidente Víctimas Heridos Muertos Area Seńalizada Minas/UXO

12/09/2008

Pueblo/Comarca

Accidentes por Minas/UXOs

1,182 1,096 86 Total General: 

1,045Casos:
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INTRODUCCIÓN 
 

Como consecuencia del conflicto armado en la década de los años 80 en Nicaragua y según registro del Ejército de 
Nicaragua, se instalaron 135,643 minas en 991 objetivos, sin embargo estudios realizados en 1991 con la Junta 
Interamericana de Defensa (JID) dio como resultado que pudiesen existir más de 150 mil minas, y que el Ejército cuenta 
con el 80% de los registros.  Estos objetivos minados se localizaron en la principal red vial del país (puentes), red de 
distribución energética, pistas aéreas, almacenes, sectores fronterizos norte y sur  del país, poblados y cooperativas 
agrícolas.  Hasta el 28 de febrero del año 2007 se han destruido y certificado su no existencia 148,192 minas de las 
cuales 13,944 minas corresponden a 52 objetivos fuera de registros. 
 

De acuerdo con la nueva información obtenida por pobladores, antiguos zapadores que viven en la zona afectadas con 
minas y estudios nivel I (Investigación de campo), a esta fecha  el total general es de 169,029 minas; bajo control y/o 
registro entre minas destruidas y pendientes por destruir 20,837. 
 

El Programa Nacional de Desminado Humanitario de Nicaragua con la participación de cinco Frentes de Operaciones de 
Desminado, un Destacamento de Señalización y un Destacamento Barreminas Mecanizado contempla destruir todas las 
minas instaladas y los artefactos explosivos que denuncie la población o encuentren los zapadores durante el proceso de 
desminado en el territorio nacional previendo culminar el programa a finales del año 2008.  Una vez culminadas las 
operaciones  de desminado humanitario a partir del mes de enero del año 2009, se requiere disponer de una estructura 
reducida de zapadores para atender denuncias de la población sobre la existencia de artefactos explosivos no detonados 
y minas fuera de registro. 
  
ALCANCE DE LAS OPERACIONES DESDE EL AÑO 1989 HASTA 28 DE FEBRERO 2007. 
 

 - Minas instaladas (registros actualizados)        169,029 U 
 - Minas destruidas fuera de registro            13,944 U 
- Minas destruidas en registro          134,248 U 
 - Minas destruidas y certificadas en Operaciones incluidas las      148,192 U 
 fuera de registro. 
- Minas pendiente a destruir             20,837 U 
- Objetos metálicos detectados       5, 948,477 U 
 - Áreas despejadas de minas                4, 986,912 M² 
- Área de Peligro despejada                 9, 973,825 M² 
- Artefactos explosivos destruidos                    574,212 U 
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RELACION DE OBJETIVOS DESMINADOS 
 
- Estaciones Repetidoras de Radio         06 U. 
- Asentamientos, Poblados y Cooperativas       30 U. 
- Sub Estaciones y Central Hidroeléctrica.         07 U. 
- Campos de Minas Fronterizos y litoral.      428 U. 
- Puentes.            70 U. 
- Torres de Alta Tensión.         378 U. 
- Pistas Aéreas.             2 U. 
 
 TOTAL OBJETIVOS DESMINADOS       921 U 
 
 En registro          869   U 

Objetivos fuera de registro                    52  U 
 

 
OBJETIVOS PRIORIZADOS 
 
Frontera Estatal Norte: las áreas minadas en los municipios de Mozonte, San Fernando, Jalapa, Murra, Wiwilí de Nueva 
Segovia y Wiwilí de Jinotega, son zonas fronterizas agrícolas, madereras y ganaderas que al desminarlas  se  contribuye 
al desarrollo económico y social del país y al fomento de la confianza a Nivel Regional. 
 
Se ubican 15,227 minas en 57 objetivos a destruir en el año 2007 como primera prioridad y 8,620 minas en 27 objetivos 
en el año 2008 como segunda prioridad. 
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PRINCIPALES LOGROS DEL DESMINADO EN NICARAGUA 
 

1 El establecimiento de una conciencia nacional acerca de que la solución al problema de las minas instaladas no es 
sólo responsabilidad del Estado de Nicaragua sino de la sociedad en su conjunto. 

 
2 El avance general de la remoción de minas es de 148, 192 minas lo que representa un 109.25 % respecto a 135,643 

minas previstas a destruir originalmente en el Plan Nacional de Desminado Humanitario en base a los registros (base 
de datos) del Ejército de Nicaragua; sin embargo tomando en cuenta la información obtenida hasta el 28 de febrero 
2007 el total general a considerar es de 169.029 minas instaladas, lo que significa que estarían pendiente por destruir 
un estimado de 20,837 minas. 

 

3 Se ha continuado sosteniendo los niveles de destreza y efectividad de la fuerza nacional a través de la continuidad del 
personal en la ejecución de las operaciones de desminado humanitario, el perfeccionamiento continuo de las normas 
de procedimientos operativos establecidos y la aplicación de programas de reentrenamientos periódicos con apoyo 
técnico de Marminca.  

 

4 Con financiamiento del Reino de Dinamarca se construyeron 67.5 kms de caminos de acceso hacia las áreas minadas, 
lo que ayudó al avance de las operaciones de desminado en territorios en que los zapadores tenían que caminar 
grandes distancias. También con financiamiento de Japón se terminaron de construir en el 2006,  69 kms de caminos 
de acceso a campos minados, lo que da un gran total de 138.5 kms de caminos rurales reparados o construidos para 
acceso a los campos de minas.  

 

5 Para mantener los plazos de evacuación y atención médica dentro de los parámetros de las normas IMAS y el Manual 
de Procedimientos Operativos para el Desminado Humanitario en Nicaragua, se restableció con apoyo del Programa 
de Apoyo al Desminado en Centroamérica de la OEA (PADCA/OEA) un QUIRÓFANO DE CAMPAÑA propiedad del 
Ejército de Nicaragua, que garantizó hasta enero 2007 la cobertura y evacuación médica de las operaciones de 
desminado en sectores de operaciones de desminado en zonas lejanas de la Región Autónoma del Atlántico Norte, 
como primer escalón de atención y evacuación médica de urgencias. 

 
6 Las operaciones de desminado humanitario desarrolladas en Nicaragua se han llevado a cabo cumpliendo un sistema 

de normas de procedimientos operativos de eficacia demostrada y apegados a los estándares internacionalmente 
aceptados para las Operaciones de Desminado Humanitario (IMAS); mediante el cumplimiento de procedimientos de 
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barrido, detección, destrucción de minas y la aplicación de un sistema de control de calidad (ACI) a las operaciones de 
despeje, tomando en cuenta lo anterior podemos asegurar lo siguiente: 
 

� Es considerado territorio libre de minas la totalidad de la Frontera Estatal Sur, que limita con la vecina 
República de Costa Rica (330 Kms. de longitud, de ellos 96 kms. Se realizaron operaciones de desminado); de 
conformidad a las minas instaladas según registros fueron destruidas y certificadas su no existencia en las 
áreas minadas. 

 
� Se ha logrado un acumulado de desminado de 272.5 kilómetros de frontera norte del país, entre la República 

de Nicaragua y República de Honduras, ubicados en sectores de los Departamentos de Chinandega, Madriz, 
Nueva Segovia y RAAN. 

 
� Los puentes priorizados para su reconstrucción por el Gobierno de Nicaragua, afectados por el huracán MITCH 

se encuentran libre de minas en las áreas aledañas a sus apoyos, ampliando la certificación aguas arribas y 
aguas abajo. 

 
� Se amplió el Nivel I (Estudio de Impacto) en datos para el Sistema Internacional de Monitoreo de Acción de 

Minas (IMSMA), se actualizó el total de áreas de peligros y áreas de riesgo de los campos minados en registro; 
se continuo información referente a nivel II (Estudio Técnico). 

 
� Desde Noviembre del año 2001, el Destacamento de Señalización en coordinación con los miembros de la 

Campaña de Prevención y Sensibilización de PADCA/OEA que trabajan en el terreno, se ha mantenido en 
cumplimiento de misiones de señalización de campos minados, atención a denuncias de la población y labores 
de sensibilización a la población del riesgo de accidentes con minas y artefactos explosivos no detonados. 

 
� Con la Cooperación del Gobierno de Japón, se concluyó la ejecución de la Fase III (1) con tres Máquinas 

Barreminas Hitachi una de ella más moderna y actualizada en su capacidad técnica. El componente de 
desminado mecánico (barreminas) ha logrado un excelente desempeño en ciertas áreas donde el terreno 
favorece el empleo de ésta técnica, certificando y desminando objetivos con menor exposición de zapadores a 
los riesgos del desminado manual. 
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� Con la Cooperación del Gobierno de Estados Unidos a través de OEA se obtuvo una Máquina Barreminas en 
fase experimental de dos años para el apoyo al Aseguramiento de Calidad Interna en áreas desminadas con 
barreminas HITACHI. 

 
� En el mes de Marzo 2007 se prevé culminar con la implementación de la técnica canina para la aplicación del 

Aseguramiento de Calidad Interna (ACI) por la pérdida de capacidad de los Canes. 
 

� Se logró cubrir con supervisores nacionales todas las pequeñas unidades de desminado, dejando el monitoreo 
a la Misión de Apoyo a la Remoción de Minas en Centroamérica (MARMINCA) con personal militar 
provenientes de ejércitos de países contribuyentes a través de la Junta Interamericana de Defensa de la 
Organización de Estados Americanos (JID/OEA). 

 
� Paralelo a las operaciones de desminado se han destruido 574,212 artefactos explosivos, UXO´s, encontrados 

en los territorios (antiguos escenarios de guerra) por denuncia de la población, entre ellos granadas de artillería, 
bombas de aviación, restos de cohetes, etc.               

 
 
PRINCIPALES DIFICULTADES DEL DESMINADO EN NICARAGUA 
 
- El mal estado de caminos y el importante déficit de puentes y carreteras; sumado a la compleja configuración 

topográfica del terreno donde se desarrollan las operaciones de desminado humanitario han dificultado el acceso a los 
campos minados. 

 
- Por las características naturales en los sectores actuales de operaciones se enfrentan condiciones meteorológicas 

adversas para la realización de las operaciones de desminado, particularmente por afectaciones a la continuidad de 
las operaciones, a la estabilidad de la navegación aérea y de los sistemas de comunicaciones. 

 
- Las referencias de fijación topográficas de los registros de instalación de los campos de minas tienen inexactitudes 

generadas en los cambios producidos en el terreno por el tiempo transcurrido, la vegetación y los factores 
atmosféricos, dificultando la ubicación de los campos minados por puntos de referencias perdidos, lo cual disminuye la 
capacidad de avance de los zapadores. 
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- Los fenómenos de desplazamiento de minas producidas por factores propios de la dinámica del terreno y el clima, 
tales como huracanes, lluvias intensas, corrientes pluviales y corrimiento de laderas provoca desplazamientos de 
minas difíciles de delimitar contaminando zonas extensas. 

 
- El necesario desarrollo de operaciones de desminado en sectores lejanos tiene como consecuencia un brazo de 

evacuación aérea que escapa a las capacidades de cumplir los plazos normados para evacuación aeromédica que 
aseguren la estabilidad de zapadores afectados por minas en las operaciones, teniendo que activar un Quirófano de 
campaña y el establecimiento de la cooperación con Centros de Salud los cuales cuentan con recursos médicos 
limitados en zonas rurales cercanas a los campos minados. 

 
- Las operaciones se han desplazado a sectores donde el acceso y los desplazamientos se deben asegurar con medios 

de navegación acuáticos.  
 
- La existencia de campos de minas fuera de registro o mayor cantidad de minas existentes en campos de minas 

registrados obligó a variar los plazos para culminar el proceso de desminado, siendo necesario solicitar a los países 
donantes y cooperantes un marco de flexibilidad en el plazo de finalización de las operaciones de desminado y 
sostener el financiamiento de la estructura operativa del desminado humanitario actual durante los años 2007 y 2008, 
para poder declarar a Nicaragua “Territorio Libre de Minas” o “Culminadas las Operaciones de Desminado 
Humanitario” en Diciembre del año  2008. 

 
PROYECCIÓN DEL CUMPLIMIENTO DEL PROGRAMA NACIONAL DE DESMINADO HUMANITARIO CONFORME A 
LOS COMPROMISOS QUE SEÑALA EL CONVENIO DE OTTAWA. 

 
En cumplimiento a la Convención de OTTAWA, sobre la “PROHIBICIÓN DEL EMPLEO, ALMACENAMIENTO, 
PRODUCCIÓN Y TRANSFERENCIA DE MINAS ANTI PERSONAL Y SU DESTRUCCIÓN” aprobado por la Asamblea 
Nacional por Decreto No. 2007, publicado en la Gaceta Diario Oficial No. 177 del 22 de septiembre 1998 y ratificado por 
el Presidente de la República en Decreto 63-98 del 2 de octubre 1998, el Programa Nacional de Desminado Humanitario 
proyecta cumplir sus componentes principales en los siguientes plazos: 

 
- Remoción de Minas instaladas (desminado) a concluirse en el año 2008. 
 
- Destrucción de Minas Antipersonal de inventarios, concluido en agosto del 2002. 
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El Ejército de Nicaragua a través de las Pequeñas Unidades de Desminado del Cuerpo de Ingenieros, tiene como misión 
principal, el cumplimiento de los dos componentes centrales de la Convención de Ottawa.  Participan más de 600 
miembros del Ejército entre Oficiales, Clases, Soldados y trabajadores civiles, debidamente equipados y entrenados para 
tal misión. 

 
El propósito del Gobierno de Nicaragua en el marco de la Convención de Ottawa es cumplir en el menor tiempo posible, 
con la destrucción de minas instaladas teniendo como necesidad fundamental para el cumplimiento de esta gran tarea de 
invaluable trascendencia humanitaria, el de disponer de los recursos económicos y técnicos, facilitados por la Comunidad 
Internacional. 

 
El Ejército de Nicaragua cumplió con la destrucción de todos los inventarios de las minas antipersonal almacenadas por 
esta institución castrense en el plazo comprendido del año 1999 al 2002, llevando a cabo la destrucción de 133,435 
minas antipersonales y sus accesorios.   

 
En las diferentes etapas del avance del Plan Nacional de Desminado Humanitario las operaciones de desminado han 
sido apoyadas con la Cooperación de Gobiernos amigos de forma bilateral y a través de Organismos Multinacionales 
tales como: 

 
� Reino de Dinamarca 

 
� República Federal de Alemania 
 
� Organización de Estados Americanos* 
 
� Unión Europea 
 
� Japón 
 
� Comité Internacional de la Cruz Roja (a través del Consejo Nacional Cruz Roja). 
 
� Movimondo (ONG) 
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� A través de la OEA  países han contribuido designando personal Militar de las Fuerzas Armadas Nacionales de 
Argentina, Brasil, Colombia, Chile, República de Honduras, República El Salvador, República de Guatemala, 
República de Uruguay, República de Venezuela y República de Bolivia. 

 
* Organización de Estados Americanos (OEA) a través de este organismo han cooperado los Estados Unidos de América, 
República de Francia, Reino de España, Reino de Gran Bretaña, Japón, Canadá, Reino de Noruega, Reino de Suecia, 
Reino de Dinamarca, Holanda y República Federativa de Rusia. 

 
DATOS GENERALES SOBRE EL PLAN NACIONAL DE DESMINADO.  

 
1. De acuerdo a los registros del Ejército de Nicaragua 135,643 Minas Antitanque y Antipersonales estaban instaladas 

en el territorio nacional en objetivos civiles y militares en 1989. De acuerdo con la nueva información obtenida por 
pobladores, antiguos zapadores que viven en la zona afectadas con minas y estudios nivel I (Investigación de campo) 
y si no hubiesen nuevos reportes de existencia de minas, a esta fecha  el total es de 169,029 minas; lo que significa 
que aun quedan pendiente por destruir 20,837 (que corresponde al 12.32 % del total en registro). 

 
2. Actualmente se registra una cantidad de 148,192 minas destruidas en operaciones de desminado, por otras causas 

(explosionadas accidentalmente por seres vivos o condiciones diversas del terreno) y certificadas su no-existencia 
(minas extraídas por la población civil o por efectos de fenómeno naturales) desde 1993 hasta el 28 de Febrero del 
2007, se incluyen 13,944 minas destruidas en campos minados y áreas minadas fuera de registros. 

 
3. Consideramos que una cantidad aproximada de 20,837 minas instaladas quedan pendiente por destruir.  
 
4. Para cumplir la meta propuesta de declarar al país libre de minas se estimó inicialmente como plazo el año 2005, sin 

embargo de acuerdo a afectaciones provocadas por los campos minados fuera de registro, la distracción de esfuerzos 
para la destrucción de UXO´s, la experiencia de las operaciones en nuevos territorios con mayor complejidad ó 
aislamiento geográfico, dificultades técnicas enfrentadas con los Barreminas, minas encontradas a mayor profundidad, 
ha ocasionado accidentes al personal zapador y los atrasos operativos provocados por el déficit de equipamiento, nos 
han obligado a proyectar  Diciembre del año 2008 la culminación de las operaciones de desminado. 
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5. Siempre que contemos con la estructura actual para destruir las minas instaladas, registradas y fuera de registro 
conocidas hasta la fecha.  Creando una estrategia de reinserción social y reorientación vocacional para la fuerza que 
finalizan sus actividades  con el PNDH, disminuyendo el impacto social del personal que se desactive o desmovilice. 

 
 
 
DATOS GENERALES SOBRE LA DESTRUCCIÓN DE MINAS ANTIPERSONAL ALMACENADAS 
 
 
1. Para inicios del año 1999 Nicaragua tenía 136,813 Minas antipersonal almacenadas y en el proceso de 

Certificación y fijación de Inventarios se constato la existencia de 133,313 minas a destruir, a esto se adicionó un 
total de 122 minas de combate que se encontraban para instrucción para completar un total de 133,435 minas en 
arsenal prohibidas por la Convención de Ottawa. 

 
2. Se estableció un Plan de Destrucción de Minas almacenadas que estableció cuatro años de plazo para la 

destrucción de todo el inventario de minas antipersonal prohibidas por la Convención de Ottawa, comprendiendo 
desde el año 1999 al año 2002. 

 
3. Cumpliendo lo que establece el Convenio de OTTAWA se destruyeron un total de CIENTO TREINTA Y TRES MIL 

CUATROCIENTOS TREINTA Y CINCO MINAS ANTIPERSONAL en once eventos. 
 
 

� Destrucción de minas almacenadas  133,435 unidades.  
 

� Porcentaje de cumplimiento   100 % 
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INFORME DE SITUACIÓN DEL PROGRAMA DE DESMINADO DE ACUERDO AL ARTÍCULO 7 DE LA 
CONVENCIÓN DE OTTAWA. 
 
Formato A. MEDIDAS DE APLICACIÓN NACIONAL. 

 
Artículo 7.1 “ Cada Estado parte informará al Secretario General de las Naciones Unidas tan pronto como sea posible, 
y en cualquier caso no más tarde de 180 días a partir de la entrada en vigor de esta Convención para ese Estado 
Parte sobre: “ 

 
a) LAS MEDIDAS DE APLICACIÓN A NIVEL NACIONAL SEGÚN LO PREVISTO EN EL ARTÍCULO 9” 
 

Medidas: Decretos Legislativos que incorporan al Convenio de 
OTTAWA a la legislación Nacional (Obligatorio cumplimiento) 

  Información Complementaria                                                                                             

Decreto Asamblea Nacional No. 2007. De aprobación al Convenio 
sobre la prohibición del Empleo, almacenamiento, Producción y 
Transferencia de Minas Antipersonal y sobre su destrucción. 
Publicado en LA GACETA #177 del 22/09/98. Decreto No. 63.98 
Ratificación del Convenio de OTTAWA.   Publicado en LA GACETA 
No. 190 del 09/10/98. Decreto No. 84 Creación Comisión Nacional 
de Desminado.  Publicado en LA GACETA No. 236 del 05/12/98. La 
elaboración y presentación ante la Comunidad Internacional del Plan 
de Desminado Nacional y Plan de Destrucción de Minas 
Antipersonal.12-04-99    

El texto de los instrumentos legales fue 
entregado en Septiembre/99 en informe 
correspondiente a la Convención. Se ha 
implementado una campaña radial por los 
medios de comunicación, fundamentalmente 
en la frontera norte para educar y prevenir a 
la población sobre el peligro de las minas y 
divulgando la ubicación de las áreas 
minadas. Actualmente se están desarrollando 
campañas donde se involucran la OEA, 
Ministerio de Educación y la coordinación de 
la Comisión Nacional de Desminado.  La 
campaña es permanente hasta concluir el 
Programa de Desminado empleando 
instrumentos gráficos, radiales, escrito de 
forma directa. Se continúa en la gestión de 
asegurar financiamiento para continuar su 
implementación. 
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Formato B MINAS ANTI PERSONAL ALMACENADAS 
 
Artículo 7.1 Inciso b: El total de las minas antipersonal en existencias que le pertenecen o posea, o que estén baja su 
jurisdicción o control: 
 
Estado (parte): Nicaragua         
 
Información Correspondiente al 28 de febrero del año 2007. 

 
Nota: Nicaragua ya destruyó todas sus minas almacenadas. 
 
 

Formato C UBICACIÓN DE LAS ÁREAS MINADAS 
 

Artículo 7.1 Inciso c: En la medida de lo posible, la ubicación de todas las zonas minadas bajo su jurisdicción o control. 
Estado (Parte): Nicaragua  
Información correspondiente al 28 de Febrero del año 2006. 

 
1. Áreas que contienen minas 
 
 
Ubicación Tipo Cantidad Fecha de 

Instalación 
Información 
Complementaria. 

Diferentes áreas del territorio 
nacional.  Las áreas y cantidades 
de minas que se informan son las 
que se tienen ubicadas por los 
registros del Ejército de 
Nicaragua. Se adjunta detalle de 
áreas minadas organizadas por 
módulo de trabajo. 

Varios 20,837 1982-1989 Las 20,837 minas instaladas 
reportadas se encuentran en 
70 Campos o Grupos de 
Mina a lo largo de 
aproximadamente 55.5 Km. 
de frontera estatal norte y 2 
diferentes objetivos a lo 
interno del territorio. 
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2. Áreas sospechosas de contener minas 
Ubicación Tipo Cantidad Fecha de 

Instalación 
Información 
Complementaria. 

Boca de Poteca - Boca de Wamblam PPMISR-II, POMZ 943* 1988 3 Objetivos minados 
 Rápido El Carretón   PMN  No precisado  Se trabajó en el 2005 y 

hubo 1 accidente con 
mina. Actualmente Nivel 
III 

El Guapinolito PPMISR-II, PMN No precisado  1 objetivo minado 
La Reforma PPMISR-II, PMN No precisado  1 objetivo minado 
La Capilla - Zacateras PPMISR-II, PMN 98* 1997 3 objetivos minados 
Zacatera - San Pablo PPMISR-II, PMN, 

POMZ 
1,500* 1997  

PROFONICSA PPMISR-II, POMZ, 
PMN 

1,667*  El campo de mina original 
era de 848 minas, según 
denuncia y registros 
encontrados el campo es 
de 2642 minas. 

Lugar Zacateras PPMISR-II, POMZ, 
PMN 

500*   

Escuelas Arenales  No precisado  1 objetivo minado 
 TOTAL   4,708   

 
* Estas cantidades de minas están de acuerdo a registro, pero en estas mismas áreas minadas existen áreas 
sospechosas en las que existen minas en cantidad no precisada. 

 
Formato D MINAS ANTIPERSONAL RETENIDAS O TRANSFERIDAS 
 
Artículo 7.1 Inciso c: Los tipos, cantidades y, si fuere posible, los números de lote de todas las minas retenidas o 
transferidas de conformidad con el artículo 3, para el desarrollo de técnicas de detección, limpieza o destrucción de minas. 
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Estado (Parte) Nicaragua  
 
Información correspondiente al 28 de Febrero del año 2007. 
 

1. RETENIDAS PARA ENTRENAMIENTO Y EL DESARROLLO DE TÉCNICAS DE DETECCIÓN DE MINAS 
(ARTÍCULO 3. PARA. 1) 

 
Institución autorizada por el 
Estado Parte 

Tipo Cantidad Lote # Minas destruidas en 
2006 (instrucción) 

Ejército de Nicaragua PMN 274  12 
 PMN-2 300   
 PPMI-SR11 90  05 en Mayo 
 OZM-4 25   
 PMFH 25   
 POMZ-2 50   
 POMZ-2M 240   
TOTAL  1,004  17 
 
En el XVII curso de zapadores efectuado en mayo del 2006, se realizó la destrucción de 05 minas PPMI-SR11 retenidas 
para instrucción.  
 
Las 12 MAP-PMN fueron desactivadas retirándose las partes explosivas (carga y detonadores) con el objetivo de ser 
destinadas a labores de reentrenamiento y comprobación de detectores en los Frentes de Operaciones, éstas minas 
debe ser  consideradas destruidas o inutilizadas de forma permanente, ya que las partes retiradas fueron destruidas y no 
pueden ser restablecidas sus capacidades técnicas para funcionar como MAP. 
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1. TRANSFERIDAS PARA DESARROLLAR TÉCNICAS DE DETECCIÓN Y ENTRENAMIENTO (ARTÍCULO 3, 
PARA.1) 

 
Institución autorizada por 
el Estado Parte 

Transferida 
por. 

Transferida a: Tipo Cantidad Lote 
# 

Información  complementaria 

Ejército de Nicaragua     Ejército de Nic. Unidad de 
Técnica Canina 
del Ejército  

PMN 
PPMISR-11, 
POM-1, 
TOTAL 

20, 
15, 
11, 
46* 

 Destinadas al entrenamiento 
de Canes Detectores de 
Minas. 

Ejército de Nicaragua  Ejército de Nic. Cuerpo de 
Ingenieros  

PMN 26  Destinadas para la calibración 
de Detectores de Minas.  

 
 
* Esta cantidad es el inventario actual de minas destinadas al entrenamiento de Canes Detectores de Minas y 
calibración de detectores de minas, forma parte del inventario de minas reportadas como retenidas para fines de 
entrenamiento.   

 
Forma D     (CONTINUACIÓN)1 
 

2. TRANSFERIDAS CON PROPÓSITO DE DESTRUCCIÓN (ARTÍCULO 3, PARA.2)  
Institución autorizada por el 
Estado Parte 

Transferida 
Por: 

Transferida a: Tipo Cantidad Lote # Información 
Complementaria. 

      Nicaragua no ha 
transferido minas 
para destrucción, 
pero ha realizado 
destrucción de 
Minas por sí. 
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RESUMEN DE DESTRUCCIÓN DE MINAS ANTI PERSONAL ALMACENADAS. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

AÑO 1999 AÑO 2000 AÑO 2001 AÑO 2002 

VOLADURAS VOLADURAS VOLADURAS VOLADURAS 
1RA. 2DA. 3RA. 4TA. 5TA. 6TA. 7MA. 8VA. 9NA. 10MA. 11VA. 

 
 

DENOMINACIÓN LAS 
MINAS 

Abr-
12 

Ago-
28 

Dic-07 Feb-
25 

May-
12 

Mar-
29 

Jun-
21 

Sep-
17 

Abr-25 Jun-
20 

Ago-
28 

 
 

TOTAL 
DESTRUIDO 

  
MINA AP PMN 

 
2,000 

 
2,463 

 
3,730 

 
2,250 

 
2,158 

 
5,000 

 
5,000 

 
6,000 

 
5,000 

  
9,711 

 
43,312 

 
MINA AP PMN-2 

 
1,200 

 
- 

 
4,500 

 
2,250 

 
3,210 

 
5,000 

 
5,000 

 
6,000 

 
5,000 

  
4,862 

 
37,022 

 
MINA AP PMD-6M 

 
1,800 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

     
3 

 
1,803 

 
MINA AP PPMI- SR11 

 
- 

 
- 

 
1,270 

 
2,405 

 
- 

 
- 

     
1,676 

 
5,351 

 
MINA AP PMOZ-2 

 
- 

 
1,522 

 
- 

 
459 

 
- 

 
- 

     
2,183 

 
4,164 

 
MINA AP PMOZ-2M 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 
2,050 

 
4,132 

 
4,500 

 
5,000 

 
8,000 

 
5,000 

 
10,000 

 
8,000 

 
38,682 

 
MINA AP PMFH-1 

 
- 

 
1,015 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

      
1,015 

 
MINA AP NVVR 

 
- 

 
- 

 
500 

 
586 

 
500 

 
500 

      
2,086 

 
TOTAL 

 
5,000 

 
5,000 

 
10,000 

 
10,000 

 
10,000 

 
15,000 

 
15,000 

 
20,000 

 
15,000 

 
10,000 

 
18,435 

 
133,435 
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Formato E SITUACIÓN DE LOS PROGRAMAS PARA LA RECONVERSIÓN O CIERRE DEFINITIVO DE LAS 
INSTALACIONES DE PRODUCCIÓN DE MINAS ANTIPERSONALES. 

 
Artículo 7.1  Inciso e. 
 
Estado Parte: Nicaragua 
 
Información correspondiente al 28 Febrero del año 2007. 
 
Nicaragua no posee  instalaciones de producción de minas Antipersonal. 
 
Formato E   Situación de los Programas de Destrucción de MAP. 
Artículo 7.1  Inciso f. 
 
Estado (Parte):  Nicaragua  
 
Información correspondiente al 28 de Febrero del año 2006. 
 
1. Situación de los Programas de Destrucción de Minas Antipersonal almacenadas (Artículo 4.). Ya se concluyó con 

la destrucción de las minas almacenadas. 
      Lugar de Destrucción  Detalles de: 
- Polígono de Tiro de Unidad Militar (Escuela Nacional de 

Sargentos “Sgto.Andrés Castro”) ubicada en las afueras 
de la capital.    

 
- Polígono de Adiestramiento de la Escuela Básica de 

Infantería, Condega, (Estelí).   
 
- Polígono de Tiro del 2do. Comando Militar Regional.   

Métodos:   
- Destrucción Explosiva   
- Incineración.  
 
Cumplimiento de Medidas de Seguridad Establecidas:   
Se cumplieron las medidas de Seguridad y los 
procedimientos aceptados internacionalmente para este 
tipo de actividad, fue realizada en Acto Público con 
presencia de Dignatarios y representación internacional. 
Cumplimiento de Procedimientos Establecidos. 
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2. Situación del  Programas de Destrucción de Minas Antipersonal instaladas en áreas minadas (Artículo 5)  
 
Ubicación de las Destrucciones Detalle de: 

Métodos:    
- Desminado Manual con detección, a través de  detectores de 

metal, sondeo y voladura con explosivos en el sitio donde se 
han  encontrado las minas.   

 
- Aseguramiento de Calidad Interna empleando Canes 

detectores de minas y equipos barreminas a partir del año 
1998.  

 

- Empleo del Destacamento de Barreminas en donde se facilita 
la operación para lograr mayor eficiencia y profundidad de 
detección a partir del año 2001.  

Medidas de Seguridad: 
 
Desde el año 1993 se cumplen las medidas de seguridad 
establecidas en el ámbito internacional para operaciones de 
desminado, se realiza la supervisión internacional de las 
operaciones. (JID / OEA, IMAS).  
 

 
Desde 1989 se han destruido minas instaladas en 
todo el territorio nacional, en la tabla siguiente se 
detalla el resumen de logros alcanzados. 

Aplicación de Procedimientos:   
 
Se han adoptado los procedimientos de manejo internacional para 
las operaciones (IMAS).  
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RESUMEN ESTADISTICO DEL DESMINADO NACIONAL 
DESDE 1989 HASTA EL 28 DE FEBRERO 2007. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*   Incluye 13,944 minas destruidas y que estaban fuera de registro. 
 
**  Incluye 52 objetivos fuera de registro desminado. 
 
*** Incluye todas las minas registradas originalmente y las reportadas por la población civil, personal militar retirado del    

Ejército y confirmadas en el Nivel 1, por los zapadores del Ejército de Nicaragua. (Existen registros, mapas o 
formularios). 

 
 
 

 
N° 

 
DENOMINACIÓN 

 
PLANIFICADAS 
DESDE 1989 

CONCLUIDAS 
HASTA FEBRERO 

2007 

 
FALTA 

 
AVANCE 

% 
1 OBJETIVOS A DESMINAR 991 921** 70 92.93 
2 KILÓMETROS A DESMINAR 409 353.5 55.5 86.43 
 FRONTERA NORTE 313 257.5 55.5 82.26 
 FRONTERA SUR 96 96 0 100 
3.- CANTIDAD DE MINAS 

DESTRUIDAS Y CERTIFICADAS 
169,029*** 148.192* 20,837 87.67 
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CRONOGRAMA 

DE EJECUCION DE LAS OPERACIONES DE DESMINADO – 2007  

CANT.
OBJ E F M A M J J A S O N D

LA CHAMUSCADA 1968-5,9,1 639 1

RIO EL CIPRESAL 2066-6 200 1

CUCHILLA LA CHAMUSCADA
1968-1,7  
1967-5

1,037 1

CUCHILLA EL ZAPOTE III
1968-1 7 
1965-5

678 1

SUB TOTAL 2,554 4

LA BALZADA - EL SALTITO 
(2KM)

 2931-3  
3029-7

1,099 2

2 FOD N°2
BOCA DE POTECA-BOCA 
WAMBLAM (4KM)

3237-8 
3336-2

1,501 6

SUB TOTAL 2,600 8

RÁPIDO LA SUIZA (2 KM) 2929 1,164 1

RAPIDO EL CARRETÓN 3126-6 NP 1

EL GUAPINOLITO 3225-8 NP 1

LA REFORMA 2327-4 NP 1

SUB TOTAL 1,164 4

EL BOSQUE- CASA QUEMADA 
(8KM)

3682  4793 30 5

 LA CAPILLA- ZACATERAS (2KM) 4113 98 3

EL URAL- VILLA FLOR (6 KM) 2577 2675 258 9

ZACATERAS- SAN PABLO
4114-8 
3812-7

1,500 NP

SUB TOTAL 1,886 17

943 Minas por denuncia

1,500 Minas por denuncia

Por 
denuncia

1 FOD N°1

Por denuncia

FOD N°4

Por denuncia

Por denuncia

3 FOD N°3

4

N/O UNIDAD OBJETIVOS
CANT.                                                                                                                                               
MINAS

COORD.
PLANIFICACION 2007
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•TOTAL GENERAL : 15,227

•CANT. CAMPOS MINADOS : 50 CAMPOS

•CAMPOS MINADOS F/R Y N/P : 07 CAMPOS

•TOTAL CAMPOS MINADOS : 57 CAMPOS Y GPOS. DE MINAS

ContinuaciónCONTINUACION 

CANT.
OBJ E F M A M J J A S O N D

SIEMPRE VIVA 4748 150 FR Por denuncia

CERRO LAS NUBES- CUCHILLA 
CHACHAGUA (8 KM)

2253 2059 2,104 16

SUB TOTAL 2,254 16

MACIZO PEÑAS BLANCAS MAQ. 
001,002

6640 1,627 1

PROFONICSA MAQ. 003 Y 
MANTIS

5050 2,642 1

SUB TOTAL 4,269 2

ZACATERAS  4014-4 500 FR

ESCUELA ARENALES 2415-4  - FR

ATENCION A DENUNCIAS (UXOS)

SUB TOTAL 500 0

Por denuncia

1,667 Minas por denuncia
DBM

N/O UNIDAD

6

COORD.
CANT.                                                                                                                                           
MINAS

PLANIFICACION 2007

7 D/S

5 FOD-5

Por denuncia

OBJETIVOS
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Formato G MINAS ANTIPERSONAL DESTRUIDAS DESPUÉS DE LA ENTRADA EN VIGOR  DE LA CONVECNION 
DE OTAWA. 
 
Artículo 7.1 “Los tipos y cantidades de todas las minas antipersonal destruidas después de la entrada en vigor de la 
Convención para ese Estado Parte. 
 
Estado (Parte): Nicaragua. 
 
Información correspondiente al 28 de Febrero del año 2007. 
 
 1. DESTRUCCIÓN DE MINAS ANTIPERSONAL ALMACENADAS. Nicaragua ya concluyó con la destrucción de las 
MAP almacenadas en el marco de la Convención de OTTAWA. 

 
 

Estas minas fueron destruidas por el Ejército de Nicaragua, institución depositaria de las mismas, realizándose todos los 
actos de destrucción en público con testigos de Honor, como el Secretario General de la Organización de Estados 
Americanos, el Presidente de la República, Ministro de Defensa, Funcionarios de UPD/OEA, Naciones Unidas, Cuerpo 
Diplomático acreditado y Agregados Militares, los integrantes de la Comisión Nacional de Desminado, Miembros de los 
Poderes del Estado y Delegados de Organismos Cooperantes. 
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2. DESTRUCCIÓN DE MINAS INSTALADAS EN ÁREAS MINADAS (ARTÍCULO 5) 
 

Tipo Cantidad Información Complementaria 
MINAS ANTIPERSONAL Y ANTI 
TANQUES INSTALADAS DESTRUIDAS 
HASTA 28 DE FEBRERO 2007. 

148,192 Desde el inicio de operaciones organizadas 
en el año 1989 hasta el 28/02/2007 se han 
destruido 148,912 minas, instaladas en 921 
diferentes objetivos y campos minados 
despejándose de minas un total de 4,986,912 
metros cuadrados en 66 municipios del país. 

TOTAL 148,192*  
 

* Esta cifra de minas destruidas incluye las siguientes categorías: 
 

b) Minas destruidas en las operaciones de desminado humanitario como resultado del barrido de área (Despeje). 
c) Minas destruidas por otras causas en el terreno y que los indicios encontrados permite certificar su destrucción total, 

sin riesgo remanente en el campo. 
d) Minas comprobada su no existencia en las áreas sometidas a operaciones de desminado una vez finalizado el 

despeje y ACI (este concepto se emplea siempre que existan formularios, mapas o reportes que indiquen su 
existencia inicial).   
 
Formato H   CARACTERÍSTICAS TÉCNICAS DE CADA TIPO DE MINA 
 
Artículo 7.1 “Características técnicas de cada tipo de mina antipersonal producida, hasta donde se conozca, y 
aquellas que actualmente pertenezcan a un Estado Parte. 
 
Estado (Parte): Nicaragua 
 
1.  Nicaragua no producen ningún tipo de Mina 
3. Características Técnicas de las minas antipersonal que posee almacenadas en Nicaragua 
 
Nicaragua no tiene minas antipersonal almacenadas ya que todas fueron destruidas, sólo existen bajo 
resguardo del Ejército 1,004 minas para instrucción. 
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Formato I  MEDIDAS ADOPTADAS PARA ADVERTIR A LA POBLACIÓN  
 
Artículo 7.1 Inciso i: Las medidas adoptadas para advertir de forma inmediata y eficaz a la población. 
 
Estado (Parte): Nicaragua 
 

a.- El Ejército de Nicaragua a través del Cuerpo de Ingenieros y mediante el empleo de los Frentes de Operaciones de 
Desminado, el Destacamento Barreminas y el Destacamento de Señalización, diseñó y ejecutó una Campaña de 
Divulgación y Prevención de Accidentes con Minas empleando varios métodos de forma coordinada:  

 
- Labor directa con los ciudadanos que habitan áreas cercanas a los sectores objeto de operaciones de desminado 

humanitario.  
 
- Propaganda y divulgación a través de los medios de comunicación (Radio) nacionales y regionales. 
 
- Actividades directas a través de las Pequeñas Unidades de Desminado que se encuentran en los territorios. 

 
- Propaganda Gráfica colocada en las zonas afectadas por minas.  

 
- Señalización de las áreas minadas y la colocación de rótulos preventivos (de carreteras) en los accesos cercanos 

a las áreas más densamente minadas. La señalización se complementa con una sostenida campaña de 
prevención a través de los medios de comunicación masiva (Radio y afiches de propaganda). 

 
b.- Labor de prevención a través de programas con apoyo de organismos cooperantes y países donantes. 
 
- PADCA-OEA ha impulsado e implementado las campañas de Educación Preventivas que tienen como marco de 

referencia básico los estándares internacionales, siendo todo el material que se utiliza certificado mediante el 
proceso que para ello tiene la Comisión Nacional de Desminado.  La Campaña de educación preventiva del 
Programa denominada “Paso Seguro sin Minas” se ha fortalecido mediante el involucramiento de lideres 
comunales, zapadores del Ejército de Nicaragua, grupos de niños y maestros de escuelas de las áreas afectadas 
pues una vez finalizada la campaña son los que brindan sostenibilidad al mensaje. 
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- El Programa de Apoyo al Desminado en Centroamérica de OEA ha realizado propaganda en los medios de 
comunicación con mensajes y viñetas, además se han realizado gran cantidad de actividades de sensibilización en 
la población de las zonas de operaciones de desminado aprovechando los oficiales supervisores y las Unidades de 
Desminado del Ejército de Nicaragua utilizando material de propaganda (afiches, cuadernos, camisetas, etc.) 
elaborados para ese fin. 

 
- La Comisión Nacional de Desminado a través de la Sub Comisión de Educación Preventiva de Accidentes con 

Minas ha logrado regular la articulación de los diferentes esfuerzos de forma coherente y se propone continuar con 
objetivos sostenidos y de mayor alcance, evaluar los resultados y algo muy importante disminuir los riesgo de 
accidentes con minas de la población, fundamentalmente a la que habita en zonas de riesgos.  También lograr que 
la implementación de actividades que se desarrollen en este sentido por esfuerzos de diferentes organismos u 
organizaciones cooperantes (ONG’s) interesadas en apoyar esta labor humanitaria se lleve a cabo bajo la 
supervisión y revisión del material por esta Comisión para obtener mejores resultados en los mensajes de 
prevención que se trata de llevar a la población. 

 
- La Comisión Nacional de Desminado continúa impulsando el Plan Nacional de Educación Preventiva de 

Accidentes con Minas, mediante la capacitación de maestros de las escuelas ubicadas en zonas de riesgo y la 
distribución de material didactico, tanto para maestros y alumnos de primaria y secundaria. Esta campaña está 
abierta a toda organización que desee participar y apoyarla. 

 
Problemas encontrados: 
 
- Algunos pobladores a pesar de conocer sobre la campaña de sensibilización han encontrado y manipulado minas 

y UXO´s lo que ha provocado accidentes. 
 
- Muchas personas no colaboran con este proceso debido que quitan los rótulos y señales de prevención 

utilizándolos para otros fines. 
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SOBRE LOS TRABAJOS REALIZADOS RESPECTO AL SISTEMA INTERNACIONAL DE MONITOREO DE ACCIÓN 
DE MINAS (IMSMA). 
 
1.- Se elaboró un Plan de Levantamiento de Datos que alimentan la Base de Datos para el IMSMA para el Nivel I en todo 

el territorio nacional  y Nivel III en las regiones donde han concluido las operaciones de desminado. 
 
En cumplimiento del plan de levantamiento de datos del Sistema de Monitoreo Internacional de Acciones de Minas 
(IMSMA) en los Niveles I, II y III  se ejecutaron las siguientes actividades: 
 
- Datos del IMSMA        : 978 Campos Minados, Nivel I 

 

- Rastreo y búsqueda de Campos Minados    :   29  
  
- Atención a denuncias de  

           de la población de la existencia de Campos de Minas : 92  
 
LEVANTAMIENTO DE COORDENADAS 
 
� Se realizó levantamiento de coordenadas UTM en las exigencias de WGS84 por cada campo minado. 
� Datos Geo-referencial de los campos minados. 
� Se marcaron coordenadas de los mojones de apoyo y puntos iniciales de los campos minados. 
� Se realizo fijación de referencias azimutales y levantamiento perimetral de los campos minados mediante el empleo 

de GPS y BRÚJULA. 
 
LEVANTAMIENTO DE CROQUIS 

 
Se realizó levantamiento de 3 tipos de esquemas por campo minado: 

- Esquema del área Minada (ubicación de las minas, distancias entre minas, forma y dimensión del campo minado) 
- Esquema General del área (Geo-referencias, accesos, campamentación, limites municipales etc.) 
- Esquema de área detallada (es la combinación del esquema del área minada y esquema General del área) 
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DATOS POBLACIONALES 
 
- Se visitaron Alcaldías, Centro de Salud e Instituto Nicaragüense de Estadísticas y Censos con la finalidad de recopilar 

información poblacional pre y post-guerra y muestreo de zonas con mayor densidad de minas. 
  

- Se mantiene comunicación con el Centro Nacional de Ortopedia y PADCA/OEA para realizar indagaciones de victimas 
de accionar de las minas y mutilaciones sufridas. 

 
- Se levantan datos poblacionales de las áreas de riesgo de campos minados. 
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PRINCIPALES AFECTACIONES DE LAS OPERACIONES DE DESMINADO EN EL AÑO 2006 
 
 
1 ACCIDENTES CON MINA EN EL FOD-3 EN EL MES DE DICIEMBRE 2005 AFECTÓ PSICOLÓGICAMENTE AL 

PERSONAL ZAPADOR. EN EL 1er CUATRIMESTRE 2006 OBLIGÓ A EXTREMAR LAS MEDIDAS DE SEGURIDAD  
AFECTANDO EL RENDIMIENTO DE LAS OPERACIONES DE DESMINADO DEBIDO AL NIVEL DE PROFUNDIDAD 
DE LAS MINAS Y LA LIMITADA CAPACIDAD DE DETECCIÓN.   

 
2 AFECTACIÓN GENERAL POR LOS INCENDIOS FORESTALES (ENERO- ABRIL) EN ÁREAS CERCANAS A LOS 

C.M., SE DESTINÓ PERSONAL PARA SOFOCARLOS ADEMÁS EL EFECTO INVERNADERO DEL HUMO  
DISMINUYE TIEMPO OPERATIVO EFECTIVO DE LAS OPERACIONES DE DESMINADO EN UN 15%. 

 
3 DESPERFECTOS TÉCNICOS EN BARREMINAS HITACHI (MAQUINAS 001 Y  002) NO TRABAJARON UN 

PROMEDIO DE 5 MESES POR DIFICULTADES PARA IMPORTAR PIEZAS DE REPUESTOS Y REPARACIONES 
GENERALES. 

 
4 PROBLEMAS LEGALES PARA EL INICIO DE LAS OPERACIONES DE DESMINADO EN EL ÁREA PROTEGIDA 

“MACIZO DE PEÑAS BLANCAS”. 
 
5 EN EL 1ER CUATRIMESTRE SE TRABAJO CON UN PROMEDIO DE 2.5 EQUIPOS DE ZAPADORES POR 

FRENTE DE OPERACIONES (DE 4  EQUIPOS PROMEDIO EN LOS DOS ÚLTIMOS AÑOS) POR FALTA DE 
COMPLETAMIENTO CON DETECTORES Y EQUIPOS DE PROTECCIÓN. 

 
6 LAS LLUVIAS CONTINÚAN SIENDO UNO DE LOS FACTORES DE MÁS INFLUENCIA NEGATIVA, LO QUE 

REPRESENTÓ UN ATRASO DEL 23% (59 DÍAS) DEL TIEMPO EFECTIVO LABORABLE. 
 
7 EL 60% DE LOS MEDIOS DE TRABAJOS ESTABAN SOBRE EXPLOTADOS. 
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Foreword

Over the past 15 years, mine action has evolved into an established
component of the relief and developments sectors, supported by more than
250 million US dollars each year. Over this period, projects and programmes
for demining, mine risk education, victim assistance, advocacy, and stockpile
destruction have all been discussed, refined and improved by operators,
programmers, diplomats and activists.

A landmark treaty banning the production, stockpiling, transfer and use
of anti-personnel mines has entered into force, and already binds more than
three-quarters of the world’s nations. Since 2003, the world also has an
international legal instrument — a new protocol to the Convention on Certain
Conventional Weapons —  allocating responsibility for action to counter the
threat posed by other explosive remnants of war.

International mine action standards have been adopted and are being
translated into national realities. Most mine action programmes have a national
authority and mine action centre that uses advanced geographic information
system (GIS) based information management systems. Priorities are being
better managed, employing socio-economic criteria to determine them. In
turn, comprehensive landmine impact surveys are being carried out in affected
States to assist in the identification of priorities. Standards for mine risk
education have been developed, and guidelines for victim assistance have
been finalised. Management training courses are being offered regularly for
national mine action staff and a mine action exchange programme between
mine-affected countries is progressing well.

As part of its ongoing concern to reinforce the effectiveness and
efficiency of mine action, the Geneva International Centre for Humanitarian
Demining commissioned contributions from development and mine action
experts on the many lessons that have been learned over the past 15 years
— and the challenges that remain to be met. These have been brought
together in this work: Mine Action: Lessons and Challenges. We hope that it
will contribute to debate on the future of mine action and its role within
relief and development more generally.
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Introduction

On 18 September 1997, the Oslo Diplomatic Conference formally adopted
new international law — the Convention on the Prohibition of Anti-Personnel
Mines — which outlawed the production, stockpiling, transfer and use of
anti-personnel mines. In December 1997, at the subsequent treaty signing
ceremony in Ottawa, States pledged a total of US$500 million over five years
to the global response to the landmine problem. Since 1989, the world has
spent more than US$2.5 billion in seeking to rid the world of the scourge of
mines and abandoned or unexploded ordnance.

Humanitarian responses to the landmine problem have existed as a distinct
discipline since 1989, but a comprehensive technical review of lessons learned
and future challenges has not yet been conducted. With the First Review
Conference of the Convention on the Prohibition of Anti-Personnel Mines in
November-December 2004, the international community seized the
opportunity to take stock of progress made in reducing the threat posed by
anti-personnel mines and other explosive remnants of war and to help map
the path for the remainder of the decade.

Certainly, the international mine action community has learned a great
deal over the past 16 years. This work, Mine Action: Lessons and Challenges,
represents the views of selected experts as to what some of the key lessons
have been, and what challenges remain for the future.

Following an Executive Summary of its main conclusions and findings,
this work is laid out in two parts. Part I looks at the core activities — the
“pillars” — of mine action: advocacy, victim assistance, mine risk education,
demining (survey, marking and clearance of mines and unexploded ordnance)
and stockpile destruction. Part II looks at key management issues, specifically,
programme coordination and management, information management and
capacity development. This work concludes with a thought-provoking
assessment of what mine action has actually achieved.
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Over the past 15 years, mine action has evolved into an established
component of the relief and developments sectors. It benefits from an accepted
international definition that comprises five main pillars: demining
(encompassing survey, marking and clearance), advocacy, mine risk education,
victim assistance and stockpile destruction. These activities are underpinned
by international law, especially the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention and
a recent protocol governing explosive remnants of war (ERW, covering
abandoned explosive ordnance — AXO, and unexploded ordnance — UXO).
In addition, internationally agreed standards, as well as a model legal and
institutional framework, exist to guide the effective coordination, management
and implementation of national mine action programmes. Today, the world
understands how these weapons affect the lives of civilians and the civilian
population in a far more accurate and sophisticated way.

Thus, from the shaky foundations of unadapted military breaching
procedures in the late 1980s, demining has evolved rapidly into a distinct
and refined discipline. The disjointed approaches of individual organisations
converged as, beneath an intense media spotlight, conferences and other liaison
brought productive exchanges of information. As the Ottawa Process that
led to the adoption of the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention captured the
public imagination, governments throughout the world became involved, with
many donating funds or contributing resources to this growing industry.

The creation of the United Nations Mine Action Service (UNMAS) and
the Geneva International Centre for Humanitarian Demining (GICHD) brought
proper oversight, along with a more detached and objective approach to
management. Regulation has been applied primarily to working standards
(in the form of the International Mine Action Standards — IMAS) and
information technology (provided by the Information Management System
for Mine Action — IMSMA). This has helped standardise diverse programmes
and allowed a host of other benefits, ranging from better working conditions for
deminers to the ability to assess programme efficiency. The pool of accumulated
knowledge is also being better managed to allow new programmes to benefit
from the lessons of previous operations and to further enhance the equipment
and procedures in use.

Executive summary
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The evolution of the five pillars of mine action

Demining and demining technologies
At a relatively early stage in the evolution of mine action, scientists and

engineers became interested and began to contribute, unproductively at first,
but with increasing benefit as relationships with the demining community
improved. Necessity has been the mother of invention throughout the
evolution of mine action and many recent developments have been prompted
by requirements from the field, and then accomplished using sound scientific
research. Yet, despite the substantial and well-focused development work,
there have been few changes to the fundamental nature of mine clearance,
which remains dangerous, labour intensive and slow. Most people now accept
that there will be no “silver bullet” or one unique answer to solve the many
practical problems of demining.

In contrast, the exploitation of existing technologies has been more
successful, and new and improved mine clearance machinery is being
produced and fielded on a wider scale than ever before. Techniques for the
training and use of mine detection dogs have also been improved, thanks to
some original research carried out under the GICHD mine detection dog
programme.

One difficulty is that there is no single “mine problem”, a fact not
understood by most researchers. Each minefield or mined area may present
a series of unique problems to the clearance staff. And clearance tools that
work well in one area may be useless in another, even in the same country or
region. User requirements may vary subtly in each place, so single solutions
may not work as well in another location. This leads to the question whether
research and development of new technologies is cost effective.

From the researcher’s point of view, it is difficult to get from the
deminers a consolidated set of quantified performance requirements for
new equipment. Each mine action organisation has its own opinions on
performance specifications, but these would be better coordinated to cover
the whole demining community rather than one specific programme. Most
armies and industries have well-tried routines for establishing customer
needs for equipment performance. The mine action community needs the
same.

Also, although incremental improvements are being made in the cost-
effectiveness of mine action, there has been little success in developing a
stand-off detector to remotely locate the presence of mined areas. This alone
could improve the efficiency of technical surveys by a very large amount. It
can be argued that success in this area of research would find a ready market
and it is highly probable that military demining organisations would wish to
acquire the same capability. Military purchases would change the pattern of
the market completely and would probably give the return on the investment
that is currently sought.

In terms of survey — a major component of demining operations — the
landmine impact surveys (LIS) moved survey away from “chasing minefields”
to providing a better assessment of the impact of landmines on communities.
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The LIS gives an overview of the national landmine situation, and allows a
ranking of communities based on the severity of mine impact (and hence guidance
on the allocation of priorities and resources). However, ongoing data collection
is required to avoid a static view, the impact scoring system needs adaptation
to local situations, and the LIS does not provide data on contamination of
infrastructure.

There is a need for a greater focus on incorporating survey results into the
activities of potential end users — in order to maximise benefits from survey
projects. In the wake of national surveys, for instance, the transfer of survey
information to the IMSMA database is often considered the end-goal of the
project, but it is the activities that follow that define the success of the project.
Greater effort should be placed on the integration of survey information into the
activities of stakeholder groups through organised presentations, workshops,
training and dissemination of tailored data. Where appropriate, survey results
can also be used for strategic planning where the strengths and weaknesses of
the data are fully understood.

There are weaknesses in approaches of both hazard-focused and impact
surveys. Both can benefit from a more deliberate attempt at integrating their
findings. Better quality assurance procedures in emergency surveys could be
introduced and impact surveys could be adapted to capture impact associated
with blocked infrastructure. If it is indeed necessary to undertake additional
surveys it may be possible to avoid full duplication by retrofitting existing
information into the new format, allowing only new data fields to be
addressed. If surveys have followed a common gazetteer or use IMSMA as a
mutual database, then the possibilities of this are greater.

In addition to emergency surveys with socio-economic components, there
may, at the other extreme, be more comprehensive surveys that correlate
aspects of landmine and UXO contamination with information bodies from
other sectors — using data that have a focus on agriculture, land use or poverty
mapping. Agricultural surveys for instance, could supply values of land
productivity that would better support cost-benefit models for demining sites
that have a defined land use potential. Database and geographic information
system (GIS) efforts for mine action could be shared with other sectors during
post-conflict rehabilitation with diverse information-gathering bodies
expanding the potential for data analysis in mine action.

Advocacy
Advocacy has been a major factor in achieving a comprehensive international

legal prohibition of anti-personnel mines in the space of only a few years and
has promoted the commitment of significant resources to mine action. A side
benefit has been the promotion of the development and implementation of
international humanitarian law more generally.

The Landmine Monitor, issued by the International Campaign to Ban
Landmines, is an example of a mechanism that has been effective in
monitoring the progress made on landmines. It has become an essential
element in advocacy on the landmine issue. While many of its reports provide
a glimpse into the UXO problem, their primary focus is on the policies and

Executive summary
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activities related to landmines. More detailed information on other forms of
UXO would be useful.

In learning the lessons of the past decade, it is clear that part of the
success of the campaign against anti-personnel mines was the
unprecedented degree of coordination among the variety of actors involved
in advocacy activities. Although the main actors came from a range of
disciplines, operated under different mandates and played different roles
in the advocacy work, they nevertheless closely coordinated and supported
each other’s activities.

However, the same level of cooperation and coordination has not been as
evident in the efforts to improve the international law on ERW, anti-vehicle
mines and cluster munitions in the context of the Convention on Certain
Conventional Weapons (CCW). While some bodies and organisations have
worked closely in these areas, other organisations involved in the anti-
personnel mine issue have been less active. As compared with meetings on
landmines, fewer organisations have participated in the meetings of the States
Parties to the CCW or its Group of Governmental Experts. In addition, the
proposals on ERW and anti-vehicle mines have not been as extensively raised
in capitals by advocacy organisations.

One explanation is that many of the relevant organisations remain focused
on the anti-personnel mine problem and the implementation of the Anti-
Personnel Mine Ban Convention. With the Convention’s Standing Committees,
the Meeting of States Parties and implementation work at the national level,
most organisations are fully occupied throughout the year. It is often difficult
for them to follow developments in the parallel processes in the CCW with
their existing resources. As a result, there has been less public and political
pressure on governments for a positive result on ERW, anti-vehicle mines
and cluster munitions.

As work continues on these issues, cooperation and coordination will need
to be enhanced if the Protocol on Explosive Remnants of War is to be widely
ratified, and effective measures are to be adopted on anti-vehicle mines and
cluster munitions. The mobilisation of public pressure, political will and
dialogue with the armed forces will be essential parts of the advocacy work.
Greater cooperation and coordination in these areas will maximise the
effectiveness of the messages and activities. The organisation of an NGO
campaign on cluster munitions and ERW will improve the capacity for
cooperation and coordination on these issues. Formed in November 2003,
the Cluster Munitions Coalition needs to become an important actor and a
focal point in the advocacy efforts on these issues.

Mine risk education
The mine risk education (MRE) sector has slowly begun to professionalise

— a process marked by the development of guidelines, the introduction of
training protocols and the development of IMAS standards incorporating
MRE. Having said that, given the size of the MRE industry, there has been a
relative dearth of quality information for training and programme
management. The recent development of IMAS Best Practice Guidebooks by
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UNICEF in partnership with the GICHD should help to fill at least some of the
gaps.

Indeed, by far the most potentially important development of recent years
has been the development of the International Mine Action Standards for
MRE. These standards are intended to replace the existing UN guidelines
and include standards on data gathering, accreditation, programme planning,
implementation, management, training, monitoring and evaluation. The MRE
standards were formally adopted in June 2004.

The standards are welcome in that for the first time a generally supported
definition of MRE — what it is and what it is not — is codified in the document.
This alone is no small feat and, by clearly highlighting the public education
component and the community liaison function in unambiguous terms, it is
extremely useful. How quickly the standards effectively will impact on practice
in MRE organisations, though, will depend to a large extent on how aware
the operators are of the standards and their implications.

Yet, given the amount of funding made available to MRE programmes
(probably between US$10 million and US$15 million each year), it is extremely
surprising that donors have not been more insistent on being shown
substantive proof of efficacy. To date, operational efficiency and effectiveness
have largely been evidenced by questionable indicators such as the counting
of outputs — a particular favourite being the quantity of posters printed and
the number of individuals “briefed” or “reached”.

For, as has become better understood in recent years, factors such as mine
clearance and population movements may be responsible for a reduction in
mine and UXO casualties with no input from MRE programming. Similarly,
MRE may result in increases in casualties, or at least an increase in reported
casualties, as systems are put in place for recording these. In the same way as
mine clearance is seeking to look beyond simple quantitative measurements
of progress (such as numbers of mines and quantities of square metres of
land cleared) to assess the social and economic impact of its work on
communities, so MRE evaluations must seek to judge success on the basis of
more representative proxy indicators.

So, in seeking to coordinate and integrate with other mine action and
development intervention, MRE must also do much better than it has done
so far to demonstrate its effectiveness (and efficiency) as a means of reducing
casualties.

It can be argued that one reason for the lack of respect at times shown
for the profession is that the sector has poorly marketed itself, including
its relevance and proof that it works. MRE, and for that matter the clearance
side of mine action as well, has been guilty of assuming funding will remain
available, and that it was more important to deliver rather than waste
time in retrospective measurement activity. This view was convenient in
that it allowed for focusing on the delivery rather than on the search for
evidence of behaviour change among the target group. It also reflected a
naivety that funding would continue. As the funding environment has
become more formalised, so MRE organisations have realised this is no
longer the case and increasingly, organisations are undertaking more
meaningful evaluations of their work.

Executive summary
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In addition, mine action, including MRE, must improve its accountability to
the communities it serves. Completed general surveys, detailed maps of
contaminated, suspected and known cleared areas, clearance reports, etc., are
rarely shared with communities. Where such material exists, MRE organisations
should be tasked with ensuring its regular effective dissemination. In
communities where mine clearance is being undertaken the focus should be on
MRE through community liaison, managed and tasked as part of the clearance
operation.

Victim assistance
In terms of responding to the needs of one of the fundamental reasons for

its existence, mine action and the broader health sector have made relatively
little headway in improving the provision of assistance to mine and UXO
victims, despite it being a “pillar” of mine action. Broadly the same actors —
medical centres under national ministries of health, the International
Committee of the Red Cross, Handicap International, and the Vietnam
Veterans of America Foundation, to name some of the key service  providers,
are engaged in various aspects of assistance, notably in physical
rehabilitation.

The vast majority of the affected countries have to deal with specific needs
of landmine victims while struggling with fundamental challenges of economy,
employment, health, education, and basic human rights at the same time,
some amid internal or international conflicts or post-conflict reconstruction.
Three main issues identified by States Parties to the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban
Convention in 1999 still pose a challenge to victim assistance today: how to
collect and share needed information on victims; how to gain sufficient
attention from donors; and how to coordinate victim assistance activities
more effectively. The world still has much to do in repairing the many wounds
of war.

Stockpile destruction
The fifth pillar of mine action — stockpile destruction — is also its most

recent, having been added to the definition of mine action only five years
ago. However, the world has made inroads into global stockpiles, estimated
at more than 250 million anti-personnel mines prior to the entry into force of
the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention. Sometimes progress has been slow,
but generally the obligation has been implemented in good faith. In the past
decade, more than 60 million stockpiled anti-personnel mines have been
destroyed, according to the Landmine Monitor.

But most stockpiled anti-personnel mines remain outside the purview of the
Convention. China and the Russian Federation hold the bulk of these and neither
appears ready to accede to the Convention at an early stage. Despite apparently
destroying many millions of stockpiled anti-personnel mines that did not comply
with Amended Protocol II, the Russian Federation has continued to use
landmines in its military operations in Chechnya. Getting these and other major
military powers, such as India, Pakistan and the US, to destroy their stockpiles
will demand greater political will than has so far proved to exist.
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The coordination and management of mine action
programmes

Overall, the international community has learnt — and agreed upon —
many of the requirements for successful coordination and management of
national mine action programmes. Central to that learning experience has
been the work of the national authorities of affected States, the United Nations
and key donors to mine action.

Wherever there is significant contamination or impact from mines, UXO
or abandoned explosive ordnance (AXO), a national mine action authority
and a mine action centre can play an effective role in ensuring the proper
coordination and management of a mine action programme. These institutions
should be mandated and regulated by domestic legislation to bring clarity,
coherence and transparency to the sector.

Information management
Central to effective mine action management is the management of

information. The first five years of mine action information management
systems — the period pre-IMSMA — saw the development of databases in
large programmes that had a requirement but, more importantly, the capacity
to devote significant resources to this task. These databases were not well
rounded — they focused on the particular sort of data and reporting that
were of specific interest to the individuals working in the programme at the
time and did not benefit from a wider body of experience.

The next five years saw the development of IMSMA through three major
versions and, with the exception of the northern Iraq programme, very little
database development elsewhere. As IMSMA progressed from v1 to v3 it
grew in size, complexity and capability. Important new functionality included
robust decentralised data entry, integrated coordinate transformations and
the addition of mine risk education. IMSMA is now the de facto standard
database for mine action. For the most part mine action programmes have
warmly embraced this standardisation effort.

The current course of the IMSMA version 4 project marks a sharp turn from
that of the previous five years. The GICHD’s creation of regional IMSMA
representatives addresses one of the main points highlighted by Price
Waterhouse Coopers in their review of mine action information management.
Namely, that far more attention has been given to developing the IMSMA
software than to assisting users in the field in making appropriate use of it.
Rather than relying on technical advisers — a resource many programmes
cannot afford — GICHD has stepped forward to directly provide this service
to the users of its software.

However, the balance of power between headquarters staff and
information management professionals seems to be firmly weighted towards
headquarters staff, given the experience during the design of recent surveys.
Important lessons learned during the landmine impact survey process seem to
have been forgotten. By focusing on data rather than data use, surveys such as
the Emergency Survey in Iraq have degraded their effectiveness by failing to

Executive summary
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focus on analysis. Fielding data collection forms that do not have a focused
intent yields poor quality data.

Geographic information systems are now widely used in mine action. For
most programmes this means that they have the capability to print maps
showing the mine threat. While automated mapping is a very modest use of
the geographic tools made available by IMSMA, it is a huge advance from
what was available before and places mine action among a very select group of
GIS users in many of the countries where it is used.

Capacity development
The UN and its many partners can play a major role in developing an

indigenous capacity to run national institutions to plan, direct and coordinate
mine action operations efficiently, while at the same time maintaining safety
standards as high as possible. However, the effort to foster indigenous mine
action capacities in developing countries and economies in transition is very
much a glass half-empty/half-full story. International assistance generally
has succeeded in developing the capacities of individuals for the front-line
tasks relating to mine clearance, survey, quality assurance, medical support
of clearance operations, MRE and victim assistance. In most cases where the
contamination is likely to require a sustained effort, indigenous capacity for
continuing these training programmes has also been developed. These
achievements provide benefits in particular to the successful trainees (at least
those obtaining employment).

Where the incentives are right, some of the more entrepreneurial of these
individuals will go on to establish local organisations (even though, in
competitive environments, the unlucky and incapable will cease operations).
In short, the transfer of technical skills to individuals is fairly easily
accomplished and the problems that have occurred have in the main stemmed
from coordination failures among the donors and with the government. In
the case of Angola, for example, this led to an inordinate delay in mounting
the training programmes; in Bosnia’s case, donor competition led to grossly
excessive investment in basic capacity development activities such as training
and equipping people for manual demining. A further concern is that
sometimes a notable lack of political will to address the issue exists within
the government of an affected country.

The development of individual capacities, together with the provision of
equipment, funding and the like, is also a boon to existing organisations that
have established capacities and can absorb new responsibilities when assisted
appropriately. However, capacity development of the type needed to establish
new organisations or to improve the management cadres and systems of
poorly performing organisations has been much more hit-and-miss. In the
first decade, the failures at this level of capacity development outweighed
the successes, in part because short-term emergency thinking dominated, no
successful models existed in the new field of mine action, and most of the
early programmes began in the difficult situations of complex emergencies and
failed states.
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More fundamentally, donors and the UN organisations could not muster
the extra individual and collective capacities for capacity development required
in such trying circumstances. After the excellent Development of Indigenous
Capacities study, the UN addressed many of its shortcomings, most
fundamentally by establishing the coordination structures required to learn
from experience and then to apply these lessons.

But enhanced donor coordination will also be necessary in one of the
frontier issues for capacity development in mine action; the transition of mine
action programmes from donor dependence to sustained financing by the
local government. This is likely to involve downsizing of most programmes,
both to match the government’s fiscal capacity and in recognition that the
most pressing contamination priorities will have been addressed in many
cases, leaving a “residual” contamination problem. Ideally, the transition
should not be abrupt, but the experience from other humanitarian and
development sectors that have gone out of fashion or “off the boil” suggests
that a dignified disengagement of donors is more likely to be the exception
than the rule.

The need for better coordination within the donor arena is also one of
many frontier issues concerning capacity development of networks, which is
needed to ensure that a group of otherwise capable organisations works
effectively in concert. There is a general awareness of the institutions and
processes required to make the organisations within a country’s mine action
arena function as a reasonably coherent network (donor support groups,
steering committees, technical working groups for clearance, MRE, and the
like, plus a national strategic plan), although of course these elements are not
fully in place in all programmes and most programmes exhibit some common
weaknesses, such as failure to truly integrate MRE with the survey, marking
and clearance functions.

So, has mine action really made a difference?

After all the work that has been carried out and all the money that have been
expended, it is still necessary to ask whether mine action has really made a
significant, long-term difference to the lives of the people it is trying to help. For
few things in mine action cause more frustration and misunderstanding among
donors, recipient governments and programme managers than the question:
what results has the programme achieved? Study after study has decried the
fact that, while there is abundant data detailing the number of landmines
destroyed, the area of land cleared and the number of people receiving mine
risk education (“doing the job right”), there is little data allowing an assessment
of whether these achievements have enhanced the well-being of people in mine-
afflicted communities.

Simply put, mine action practitioners often cannot demonstrate that they
are doing — or even aiming at — “the right job”. This deficiency will pose
ever greater problems as donors seek an accounting of the benefits generated
with their funds and as host governments try to gauge what mine action
(relative to other claims on the public purse) promises for their citizens and for
the country’s overall development.

Executive summary
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There are numerous attempts under way to rectify this shortcoming, but for
the most part these represent only partial measures — pieces of a larger puzzle.
In fairness, the mine action puzzle is unusually complex. The community faces
the challenges that always arise when trying to focus more tightly on results —
what might be termed “garden variety” management problems. But it also faces
“exotic” challenges because many mine-afflicted countries represent such
difficult and rapidly changing environments.

What is certain is that mine action programmes in heavily contaminated
countries will almost certainly not be able to declare victory in the short- to
medium-term. Therefore, they need to equip themselves adequately for the
long haul. This implies something more fundamental than new tools for their
tool kits: it implies learning how to learn. This ability is required if
programmes are to assess their performance in terms of results that make a
difference to people in mine-afflicted communities, which is necessary to
maintain the support of donors and, increasingly, of host governments. Even
more critically, the ability to assess performance in terms of meaningful results
is necessary to improve such performance over time. In sum, the learning
process, reflected throughout this publication, must not only continue, it must
intensify.
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1 The demining toolkit
Colin King

Introduction

From its inception in the late 1980s, mine action has developed into a
global activity with an entire industry built up around it. The growth and
rate of change within mine action is almost unparalleled among international
aid efforts, and the expansion has occurred simultaneously on several fronts.
Not only have programmes emerged in dozens of different countries, but
the extent and complexity of those programmes have increased beyond the
wildest expectations of the early days.

A network of activities has developed in support of this expansion, ranging
from the provision of specialist equipment and information technology to
systems for regulation and global management. The explosion of activity has
attracted a great deal of media attention, raising the profile of mine action
and stimulating broad interest and support. In turn, the heightened awareness
has helped to attract the substantial levels of funding needed to sustain
operations on this scale.

As a result of its accelerated development, mine action organisations1 have
achieved tangible results in countries throughout the world; they have also
evolved a template for providing rapid and effective mine action in new

Summary
From the shaky foundations of military breaching procedures,
demining has evolved rapidly into a separate, refined discipline.
Maturity occurred during the 1990s with the integration of mine risk
education, minefield survey, marking and clearance, victim assistance,
advocacy and stockpile destruction into the broader discipline of mine
action. This rounded approach now takes its place as a major
component of humanitarian aid to mine-affected regions, particularly
in the immediate post-conflict period. Yet, despite substantial research
and development work, there have been few changes to the fundamental
nature of mine clearance, which remains dangerous, labour-intensive
and slow. Most people now accept that there will be no “silver bullet”
to solve the many practical problems of demining.
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programmes or post-conflict situations. Part of the approach involves the
selection of proven equipment and techniques for demining tasks, together
with the knowledge and experience to use them effectively.

Demining is the clearance of land to internationally agreed standards.
This means that the objective is to clear given areas of land of all explosive
devices — mines, unexploded ordnance (UXO) and any other explosive
remnants of war (ERW).2 The term “demining toolkit” is often used to describe
the range of options available to the mine action programme manager. The
elements of the toolkit, which have been adapted (from military applications),
invented, developed and refined over the last 15 years or so, now offer
workable solutions to most demining challenges.

However, despite the many accomplishments of mine action, progress has
not always been smooth and success has been achieved at considerable cost.
The evolution of mine action has been punctuated by hard-learned lessons,
personal tragedies and, occasionally, outright failure. This chapter explains
the impetus behind global mine action and outlines the evolution of the
demining toolkit over the last 15 years.

Mines and mine warfare

The characteristics of mines
The need for mine action owes a great deal to the characteristics of the

mines themselves. Ever since the development of explosive munitions there
has been danger from UXO, but landmines are unique in their ability to inflict
casualties long after their deployment.

Most munitions are targeted towards the intended “victim” — this entails
a degree of selectivity and is intended to produce a destructive effect at, or
shortly after, the time of impact. In contrast, the typical mine waits for its
victim to arrive, completely removing the element of selectivity. This method
of operation also requires the mine to remain functional for an indefinite
period, often extending its lifespan way beyond the conflict in which it is
used. More recently, “smart” mines with pre-determined life spans and greater
selectivity have been produced, but these are the preserve of wealthy nations
and few have been used operationally.

Mines are inherently simple munitions and require few components. The
casing may be of virtually any material and the mechanism is often little
more than a spring-loaded striker retained by a pin. This means that mines
are inexpensive and easy to produce, resulting in universal availability and
(prior to the entry into force of the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention)
widespread use. With little to go wrong and virtually guaranteed operation,
mines are highly efficient defensive weapons.

Mine warfare
The availability, efficiency and versatility of the mine have led to its

adoption by military forces throughout the world. Originally, mines were
used mainly for the defence of borders and installations, but then spread to
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more offensive use in ambushes and isolated attacks. The potential of mines
for insurgent or terrorist use soon became clear, and the ease with which
mines could be made or acquired meant that they were readily available to
any hostile faction.

Mines are made in a number of different configurations, with hundreds
of individual designs and fuze combinations. Although many are designed
to be buried, others are placed on short stakes or positioned well above the
ground, creating a three-dimensional threat. The use of tripwires, linked mines
and improvisation adds further complications. All in all, the variety of mine
types, fuzes and means of positioning leads to countless permutations, making
it impossible to evolve a single foolproof clearance process.

While well-trained military engineers generally used mines in a systematic
and disciplined manner, many forces did not. In many countries, mines were
laid in vast numbers by untrained soldiers, militias or insurgent groups with
little or no thought for the long-term implications and, more importantly,
without recording their locations. In most cases, the urgency of the conflict
overwhelmed any other consideration and, even within otherwise responsible
governments, few people considered the devastating consequences of
extensive and indiscriminate mine-laying.

Minefields
For most people, the term “minefield” conjures up an image of a discrete

area of flat agricultural land crossed by neat rows of mines. The reality is
very different, for a variety of reasons. To begin with, mines have been used
in every type of environment, from the deserts of North Africa to the jungles
of South-East Asia. Even where mines have been laid on agricultural land,
their denial of access over the land means that it can no longer be used for
grazing animals or growing crops. It therefore quickly becomes overgrown,
particularly in fertile regions, with thick vegetation and trees creating major
obstacles after a few years.

Other natural obstacles (such as steep slopes, rocks and water courses)
contribute to the complexity of the minefield and greatly complicate the
clearance process. Battlefields often contain earthworks (such as trenches and
mounds), wire (barbed wire, communications line and missile guidance wires)
and a great deal of metallic military scrap, including live UXO and other
ERW. In some cases, mines are also present in and around settlements,
bringing the added complication of man-made structures and underground
services. In sum, there is no such thing as a standard minefield and, therefore,
no single approach to a clearance task.

The British Army was reintroduced to the realities of mine warfare during
the Falklands campaign of 1982, where minefields proved to be formidable
and demoralising obstacles. Despite their relative simplicity,3 the minefields
defied clearance once the conflict had ended. As casualties mounted during
the initial attempts at clearance, the British government recognised the
inherent difficulties of the task and halted demining operations. The
minefields still remain in place, with little prospect of clearance in the
foreseeable future.

The demining toolkit
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Minefield breaching
The ability to clear mines is a fundamental component of mine warfare, but

is tailored to the requirements of military formations during combat. The objective
is normally to overcome the obstacle in the most efficient manner possible: for a
minefield, this means crossing it rather than removing it. It also means taking the
shortest practical route and clearing as little area as possible.

The sole aim of minefield breaching is to create a (relatively) safe lane for the
movement of troops. The work will always have a strict time limitation and
might be carried out under enemy fire; these limitations demand some compromise
in the standard of clearance, which cannot be guaranteed completely under
combat conditions. Modern surveillance equipment has virtually eliminated the
utility of the early manual breaching techniques (performed by soldiers equipped
with metal detectors and probes). Current methods (including explosive line
charges, ploughs and rollers) use equipment that can be deployed from behind
armour and yield rapid results.

Many of the considerations for breaching are different from those in demining
and, in some cases, the two are in direct conflict. While calculation of “acceptable
losses” of troops is part of planning a military operation, there can be no acceptable
losses, and therefore no missed mines, in a humanitarian context: there can be no
“acceptable” loss of life or limb, and any future accident would destroy the
confidence of local people, in using the land (as we know, people often do use the
land despite the danger). It soon became obvious that existing military minefield
breaching techniques and equipment would be of little value for demining.

The beginnings of demining

Afghanistan, 1989
The first major humanitarian demining programme was part of

Operation Salam, an ambitious United Nations (UN) aid project aimed at
restoring normality to war-torn Afghanistan following many years of Russian
occupation.

Extensive mine clearance operations had taken place after the 1939-45 war,
especially in Europe, but most were conducted by troops and many units
suffered heavy casualties. Most mines had been recently laid and were readily
detectable because of their substantial metal content. In many cases the
minefields were well-recorded and could be identified or cleared by those who
laid them.

In contrast, the situation in Afghanistan was awkward and confused.
The casualty rate among the local population was appallingly high,4 with
the very few medical facilities hopelessly unable to cope with increasing
numbers of mine victims. Countless refugees were unable to return to
their homes and many of the surviving communities had been denied the
use of their land.

A wide variety of mines had been used by both sides, including a number
of “minimum-metal” types designed to defeat metal detectors. Few records
of the minefields existed, and some mines had been scattered from the air or
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positioned randomly without any form of marking. No formal organisation
existed for the clearance of mines and the workforce had to be drawn from
Afghans with little or no relevant experience. The scale of the problem was
daunting, yet similar situations would be soon encountered in regions
throughout the world.

At this time, the only people with any relevant expertise were army
personnel trained in mine warfare. A number of Western countries, including
Australia, Canada, France, Italy, New Zealand, the UK and the US, sent
training teams to teach the would-be Afghan deminers. The most immediate
problem was that many of these trainers had never cleared live mines
themselves. Most were military engineers, but only a few were trained in
explosive ordnance disposal (EOD); the US contingent, for example, were
Special Forces personnel who had only just received superficial training in
mine clearance.

Further problems immediately became apparent.5 Not only did the trainers
lack credibility among their Afghan trainees, but they also lacked the depth
of knowledge to address new or unforeseen issues. Training was firmly based
on military breaching procedures, yet there was no attempt to standardise
practices between national contingents. Some of the techniques taught (such
as probing in rocky ground) were completely impractical, while others (such
as throwing a grapnel hook to clear tripwires) were downright dangerous.
Even as training was going on (and training was held in camps in neighbouring
Pakistan, not in the minefields of Afghanistan), some instructors began to
recognise serious shortcomings; however, it was not until the “trained” Afghan
teams were deployed to begin demining that the inadequacies of the system
became truly apparent.

Despite its many weaknesses, Operation Salam did establish some important
and enduring principles of mine action. To begin with, the work would be
carried out entirely for the benefit of the local population, not for military
expediency. The programme attracted international support and some of the
best “technical advisers” available at the time, while the deminers were drawn
from the host nation and would remain there to build an indigenous capacity.
It was also the first humanitarian programme to make extensive use of mine
detection dogs and demonstrate their potential for demining applications.
From these shaky beginnings, the Mine Action Programme for Afghanistan
(MAPA) developed into one of the most successful long-term mine action
programmes in the world.

Kuwait, 1991: international contract clearance
The clearance of Kuwait following the first Gulf war was the second major

demining programme of recent times. But while the scale of the problem was
comparable to Afghanistan, the approach was entirely different. In Kuwait,
the ready availability of funding meant that massive resources could be
committed to hire commercial operators to complete the job quickly. While
the majority of Afghanistan is expected to be demined within another ten
years6 (making nearly 25 years in total), Kuwait was cleared in less than four
years. The work was performed by expatriates, recruited from virtually any

The demining toolkit
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ordnance-related field, although very few had any operational experience of
mine clearing.

While the basic aim was achieved, the cost of clearing Kuwait was high in
terms of both funding and casualties. According to reports, the Kuwaitis
employed 4,000 contractors at a cost of US$800 million,7 a level of funding
unlikely to be available to most national programmes. During the clearance,
84 deminers were killed and a further 200 injured,8 a casualty level that was
widely regarded as unacceptably high. Unfortunately, some of the military
contingents accepted their casualties as the inevitable price of a high-risk
operation and continued their approach to clearance throughout the operation.
However, among the civilian contractors a series of investigations and
conferences prompted a major re-evaluation of working practices; the resultant
changes were to permanently alter the conduct of demining.

Although some would take years to evolve, a number of common-sense
and innovative measures were implemented as the clearance progressed. An
interesting example was the adoption of a “sapping” technique used by soldiers
of the French Foreign Legion in preference to traditional military probing.
They found that it was faster and more thorough to scrape away sand as
they progressed down their clearance lane, allowing the loose surface to fall
back to its natural angle of repose. As the edge fell away, mines were exposed
and could be dealt with easily.

Both the British and American contingents experimented with new
explosives, machines and personal equipment; although there were few major
breakthroughs, a great deal was learned about the limitations of new
techniques. One example was a mine flail brought in to clear beach areas of
anti-personnel mines. The machine was well designed and engineered, and
should have been a major asset in this particular task, but operational use
soon proved otherwise. Not only was the machine routinely halted by wire,
which it tended to reel onto the rotating spindle, but it scattered live mines
into previously cleared areas, resulting in an operator losing a leg.

Fundamental flaws in the early programmes

For all their differences, the demining programmes in Afghanistan and
Kuwait demonstrated many of the same shortcomings. Perhaps the most
significant weakness was that both programmes focused on the clearance of
mines while largely overlooking other mine-related issues. Both were primarily
“demining” programmes and had little or no linkage with other components
of what is now called “mine action”.

Mine risk education
While some mine risk education (then called “mine awareness”) was

conducted in both regions, the activity was never an integral part of the
demining programme. There was no concerted education campaign and
efforts by individual departments and non-governmental organisations
(NGOs) were largely sporadic, disjointed affairs. Even in these early days,
it should have been apparent that mine risk education could have had a
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far more immediate impact on casualty rates than demining, yet this option
was largely overlooked.

Victim assistance
The situation regarding victim assistance was similar to that with mine

risk education; some work was being done, but there was little linkage with
the demining programme. Agencies such as the International Committee of
the Red Cross (ICRC) treated the casualties who survived long enough to
reach them, but many mine victims had no access to effective first aid in the
immediate aftermath of an incident. There were also few provisions for long-
term aid, such as prosthetic limbs or facilities for continuing care in the
community.

Survey
No process existed to conduct a comprehensive survey of the countries in

order to establish which areas had suffered the highest humanitarian impact.
In Kuwait, since all work began more or less simultaneously, nations
participating in the clearance effort were simply allocated sectors of the
country. In Afghanistan, the first demining teams were expected either to
return to their home communities or work wherever their help was sought.
Since there was no comprehensive overview of the mine problem, it was
impossible to prioritise tasks or allocate resources efficiently.

Stockpiles
In the meantime, while the demining continued, substantial stockpiles of

mines remained available to the many hostile factions in Afghanistan. These
would continue to be used in the many territorial disputes and power struggles
between warlords, even as mines were being lifted in other parts of the
country. This situation has occurred in many other unstable areas, and in
some cases cleared ground has been re-mined when hostilities resumed.

Practical issues
Besides the strategic “mine action” issues highlighted above, a host of

technical problems emerged during the early demining programmes. These
were issues that directly affected the deminers and indicated that operational
reality would involve a steep learning curve. One example was the minimum-
metal mines that were now widely encountered; these became the misleading
stereotype image that the scientific community, media, public and even
deminers themselves would associate with mines. Among the many categories
of mine, the small buried blast mine attracted all the attention, despite the
fact that, for example, a fragmentation stake mine is far more lethal and takes
far longer to clear.9

Many minimum-metal mines were barely, if at all, detectable by the location
equipment of the time, and they became such an obsession that, for many
years, the development of mine detectors addressed little else. Other detection

The demining toolkit
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issues, such as locating tripwires or minimising false-alarm rates, were virtually
ignored in the relentless pursuit of ever-more sensitive metal detectors.
Unfortunately, increasing sensitivity without any corresponding increase in
selectivity raised the false alarm rate still further.10 With most detectors now
capable of locating 0.1 grams of metal, it can be extremely difficult and time-
consuming for operators to identify the object that is causing their detectors to
alarm.

Good training or reference material could have mitigated the lack of
operational expertise among the expatriate “technical advisers” and
deminers, but this too was unavailable. At the time, Western military
intelligence was largely focused on the Warsaw Pact countries, while many
of the mines were from Europe (East and West) or other parts of the
world. Of the information that was available, much was classified and
most concentrated on weapon characteristics and capabilities rather than
disarming procedures.

The lack of technical knowledge was the direct cause of numerous
accidents as operators (many of whom had never touched a live mine, let
alone cleared a minefield) attempted to lift, disarm and dismantle mines
that they knew little about. Few, for example, understood the difference
between percussion detonators and the far less stable “stab-sensitive”
detonators used in many mine fuzes.11 One organisation issued its deminers
with needle-nosed tweezers, with instructions to extract “stab-sensitive”
detonators from the bounding mines they recovered, a practice that caused
at least one fatality.

The issue of weapons intelligence was not confined to mines. In
Afghanistan and Kuwait, as with many other mine-affected regions, many
other types of UXO were present in and around the minefields. Unexploded
submunitions were a particular threat and were often likened to mines
because of their sensitivity and the numbers in which they were encountered.
The UXO problem led to the formation of EOD teams, often created by
providing existing deminers with more advanced training.

The rising number of accidents revealed many weaknesses in basic
working practices, but also highlighted the urgent need for effective
personal protective equipment (PPE). Early deminers were issued little, if
any, PPE; helmets and flak jackets were provided in some programmes
but provided inadequate protection for the special needs of the deminer.
Eye protection also became a major issue after an expatriate deminer was
blinded during an accident in Kuwait.

At the time, most of the available protective equipment was military issue
body armour, which had been designed for a completely different role. It
soon became apparent that specialist equipment would be needed to protect
deminers, while allowing them sufficient comfort and freedom of movement
for sustained work.

A further lesson from the ever-increasing casualty list was the need to
insure all deminers. While the expatriate workers were generally provided
with adequate cover, host-nation workers were not. Litigation following mine-
related accidents also acted as a stark reminder to employers that they had a
duty of care towards their workers, no matter how inherently dangerous the
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task. By law, failure to provide adequate equipment, protection or even
information might be regarded as negligence. This realisation may have been
instrumental in prompting programme managers to anticipate problems rather
than simply reacting to them.

Reflection and adaptation

The experiences and casualties from the early programmes had given the
growing demining community much cause for reflection. It was obvious that
addressing a mine-affected region required something more than a prolonged
clearance project and that the elements of an aid package should be integrated
into a more coherent effort. Clearly, the removal of mines would remain a
fundamental component of the new rounded approach to “mine action”, but
the adaptation of military breaching procedures and equipment had proven
inadequate for the job.

Cambodia
Even as the clearance programme in Kuwait proceeded, new approaches

were beginning elsewhere. The programme in Cambodia (started in 1991)
brought together a diverse range of managers and technical advisers into a
new environment that demanded innovation. Although the new Cambodian
Mine Action Centre was firmly based on a military structure, procedures had
to be adapted or formulated to address problems such as probing in hard
ground and moving through heavy vegetation.

In the dry season, much of the ground in Cambodia becomes so hard that
conventional probing techniques are impossible. However, deminers found
that if they soaked the earth with water, it became soft enough to probe.
Unfortunately, there were two major disadvantages to this process: the first
was that large amounts of water were needed and the second was that it
took some time for the water to soak in sufficiently. Although the technique
was used with some success, no measures were introduced to mitigate the
logistic and time penalties.

Undergrowth was cut, by hand, in a painstaking process that had to
allow for the possible presence of tripwires among the vegetation. In some
areas, technical advisers estimated that 80-90 per cent of their deminers’
time was used simply to clear vegetation and gain access to the ground.
Although many organisations still endure this major penalty, it prompted
consideration of mechanical assistance to accelerate the process. A British
demining organisation, the HALO Trust, bought local tractors with brush
cutters and armoured them to protect the operator. In 1994, they began
the first mechanically-assisted manual demining operations and saw a
substantial increase in productivity.12

Mozambique

The UN programme in Mozambique (where planning started in 1992) saw
the introduction of numerous refinements to address common problems.

The demining toolkit
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Mozambique was among the first programmes to identify the inadequacy of
existing metal detectors in magnetic soils, which were encountered in around
one third of the clearance tasks. This situation threatened a key component
of the deminers’ toolkit and soon stimulated research into “all-terrain”
detectors capable of operating effectively in magnetic soils.

Since the inability to use metal detectors often resulted in continuous
prodding, a second effect from the Mozambican experience was to prompt a
faster and more refined probing technique. New probes were produced from
disused bayonets and were slightly longer than previous versions. This
allowed prodding in the kneeling position, which had proven the most stable
and comfortable position for sustained work. A simple wooden guide
eliminated guesswork and increased consistency by marking the correct
prodding intervals and unwinding lane-marking tape as it was moved
forwards. Having seen the advantages of using water to soften hard ground
for probing in Cambodia, programme managers in Mozambique formally
incorporated water supply into their logistic system to ensure that their
deminers always had an adequate supply.

During the early days of the programmes in Cambodia and Mozambique,
the only protective equipment in use was industrial glasses. These were worn
at all times and, in addition to being very cheap, did not impair the
performance of the operator. Although the visors being adopted elsewhere
offered much better facial protection, they quickly became scratched and their
cost prevented regular replacement. This, together with their added
inconvenience, meant that visors were often raised or absent altogether when
accidents occurred. Acknowledging these practical considerations, the first
demining standards permitted the use of goggles.

Angola

Some of those involved in Mozambique went on to work in Angola, where
they continued to build upon their experience. PPE was becoming an obvious
priority and, while protective goggles had been tolerated at first, the
additional protection offered by full-face visors was undeniable. The deminers
in Angola opted for a long visor, which offered protection over a range of
movement and positions: it also tied in better with body protection to give
continuous coverage over the front of the neck. Meanwhile, the importance
of good equipment “husbandry” was driven home and more care was taken
to keep visors in good condition.

Operators were no longer expected to work in the prone position and,
since most explosions were likely to occur around ground level, it was
important to offer protection from below. Protective clothing, such as flak
jackets developed for the military, simply did not cater for this, so programme
managers began to design their own. An unexpected bonus of this move was
that goods from the commercial companies they approached were
substantially cheaper than those from companies used to supplying the defence
industry.

Manual demining procedures were further refined in Angola, including
more thorough and precise methods of searching and marking. New detectors
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were also adopted: these had no external cables to snag or break, were extremely
simple to use and had external speakers, which eliminated the need to wear
headphones. As the French Legionnaires had done in Kuwait, the managers in
Angola questioned the efficiency of probing and established that excavation or
“sapping” was often faster.

Although none of these measures was particularly momentous in isolation,
the constant refinement of existing techniques, together with the gradual
development of new equipment, was continually enhancing the demining
process. As managers migrated between national programmes, new ideas
spread throughout the mine action community, further stimulating the
refinement process.

The media spotlight
Throughout the early 1990s, a combination of influences accelerated the

pace of change within demining. New programmes were beginning all over
the world, drawing in technical advisers from elsewhere and forcing them to
adapt their experience to different situations. The increased activity also
generated media interest, particularly after October 1992, when the
International Campaign to Ban Landmines (ICBL) was formed by a steering
committee of six NGOs.13

The unprecedented success of the ICBL advocacy and the subsequent
Ottawa Process launched by the Canadian government captured the
imagination of people throughout the world. While some argue that this
diverted potential funding from the operational programmes, there is little
doubt that it also drew attention to their existence. With many nations under
intense pressure to join the Ottawa Process, some of the more astute
administrations realised that demining exemplified the popular struggle
against the now stigmatised mine and began to increase their  support.

The slow progress and problems associated with demining also became a
source of fascination among academics and equipment developers. A large
number of mine action conferences were organised throughout the 1990s but,
at least initially, few deminers attended and many events lacked purpose or
direction. Few of the early conferences yielded any significant progress but
gradually, as more programme managers and technical advisers began to
attend, there was some useful exchange of information and topics identified
for further action.

Some of the conference discussions indicated a need for further research
or development in particular areas. The subjects were diverse, ranging from
a need to understand more about the mechanism by which a dog locates a
mine to the collection of data on mine accidents in order to develop more
effective PPE. In some cases, separate working groups were organised to
focus on specific issues, such as the employment of machines or future trends
in detection. In others, leading stakeholders were asked to confer on more
academic projects, such as drafting safety standards or “statements of user
requirement”.14

Among the short simplistic media articles on demining, it was common to
blame the so-called “non-metallic” mine for the slow and costly progress of

The demining toolkit
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clearance. This, together with endless technical discussions at the conferences,
led many to the conclusion that the key to the problem would be equipment-
based. At this stage, many believed that the answer lay in one of two options:
either a new generation of detector or a clearance machine that processed
ground with no requirement for detection at all. So began a number of parallel
research and development programmes in the relentless pursuit of a “solution”
to the mine problem.

Seeking new solutions

A prime example of this mindset was the establishment of a humanitarian
demining equipment programme within the US Army’s Night Vision and
Sensors Directorate (NVESD) at Fort Belvoir in 1995. Initially, the programme
was heavily criticised by the operational community for its isolation from
reality and relentless, misguided pursuit of inappropriate equipment. It had
also raised the expectations of many observers, only to disappoint them by
failing to deliver any significant progress. However, despite its initial
shortcomings, this project had realistic funding levels and talented, enthusiastic
engineers who were willing to learn. Gradually, they would reach out to the
demining programmes and involve them in migrating new equipment to the
field. At last, the scientific, engineering and operational communities were
beginning to combine their resources productively (although the concrete
achievements remained difficult to quantify).

Heavy machinery
Humanitarian demining was (and still is) primarily a manual task and it

was difficult for most people to understand why the process could not be
mechanised. There were countless examples of machines that had assisted or
replaced people in routine, laborious or dangerous work ranging from
harvesting crops to mining coal. Besides this, the military had all but
abandoned manual minefield breaching in favour of mechanical expedients
or explosive devices. Logically, the use of a demining machine would not
only make the work safer, faster and cheaper, but would also render the
entire detection process redundant.

Variations on military equipment — ploughs, rollers and flails — were
researched extensively and even used for clearing mines by some
organisations. The problem was basically one of perceptions: for those who
had never worked in mine-affected countries, the stereotype image of a
minefield was based on agricultural fields or open plains. The reality in most
places was very different, with heavy vegetation, watercourses, steep slopes
and a variety of other obstacles. In many developing countries, the
infrastructure could not even cope with the transportation of large heavy
vehicles from site to site. There was also a wide variety of mines, some more
resistant to detonation by standard mechanical demining equipment than
others.

Much of the research and development (R&D) effort during the early 1990s
was ill-conceived and misdirected. Equipment of all types was developed,
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often in isolation, based on flawed perceptions of the problem. In many cases,
the deminers were not consulted until the prototype stage, when they were
invited to trial the equipment within their programme. A succession of
inventions ranging from the bizarre to the suicidal quickly eroded deminers’
confidence in the ability of the scientific community to help. Not surprisingly,
many engineers became disheartened and some despaired of the deminers’
seeming unwillingness to accept change.

It was only when engineers and operators began working together
closely that there was genuine progress in equipment development. As
engineers accompanied their machines to overseas programmes, they began
to see the reality of the environment and understand the limitations of
their designs. Meanwhile, the operational demining community became
better at articulating its problems and defining its needs. Over recent years,
an atmosphere of mutual trust and cooperation has gradually replaced
the contempt and suspicion.

One outcome has been the widespread acceptance that, used in isolation,
machines are unlikely ever to achieve sufficiently high levels of confidence to
be used for mine clearance (although recent research has questioned even
this assertion).15 But it was soon apparent that they could make a major
contribution by cutting vegetation, preparing ground and eliminating the
tripwire threat ahead of manual or dog clearance. Towards the end of the
1990s designers once again went to work on heavy machines, but this time
with a better sense of direction. Having seen the environment where the
machine would work and understanding the limited facilities for repair in
the field was a tremendous advantage. By the end of the 1990s, a variety of
purpose-built machines had been fielded, many of which were embraced by
the operators, who had been consulted during their design. In addition, there
had been some useful, local adaptation of heavy machinery, notably
construction equipment, for use in demining.

Detection
The progress of detection equipment has followed two distinct paths. The

established manufacturers of metal detectors have continually refined their
products, gradually incorporating new technology while improving
ergonomics and robustness. Successive generations of metal detectors have
been developed with assistance and feedback from the operators, and most
have been adopted by demining programmes as soon as they are fielded.

During the same period, a number of organisations with no previous
involvement in demining began to design other high-technology detection
options. Here, the story is similar to that of the heavy machinery engineers,
with many of the systems developed in isolation from the demining
community. Once again, high expectations were dashed and field operators
became disillusioned with the scientific community, while many scientists
were frustrated by their inability to translate good science into usable
equipment.

Some equipment was successfully developed for military use but proved
too costly, too unreliable or too inflexible for demining. Examples include

The demining toolkit
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aerial detection systems16 that can identify patterns of mines in lightly-vegetated
areas but cannot locate individual mines that are deeply buried or obscured by
undergrowth. Many of these long-range “stand-off” systems also lack the spatial
resolution to identify small mines. Early multi-sensor systems were incapable
of instant signal processing and were so bulky and power-hungry that they
had to be vehicle-based, severely limiting their versatility.

Mine detection dogs
Mine detection dogs (MDDs) were trialled in the early days of the Afghanistan

programme and, having shown their potential, were gradually adopted in many
other regions. Dogs have proven valuable not only for the detection of mines
but also for “area reduction”, the term used for narrowing down a suspect area
to the section actually containing mines, or eliminating it (confirming the
absence of mines) altogether. The speed with which dogs can cover ground
makes them particularly suitable for both area reduction and rapid confirmatory
checks: this offers enormous savings in time and resources by eliminating the
need to undertake completely redundant work.

Since there were no existing guidelines on the use of MDDs, a variety of
techniques evolved in parallel. These procedures required substantial
modifications to existing clearance methods (such as working in “boxes” rather
than parallel “lanes”) and there are still major differences in the techniques
employed by organisations using MDDs. The subject remains highly
controversial among deminers and the fundamental capabilities of MDDs are
still disputed, as are the safest and most effective ways to employ them.

Demilitarisation
Just as inappropriate military equipment had been rejected, many

organisations began to question the suitability of their procedures, many of
which had also been based on the military principles of minefield breaching.
One example, common to many organisations, was the withdrawal of the
deminer on identifying a suspect signal, handing over to another team member
to continue the investigation. A handover at this critical stage was clearly
dangerous and illogical, but had somehow been perpetuated from its origins
in the military chain-of-command, where the team leader would confirm any
finds.

There was no longer a blind adherence to outdated practices but, instead,
an atmosphere in which each and every aspect of procedure was open to
question. In fact, particularly where accidents had occurred, it became
necessary to actively review and justify every component of a standing
operating procedure (SOP). Before awarding contracts or accepting NGOs,
mine action centres (MACs) now began to study the SOPs of prospective
demining organisations to ensure that they were both current and practical.

A further aspect of demilitarisation was the gradual rejection of combat
body armour in favour of purpose-built PPE. The Kuwait experience had
driven home the requirement for PPE, not only from a common-sense point
of view, but also from a legal perspective. Yet, other than eye protection, the
only items widely available to the early programmes were military flak jackets
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and helmets. Sleeveless waist-length jackets
provided hopelessly inadequate protection,
particularly in the kneeling or squatting position
adopted by most deminers. Helmets did at least
provide a mounting point for a visor (which
offered far superior protection to goggles), but
were excessively hot and heavy for sustained
use in tropical climates.

The use of dogs for detection in demining
was another departure from routine “Western”
military procedures. The ability of dogs to detect
mines had been recognised for many years but,
although detection dogs had been incorporated
into former Warsaw Pact mine clearance teams,
they were not widely used by US forces or those
of most Western European countries.

Practical innovation

Much of the new equipment of the early 1990s
had been developed in isolation. Not only did this result in misguided efforts,
it often wasted resources by duplicating effort. Some of the ideas were feasible
but all too often they worked best where they were needed least. Most of the
detection and clearance equipment was designed for flat open ground with
loose, uncontaminated soil. In these conditions most options, including
straightforward manual clearance, would be quick and effective. It was in
the rocky, steep, heavily-vegetated or contaminated areas where help was
needed.

The many technical conferences not only provided direction but also
increased awareness of other projects: some even managed to inject a reality
check by giving deminers the opportunity to show their working environment
and explain their problems. Although some designers were more willing to
share their ideas than others, the general effect was a trend towards more
focused equipment development programmes. Above all, many of the newer
ideas were driven by the requirements of the operational demining community
instead of being based on flawed assumptions.

The scientific community also contributed through their systematic analysis
of demining. This was one area where lack of prior knowledge proved to be
a positive advantage by eliminating preconceptions and preserving objectivity.
One of the most revealing studies has been on the types and causes of injuries
sustained during demining. Injury statistics were drawn from accident
investigations17 among a number of demining organisations, most of which
cooperated fully in the study.

Actual blast testing began on simulated limbs and dummies and culminated
in a “Lower Extremity Assessment Programme”, conducted by the US
Department of Defense (DoD) in 2000. This controversial project used full-
body human cadavers and high-speed radiographic  imaging to fully evaluate
the mechanism of injury and determine the degree of protection provided by
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commercially-produced protective footwear.
Such information has allowed the development of better tools and PPE

based on hard science, rather than instinct or expedience. The resultant
equipment revisions have also prompted or allowed innovative and
unconventional departures from traditional designs. In one example, the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) demonstrated that a probe with
an oval cross-section requires less force than a round one — an observation
that was initially met with derision but has proved significant.

There has been widespread adoption of aprons for PPE to replace fitted
suits. Not only do these provide greater freedom of movement, they also
offer better protection. Systems are also becoming better integrated to
complement one another: for example, overlapping the visor and body armour
to ensure complete neck protection.

A great deal of new demining equipment has been fielded recently for
detection, demolition and mechanical vegetation clearance and most has been
carefully designed around the needs of the user. Those needs include not
only the ability to locate and clear mines but also less obvious requirements
such as ease of training and simple maintenance. This revolution in common
sense and practicality has done much to restore the relationship between the
equipment developers and the demining community. It has also ensured that
the dialogue and atmosphere of cooperation will continue to refine the
demining process in years to come.

Not all of the news is good, however. The one area where new
development consistently fails to meet the needs of the user is cost. By itself,
demining rarely offers a large enough market to justify major commercial
development costs or mass production. Although some inventions are spin-
offs from other projects and others are funded under national development
programmes, many reflect the substantial outlay for development and
production costs in the price. This often makes them disproportionately
expensive for programmes struggling to survive on minimal funding and the
sad fact is that most mine action organisations cannot afford the equipment
that they would like.

Mine action comes of age

During the late 1990s, mine action began to gel into a cohesive international
industry. Not only had many lessons been learned but they had also been
broadly disseminated via networks, conferences and the movement of
technical advisers between programmes. For many years, the various elements
of mine action had progressed in isolation but the quantum leap in
communication brought a flurry of productive activity, which resulted in a
series of important milestones.

Particularly significant was the unification of mine action to incorporate
five fundamental pillars or core components in pursuit of its aim to reduce
the social, economic and environmental impact of mines and UXO. These are:

mine and UXO awareness and risk reduction education;
minefield survey, mapping, marking, and clearance;
victim assistance, including rehabilitation and reintegration;
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advocacy to stigmatise the use of landmines and support a total ban on
anti-personnel landmines; and
stockpile destruction, to ensure that stockpiles of landmines are
destroyed.

Another, less obvious form of engagement has occurred between the
demining community and the military. After the early split between combat
breaching and demining, one accepting casualties as a reality of life, the other
striving for clearance of all mines and UXO from a given area, it appeared
that the two would continue to diverge, the only link being the large numbers
of military personnel who went on to work in mine action. Yet, ironically, the
two now work side by side in many areas.

Not only are the military increasingly involved in humanitarian operations
but the deminers have based much of their heavy mechanical assistance
equipment on the breaching equipment designed for the battlefield. The US
routinely sends army personnel to train foreign national deminers18 and works
closely with NGOs and other civilian mine action specialists. In Kosovo and
Iraq, the military established the initial systems to collate and provide
information, while military EOD teams from several countries coordinate
closely with humanitarian agencies to undertake clearance operations.

Regulation

With the integration of mine action came both the opportunity and the need
for regulation. In October 1997, the United Nations Mine Action Service
(UNMAS) was formed to coordinate all aspects of mine action within the UN
system. This was followed by the establishment of the Geneva International
Centre for Humanitarian Demining (GICHD) in 1998, tasked with supporting
the mine action efforts of the international community and the United Nations
via mine action research, operational support for demining in the field and
advocacy of the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention.19 These two organisations
brought a more detached and objective approach to management onto an
industry that had been heavily biased toward field operations. They have been
instrumental in unifying and regulating programmes and organisations that
had neither the time nor the resources to do so for themselves.

Perhaps the greatest practical milestone was the production of the
International Mine Action Standards (IMAS), the first edition of which was
officially adopted on 1 October 2001.20 These lay down standards for virtually
every aspect of mine action — minimum norms to which every UN-supported
programme should aspire. The broad consultation with operational mine
action organisations has resulted in a highly practical approach. IMAS has
even won favour with programmes outside the UN system, many of which
now adhere to the same standards.

The IMAS do not attempt to dictate every procedure in detail but rather
to specify aims and (where appropriate) how these should be achieved. A
good example is the use of mine detection dogs — a subject which continues
to cause disagreement and defy detailed regulation. IMAS lay down guidelines
for the employment of dogs but make no attempt to impose rigid or detailed
procedures for their use.

The demining toolkit
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In many ways, the agreement and international acceptance of common-
sense rules signalled the coming of age of an industry that had remained
immature for far too long. It has also helped to demystify an activity that
once thrived on its image as a “black art”. No longer perceived as a stand-
alone function, mine action often has to compete with other aid programmes
for donor funding and must demonstrate value for money. In addition to
laying down basic safety requirements, standardisation was necessary to
establish meaningful performance indicators on which programmes could be
assessed or compared.

Further refinements
It is difficult to say whether regulation hastened the integration of mine

action or vice versa but the maturing process has stimulated — and in some
cases demanded — further refinements. A prominent example is information
management, which had to be improved and standardised to keep pace with
the new generation of mine action programmes. The Information Management
System for Mine Action (IMSMA) became the UN-approved standard in
January 1999. The system was developed by the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology (ETHZ) for the GICHD, at the request of UNMAS, to help programmes
coordinate, prioritise and execute their mine action activities.

Additional benefits from the introduction of IMAS and IMSMA have
included the standardisation of terminology and improved transparency
within national programmes. In turn, the enhanced oversight of decision-
making and the ability to assess progress has led to greater accountability.
Not only is this important for the credibility of the programme but it is crucial
to donors, who require evidence that their money is being well spent.

At the operational level, the systematic approach to mine action has led to
genuine capacity-building within the host nation. This means that, in addition
to the individual skills provided, an infrastructure is created to sustain the
activity or organisation. An important aspect of capacity-building is the
preparation of indigenous people to assume the various management functions
when expatriate staff and technical advisers leave. This tended to be a
weakness of earlier programmes but has now become a fundamental
component of most new mine action programmes.

Problem areas
Although there has been phenomenal progress since the early days of

mine action, the process is far from perfect. Demining is still inherently
dangerous and most tasks are labour intensive and painfully slow. Most
programmes have funding problems of some kind and some are so chronically
under-funded that they continually struggle for survival. One of the
disadvantages of integration with other international aid initiatives is that
mine action is continually competing for funds.

The shortage of money means that many organisations are ill-equipped,
or at least unable to acquire the equipment best suited to their task. This
undermines the widely-held concept that organisations are free to select from a
demining toolkit. Although an enormous range of equipment is available
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globally, very few organisations have the luxury of picking the items they require
at will. The problem is most acute among the poorer, military-run programmes,
many of which still have to make do with obsolete and unsuitable military-
issue equipment.

Several national demining programmes are conducted by the country’s
own armed forces with little or no NGO involvement. Often, they do not
have the benefit of accumulated experience and, being outside the UN system,
they are not subject to IMAS regulation. While some have chosen to adopt
the IMAS, many fail to meet the standards set: not only is the level of clearance
unacceptable by UN standards but injury rates among deminers are also often
alarmingly high. A number of military clearance programmes have been
influenced by US training programmes, but many are still reminiscent of the
early days, including the focus on demining to the exclusion of the other
components of mine action.

Another problem area is the exit strategy, which is rarely satisfactory.
Very few programmes have either fully achieved their aim or successfully
handed control to the host nation and, in many of the earlier programmes,
there was no realistic plan for the “end game” at all. The first exception was
the Kuwait clearance, which was unique in having virtually limitless funding
to achieve its ambitious aims. More recently, the clearance of Kosovo was the
first major UN mine action programme to “achieve completion” and hand
control to the local authorities.21

It has also been accepted that the absolute clearance of all mines is rarely
possible. No matter how thorough the demining, there will always be the
possibility that some may have been missed for one reason or another. In
recognition of this fact, the terms “mine safe” or “impact free” have been
adopted in preference to “mine free”. In Kosovo, for example, completion
signified that every marked minefield had been cleared, but recognised that
some areas were known to contain so-called nuisance minefields.22 Even within
the “cleared” areas, it was considered likely that some mines and submunitions
had been missed.

Conclusions

From the shaky foundations of outdated military breaching procedures,
demining has evolved rapidly into a separate, refined discipline. The
disjointed approaches of individual organisations converged as, beneath
an intense media spotlight, conferences and other liaison brought
productive exchanges of information. As the Ottawa Process captured the
public imagination, governments throughout the world became involved,
with many donating funds or contributing resources to this growing
industry.

Scientists and engineers also became interested and began to contribute,
unproductively at first, but with increasing benefit as relationships with the
demining community improved. Necessity has been the mother of invention
throughout the evolution of mine action and many recent developments have
been prompted by requirements from the field, then accomplished using sound
scientific research.

The demining toolkit
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Yet, despite the substantial and well-focused development work, there
have been few changes to the fundamental nature of mine clearance, which
remains dangerous, labour intensive and slow. Most people now accept
that there will be no “silver bullet” to solve the many practical problems of
demining.

Maturity occurred during the 1990s with the integration of mine risk
reduction education, minefield survey, marking and clearance, victim
assistance, advocacy and stockpile destruction into the broader discipline of
mine action. This rounded approach now takes its place as a major component
of humanitarian aid to mine-affected regions, particularly in the immediate
post-conflict period.

The creation of UNMAS and GICHD brought proper oversight, along
with a more detached and objective approach to management. Regulation
has been applied primarily to working standards (in the form of IMAS) and
information management (provided by IMSMA). This has brought diverse
programmes into line and allowed a host of other benefits, ranging from
better working conditions for deminers to the ability to assess programme
efficiency. The pool of accumulated knowledge is also being better managed
to allow new programmes to benefit from the lessons of previous operations
and to further enhance the equipment and procedures in use.

There is an enormous range of equipment available to the demining
community but the term toolkit is, perhaps, a misnomer. It implies that each
programme can assess the problem it faces and select the appropriate
resources, much as a mechanic would pick the tools needed for a particular
repair. The reality is that few programmes have the luxury of access to the
most appropriate tools. Having made their initial choices of detector, PPE,
hand tools and so forth, most are constrained to use them for each and every
situation they face, until a periodic enhancement or fleet replacement can be
made.

Funding is the major limitation but not the only one. A change of equipment
or technique often involves a major training burden (during which work
ceases) and may well demand additional logistic support. Individual
organisations cannot justify the purchase, operation and maintenance of
expensive assets, such as heavy machinery, unless they will see extensive use
coupled with demonstrable increases in productivity. In future, it may be
feasible for mine action centres to control centrally-held equipment for loan
to the organisations under their control, as and when it is needed. Such
coordination at national level would ensure the most efficient use of resources
and allow the transfer of equipment to new programmes when no longer
needed.

There continue to be problems and frustrations, including the continuing
shortage of funds and the limitations that this imposes on field operations. A
number of programmes outside UN control fail to achieve accepted safety or
clearance standards and many do not adequately address the other pillars of
mine action, such as victim assistance. However, the overall picture is one of
success: the evolution of mine action has been tremendously fast and has
brought tangible benefits to people living in mine-affected regions throughout
the world. It should not be forgotten that the cost has been high, in both casualties
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and financial terms, but mine action continues to make substantial progress
towards reducing the threat of mines and UXO.

The demining toolkit
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Endnotes

1. Most of the organisations directly involved in mine action are UN agencies, national
and international NGOs and commercial contractors. Military forces frequently
provide individual specialists or technical advisers.
2. ERW are defined under international law as abandoned explosive ordnance (AXO)
and unexploded ordnance (UXO).
3. Only nine types of mine were used throughout the Falklands, all of conventional
mechanical design. Most of the minefields were laid in consistent patterns and many
were marked and recorded.
4. Early surveys indicated casualty rates of 14-24 mine victims per day.
5. First-hand accounts of the author, who was a training team leader during Operation
Salam.
6. MAPA plans, UN Mine Action Service website (www.mineaction.org), September
2003.
7. ICBL (1999: 891), citing the UN.
8. Roberts and Williams (1995: 261).
9. Stake mines are initiated by tripwires, which must be traced (often through
vegetation) to both ends before they can be neutralised. Most stake mines have a
lethal radius in excess of 10 metres.
10. Estimated at around 1,000 false alarms per one live mine in parts of Cambodia.
11. Percussion detonators require a substantial blow from a blunt striker on a specific
point. This distorts a protective metal layer and crushes a friction-sensitive compound
onto an anvil. In a stab-sensitive detonator, the friction-sensitive compound is exposed,
and is therefore vulnerable to initiation by contact with any foreign object.
12. Increased productivity is estimated to be up to 300 per cent, with a single brush-
cutting machine allowing approximately 60 deminers to proceed with the detection
and removal of mines.
13. Handicap International, Human Rights Watch, Medico International, Mines
Advisory Group, Physicians for Human Rights, and the Vietnam Veterans of America
Foundation.
14. An element of the military procurement process in which the user defines the
capabilities (rather than the characteristics) desired from a new item of equipment.
15. See GICHD (2004b).
16. Including the COBRA system developed for the US Marine Corps, and LAMD,
developed for the US Army as part of the ASTAMIDS programme.
17. “Database of demining victims” sponsored by the US DoD, 2000.
18. The US Department of State publication, To Walk the Earth in Safety, (US DoS, 2002)
notes DoD assistance to 30 countries between 1994 and 2001.
19. The Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling, Production and Transfer
of Anti-Personnel Mines and on their Destruction, commonly referred to as the Anti-
Personnel Mine Ban Convention, opened for signature in Ottawa in December 1997.
20. See www.mineactionstandards.org.
21. Report of the Secretary-General on the UN Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo,
15 January 2002.
22. Particularly border areas and tracks in the Dulje Pass, where clearance work is
scheduled to continue for several years. Remaining tasks in MNB order, amendment six,
MACC Pristina, 12 March 2002.
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Landmine detection and
destruction technologies

Paddy Blagden

2

Introduction

Chapter 1 described the evolution of the demining toolkit. The slow
progress of demining can be largely attributed to the level of technology of
the tools that mine action managers have at their disposal. Accordingly, this
chapter attempts to look at historical efforts, both military and humanitarian,
to create technologies to detect and destroy landmines.

Detection is considered to be the process by which mines are detected,
which may mean the exact location of single mines or the less precise
location of groups of mines. Destruction refers to the destruction of
previously detected and located mines in the ground or in special
destruction areas, and also the destruction of mines which have not been
detected but are destroyed by actuation leading to detonation or by
physical disruption. The word “mines” is taken to include other explosive
munitions found on the battlefield which have to be detected and removed.
Anti-tank mines are referred to as anti-vehicle mines.

After this introduction, this chapter addresses the following issues:
close-in detection (the detection and location of individual mines);
stand-off detection (the detection of mined areas);

Summary
The processes of the detection and destruction of mines and munitions
for humanitarian purposes has come a long way since 1989, but
arguably not far enough. Reliance still has to be placed on “classical”
methods of mine detection: few new technologies have been introduced
into demining, despite the expenditure on research. In contrast,
exploitation of existing technologies has been more successful, and
new and improved mine clearance machinery is being produced and
fielded on a wider scale than ever before. Techniques for the training
and use of mine detection dogs have also been improved.
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the destruction of individual mines after location;
the destruction of mines by machine, using physical detonation or
disruption; and
the destruction of unexploded ordnance (UXO).

The chapter concludes with suggestions on where mine action might need
new technologies and how the introduction of new technologies could be
speeded up.

The challenge for detection and destruction technologies

As we saw in Chapter 1, landmines, both anti-personnel and anti-vehicle,
were not extensively used until the 1939-45 war. This was one of the first
major wars in which armoured vehicles were used extensively and many
large-scale minefields were laid, especially in Eastern Europe and North
Africa. By the end of the war, hand-held mine detectors were widely used,
and early versions of tank-mounted mine destroyers such as flails and
armoured hoses had also been deployed.

The mines of the 1940s were predominantly metal-cased, although some
anti-personnel and anti-vehicle mines were made of wood, especially those
improvised from munitions or local explosive. In the mid-1940s, the
development of plastics allowed the first generation of plastic mines to be
developed,1 and plastic mines proliferated rapidly in the immediate post-
war period. By the start of mine action in 1989, almost all anti-personnel
mines and many anti-vehicle mines were plastic-cased — which were detected
by the metallic or magnetic mine detector and by the prodder.

Following the 1939-45 war, a large amount of mine clearance took place in
Europe and the Far East, mostly carried out by military units, which in some
countries (such as Germany and Poland) continue to clear mined areas from
that war. The detection and destruction equipment remained similar to that
used during the war itself, and this situation remained almost unchanged
until the start of humanitarian mine clearance in 1989. This caused many
problems because the military detectors were heavy and unreliable, being
designed for intermittent use in minefield breaching rather than continuous
use in mine clearance. The same applied in mine destruction equipment such
as flails or explosive hoses. Though adequate for minefield breaching, their
ability to detonate or remove mines and their reliability under continuous
operation were insufficient for humanitarian use. Some early mechanical
equipment was based on tank platforms, making it expensive to buy and
maintain, and cumbersome to use.

The size and complexity of the world mine and munition problem, and its
effects in post-conflict environments, began to come to light after the end of the
Cold War. The true situation began to emerge when nations in Africa, Latin
America and South-East Asia which had adopted or been pushed into warring
ideologies began to seek assistance in removing their mine and munition
problems. From a single national clearance programme in Afghanistan in 1989,
there are now over 30 countries which have identified mine or munition problems
needing clearance to humanitarian standards.
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 As humanitarian mine clearance has developed and the true nature of the
world’s mine problem has become apparent, a pressing need has developed to
make best use of scarce resources by increasing the efficiency and cost-
effectiveness of clearance. Since, in practice following limited conflicts, many
declared mined areas or minefields actually contain few mines, greater effort is
being exerted to find where mines are NOT within the suspected area, to reduce
expensive and time-consuming mine clearance to genuinely contaminated
areas. This has led to the need for two different types of detector — the “close-
in” detector, often hand-held, locating the exact position of the mine, and the
“remote” or “stand-off” detector, to remotely determine where mines are, but
with no great positional accuracy. The two types of detector may be different in
concept.

Close-in detection

Close-in detectors exist in many forms. In general, detection is done either
by pushing some form of energy at the mine and measuring the response
(prodders, eddy current, radar, infrared, nuclear, etc.) or by detecting any
disturbance caused to the natural conditions by the mine (disturbance of
magnetic fields, disturbance of soil, detection of explosive vapour from the
mine and its filling). Below are some of the more common forms used or in
development.

The mine prodder
The prodder, still  in use as the final

physical check of the presence of the mine,
has gone through much development, but in
most areas remains in its basic form. Prodders
were conceived as simple, cheap and effective
tools. They have been made from many
materials, from expensive plastics down to
small-gauge reinforcing bar retrieved from
broken concrete buildings. Experimental
prodders (with acoustic sensors to detect the
materials being encountered by the noise of
impact)2 and vibrating prodders (to allow
hard soil to be pierced more easily) have rarely
been introduced into service because, in the
hands of a skilled operator, the ordinary
prodder can give information of size and
shape of the target and sometimes even the
toughness of its casing.

The disadvantage of the prodder is that it
brings the hands and sometimes the face of the
operator close to the mine. In some theatres, the stoniness of the soil demanded
that the prodders were stiff, to pierce through stony soil, and short military
bayonets were used, which led to injuries to hands and eyes. Prodders can also

Landmine detection and destruction technologies

A deminer in Afghanistan.
©ICRC/Zalmaï
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become hazardous to use against any mines such as the Chinese T72B with a
tilt or anti-disturbance fuze.

Another disadvantage of the prodder is that to engage the side of the mine,
it has to be inserted at a shallow angle, usually about 30° to the ground. Since
many prodders are around 30 centimetres in length, this means that they cannot
penetrate more deeply into the ground than about 10-14 centimetres. In many
cases, anti-personnel mines are found buried at about this depth or more, while
anti-vehicle mines are often deeper. To insert the prodder at a steeper angle may
risk impacting the top cover or actuating surface of the mine which, in the case
of the anti-personnel mine, might cause it to detonate.

Mines can also rotate in the ground due to soil movement, so that the top
face of the mine can end up being hit by the prodder, even though inserted at
the correct angle. In the same way, mines in the “windrow” of soil produced
by a mine plough can be at any orientation, which makes detection by prodding
potentially hazardous. Despite these shortcomings, the mine prodder is likely
to remain a useful tool for the deminer for many years to come.

The magnetic or metallic mine detector
The metal-cased mines of the 1945 period were comparatively easily

detected by the metal-detecting mine detectors of the day, although they
were often heavy, cumbersome, insensitive, uncomfortable to use and
unreliable. With the increasing use of plastics in mine construction, the metal
component of the mine decreased sharply. Soon the metal components were
confined to the firing pin and spring, and parts of the arming mechanism. To
match the decreasing metal content, the detectors had to be increased in
sensitivity and, with the high usage found in humanitarian mine clearance,
detectors also improved in lightness, reliability and ease of use.

Unfortunately, as sensitivity increased, so
did the susceptibility of metal detectors to
false alarms from small fragments of metal in
the ground, sometimes splinters from
exploding shells or rocket warheads, or food
and beverage cans. Sensitivity also increased
to metallic compounds found in certain soils,
such as laterite, a common road-making
material in South-East Asia and Africa.

Despite these limitations, metal mine
detectors remain the most commonly used
form of detectors, and considerable
improvements in their design continue to be
made.

There are various types of metal detector,
but the most common is based on
electromagnetic induction. The sensor head
sends a primary magnetic pulse or continuous
wave which creates eddy currents in the buried metallic object, creating a
secondary magnetic field. This in turn is detected by coils in the search head.

Hand-held metal detector. ©EIA
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Other types are usually used to detect buried munitions. These are most
commonly based on magnetometers, which measure alterations to the earth’s
magnetic field, or gradiometers, which measure the magnetic field gradient,
again altered by the presence of a metallic object.

Major advances have been made in the sensitivity of these detectors and
their capability of detecting metal items in laterite soils without major loss of
sensitivity. Several types of detector are on the market which can “tune out”
or “compensate” for background magnetic returns. Developments have also
indicated the possibility of giving an estimation of the depth of the mine or
munition target, and even a definition of the shape of the metal piece within
the object. Should this become a feature of future metallic mine detectors, it
could radically decrease the false alarm rate in soil contaminated by metal
scrap.3 Thus the metal detector has by no means reached the end of its
development potential.

Other technologies
Even in 1992, the reducing amount of metal in anti-personnel and anti-

vehicle mines was causing concern, and it was rumoured that totally non-
metallic mines were in development or even in production, which would
render metal detectors useless against such mines.

In Stockholm in May 1994, the Swedish Defence Research Agency (then
FOA), together with the UN, organised what was probably the first major
meeting between mine clearers and research scientists. The aim was to assess
what technologies existed, how they could be used, and roughly when
“fieldable” new technology detectors would appear. This produced some
interesting results. A table of different technologies was drawn up, showing
which was more likely to produce fielded equipment within five years. The
most promising detection technologies at the time appeared to be ground
penetrating radars and infrared detectors.

Ground penetrating radars
The ground penetrating radar (GPR) consists of a transmitter which pushes

into the ground a pulse of energy or a continuous wave at a certain given
range of frequencies. This is matched to a receiver, which takes in the reflected
radar signals. The radar energy passes through the ground and is reflected
back, at different speeds, depending on the material through which the radar
energy is passing. If the radar detects that there is a sub-ground object which
is of a different material (or more strictly material of a different permittivity
or dielectric constant), the object can be detected. This means that plastic or
totally non-metallic objects can be detected by GPR.

In theory, GPR can present indications of the location and the depth of the
target object, and sometimes even the shape. This, however, depends to an
extent on the frequencies used: to get good definition of small objects, a high
transmitted frequency must be used. It also depends on whether the output
of the radar is in the form of an audio signal or an image on a screen. To get
good penetration of soils, a lower transmitted frequency has to be used. Current
GPRs work between about 0.4 MHz and 6.0 MHz.

Landmine detection and destruction technologies
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Unfortunately, despite being the most likely technology to be fielded by
1999, GPR detectors are only just becoming fieldable. The problems surrounding
their development have been more difficult than was originally thought and
totally non-metal mines have not yet been used in conflicts, so the need to
establish them as a primary detector has not been great. GPR performance can
be limited by soil humidity and type, and under certain circumstances can give
false alarms. At present their likely cost is still several times higher than the
equivalent metal detector. Fieldable radars are being used in conjunction with
metal detectors, and can significantly improve the false-alarm rate of the detection
system. Despite the significant improvements already achieved, such combined
detectors have not yet found a significant market in humanitarian mine
clearance.

At least some of the problems of current GPRs can be resolved by better
detection computer algorithms and faster processing, especially with visual
output detectors, and antenna development is still in progress. Ultimately,
GPR might develop the capability to provide three-dimensional images, and
even provide some indications of the material of which the detected target is
made.

The development of GPRs has been concentrated on detecting anti-
personnel mines. There is still a need for the rapid and reliable detection of
anti-vehicle mines in roads, and anti-vehicle mines present a larger target
than anti-personnel mines and thus can be detected using lower frequencies.
Anti-vehicle mines such as the Chinese T72 mine (not to be confused with the
T72A and T72B anti-personnel mines) have very small amounts of metal in
the firing mechanisms, and many Italian mines, such as the Valsella VS 2.2
and 3.6, are also difficult to detect using metal detectors. If funds can be
found to continue development, GPR may yet become a major element in the
toolkit of the humanitarian deminer.

Infrared detectors
Initial tests of infrared (IR) detectors were encouraging, and IR detectors

were also considered to be fieldable by 1999. In addition, IR was seen as a
possible technology to locate the edges of mined areas, a capability that is
vital to “technical survey”, which can greatly increase the efficiency and cost-
effectiveness of clearance.

In fact, the resolution of current IR cameras is insufficient to identify the
very small areas of changed temperatures, and it is currently unlikely that
sufficient resolution will be obtained to identify small targets such as the US
M14 anti-personnel mine4 under four centimetres of soil, topped with
vegetation and under tree canopy, scenarios which are fully representative
of actual field conditions. The target is so small that even when there are
major changes in ground temperature, the “thermal inertia” of the mine will
not be sufficient to give sufficient cooling or heating to the soil above it to
provide a patch of soil that will be detectable. It was also hoped that IR could
identify the edges of minefields by locating at least some of the mines, but
performance of this resolution has not yet been achieved. Many well
established minefields are by now heavily vegetated, which makes detection
even more difficult.
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Anti-vehicle mines can be detected under certain circumstances, especially
when they are newly-laid and the disturbed ground above them gives a different
IR response. There may also be a role for IR in the detection of submunitions
such as the US BLU 975 (used in the first and second Gulf wars, Afghanistan
and Kosovo), or even the M75 and M85 artillery-launched submunitions (used
in the second Gulf war), because they have a high metal content and are usually
found on or near the surface of the ground. But small submunitions, such as the
M75 and M85, might require a high-resolution camera to identify them at
anything but close range.

Consideration has also been given to artificially heating the ground, to
show up “cool spots” caused by the presence of mines. In practice, the heating
system might well require large amounts of energy, especially to achieve a
temperature difference from mines buried below ten centimetres deep. Such
power requirements could prove difficult to provide in a man-portable detector
system and difficult to apply in areas with heavy vegetation.

In general, there have been few major improvements announced in IR
sensor sensitivity and resolution, and the widespread use of IR for the
detection of individual anti-personnel mines is unlikely, although its use
against anti-vehicle mines and submunitions remains a possibility.

Nuclear detection
Neutron-based techniques

Most explosives contain specific identifiable elements, including
nitrogen. When activated with thermal neutrons, various elements in the
target produce small but characteristic levels of radiation, usually gamma-
ray activity. This can then be detected by gamma-ray detectors such as
scintillometers, which in principle can give a relatively precise location of
the concentration6 of the element concerned, usually nitrogen in the case
of explosives. Explosive detection is widely used in airport security but
can also be adapted for the detection of landmines.

In principle, all nuclear detection methods require a neutron generator,
often a Caesium or Californium source to irradiate the target area, and a
method of slowing the neutrons down and collimating them in the direction
of the target. The various elements in the explosive respond to neutron
bombardment in different ways, but often they emit some form of identifiable
reaction. These returning signals are then detected by a detector, the results of
which are analysed, giving an indication of the chemical composition of the
material detected.

There are various types of neutron-based detection systems, and eight
have been patented7 but none has as yet been sufficiently developed to be
fielded for humanitarian mine detection.

Although the technology is thought to be relatively straightforward,
turning the technology into a hand-held working tool has proved more
difficult. Nuclear technology-based detectors are better suited to static large-
scale installations, such as those used to examine baggage at airports. The
practical requirement to produce a neutron generator with long service life,
and which is safe and simple to use by local mine clearance staff, has not yet
been achieved. The requirements to keep the neutron generator at some distance

Landmine detection and destruction technologies
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from the user may also pose a problem. In summary, although research is
continuing, no recent new developments have been fielded in this technology
area.
Nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR)

Some of the nuclei found in explosives, such as molecular groups containing
nitrogen, oxygen and chlorine, respond in a particular way when bombarded
by radio frequency radiation, and their responses depend on the chemical
structures within which they are bonded. This means that the response of
some explosive compounds can be detected by a technique called nuclear
quadrupole resonance (NQR).8

This technology has had some success and is being explored to meet a
military requirement, but a humanitarian version of any forthcoming
equipment is probably not yet planned.

In some experiments, NQR has given clear responses for the detection of
explosives such as RDX and HMX, but not for the more common explosive,
trinitrotoluene (TNT). Although some mines, such as the Italian anti-personnel
mine VS50, are made of RDX and others use an RDX/TNT compound, most
of the simpler and cheaper mines are filled with cast TNT. This means that
unless NQR responses to TNT can be enhanced during development, NQR
detectors may not be suitable for humanitarian mine clearance for some time.

NQR is also being considered as a component of an integrated mine
detector, using more than one sensor. This concept is discussed below.
Other radiation detectors

There are a number of other ways in which explosive materials can be
“interrogated” by inputs of energy. Among these are the following:

X-ray backscatter
As with neutrons, materials bombarded with x-rays may cause photons

to be scattered at differing angles from them and these photons can be
detected. Although experiments have been carried out on the use of x-rays in
baggage search devices, the power consumption and size of the equipment
make them difficult to develop into a fieldable mine detector.

Acoustic detectors
Acoustic detection is used in the mining industry and the development of

acoustic detectors was suggested in a meeting at the University of Colorado
in Denver in 1994. Various experiments have been tried and methods have
been evolved where geophones can be in contact with the ground outside
the immediate area of the minefield being cleared, which would be acceptable
from a safety standpoint. Although research continues, no prototypes have
yet been presented for field trials, and it is suspected that acoustic detectors
are still some years away from being fielded.

Animal antibodies
Animals, if injected with some chemicals, can develop sensitive antibodies

which can detect and indicate the presence of such chemicals. This process,
called Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) can apparently be made
highly sensitive, but no development has yet shown how such detection can be
used in the field.
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Laser detection
Laser energy can be used to cause the breakdown of TNT vapour into

chemicals that fluoresce or glow at specific frequencies. Again, this process
may be developed into a form of detector for bulk explosive, but at this stage
it is hard to see how it can be developed into a fieldable detection system

Ultraviolet detection
Efforts were made to detect mines in roads by spraying with ultraviolet

sensitive material and looking for anomalies or disturbances in the road
surface after a period of time. The system proved cumbersome to use and the
experiments were discontinued.

Vapour detectors
Another way of detecting mines is by detecting their smell. This smell,

undetectable to humans but detectable by some animals and by sophisticated
chemical detection equipment, can lead to detecting the mines sufficiently
accurately to locate their individual positions. The vapour produced by a mine
can vary and its components are at present not fully understood.

The amount of vapour given out by a chemical depends on its vapour
pressure or volatility. Some explosive compounds have impurities produced
during the manufacturing process, such as dinitrotoluene (DNT) which occurs
as an impurity in TNT, which has a lower vapour pressure and is in theory
more detectable. Explosive vapours can also be changed by molecular action
as the vapour passes through soil: the new compounds (including amino-and
di-amino compounds of DNT and TNT) may also have a lower vapour pressure
and be more detectable.

There are currently two main methods under development for detecting
explosive vapours — chemical sensors, and animals or insects.

Chemical analysis detectors
There are a number of chemical analysis techniques in existence, but the

method showing the greatest practicability and resolution is that of gas
chromatography. In this method, a sample of the target substance in the form of
gas or liquid is moved by a carrier gas along a column containing on its inner
surfaces a chemical liquid in a solid supporting structure. The various
components of the sample interact with the chemical liquid, a process which
takes varying amounts of time. When the components of the sample emerge
from the column, they are detected and the time they have taken to move down
the column varies according to the chemical nature of the components, thus
discriminating between them and identifying them. The components are then
detected in a way that measures their relative quantity, so the final readout can
separate the component parts of the sample which can be identified for chemical
composition and quantity.

The actual detection is either done by measuring the extent to which the
components capture electrons (Electron Capture Detection or ECD), which
happens if the components are nitro-explosives or compounds such as
carbonyls, or by measuring their thermal energy when they decompose
(Thermal Energy Activity or TEA detector). Unfortunately the electron

Landmine detection and destruction technologies
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capture detectors are poor at specifically identifying explosive components,
but TEA detection is nitrogen specific.

Most gas chromatographs are more suited for laboratory use rather than
field use, as they are large, delicate, and require supplies of electricity and
gases. They could be built into a mobile laboratory which could be taken into
the field, where vapour samples could be
brought for analysis. This would require
use of remote explosive scent tracing, a
technique which will be described later.

Animals and insects
Animals have a keen sense of smell

and their powers of scent detection
exceed those of humans by many orders
of magnitude. A human may be able to
detect one part of contaminant in 10,000
(1 in 10—4), and some gas
chromatographs may be able to detect
down to one part in 1,000,000,000,000 (1 in 10—12) but dogs and rats are
believed to be able to detect to 1 in 10—15 or less.

The animal most commonly used for mine detection is the dog, mainly
because of its ability to work in conjunction with humans. Dogs can be
trained to detect odours from specific vapours. Dogs have been used for
tracking and hunting for many years, but also for the detection of landmines
since the 1939-45 war. Dogs can also detect drugs, explosives, weapons,

specific foodstuffs, metals such as mercury,
wood rot, and human beings buried in snow
or rubble.

In the past, the experience of using mine
detection dogs (MDDs) proved highly
variable. Even the performance of individual
dogs varied considerably and detection dogs
were not universally used except by a few
commercial companies for many years. Many
mine action programme managers would not
trust dogs sufficiently to allow them to be
used. In September 1999, a meeting was held
in Ljubljana, at which the GICHD was asked

to take the lead in carrying out a study into the breeding, training and use of
MDDs, and the study was started soon afterwards.

The study soon showed how little was known about dogs, what vapour
they were detecting and at what concentrations, and how vapour was emitted
from mines in the first place. It also studied what weather conditions permitted
or inhibited vapour detection, and at what levels weather features such as
humidity and wind speed began to erode the performance of detection dogs.

The study assembled many of the MDDs breeders and trainers, and the
mine action groups who were using the trained dogs, to try to work out some
best-practice procedures for training, licensing, accreditation, testing, daily

An NPA mine detection dog. ©M. Kelly

An APOPO's mine detection rat.
©GICHD
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checking and use. This study is still ongoing but much information is already
available. The use of MDDs is increasing and their cost-effectiveness is becoming
more widely acknowledged.

As part of the study, the GICHD looked at work being done under the Belgian
APOPO project into the use of rats for explosive detection. Early experience
with African pouched rats showed that they could be sociable, easily trained
and that their ability to detect specific odours was possibly as good as, or better
than, that of the dog. The APOPO project is still ongoing in Tanzania and the
results are encouraging. Rats can breed quickly and successive generations
become increasingly tolerant to humans and easier to train. Basic training can
be carried out in small multi-choice cages and results can be collected directly
by computer — so that identifying the better rats becomes a quick and effective
process.

If scents can be brought to rats, the detection can be simply carried out,
with one or more animals sampling each vapour target. Rats have not yet
been extensively used in a free-running mode and techniques for free-running
are under development. Although rats are considered as food in some
countries and condemned for religious reasons as unclean animals in others,
it has to be remembered that the same can be said of dogs, which are widely
used even in those countries where they are declared unclean. Rats cost
between one tenth and one thirtieth of the cost of dogs to buy, train and
keep. They are often indigenous to the country of use, so are less prone to
local disease or climatic effects than dogs, which are usually imported. Rats
could provide a highly cost-effective part of the mine clearance toolkit.

Experiments have also been carried out with insects such as flies or bees.
While the insects may be bred to have excellent detection capability and
sensitivity, how they can be used repeatedly in the field has not yet been
made clear.

Remote explosive scent tracing (REST)
There are two ways in which explosive vapour can be detected; first by

taking the detector to the source of the scent, and second by taking the scent to
the detector.

In the late 1980s, a South
African commercial company
developed a method of
“sniffing” roads by sucking
vapour from the road surface
through filters, mounted in cups
that were hung just above the
road surface. The sampling
filters were replaced in the cups
at measured and recorded
intervals, and the removed filters
were put into surgically clean
containers and taken back to base. Up to four sampling filters were used for
each stretch of road, which might be between a half-kilometre and two kilometres.
The sampling filters were then mounted on holders and MDDs were trained to

Landmine detection and destruction technologies
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walk along the row of holders to identify which filters had the scent of  explosive
vapour. A positive identification implied that within the stretch of road on
which the filter was installed in the cups, there was probably a mine. Free-
running dogs then returned to that stretch, to identify if there was a mine and
locate it.

This system was first deployed successfully in South Africa and later for
UN contracts in Mozambique and Angola in 1994 and 1995 (and more recently
in Afghanistan in 2003 and Sudan in 2004). The GICHD dog study has
undertaken research into this technique to refine and validate it. The research
has concentrated on finding the best filter material, optimum air speeds through
the filter, effect of dust and many other criteria. The result is potentially a very
powerful technique which can be used to bring explosive scent to any form of
detection system, whether a gas chromatograph in a laboratory, a dog in the
field or a rat at a base camp.

The REST technique was originally designed for the clearance of relatively
narrow linear targets such as roads or railways, but tests are now in progress
to see if it can be adapted for searching or checking wider areas, as part of
area reduction (eliminating areas of suspect land which are not in fact mined).
If this is the case, the REST technique will become a powerful method of
increasing the cost-effectiveness of mine clearance.

System integration
At the 1994 meeting in Stockholm, it was agreed that it was unlikely that

any one sensor would ever be able to provide the degree of definition required,
but that two or more should be linked together to provide complementary
output.

For simplicity, detection can perhaps be divided into four categories of
capability:

Category 1:  A target of some kind has been detected, which may be a
false alarm.
Category 2:  A target has been detected, which appears to have a man-
made shape, which is probably not a false alarm.
Category 3:  A target has been identified, which is of man-made shape
and contains explosive, which is probably a mine.
Category 4:  A mine has been identified at 5.5cm depth, the type of
which can be identified by the on-board computer.

 It was generally agreed at the Stockholm meeting that no one sensor of the
types considered above would ever progress beyond the first two categories of
detection without being integrated with another form of sensor. Much research
effort has gone into systems integration, but the problems of linking two
completely different types of sensor input have not yet been sufficiently resolved
to allow an example to be fielded.

The nearest to an integrated system to have been produced in a fieldable
state so far is a hand-held detector with two sensors, magnetic and GPR, but
even here the two systems are independent and the outputs are not mixed.
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Stand-off detection

All the detector technologies mentioned above have been designed for close-
in detection, for either hand-held use or to be mounted on a vehicle platform.
The efficiency of mine detection could be greatly increased if some detector
system could indicate where mines were, or were not, from a remote or stand-off
position. This presents an even greater technical challenge but could provide
greater rewards. Some systems have shown potential in this area.

Visible light imagery
Obviously normal airborne or space-borne photography cannot detect mines

or submunitions below the surface, unless they have recently been laid and the
disturbed earth shows up clearly,  or if the mines or submunitions are on the
surface. On the other hand, if the minelaying has been recent, or fences have
been erected, it may be possible to detect the laying activity for some time after
the event, although this may require some skilled interpretation to derive full
benefit from the imagery.

Although not fully relevant to detection as such, air and space photography
can play a major role in providing detailed imagery of the ground conditions,
and possibly even the position of military defences around which mines may
have been laid.9 If old satellite imagery can be obtained from the archives of
Cold War satellite users, comparisons with up-to-date imagery might show
how cultivation, ground and road use may have changed or villages have been
destroyed or moved. Although this is no proof that the use of mines prompted
the changes, such anomalies can show areas which might merit further
investigation. The absence of any changes in land use patterns might indicate
that the areas can take lower priority in the survey process.

Air and space imagery is therefore a useful tool in minefield survey, although
under certain conditions the possession of air or satellite photos can be militarily
and politically sensitive. It is also important for the making and updating of
maps, which are key to mine action or any kind of mine activity. One of the key
elements of a mine action programme is a standard and up-to-date map, which
can be the basis of all mine action, aid and redevelopment activity. Such imagery
can be produced for mapping at any scale and can be part of the graphical
output obtainable from current information management software.

Infrared detectors
These have already been mentioned in the close-in detection section above,

but are better suited to stand-off use. As stated, the resolution of current IR
cameras is insufficient for detecting small anti-personnel mines, although even
minute differences in temperature are now becoming detectable. Surface-
laid anti-vehicle mines and certain submunitions should be identifiable, but
this depends on the vegetation and tree cover.

IR detectors may well prove to be difficult to use in the field, as they often
require aerial platforms, which are not only expensive to operate and maintain
but militarily and politically unpopular. Aerial surveillance may require specific

Landmine detection and destruction technologies
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authorisation from national governments, especially in areas of national
sensitivity such as international borders (frequently areas contaminated by
mines), which may further limit its use. Although optical wavelength images
have been produced with high resolution, space-borne IR cameras available
for humanitarian use are unlikely to achieve the necessary resolution to identify
anti-personnel-mine-sized targets in the near future.

Air or satellite radar imagery
Air and space visual light imagery is much limited by cloud cover in many

areas of the globe but radar is not so badly affected. At present, the resolution
of space radars available for humanitarian purposes is not sufficient to identify
anomalies on the ground which can be detected by visual imagery — although
radar images could perhaps be used to verify previously obtained
photographic imagery, or identify changes to it. Future developments may
need to be monitored, perhaps if military-grade radar images become
available for humanitarian use.

Remote explosive sensing
It has been suggested that vapour sensors, placed downwind of suspected

mined areas, may detect explosive vapour over a period of time. This could give
a general indication that the area was in fact contaminated without the need to
enter the suspect area. This method has not yet been tried under field conditions
but might be adaptable, possibly using REST techniques.

In the same way, explosive molecules escaping from mines or munitions
can leach into ground water, and it has been proposed that water extracted
from small tube wells near the suspect site might contain traces of explosive.
Unless there was some knowledge of how the ground water moved, the
indication might prove too general to be of value, but some research might
still be merited.

Detector platforms
Much research resources have been expended on platforms for carrying

mine or explosive detectors to allow mine clearance without putting mine
clearers into active mined locations. Some mine destruction equipment can
already be used remotely, either using a simple controller at the end of a
cable or some form of radio control.

Remote sensing using robot-mounted sensors (usually conceived without
user advice) has not yet been fielded — because of the difficulties of knowing
exactly where the robot platform is and when a target has been identified, and
because of the poor vision capabilities of robot-mounted television cameras.
Mine clearance uses visual cues such as disturbance to earth or vegetation,
tripwires, bits of plastic or metal packing material, boxes, protective caps
removed before mines are laid, or even the canisters from which submunitions
are released. Experiments have shown that the human eye is more capable and
versatile when collecting data than was first imagined and no television imagery
can currently match the wide angle stereo imagery built into the human head.
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Another problem with unmanned platforms is the difficulty of retrieving
such platforms in the event of breakdown or mine damage. Retrieving broken
machinery from active minefields is a hazardous and unpleasant process. It
is not hard to create safe protective cabs for human operators — and human-
operated machines are much easier to control, retrieve and repair than robots.

In the opinion of many deminers, the first priority for development funding
must remain the two types of detector, close-in and stand-off. This opinion has
been reflected in the GICHD study into operational needs, which showed
improvements in detectors has the potential to provide the greatest operational
advantage.10

Many development projects for mine action equipment insist on designing
new platforms for detection equipment, ignoring the fact that sensors would
perhaps be better mounted on proven mine-protected vehicles, several types
of which are commercially available. Illustrations of such equipment can be
found in the GICHD Mechanical Equipment Demining Catalogue.11

Practical limitations to detector technologies
Many detector technologies are technologically complex and this can present

difficulties to field operators. In some countries, trained operators are often
highly astute and skilled at interpreting the audio or visual signals from the
detectors on which their personal safety may depend, although they may not
be literate.

Some new technologies require relatively large amounts of power, which
are difficult to provide using current battery technology without making the
detection device heavy and unwieldy, or giving it a short operating life
between battery changes. Commercial standard batteries are considered by
many operators to be better than rechargeable ones, partly because of
uncertainty with the life of rechargeable cells, and partly because the
continuous supply of electrical power in the field cannot be guaranteed. All
hand-held detection equipment must also be ergonomically designed, so that
operators can work for many hours without undue stress, even at extremes
of temperature.

Maintenance and repair of complex equipment is also a major problem
in the field, especially when the mine clearance work site may be many,
even thousands of kilometres from the nearest source of spare parts.
Modular construction can make maintenance and repair a more simple
matter and the modules can be sent for repair to the manufacturer.
Simplicity has to be built into design as early as possible or the resulting
equipment will be found to be unsuitable for field use and represent a
major waste of development resources.

Individual destruction equipment
Once mines have been detected and located, they can be destroyed.

Destruction is either done in place, to prevent any dangers of moving the mines,
or mines can be defuzed on the spot and removed to central destruction areas
for disposal. The procedure to be used depends on many factors, such as the
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stability of the mines, the number of mines to be destroyed, the proximity of
buildings or infrastructure and the skills level of the workforce.

Some mines, such as the Soviet PMN1 anti-personnel mine and Czech
PTMi BAIII anti-vehicle mine, can become dangerously sensitive and
hazardous to handle, as can some
submunitions such as the BLU97.
Old munitions with nitro-glycerine
in their propellant should be moved
as little as possible before
destruction. Some mines and
munitions are relatively stable and
can be carefully defuzed and
moved with comparative safety to
a central destruction area.

Whether destroyed in place or in
bulk, mines are often destroyed by
open burning or by detonation where
the environmental circumstances
allow. Open burning can be achieved
by using a pyrotechnic charge to burn through the case of the mine and ignite
the main explosive change. Detonation is achieved by exploding a charge in
close proximity to the mine, or piercing the case of it with a shaped charge and
achieving a sympathetic detonation.

Pyrotechnic charges
These function by directing a jet of high temperature flame at the mine,

burning through the case and igniting the main charge. Typical flame
temperatures are over 1,800°C, while the ignition temperatures of TNT and
RDX are both about 300°C.12 A minimum burning temperature of 850°C is
advised.13 Pyrotechnic charges work best for mines with plastic or wood cases,
but can penetrate metal cases as well. A number of such pyrotechnic devices
are available commercially from countries such as the UK and US.14

Pyrotechnic charges can only be used if the mine is on the surface or is
sufficiently exposed to enable the flame to play directly on the mine casing.
Such charges can also be used for starting open burning of mines collected at
a destruction point, including for the destruction of anti-personnel mine
stockpiles in accordance with Article 4 of the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban
Convention.15

Pyrotechnic charges are useful when the noise of detonation may cause
alarm or the detonation blast may harm surrounding buildings or services.
In some cases, the heat generated by the ignition of the main charge may
cause the detonator to explode and the mine to actuate, detonating any
un-burnt portion of the main charge. The destruction of individual mines by
burning is a slow procedure and may delay the clearance process as all mine
action staff have to leave the minefield until all burning is completed.

Destruction of mines in Albania, 2001.
©ICRC/Sidler
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Use of fire for mine clearance
In some countries, local people have tried to clear mines by igniting dry

vegetation or undergrowth. Although fire has value in removing such vegetation,
buried mines are rarely affected by surface fires but could be made more sensitive
by heating, as happened to mines laid near oil fires in Kuwait in 1991. Fire will
destroy the wooden stakes on which some tripwire-actuated blast mines are
mounted and may melt, but not necessarily ignite, their main charge, rendering
them more difficult to dispose of. Such methods of attempted clearance are not
usually recommended.

Explosive charges
The most common way of destroying mines is by placing a charge of

explosive in close proximity and detonating it, causing a sympathetic
detonation in the detonator, booster or main charge of the mine. For mines in
place, destruction is done by exposing the edge or surface of the mine, placing
a charge of plastic explosive such as C4, PE4 or block TNT in direct contact
with the mine and detonating it. A charge of about 250gm of conventional
explosives will normally detonate any anti-personnel mine. If moulded into or
around the fuse pocket of an anti-vehicle mine, full detonation will also usually
occur.

For the destruction of stockpiles of anti-personnel mines, bulk explosive is
often used because, if the mines are sensitive enough, they can be detonated
when packaged in boxes, which eases the handling of the mines at the
demolition site. One nation completed the destruction of its anti-personnel mine
stocks using a mixture of ammonium nitrate and fuel oil (ANFO). Some care is
needed in setting up large-scale demolitions for destruction of mines, because
shock wave effects can vary and some parts of the demolition may not be
destroyed but ejected some distance from the demolition site.

Explosive charges can also take the form of shaped charges, fired through
the side of the mine. This can have the advantage that the mine itself need
not be touched once it has been located. And, if the mine has been located
accurately enough, the shaped charge can be fired into the mine through the
earth above it. Provided that the explosive jet has sufficient energy as it passes
through the main charge of the explosive, a high order detonation will occur.
For munitions, the shaped charge can be “tuned” to cause a low order
detonation (“deflagration”), which reduces the explosive effect.

Shaped charges can be quicker, safer and easier to transport than bulk
explosive charges. Mines with sensitive explosive, or with anti-handling fuses,
need not be touched, as the shaped charge is fired from the stand-off position.
It is also quicker and safer to destroy a mine underground, without exposing
it, but it does require a detector of sufficient accuracy to locate the mine to
fine limits (within 1cm or less for anti-personnel mines). Shaped charges are
produced commercially in a number of countries including Austria, Germany
and Switzerland.16 The only hindrances to their more widespread use are their cost
compared with standard charges and lack of experience with their use.

Landmine detection and destruction technologies
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Where the transportation of explosive is difficult due to legal restrictions,
explosives can be produced in binary form, where they consist of two stable
and transportable compounds which, when mixed, form a normal liquid
explosive. Explosive can also be produced in the form of foams, which can be
placed over exposed mines without contact with their surface. The foam can
then be detonated using standard electrical or safety fused detonators. Both
foam and binary liquid explosives have considerably lower power than
conventional explosives and have a higher cost, which makes them more
suitable for specialised use only.17

Environmental issues
Much comment has been made on the environmental issues surrounding

the destruction of mines and munitions, especially during stockpile
destruction in accordance with Article 4 of the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban
Convention. Where mines are destroyed by open burning or open detonation
the gaseous products of detonation or burning are released to the
atmosphere.

In reality, the detonation products of most TNT- or RDX-filled mines are
similar in nature to the combustion products of fuels for cars and aircraft, but
the polluting cloud of a large-scale demolition is instantaneous and
conspicuous, which makes it more dangerous in the eyes of some
environmentalists. This has led to recommendations for the use of elaborate
forms of destruction or demilitarisation, often using very high temperature
burning and the scrubbing of the gases formed in the combustion process.
These methods are relatively expensive and destruction or demilitarisation
costs can vary between US$0.50 per mine to more than US$12 per mine in
countries where environmental laws are at their strictest, a sum which most
countries cannot afford.

Other commercial destruction or demilitarisation techniques favour
dismantling of the mine, removal of the bulk explosive for commercial use
and the recycling of some of the plastics used in the mine bodies. Despite the
income generated by the recycling process, the costs per mine are usually
well in excess of open detonation techniques. Since long-term burial in moist
soils can lead to explosive products leaching into the ground water, the
delaying of clearance and destruction due to the imposition of stringent
environmental regulations may not in the end be the best environmental
solution.

There is one case where controlled destruction must take place, which is
the destruction of munitions filled with liquid explosive or propellant. One
form of anti-personnel landmine, the Soviet PFM1, contains a liquid filling
that is toxic and corrosive, and whose products of combustion or detonation
are also toxic. These mines are the subject of a special study into the most
cost-effective methods for their destruction.

In general, most countries have opted for the simplest and cheapest methods
of landmine stockpile destruction using open burning or detonation and so far
no reports of environmental consequences have been reported.
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The bulk destruction of UXO poses a different series of problems, due to the
dense metal casing of some of the munitions involved. Extraction of the explosive
then becomes a more favoured option, unless the country concerned has few
environmental laws and many sparsely inhabited areas where pollution by
metallic fragments would not pose a major problem. This was the case in Kuwait
in 1991, where open detonation was frequently used for the destruction of tank
and artillery ammunition, mortars and rockets. Care and specialist knowledge
were needed to ensure that the detonation drove the metal fragments downwards,
to limit the spread of metallic fragments.

Mechanical destruction/disruption

Mines can be destroyed in place by causing them to actuate or by physically
disrupting them. Destruction by actuation is achieved by pressurising them
beyond the actuation pressure, which should cause the mines to explode.
This is usually done by an explosion or by rollers.

Explosive disruption
Many variants of mine clearance explosive devices have been produced for

military purposes. Many of them are based on thrusting explosive pipes, or
firing rockets towing hoses full of explosive across the mined area. The explosive
pipes or hoses, when detonated, are intended to cause either sympathetic
detonation or disruption of any mines below or nearby.

This procedure has not been adopted for humanitarian purposes because it
is many times more expensive than manual mine clearance18 and because the
clearance capability of even heavy explosive hoses depends on the vegetation
in the mined area. Bushes can prevent the hose from reaching the ground and
the detonation of every mine under the linear hose cannot be guaranteed. Rocket-
pulled hoses rarely land in a straight line and even a successful detonation of
an explosive charge may not be sufficient to make a safe lane. This is of less
importance in military minefield breaching because the track made by the
explosive hose is usually immediately augmented by a mine plough to make a
track for the armoured vehicles following it.

A variant of the explosive hose is the polythene tube filled with an explosive
mixture of gas and air. The polythene tube rolls out across the mined area as
it fills and is then detonated. For military use, charges of fuel/air explosive
(FAE) can be used, but both these and the explosive tube above rely totally
on the shock and pressure effect of the gas/air detonation.

Mines do not always detonate under explosive hoses and the fuses of
some mines, such as the TS50 anti-personnel mine and PTMi BAIII anti-vehicle
mine, are specifically designed against them, especially the very rapid
explosive pressure pulse produced by the explosive hose. This can limit the
use of hoses still further under certain conditions. Explosive hoses have
received limited use in mine action, although they have been tried in South
Africa with some apparent success.

Landmine detection and destruction technologies
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Mine rollers
A more reliable way of detonating mines is to pressure them with a roller,

pushed in front of a vehicle. This again is mainly used by military forces, often
in conjunction with a plough, but rollers have been used to destroy anti-
personnel mines and are available commercially. Military mine rollers have
often been mounted on armoured vehicles and cover the rack width only, whereas
humanitarian rollers need to cover the entire front of the pushing vehicle and
are usually propelled by a modified agricultural vehicle or construction
equipment such as a bulldozer.

Rollers are moderately effective but their performance can be degraded by
uneven ground or ground that is so soft that the mines are pushed deeper into
the soil without exploding. In addition, some mines do not respond when
pressurised only once as they require two or more efforts to actuate the detonator
system. Even so, rollers have a use in rapidly checking cleared land or in area
reduction where a suspect area can be tracked by the roller until the edge of the
mined area is found. Only military rollers can withstand repeated blasts of
anti-vehicle mines.

A successful variant of the
mine roller is the protected
vehicle fitted with steel roller
wheels. Vehicles of this type
have been produced and
successfully used in South
Africa and have been trialled in
Croatia. So far, little use has
been made of them by mine
clearance NGOs, possibly
because of the cost of the
protected vehicles, but their
performance merits further use
in other and non-African
theatres. 

Anti-personnel mines were also successfully detonated in large numbers in
Kuwait in 1992 using a digging rake on an armoured excavator. The anti-
personnel mines were dug up and one claw of the rake was used to press on
them until they detonated. If they failed to do so, the next mine found would be
placed on top and the two detonated together. This method was suited to sandy
soils with patterned minefields but would be difficult to use for isolated mines
in soft or heavily vegetated soils.

Experiments were also conducted where anti-vehicle mines were pressured
using a steel rod mounted on an armoured excavator. This system worked but
it was impossible to find steels strong enough for the pressure rod to withstand
the repeated heat, blast and shock of the anti-vehicle mine detonation without
cracking or spalling away. A similar but smaller-scale experiment for detonating
larger anti-personnel mines such as PMN was tried in Cambodia using a
wooden rod mounted on two bicycle or agricultural wheels. The success of this
low-cost experiment is not known.

Pearson mine roller. ©Pearson
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Flails
One of the earliest devices to be used

against anti-vehicle mines was the flail,
first developed in 1942. This tank-
mounted device had a rotating shaft
mounted at the front, with weights on
chains slung from it. When the shaft
rotates, the weights beat the ground
with the aim of detonating any mines in
the path of the flail. The flail concept
was rapidly revisited following the
Falklands/Malvinas war of 1982 and
versions were produced for military
trial. These were taken into
humanitarian use in 1991 but early models proved underpowered and
unreliable, and prone to throw anti-personnel mines out of the beaten zone of
the flail. The machines were also easily damaged by repeated detonations of
anti-vehicle mines.

Since then, a number of humanitarian versions of the flail have been
produced, of varying sizes.19 The larger flails mounted on heavy tracked chassis

are still too cumbersome for field use
and difficult to transport on country
roads and bridges. They are also
extremely difficult to extract from
active minefields if they are damaged
or break down. Some of the smaller
mini-flails are proving successful for
vegetation clearance in heavy
undergrowth and limited mine
clearance against anti-personnel
mines only. A number are now
produced with remote or radio control
and some are mounted as attachments
onto the arms of hydraulic excavators,

which makes them able to clear corners that cannot be reached by vehicle-
mounted flails. Some of the bigger wheeled versions of the flail are proving to be
robust, reliable and very effective.

Despite the increasing and long-term use of flails, comparatively little is
known of the precise interaction between the flail weight (also called the pick or
bob) and the ground. Research has shown that different shapes of weight transfer
different degrees of energy in different directions when they hit the ground,
which can affect their capability for applying the necessary pressure to the
target mines. Different sizes and shapes of weight are now being used but
further research is needed to optimise the flail weights to the soil conditions
and the types of mine being cleared.
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Earth tillers
The principle of the earth tiller

is to beat or till the ground with
steel teeth to such an extent that
any mines are either detonated or
physically broken to the stage that
they are no longer able to
detonate. Earth tillers require
high power to turn the tilling shaft,
which, like the flail shaft, is
mounted at the front of the vehicle.
An early model had two engines,
both of about 900bhp, and the
tilling head was mounted on a
tank. This design was
unfortunately too heavy to be practicable in the field, even in Europe with its
full network of high capacity roads and bridges.

Several types of tilling machine have been produced and are available
commercially20 but are still large, heavy and ungainly and show few advantages
against the better types of flails. Tillers are usually heavier, more expensive
and need greater maintenance and repair than their flail counterparts.

Tilling machines can leave broken fragments of explosive in the soil after
the tilling process. This makes it difficult to employ dogs in the quality
control process that has to follow the primary clearance.

Some smaller tilling machines have the tilling head mounted on the
hydraulic arm of a tracked or wheeled excavator. These, like the arm-
mounted flails, are very effective at removing vegetation and preparing the
ground for manual or dog clearance and are being increasingly used for
humanitarian mine action.

An environmental disadvantage with both flails and tillers is that the
cohesion of the soil is disrupted and the roots of any vegetation are destroyed.
In areas with thin layers of topsoil, any form of earth-processing equipment
must be used with care or the pulverised soil may be blown or washed away,
leaving the area completely barren.

Sifters
The aim of mechanical sifters is to cut a layer of soil from the ground

and pass the soil through a sifter process to sift out mines from possibly
contaminated soil. This is not easy to achieve because of the amount of
other material in or on the cut soil such as stones, roots or lumps of
vegetation which also has to pass through the sifter. Sifters are best working
in dry and sandy soils as clay or wet loam can quickly clog the sifting
system. Early sifters tended to build up soil in front of the cutter blade
which, due to the sideways movement of soil along the blade, could leave
mines at the edges of the sifter path.

Sifters need a relatively powerful base machine and require that the
sifted soil is examined for mines among the rocks, stones and roots that

Rhino system in operation. ©Rheinmetall
Landsysteme GmbH
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have not passed through the sieve mesh. Sifters will probably be capable of
withstanding the blast of a small anti-personnel mine, but repeated blasts,
or the explosion of an anti-vehicle mine, might cause extensive damage. The
sifting process is thorough but slow. Specialised sifters mounted on wheeled
plant are in operational use in southern Africa and are available
commercially.21

A method of mine detection and
destruction allied to the sifting
process is the procedure used by
one NGO using standard wheeled
bucket loaders. The top layer of soil
is excavated from the suspected
minefield, then removed and
spread out over a hard bare earth
surface. The deposited soil is raked
over by hand by mine clearance
staff in full protective gear, which
exposes the mines among the roots,
rocks and vegetation. When the
mines have been raked to one side and removed the soil is returned its original
location and the next bucket-load of topsoil is collected and examined. This
method has the benefit of using equipment commonly found in commercial use
in many countries, unlike the specialist machinery mentioned above.

Ploughs

Although used by military formations to clear routes through mined
areas, ploughs do not destroy mines but merely remove them from one place
to another — at the same time turning them over so that the top actuating
cap may be facing in any direction, thus increasing the hazard of prodding
for them. Ploughs are only of use in humanitarian mine clearance for gaining
access to mined areas or in conjunction with some types of sifter. Sifters
work best with broken ground and can sift the windrow produced by a
plough easier than undisturbed earth.

Detection of UXO

This chapter has linked the clearance of mines and UXO together under
the term “mine clearance” because in most cases they present a similar problem
and both forms of munition are often cleared by mine clearance staff. The
clearance of certain types of UXO can pose special problems, which require
specialist clearance skills.

UXO are usually either munitions fired from artillery, rocket or mortar
weapons, or are aerially delivered, like submunitions or bombs. These can
pose specific hazards for clearance staffs. Unexploded artillery, rocket or
mortar rounds can either end up on the surface or buried. Fortunately, most
have a high metal content, especially artillery and mortar rounds, which makes
them detectable by magnetic mine detectors. Some aerial delivered bombs can

Landmine detection and destruction technologies
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end up deeply buried and specialist detection techniques are used for their
detection.

Once detected, many unexploded munitions are relatively inert but some
have sensitive fuzing systems which render them dangerous to normal
clearance methods. Bombs with delayed-action fuses have to be treated with
caution. Deep-buried shells and bombs have to be dug out before they can be
destroyed and if they are close to buildings, services or infrastructure, they
must be defuzed before removal, a highly specialised task.

Some missiles, especially the larger surface-to-air or surface-to-surface
missiles, are powered by liquid propellant which is toxic and corrosive, and
leakage or spillages of these substances can be hazardous to those near to the
missile or who approach without adequate protection. Clearance should not be
attempted without specialised advice. Some guidance is given in IMAS or their
Technical Notes on the handling of liquid-fuelled munitions. Although not
classed as explosive, depleted uranium-cored bullets or anti-tank projectiles
can be toxic, especially if they have passed through armour plate. The absorption
of uranium oxides by contact or inhalation of uranium oxide dust is hazardous
because of its toxicity.

Many mine clearance groups have ordnance specialists who should be
consulted if unidentified munitions are discovered during the clearance process.

Conclusions

The processes of the detection and destruction of mines and munitions
for humanitarian purposes have come a long way since 1989, but arguably
not far enough. Reliance still has to be placed on “classical” methods of
mine detection. Research and development (R&D) of new technologies
has been disappointingly slow: there is little doubt that few new
technologies have been introduced into demining, despite the expenditure
on research.

In contrast, the exploitation of existing technologies has been more
successful, and new and improved mine clearance machinery is being
produced and fielded on a wider scale than ever before. Techniques for
the training and use of mine detection dogs have also been improved,
thanks to some original research carried out under the GICHD mine
detection dog programme.

It is arguable that R&D has been taking place on two parallel tracks. On
one track, new technologies have been the subject of many millions of dollars
or euros on research but little has come from the expenditure. On the other
track, incremental user-led evolution of mechanical equipments, and the use
of detection dogs, is leading to increasing efficiency and effectiveness. The
reasons for the imbalance are worth examining.

Generation of new technologies
Of the new technologies mentioned above, only one GPR handheld detector

is ready for full-scale field trials for humanitarian use. Many scientists and
engineers have attacked the “mine problem” with vigour, but without
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continuous discussion with the users. As a result, they have decided for
themselves what the problem is and have tried to adapt their technologies to
it. The pursuit of an elegant technological answer has in some cases become
an end in itself, divorced from the pressing user need to increase safety and
productivity in the effort to save lives and livelihood.

Many scientists are exploring exactly similar areas and the amount of
repetition in research has been considerable and wasteful. Repeated warnings
from the user community have had little effect. In a recent case one short
visit to one minefield cemented the perceived user need into the minds of the
researchers and further user input seemed to be considered unnecessary. As
a result, the mine clearance users are beginning to doubt the capability of the
scientific community to do anything but promote their own research, with a
consequent waste of scarce resources better employed elsewhere. This is a
heavy indictment but one that is hard to refute.

One difficulty is that there is no single “mine problem”, a fact not
understood by most researchers. Each minefield or mined area may present
a series of unique problems to the clearance staff. And clearance tools that
work well in one area may be useless in another, even in the same country or
region. User requirements may vary subtly in each place, so single solutions
may not work as well in another location.

As a result, it is difficult to decide whether to try to drag the scientific
community into the mine clearers “real world” or dismiss the whole idea as
a waste of time and money. This leads to the question of whether R&D of new
technologies is cost-effective.

Cost-effectiveness of research and development
It is not often appreciated that research into any new technologies is rarely

cost-effective until one of the ideas thrown up in the research programme
gets to the full development stage and a potential market can be identified.
In mine action, the matter is complicated still further by the fact that there is
no identified humanitarian mine clearance market — and mine clearance teams
are notoriously conservative and slow to trust new technologies. This means
that predicting the business return on research and development investment
is almost impossible.

The basic research into a detection system may cost at least US$3 million to
take from concept to prototype. Full development can take five to ten times that
amount and gearing up for large-scale production a further ten times more. It
would take a large production run to give a reasonable return on so heavy an
investment, a return that is unlikely to occur in the present mine action world.
This has always been recognised and it has been consistently urged that
governments would have to support R&D  into mine action technologies, or no
research will take place. Unfortunately, much research funding is wasted by the
failure of research organisations to work together, which is not an encouragement
to governments or donors to provide such funding.

From the researcher’s point of view, it is difficult to get from the
deminers a consolidated set of quantified performance requirements for
new equipment. Each mine action organisation has its own opinions on

Landmine detection and destruction technologies
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performance specifications, but these would be better coordinated to cover
the whole demining community rather than one specific programme. Most
armies and industries have well-tried routines for establishing customer
needs for equipment performance. The mine action community needs the
same.

NGOs frequently assert that R&D money would be more profitably spent
on mine clearance, but this fails to recognize that R&D funds come from different
funding envelopes that are not transferable. This attitude is hardly helpful or
encouraging for the researchers concerned. Though ridiculing the value of
research, it is quite possible that the same NGOs would criticise the research
organisations for their lack of new technologies if the NGOs were faced with
entirely metal-free mines.

Also, although incremental improvements are being made in the cost-
effectiveness of mine action, there has been little success in developing a
stand-off detector to remotely locate the presence of mined areas. This alone
could improve the efficiency of technical surveys by a very large amount. It
can be argued that success in this area of research would find a ready market
and it is highly probable that military demining organisations would wish to
acquire the same capability. Military purchases would change the pattern of
the market completely and would probably give the return on the investment
that is currently sought.

Optimisation of existing technologies
As mentioned, many new mechanical equipments are in use and the numbers

are slowly increasing as their safety and cost-effectiveness become better known.
In the same way, the use of mine detection dogs (MDDs) is increasing. In both
cases the demand for improvement is user-driven and the user is closely
involved with the development process.

Interestingly, in the use of some GPR mine detectors and MDDs,
researchers and developers have worked alongside the users and have entered
minefields to see for themselves what problems the users are facing. The
result has been highly focused and productive research on animal vapour
detection with dogs and rats and the generation of equipments that are ready
for large-scale acceptance trials. We therefore know that full-scale
collaboration with the user during the R&D process produces the right results.

Meeting the users’ needs
Mine clearance is developing but needs to develop still further. Cost-

effectiveness, safety and quality have all much improved since 1989 but are
not yet good enough. At the same time, the generosity of  the donors may be
waning and their expectations for cost-effectiveness are rightly increasing.

The GICHD User Needs Study22 identified that the greatest improvements
to efficiency in the opinion of programme managers would come from close-
in detectors with a lower false-alarm rate and effective stand-off detectors
for area reduction. The situation has not changed since the study was published
in 2002. So far, the mines and munitions found in conflict areas have not changed
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much — but new totally non-metal mines and munitions with sensitive fuzes
are available on the market and, despite the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban
Convention, may yet appear in the ground. In addition, the current
international circumstances suggest that the permanent end to all warfare
seems as far away as ever.

In this case, it would be short-sighted for the user community to ignore the
potential for technical advance or naively demand that R&D money be somehow
transferred to mine action programmes. Research budgets seem to have a life of
their own and the user community might be better employed seeking to gain
from them rather than ignoring them. At the same time, some of the users’ needs
are increasingly being met by extending the development of existing equipment.
Such development must be encouraged as a way of increasing the cost-
effectiveness of the mine clearance process.

One of the difficulties of establishing the cost-effectiveness of a single
piece of mine-clearance equipment is that few clearance organisations carry
out stringent cost calculations on the elements of their clearance process,
such as the machines, dogs, survey teams, etc. More work needs to be
done to prepare simple software that will allow mine clearance groups to
perform such calculations. At the same time, data on the operating costs
of demining tools need to be better collected. At present it is difficult for a
programme manager to estimate what cost savings could be achieved under
particular project conditions — or use such estimates to ask donors for funding
for better equipment.

In the early days of demining, derivatives of military equipments were
the only options available and these often proved unworkable due to the
practical differences between the military act of minefield breaching and the
humanitarian act of minefield clearance. Recent military interventions in
Afghanistan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Iraq, and Kosovo have required
soldiers to carry out mine clearance operations closely related to humanitarian
operations and many armies have re-equipped with detectors originally
developed for humanitarian use. These are encouraging signs. Research into
military hand-held and vehicle-borne detection systems is under way in many
countries. This means that the chances of using the results of such research
for humanitarian purposes may be increasing and the divergence between
military and humanitarian requirements may reduce.

New technologies
It must be accepted that the mine action community, with the right equipment,

can make further advances in cost-effectiveness, which will be keenly sought
by donors. As part of the search for greater efficiency, the community needs to
promote new technologies and R&D must continue. The mine action community
cannot alter or control the R&D community but perhaps should seek to advise
and assist them by clarifying the users’ needs and insisting that the users’
views are kept in mind throughout the development process. This can in part
be done by seeking greater participation in equipment development fora, such
as EUDEM (European Union in Humanitarian Demining), HUDEM (Belgian
joint research programme for humanitarian demining), and others.

Landmine detection and destruction technologies
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Clarification of user needs must take the form of consolidated statements of
operational requirement. The preparation of operational requirements will be
difficult and will require negotiation with, and cooperation between, the UN,
NGOs, commercial companies and the managers of mine action programmes.
But it will be worth the effort. It is possible that the GICHD could assist in a
project to study how such operational requirements could be formulated,
possibly as an extension to the User Needs Study.

Every opportunity must be made to get R&D staff to visit the field, to talk
with field staff, see actual mine clearance terrain and conditions, and observe
working practices. Such visits may be time-consuming for field staff but,
without a greater understanding of the user needs and working environments,
usable and effective equipment will never reach the field.

The search for new technologies for mine and munition detection should
continue. It would be over-optimistic to assume that there will be no more
wars or that, during these wars, landmines will not be used. They have been
a weapon of choice for irregular forces or small armies for many years and
their effectiveness, especially for controlling or harassing the civilian
population, has been proven. New and non-metal mines exist but fortunately
have not yet been widely deployed. It might be foolish to assume that they never
will be, thus it is better to search for a solution for their clearance before, rather
than after, they have arrived.

Existing technologies
The development of existing technologies has been successful, but the new

improvements for increasing cost-effectiveness must become more widely
used. One way of ensuring this is to have better methods for informing mine
action programme managers and donors of the benefits of the new
developments and this can come through better measurement of these benefits.
With clearer statements of benefit, and increasing field experience in varied
terrains, there will be increasing acceptance of mine dog detection and
mechanical techniques.

It is suggested that more information on good results with proven
equipment is made available — possibly via the UN, GICHD or James Madison
University23 — to ensure that more donors and programme managers are
informed on the latest equipment developments.

Improvements in efficiency will be better understood if they can be
quantified and more performance-calculation software needs to be developed
and circulated to programme managers. More information needs to be
gathered on the efficiency and capabilities of new types of equipment, but
this information will have to derive from the field, not from the manufacturers.
Calculations will need to be linked to specific types of equipment working in
specific scenarios. Software for such calculations has already been developed
within the GICHD and should possibly be made available to programme
managers and their technical staffs.

Donors should support the managers of the programmes they are funding
in striving to increase productivity. They should also be dissuaded from
purchasing equipment for these mine action programmes on the basis of
supporting national industry without first obtaining the agreement from the
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programme manager that the equipment will meet the needs of the programme
in a cost-effective way.

As with new technologies, users with practical experience must provide
feedback to the developers of improved equipments and procedures. This
will encourage further iterative improvement and refinement, and result in
wider applicability. There is not a major market in the mine action world, but
good equipment will still find buyers.

Landmine detection and destruction technologies
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Introduction

In order to plan and prioritise mine action activities it is necessary to
quantify the scope and nature of the threat posed by landmines and
unexploded ordnance (UXO). The term survey1 is used to describe a set of
activities that endeavours to achieve this (for brevity, hereinafter, the term
mine encompasses also UXO). In addition to large-scale assessment projects it
also includes projects with a more technical focus — those which better define
areas of contamination — and site surveys conducted after a demining task
has been completed. In some literature, evaluations that review whether
cleared land is being used as envisaged have also been included in the survey
process.

A project to characterise the unknown on a scale that is required for many
landmine surveys is a daunting task. The extent and nature of contamination
presents considerable challenges for the design of surveys attempting to
capture and record wide-ranging aspects of the contamination within a
relatively short time. Survey is, perhaps, the most challenging and most
critically debated aspect of mine action.

Landmine surveys
Guy Rhodes

3
Summary
Discrete survey projects in support of clearance operations began
to appear from 1990. Since then, countries considered to be severely
affected by landmines have seen a host of assessments and surveys
during the history of their mine action programmes. In general,
however, most surveys have focused on either the hazards or the
impact; there are weaknesses in approaches of both. Indeed, survey
is, perhaps, the most challenging and most critically debated aspect
of mine action.
During the development of landmine surveys, projects have benefited
from advances in technologies, particularly in the fields of GPS and
digital photography. A new generation of technologies is now reaching
the market with considerable implications for future survey work.
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This chapter reviews the development of survey activities, exploring the
limitations of various methodologies and discussing adaptations in
approaches that have occurred to address shortfalls in stakeholder
expectations. The development of survey terminology is first reviewed with
an outline of current definitions. This is followed by an examination of
aspects that contribute to the survey environment — which is unique in
every country and can challenge certain survey approaches. The expectations
of key stakeholders are then reviewed to set the scene for a wider discussion
of the survey projects undertaken to date and the potential for further
improvements.

Primary survey data (i.e. initial non-technical assessments) focus on
gathering information about the location and scale of hazardous areas and
the social and economic impact of mine contamination. It is used to help shape
mine action strategies, allowing rational decisions to be made on the allocation
of resources and the targeting of mine action tasks according to clear priorities.
Such survey data are collected by a variety of activities, described variously as:
level 1 survey, general survey, landmine impact survey and emergency survey.
These surveys, which are arguably the most vital in the planning of a
well-targeted and cost-efficient mine action programme, are accorded
particular attention in the chapter.

Survey definitions and terminology

The development of survey terminology
Discrete survey projects in support of clearance operations began to appear

at the beginning of the 1990s. It began with so-called level 1 (general) surveys,
a term used to describe the process whereby mobile teams recorded mine-
related information on questionnaires. This was distinct from level 2
(technical) surveys that relied on a technical approach using demining
equipment to confirm the existence of mines and to better define the extent
and boundaries of the contamination.

Later an additional term, level 3, came into use — representing survey
activities associated with recording the boundaries of completed clearance
tasks — to document demining efforts better and to improve the process of
formal handover of clearance sites to beneficiaries.

Although now obsolete, the survey terminology based on levels one to three
was used throughout the 1990s, and was referred to in the first International
Standards for Humanitarian Mine Clearance Operations, released by the Mine
Clearance Policy Unit of the UN Department for Humanitarian Affairs in March
1997.

United Nations survey definitions in 1997

Level 1 (general) survey
The objective of a level 1 (general) survey was to collect information on the

general locations of suspected or mined areas. Information was collected on
areas affected by mines and on areas not affected. Areas were supposed to be
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categorised and the reliability and credibility of data recorded. A level 1 survey
was a prerequisite for the planning of a level 2 (technical) survey.
Level 2 (technical) survey

The objective of a level 2 (technical) survey was to determine and delineate
the perimeter of mined locations initially identified by a level 1 survey. The
marked perimeter formed the area for future mine clearance operations.
Level 3 (completion) survey

The level 3 (completion) survey was conducted in conjunction with the mine
clearance teams and accurately recorded the area cleared.

Terminology problems
The 1997 level 1 survey definition did not accurately represent the full data

content of most survey questionnaires used during the 1990s. The definition
did, however, reflect the general sentiments of many in the demining community
at the time — that the unit of focus in survey activities should be the minefield,
described in terms of type of ordnance, density of ordnance and area of
contamination.

A small number of surveys during the 1990s were not well described
by the 1997 level 1 survey definition. These were surveys that were more
impact oriented — looking at socio-economic aspects of the contamination
rather than focusing on the type, density and area of contamination.
Examples of this were the Mines Advisory Group (MAG) 1991 survey The
Report of the Afghanistan Mine Survey, the Handicap International (HI) Laos
1997 survey Living with UXO and the MCPA/UNOCHA 1999 Afghan survey
Socio- Economic Impact Study of Landmines & Mine Action.

Where certain aspects of a particular project were to be emphasised,
expansions of the level 1 term occurred. For instance, where a focus was to
be placed on impact, the term level 1 impact surveys appeared and when an
emphasis was on the duration of the project, such as in a rapid assessment in
the immediate aftermath of a conflict, then the term level 1 emergency surveys
appeared.

The terminology of landmine impact surveys (LIS), as defined by the
Survey Working Group and first implemented in 2000 in Yemen, provided
the most consistent understanding of a particular methodology. This survey
initiative made a concerted effort to develop a standard implementation
approach that used the community as the main target of the assessment rather
than the minefield, and recorded the impact on communities through victims
and blockage of access to resources.

Formerly known as level 1 impact surveys, the Survey Action Center (SAC)
readdressed the survey terminology in the light of the revised IMAS (2001) and
has since removed all level 1 references. Since the completion of the first SAC
LIS in Yemen, there has been a remarkable expansion of this type of survey
approach and hence a wider usage and understanding of the landmine impact
survey terminology.

The terminology for level 2 (technical) surveys created confusion
throughout the 1990s. A key theme of the level 2 surveys was to define
the boundaries of a suspected mined area through “area reduction” using

Landmine surveys
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technical teams to delineate the perimeter of minefields and to mark them as
an intermediate measure pending future clearance. The theory of this
approach, however, did not translate well into a practical activity in many
mine clearance settings and was not seen by some as a discrete activity. The
definition has since been amended in IMAS 08.20, describing a broader
activity with greater application.

The level 3 (clearance) surveys as defined in the Department of
Humanitarian Affairs 1997 standards were largely considered an activity
conducted by clearance teams themselves — after a task had been completed.
The terminology of level 32 surveys therefore was not used as much as level
1 and level 2. Although the site completion map depicting land cleared remains
a vital activity at the end of a demining task, the level 3 terminology has been
lost and the clearance map is simply a component of the post-clearance
documentation (PCD) as outlined in IMAS 08.30.

Although not addressed in any published standards to date, reference is
sometimes made to a level 4 survey or post-clearance evaluation (PCE). This
activity is understood as an assessment that is undertaken sometime after
the cleared area has been handed over to local authorities (or other
beneficiaries) in order to determine whether the cleared land is being used
as envisaged. Such a survey would represent a logical final stage.

Current survey terminologies and IMAS definitions
In October 2001 the first edition of the IMAS removed all reference to

level 1, 2 and 3 surveys and although they still remain in common use today
the numerical reference for a survey level is now obsolete. IMAS now uses
terminology that makes reference to a General Mine Action Assessment
(GMAA) that is a continuous process incorporating data from a combination
of activities including emergency surveys, LIS and technical surveys.

General Mine Action Assessment (IMAS 04.10 & 08.10)
According to the IMAS Glossary, a General Mine Action Assessment is

“the process by which a comprehensive inventory can be obtained of all reported and/or
suspected locations of mine or UXO contamination, the quantities and types of explosive
hazards, and information on local soil characteristics, vegetation and climate, and an
assessment of the scale and impact of the landmine problem on the individual,
community and country”.

The important difference from many previous terms describing information-
gathering activities is that the GMAA relates to a continuous process of
collecting, evaluating and analysing data to assist and update strategic
planning, and provide support to mine action authorities (Figure 1). In addition
to field surveys it consists of many different types of information-gathering
activities including sourcing of available satellite imagery, aerial photographs,
military dossiers and hospital records.

There can be some confusion in the concept of the GMAA as some activities
that remain functional areas of the overall mine action assessment, such as
technical survey or impact surveys, are also described in separate standards
or technical notes.
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Emergency survey
The 2003 version of IMAS contains no definition for emergency surveys but

they are generally understood to be a rapid process of gathering data on
suspected hazardous areas, to assess safe routes, and provide an inventory of
reported or suspected areas of contamination. This type of activity normally
takes place in the period immediately following the end of a conflict. The
approach and content has considerable overlap with earlier level 1 (general)
surveys.

There is also potentially an overlap with impact surveys as some recent
emergency surveys have incorporated a greater impact component. In this
chapter, however, all survey approaches that focus on the suspected hazardous
area (SHA), rather than the community as the main focal point are termed
SHA-focused surveys.
Impact survey (IMAS 04.10 & Technical Notes for Mine Action
[TNMA] 08.10 series)

“An assessment of the socio-economic impact caused by the actual or
perceived presence of mines and UXO, in order to assist the planning
and prioritisation of mine action programmes and projects.”

Technical survey (IMAS 04.10 & 08.20)
“The detailed topographical and technical investigation of known or
suspected mined areas identified during the planning phase. Such areas
may have been identified during the general mine action assessment or
have been otherwise reported.”

Landmine surveys

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a GMAA as a continuous activity —
 illustrating a functional flow with various surveys approaches

(adapted from IMAS 08.10)
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Figure 2. Illustration of the progressive developments from initial site identification
gleaned through early stages of the general mine action assessment, through

technical survey and clearance, to post-clearance documentation and evaluation

General Mine Action Assessment - GMAA (a continuous activity) LEVEL 1: general survey
Including: review of military records, hospital records, emergency and impact survey data

Technical survey (a continuous activity) LEVEL 2: technical survey
(Technical investigation of a known mined area (may also include exploratory clearance)

(Post-clearance evaluation - PCE) (LEVEL 4)
Asessment that cleared land is being utilised as envisaged — not currently addressed in IMAS

Post-clearance documentation - PCD LEVEL 3: completion survey
Including maps of cleared area, post-clearance inspection details, SOPs and handover
documentation

Clearance activities
Removal of mines and UXO utilising manual deminers, dogs, machines (or a combination)
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Post-clearance documentation (IMAS 08.30)
Post-clearance documentation refers to a “comprehensive” set of documents

relating to clearance operations. During the process of handing over a cleared
site, this documentation is provided to a recipient authority, organisation or
individual. A critical item in the documentation is a map of the completed
clearance site. A copy of any technical survey undertaken prior to the clearance
is also included with further documentation such as the standing operating
procedures (SOPs) of clearance methods used and any quality assurance
activities, such as post-clearance sampling.

A general illustration of the complete survey process is contained in
Figure 2.

Evolution of general landmine assessments

Historical background

Survey operations
Demining has its roots in the late 1980s within several pioneering

programmes in Afghanistan. During the first two years or so, however, survey
activities were limited to reconnaissance in support of clearance operations.
But from 1990 onwards discrete survey projects began to materialise that

Notes:
a. The sequential stages from initial GMAA to post-clearance documentation may not always be
followed as presented here. A technical survey, for instance, can take several forms and in some
situations, especially where clearance follows immediately from an emergency or impact survey, it
may not be clearly differentiated as a separate activity. Furthermore, post-clearance documentation
(IMAS 08.30) can in practice be limited, depending on the size of the clearance site, type of task, the
clearance contract, implementing organisation or operational setting.
b. Post-clearance evaluation illustrated here represents a logical final stage in the process, however,
it is not currently recognised or addressed in IMAS documentation.
c. Outdated survey terminology using the levels 1-4 are indicated in the right of the table, although
care should be taken as representation of these levels in line with new terminology suggests that
they are equivalent — which is not strictly the case.
Photos from left to right:
GMAA:
• Villagers indicating area of mine threat during a general survey at Cassua, Ndalatando, Angola. ©G.

Rhodes
• Liaison officers from the Royal Thai Army assist information gathering on the Myanmar border. ©G.

Rhodes
• Map showing some general suspected areas of contamination, Kosovo. ©VVAF
Technical survey
• Mine warning sign on the Thai Cambodian border. ©G. Rhodes
• Detailed avaluation of a minefield undertaken from an exploration lane, Ndalatando, Angola. ©G.

Rhodes
• Map showing better defined perimetres of the reported sites of contamination, Kosovo. ©VVAF
Post-clearance documentation
• Site clearance map (incomplete) from ongoing task at Toco, Huila Province, Angola.  ©G. Rhodes
• Trench around the borders of a cleared site to indicate extent of safe area after clearance has been

completed, Malanje, Angola. ©G. Rhodes
• Map showing the boundaries (in green) of the areas cleared, Kosovo. ©VVAF
Post-clearance evaluation
• Cleared land being ploughed by oxen, Figueira, Huila Province, Angola. ©G. Rhodes
• Former mined paddy fields on the Thai Cambodian border now under cultivation. ©G. Rhodes
• The completion of a bridge on the Lubango-Menongue road, Angola. ©G. Rhodes

Landmine surveys
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aimed at making broader geographic assessments of the nature of mine
contamination. Perhaps the most prominent NGO conducting surveys in the
1990s was the British organisation, the HALO Trust, which undertook surveys
in many countries.3

Although the terminology of the survey titles differed slightly, the content
was similar in the level 1 (general) surveys conducted in Afghanistan 1991-
92, Cambodia 1992, Mozambique 1993-94, Nagorno-Karabakh 1995-96,
Chechnya 1997, Abkhazia 1999-2000. Since the late 1990s, however, there has
been a tendency to emphasise this type of survey intervention as “more rapid
assessments”, using terminology such as level 1 danger area survey (Kosovo
2000) or level 1 mine and danger area survey (Sri Lanka 2002), although the
underlying methodology is the same.

The emergency survey is a more recent term that is likely to now supersede
previous terminology; this has been used in both the Eritrean (2000) and
Ethiopian (2001) survey projects. Other such surveys conducted by NGOs
and mine action organisations all have a similar theme — recording the location
of areas and features such as roads suspected or known to be contaminated
by landmines. Field teams sometimes also operate in a reconnaissance capacity
describing road conditions, access routes and assessing security
considerations.

Although the focus of the HALO Trust and others was very much on
conventional minefield surveys during the 1990s, there were also surveys
that were incorporating a greater focus on socio-economic considerations. In
1991, for instance, the early work of MAG, although limited in its geographic
extent, culminated in The Report of the Afghanistan Mine Survey, which placed
an emphasis on socio-economic aspects of landmine contamination. Also in
Afghanistan, the 1999 report of MCPA/UNOCHA Socio-Economic Impact Study
of Landmines & Mine Action used existing information, supported by further
field assessments, to evaluate, on a greater scale, the negative affects of mine
contamination in the country.

In 1997, the Handicap International survey of Laos, whose final report
was titled Living with UXO, was from the outset a national project focused on
the community as the unit of assessment. This was partly necessary because
of the nature of the UXO contamination in Laos that blanketed much of the
country and the limited application of more conventional general survey
mapping techniques. The Laos survey nevertheless marked a milestone in
surveys becoming more community-oriented — with socio-economic factors
being increasingly taken into consideration.

Much of this shift in focus of survey approaches can be attributed to the
progressive integration of mine action into a broader field of development.
The limelight that was enjoyed by mine action as result of the Anti-Personnel
Mine Ban Convention signed by 122 nations in Ottawa in 1997 and the rise in
public awareness provided by prominent celebrities further diluted mine
action’s traditional staffing by military and ex-military deminers. This
inevitably brought in new ideas and a shift of emphasis away from the
minefield as the focus of many survey activities.

The idea of a global landmine survey was conceived in 1998 and later that
year the Survey Working Group (SWG), composed of key actors in mine
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action and the Survey Action Center (SAC) as a focal point for coordination,
embarked on an ambitious programme to survey mine-affected countries using
a standard methodology focusing on community assessments. The first LIS
was completed in Yemen in 2000. Since then similar projects have been
conducted in more than a dozen countries.

In total, more than 30 major mine action surveys have been completed
over the past 15 years and a dozen or so more are either underway or planned.
There are countless more survey projects that have been conducted over the
years on a smaller scale in support of clearance initiatives and larger
development or emergency relief work.

The development of organised databases to support mine action4

The earliest mine action database was established in 1990 to store survey
data from the Afghanistan “Landmine Survey”. It was based on FoxPro, a
database system, and initially had no geographic information system (GIS)
functionality to view information spatially on a digital map. (See Chapter 9 for
a detailed discussion of information management technology.) Three years later, the
Cambodian Mine Action Centre (CMAC) also established a FoxPro database
initially to store mine information from the United Nations peace-keepers
within the UN Transitional Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC). Since then, other
databases began to appear using various database software and with an
increasing GIS functionality.

In 1999, however, the UN approved an information management system
called IMSMA (the Information Management System for Mine Action) and
most mine action programmes are now using IMSMA to manage their demining
information.

IMSMA was developed to meet two specific requirements identified by
the United Nations Mine Action Service (UNMAS). The primary requirement
was to provide a ready-made application to meet the data-recording needs
of a newly established mine action centre. The field module (FM) was
designed to be used at a national level in any country affected by landmines.
It combines a relational database with GIS functionality and has successfully
met this first requirement. The second requirement was to collate data from
the national mine action centres and to provide aggregate information to the
UN and donors. A global module (GM) was designed to facilitate the collection
and aggregation of global information.

IMSMA has been designed as an information management tool to improve
decision-making and coordination in mine action by collecting data in a
standard format and incorporating statistical and geographical tools to
improve data evaluation. IMSMA as an information management tool has
considerable possibilities. However, in many situations the coordination of
mine action activities based on IMSMA functionalities is weak. In most mine
action programmes today decision-making on priorities and the monitoring
of field activities take place outside information management systems. Some
programmes have developed add-on or parallel modules for operational
management, to compensate for their absence in IMSMA.

The potential for IMSMA to be used in combination with other database/
GIS applications to improve information exchange and coordination in post-
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conflict environments has already been demonstrated. Humanitarian mine
action information can therefore be enhanced when combined with or compared
to other socio-economic, health and environmental data in an analysis process.

Technology advances in support of field operations
Survey operations have benefited considerably from improvements in

technology and the introduction of new tools to assist field activities. Early
in the 1990s coordination of field operations by high-frequency (HF) radios
was enhanced by additional modems to allow reports and position data to
be transmitted to base receivers if required. In the mid-1990s satellite phones
started to appear and, although expensive to operate, were used as substitutes
for HF communications in some instances. By 2000, mobile phones also proved
valuable in countries or regions that had supporting networks, particularly
around urban areas affected by landmines and UXO.

Since 1989 laptops and improved software to support survey requirements
have slowly been introduced and are now standard equipment at a supervisor
level. Along with the development of databases and the increased use of
computers, digital cameras have become a tremendous tool for providing
information on vegetation cover, topography and land use that can be linked
to a SHA and stored alongside IMSMA. Digital cameras also allow ordnance
identification to be undertaken remotely where skills are not present in field
teams.

The Global Positioning System (GPS) for fixing sites of contamination or
community centres, or for plotting roads and tracks not represented on
available topographic maps, are now invaluable and are standard issue in
most surveys. The dimensions of GPS units have also shrunk from those that
were the size of house bricks in the early 1990s to more efficient and durable
pocket-sized models. The accuracy of the regular GPS units also took a leap
forward in May 2000 when the US discontinued its policy of degrading GPS
signals, and accuracies of these devices improved to about 10-20 metres —
compared with 100 metres prior to 2000.

Sub-10-metre accuracy can now be achieved by GPS with Wide Area
Augmentation Systems (WAAS) and about one metre for Differential GPS
(DGPS). Most significantly, however, the prices of the useful technical devices
to support surveys have dropped consistently and are now readily affordable.

Perhaps the equipment that still remains out of reach for most survey
budgets are suitably protected vehicles. Survey teams are vulnerable in
Emergency Survey situations particularly where there is a significant anti-
tank mine threat or where field teams are exposed to risks from undisciplined
factions and militia that may oppose peace-keeping activities. Some attempts
have been made to improve protection from anti-tank mine detonations
through adaptations to standard vehicles such as Land Cruisers and Land
Rovers, but these only provide limited superficial protection at best.

Emergency and general surveys

Apart from a few isolated projects of community-focused surveys, the
vast majority of surveys during the 1990s were focused on collecting data on
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suspected areas of contamination and undertaking reconnaissance. Projects
such as the survey of Mozambique in 1993-94 typically used a one-page
questionnaire for each suspected area reported, recording information on
location, density, type and number of mines suspected and type of land
affected, number of victims and distance to nearest town (with population).
If appropriate, a sketch map was attached. In parallel to the questionnaire a
topographic map was updated with information of access roads — both those
closed due to suspected mines and those considered open.

Although approaches were adapted to some degree and variations of
questionnaires occurred between countries and organisations, the survey
approach known as level 1 (general) survey was implemented by many
organisations including leading NGOs such as the HALO Trust, Norwegian
People’s Aid (NPA) and MAG.5 One objective of the survey was to produce a
map of the contamination including affected infrastructure — in addition to
an inventory of suspected hazardous areas with some insight into the
reliability of data and priority clearance for each site.

Surveys went beyond a mine focus, however, by including data vital to
support operations and to assist other organisations plan their assistance
programmes in war-torn countries. Surveys also included the recording of road
and bridge conditions, GPS fixes of road vehicle wrecks and ambush sites,
plotting roads on maps that otherwise did not exist and descriptions of security
and safe access roads to accompany mine data.

In some cases survey teams specifically identified spot tasks6 that were
added to lists that could be easily followed up by mobile explosive ordnance
disposal (EOD) teams. Furthermore, a list of high priority tasks was suggested
by survey teams on completion of provinces. In the majority of cases the
implementing organisations of SHA-focused surveys were demining NGOs
that also had clearance capacities in-country. This enabled the realisation and
integration of clearance activities in the wake of surveys.

Many surveys, however, suffered from a lack of field testing of survey
instruments, poor quality assurance in both fieldwork and database entry (if
indeed databases were used) and, most importantly, a severe lack of
information management in order to analyse data, present findings and
integrate results with all relevant stakeholders.

Although improvements have occurred, there remains potential for
addressing some of the weaknesses in these types of projects today. The
surveys are, however, cheap and relatively short in duration and have served
as a critical tool for clearance organisations, particularly those which actually
received the data.

For comparison with later surveys, the HALO Trust level 1 general survey
of 1993-94 in Mozambique had a total duration of six months (four months
fieldwork) and a budget of US$395,000.7 The LIS conducted by Canadian
International Demining Corps (CIDC) in 1999-2001,8 however, took
approximately two years (17 months’ fieldwork) with a budget of
US$2,272,000.9

In countries in the immediate aftermath of conflicts the only survey
methodology that is normally relevant is the SHA-focused survey. In Angola
in the late 1990s surveys were undertaken on behalf of agencies such as the
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World Food Programme (WFP) and the Office of the UN High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR) where priorities were not based on some community
impact theme — but were simply targeted at supporting refugees or internally
displaced persons (IDPs) where route access for repatriation of displaced
populations was a priority and where sites had to be selected for temporary
IDPs camps or distribution points for food.

Surveys in the wake of ceasefire agreements, such as the Kosovo
Emergency Survey, can suffer from lack of informants at community level as
many people remain displaced from their homes.10 Even where present,
however, informants may be reluctant to reveal data, particularly regarding
the location of mines, which may be considered a military issue. As stability
and faith in a lasting peace increases, informants talk more confidently about
the mine threat, although some mined areas may still remain off limits for
discussion, such as active military installations and sensitive border regions.
Certain national surveys may not therefore have full national coverage of
sensitive areas or parts of the country poorly served by infrastructure or
where security concerns existed at the time of the survey operations.

Coordination with national authorities, mine action centres, peace-keeping
forces, local military, the United Nations and other NGO organisations is
vital for survey work in order to raise awareness among stakeholders and to
gain assistance from such bodies to implement the project. Experiences have
been mixed, but to operate in an isolated fashion restricts access to potentially
valuable information and may exclude vital assistance such as air support
which is rarely budgeted but essential in many survey settings.

In addition to community meetings, survey teams actively source
information from the military, police, hospitals, utility companies, road
maintenance offices, missionaries, UN, NGOs and local authorities.
Depending on the survey, it may be that more systematic and detailed
approaches are undertaken when security situations improve and access
within a country increases. This is reflected in the term general mine action
assessment — and the nature of an emergency or former level 1 survey
usually requires follow-up teams to do technical reconnaissance to plan
for large clearance tasks. At some stage there may also be a socio-economic
survey, such as the LIS.

Socio-economic aspects of both communities and the individual mined
areas affecting them are not excluded from non-technical, SHA-focused
surveys, although information is not always collected in a clear and easily
accessible fashion. Almost from the outset of surveys, however, victim
numbers, blockage types and ordnance details have been recorded — these
are the only three elements that actually contribute to the community impact
score used today in the LIS. Furthermore, these data have been mostly available
for each minefield and thus potentially yields a far greater resolution and
relevance for prioritising SHA for clearance than only a community impact
score.

Impact data were not always collected in such a systematic fashion — or
analysed in relative impact terms (with the exception of victim numbers) and
operational considerations for clearance were involved to a greater extent in
the decision making process. As donor scrutiny on criteria for demining task
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selection grew during the 1990s the focus on impact as a means to select priority
sites grew. Yet the potential for generating an impact score for each minefield,
or indeed a community, for a level 1 survey was never realised (even though
this would be quite straightforward with a few minor adaptations to the
questionnaire).

One source of confusion is that much of these impact activities remain
under a survey title of general survey or even level 1 (general) surveys. NPA,
for instance, took steps from the mid-1990s to improve their standard
approach11— to include greater socio-economic considerations, even including
some approximate cost-benefit analysis of potential clearance activities. This
has culminated in a concept of task impact assessment (TIA),12 which has a
clear objective of evaluating potential impact and benefit from the demining
activity as part of the task selection criteria. This focuses on a SHA rather
than a community and thus, of course, has greater resolution and addresses
some of the spurious results that can sometimes be generated from the LIS
community ranking process.

Landmine impact survey (LIS)
After the signing of the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention in December

1997 it became clear that that the scope and impact of the worldwide landmine
problem needed to be better defined. In the spring of 1998, at two meetings
sponsored by the Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation (VVAF) and
hosted by Handicap International/Belgium, a group of interested parties,
composed of survey operators, UN and donors, started to develop a
collaborative plan for the Global Landmine Survey (GLS).13

A smaller Survey Working Group (SWG) agreed to lead the project and
appointed VVAF to create a Survey Action Center (SAC) and to serve as its
fiduciary and management body. The SAC was tasked with coordinating LIS
worldwide, gaining donor support and providing technical assistance. At the
end of 2001 SAC became a legal entity outside VVAF.

“The objective of a landmine impact survey is to facilitate the
prioritisation of human, material, and financial resources supporting
humanitarian mine action at the national, regional, and global level,
through the collection and analysis of socio-economic data.”14

LIS projects use a common database — IMSMA — and collect data through
a standard approach defined in the LIS protocols. Survey operations are
observed by a UN Quality Assurance Monitor who follows the survey process
and provides a report on the basis of which the UN decides whether or not
to “certify” the survey process.15

The LIS approach pays less attention to the actual location and the mapping
of mine contamination than the emergency or the former level 1 general
surveys but more on the evaluation of landmine impact on communities. This
is achieved through participatory community interviews that capture
knowledge of landmine contamination as perceived by the community.

One of the principal objectives of the LIS is to provide a ranking of
communities based on the severity of mine impact and hence the suggested
allocation of mine action resources. Indicators of community impact are
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combined into an index — the Impact Score — that is
sensitive to three elements of the mine problem:

1. the nature of the contamination (whether
landmines or UXO or both);

2. the type of land that the contamination is
affecting (e.g. agricultural, housing, forest,
etc.);

3. the number of recent victims (accidents
occurring within the last 24 months).

The results of a LIS provide data to improve
planning for operations, including guidelines for the
targeting of mine action resources to communities.
LIS reports are produced and accompanied by a CD-
ROM with an electronic copy of the report, other
documentation and, in some cases, a copy of the full content of the IMSMA
database.

SAC has formed links with Cranfield Mine Action in the UK to assist mine
action centres in developing strategic plans, using software such as Freeway
that accesses the survey database and allows data manipulation and assistance
in exploring various strategic planning options.

The introduction of the LIS approach has been the most significant event in
the development of surveys in mine action. Several projects previously focused
on community impact as the primary theme but there had been no standardised
approach to the methodology. The LIS provides a “brand name” that is
recognised as a product that emphasises careful planning, training, pre-testing
of survey tools, pilot testing of survey capacities and quality assurance of the
survey process through the presence of a UN monitor.

The LIS approach, however, is not without its critics and a shift in focus to
the socio-economic impact of landmines on communities has taken place at

the expense of geographic data (mapping) that
is present in SHA-focused surveys. The lack of
a national map in LIS that shows the
distribution of reported physical contamination
— and illustrates mined roads and other
contaminated features that may go beyond the
confines of a single community — is puzzling
to some stakeholders.

The limitations of the impact score itself
have also come under close scrutiny,
principally due to the strong influence that
“recent victims” have on this composite index
and the fact that the numeric extent or degree
of the impacts are not considered (although no
better alternative has been proposed that can
be incorporated in such a rapid assessment).
For example, of the 69 communities listed from

the most contaminated province in Thailand — Sa Kaeo — all the high impacted
communities could have been captured by asking just one question in each

Mine impact score,
Cambodia
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community interview: “How many victims have there been in the last 24
months?”

The important issue is that end users understand the inherent limitations in
the LIS system and also that the impact relates only to communities. The
standard methodology cannot realistically capture socio-economic impact of
contaminated infrastructure, which in some countries may represent the most
pressing concern. Yet, irrespective of the debates, the LIS has made a
considerable impact on the mine action community.

Modified impact approach — Kosovo

The Kosovo modified level 1 impact survey was not a survey in the sense
of gathering knowledge from local inhabitants. Rather, it was characterised
by pulling together information from various sources and integrating it into
a decision-making process. Impact evaluations and decisions were not based
on landmine impact scores and the final report did not follow the LIS
framework.

The conflict in Kosovo occurred over a relatively short time when much
of the population was displaced and as a result the major source of information
shifted from local informants to external sources. It was a precedent-setting
incidence where US (NATO) authorities turned over their bombing records,
and extensive mine information was available from KFOR which had received
records from the Yugoslav Army.16 It was also a situation where the main
donors of mine action (US and many of the NATO countries) were party to
the conflict.

The project is particularly significant in the development of surveys and
databases not only because it was a watershed for using geospatial tools to
compile existing data with external data sources but it was the first time that
there was clear linkage between ceasefire negotiation conditions and the
follow-on relief and reconstruction efforts.

The arrangement whereby information management interests could
prepare prior to deployment and then gain access to records in a close
collaboration with US-led coalition forces repeated itself in Afghanistan and
then again in Iraq.

Technical surveys
As the field of demining has developed it has became progressively

apparent in almost all clearance programmes that the majority of operational
time is spent on the clearance of land that is not in fact contaminated. This is
a reflection of lack of confidence in operational planning due to the irregular
fashion in which mines are typically found, of the poor quality of information
that is available on the location of the contamination and of the stringent
safety procedures employed.

The concept of technical surveys, according to the 1997 definition,
addressed the problem of poor information by reducing large danger areas
reported by level 1 surveys into more representative plots of contamination.
One of the methods outlined in various SOPs was the use of manual deminers
as a breaching tool into suspected minefields — a process that would confirm
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the presence of mines and exclude large areas of previously suspected land
from the need to be cleared. Indeed, the concept of marking defined boundaries
of the contaminated areas and then having the opportunity to set aside well-
defined packages of land for later clearance (thereby containing the problem)
was a very attractive idea and one that was advocated widely.

Unfortunately, in most scenarios such an approach relied heavily on the
notion that mines actually existed in dense, well-defined areas. It is now well
documented that, for most areas where mines have been removed, this remains
a myth. In Bosnia and Herzegovina, for instance, of the 18,000 “minefield”
records received from warring fractions, 60 per cent of indicated sites
contained fewer than ten mines.17 In other countries the random nature of
low density minefields has been even more prolific and it was difficult for
some clearance operators to imagine that breaching lanes could be an effective
method of confidently defining boundaries of highly irregular contamination.

In order to gain the confidence required to erect warning markings or to
define the limits of contamination for later clearance, most scenarios required
such extensive exploration that it was questioned whether such resources
were justifiably deployed and used at a site unless that site was a priority for
clearance anyway. This was even further debated when large resources such
as mechanical flails, mine-protected vehicles, dogs and manual deminers were
deployed for long periods when other higher priorities had to delayed. It
became apparent that, in many situations, organisations were more likely to
undertake area reduction activities at a site that had been prioritised for
clearance and thus the technical surveys were just an integrated component
of an actual clearance task.

Figure 3. Illustration of a process where general information on suspected
contaminated areas (shown on left as circles) is better defined by a more focused

investigation using technical staff (shown on right as polygons)

 © VVAF

Irrespective of the content of published survey standards, the technical survey
as an activity has always been subject to debate. Objectives and implementation
approaches have largely been a function of the nature of the mine contamination
in a particular setting and the preferences and working procedures of a
particular organisation. The concept of the former level 2 (technical) survey
sounded reasonable, particularly for operators in areas such as Afghanistan or
northern Iraq who could understand the concept of regular minefields and
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where relatively successful technical survey and marking teams had operated
for many years.18 But clearance operators in other regions, particularly in Africa,
had rare examples where they could visualise an effective application of the
level 2 survey approach: thus stand-alone technical surveys according to the
level 2 protocols have not been common.

The technical survey as defined in IMAS is not equivalent to the old level 2
surveys, as has been claimed in some recent literature. There is a considerable
difference between an activity that requires technical capacity to clearly define
boundaries of contamination and one that just requires technical skills to be
present to better prepare and design a clearance plan. Technical surveys, as
now described in the literature, may indeed include some breaching lanes
into the suspected area but reference to defining boundaries through technical
area reduction as an objective has been removed. The general trend has been
to introduce LIS as an important tool in the GMAA. The LIS tool lacks technical
components and has reinforced the need to follow up priority areas with persons
with technical knowledge — but not necessarily technical equipment resources.

Some have questioned the logic of introducing a new survey step between
initial assessments such as impact surveys and actual demining task.19 In
reality, however, the IMAS simply reinforce the activity of reconnaissance
missions that most organisations operated to investigate potential sites for
clearance anyway.

A complete list of outputs expected from the IMAS technical survey is set
out in IMAS 08.20. In summary, however, the activity provides a detailed
technical and topographical investigation of known or suspected hazardous
areas with a primary aim of collecting sufficient information to more accurately
define the clearance requirement, including: the depth of clearance, the local
soil conditions and the vegetation and topographic characteristics. Such
information ahead of clearance operations allows better task planning in terms
of resources needed, timeframes for the clearance and a better evaluation of
estimated clearance costs against anticipated benefits. A technical input into
priority setting is also vital since high priority sites, as defined by other impact
parameters, may simply be dismissed when operational factors are considered.

The survey of features such as roads, electricity pylons and pipelines is
not directly addressed in impact or technical surveys in IMAS but there is
little doubt that they can affect socio-economic development more than most
isolated area tasks. This is particularly so in a country such as Angola where
the crippling of the country’s infrastructure is a major hindrance to the process
of normalisation.

In order to survey roads appropriately and to plan clearance projects based
on a knowledge of the road condition, vegetation cover, state of bridges and
to access informants who may exist along the course of a disused road, either
low-level air reconnaissance must be conducted or, preferably, a ground
assessment in a mine-protected vehicle. Physical reconnaissance by vehicle
and a recording of the road in conjunction with a sampling programme followed
by remote explosive sensing analysis20 is an extremely valuable method of
providing technical input to plan expensive road clearance tasks.

Landmine surveys
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Evolution of post-clearance “survey” activities

Post-clearance documentation
The concept of providing clearance maps and reports to local authorities or

other recipients of the land released from demining operations has evolved
considerably over the course of the development of demining. Typically, site
clearance in the early days was only documented in terms of square metres
cleared and numbers and type of ordnance removed and destroyed — and
even these records are not available for many programmes.

The concept of constructing a detailed map of the clearance site (formally
known as level 3 surveys) and having a formal handover of cleared land to
beneficiaries was not considered a priority unless the opportunity was to be
used to gain publicity or to signal closure of the project for the deminers and
local population. Normally demining organisations were keen to redeploy
clearance capacities to new sites quickly and to keep pace with work demands.

Post-clearance documentation has developed as part of the general increase
in professionalism within mine action and the introduction of more
accountability into activities that surround demining. However, a particular
focus on post-clearance procedures was prompted by recurring events in
several programmes:

1. Accidents occurring in or around the “clearance” site after the
departure of teams. Without clear records it was difficult to prove
whether the accident had taken place in the area cleared or close to its
perimeter, especially when vegetation had grown back or land was
cultivated.

2. Confusion among recipients about what land had been cleared and
what had not.

3. Later expansion of previous sites or new activities in close proximity
to old tasks.

4. Criticism that land cleared remained idle and was not used for its
intended purpose. Frustrations were mounting from land that was
not being used as intended. Some organisations introduced pre-
clearance paperwork where beneficiaries outlined what the land was
going to be used for and when it would be used. This post-clearance
documentation activity was then a required step to hand over land
formally and to signal that the task was complete.

5. Rise in commercial contracts and donor requirements. The increase
in the number of commercial companies involved in humanitarian
demining introduced standard practices from the commercial sector.
The requirement for documentation was also a greater donor concern
with commercial contractors than had previously been the practice
with NGOs.

6. Mine action authorities’ requirements to keep a record of all clearance
activities. Post-clearance documentation is now a comprehensive
activity requiring the inclusion of:

task identification numbers;
clearance specifications — area and depth;
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copy of the technical survey conducted prior to the clearance (if
available);
licenses and paperwork of the clearance organisation showing
accreditation;
survey of equipment used and procedures followed during the
clearance task;
quality assurance activities undertaken and specifications;
post-clearance inspection reports;
map of site cleared with turning points and a table of mines and
UXO located and destroyed;
accident reports during clearance, if applicable;
a formal declaration from the demining organisation that the area
has been cleared to the specifications stated; and
formal recognition of, and signature for, receipt of area to acknowledge
and understand the final status of the land.

Today, post-clearance documentation is understood as a vital
component of the overall demining process and has developed into a
comprehensive activity described in IMAS 08.30, where land may not be
formally recognised as cleared until this documentation is complete. Post-
clearance documentation as a process is widely understood for large clearance
tasks, but in most programmes it is not fully implemented (i.e. according to the
full list of documentation) nor is it considered applicable to smaller site clearance
and isolated EOD tasks.

The process of official handover of land helps clarify the ownership of the
residual risk and the legal responsibilities and accountability of the donor,
the national mine action authority and the demining organisation. The local
community is encouraged to participate and community liaison officers are
tasked to ensure that the local population is fully aware of clearance activities
and implications for the community. Recipients of land typically walk through
cleared areas and are shown where ordnance has been removed to raise
confidence in the task and ensure that clearance boundaries and marking
systems are understood. A further activity termed post-project review (PPR)
is recommended in the IMAS to identify lessons learned during the completed
task. How often this is formally implemented is questionable.

Though the concept of post-clearance documentation developed with the
level 3 map concept, most practitioners did not consider this a survey activity
in the sense that survey teams arrived and mapped the clearance site. Maps
were, in most cases, a neat copy of the supervisor’s site progress map on the
last day of operations. Much of the literature does not mention level 3 surveys,
and now with the change of terminology and the emphasis of the official
documents into the process, it is likely that post-clearance documentation
may not be further considered part of the “survey” portfolio of mine action
activities but rather associated with “demining” activities.

Post-clearance evaluation
A particularly disastrous NGO clearance project in Africa involved an entire

village of some 50 families who had fled during the conflict and had been
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forced to relocate to another site some kilometres away. In the aftermath of the
hostilities an expensive clearance project was undertaken to clear mines and
UXO from the original village at the request of the local authorities. When it
came to the time for the displaced villagers to move back — a day the demining
organisation wanted to promote with great fanfare — the villagers changed
their minds and said that they now preferred to stay at their new location as it
far better suited their needs!

Although steps are taken to safeguard demining investments, it remains
very difficult to guarantee that land once cleared will be used as intended.
Many of the mistakes of the past involve land that has cost considerable sums
of money to clear and which is simply not in use — or where land is being used
for a purpose other than that originally stated. Such incidents make a mockery
of a selection process for demining prioritisation if the principal reasons that
identified a site for clearance do not materialise.

The worst examples are where there has been some deception about land
ownership and the beneficiaries of a clearance task are exposed as the
community leader who originally tabled the priority or senior military officers.
Indeed, most long-term programmes have at least a short list of clearance
mistakes that they do not readily publicise.

There has been an increasing trend towards greater donor scrutiny and
the more efficient allocation of expensive mine clearance resources. This has
happened in parallel with clearance operators realising that not all their
activities were successful and that there was a need to assess past clearance
projects. These tasks needed to be evaluated not in terms of square metres or
ordnance cleared but in terms of what activities the clearance operation had
actually facilitated. Were these in line with initial expectations and was the
whole project a successful investment?

Originally the evaluation activity was informally called a level 4 survey
(as it represented a logical final stage in the survey process that existed at the
time); it is now referred to as post-clearance evaluation even though it still
has no formal definition or reference to it in the IMAS.

Post-clearance evaluation can either be undertaken internally by the
clearance organisation or externally by a mine action authority or contractor
for the donor. It is not widely employed as a routine activity, but, where
implemented, post-clearance evaluation generally focuses on the larger and
more costly demining tasks completed. Post-clearance evaluation should not
be confused with post-project review referred to in the IMAS, which is focused
more on identifying lessons learned during the undertaking of clearance
operations than on an analysis of the impact of the clearance some time after
a task has been completed.

In most instances, the post-clearance evaluation does not expose the
extreme examples of clearance disasters outlined above because land is actually
used for the purpose intended. However post-clearance evaluation gives an
opportunity to analyse the decision-making practices of the organisation
because factors such as full operational costs — previously unknown — can
now be evaluated against the follow-on activities that can be themselves
observed and appraised. Such surveys not only ensure that priority setting
employed by an organisation is appropriate but can identify problems that
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are faced by communities in transforming the land available into a sustainable
outcome.

Unfortunately it is not always straightforward to do a cost-benefit analysis
of a clearance task against follow-on activities as it is difficult to assign a
monetary value to human life, or to the value of the accident risk reduction
of the area cleared. Furthermore, projections are required well into the future,
as benefits of the released land are felt over many years. There are lessons to
be learned from embracing the broader development approaches to
monitoring and evaluation21 but to date there has been only limited work in
mine action to fully use these approaches for initial priority setting and
evaluation.

In recent years a number of mechanisms have been put in place to try
to safeguard demining investments and reduce the incidence of project
failures. One key step has been the introduction in some programmes of
pre-clearance contracts between the demining organisation and the
identified beneficiaries. In these documents, which are countersigned by
the competent authorities, the recipients of the land outline in some detail
the plans for the cleared areas, with timelines. There is also provision for
clarification of ownership of the land.

Another approach that has been implemented with some success for large
clearance sites is to release land in a “step by step” process. In this case,
packages of land are provided to beneficiaries who have to show that
development plans outlined in the pre-clearance contract are implemented.
Failure to do so suspends operation of the full project.

Accuracy and reliability of non-technical survey data

“What intrigues me about surveys is that each and every one is virtually
discounted by someone as soon as it is done — and this includes surveys
conducted internally within a mine clearance programme by technicians
for technicians. Surveys are sitting ducks for criticism — it is almost
inevitable that the next person who picks up a survey report will either
be privy to better information or will conduct a more detailed investigation
and expose all the inaccuracies of the initial work … perhaps what’s
important here is the fact that someone has actually been tasked to go
back to this place. If the site revisited is actually a priority … shouldn’t
this be the indicator of success?”22

In some instances landmines or UXO are visible and can be observed directly
by survey staff. Normally, however, survey teams depend on informants as the
means of collecting data. Both LIS and emergency surveys therefore rely on the
assumption that informants will be available at the time of the survey and that
the informants actually know what they are talking about.

Furthermore, it is assumed that survey methodologies are well designed
and capable of capturing the required information; that field staff are able to
record the data on questionnaires precisely and that data are transferred to
databases, entered correctly, then analysed and presented in an appropriate
fashion. If one considers that the objects of investigation — landmines — are
usually by their very nature “hidden” and that projects on a national scale
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only allow rapid community assessments, it is clear that there are limitations to
conducting a non-technical survey and considerable room for error. The accuracy
and reliability of data that some stakeholders seem to expect is simply
unachievable.

The reality is that primary assessments have inherent weaknesses and the
details of the geographic location of SHAs or levels of community impact
recorded should not, in most cases, be taken as absolute but rather as
guidelines for follow-up activities. Although shortfalls exist, the GMAA
collates data and goes some way towards defining the mine problem in a
country, providing confidence for strategic planning and assisting the effective
framework in which to target mine action resources. This is key to a successful
mine action programme.

Hazard-focused surveys
The quality of data from rapid hazard-focused assessments varies. At one

extreme there will be situations where a single item of UXO or piles of UXO
exist, or where mines have been carried into a community and a survey officer
is able to stand over the objects and take a GPS fix, record details of informants,
mark the item(s) with a warning sign and take a photograph. Similarly there
will be situations during a rapid assessment where there are mines reported
in an area that is well defined. For instance, an isolated paddy field surrounded
by well cultivated land where the survey officer is able to walk around the
site and map the perimeter of the contamination. He or she may even be able
to make some rough cost-benefit estimate of a clearance task, based on the
area that is blocked and comparing it with the productivity of surrounding
agricultural land.

Furthermore, consider a situation where a bridge at a river crossing may
be mined to protect it from sabotage. In this setting the survey officer may
have an excellent viewing point from the safety of the bridge over the
suspected area where he or she may be able to record information from their
vantage point — such as visible mines or tripwires, evidence of trench systems
or remains of animals — that may suggest the presence of contamination and
increase the reliability of their report. There will also be some control of at
least two boundaries of the contaminated areas defined by the road and the
river. There may be some agricultural land that encroaches on the bridgeheads
but which stops abruptly where the ground is observed to be overgrown. In
this situation simple mapping exercises can define the limits of the
contaminated area quite well.

This is not rocket science, as some critics have claimed. There are many
situations during a national survey where excellent control of the limits of
landmine contamination can be achieved without a detector and without
exposing survey officers to unnecessary risk. Where feasible, this is the
goal of a SHA-focused survey that attempts to provide an inventory of
SHAs with the best definitions that can be achieved within existing
constraints.

There are more examples: mines around the bases of electricity pylons,
mines around a well or on the summit of a well-defined hill. In such cases the
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geographic data on the location of the contamination is fairly reliable as these
features tend to be on maps and can be highlighted with a suitable buffer zone
to increase the confidence of the hazardous area being recorded. In a case where
a road, railway or pipeline is mined, it may not be feasible to determine the
exact position of mines along the course of the feature, but it may be possible to
highlight sections that are not in use and between which the suspected mines
are confined. In all these examples, simple mapping skills, some basic
understanding of mine-laying strategies and a little common sense can go a
long way in recording a fairly accurate picture of the contamination.

At the other extreme, information on the location of contaminated areas or
the sites of accidents can be unhelpfully vague. Such instances are where
informants swing their arms in a general direction of some expansive pasture
land saying that an accident happened some time ago “over there” (arm
swinging), but there is really no reliability at all on the location of the incident,
when it occurred, or whether any appreciable threat still remains. Should
this be recorded?

A further example is where hunters use mines for killing animals in forested
areas by placing tripwires across paths frequented by game. Once in a while a
hunter doesn’t come home and his knowledge of the mine traps is gone forever.
In such instances there can be an extremely low density of mines over large
expanses of forest where there is some risk of a mine accident involving a
member of the community. Survey teams may mark on a map the boundaries of
the forest and just record the area as low risk. This probably seems appropriate,
but if it is included in the database and not understood in context, this one site
could hugely inflate the total area of SHAs recorded and considerably influence
area clearance calculations for strategic planning purposes.

The tendency has been for survey officers to record any potential threat,
however minimal. This is their job. The onus must, in part, be on end users to
understand that the database contains a fair amount of “noise” and that over
time this should be removed as new information arrives during the ongoing
process of the GMAA. Some SHA-focused surveys have tried to address
poor reliability and accuracy concerns by the use of two simple fields in the
questionnaires: reliability and accuracy, which have tick boxes rated high,
medium or low. This may not be very scientific but at least it flags a concern
that decisions should not be based on this particular data alone.

The provision of archive data and combat records that provide details of
minefields and of airstrikes can be extremely helpful in assisting initial survey
assessments sites. This is particularly applicable in recent conflicts where
combat activities have been relatively straightforward and the accuracy of
records is of high quality.

On the other hand, for older and more complex conflicts that have occurred
over several years or decades ago, records can be confusing and in several
instances have been more of a hindrance than a help. For instance, the limited
minefield records provided by government forces in Mozambique at the end
of the civil war were particularly confusing. Maps did not have appropriate
scales or an indication of orientation (meaning a “North” reference), nor could
clearance operators be sure that this was not an earlier minefield that had
since been replenished.

Landmine surveys
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GMAAs are also not designed well to cope with mapping expansive
UXO contamination, such as found in Viet Nam or Laos. Most survey
approaches are designed to deal with discrete mine sites or target zones —
basically packages of contamination around features that can be more or
less mapped and defined. Where blanket bombing occurs there is no real
definable edge to the contamination and ordnance may be several metres
deep. In this survey environment traditional approaches have considerable
limitations.

One easy way for surveys to be discredited is where spurious coordinates
recorded for SHA are entered in a database and, when plotted, relocate
minefields onto other continents or move them into oceans. This is not good
for instilling confidence in the datasets but has been a recurring problem for
surveys since their inception. Prior to 2001 accuracy of GPS meant that
readings could easily move mined sites from one side of a road to another
due to the inherent inaccuracies of the system at the time (~100m). Perhaps
less excusable were instances where GPS units had not been calibrated
correctly or where there was a failure to ensure that they were consistent
with the maps in use.

The most significant contribution to poor geographic control, however, has
been the lack of quality assurance in various stages of data transfer. Where
coordinates were misread or inaccurately recorded by survey officers, errors
remained undetected. Similarly much of the blame may be given to data entry
staff who may lose concentration and occasionally type long series of numbers
into a database incorrectly.

Unfortunately, databases are not like cashpoint machines that inform you
when the number is incorrect. Rigorous quality assurance mechanisms must
be employed routinely in survey work and there has definitely been a lack of
it in the history of mine action surveys.

Assuming that coordinates of a contaminated area are recorded accurately,
the advantage of the SHA as a focus for survey methodology over LIS is that
a minefield generally does not move. Therefore, correctly recorded sites in
SHA-focused surveys stay relevant over time, and, in theory, if there is a
return to conflict the additional contamination data only top up the existing
database. This is not always the case with impact surveys that represent more
of a snapshot. Over time more accidents can occur, livelihoods may change
and communities may adapt — altering the impact that landmines have on a
community.

In sum, geographically focused surveys, such as emergency and general
surveys, produce a range of data quality and reliability. Some are excellent,
some are hopeless, but this should be expected due to the limitations of the
methodology, the timeframes, the challenging survey environments and the
nature of the contamination. Although there remain considerable areas for
improvement — especially in regard to quality assurance and possibilities for
allocating an impact score for a minefield — the real challenge lies in the ability
of end users to understand the vulnerability of data in some reports and the
precision of data in others.
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Accuracy of landmine impact surveys
The LIS questionnaire captures a broad spectrum of community-based

information and minefield data to support the calculation of the landmine
impact score and to assist later data analysis. Community facts, such as
population numbers and available services, are typically obtained from the
head of the community or other appropriate official. Information on mines
and their impact are acquired from a community interview after which there
is a further chance to clarify some of the SHA information during an inspection
of the reported areas of contamination.

The LIS has several quality assurance steps in place to safeguard data as it
moves from the field to a data entry point which is normally at a mine action
centre. Similar to SHA-focused surveys, however, most of the key data is
provided through informants and the quality of data hinges to a great extent
on the knowledge of these informants.

In time, one of the defining components of the impact score, recent victims,
will change, as will the opportunities and constraints facing the mine-affected
community. There is therefore a limited shelf life for some of the key data
from a LIS, although this may be longer than some would suspect (assuming
there is no regression to conflict). This is a result of the LIS attempting to
identify communities that are impacted severely by landmines and to use
these communities as a priority for targeting mine action resources.

It may be fair to assume that the accident location of new victims that
occur after a survey has been completed will more or less coincide with the
high impacted communities already identified, since these are probably located
in the vicinity of heavily contaminated areas. Although there may be some
jostling for position at the bottom of the high impact category, the most affected
communities are likely to remain close to the top of the table for a considerable
time after the completion of an LIS. Whether it is correct, however, to assign
such a considerable influence to “recent victims” in the scoring mechanism is
debatable.

Spurious impact scores are usually a result of multiple accidents occurring
at one time or where many blockages are credited to a community by several
minor sites of suspected contamination. It is therefore recommended that,
after the completion of an LIS, the paperwork for all the highly impacted
communities in a database be reviewed to wean out obvious spurious
communities.

Excluding the “recent victim” component of the impact score, the magnitude
of the score is indifferent to the size of the suspected minefield, the number
of minefields or indeed the number of persons affected. In other words the
impact score does not measure very well the numeric extent or the degree of
the impacts. Consider the following example:

“a farmer finds one mine in a corner of his orchard yet is still perfectly
able to harvest 95 per cent of his fruit trees; his discovery will make the
same contribution to the overall score as would happen if mines put out
of operation the entire non-irrigated crop land in his community.”23

This is a weakness that should be understood. The impact score does little
to analyse the possible benefits of demining, as it provides little illumination
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on the economic benefits that would occur from clearance activities. And the
focus of the LIS is on communities — it does little if anything to evaluate
contamination of mines on infrastructure. In some countries this may be of no
consequence but in others where infrastructure is crippled by mines, this may
be where demining activities should be targeted. Effective clearance would
establish access to markets and supporting the free movement of people — as
well as connecting and expanding services and utilities. In such cases, the
standard LIS methodology would not appreciably capture the most important
mine action priority in the country.

This is perhaps the greatest limitation of the LIS approach in specific
countries where the infrastructure really is the key to the socio-economic
development — being interwoven with the interests and aspirations of
communities.

The LIS is also not capable of mapping the contamination along linear
features with much accuracy, especially where the scale of a mined feature is
beyond the size of a community. Even within the community the geographic
control is weak. At present, the IMSMA representation of suspected minefields
from standard LIS provides only circles whose areas are equivalent to the
area of blockage reported by the community. This is true even if the suspected
area of contamination contains elongated features such as a road, a railway,
a riverbank, pipelines, electricity pylons or borders.24

Figure 4. Example of the geographic limitations of LIS data seen along
the Thai-Cambodia border illustrating the possibilities of repositioning

the circles as data are collected in the field.

Note: SHA problems as represented by IMSMA could be partially addressed in the field by the use of
a targeting function of the GPS. This would provide a better geographic representation of the actual
contamination on the ground where hatched circles are shifted to a new position shown by the
orange circles. This however does little to help the geographic problems of representation of linear
features that cannot be adequately represented as a circle (e.g. a road). Hatched irregular polygons
along the border represent a fairly accurate picture of the distribution of contaminated areas of land.
The hatched circles represent the corresponding area that is stored in IMSMA and which would be
displayed on GIS. In most cases the circles do not overlap with the actual location of contamination on
the ground. Furthermore, some circles overlap even when they represent different SHAs.

© VVAF-SAC/NPA
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These circles are projected forward of the viewing point and rarely cover the
minefield – if indeed they overlap at all. The potential for overlap will be a
function of the distance that the SHA is away from the viewing point, the shape
of the SHA, its area and the location of the community centre in relation to both
the SHA and the viewing point. Currently, if the location data from LIS in
IMSMA is plotted there is a danger that circles representing different mined
areas are superimposed even when the reported details from informants clearly
define distinct areas. In other words it is incorrect to represent location data of
SHA from LIS on topographic maps as it suggests that the areas are geo-
referenced, which they are not.

The LIS approach does not claim to capture geographic data with much
accuracy so this is not a failing of the objectives of the survey approach. But
stakeholders should understand that there will not be a map provided at the
end of a LIS project that geographically represents the spatial relationship
between communities and mine contamination. Some argue that LIS staff are
not technically qualified to map contamination and that representation of
contamination as polygons may be misinterpreted by some stakeholders.25

But incorporating an appropriate mapping component into the LIS that would
allow the mapping of linear features26and capture elements of contamination
along affected infrastructure would require a significant change to LIS
protocols and an extension of the training period.27

Perhaps a good compromise may be for LIS field staff to learn to use
the “targeting” function of a GPS, which would enable the circle to be
projected from the viewing point into a location that better represents the
contamination.

There have been some attempts to address the lack of geographic control
and the extent of contamination features in some countries by various
adaptations. In Thailand, for instance, a core component of the survey
approach was to map the mined areas where possible and to represent them
as polygons within IMSMA. This was particularly necessary due to the linear
mined features along sections of borders of Thailand which could not be
realistically represented by circles.

Furthermore, LIS methodologies run into similar problems as SHA-focused
surveys with regard to the nature of widespread low-density UXO
contamination, as in Viet Nam or Laos, since the LIS is designed to evaluate
the impact of discrete areas of contamination that create a “blockage” or
otherwise impact a community. In addition, deeply buried contamination
may have no immediate impact on a purely agriculture-based community
today but there are clear socio-economic implications as a country develops
and buildings are erected and roads and other infrastructure are improved
(as in Viet Nam today). The dangers that populations are exposed to and the
considerable costs of clearance must be factored into construction activities.

A final consideration with regard to LIS methodology is that the process
only recognises those instances where humans interact with mines. It can
not capture data on mined areas that are remote from human activity and so
must be updated as populations move into areas contaminated by mines.
Examples of such population relocation include resettlement of the
displaced, population movement due to construction of roads or railways,
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and movement brought about by pressure on land resources. Stakeholders
must therefore remember that an LIS does not provide an inventory of mined
areas in a given country, rather it shows where mines affect people at a
given time.

The illustration of some examples here that challenge the LIS approach
has exposed some of the concerns raised in regard to the methodology.
However, there are limited alternatives to impact calculations and most
practitioners feel relatively comfortable with community designations of high,
medium and low impact as a framework for further developing mine action
priorities. But limitations of the approach must be appreciated by end users
for decision making purposes. There are significant dangers in blindly
following LIS community impact categories as a sole basis for targeting mine
action activities.

Conclusions

Survey data integration
There is a need for a greater focus on incorporating survey results into the

activities of potential end users — in order to maximise benefits from survey
projects. In the wake of national surveys, for instance, the transfer of survey
information to the IMSMA database is often considered the end-goal of the
project, but it is the activities that follow that define the success of the project.
Greater effort should be placed on the integration of survey information into the
activities of stakeholder groups through organised presentations, workshops,
training and dissemination of tailored data. Where appropriate, survey results
can also be used for strategic planning where the strengths and weaknesses of
the data are fully understood.

Survey methodology — potential developments
The General Mine Action Assessment, according to the IMAS, is a

continuous process that includes a range of approaches throughout the life of
a programme. Countries considered to be severely affected by landmines, such
as Afghanistan, Angola and Cambodia, have seen a host of assessments and
surveys during the history of their mine action programmes. Potential
adaptations of survey methodology and approach could save costs, reduce
project timeframes, improve survey products and focus on the real mitigation
activities of mine action: clearance, marking, MRE and survivor assistance.

There are weaknesses in approaches of both hazard-focused and impact
surveys. Both can benefit from a more deliberate attempt at integrating their
findings. Better quality assurance procedures in emergency surveys could be
introduced and impact surveys could be adapted to capture impact associated
with blocked infrastructure. If it is indeed necessary to undertake additional
surveys it may be possible to avoid full duplication by retrofitting existing
information into the new format, allowing only new data fields to be
addressed. If surveys have followed a common gazetteer or use IMSMA as a
mutual database then the possibilities of this are greater.
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In addition to emergency surveys with socio-economic components, there
may, at the other extreme, be more comprehensive surveys that correlate aspects
of landmine and UXO contamination with information bodies from other  sectors
— using data that has a focus on agriculture, land use or poverty mapping.
Agricultural surveys, for instance, could supply values of land productivity
that would better support cost-benefit models for demining sites that have a
defined land use potential. Database and GIS efforts for mine action could be
shared with other sectors during post-conflict rehabilitation with diverse
information-gathering bodies expanding the potential for data analysis in mine
action. VVAF, for instance, hopes that the landmine/UXO survey in Viet Nam
will be a model for combining survey data with external data on alleviating
poverty.

Survey-related technologies
During the development of landmine surveys

since the late 1980s, projects have benefited from
advances in technologies, particularly in the fields
of GPS and digital photography. Technology will
continue to improve quality and facilitate survey
activities. A new generation of technologies is now
reaching the market with considerable implications
for future survey work.

Handheld computers are now widely available for
as little as US$800 with integrated GPS and a personal
digital assistant (PDA) version of ArcView (ArcPAD)
that can display GIS lines, points, polygons, scanned
maps and satellite images. It may be in future that
such technologies become common in survey activities.
The new generation of PDAs would reduce the need
for paper maps, enable questionnaires to be completed
electronically thus potentially downloading direct to
an IMSMA interface. This would avoid data transfer
steps such as coding sheets and data entry that
potentially introduce errors into survey results. This
type of equipment with its integrated GPS would allow
survey staff to locate themselves readily on maps, reduce the skill requirements
for mapping and help see the end of spurious minefield positions that are in the
middle of oceans.

The ultimate aerial survey device that would confidently locate the positions
of mines in varying terrains and conditions and thus see the end to
conventional mine survey is however some way off. Considerable research
has been done for airborne mine detection devices using an array of sensors,
including infrared and ground penetrating radar, but the spectrum of ordnance
types, patterns of deployment and the differing field conditions that exist in
post-war situations are particularly challenging. Unfortunately the rather
strange situation where we have commonly to wait for populations to return
to their communities and to interact with landmines before we are able to
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build up knowledge of the locations of ordnance and impact to target our mine
action response will continue for the foreseeable future.

Simple high-resolution aerial photography may actually be the best tool
yet to assist technical surveys, especially where access is restricted to SHA or
where thick vegetation or topography obscures the site. A bird’s-eye view of
a SHA assists area calculations, assesses vegetation cover and allows the
identification of features such as trench systems, buildings and further access
routes to support the process of planning for future clearance (and for
monitoring process of demining tasks under way).

While we wait for the ultimate airborne mine detecting sensor that would
reduce survey activities to only limited community assessments, the current
survey approaches must be further developed to improve their application
for priority setting and defining the shape of mine action initiatives.
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Endnotes

1. The generic term survey is not defined in the International Mine Action Standards.
2. For instance, level 3 surveys are not mentioned in Rae McGrath’s Landmines and
Unexploded Ordnance: A Resource Book (2000), although nearly a third of the book
relates to survey activities.
3. See www.halotrust.org.
4. See Chapter 9 for more details on information management.
5. For instance, some survey projects incorporated marking of contaminated areas as
an integrated survey task.
6. Spot task is a term used for a discrete site of contamination such as a pile of UXO
or a mine that has been left in an exposed place such next to a path or road.
7. The HALO Trust/UNOHAC (1994: 46).
8. The state of Mozambique’s infrastructure and security situation were very different
between 1994 and 2000.
9. See www.sac-na.org.
10. Surveys, in particular emergency surveys have used military liaison and
demobilised soldiers to assist information gathering.
11. NPA (1996).
12. See NPA website: www.npaid.hr/en/TaskImpact.html.
13. www.sac-na.org.
14. Survey Action Center and Mine Clearance Planning Agency (2001: 5).
15. This is a certification not of quality but only that an agreed standard process has
been followed.
16. Messick et al. (2000: 6).
17. Van der Merwe (2002: 3).
18. MAG in northern Iraq from 1992 and MCPA/UNOCHA and others in Afghanistan
from 1992.
19. Van der Merwe (2002: 3).
20. Bach and McLean (2003).
21. For more current thinking on the monitoring and evaluation of mine action
programmes see for instance GICHD/UNDP (2002: 81-96).
22. Taken from an e-mail from a mine action manager requesting anonymity.
23. GICHD/UNDP (2001: 30).
24. Rhodes (2000: 1).
25. Morete (2003a).
26. Common mined features in mine-affected countries are often elongated or linear:
roads, pipelines, electricity pylons, railways, riverbanks, borders, etc., and since they
extend beyond the boundary of a village they are difficult to capture using the LIS
methodology.
27. Adaptations to IMSMA and requirements are outlined in Engeset (2003).
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Introduction

Over the last decade there have been significant developments in the
international law governing landmines and other explosive ordnance that
contaminate the land of countries affected by armed conflict. New international
treaties have been adopted that prohibit or restrict the use of anti-personnel
mines, anti-vehicle mines, booby-traps, command-detonated munitions and
time-fused munitions. A new legal instrument has also been concluded to
deal with problems caused by “explosive remnants of war” (ERW), which
covers both UXO and AXO — abandoned explosive ordnance (AXO). The work
in these areas has sought to minimise the impact of landmines and ERW on
civilians, peacekeepers and humanitarian organisations and lessen the socio-
economic burden of armed conflict on war-affected societies.

The last decade is also notable for the way in which some of these treaties
were forged. Advocacy by international organisations, non-governmental
organisations (NGOs), and other actors has played a central role in raising

4 Advocacy and
international law

Lou Maresca

Summary
Advocacy has been a major factor in achieving a comprehensive
international legal prohibition of anti-personnel mines in the
space of only a few years and has promoted the commitment of
significant resources to mine action. A side benefit has been
the promotion of the development and implementation of
international humanitarian law more generally.
Part of the success of the campaign against anti-personnel
mines was the unprecedented degree of coordination among
the variety of actors involved in advocacy activities. However,
the same level of cooperation and coordination has not been as
evident in the efforts to improve the international law on anti-
vehicle mines and cluster munitions in the context of the CCW.
These will need to be enhanced if the Protocol on Explosive
Remnants of War is to be widely ratified and effective measures
are to be adopted on other conventional weapons.
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awareness among governments and the general public of the problems caused
by mines and UXO and in mobilising support for an international response.
In the case of anti-personnel landmines, these organisations, along with a
number of supportive governments, drove the process that led to the
conclusion of the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention and they continue to
play an important role in the Convention’s universalisation and
implementation.1

This chapter will first provide an overview of the developments in
international law on landmines and UXO and highlight important aspects of
the advocacy that helped make them a reality. It then charts the development
and content of the major international treaties in this area and highlights the
role that advocacy played in their conclusion, drawing attention to some of
the key aspects and concerns of recent advocacy activities. The paper ends
with conclusions on lessons that may assist future advocacy efforts on the
international law governing mines and UXO.

Advocacy and mine action
There are numerous definitions of advocacy and every discipline has

sculpted the concept to suit its needs.2 In the International Mine Action
Standards (IMAS), advocacy, in the context of mine action, is defined as “public
support, recommendation or positive publicity with the aim of removing, or at least
reducing, the threat from, and the impact of mines and UXO”.3 Although not
explicitly stated in the IMAS definition, one of the important goals of advocacy
in this area is to influence the positions and policies of States in relation to the
international law governing mines and UXO.4

Efforts to address the consequences of mines and UXO are not new and
there have been a number of initiatives that have sought to improve the
international rules in this area. While early advocacy involved only a few
organisations, recent efforts have mobilised a wide range of actors from a
variety of disciplines. Activities have focused on lobbying governments to
adopt new rules on mines and UXO, promoting adherence to, and
implementation of, existing treaties and encouraging action to improve the
situation of mine and UXO victims and affected communities. There have
also been extensive activities to raise awareness among the general public in
order to influence national policies in these areas.

Advocacy and the development of international law
governing landmines and UXO

Two branches of international law are relevant to mines and UXO. The
first is international humanitarian law or, as it is sometimes referred to, the
law of armed conflict. This body of law seeks to minimise the suffering arising
from armed conflict, particularly for combatants, civilians and those no longer
participating in the hostilities (i.e. the sick and wounded, prisoners of war).
As part of this effort, international humanitarian law restricts the types of
weapons that may be used in armed conflict, how they may be used and how
military operations should be conducted. It also identifies measures to reduce
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the post-conflict consequences of the fighting. Major treaties in this area include
the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and the 1977 Additional Protocols to the Geneva
Conventions.

The second branch is disarmament law. This law generally consists of
international arms control agreements that seek to limit, reduce or abolish certain
types of weapons. Unlike international humanitarian law — the primary
purpose of which is to limit the suffering caused by armed conflict —
disarmament law seeks to eliminate or reduce the proliferation of certain
weapons in order to achieve or maintain regional or international security.
Treaties in this area include the Convention on the Prohibition of Biological
Weapons, the Chemical Weapons Convention and the Nuclear Non-
proliferation Treaty. Disarmament law has traditionally concerned weapons
with strategic implications or so-called weapons of mass destruction.

As will be explained later, elements from both these areas of law are today
part of the rules and regulations governing landmines and UXO. However, it
is in the domain of international humanitarian law that most efforts to address
the mine and UXO problem have been concentrated and that regulations to
limit the effects of these weapons have been first developed.

From its early stages, international humanitarian law was concerned
with limiting the suffering caused by weapons used in armed conflict. One
of the first agreements in this area banned the use of a newly developed
lightweight “exploding bullet”. The 1868 St Petersburg Declaration Renouncing,
in Time of War, the Use of Explosive Projectiles under 400 Grammes Weight was
the first international humanitarian law agreement devoted to a specific
weapon. It had been adopted because these lightweight projectiles had the
capacity to explode upon impact with soldiers even though they were
intended for use against ammunition carts. In light of the inevitable death
such projectiles would cause, governments considered their use contrary to
the laws of humanity.5

Additional agreements on weapons were adopted in the years that
followed. In 1899, at the First Hague Peace Conference, governments adopted
a prohibition on expanding or “dum-dum” bullets.6 In 1925, they banned the
use of “asphyxiating, poisonous or other gases” and “bacteriological methods
of warfare” in response to public outrage at the use of poison gas during the
1914-1918 war.7 Following the conclusion of these instruments, however, no
new humanitarian law treaties on weapons were developed until the
conclusion of the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons (CCW) in
1980.

These early instruments established several principles that today regulate
all weapons used in armed conflict and underlie the discussions on mines
and UXO. These principles establish that:

parties to a conflict are restricted in the weapons they may lawfully
use;
parties to a conflict must always distinguish between civilians and
combatants and shall direct military operations only against combatants
and military objectives (the “principle of distinction”);
weapons that cannot distinguish between civilian and military objectives
shall not be used; and
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it is prohibited to use weapons of a nature to cause superfluous injury or
unnecessary suffering.8

The principle of distinction and the prohibition on the use of weapons that
cannot make such a distinction were often cited in the efforts to ban anti-
personnel mines. Because mines are designed to be laid, left and victim-activated,
several organisations, notably Human Rights Watch,9 argued that their use
violated these fundamental humanitarian law rules. A number of militaries
argued, however, that, if used properly, mines could be employed consistent
with international humanitarian law. The adoption of the Anti-Personnel Mine
Ban Convention in 1997 has provided a more direct path to the prohibition of
these weapons but the argument remains an important issue.

The first attempt to deal with the specific problems caused by landmines
followed the 1939-1945 war. Advancements in weapons technology and
changes in the conduct of warfare exposed significant gaps in international
humanitarian law. In order to strengthen the protection afforded by the law
to civilians and combatants, States concluded the four Geneva Conventions
of 1949, which laid down new rules on the treatment of the sick and wounded
on the battlefield, the sick and wounded at sea, prisoners of war and civilians.

The 1949 Geneva Conventions did not, however, prohibit the use of specific
weapons or extensively restrict the conduct of military operations.10

Nevertheless, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) believed
that new rules in these areas were necessary and in 1954 consulted a number
of experts to discuss the development of a new international instrument
governing weaponry. The result was the Draft Rules for the Protection of the
Civilian Population from the Dangers of Indiscriminate Warfare (1955). These
rules sought to prohibit weapons whose consequences were “unpredictable
and uncontrollable”. Of particular concern were “delay action weapons”, which
according to a commentary published by the ICRC were unable to distinguish
between civilians and combatants and included “bombs and mines dropped from
the air and [which] have a delayed action in the sense that they explode after a given
lapse of time or when they are touched”.11

The 1955 Draft Rules stipulated that:
“The use of so-called delay action projectiles is only authorised when
their effects are limited to the objective itself.”
“Weapons capable of causing serious damage shall, so far as possible, be
equipped with a safety device which renders them harmless when they
can no longer be directed with precision against a military objective.”

The 1955 Draft Rules also identified landmines as a special concern requiring
further study. In preparing a revised version of the Draft Rules for the 19th
International Red Cross Conference held in Delhi in 1957, a new rule on
landmines was added.

“If the Parties to the conflict make use of mines, they are bound, without
prejudice to the stipulations of the VIIIth Hague Convention of 1907, to
chart minefields. The chart shall be handed over, at the close of hostilities,
to the adverse Party, and also to the authorities responsible for the safety
of the civilian population.”12

Due to concerns about the potential impact of the Draft Rules on atomic
weapons, governments took no action. As a consequence, these early proposals
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to lessen the threat of mines and UXO lay dormant and were not revisited until
a re-examination of international humanitarian law in the 1970s and the
development of the CCW.13

The Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons

The CCW is the result of efforts to strengthen international humanitarian
law during the 1970s.14 Wars of national liberation and conflicts in Southeast
Asia highlighted changes in the nature and conduct of warfare and a
corresponding need to ensure that the law be brought up to date with these
developments. The Diplomatic Conference on the Reaffirmation and
Development of International Humanitarian Law Applicable in Armed
Conflicts was held from 1974 to 1977 under the auspices of the Swiss
government and produced two new international humanitarian law treaties,
the two 1977 Additional Protocols to the Geneva Conventions.15

While the 1977 Protocols increased the protections afforded to combatants
and civilians in armed conflict, they do not include prohibitions or restrictions
on specific types of weapons. Although two expert meetings were held to
explore possible restrictions in this area, States at the Diplomatic Conference
could not agree on including such rules as part of their work. Rather than
delay progress, the Conference called for the issue to be taken up within the
framework of the United Nations.

Negotiations began under the auspices of the UN General Assembly in
1979 and concluded in 1980. The result was the Convention on Prohibitions
or Restrictions on the Use of Certain Conventional Weapons Which May be
Deemed to be Excessively Injurious or to Have Indiscriminate Effects,
commonly referred to as the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons
or simply the CCW, which was adopted in 1980, coming into force in 1983.

As its name indicates, the CCW covers “conventional” weapons. Such
weapons are not defined in the Convention itself, but are generally understood
to be weapons other than biological, chemical or nuclear weapons.
Consequently, the Convention would cover the arms possessed by most armies
and regularly used in modern armed conflict. The CCW is generally considered
to be the primary regime to regulate conventional weapons under
international humanitarian law. As of 3 November 2005, the CCW had been
ratified by 100 States, including the five permanent members of the UN Security
Council and most other military powers.

The CCW has a unique structure. The main Convention is a framework
or umbrella instrument that contains the general rules on the CCW’s
operation (e.g. entry into force, scheduling of review conferences, etc).
The rules regulating specific weapons are found in the three protocols
annexed to the framework convention. As adopted in 1980, the CCW
included a prohibition on the use of weapons designed to injure by
fragments not detectable by X-ray (Protocol I), restrictions on the use of
landmines, booby-traps and other similar devices (Protocol II), and
restrictions on the use of incendiary weapons (Protocol III).

An important characteristic of the CCW is that additional protocols can be
added to deal with future humanitarian concerns. In 1995, a new protocol was
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added prohibiting the use of blinding laser weapons (Protocol IV). In 1996, the
rules in Protocol II on mines, booby-traps and other devices were amended in
response to the problems caused by anti-personnel mines (amended Protocol
II). More recently, in November 2003, a new protocol (Protocol V) was added on
explosive remnants of war.

The CCW’s rules on mines, booby-traps and similar devices
The rules on mines, booby-traps and other devices in the original version of

Protocol II are the first international regulations specifically directed at
landmines in an effort to minimise their impact on civilians.16 The Protocol
prohibits the targeting of mines, booby-traps and other devices against civilians
and the indiscriminate use of these weapons. There are also restrictions on
the use of these weapons in populated areas, except for remotely-delivered
mines, which are treated separately.17 The Protocol requires that States take
all feasible precautions to protect civilians from the effects of mines, booby-
traps and other devices.

The Protocol includes provisions on the recording of minefields, mines
and booby-traps and urges the parties to cooperate among themselves and,
where appropriate, with other States and organisations in the removal or
neutralisation of minefields, mines and booby-traps placed in position during
conflicts.

It soon became evident that the rules of Protocol II were inadequate to
stem the humanitarian problems caused by the use of mines in the 1980s and
1990s. Protocol II might have been effective if meticulously applied but that
was not the case during most of the conflicts that occurred. Wars in
Afghanistan, Angola, Cambodia, Mozambique and Nicaragua are just a few
examples where mines, especially anti-personnel mines, were targeted against
civilians, employed indiscriminately and widely used without any precautions
to limit civilian casualties. Medical staff from international and non-
governmental organisations began to raise the alarm about the growing
numbers of civilian casualties.

The amendment of Protocol II
In 1993, in response to pressure from organisations working in mine-

affected countries, France formally requested the convocation of the First
CCW Review Conference to address the problems caused by anti-personnel
mines. Sessions in Vienna and Geneva considered a range of proposals that
included a ban on anti-personnel mines, greater restrictions on their use,
requirements for self-destruct and self-neutralisation mechanisms and
improvements on the requirements to map and remove these devices.
Negotiations were difficult, as a number of military powers were not ready
to give up or accept far-reaching regulation of weapons that they possessed
by the millions.

Finally, on 3 May 1996, more than two years after negotiations first began,
States Parties adopted “Protocol II as amended”, also commonly referred to
as amended Protocol II. Like other decisions taken by the States Parties to
the CCW, the Protocol was adopted by consensus, but, to the disappointment
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of many in the international community, it did not include a comprehensive
prohibition on anti-personnel mines.

Amended Protocol II strengthens many of the rules found in the original
Protocol II and includes a number of new ones. Like the original Protocol,
amended Protocol II prohibits directing mines, booby-traps and other devices
against civilians and forbids the indiscriminate use of these weapons. It also
requires parties to a conflict to take all feasible precautions to protect civilians
from the effects of these weapons and to take measures to protect peace-
keeping, humanitarian and fact-finding missions of the United Nations and
other specified organisations.

The amended Protocol also established a number of new obligations. These
include a prohibition on the use of mines, booby-traps and other devices that
detonate when passed over by a metal detector and a ban on the use of self-
deactivating mines with an anti-handling device that will continue to function
after the mine has become inert. A total of 999 out of 1,000 anti-personnel
mines must self-destruct or self-neutralise within 120 days after being remotely
delivered or laid outside marked and fenced areas. The Protocol also forbids
the transfer of all anti-personnel mines to non-State actors. Importantly, and
unlike the other protocols to the CCW at the time, its application was extended
to non-international armed conflicts.

For the first time in international humanitarian law, the Protocol
established that the parties to the conflict are responsible for the mines,
booby-traps and other devices they use and stipulates that these weapons
must be cleared from a party’s territory without delay after the cessation
of active hostilities.18 For territory it no longer controls, a party must
provide technical and material assistance to the party in control of the
territory in order to facilitate the removal of the devices it laid. For all
other situations, the parties must endeavour to reach agreement among
themselves and, where appropriate, with other States and international
organisations on the provision of technical and material assistance to
remove mines, booby-traps and other devices.

The amended Protocol also established several mechanisms to monitor
implementation and compliance with its provisions. Meetings of States Parties
are held annually to review the operation and status of the Protocol. States
Parties are also required to file annual reports on the implementation measures
taken at the national level. They are also required to take all appropriate
steps, including the adoption of legislation and other measures, to prevent
and suppress violations of the amended Protocol.

These developments, however, were widely considered inadequate to
address the anti-personnel mine problem. By the end of the negotiations,
some 40 States had publicly proclaimed their support for a complete
prohibition on the production, stockpiling, transfer and use of anti-personnel
mines. They, along with the International Campaign to Ban Landmines (ICBL),
the ICRC and the United Nations, believed that amended Protocol II was
unlikely to significantly reduce the level of civilian landmine casualties. In
addition to the lack of a complete prohibition on anti-personnel mines,
criticisms of the Protocol included an ambiguous definition of an anti-personnel
mine, the Protocol’s reliance on technical solutions (i.e. self-destruct and self-
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neutralisation mechanisms) and the fact that States were permitted to delay
these requirements for up to nine years.

At the end of the CCW Review Conference the Government of Canada
issued an invitation to pro-ban States to meet in Ottawa to discuss ways to
move the international community towards a prohibition of anti-personnel
mines. This initiative, which was held in October 1996, was the first step in
the development of the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention.

In spite of its weaknesses, amended Protocol II entered into force on 3
December 1998. As at 14 October 2005, 85 States were party to the instrument.
While many of these States have also ratified the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban
Convention, adherence to amended Protocol II is also considered important
as it contains rules for munitions not covered by the Convention but which
are also an international concern, mainly anti-vehicle mines, booby-traps and
other devices.

A new protocol on explosive remnants of war

The Second Review Conference of the CCW was held on 10-21 December
2001. Three proposals made at the Conference were specifically directed at
mines and UXO.

The first was a proposal of the United States and Denmark, later supported
by 14 other countries, to strengthen the rules on anti-vehicle mines (referred
to as mines other than anti-personnel mines). This proposal would require
that all anti-vehicle mines be detectable and that remotely delivered mines
possess self-destruct or self-neutralisation features. These requirements were
intended to supplement the rules of amended Protocol II governing these
weapons, which were also considered to be one of the Protocol’s weak points.19

The second proposal was a call to address the problems caused by
“explosive remnants of war” (ERW). This term is generally understood to
encompass UXO and explosive ordnance abandoned by armed forces on the
battlefield. The proposal was for the adoption of a new CCW protocol
requiring the clearance of ERW, measures to facilitate the work of organisations
conducting humanitarian clearance and/or risk education, requirements to
provide warnings to civilians and preventive measures to reduce the chance
that explosive ordnance would become ERW in the first place. Work on this
issue was first proposed by the ICRC in 2000 and was quickly supported by
many States Parties.

The final proposal related to mine and UXO was a request by Switzerland
for the CCW to consider specific rules on cluster submunitions (that is,
munitions that are “clustered” within a bomb or artillery casing that opens at
a predetermined height or after a set period of time). This proposal would
require the fuzing of future submunitions to have 98 per cent reliability through
improvements to the primary fuze or through self-destruct features.20 The
ICRC also proposed improvements to international law on the use of these
weapons. It asked the CCW to consider a prohibition on the use of
submunitions in populated areas.

The Review Conference decided these proposals warranted further
consideration and established a Group of Governmental Experts to consider
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them. After holding three sessions in 2002, the Group recommended that
negotiations on a new ERW protocol should begin the following year.
Conversely, the Group recommended that further discussion was required
on anti-vehicle mines and specific measures on submunitions, as not all experts
agreed that new rules were needed in these areas.21

After five weeks of negotiations in 2003, CCW States Parties adopted the
“Protocol on Explosive Remnants of War”. This is the first multilateral treaty
to deal with the problem of UXO, other than mines, and ordnance that has
been abandoned on the battlefield.22 It requires each party to an armed conflict
to:

clear the ERW in territory they control after a conflict;
provide technical, material and financial assistance in areas they do
not control to facilitate the removal of the unexploded or abandoned
ordnance resulting from their operations. This assistance can be
provided directly to the party in control of the territory or through a
third party such as the UN, NGOs or other organisations;
record information on the explosive ordnance employed by their armed
forces and to share that information with organisations engaged in the
clearance of ERW and programmes to warn civilians of the dangers of
these devices; and
take all feasible precautions to protect civilians from the effects of ERW.
This may include the fencing and monitoring of territory affected by
ERW, and the provision of warnings and risk education.

In addition to the obligations placed upon the parties to a conflict, all
States Parties in a position to do so must provide assistance for the marking
and clearance of ERW, risk education, and assistance for the care, rehabilitation
and socio-economic reintegration of ERW victims.

The Protocol is an important development of international humanitarian
law. However, it has several limitations. The most significant weakness is
that it will primarily apply to future conflicts and not to existing ERW
problems.23 In addition, some of the obligations listed above are qualified
with phrases such as “where feasible”. Nonetheless, the Protocol’s core
obligations and its technical annex provide a framework for dealing with the
problems of ERW after the end of an armed conflict.

Anti-vehicle mines and specific measures on submunitions were not
part of the ERW negotiations. Discussions on these issues were continuing
in 2005.

The Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention

The development of the Convention
There was widespread dissatisfaction with the content of amended Protocol

II adopted by the First CCW Review Conference in 1996. Jody Williams, the
coordinator of the ICBL, called the instrument “a humanitarian failure” and
the ICBL declared that the amended protocol would not make a significant
difference in stemming the global landmine crisis. The ICRC declared the
results “woefully inadequate” and “unlikely to significantly reduce the level of civilian
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landmine casualties”. The then Secretary-General of the United Nations, Boutros
Boutros-Ghali, also expressed his deep disappointment at the failure of the
conference to adopt a ban on landmines. More than 40 States supported a ban
on the weapons during the CCW Review Conference. As it became clear that
the conference would not adopt a ban, attention soon turned to alternative
ways to end the use of anti-personnel mines.

At the close of the Review Conference, Canada announced that it would
host a meeting of pro-ban States to discuss ways to further an anti-
personnel mine prohibition. The “International Strategy Conference:
Towards a Global Ban on Anti-Personnel Mines” was held on 3-5 October
1996 in Ottawa. Its final declaration committed some 50 governments to
work to ensure the earliest possible conclusion of an international
agreement outlawing anti-personnel mines. At the close of the meeting
the Foreign Minister of Canada, Lloyd Axworthy, shocked a number of
States by issuing a dramatic invitation to States to return to Ottawa before
the end of 1997 to sign a treaty banning anti-personnel mines. The so-
called “Ottawa Process” was launched.

Following these developments, events began to unfold rapidly. Austria
circulated a draft text for a mine-ban convention for comments, which one of
its diplomats had begun working on towards the end of the CCW Review
Conference. In February 1997, Austria convened an expert meeting, with more
than 100 governments represented, to exchange views on the draft and to
further develop its contents.24 Following this, Germany hosted a meeting to
discuss the verification mechanisms that might be part of the convention.25

Based on the results of these discussions, Austria issued a final draft text that
would be the basis for negotiations later that year in Oslo, Norway.

In preparation for the start of formal negotiations, on 24-27 June 1997 in
Brussels, Belgium hosted the official follow-up meeting to the 1996 Ottawa
Strategy Conference, the “International Conference for a Global Ban on Anti-
Personnel Mines”. The purpose of this meeting was to galvanise international
support for the conclusion of a ban treaty and to forward the Austrian draft
text for negotiation and adoption at the forthcoming Diplomatic Conference.
The “Brussels Declaration” affirmed that the essential elements of an agreement
to ban anti-personnel mines should include:

a comprehensive ban on the use, stockpiling, production, and transfer
of anti-personnel mines;
the destruction of stockpiled and removed anti-personnel mines; and
international cooperation and assistance in the field of mine clearance
in affected countries.

A total of 97 States signed the Declaration. Political will among
governments to support a comprehensive ban treaty was clearly growing.

Formal negotiations opened in Oslo, Norway on 1 September 1997. The
Diplomatic Conference on an International Total Ban on Anti-Personnel Mines
was attended by 117 governments, as well as the ICBL, the ICRC, the UN
and others.26 The 89 States that had endorsed the Brussels Declaration were
recognised as full participants and were accorded the right to vote on
proposals. Other States, NGOs, international organisations and the ICRC
attended as observers and, while permitted to speak at the meeting and
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comment on developments, they did not have the right to submit or vote on
proposals or amendments to the chairman’s text.27

During the following three weeks of negotiations the Diplomatic
Conference concluded the Convention on the Prohibition of the Use,
Stockpiling, Production and Transfer of Anti-Personnel Mines and on Their
Destruction.

The Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention was opened for signature on 3
December 1997 in Ottawa, Canada. Minister Axworthy’s challenge to conclude
an instrument in one year had been met. Some 121 States signed the
Convention at the signing ceremony and, in accordance with its provisions,
the Convention entered into force six months after 40 States had submitted
instruments of ratification or accession to the UN Secretary-General, the
Convention’s depositary. In September 1998, Burkina Faso became the fortieth
State to ratify the Convention, and consequently on 1 March 1999, international
law had a new legal instrument in the effort to reduce the effects of mines
and UXO. As at 14 October 2005, the Convention had become widely ratified
with 147 States, the latest being Vanuatu, having agreed to be bound by its
provisions.

The Convention’s provisions
The Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention sets out to end the use of anti-

personnel mines and to reduce the threat of anti-personnel mines already in
the ground.28 At its core is Article 1 (General Obligations), which stipulates
that States Parties undertake “never under any circumstances” to use, produce,
develop, stockpile or transfer anti-personnel mines. In addition, it is prohibited
to assist, encourage or induce anyone to commit such acts. These prohibitions
apply in all circumstances. This includes situations of armed conflict, internal
disturbances and tensions, and times of peace. Anti-personnel mines cannot
be used in offence, self-defence, to protect borders or for any other reason.

A State must also destroy the anti-personnel mines stockpiles it owns,
possesses or that are otherwise under its jurisdiction or control (Article 3).
Destruction must be completed as soon as possible but no later than four
years after a State becomes a party to the Convention. States are allowed to
transfer an unlimited number of anti-personnel mines for the purpose of
destruction. They are also permitted to keep a limited number of anti-
personnel mines for training in mine detection, mine clearance or mine
destruction techniques. The number of mines retained for these purposes is
to be “the minimum number absolutely necessary”. During the negotiations this
was understood to mean hundreds or, at most, thousands, but not tens of
thousands of anti-personnel mines. Many States, believing that the weapons
are not required for training, have retained no anti-personnel mines.

Each State is required to clear all emplaced anti-personnel mines in mined
areas under its jurisdiction or control (Article 5). Clearance must take place
as soon as possible but no later than ten years after the State becomes a party
to the Convention. As a prelude to clearance, States must make every effort
to identify all mined areas in its territory and perimeter mark, monitor and
ensure the effective exclusion of civilians by fencing or other means. Given
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the difficulty some heavily mine-affected States may have in reaching the
clearance deadline, the Convention allows a Meeting of the States Parties or
a Review Conference to grant an extension of up to ten years, following a
detailed explanation of its needs by the affected State. Extensions can be
renewed subsequently.

The Convention also establishes obligations in the area of victim assistance.
Each State Party, in a position to do so, must provide assistance for the care
and rehabilitation, and socio-economic reintegration of mine victims (Article
6). This is an obligation upon all States Parties to the Convention, not only
those with mine victims or mines on their territory. Similarly, all States Parties,
in a position to do so, are also required to provide assistance for the
destruction of anti-personnel mine stockpiles, the clearance of anti-personnel
mines and mine risk education activities. Thus, mine-affected States are not
alone in their efforts to remove the threat posed by anti-personnel mines or
to relieve the suffering of victims.

The Convention provides several mechanisms to monitor the
implementation of its provisions. It requires each State Party to adopt domestic
measures, including legislation if necessary, to implement the Convention
(Article 9) and to file annual reports on the status of its implementation (Article
7). It also mandates that Meetings of States Parties be held annually for the
first five years of the Convention’s entry into force to consider any matter
related to the application and implementation of the Convention (Article 11).
Similarly, Review Conferences, the first of which was convened in November-
December 2004, were able to consider matters related to the operation and status
of the Convention (Article 12). Finally, there are mechanisms to facilitate and
clarify compliance with the Convention if there are concerns that a party may
have or may be violating its provisions (Article 8).

One of the more important means to monitor implementation is the regular
meetings of the Standing Committees established by the First Meeting of
States Parties in 1999. The Committees meet once a year since the First Review
Conference (previously they met twice a year) and were created as a process
through which to examine and discuss issues related to the Convention
between the annual meeting of States Parties. It creates a systematic
programme of work on the themes of mine clearance, victim assistance and
risk education, stockpile destruction and the status and operation of the
Convention. The Committees have proven themselves to be a dynamic process
through which States, international organisations, NGOs and others can
advance the humanitarian objectives of the Convention.

Equally important are the efforts of the ICBL to monitor the progress
made in the campaign against anti-personnel mines through its annual
Landmine Monitor Report (see below).

Advocacy and the development of international law
on mines and UXO

One of the significant images from the First Review Conference of the
CCW was the sight of advocates outside the UN in Geneva encouraging
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government delegates to adopt a ban on anti-personnel mines. Mine victims,
mine clearance personnel, humanitarian workers and NGO activists were
seen passing out leaflets, putting up posters and otherwise lobbying for a
positive result. Images of these activities appeared in newspapers and on
news broadcasts around the world. It was clear evidence of how mobilised
civil society had become on this issue. It was also an indication of how
advocacy in the development of the international law on mines and UXO had
changed since the early efforts to address the problems caused by these
weapons.

Advocacy in the early efforts
Few NGOs or similar civil-society-based associations were involved in

the development of the early international humanitarian law treaties on
weapons. It is estimated that nearly 500 NGOs with an international
presence existed in the first part of the twentieth century.29 These
organisations covered a wide range of issues such as anti-slavery, organised
labour and women’s suffrage, to name just a few.30 Although there was a
significant NGO presence on the margins of the Hague Peace Conference in
1899, their activities were generally directed at reducing military expenditures
and promoting the peaceful settlement of disputes rather than “humanising”
the conduct of war through the development of restrictions on specific
weapons.31 Thus, the development of the Hague Convention IV on the conduct
of warfare on land and the declarations associated with it was largely a
governmental affair.

The ICRC’s 1955 Draft Rules were the result of consultations between the
ICRC and government experts. Several academics with expertise in law and
medicine also participated in the discussions. In preparing the revised version,
the ICRC consulted National Red Cross Societies, as it had done in preparing
the drafts of the Geneva Conventions. The absence of broader expert
involvement can perhaps be explained by the ICRC’s tradition of working
closely with governments and its sister elements of the Red Cross and Red
Crescent Movement in the development of international humanitarian law.

Non-governmental and other organisations were slightly more involved
in the development of the CCW. The ICRC convened two expert meetings to
explore the prospects for greater regulation of conventional weapons that
may have indiscriminate effects or be unnecessarily injurious.32 The work
and proposals of these meetings formed the basis for the CCW negotiations
in 1979 and 1980. The participants included military, legal, medical and
weapons experts from more than 40 governments. Experts appointed by select
national liberation movements and representatives of the UN Secretary-
General were also permitted to attend. Along with representatives of the
National Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, NGOs participated as
observers. NGOs taking part included the Stockholm International Peace
Research Institute, the Special NGO Committee on Disarmament, Friends of
the World Committee and the International Confederation of Former Prisoners
of War. These organisations brought an important non-governmental expertise
and perspective to the discussions.33
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Non-governmental organisations were also present at the United Nations
Conference that negotiated the CCW when it convened in 1979. Although
the main actors in the negotiations were governments, NGOs were permitted
to participate in the conference as observers and where appropriate in
meetings of its subsidiary organs. Upon invitation of the presiding officer,
NGOs were also allowed to make statements in areas of their competence.
The ICRC and agencies of the UN also attended the negotiating sessions as
observers.

Overall, the advocacy of non-governmental and international organisations
in the development of the early rules on mines and UXO was limited. Although
they participated in an expert capacity in the preparation of the CCW in the
mid-1970s and its negotiation in 1979-1980, it was not until the 1990s that
these organisations would become a major factor in the development of the
law on mines and UXO and their public advocacy activities would have a
significant impact.

The growth of advocacy: the efforts of NGOs
and international organisations in the development
of a prohibition on anti-personnel mines

As humanitarian organisations became aware of the problems caused by
anti-personnel mines, advocacy activities began to increase. The principal
developments, however, were external to the formal meetings and
negotiations. In spite of their growing involvement, NGOs were prohibited
from attending the working sessions of the CCW expert meetings and the
First Review Conference. Their participation was limited to the meetings’
public sessions where they attended as observers. Yet, in these sessions and
in the events held on the margins, the organisations advocating for a complete
prohibition on anti-personnel mines made their views known. During the
first session of the CCW Review Conference in 1995, the International
Campaign to Ban Landmines presented a petition with 1.7 million signatures
of people from around the world calling for a ban on anti-personnel mines to
the president of the conference, Ambassador Johann Molander of Sweden.
At the final public session of the CCW Review Conference in 1996, some 150
NGO representatives from 20 countries were present in Geneva as
governments concluded amended Protocol II.

The increase in NGO advocacy activities was the result of an
unprecedented strategy and coordination to mobilise civil society in
support of a complete prohibition on anti-personnel mines. Well before
the First CCW Review Conference opened, a strong and very public
international effort was under way. With the failure of the Conference to
adopt a complete ban on anti-personnel mines and the launch of the Ottawa
Process, the advocacy efforts swung into high gear. By the time the
negotiations on the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention opened in Oslo
on 1 September 1997, public and political pressures for a successful result
were significant. The death of Princess Diana, who had spoken in favour
of a ban on anti-personnel mines, brought an unprecedented amount of
media attention to the negotiations. Unlike earlier negotiations in the fields
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of disarmament or international humanitarian law, there was clearly a sense
that the world was watching.

The ICBL, the ICRC and the United Nations were the principal actors in
the advocacy efforts. Their main activities during this time are briefly
highlighted below.

The International Campaign to Ban Landmines
The ICBL is a coalition of NGOs which has advocated

aggressively for an international ban on the use,
production, stockpiling, sale, transfer and export of anti-
personnel mines. Formed in 1993, with some 40
organisations initially, it had grown to include more
than 1,000 member organisations by the conclusion of
the Convention on the Prohibition of Anti-Personnel Mines in 1997. National
campaigns were found on all populated continents and many were active at
the national, regional and international levels. By the time the Convention
entered into force on 1 March 1999, the ICBL truly had a global reach.

In the lead-up to the First CCW Review Conference, the ICBL was very
active in mobilising public and political opinion in support of a ban on anti-
personnel mines. 34 Early publications produced by NGOs — such as Landmines
in Cambodia: The Cowards War and After the Guns Fall Silent: The Enduring Legacy
of Landmines — were instrumental in highlighting the scope and nature of the
anti-personnel mine problem and became an important reference for future
work.35 Public meetings and events were held in a number of countries to
raise awareness of the problem among the general public and parliamentarians.
The ICBL also employed direct appeals, writing open letters to Heads of
State and calling for a ban on anti-personnel mines with full page
advertisements in The New York Times. The Second International NGO
Conference held in Geneva in 1995 brought together more than 110
representatives from 75 NGOs.

Once the Review Conference began delegates could not help but feel the
ICBL’s presence. In addition to the large number of activists attending the
public sessions of the Conference in Vienna (1995) and Geneva (1996) a variety
of activities broadcast their messages to conference delegates and the general
public. Activities included a simulated minefield in the hall of the UN that
delegates saw each day, a “Wall of Remembrance” with pictures of mine
victims as well as leaflets, posters, photo exhibitions, stickers and other
documentation. At the closing plenary of the Conference, the ICBL requested
one minute’s silence to remember mine victims past, present and future. A
candlelight vigil was also held.36 Such activities had never been seen before
in the development of international humanitarian law.

The failure of the CCW Review Conference to adopt a complete ban on
anti-personnel mines and the launch of the Ottawa Process gave new
opportunities for the ICBL and other organisations to press for a
comprehensive ban treaty. NGO activities continued in the lead-up to the
Oslo negotiations and the period following the conclusion of the Convention.
While governments took the lead role in organising expert meetings to
develop the structure and contents of the Convention, the ICBL was active at
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the international level in mobilising NGOs and building political will in support
of a prohibition.

Of particular importance was the 4th International NGO Conference held
in Maputo, Mozambique, on 25-28 February 1997, attended by some 450
participants from more than 60 countries and the NGO Forum held alongside
the Oslo negotiations. These meetings were instrumental in informing national
campaigns of recent developments and providing them with the tools to lobby
government officials. The meetings were also valuable vehicles through which
to expand the campaign. The Oslo meeting was attended by some 130 NGOs
and developed an NGO plan of action for the Convention’s entry into force.

In addition to the work being done at the international level, regional
and national meetings were also effective mechanisms for advocacy during
this time. Regional meetings brought together government officials from
neighbouring countries and provided a venue to discuss the regional
dimensions of the anti-personnel mine problem and the regional
implications of an anti-personnel mine ban. As militaries often viewed a
ban on anti-personnel mines as having implications for national security,
discussions with neighbouring governments were essential. In the lead-
up to the adoption of the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention and the
subsequent efforts to promote it, regional meetings were held in nearly
every part of the world.

National meetings were also instrumental. They allowed for broader
participation than was possible at regional or international conferences and
facilitated a frank exchange of views among government officials, military
officials, parliamentarians, academics and NGO activists and other actors. In
the lead-up to the conclusion and entry into force of the Convention, national
meetings were held in Australia, Azerbaijan, Greece, Japan, Jordan, Nepal,
Senegal, Sudan, Ukraine, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, and Yemen.

In parallel with these events the ICBL and the national campaigns continued
to use dramatic displays to bring attention to its cause and remember the
victims of anti-personnel mines. Some of the memorable events include the
“shoe pyramid” used to symbolise the limbs lost to anti-personnel mines, a
clock registering another victim every 20 minutes, simulated minefields for
people to walk through and a bell-ringing campaign in more than 30 countries
at the Convention’s entry into force.

The ICBL’s activities continued after the entry into force of the Convention.
Through meetings, conferences and public events, it has played an important
role in the efforts to universalise the Convention. As mentioned above, it has
also taken a lead role in monitoring its implementation. The ICBL and its
national member campaigns have made important contributions to the
intersessional work on mine clearance, victim assistance and risk education,
stockpile destruction and the status and operation of the Convention. In
addition, the Landmine Monitor has become a main source of information on
adherence to and implementation of the Convention and the success of efforts
to address the anti-personnel mine problem.

Unlike the CCW process, NGOs were permitted to contribute to the
substantive development of the text of the Convention. ICBL representatives
participated in the range of experts’ meetings to prepare the Convention and
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in all the sessions of the negotiations. One ICBL participant in these meetings
noted that this was the first time that NGOs had been given official status in
international negotiations of an arms control or humanitarian law treaty.37

The ICRC
As mentioned above, the ICRC was closely associated with

the early efforts to minimise the dangers of landmines to
civilian populations. Since its founding in 1863, the ICRC has
worked to develop the humanitarian rules applicable in armed
conflict and is widely recognised as the “guardian” of
international humanitarian law. States have often given the
ICRC a mandate to prepare the drafts of humanitarian law

treaties as the basis for international negotiations.
Similar to its earlier role in the development of the CCW, the ICRC was

active in the preparations for the First CCW Review Conference. It was invited
to participate in the government experts’ meetings preparing the Conference
and to submit a report on mines and other issues on the basis of its field
experience and expertise in international humanitarian law.38 During the Review
Conference the ICRC participated as an observer and commented formally and
informally on the issues and proposals which emerged. It also submitted its
own proposals for States Parties and experts to consider.39

The ICRC was also very active outside of the CCW context during this
time. It organised a series of expert seminars on anti-personnel mines between
1993 and 1995. One of the most important was the ICRC Symposium on
Anti-Personnel Mines held in Montreux, Switzerland, in April 1993. The
meeting brought together for the first time experts in military strategy, the
development and production of mines, international law, surgery,
rehabilitation and mine clearance. Participants included NGOs advocating
a complete ban on anti-personnel mines. The report of this meeting was sent
to all governments and became an important source of reference for the ICRC,
NGOs and others in their future activities.40 The meeting also marked the
start of a loose cooperation between the ICRC, the
ICBL and other organisations and experts working
on the anti-personnel mine issue.

Subsequent ICRC meetings and documents also
made important contributions to the efforts to ban anti-
personnel mines. In 1995, in cooperation with the
Organisation of African Unity (OAU), the ICRC
organised meetings in Africa to encourage African
States to participate in the CCW Review Conference
and to work towards a ban on anti-personnel mines.41

Particularly useful was its 1996 study examining the
military effectiveness of anti-personnel mines in 26
armed conflicts. Its findings, supported by 55 military
officers, concluded that the military utility of anti-
personnel mines was limited and was far outweighed
by the weapon’s humanitarian consequences. It went on to say that “their
prohibition and elimination should be pursued as a matter of utmost urgency by
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governments and the entire international community.”42 As the military utility of
anti-personnel mines was an important issue in discussions with military
officers, these were valuable findings for the advocacy efforts.

Four days before the first meeting of governmental experts to prepare the
CCW Review Conference, the ICRC publicly called for a total ban on anti-
personnel mines. This was followed by ICRC’s decision to launch — for the
first time in its history — a media campaign to mobilise public opinion and
political will for the stigmatisation of anti-personnel mines and for increased
commitments to victim assistance and mine clearance.43 The ICRC believed
that a strong public reaction would increase the political will of governments
to support a ban treaty and alleviate the suffering of mine victims. It had
never before used such “public” methods in its efforts to develop international
humanitarian law.44

The ICRC continued its advocacy and was active at many levels following
the disappointing results of the CCW Review Conference. It was keenly involved
in the work to develop the text of Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention,
commenting on the various draft texts and proposals in the experts’ meetings
in the Oslo negotiations. It also prepared and disseminated a broad range of
campaign materials and specialist and layman’s publications on the
humanitarian costs of landmines and the legal, medical, rehabilitative aspects
of the landmine problem.

The ICRC also used regional and national meetings to garner support for
a comprehensive ban treaty and the Ottawa Process. Following the First CCW
Review Conference it organised or assisted regional meetings in the
Philippines (for military officers) and Zimbabwe (for members of the Southern
African Development Committee). It also organised a national seminar on
landmines in Managua, Nicaragua.

In parallel with its media campaign, the ICRC also facilitated media
coverage of the situation in mine-affected countries. Journalists, of both the
electronic and print media, were received at ICRC delegations and transported
to mine-affected areas to speak with local residents about their situation.
They also visited ICRC medical treatment centres and rehabilitation clinics
and were put in touch with other humanitarian organisations working in the
area. Many articles, stories and documentaries resulted from such visits,
further increasing the public exposure to the issue and the scale of the
problem.45

This unprecedented ICRC advocacy reflected how determined it was to
pursue the total elimination of anti-personnel mines.

The United Nations
Along with the ICBL and the ICRC, the United Nations also

made important contributions to the development of a ban on
anti-personnel mines. It expressed support for a ban prior to
the start of the experts’ meetings preparing the First CCW
Review Conference. Even though the UN Secretary-General is
the depositary of the CCW, he noted in 1994 that “the best and
most effective way” to solve the global landmine problem was a
complete ban on all landmines.46 The UN also issued yearly
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reports (1994-1996) on national moratoriums adopted by States on the export of
anti-personnel mines and urged those States which had not already done so to
take such measures in the lead-up to the First CCW Review Conference. A
report on the progress towards an international agreement to ban anti-personnel
mines (1997) and reports on assistance in mine action (from 1995) were also
issued. These documents, prepared in response to UN General Assembly
resolutions, helped document developments on the anti-personnel mine issue
and highlight its importance among UN departments and specialised agencies.

The study by Ms Graça Machel for the UN on the impact of armed conflict
on children (1996) was a particularly important document.47 It specifically
highlighted the dangers landmines posed to young people and called upon
governments to support a worldwide ban. It played an important role in
sensitising and galvanising the various agencies and departments of the UN
towards a ban on anti-personnel mines.

The agencies of the UN also played an important role in promoting a ban.
the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP), the Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and the United Nations Mine Action
Service (UNMAS) were all active in various capacities. In many instances
their country representatives lobbied the relevant ministries to support the
Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention or worked at the local level to empower
communities to carry out their own advocacy. A variety of reports,
publications and other materials were also produced. Representatives from
UN departments and agencies attended many of the conferences and seminars
on landmines, and participated in the First CCW Review Conference as well
as the Ottawa and Oslo meetings. Their activities have continued in the efforts
to universalise and implement the Convention.

Other international and regional organisations
Other international and regional bodies also played a role. Support for a

ban on anti-personnel mines was expressed by the Vatican Council for Justice
and Peace (1994), the Islamic Conference (1995) and the African, Caribbean,
Pacific Union Joint Assembly (1995). The Council of Ministers of the
Organisation of African Unity (OAU) adopted a resolution calling upon member
States to support a common African position in favour of a ban (1995). On the
other side of the Atlantic Ocean, the Organization of American States (OAS)
adopted a resolution establishing the Americas as a hemisphere-wide zone
free of all landmines (1996). Shortly thereafter, Caribbean States also declared
the creation of a mine-free zone (1996). These developments helped further the
political discussions and were a further indication of the depth of the support
to ban these weapons.

Key features of the advocacy on mines and UXO

A multi-dimensional role and partnership with States
One of the most striking features of the development of a ban on anti-personnel

mines was the multi-dimensional character of the advocacy campaign.
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Advocacy was undertaken by a variety of actors from an assortment of
backgrounds and disciplines. Never before had a campaign been so well
coordinated and so motivated to achieve a development of international
humanitarian law.

Equally striking was the wide range of activities used. Case studies, expert
meetings, national, regional and international conferences, public
demonstrations and mass media were used to raise awareness and promote
a ban. This was a style of advocacy much different from the early development
of international law on mines and UXO.

The following features played an important role in the campaign’s
success.

Expertise
Each major organisation involved had first-hand experience of dealing with

the problems caused by mines and UXO. The ICRC, the UN and several core
members of the ICBL had operations in war-torn countries. They witnessed, on
a daily basis, the direct effects of these weapons on individual civilians and
communities. These organisations were either clearing mines and UXO,
conducting risk education and treating and rehabilitating victims even before
such activities were enveloped under the label of “mine action.” In sounding
the alarm about the mine and UXO problem, these organisations thus brought
a credible field perspective and a distinct authority to the discussions on how
to address the problem. Their experiences changed the perception that anti-
personnel mines were a humanitarian problem and not an arms control issue.

Global reach
The ICBL, the ICRC and the UN had direct links to government capitals and

to civil society in many countries. Through its national campaigns and member
NGOs, the ICBL was able to raise awareness of anti-personnel mines at the
local level, to mobilise public opinion and to lobby government officials. As the
international community began negotiations on anti-personnel mines, the
campaigns could meet directly with government representatives,
parliamentarians and military officials to explain the ICBL’s proposals and
positions. This gave the organisation an active and nearly global reach.

The ICRC also had local operations supporting its advocacy efforts. Through
its delegations and the National Societies of the Red Cross and Red Crescent
Movement, the ICRC could distribute documents and have its print and media
advertisements used at the national level. Many documents and
advertisements were translated into local languages. As ICRC delegations
and national societies often work closely with governments on international
humanitarian law issues, most already had a well-established dialogue with
government officials.

The UN also played an active role. UNICEF and UNHCR were particularly
active in advocating for a ban on anti-personnel mines at the regional and
national levels through their participation at seminars and conferences and in
bilateral contacts at the field level.

There was a significant coordination between these organisations in their
advocacy work. While the ICRC and the UN were not members of the ICBL,
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their activities were mutually reinforcing. Representatives of each were often
found together on the panels of meetings and conferences and they often
disseminated each other’s documentation. While they each conducted separate
dialogues with government officials there was a consistent flow of messages
that helped further the discussion and consideration of the anti-personnel
mine ban by governments.

Partnership with States
Achieving a ban on anti-personnel mines required a working collaboration

with States in order to further the issue on the international agenda. Working
closely with pro-ban organisations, States such as Austria, Belgium, Canada,
Norway, South Africa and Switzerland helped drive the process at the
diplomatic level to develop the structure and contents of the Anti-Personnel
Mine Ban Convention. Similarly, the carefully planned focus on a regional
approach (especially in Africa and Central America), supported by a cross-
regional “core group” of States, quickly and effectively built momentum
towards a ban. Thus the anti-personnel mine issue moved forward more
quickly than is generally the case in traditional disarmament or international
humanitarian law negotiations. It also showed that important humanitarian
issues can be addressed without the involvement of the most powerful
governments. States other than the world’s largest military or diplomatic
powers can establish important and widely ratified humanitarian norms,
particularly in the face of an urgent humanitarian need and with strong public
support (see further below).

Military-to-military dialogue
One of the important, yet often overlooked, elements of the campaign

against anti-personnel mines was the effective role of military-to-military
dialogue. Parallel to the public campaign in many countries was a
corresponding effort in military circles to end anti-personnel mine use. Senior
military officers, both active and retired, from combat and clearance forces,
took a lead role in these activities. Countries supporting a ban, such as Canada
and South Africa, made their officers available for advocacy activities.

Documents were developed specifically for military audiences. These
include Anti-Personnel Mines: Friend or Foe, a study on the military utility of anti-
personnel mines, written by retired Brigadier Patrick Blagden (the former UN
Expert on Mines) and published by the ICRC, and Alternatives to Anti-Personnel
Landmines, written by General Robert Gard Jr. and published by the Vietnam
Veterans of America Foundation. These and other similar materials were
widely distributed at national, regional and international conferences on anti-
personnel mines and, more specifically, at the meetings organised for military
officials.

The issues addressed in these publications included the military utility of
anti-personnel mines, the consequences of anti-personnel mines on one’s own
forces and civilian populations, and tactical and technical alternatives to anti-
personnel mines. Military-to-military dialogue was, and still is, one of the most
effective means of furthering consideration of the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban
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Convention among military forces, because it challenged the military case for
the retention of anti-personnel mines above and beyond the humanitarian
impact on the civilian population.

A process to promote implementation
Equally important to the norms established by the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban

Convention are the formal and informal processes created to promote its
implementation. The Standing Committees provide an open and informal
forum where States Parties, NGOs and international organisations and even
non-party States can share expertise, experiences and resources on the
Convention’s key provisions and mine action more generally. This has helped
States Parties to fulfil their obligations and to prepare them to meet the
deadlines for anti-personnel mine clearance and stockpile destruction. It has
also helped keep States Parties and the international community focused on
addressing the anti-personnel mine problem in the years since the Convention
entered into force.

An annual meeting is also held by States Parties to amended Protocol II of
the CCW. This one-day event examines the overall status of the Protocol but
does not significantly examine issues related to mine action. As most of the
States Parties to amended Protocol II are also parties to the Anti-Personnel
Mine Ban Convention, many see no value in discussing similar issues in both
fora. While their participation is permitted, few NGOs and other mine action
organisations attend the annual meetings of amended Protocol II.

The Landmine Monitor Report, published annually by the ICBL, is one of
the important surveys of the progress being made on the landmine problem.
This annual report provides an independent overview of the situation in mine-
and UXO-affected countries, the ongoing mine action activities within each
country and the national positions on the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention
and amended Protocol II to the CCW. For States Parties to the Anti-Personnel
Mine Convention, the report highlights the status of the instrument’s
implementation at the national level and its positions on related issues, such
as anti-handling devices and anti-vehicle mines with sensitive fuzes. The
Landmine Monitor plays an essential role in measuring the impact of the
Anti-Personnel Mine Convention and the efforts to address the problems
caused by mines and UXO more generally.

A new approach to creating rules on mines and UXO?
Several commentators have suggested that the development of the Anti-

Personnel Mine Ban Convention signals a new approach in international
relations and, in particular, in the efforts to address threats to human security.48

Following the success of the Ottawa Process, NGO coalitions were formed to
advocate on the International Criminal Court, child soldiers, and small arms
and light weapons, with varying degrees of success.49

Compared to the advocacy on anti-personnel mines, there has been
significantly less effort directed at addressing the impact caused by ERW.
From the humanitarian point of view, ERW is an equally devastating problem
— leftover ordnance causing large numbers of civilian casualties and long-
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term socio-economic consequences. In some respects, addressing the ERW
problem would seem easier than prohibiting anti-personnel mines. Unlike
anti-personnel mines, militaries have widely recognised that ERW have no
intended military utility. In addition, governments have been dramatically
sensitised to the problems caused by ERW as a result of the Anti-Personnel
Mine Ban Convention. Finally, there has not been a concerted effort to ban
any weapon in the work on ERW. Thus, ERW would seem to be a good
candidate for a strong response by the international community.

The new Protocol V recently adopted by the States Parties to the CCW is,
however, only a modest result. Many States sought stronger obligations to
minimise the post-conflict consequences of ERW. Others, however, would
not accept absolute commitments. The result is a protocol which establishes
an important framework for reducing the threat of ERW but which only
requires parties to a conflict to act “where feasible” and “where practicable”. In
addition, the Protocol’s principal rules will only apply to future conflicts and
are not meant to apply to existing ERW problems. States Parties with ERW
on their territory from past conflicts are, however, given a right to seek
assistance from other States and international organisations in order to help
them deal with the existing problem.

As mentioned above, CCW States Parties also decided to continue to discuss
the problems of anti-vehicle mines and specific regulations on cluster
munitions. While a number of States have proposed new rules on these
weapons to minimise the humanitarian consequences, there has been little
progress since these issues were placed on the CCW agenda in 2000. Several
States oppose new rules on cluster munitions and have consistently blocked
negotiations.

A number of factors may explain the modest results on ERW and the slow
approach to new rules on anti-vehicle mines and submunitions. Firstly, the
negotiations and discussions were conducted in the context of the CCW, which
takes its decisions by consensus. As a result, the texts and decisions must be
acceptable to all States Parties and are destined to be the result of compromise.
No State, even those involved in the Ottawa Process, sought to take these
issues out of the CCW.

Secondly, there was much less public pressure for strong results. Fewer
NGOs and international organisations were involved in the development
and negotiation of the ERW Protocol and the efforts to create stronger rules
on anti-vehicle mines and submunitions. Mines Action Canada, Human Rights
Watch, Landmine Action, ICRC, the UN Mine Action Service and several
other organisations have been active on these issues but, despite their efforts,
there has not been the same sense of urgency found during the campaign
against anti-personnel mines. As was highlighted by one delegate from a State
that does not want new regulations on anti-vehicle mines: “We don’t feel any
real pressure to address the issue”.

The reach of international humanitarian law:
more than just the numbers

One of the points often raised in the work to develop new rules on mines
and UXO is the need to secure the adherence of major military and diplomatic
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powers. It is widely believed in diplomatic circles that new treaties adopted in
this area must have the support of powerful countries if they are to have any
chance of becoming widely ratified and achieve their objectives. This was
regularly cited in the early pursuit of a ban on anti-personnel mines. It has also
been referred to in the work on ERW and is likely to be a consideration in the
future efforts to develop new rules on mines and UXO.

The Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention is one example of an international
treaty that became a widely accepted international norm without the support
of a number of significant military powers. Despite this lack of support
(perhaps even as a result of it!), the Convention was quickly and widely
ratified. Within 19 months of its adoption in December 1997, the Convention
had received the 40 ratifications necessary for it to become binding
international law. Six years later, 147 States — more than three quarters of
the world’s nations — have joined the Convention.

As a result of the large number of ratifications, the prohibition on anti-
personnel mine use has become the international norm. This has had a
corresponding impact on the behaviour of States not a party to the instrument.
While States not bound by the Convention can legally use anti-personnel
mines, fewer and fewer choose to do so. As cited by the Landmine Monitor,
“the overall trend has been positive, even with respect to non-States Parties, as the
international norm against the anti-personnel mine has spread”.50 When anti-
personnel mines have been used, the ICBL and others have voiced concern
and disapproval. Thus, even though only legally applicable to States Parties,
the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention has become the standard of
behaviour expected of responsible governments.

The Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention is not the only instance where a
treaty of international humanitarian law has been widely ratified without
the support of powerful nations. The 1925 Geneva Protocol prohibiting the
use of poison gas and bacteriological weapons was widely adhered to in
spite of the fact that several important countries, most notably the United
States and Japan, did not consent to be bound by the instrument. The US
eventually ratified the Protocol in 1975 — some 70 years after its adoption.
Nevertheless, the prohibition on the use of poison gas became a widely
accepted norm throughout the international community.

These examples show that instruments can become a widely accepted norm
in spite of the fact that some major military and diplomatic powers have not
adhered to them. While there is clearly a benefit in having as broad support
as possible on weapons issues, particularly in order to bind users and
producers, humanitarian rules can nonetheless develop. Universal application
of the law can be a slow process. It may take some countries decades to formally
adhere to new treaties, but, in the development of humanitarian norms, States
seeking solutions to a humanitarian problem can set the standard for the
international community.

The use of statistics in advocacy
Statistics played a prominent role in the public campaign against anti-

personnel mines. The ICBL, the ICRC and the UN used a variety of figures
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on the nature and the scope of the mine problem. These figures were often
quoted by governments and repeated in media reports. The numbers provided
an easily understood indication of the scale of the problem and captured the
attention of governments and the general public. Some of the statistics
regularly quoted included estimates that there were 35 million uncleared
mines in Afghanistan, 9–15 million in Angola, 6 million in Bosnia and
Herzegovina and 6 million in Cambodia. The worldwide problem was said
to total up to 110 million mines in the ground.

These figures became a source of controversy. There were strong objections
to these estimates by several mine clearance organisations. It was noted, for
example, that in order to lay 35 million mines in Afghanistan, Soviet forces
would have had to have emplaced 10,000 mines per day, every day of the
Soviet Union’s nine-year military involvement in the country.51 The HALO
Trust claimed that the scope of the anti-personnel mine problem in many
countries was far less than cited in the advocacy campaign documents.52

These claims had merit and many estimates were subsequently lowered.
In Afghanistan, the estimate was reduced to 10 million mines (which probably
still overstated the scale of problem). The national mine action centre in Bosnia
and Herzegovina lowered its estimate to 750,000 mines that needed to be
cleared.53 Moreover, although useful for advocacy, these figures are almost
valueless in terms of mine action. Thus, today the information coming from
countries heavily affected by mines and UXO focuses not on the number of
mines that remain uncleared but rather on the number of known minefields
and UXO locations, the number of villages and square meters affected by the
weapons, and the number of victims.54

One concern about the use of such figures was that it would undermine
funding for mine action programmes. Specifically it was asserted that the
high figures would cause donors to shy away from providing funds for
clearance activities if they perceived that such projects might need to last for
decades or even hundreds of years.55 Fortunately, such claims have not
materialised. Funding for mine action has been and remains substantial. For
calendar year 2003, Landmine Monitor identified US$339 million in mine action
funding from more than 24 donors. It appears likely that funding for 2004
increased significantly, although the convening of the First Review Conference
of the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention and the change in the exchange
rate between the dollar and the euro is probably largely responsible for that
increase.

In total, it is believed that more than US$2.5 billion has been contributed
for mine action since 1989. Advocacy has probably taken up no more than
US$50 million of this amount — a relatively meagre 2 per cent of the funds
allocated. Importantly it also notes that there has been an increase in the number
of mine/UXO affected countries reporting organised mine clearance operations.56

The Implementation Support Unit (ISU) of the GICHD also retains
information on the trends in funding. Tables prepared by the ISU show that
there has been no significant change in the total level of contributions to
mine action since 1998 and that the annual contributions of some significant
donors have actually increased in recent years. Similarly, the ICRC’s Special
Appeal for Mine Action has been consistently funded. The appeal, launched
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in 1999, sought to raise 100 million Swiss Francs (approx. US$80 million) over
five years for its mine risk education, victim assistance and advocacy
programmes.57

The capacity to record data on mines and UXO has improved in recent
years. With the professionalisation of mine action and the development of
survey standards and information management tools, such as the IMSMA,
organisations have better means to determine and record the extent of the
mine and UXO problem. Aware of the earlier concerns on the use of statistics,
many organisations are now much more cautious in their use of figures.

Conclusions

Advocacy has been a major factor in achieving a comprehensive
international legal prohibition of anti-personnel mines in the space of only a
few years and has promoted the commitment of significant resources to mine
action. A side benefit has been the promotion of the development and
implementation of international humanitarian law more generally.

The current definition of advocacy in the IMAS focuses on initiatives aimed
at mobilising public support to reduce the threat or consequences of mines
and UXO. However, as this chapter has highlighted, advocacy in the
development of the international law on mines and UXO has involved more
than the marshalling of public opinion. It has also encompassed the direct
lobbying of government officials and activities in coordination with NGOs,
international organisations, the ICRC and others. Much of the work in
developing the law on mines and UXO has occurred at the expert level. While
public opinion and public pressure are essential elements in influencing
government positions, it is only part of the more general advocacy effort.

Future editions of the IMAS should consider improving the definition of
advocacy. A possible definition could be as follows:

Advocacy: In the context of mine action, the term refers to actions or
activities intended to lobby for, encourage or promote the adoption and
implementation of rules and policies with the aim of removing or reducing
the threat from and the impact of mines and UXO.

This would bring the IMAS concept of advocacy closer to the way that it
is practised by NGOs, international organisations and other actors in this
area.

Consideration should also be given to broadening the reference to advocacy
and international law in the IMAS definition of mine action. Thus, the IMAS
declares that mine action includes five complementary groups of activities,
including “advocacy against the use of anti-personnel mines”.58 This seems
unnecessarily narrow. A better formulation might be as follows:

Mine action includes “advocacy in favour of the prohibition and
elimination of anti-personnel mines and the promotion of the adoption
and implementation of norms, rules, policies and actions that reduce the
threat from and impact of other UXO”.

More generally, there is a need to develop a means to regularly monitor
the UXO situation globally and in specific contexts. Information on the
problem in many parts of the world is not regularly reported or disseminated.
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Thus, it is often difficult to keep abreast of developments on the nature of the
UXO problem, its human and socio-economic consequences and the
consequences of new conflicts or other factors on the ground. As work
progresses on a variety of UXO-related issues, information in these areas
would be an important contribution to ongoing advocacy work.

Such a mechanism would also be valuable for ensuring the implementation
of the new Protocol on Explosive Remnants of War. This new agreement is
more than a treaty to govern the conduct of States. It is an international
framework for mine action. In addition to the more general information on
UXO, a monitoring mechanism could chart adherence to the Protocol and
how States are altering their national and military policies. Once a conflict
has taken place, such a monitoring mechanism would be essential to report
on how the Protocol’s obligations are being executed.

The ICBL’s Landmine Monitor is an example of a mechanism that has
been effective in monitoring the progress made on landmines. It has become
an essential element in advocacy on the landmine issue. While many of its
reports provide a glimpse into the UXO problem, their primary focus is on
the policies and activities related to landmines. More detailed information
on other forms of UXO would be useful.

Consideration should be given to developing a mechanism to regularly
monitor the broader UXO problem and the work being done to address
it. Annual publications are one approach. Broadening or supporting the
work of the Landmine Monitor might so be considered. Other ideas may
include regular consultations of States and mine action professionals,
through a process parallel to the Standing Committees of the Anti-
Personnel Mine Ban Convention. Clearly any concepts developed need to
build upon existing efforts and not duplicate them.

In learning the lessons of the past decade, it is clear that part of the success
of the campaign against anti-personnel mines was the unprecedented degree
of coordination among the variety of actors involved in advocacy activities.
Although the main actors came from a range of disciplines, operated under
different mandates and played different roles in the advocacy work, they
nevertheless closely coordinated and supported each other’s activities.

However, the same level of cooperation and coordination has not been as
evident in the efforts to improve the international law on ERW, anti-vehicle
mines and cluster munitions in the context of the CCW. While several NGOs,
the ICRC, UNMAS and UNICEF have worked closely in these areas, other
organisations involved in the anti-personnel mine issue have been less active.59

As compared with meetings on landmines, fewer organisations have
participated in the meetings of the CCW States Parties or its Group of
Governmental Experts. In addition, the proposals on ERW and anti-vehicle
mines have not been as extensively raised in capitals by advocacy
organisations.

One explanation is that many of the relevant organisations remain focused
on the anti-personnel mine problem and the implementation of the anti-
personnel Mine Ban Convention. With the Convention’s Standing Committees,
the Meeting of States Parties and implementation work at the national level,
most organisations are fully occupied throughout the year. It is often difficult

Advocacy and international law
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for them to follow developments in the parallel processes in the CCW with their
existing resources. As a result, there has been less public and political pressure
on governments for a positive result on ERW, anti-vehicle mines and cluster
munitions.

As work continues on these issues, cooperation and coordination will need
to be enhanced if the Protocol on Explosive Remnants of War is to be widely
ratified and effective measures are to be adopted on anti-vehicle mines and
cluster munitions. The mobilisation of public pressure, political will and
dialogue with the armed forces will be essential parts of the advocacy work.
Greater cooperation and coordination in these areas will maximise the
effectiveness of the messages and activities. The organisation of an NGO
campaign on cluster munitions and ERW will improve the capacity for
cooperation and coordination on these issues. Formed in November 2003,
the Cluster Munitions Coalition should become an important actor and a focal
point in the advocacy efforts on these issues.
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Introduction

This chapter looks at the development of mine risk education (MRE), which
was previously called mine awareness. It begins by discussing the needs of
affected communities for MRE, which should be the basis of all good
programming. A review of some of the key actors in MRE precedes an
assessment of the different methodologies that have been used to date. This
leads on to a broader review of the evolution in the sector, in particular
relating to the development of community liaison. The chapter ends with
some thoughts for the future professionalisation of the discipline.

MRE is one of the five pillars of mine action. As such, it has received
substantial donor support since the inception of mine action at the end of the
1980s. Yet its effectiveness has been questioned, it has at times been poorly
understood by other mine action practitioners and only rarely has it been
well integrated within demining programmes. It is defined as: “educational

5 Mine risk education
Andy Wheatley

Summary
The MRE sector has slowly begun to professionalise — a process
marked by the development of guidelines, the introduction of training
protocols and the current development of IMAS standards
incorporating MRE. Yet, given the amount of funding made available
to MRE programmes (probably between US$10 million and US$15
million each year), it is extremely surprising that donors have not
been more insistent on being shown substantive proof of efficacy. To
date, operational efficiency and effectiveness have largely been
evidenced by questionable indicators such as the counting of outputs.
So, in seeking to coordinate and integrate with other mine action and
development intervention, MRE must do more to demonstrate its
effectiveness (and efficiency) as a means of reducing casualties. In
addition, in communities where mine clearance is being undertaken
the focus should be on MRE through community liaison, managed
and tasked as part of the clearance operation.
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activities which seek to reduce the risk of physical injury from mines /UXO by raising
awareness and promoting behavioural change, including public information
dissemination, education and training, and community mine action liaison.”1

MRE is deemed an activity in support of mine (and UXO) risk reduction.
Risk reduction is defined by the IMAS as:

“Those actions which lessen the probability and/or severity of physical
injury to people, property or the environment … Mine risk reduction
can be achieved by physical measures such as clearance, fencing or marking,
or through behavioural changes brought about by MRE.”2

Another common characteristic is that during the 1990s MRE has typically
been a “catch-all” term for activities consisting of many different
“deliverables”. What these activities have in common is the promotion and
dissemination of safety messages to perceived “at risk” communities. This
process has undergone much refinement during the 1990s as implementing
organisations have developed a clearer understanding of the messages to be
communicated and improved the methodologies used to do so. Learning,
however, has not been uniform.

 In general, activities can be divided into three different approaches:
Public awareness: this covers the use of the mass media, posters, public
information campaigns, information dissemination in refugee camps
and so on, and is very much a one-way delivery of information, often
in emergency situations.
Education: this is (or should be) a two-way process, whether formal or
informal, allowing for the sharing of collective knowledge and building
on existing community strengths.
Community liaison: this third approach will be discussed later in the
chapter.

Helping communities at risk

Communities requiring MRE assistance can be broadly divided into the
following three groups:

those who are unaware of existence of mines/UXO and their dangers
— this group often includes children, or those who have not previously
been exposed to conflict;
those who are aware of what mines are and have some idea as to their
danger but do not know how to minimise their exposure to risk — the
uninformed; and
those who are aware of mines and what they can do, have had exposure
to information on how to minimise risks, but still practise high risk
behaviour — the intentional risk-takers.

A number of factors affect behaviour other than awareness and knowledge,
including economic necessity, social pressures and the personal attitude of
those involved. Those in the third group may include resource-poor communities
or individuals searching for water or fuel, adolescent boys tending cattle,
children tampering with mines through play or as a show of bravado, or people
attempting to defuze and remove explosive or metal casing for use/sale.

Experience to date suggests that a well-planned intervention can assist the
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rapid reduction of risk faced by these first two groups.3 The provision of detailed
and practical information specific to the threat faced in a given area has helped
reduce casualty rates — sometimes dramatically (although demonstrating
impact is a contentious issue, as discussed below). Relevant information would
include identification of mines and UXO, the promotion of safe behaviour (for
example information on areas to avoid, and recognition of formal and informal
mine marking), advice on what to do if a mine or suspicious item is encountered.

Increasingly, however, MRE practitioners have recognised the shortcomings
of such approaches in the case of the third risk-taking group. It has been
understood that promoting long-term behavioural change demands more than
just the provision of information. There must be a clear understanding as to
why risky activities are undertaken before embarking on efforts to reduce the
exposure of the target population. As such, these programmes have more in
common with HIV/AIDS prevention, anti-smoking and drink-driving
campaigns. Such programmes are difficult and require sustained support.
Accordingly, they are not necessarily feasible in all circumstances.

Further, some programmes, for example in Bosnia and Herzegovina or
Croatia, have sought to target a much wider population than simply those
directly affected by landmines or UXO. These programmes seek to inform
not only all those who may come into contact with mines, but also key opinion
formers who can be used to influence others, such as journalists, celebrities,
tourists and the public at large.4 In general, however, and notwithstanding
the basic principles of communication, programmes have tended to target
directly only those deemed most at risk.

The rationale for MRE

MRE developed from recognition that UXO and mine clearance, while
being the ultimate solution to a community’s mine problem, was also slow,
expensive and at times simply not possible or appropriate. Clearance was
often not feasible in areas of restricted access, ongoing conflict, where there
was hostility or suspicion by governing authorities to mine action initiatives,
or where a lack of funding resulted in at-risk communities not receiving the
priority they deserved.

In this context, it was quickly understood that a number of interventions
could be undertaken to reduce a community’s exposure to the threat in the
short to medium term. These centred on disseminating information to affected
communities using different educational and participatory approaches in an
attempt to increase knowledge of the dangers of mines and UXO, their typical
locations, and showing how exposure to risk can be minimised.

 As mine action has matured, changes have been instituted to reflect
improved practice regarding prioritisation, coordination, communication and
ownership of activities. A trend of the last few years, certainly among the
more established organisations, has been an evolution of MRE activities from
a narrow educational function towards one of community liaison — seeking
to develop information-gathering capacity, to share information with key mine
action stakeholders, and to assist in developing a community’s sense of
ownership of mine action.5

Mine risk education
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In essence, MRE seeks to achieve a reduction in risk-taking behaviour and,
hopefully, also in the number of mine and UXO victims. However, it also
recognises that risk can be reduced through the use of a “toolbox” approach
using a variety of methodologies beyond pure information and education. These
include:

mine marking;
information sharing on the location and nature of threat in affected
areas;
the identification of key at-risk groups in communities;
a better understanding of how and why communities are exposed to
mines and UXO (e.g. through KAPB [Knowledge, Attitudes, Practices
and Belief]6 studies); and
the development of reporting systems (and crucially demining response
mechanisms) and specifically targeted activities in response to the needs
of individual communities.

Such a community liaison approach appears to be the way forward for
MRE (and is being applied in a growing number of projects and programmes).
It is a reflection that education in the traditional sense has often overlooked
many of these approaches and has not linked well with clearance organisations
— particularly with regard to prioritisation and the sharing of data gathered
from communities. However, as of writing too many programmes continue
to undertake inappropriate “traditional” programmes of questionable value
and impact. Further, concern remains that the IMAS standards for MRE do
not adequately capture the complexities of this process.7

The “key players”

The early 1990s saw the parallel emergence of MRE programming in a
number of countries — the majority of which still remain large programmes
today. Most activity and learning as to how MRE should be undertaken emerged
from the experience of a few key countries (most prominently, Afghanistan,
Angola, Cambodia, northern Iraq and Mozambique) — often with very different
mine threats.  In only one of these countries (Afghanistan) was the mine action
process effectively managed and coordinated by the UN.8 While there may have
been UN presence in mine action elsewhere it was the non-governmental
organisations (NGOs) who were in the main responsible for the establishment,
design and development of programmes.

Non-governmental organisations
Indeed, as with much of mine action, MRE was pioneered in the 1990s by a

small number of NGOs, most of whom developed programmes in parallel to
mine and UXO clearance. Among the NGOs involved, Norwegian People’s Aid
(NPA), Handicap International (HI, both Belgium and France) and Mines
Advisory Group (MAG) were the most prominent innovators in this sector.9

Other NGOs undertook prominent roles in specific countries — for example,
Save the Children US was a prominent partner of the Afghanistan MRE
programme from 1996, Save the Children UK gained significant MRE
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experience in Sri Lanka and Save the Children Sweden (Rädda Barnen) has
developed a number of programmes in the Middle East. However, the
involvement of other organisations was more the exception than the rule and
they rarely developed sectoral expertise in-house.

Of the three main NGOs, MAG pursued the most integrated model,
eventually seeking to incorporate MRE and clearance within the same team.
Key countries which provided important learning opportunities and thus were
crucial to the development of what became MAG’s community liaison
approach were Angola (1993), Cambodia (1992), northern Iraq (1992) and the
Lao People’s Democratic Republic (Laos) (1994). These countries, the first in
which MAG undertook clearance and MRE activities, provided the opportunity
to develop solutions to overcome programming limitations.

Over time, MAG learned that many of the constraints to efficient
programming (limited information on the scale and scope of particular threats,
poor prioritisation, lack of clarity as to the objective to be achieved in demining
a particular area, duplication of visits to particular communities, and inefficient
use of often scarce transport resources) were eliminated or reduced by
providing their MRE teams with a wider brief — to encompass data gathering
and ongoing communication with key community representatives. In Angola,
this learning process was supported by the move by clearance personnel from
large clearance teams to the creation of small multi-skilled mobile teams,
which incorporated a community liaison element.10

NPA’s MRE programming began in Mozambique in 1993 and in Angola in
1994. In the two countries NPA undertook different educational and
information sharing initiatives, although activities increasingly evolved more
towards developing the capacity to measure the impact of particular clearance
projects on affected communities, and as such focused more on community
development and liaison initiatives rather than on MRE in the more traditional
sense. More recently, NPA has embarked on an integrated clearance
programme in Croatia designed explicitly to include mechanisms for
promoting community involvement, communication and ownership issues.

HI France has tended to run separate clearance and MRE programmes —
either MRE programmes stand alone in a country where demining is not
being undertaken, or parallel programmes are implemented within the same
country programme (for example, in Mozambique).

 HI began including community liaison teams (CLTs) in its demining
programmes from 1996, viewing the work of these teams as a sub-activity of
MRE in the larger sense — making the link between demining activities, the
community and any externally implemented MRE. CLTs gather information
useful for the demining units, inform the community about demining activities
and conduct limited mine risk education in communities in close proximity to
the demining activity. HI has been responsible for developing training and
programme management tools, applied as appropriate both to CLT operations
and to its more traditional MRE educational activities.

HI Belgium has likewise undertaken awareness initiatives since 1992 in
Afghanistan, Cambodia, Laos and the Democratic Republic of Congo, with
their programmes increasingly being considered as an integral part of the
mine action process.

Mine risk education
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For most of the 1990s, and in common with many aid organisations,
communication and sharing of best practice between practitioners have not
always occurred efficiently or systematically. In part this simply reflects the
circumstances of small, overstretched NGOs where time and resources
have been at a premium, where communication from conflict-affected countries
is difficult, and where budget and time are lacking for the publication and
dissemination of “lessons learned” publications. The result is that emphasis
tended to focus on today’s problems rather than on sharing policies.

While understandable, the predictable outcome has been that many
agencies were engaged in “rediscovering the wheel” in parallel and, without
a doubt, best practice in MRE was slow to spread as a result. Indeed, for
some organisations it was difficult to share best practice between their own
programmes in different countries, let alone with external bodies. The
inevitable competition between NGOs also may have hindered the sharing
of best practice11 as NGOs — often in competition for funding — sought to
protect what they viewed as their competitive advantage.

In recent years, however, this appears to have been changing and a
concerted effort has been made to share experience more effectively. For
example, HI France has produced and widely shared implementation and
good practice guides12 and HI Belgium has published external evaluations
and recommendations for good practice emerging from its Afghanistan and
Cambodia programmes. Rädda Barnen has also produced and disseminated
a best practice guide for undertaking MRE activities with children13 and in
2001 organised the first workshop to share and develop best practice in the
use of media in MRE.14

The International Committee of the Red Cross
The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) first became involved

in MRE in the mid-1990s, within the context of its broader efforts to alleviate
the suffering caused by war. Field staff, particularly doctors, who were finding
themselves treating increasing numbers of mine victims, had been encouraging
the organisation’s headquarters to consider possible preventive measures for
several years. While most of the ICRC’s efforts to stem the “epidemic of mine
injuries” were directed towards campaigning for a ban on anti-personnel
mines, some within the organisation had also recognised the need to undertake
MRE in affected countries.

The first full-scale ICRC mine and UXO programme was launched in spring
1996 in Bosnia and Herzegovina and Croatia. Since then, the ICRC has
conducted programmes directly, or through national Red Cross/Crescent
Societies, in some 20 countries or regions.15 Initially programmes tended to
concentrate on information collection and dissemination, sometimes including
statistics on the number of landmine victims. Over time, ICRC has come to
regard this aspect of its work as key to planning and implementing more
community-based activities that address the specific reasons for risk-taking.
Thus, posters and other one-way “small” media have been replaced by more
community engagement in the process.

ICRC has also sought to integrate better its MRE campaigns with other mine
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action activities.16 Thus, in Kosovo
in February 2000 the ICRC signed
an agreement with the Swiss
Demining Federation (Fédération
suisse de déminage — FDS) in which
the FDS would respond to the
survey, marking and defining
requests of communities identified
through ICRC MRE activities. The
ICRC has stated that it intends to
adopt this approach in future
programmes.17

As of June 2003, however, the
ICRC’s arrangement with FSD had

not been mirrored elsewhere, putting the strategy in doubt. For example, the
ICRC programme in Basra, Iraq, in early 2003 would have appeared to have
benefited from such clearance support but no plans are currently in place for
contracting FSD or any other demining organisation.

In 2005, the ICRC adopted a new, more comprehensive policy on “preventive
mine action operations”, which includes not only traditional MRE and linkages
with demining, but also other relief activities intended to reduce the need for
risk-taking among the civilian population.

The military
During the last decade, international military contingents (and sometimes

police units) have engaged in MRE presentations in several countries and
territories, including Afghanistan, Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Cambodia, Croatia, Kosovo and Iraq. In addition, members of national military
units have undertaken MRE in Lebanon, Nicaragua and Thailand among
others.

An additional international actor has been the US. The US Army Engineer
School established the Countermine Training Support Center (CTSC) at Fort
Leonard Wood, Missouri, in April 1996. One course caters to standard army
units and offers a five-day programme of instruction in MRE techniques. The
other, which lasts two weeks, is geared to prepare American Special Forces
detachments to run a “train-the-trainer” programme in the specific country
to which they will be deployed. Both courses are said “to give US commanders
the ability to coordinate more effectively with foreign civilian and military officials
and to stress the congruence of US military countermine activities with the mores and
customs of civilians”.18

Provision of MRE training usually occurs in parallel to national or UN
coordinated efforts, outside the coordinated plan. MRE materials and
programmes are often designed in the US or a third country and are of
questionable relevance. Chris Horwood19 highlights an example of US Special
Forces Psychological Operations staff arriving in Cambodia to undertake MRE
training with pre-designed computer-based materials for introduction to
Cambodia without field testing or consultation of any kind.

Mine risk education

The civilian population in Azerbaijan is made
awareof  the dangers of anti-personnel landmines
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Most agencies recognise that the involvement of the military or police in
MRE is undertaken for the best of intentions. Perhaps the argument can be
made that in certain countries the military, whether national forces or
international peace-keeping contingents, are respected authority figures20 —
particularly to adolescent boys. As such, their word may command more
respect and therefore obedience than that of a civilian.

MRE organisations have expressed concern that flawed methodology can,
and often does, undermine the message being delivered. For example,
situations in which military MRE instructors touch or hold mines during
presentations are numerous,21 and there is also concern that soldiers in full
uniform — often armed — do not represent the best role model for
impressionable children. Presentations are often one-off deliveries of
information with little capacity to establish an ongoing link with that
community — or use the contact to develop further intelligence as to the
location and impact of mines or UXO on that population. It is partly for these
reasons that in 2000 the Kosovo Mine Action Coordination Centre (MACC)
attempted to end the Kosovo Protection Force (KFOR) “soldier to child” MRE
programme in schools around the province. For it is questionable what added
value is provided by military personnel undertaking MRE when there is
already sufficient capacity in country.

The United Nations
In 1998 the United Nations adopted a new policy on mine action. The

document, entitled Mine Action and Effective Coordination: the UN Policy, stated
that “UNICEF, working in collaboration with the UN Mine Action Service, is the
UN focal point for MRE. In this capacity it will provide appropriate guidance for all
MRE programmes, liaising closely with concerned partners such as OCHA, WFP,
UNHCR, WHO and UNDP”.22 The document also outlined UNICEF
responsibilities with regard to advocacy and victim assistance programmes.

In 2000, these responsibilities were formally incorporated into UNICEF’s
Core Corporate Commitments in Emergencies,23 and during 2001 work began
on the UNICEF Mine Action Strategy, which was finally released in March
2003.24 The goal set for MRE is that “MRE needs are identified and met in an
appropriate, effective and timely manner”, while objectives highlight the need
for integration of mine action, the capacity to provide an emergency
response and the need to provide technical guidance and the promotion
of best practice.25

UNICEF had been actively involved in mine action prior to this26 although
quality and capacity has varied substantially between programmes, reflecting
the sometimes poor knowledge and interpretation of the organisation’s
mandate (as well as that of the other key players in mine action).27 While
some interventions have been successful, others have proved problematic. Until
recently mine action was not recognised as mainstream programming and was
therefore often poorly understood and resourced by country offices — a fact
tacitly admitted in the 2002-2005 Mine Action Strategy document.28

Furthermore, MRE has tended to be placed within the child protection
component of programming. This has often resulted in an over-concentration
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on programming aimed at children and insufficient attention given to other key
at-risk groups.29  UNICEF’s capacity to support or monitor implementation by
partners has thereby been impeded.

In common with many MRE programmes much focus has been placed on
undertaking direct delivery of MRE at the expense of advocacy, capacity
building and support to national governmental or NGO bodies.30 Often,
programmes have focused on the production and distribution of materials
rather than quality delivery of MRE programming and have therefore had
limited impact. While this is not unique to UNICEF, in common with many
agencies and donors it has taken a long time to learn this lesson and move
on.

Another reflection from past UNICEF programming is that there has often
been insufficient engagement with other key players — UN bodies such as
the UN Mine Action Service (UNMAS), the UN Development Programme
(UNDP), mine action centres (where these exist), and recognised international
players such as ICRC and key NGOs. The experience in Kosovo where the
UNICEF country office chose not to fund the post of chief of MRE within the
UN’s Mine Action Coordination Centre provides a clear example of the
problems resulting from a failure to engage at an early stage. The upshot was
that UNICEF had far less influence on the evolution of the discipline and
MRE was far less integrated with mine action than is desirable.31

However, where UNICEF has focused on facilitation and coordination
there have been a number of successes. The programmes in Afghanistan,
Angola and Cambodia and the emerging programme in Iraq prove examples
of good practice and act as something of a template for future programming.
Here UNICEF has focused on facilitation rather than implementation since it
acted to add value to programming through sharing good practice, monitoring
the activities of implementing partners, assisting the creation of long-term
programming and building capacity within local structures.

In 2002, UNICEF and the ICBL established a Mine Risk Education Working
Group (MREWG), co-convened by both organisations, and made up of NGOs
and agencies engaged in MRE. It aims to bring together MRE practitioners to
better coordinate activities, share lessons learned, identify field support needs
and develop strategies to meet these. The MREWG was involved with the
development of the MRE components of the IMAS (see below).

Elsewhere within the UN structure, various agencies have touched on the
issues of landmines and MRE. For example, the study by Ms Graça Machel for
the UN on the impact of armed conflict on children includes a substantial
section on the impact of landmines. The study report noted critically that
presentations within MRE programmes “are not as effective as they need to be,
making relatively little use of techniques which are interactive … Often mine awareness
teams simply enter a community, present information and leave — an approach that
does not address the behavioural changes an affected community must make to prevent
injury.”32 This would appear a reasonable criticism and something of a
reoccurring theme regarding MRE, as discussed further below.

Two other UN agencies have mandates that impact directly on MRE issues
— namely the United Nations Development Programme and the United Nations
Mine Action Service — and the United Nations Office for Project Services

Mine risk education
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(UNOPS) was responsible for MRE in its integrated mine action programme in
northern Iraq. UNDP has responsibility for addressing socio-economic
consequences of landmine and UXO contamination, as well as for developing
and supporting national and local capacity to tackle the impact of mines and
UXO in the long term. UNMAS was formed in October 1997 to serve as the UN
focal point for mine action. At the global level, it is responsible for coordinating
all aspects of mine action within the UN system. At the field level, it is responsible
for providing mine action assistance in the context of humanitarian emergencies
and peace-keeping operations. As such, the role of UNMAS includes MRE —
although recognising that the lead is taken by UNICEF.

It has been argued that given the limitations imposed on UNICEF’s MRE
function as a result of issues raised above — in particular its country offices’
confusion as to the mandate, along with concerns as to UNICEF’s capacity to
integrate its activities — there is a strong case to be made for promoting
either UNDP or UNMAS as the natural home for MRE. In 2005, the waters
were somewhat muddied by the adoption of a new UN policy on mine action
that foresaw the allocation of responsibility for mine action, including MRE,
on a country-by-country basis within the UN Country Team. It remains to be
seen whether this will lead to UNICEF’s role in MRE becoming practically
diluted.

Methodology

This section will focus on MRE methodology and content as it relates to
information dissemination and the promotion of behavioural change. It will
first review principles and lessons learned during different programming
phases and then reflect on global learning and best practice in this regard.
This will be followed by an overview of key developments.

MRE during emergency, transition and development
A consensus33 has emerged as to what can be expected as a reasonable

output in terms of MRE, reflecting learning from a variety of programmes
during the last decade and more of mine action.34

In an emergency characterised by conflict, instability and large-scale
population movements, there is general agreement that MRE can typically
only hope to communicate basic mine safety messages using mass media
techniques35 — to inform rather than to educate in the wider sense.36

Information is disseminated in a broad-brush manner, providing basic safety
messages and raising “awareness” about the threat (or suspected threat) of
mines or UXO. Such programmes, while disseminating information widely,
particularly aim to reach most at-risk groups such as refugees or the internally
displaced returning to areas of past conflict.

In a post-conflict transitional environment in which peace-keeping or peace-
building have provided a greater degree of stability and access, it is now
generally recognised that MRE initiatives should evolve further. Stability gives
greater access, and thus an ability to better determine the location, scale and
nature of the mine/UXO threat. The focus of programming can and should
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change from a public information approach to one far more focused on
community level initiatives, seeking to establish who is most at risk — and
why.37

In terms of methodology, it is generally agreed among education
professionals that participatory methods of learning are more effective than
traditional rote learning methods.38 Too often, MRE programmes have tended
to be based on presentations and lectures, in a process that is often
disempowering and usually of little educational value,39 failing thereby to
recognise how adults learn, nor taking into account the knowledge and coping
skills within the communities forced to live daily with the mine threat. Often
the members of these communities possess greater knowledge of mines and
their dangers than the self-proclaimed experts instructing them. Community-
based participatory MRE events should ideally be undertaken with small
groups — possibly disaggregated by age or gender.40

 MRE professionals have recognised that in many places, mine safety is
best achieved through promoting long-term behavioural change. Lessons
still need to be drawn from other public health and development education
campaigns, such as HIV/AIDS awareness, breastfeeding promotion and
anti-smoking initiatives. However, while this view is constantly repeated
and reiterated in MRE circles, it is difficult to point to examples of effective
campaigns, or indeed many examples of where this approach has been
effectively pursued.41

Changes are, though, being seen in MRE programming in the development
context, where the population has had to live for long periods of time with
mines and UXO.42 Some programmes often no longer demonstrate
“traditional” MRE, but rather combine this with a process of information
transfer involving a dialogue with the community about not only the landmine
threat but also wider developmental problems, and seeking possible solutions
to these.43

In situations of long-term mine and UXO impact, knowledge of mines and
their dangers tends to be high, often learned through bitter experience.
Promoting greater mine safety is often therefore a process of ongoing
negotiation with communities and in particular with sub-groups within that
community who are exposed to particular risk-taking activities. Villagers who
have lived with a threat for a long time develop coping mechanisms and try
to avoid affected areas as much as they can; in these circumstances, standard
MRE messages such as “Don’t touch!” are not useful to the community.
Accidents occur largely because of intentional risk-taking brought about by
survival pressures. The presence of mines further marginalises already
impoverished post-conflict communities to the extent that crops have to be
sown and gathered and firewood and water collected, even in cases where
the only available land is affected by mines or UXO. In effect, activities essential
for daily survival overrule the desire to avoid possible death or injury.

In this context messages must evolve from discussions and focus on
practical detailed and precise alternatives as a way of promoting the reduction
in risk-taking behaviour. A key tool in this regard is community village risk
mapping44 which can also be fed into the mine marking and prioritisation
process. In addition, as noted in the Landmine Monitor Report in 2001:

Mine risk education
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“as a result of its community focus, mine awareness/community liaison
is also well placed to identify mine survivors who have unmet needs.
Although community liaison teams should not necessarily be expected
to have technical expertise in mine survivor assistance, sometimes
amputees are not aware of the existence of prosthetics clinics, or believe
that being fitted with a replacement or even first artificial limb will be
prohibitively expensive. In such a case, the simple transfer of information
— and possibly the provision of transport — can suffice to make a world
of difference to an individual and his/her family.”45

Similarly, a broader community liaison approach can include rapid-response
“spot” explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) activities. In Cambodia, the focus
of MRE is now on risk reduction in the widest sense, with the traditional
information-based approach jettisoned in favour of one focusing more on
undertaking concrete steps to make a particular area safe through improved
marking and removal of known and dangerous ordnance. This approach is
aided by the fact that a team may spend many days in a village undertaking
UXO removal, proximity clearance, presentations, discussions and mapping.

Messages promoted
Clearly the detail of safety messages promoted over the last decade or

more has varied depending on country, context and the nature of the threat
— not to mention the quality of the programme itself. No two countries or
programmes will (or indeed should) promote the same mix of messages or
promote them in the same way, although there is some scope to do so in
refugee repatriations, for example, where it may be appropriate for messages
promoted in the host country to mirror those of the country of return.46

Message promotion has evolved during the 1990s, as MRE staff have
learned at least a little from education professionals and public education
campaigns. Currently there is general agreement as to the set of messages to
be promoted and, increasingly, resource material from which to draw. HI’s
framework, for example, provides a useful means of breaking down the
subject. Commonly, these messages are broken down into the following
“message groups”:

how to recognise mines and UXO;
what effects mines and UXO have, physically, psychologically, socially
and economically;
areas liable to be mined;
clues indicating possible mines or mined areas;
signs and markings indicating mine- or UXO-contaminated areas;
what to do before travelling in unknown (and therefore possibly
dangerous) areas;
what to do when a mine or suspected mine/UXO is encountered; and
what to do in case of an accident.

While this does not claim to be exclusive or exhaustive it does provide a
basic framework for MRE activities, although any actual promotion should
be preceded by as thorough and detailed a needs assessment as possible.
Many individual agencies have developed their own frameworks and
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methodologies. While for the more established agencies this will have been
developed in-house, increasingly many (particularly the newer) agencies are
following the lead developed by UNICEF,47 the GICHD48 and (particularly
with regard to programming with children) the work of Save the Children
Sweden. However, as will be seen below, the key issue to date has not been
so much the message itself but the promotion of that message that has proved
problematic.

A number of messages have, however, generated considerable controversy,
perhaps highlighting the need for flexibility in implementation. Minefield
extraction has been a particular cause for debate with considerable argument
as to the best message to promote — for example, whether someone who
finds him- or herself in a minefield should retrace footsteps out of the minefield
or stay still and shout for help. Most argue against promoting the retracing
of footsteps given the limited conditions in which it is likely that footsteps
will be visible, although in some programmes it is recognised that this may
be the best of a bad list of options.

Prodding also promotes much debate — most agencies being actively
opposed to this message. Nonetheless, it continues to be promoted in certain
agencies despite concerns as to the impractical and potentially dangerous
nature of this advice — most controversially in the Landmine and UXO Safety
Booklet produced by UNMAS and CARE.49 Likewise, advice to mark suspected
items has caused debate about balancing the need to not move about
unnecessarily (and therefore be exposed to more potential danger) versus
the need to mark suspected areas to inform others.

Ultimately, much of this debate has been of limited value. Circumstances
vary substantially and it is necessary to remember that MRE is a process of
“negotiation” with the affected community. As such, messages must be realistic
and credible if they are to be acted on. In circumstances where it is crucial to
tailor messages to the needs of one particular community the message
promoted will vary depending on circumstance and the current strategies
and requirements of that community.

Methodologies and approaches used to date
Despite evidence of some good practice developed during the course of

the 1990s, as recently as 2000 concern remained about the pedagogical basis
for much of the methodology used to implement MRE projects around the
world. The Landmine Monitor Report in 2000 echoed the criticism made by
the Machel Report four years earlier, stating that:

“Although often advertised as ‘community-based’, ‘participatory’,
‘interactive’, or employing ‘child-to-child’ techniques, it appears that
the typical mine awareness programme relies on one-way presentations
and/or mass media to get its message across.”50

Such an approach takes little notice of the skills and knowledge already
existing in the community, frequently fails to target those most at risk,
and is unlikely to have anything other than a negligible long-term impact
on casualty rates.  This is often linked to poor or non-existent needs
assessments and a consequent failure to collect the information required
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for the elaboration of a comprehensive and targeted communication
strategy.51 One study found that:

“without research into the overall situation, the lifestyles and situation
of people in mine and UXO affected areas … it is not possible to design
an effective mine awareness programme. Lack of this baseline information
also makes it impossible to measure the effectiveness of the intervention.
The needs assessment and baseline information are the most commonly
neglected activities in all … programmes.”52

Indeed, needs assessments for emergency and transitional programmes
have often been overlooked as MRE organisations are required not simply to
respond but to be seen to be responding. Undertaking a needs assessment —
trying to ascertain exactly what the problem is, where, who is mainly being
hurt and why — has often been squeezed out by the demands of donors,
governments or peer organisations urging MRE agencies to not just stand
there but to “do something”, inappropriate as that “something” might be.
Once programmes develop they generate their own momentum — and once
started can rarely be turned around easily.

This reticence to undertake even “quick and dirty” assessments possibly
also reflects insecurities on behalf of MRE field staff, many of whom are
comfortable undertaking and delivering programmes but less so with the design
and the development stage. Lack of clarity as to what a needs assessment is,
and, crucially, how one should be undertaken, along with fear of criticism for
the methodology chosen or the analysis developed, may also feed this desire to

“do” rather than “analyse”. The
result is that programmes have poor
foundations, often built on
assumptions about the threat and the
causes of casualties that may not fit
with reality — resulting in seriously
flawed messages or programming.53

This process is often further
compounded by the lack of regular
community-focused monitoring and
systematic evaluations, again often
due to similar pressures. Moreover,
what monitoring does take place is
typically more focused on process
than on outcome. Few programmes to

date have demonstrated a capacity to monitor whether behavioural change has
occurred as a result of MRE programming. Clearly such monitoring is difficult
— not least in developing meaningful indicators — and also diverts often scarce
resources and management time. However, the almost complete absence of
output-oriented evaluations (as opposed to counting internal deliverables) until
the last two or three years is of serious concern and reflects poorly on the
profession (see below for further discussion of monitoring and evaluation).

 Much of the MRE resources available during the 1990s and early 2000s
have tended to be devoted to the production and dissemination of various
communications media, such as television/video, radio, posters, T-shirts, and

Leaflets explaining the dangers of mines were
distributed to children in Kosovo.
©ICRC/B. Heger
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the like. According to the the Landmine Monitor Report in 2000, as much as
US$100,000 was spent on airing MRE messages on Rwandan radio, an
astonishing amount in such a small country, particularly given the
geographically limited nature of the threat.54 A similar concern came across
in the Landmine Monitor Report in 2001, which commented caustically that:

“Carefully assessing available and traditional forms of communication
in the target groups will likely prevent a headlong rush to print posters
that may communicate little apart from the pride of the donors. Likewise,
T-shirts may be effective incentive items for awareness instructors —
and the community can always use free clothing — but their pedagogical
value is at least debatable”.55

The same report went on to comment:
“But whatever the media chosen to deliver the message, certain,
underlying principles … should apply. For instance, there appears to be
widespread agreement that programmes should resist the temptation to
adapt materials from other contexts and in any event not use materials
and media that have not been field tested prior to their active
deployment.”56

Which brings us to the issue of Superman and MRE — an example to
many of an inappropriate tool introduced as a result of importing material
with little reference to local cultural norms and with little or no field
testing. This comic is not the only failure in this regard,57 however it is
one of the most well known (and expensive) and as such provides a useful
lesson in programming.

The Superman comic was a joint venture between DC Comics and UNICEF
to be disseminated as a tool for MRE. Concerns were widely expressed as to
both its technical accuracy and cultural appropriateness. The comic book was
used in Guatemala but overall the reaction has been so universally negative
that the original version (produced for Bosnia and Herzegovina) was withdrawn
from distribution and a Spanish version was not distributed in Colombia nor a
Portuguese version planned for Mozambique. Following a detailed evaluation
it was, however, used in Kosovo58 — the evaluation concluding that it was
suitable for children in the 10-14 age group but not for 7-9-year-olds, who might
infer incorrect and dangerous messages. A controlled reading in a classroom
environment in the presence of a teacher was recommended — hardly a cost-
effective or realistic approach.

The issue of the Superman comic is not that it was a failure — mistakes
are inevitable and as such acceptable (within limits) provided lessons are
learned and similar mistakes not repeated. While it is hoped that lessons
would have been learned from the Superman experience, remarkably it would
appear that the importation of inappropriate methodologies continues. The
use of US cultural icons in promoting MRE continues, with USAID funding
a series of television public service announcements for Cambodia featuring
Bugs Bunny.59 This raises multiple concerns: about the appropriateness of
the media of delivery (TV not being widely accessible in the areas where
mines have the greatest impact),60 about not being a community-based activity
and about its use going against the principles highlighted above. As such, it
is unlikely this particular initiative will prove effective, while the prognosis
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is not good for overruling similar
interventions in the future.

 Improving communication strategies is
clearly an issue that needs greater attention.
As observed by one of the few resources
available on this topic:61

 “more than $200 million is spent every year
on mine action … Yet it is difficult to
identify any other international
humanitarian or development activity which
has devoted so little resources or attention to
its communication activities, particularly to
the critical task … of changing people’s
behaviour”.

Certainly there are few communication
specialists within the field, the result being that
the medium of delivery has been inappropriate

or blinkered: there has been a heavy dependence on the use of posters and
pamphlets, usually heavily text-dependent and therefore requiring a literate
audience. Posters are often relatively expensive, have a very short lifespan and
often are not easily understood in many cultures. Likewise there have been
many cases of radio programmes developed for areas where radio reception is
poor and radio ownership low, or broadcast in the wrong dialect. It would
appear that for most MRE campaigns insufficient attention has been paid to
issues of timing, location, delivery and medium — let alone clarity as to the
message needs of the target audience.

One reason put forward in the past for this poor communication
performance is the high number of mine action programme personnel,
particularly managers, who are recruited from the military — an institution
which values discipline, surprise and secrecy over the informality, creativity
and interpersonal skills required of a successful communicator. The result is
often that MRE communication programmes are not awarded the resources
or priority they should receive. Certainly at field level, communication,
particularly in relation to MRE messages, is still the poor relation of mine
clearance. Few mine action organisation or coordinating bodies have full-
time communication staff at field level or coherent communication components
in their work plans. This is particularly true of those countries where resources
for mine action are scarce but where the need is probably the greatest.

It would appear that MRE programmes generally need to develop greater
communication skills and thereby to elaborate much more focused
communication objectives. These should be based on a clear understanding
of what is needed, where and why, and programmes should also be more
skilled in designing messages and appropriate channels for their delivery.

Consistent with a frequent preoccupation to protect children from landmines
and UXO, “child-to-child” training entered the MRE lexicon in 1999, with a
number of organisations claiming to be incorporating “child-to-child”
methodology into their awareness programmes, most notably in Kosovo. In a
number of instances, though, it seems that the component was actually little
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more than peer education — a far cry from the participatory methodology
delineated by the Child to Child Trust in London which developed the concept.62

Yet, in a context where teaching is typically authoritarian and learning is by
rote, child-to-child techniques can be liberating and empowering both for the
children and for their teachers. There is some anecdotal evidence to suggest
that this approach also results in information being shared in the home and as
such can and has educated parents via their children.

While this section has served to critique a number of poorly-designed
programmes it should also be highlighted that well planned and
participatory programmes have been undertaken over the years. These
include HI programming in Cambodia, MAG’s work in Laos and work
being undertaken by NPA in Croatia. The ICRC implements well-thought-
out, community-level MRE programmes in Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Croatia and Kosovo,63 among others, each with an integral data-gathering
element that assists in the national mine action coordination process. In
Kosovo, the communities themselves decide on their local MRE volunteer
whose task is to pass on valuable information to the community and also
update the regional MRE teams with relevant information on incidents or
discoveries of mines or cluster bomblets.

The use of volunteers is often problematic however. While ICRC/Croatian
Red Cross have successfully used this approach, it does have shortcomings,
usually related to volunteers seeking paid employment elsewhere and
therefore not having the time or inclination to continue with a mine action
role or seeking payment for their MRE activities. Some MRE programmes
have recognised this issue and pay a small stipend to volunteers.64

The changing environment, the UN and the growth
of the mine action centre

The changing profile of the sector
A clear trend within the MRE sector has been the increase in the number

of agencies involved, particularly since the adoption and signature of the
Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention in 1997.

Understanding has increased among those in the mainstream relief and
development sector of the impact mines and UXO play in post-conflict
rehabilitation and peace-building. For example, the first mine clearance that
took place in Mozambique was at the behest of three British relief agencies,65

which sought assistance to protect their staff and projects from the threat posed
by landmines. Since then, at least one of those agencies has developed a MRE
programming capacity of its own.66 It is clear that NGOs working in an ever
more hazardous environment are becoming increasingly aware of mines and
UXO and the dangers they represent to their own staff and those sections of the
community with whom they work. A number of those organisations — for
instance CARE, Save the Children and World Vision — have developed at least
a limited in-house capacity to undertake MRE activities.67

In addition, the mine action sector has done an effective job in breaking
down barriers to understanding the concept of MRE, its role and relevance. In
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part the MRE sector was cloaked in the black art of mystery and awe that
surrounded the clearance side of mine action. Just as clearance is increasingly
being seen as simply another form of engineering, so MRE is being seen as
community education with a particular focus. In part this process was assisted
by the “Diana effect” and the high profile the sector received in the period
surrounding the signing of the Convention. More organisations became
engaged with the sector, which has brought a greater understanding and
willingness to undertake programming.

The increased number of NGOs (and, to a lesser extent, commercial
organisations) claiming to have MRE skills and capacity would appear to also
be linked to the increased funding made available post-1997. This period saw
a proliferation of often small organisations being created, or existing relief
or development agencies “adding” an MRE dimension to their work. While
many of these organisations are professional this proliferation of organisations
has also resulted in a great number of projects of questionable quality. This
proliferation has been facilitated by donor ignorance, a limited supply of
experienced MRE professionals (resulting in a “gap in the market”) and the
limited capacity of a new industry to accredit and monitor quality control of
mine action agencies. Donor preference for funding their own national agencies
has also assisted the formation of new MRE organisations. It would appear
that mine clearance also faced similar issues. Funding now appears to be
levelling out or possibly even decreasing, although it is not yet clear if the
number of MRE NGOs has also reduced, but this seems unlikely at this stage.

An industry database listing all commercial, NGO and other MRE operators
does not yet exist. It is not clear how many organisations undertake MRE.
However, a brief review of organisations (including local and international
NGOs and Red Cross/Crescent societies) that have undertaken MRE
programming in recent years would place this figure at between 140-180.68

This does not include military units which may undertake MRE activities,
nor national bodies such as ministries of education in mine-affected countries.
However, counting the number of MRE players is of limited value as it does
not distinguish between agencies with one small regionalised project and
agencies such as the ICRC that are running multiple large-scale programmes.
The Landmine Monitor Report in 2002, for example, highlighted seven key
agencies,69 while the previous year's report highlighted eight new players70

— most of whom were active in Kosovo.

Kosovo as a watershed
Until 1999, as with mine action generally, MRE had been driven by

NGOs. The UN role was slowly becoming more influential with the
respective agencies slowly finding their way and testing their mandates.
The emergency in Kosovo came at a stage when most UN mine action
mandates had just become well established and “bedded in”. The result
was that Kosovo proved to be something of a watershed for MRE, a closing
of the gap between NGOs and the UN.

While mine action centres had been in place prior to this, Kosovo was the
first example of such a centre actively monitoring the quality of MRE
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programming, and the first case in which MRE organisations required
accreditation71 if they wished to operate within the UNMACC MRE structure.
In part this was a reflection of the sheer number of agencies, many of them new
to the field, wishing to involve themselves in MRE programming,72 which in
turn led to concerns as to the quality of programming.

Kosovo also provided the first example where MRE activities have been
guided by a mine action coordination body during an emergency start-up
phase.73 Previously, in most large country programmes, while a central
authority may have existed its capacity was generally weak.74 Programming
and priorities were determined by operational agencies and little or no quality
control capacity was established. Coordination was usually the result of
informal meetings of operational bodies, while operations were usually in
different geographical areas to minimise confusion. Programme content,
methodology, tasking and evaluation likewise were determined by the
implementing agency with little involvement of the coordinating body which
had no mandate and little capacity to oversee quality control issues.

In Kosovo, the model of coordination was loosely based on that applied
to mine clearance. First and foremost, agencies had to be accredited with the
MACC to undertake MRE in the province.75 Second, the MACC developed a
reporting system for MRE, which meant visibility of agency activity by location
and activity76 and therefore, by extension, a degree of accountability for their
actions. Further, the MACC established a series of guidelines for quality
assurance of training in various methodologies and with different target
audiences. Agencies not operating within acceptable standards were requested
to retrain their staff or to reassess the information they were promoting.
Accreditation would be withdrawn until satisfactory changes were made.
Finally a series of regular (monthly) centralised MRE meetings and (weekly)
regional mine action meetings were organised.

While far from perfect — many developments being introduced in a
piecemeal, problem-solving fashion, for example — in the context of MRE
activity to date, much of what was undertaken was revolutionary in
comparison to how MRE activities were organised and managed
elsewhere.

However, while this model did greatly improve coordination within and
between MRE organisations there remained a gulf in communication
externally — both internal to the sector (i.e. with mine action clearance and
victim assistance organisations) and externally (i.e. with non-mine-action relief
and rehabilitation agencies). In an attempt to overcome this lack of integration,
at least within mine action, the Mine Action Support Team (MAST) concept
was developed. This provided the operational link between the two aspects
of mine action and is discussed in the following section.

Also, with regard to coordination, the UN was pushing against an open
door. In 1998, the three NGOs HI, NPA and MAG had sent a letter to
UNMAS outlining a series of common principles indicating what they
believed humanitarian mine action should be and how this should be
managed. These principles included an agreement to be coordinated within
a UN mine action umbrella where such a body existed and functioned
effectively.

Mine risk education
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The issue of accreditation is of interest here. Kosovo was the first time
(internationally) MRE agencies required accreditation to work alongside
the MACC system. The Kosovo experience seems to have heavily influenced
the IMAS MRE standards in this regard — the first draft being developed
shortly after the closure of the Kosovo MACC. Requiring accreditation
had many advantages — it provided a degree of quality assurance, it
ensured standardisation of messages and it promoted some element of
accountability.

But Kosovo was very different from most other mine clearance programmes
and it is unclear whether the process as envisaged by IMAS can be meaningfully
adhered to in future programmes. There is the assumption that the MACC
(or equivalent) MRE personnel are in a position to effectively assess what is
and is not appropriate, and to effectively monitor delivery. In many countries
this will often not be possible due to insecurity, lack of resources or obstructive
host governments.

Most programmes require the involvement of a local NGO or government
bodies to lead the delivery of MRE. Usually in the initial start-up phase such
agencies have little or no capacity to deliver MRE and as such do not have
training curricula or proven experience to be assessed. Additionally the mine
action centre (or equivalent body) has little sanction — certainly in the short
to medium term — to prevent an unaccredited body undertaking MRE. In
Kosovo, the MACC had some influence with donors as to how funding should
be undertaken, but even this took many months to bed in place while donors
demonstrated their capacity to coordinate between themselves.

In most emergency scenarios donor coordination is rare. Once funding
has been received there is almost no way in which a mine action centre can
prevent an unaccredited programme of MRE from being implemented
regardless of its quality — thus undermining the credibility of the whole
process. This lack of sanction may prove a debilitating stumbling block to
effective accreditation in MRE programmes elsewhere.

MRE in Kosovo — both implementation and management — was far
from perfect but it was a significant advance in terms of coordination and
the mainstreaming of an alternative MRE model. The hothouse environment
(and, crucially, the availability of funding) appears to have acted as
something of a catalyst for many players, leading to changes in content
and methodology of operations. The decision by the ICRC to contract
their own clearance capacity is an example of a radical rethink in terms of
programme direction.

Additionally, the MACC was limited by a shortage of resources and this
impacted on the MRE and public information component.77 The structure
described also took time to establish, a fact noted by the 2002 external
evaluation of the mine action programme78 which concluded that:

“the mine awareness lessons learned over the past ten years still primarily
rest with various pioneering NGOs... [T]he MACC was not in a position
to lead from day one as there was no mine awareness experience represented
within the MACC. NGOs such as the Mines Advisory Group, Handicap
International and the ICRC introduced their own community-based
approaches, grounded in years of experience. These approaches were then
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adopted by the MACC and embodied in the mine action support team
(MAST) concept.”

Integration
As highlighted by the Kosovo example, a trend to emerge strongly in recent

years has been the promotion of the desire for integration79 — a feature noted by
the Landmine Monitor Report in 2002,80 although sometimes this has been more
wishful thinking than reality. Mine action is fragmented. It is rare to find
organisations that span two, let alone all five of the pillars of mine action.81

Despite or because of this, integration has been promoted as the way forward
for effective and efficient mine action.

Key documents highlighting the desire for integration include the UNICEF
Mine Action Strategy 2002-2005,82 the UN document Mine action and effective
coordination: the UN policy,83 the Bad Honnef framework84 and the ICRC
document Towards Safer Villages.85 Yet, with few exceptions and for much of
the period under review, MRE has been poorly integrated with operational
clearance bodies. Much lip service has been paid to the important role played
by MRE, although a cynic might view this as a fear of being politically
incorrect or swimming against the prevailing political and funding current,
rather than a true belief in the added value provided by an effective MRE
programme. What is also true is that MRE practitioners have not successfully
promoted the advantages of integrated programming to those involved in
the management of mine action programmes (themselves usually from a
clearance background) nor to those undertaking mine /UXO clearance
activities.

Integration does not necessarily mean combining all activities within one
agency, but rather integrating activities to ensure a seamless service delivery.
On the issues of risk reduction, community liaison, communication and mine
clearance outreach, however, there are strong managerial arguments in favour
of this being done in-house by clearance agencies, ensuring an MRE component
to their work.86

It is important to highlight that despite the calls for integration emanating
from key documents, not all agencies agree with the current push for improved
integration, while others do not feel that MRE should receive such a high
priority. For example, to the contrary it has been stated that integrated
development

“is a concept that has been played with in the development world for
about 30 to 40 years. It is rather long of tooth. Many of the NGOs
have taken on this integrated approach as a sort of mantra. There are
better and more proven approaches. Trying to integrate all aspects
under one organization just can’t happen, and, if it does, it is under
extraordinarily high cost. We [RONCO] found, as an institution
and myself as an individual, that comments about integrated mine
action are suspect.”87

Meanwhile the HALO Trust, a prominent British clearance NGO, has
pointedly not engaged itself in MRE for much of its existence,88 while others
have gone as far as accusing MRE programmes of being inappropriate,
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wasteful, paternalistic and often culturally insensitive.89 Rae McGrath for
instance has written that

“[MRE] programmes on the scale and in the format presently
employed [1999] by many organisations are a damaging misuse of
funds that would be put to better use surveying, marking and clearing
minefields.”90

He adds that:
“The problem has not merely arisen because donors are willing to fund
these programmes, but because they provide an opportunity for many
organisations and individuals, with none of the engineering skills
necessary to respond directly to landmines, to be involved in one of the
major issues of our time.”91

While it would seem that opinion as strong as this is unusual, UNICEF
in particular has been singled out for criticism, including questions about
whether it is the most effective or logical home for mine action within the
UN family.92 However, it should be noted that, despite his stinging
criticism of MRE, Rae McGrath also states that many of these problems
stem from MRE programmes working in parallel with clearance, rather
than in an integrated manner. It is this issue of integration, referred to as
community liaison, and enclosed within MRE terminology, that will be
investigated further in the next section.

Community liaison

Integration, ownership and communication
In general, MRE is practised by two types of organisation:

specialised mine clearance organisations93 or those development NGOs
that have a mine clearance capacity; and
awareness organisations not linked to clearance activity but which
undertake programming as a result of experience and specialisation in
fields such as education, protection or similar sectoral interventions.

This distinction has been crucial to the way in which MRE has
developed, impacting as it does on organisational values, culture and
development potential. A further feature of the MRE sector is that the
number of organisations practising MRE is increasing and, within the MRE
field, there are a great many more “stand alone” MRE organisations than
there are MRE agencies linked to clearance. This section will highlight
and further unpick the developments that have lead to the rebranding and
retooling of the sector.

A common experience of mine clearance teams has been frustration or
miscommunication in dealings with the population near to areas being
demined. Examples of these frustrations include:

the theft or disappearance of minefield marking material — resulting
in delay and possibly danger to clearance teams;
local herders or farmers crossing land being cleared, resulting in delay
and possibly danger to deminers;
a community’s seeming “refusal” to use land once cleared;
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a community complaining that the “wrong” area has been prioritised for
clearance from their point of view:
staff of clearance agencies being made to feel unwelcome, or treated
with suspicion; and
a great deal of time and resources spent clearing suspect areas which
later are found not to contain mines or UXO.

Meanwhile communities have often claimed that they are:
not informed what is going on, who the deminers are working for,
who is in charge and why they are there;
not consulted about when is a convenient time of year for clearance to
start so as not to clash with seasonal use of land;
often not informed of when clearance is completed, or where clearance
has been suspended due to seasonal factors; and
not clear how land for clearance has been prioritised.

Communication has clearly been a problem during mine action and what
has become known as community liaison has developed in part to overcome
this. Improved communication has allowed mine clearance teams to work far
more efficiently due to better cooperation and intelligence from local
communities, while providing those communities with a far greater sense of
ownership and understanding as to what is being done, for whom, for how
long and why. The impact of this approach has been noted:

“... agencies that systematically build an understanding of the
communities within which they work, and who build strong relationships
with those communities, are capable of triggering change…
In other words, the extent to which an intervention will have an impact
is not only a reflection of the inherent impact of landmine removal (i.e.
accident reduction), but is also dependent on the manner in which the
intervention is conducted.”94

This reflects another aspect of community liaison: the role it can play in
contributing to priority-setting. In most mine action programmes the lack of
community-originated socio-economic data hampers all stages of operations
from planning through to operations. In many, if not most countries, priority
setting, and often clearance, has been initiated prior to the completion of a
detailed countrywide (or affected area) landmine impact survey. Community
liaison activities can and have provided an alternative means for prioritising
activity.95

Pioneered by MAG as part of the Mine Action Team (MAT) concept96 and
first formally undertaken in Luena, Angola, in April 1996, community liaison
has since been developed further by a number of organisations.97 The concept
recognises that those best equipped with skills to regularly maintain contact
with communities and to develop a relationship of trust and mutual respect
were often staff involved in MRE programming, who are typically (or should
be) trained educators.

In essence the community liaison function is a three-stage process as set
out in the text box below.

In essence, therefore, community liaison staff provide assistance to two
distinct “customer groups”: clearance personnel and those living on or near
land being cleared. The needs of community and clearance customers have
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proved to be very different depending on location and the nature of the mine/
UXO threat.981 Determining the needs of each customer, working to ensure these
needs are met and regularly revisiting these requirements are the basic building
blocks of a community liaison function.

Box 1. Community liaison: a three-stage process

1.  Pre-clearance activities
• information gathering to prioritise activities, gathered from e.g. regional

authorities, hospitals, the government, the military, NGOs;
• detailed work with representatives of all sectors of the community gathering

information on the specific nature of the threat; and
• developing a clear understanding of existing socio-economic conditions in

communities prior to organisational involvement (with a view to measuring
change) and access to land, health care, education, grazing, water, firewood,
etc.

All the above information is fed back to clearance teams to assist with
prioritisation/tasking etc.

2. During clearance
(including preparation and detailed planning phase immediately prior to clearance commencing)
• agreeing with the community details of the work: where this will start, what

it will involve, how long it is likely to take and how the community can
assist;

• providing updates and feedback on the progress of the clearance programme
with adjusted timeframes;

• actively involving the community in maintaining minefield marking signs,
and control of children and animals in and around minefield areas; and

• close liaison with relevant stakeholders on progress with the various
organisations and bodies involved.

If required, provide MRE, targeted at the most appropriate/vulnerable sectors
of the community.

3.  Post-clearance activities
• handing over land to communities indicating where it has been cleared,

and areas that still possibly present dangers;
• evaluation of work undertaken, with a view to providing feedback for future

programmes to improve impact;
• linking the community to organisations providing post-clearance support,

including assistance with the rehabilitation of resources/infrastructure in
whatever form appropriate; and

• returning to communities periodically to assess land use, and update basic
socio-economic data to assist understanding of the impact of clearance.

Two examples of the community liaison approach are highlighted in Boxes
2 and 3. The first example is that of Kosovo where the MAST concept was
introduced primarily (but not exclusively) in support of clearance organisations
in an attempt to improve the management of the mine action process.99 Here
the MACC borrowed the community liaison concept and shaped it to the
realities of the local mine/UXO threat. The final shape also reflected the
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function gaps of existing mine action players where problems of prioritisation
and post-clearance handover resulted in each clearance body being provided
with a MAST from a MRE organisation to provide the “before”, “during” and
“after” service.

Box 2. The Kosovo Mine Action Support Team (MAST) concept

The Kosovo model emerged over time when it became clear that mine clearance
and mine awareness were operating in isolation of one another with extremely
limited communication between the two. In one instance, a mine clearance
organisation had completed a technical survey on an area, no mines were
found and the area was certified clear. Some months later, however, the
community was still under the impression that there was a mine threat in the
area and the deminers were coming back. The area had been visited several
times by independent mine awareness agencies also unaware the area was
safe.
Accordingly, in 2000, guidelines were set out for the establishment of a  (MAST
for each mine or battle area clearance organisation. MRE agencies were tasked
to provide support to every clearance organisation where an integral mine
awareness capacity did not already exist. To formalise the arrangements and
to ensure all participants were aware of the degree of importance the MACC
placed on this concept, completed mine awareness arrangements were included
as part of the quality assurance and certification process of completed
clearance tasks.
The MASTs were tasked to support clearance before, during and after
operations through communication and facilitation between community and
clearance organisation. These included who would be working, where, why,
for how long and on what particular threat. It also included negotiating special
needs, such as access to vehicle tracks during working hours for quick casualty
evacuation, negotiating animal access routes to cross certain areas, and
respecting farmers’ property while working in the area. Deliberate efforts were
made to discuss with the community exactly what mine threat they faced and
what was going to be done about it.
The UNMAS/Praxis Group (2001) evaluation of the mine action programme
highlighted the success of the concept from an operational point of view. However
no evaluation was made to determine the view of clearance and mine awareness
agencies, or affected communities as to the success of this approach.
Anecdotal evidence, however, suggests general satisfaction from clearance
agencies regarding an improved operating environment.

The example from Cambodia (Box 3) highlights the introduction of the
community liaison approach chiefly in support of communities as the primary
customer group. Recognition that the current system was failing mine-affected
communities led to a fundamental review of how MRE was undertaken. This
has sought to reduce the number of civilians falling victim to landmines each
year.

Each example highlights how community liaison combined with the
principles of MRE can and has resulted in a far more efficient programme,
and a far more effective service to those mine action seeks to assist.

Mine risk education
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Box 3. Cambodian Mine Action Centre/Handicap International Belgium-
trained mine risk reduction teams

Following the end of the conflict in Cambodia, the total number of landmine
and UXO casualties decreased significantly. Despite this, there had been no
dramatic reduction in the numbers of civilian casualties since 1982 — this
figure remaining at a level higher than that recorded in 1981 and at comparable
levels for the years 1986 to 1991. This situation appeared to indicate that the
greatest contributing factor in the overall reduction of casualties recorded since
1998 had been the significant decrease in military casualties since the end of
fighting. Unfortunately, the impact of mines on the civilian population has not
decreased to the same effect.
Through investigating this anomaly Handicap International Belgium came to
the conclusion that the general organisation of mine action was not conducive
to the reduction of risk to communities. Principally, this was due to the large
size of Cambodian Mine Action Centre (CMAC) mine action teams and their
lack of mobility, and, perhaps more importantly, the lack of meaningful
community involvement in the approach being taken. In addition, available
data on mine and UXO victims was generally poorly used and was not
adequately integrated in the planning of mine action interventions.
Consequently, the capacity of clearance teams to react following an accident
and to render safe affected areas was often inadequate. Moreover, even when
information was used, the capacity to react was slow due to a need to modify
existing mine clearance resources. In the opinion of HI, there was a need to
ensure direct links between communities and mine action practitioners and to
directly target initiatives towards at-risk communities.
In 2002, HI, in collaboration with CMAC, organised the training and the
deployment of multi-skilled mine risk reduction teams in order to more
effectively prevent accidents and reduce the risk faced by communities. These
teams would undertake the following activities:
1. Community liaison, to identify the exact nature of the problem facing

particular communities and their needs in terms of mine action.
2. Proximity landmine clearance, to open up paths and access routes for

communities who are forced to enter dangerous areas to ensure their
livelihood, or otherwise conduct clearance on medium-scale tasks posing
an immediate threat.

3. The destruction of UXO, to destroy unexploded bombs, especially spot
UXO, in areas where children are identified as being at high risk of playing
with such devices.

4. Minefield survey and long-term marking of minefields, to warn people of
hazardous areas and support larger scale clearance.

5. The provision of mine and UXO awareness messages for affected
communities, where the problem is identified as a lack of knowledge —
particularly in the case of children — to prevent casualties and teach safe
behaviour.

While it is still early days, initial indications are that the teams are having a
successful impact. This represents a considerable advance on the process
previously used and may have a significant impact on the implementation of
future integrated programming in the region.
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The activities undertaken by the community liaison process are clearly crucial
to the effective implementation of all clearance programmes. Often, however,
this function has not been undertaken — a crucial obstacle to effective mine
clearance. As has been highlighted above, mine clearance undertaken with a
poor prioritisation process, limited intelligence as to the scale and nature of the
threat and a limited understanding of perceived need will be at best wasteful,
and at worst dangerous for those involved in clearance activity.

Community liaison
Increasingly it is being recognised that the community liaison approach is

the way forward for MRE operatives. For example, the Landmine Monitor
Report in 2000 stated that:

“As the mine action community begins to recognise the role of socio-
economic data and analysis in planning mine action programmes, it is
clear that mine awareness should be looking to exploit its comparative
advantages. In its capacity as a community-level initiative, mine
awareness should, in theory at least, generate a large amount of precious
quantitative and qualitative data that can help to prioritise mine clearance
and marking, identify unfulfilled needs for mine victim assistance and
provide information in support of the prohibition of anti-personnel mines
and its implementation.”100

Likewise, the new IMAS standards on MRE highlight the importance of
this aspect of the work. There is an interesting issue here, however. The past
ten years or more of mine action have shown that the majority of national
mine action coordinating bodies, whether independent mine action centres
or national government entities, have tended to view MRE as a peripheral
and poorly understood function that requires specialist educationalist input
and as a result,

“mine awareness is placed to the side so the other mine action initiatives
can proceed unhindered. This is often done because the mine action
coordinating body does not feel qualified or prepared to engage in such a
specialised endeavour: unfortunately, to leave the pursuit to others has
only reinforced its exclusion.”101

Box 1 above outlined the functions of community liaison. While it is true
that the skills profile required for community liaison activities tends to mirror
that of “classical” MRE, it does not necessarily require staff previously recruited
for MRE to undertake the community liaison function. Indeed, a skilled
community educator or public health official with no training in MRE is likely
to be able to undertake all but one of the 12 activities listed. The point is that
because MRE existed before community liaison the assumption often made is
that staff from (what used to be termed) MRE should now undertake the
community liaison activities. This does not necessarily need to be the case;
indeed this may actually damage the wider understanding of community
liaison among clearance practitioners and mine action managers.

The concern is that as long as it is MRE staff who undertake community
liaison, the many activities that this role fulfils will continue to be misunderstood
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and downgraded by the many clearance-focused personnel who fail to engage
with MRE.102 If staff were recruited for the liaison function, but tasked and
managed by the same operations cell that tasks clearance operations, it is likely
that benefits to clearance would be far more visible and quickly recognised.103

An argument could therefore be made for the separation of community liaison
teams and stand-alone MRE teams, with MRE teams only undertaking public
awareness campaigns, educational approaches (for example overseeing
national or sub-national level educational activities, media campaigns and
curriculum development), or community-based activities with communities
only in areas where mine clearance is not being undertaken. Such situations
may include working with refugee groups in preparation for return, or with
communities in mine-contaminated areas that do not have an ongoing clearance
programme.

However, in communities where mine clearance is being undertaken
the focus should be on MRE through community liaison, preferably
integrated into the clearance agency, managed and tasked as part of the
clearance operation. While this function could be undertaken by a separate
team from another agency (as was done in Kosovo), the process would be
far smoother if such teams consisted of personnel from the clearance agency
concerned.

It is recognised in management journals that in-house operations usually
aid communication (both formal and informal), ensure a more efficient
use of resources and tend to remove issues of conflicting organisational
priorities — while also increasing accountability and transparency. Relying
on contracted-in assistance (the approach used by many clearance agencies
in Kosovo) usually proves less efficient since shortfalls reported by
community liaison teams can be seen as an “attack” on the clearance
organisation, responsibility for problems is denied and more time is
required to correct operational procedures.

If such an in-house set-up is not possible then there is a need for MRE
practitioners to be far more proactive in explaining the community liaison
process and the benefits that can be derived by clearance personnel. Likewise,
clearance managers need to “sell” the process more effectively to their staff.
Community liaison staff need to remember that the mine clearance organisation
is a customer and must be treated as such. In many programmes, MRE staff
bristle at the thought of being managed by, and accountable to, clearance
organisations. However, ultimately, where clearance is being undertaken,
community liaison teams are there to “grease the wheels” and ensure activities
are undertaken as smoothly as possible. Where friction exists (with either the
community or the clearance personnel) the role of community liaison personnel
is to resolve this. If community liaison personnel are perceived as adding
little to the clearance process it is their responsibility to disprove this through
quality work .

Conclusions

The MRE sector has slowly begun to professionalise — a process marked
by the development of guidelines, the introduction of training protocols and
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the current development of IMAS standards incorporating MRE. Having said
that, given the size of the MRE industry, there has been a relative dearth of
quality information for training and programme management. The recent
development of IMAS Best Practice Guidebooks by UNICEF in partnership
with the GICHD should help to fill at least some of the gaps.

Indeed, by far the most potentially important development of recent years
has been the development of the International Mine Action Standards for
MRE. These standards are intended to replace the existing UN guidelines
and include standards on data gathering, accreditation, programme planning,
implementation, management, training, monitoring and evaluation. The MRE
standards were formally adopted in June 2004.

The standards are welcomed in that for the first time a generally supported
definition of MRE — what it is and what it is not — is codified in the document.
This alone is no small feat — and while no doubt there will be those who feel
it can be improved, by clearly highlighting the public education component
and the community liaison function in unambiguous terms it is extremely
useful. How quickly the standards will impact on practice in MRE organisations,
though, will depend to a large extent on how aware the operators are of the
standards and their implications.

Yet, given the amount of funding made available to MRE programmes, it is
extremely surprising that donors have not been more insistent on being shown
substantive proof of efficacy. To date, operational efficiency and effectiveness
have largely been evidenced by questionable indicators such as the counting
of outputs — a particular favourite being the quantity of posters printed and
the number of individuals “briefed” or “reached”.

For, as has been noted in recent years,104 factors such as mine clearance
and population movements may be responsible for a reduction in mine and
UXO casualties with no input from MRE programming. Similarly, MRE may
result in increases in casualties, or at least an increase in reported casualties,
as systems are put in place for recording these. In the same way as mine
clearance is seeking to look beyond simple quantitative measurements of
progress (such as numbers of mines and quantities of square metres of land
cleared) to assess the social and economic impact of its work on communities,
so MRE evaluations must seek to judge success on the basis of more
representative proxy indicators.

So, in seeking to coordinate and integrate with other mine action and
development interventions, MRE must also work harder to demonstrate its
effectiveness (and efficiency) as a means of reducing casualties. It can be
argued that one reason for the lack of respect at times shown for the
profession is that the sector has poorly marketed itself, including its relevance
and proof that it works. MRE, and for that matter the clearance side of mine
action as well, has been guilty of assuming funding will remain available,
and that it was more important to deliver rather than waste time in
retrospective measurement activity. This view was convenient in that it
allowed for focusing on the delivery rather than on the search for evidence
of behaviour change among the target group. It also reflected a naivety that
funding would continue. As the funding environment has become more
formalised, so MRE organisations have realised this is no longer the case
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and increasingly, organisations are undertaking more meaningful
evaluations of their work.

In addition, mine action, including MRE, must improve its accountability
to the communities it serves. Completed general surveys, detailed maps of
contaminated, suspected and known cleared areas, clearance reports, etc.,
are rarely shared with communities. Where such material exists, MRE
organisations should be tasked with ensuring its regular effective
dissemination. In communities where mine clearance is being undertaken the
focus should be on MRE through the community liaison approach (preferably
integrated into the clearance agency), managed and tasked as part of the
clearance operation.

MRE in Cambodia ©ICBL
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Endnotes

1. IMAS 07.11 — Guide for the Management of MRE.
2. Ibid.
3. Such groups often comprise returning refugees, nomadic groups and internally
displaced civilian populations and have been effectively targeted in Afghanistan,
Kosovo and the North Caucasus.
4. GICHD (2002c).
5. This approach was developed by key non-governmental organisations, especially
the Mines Advisory Group, and developed further into the mine action support team
(MAST) concept used in Kosovo.
6. Knowledge, attitudes, practice and behaviour (with regard to mines and UXO).
7. IMAS 12.10—Planning for mine risk education programmes and projects.
8. While coordinating bodies such as the CMAC and UXO LAO existed from the
early to mid 1990s, CMAC (rightly or wrongly) has never actively managed all
mine action players in the country. In Laos, UXO LAO was not effectively established
until late 1997 (and did not actively manage clearance and awareness until
approximately 1998/99), nearly three years after the first clearance organisation
began its activities.
9. According to the Landmine Monitor Report for 2000 (ICBL, 2000).
10. The Mine Action Team (MAT) was a small mobile unit of 12-14 multi-skilled
personnel combining demining, mine awareness, EOD and medical skills.
11. This was usually more prevalent at headquarters rather than field level. For
example, senior MAG management appear to have been somewhat territorial about
“their” community liaison concept — on the one hand, sensing that it was the most
appropriate approach, on the other, fearing the implications of this approach being
pursued more widely within the mine action world.
12. Handicap International (2001).
13. Rädda Barnen (2000).
14. International Workshop on the Design of Materials, Resources and Other Media
in Mine Awareness programmes organised by Rädda Barnen in Aden, Yemen, 19-22
February 2001.
15. Afghanistan, Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Ethiopia, Iraq, Lebanon,
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Nicaragua, the Occupied Territories,
Peru, southern Serbia, Tajikistan, the northern Caucasus and the regions of Kosovo
and Nagorno-Karabakh.
16. ICRC (2002: 8).
17. Ibid., p. 9. This approach contrasts with the more typical situation where
organisations focused primarily on clearance have developed a secondary
awareness/MRE capacity.
18. As reported in an interview with the Director, Countermine Training Support
Center, in maic.jmu.edu/journal/2.2/profiles/counter.htm.
19. Horwood (2000: 31).
20. For example, in Croatia the military are viewed with great respect by the (Croat)
civilian population while in Kosovo NATO forces were widely trusted and respected
by most of the population.
21. For example, on BBC World News on 21 May 2003 during a report on British
troops in Basra, Iraq. Best practice dictates that dummy mines are never handled,
but, if used at all, are stored in glass or wooden display cases.
22. United Nations (2001b).
23. E/ICEF/2000/12.
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24. UNICEF (2003a).
25. Ibid.: 9.
26. Some examples of early engagement in MRE include El Salvador (from 1993),
Angola (1994 onwards), Cambodia (from 1994) and Somalia (1993 onwards). UNICEF
also conducted MRE with refugees in camps in different areas linking, on occasions,
with UNESCO, UNHCR and NGOs.
27. As evidenced by UNICEF (2001).
28. As evidenced, for example, by the need for the section entitled “mainstreaming
mine action in UNICEF” (UNICEF, 2003a:11).
29. In Croatia, for instance, considerable funding has been directed to conducting
mine awareness in schools even though no children were killed by mines in 1999
and only three out of the total of fifty-one victims (i.e. killed and injured) were children.
A similar focus existed in Laos and Viet Nam, despite available data demonstrating
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Introduction

Landmines and unexploded ordnance (UXO) have been killing, maiming
and injuring soldiers and civilians for many decades. Accordingly, the
provision of at least some assistance to the victims of these weapons pre-
dates modern mine action1 and will surely outlast it, because, today, the total
elimination of the explosive threat they pose remains a pipe-dream.

Yet, within and outside the mine action community, victim assistance has
too often been mired in controversy as conceptual debates have raged about
who (if anyone) should be given priority for assistance; and by whom, and
how, it should be provided. Thus, despite the promulgation in the past two
decades of new international legal obligations to support victim assistance,
programmatic interventions at field level have rarely fulfilled the promise or
matched the energetic rhetoric of assistance advocates.

This chapter, then, tries to analyse some of the key issues in the provision
of assistance to mine and UXO victims. It begins with a summary of the injuries
inflicted by mines and UXO and then discusses the estimates of the number
of victims worldwide. This first section also includes a discussion of
terminology and definition — who are the victims and is that term even
appropriate? The second section looks at the needs of victims — what do
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Summary
The world has made relatively little headway in improving the
provision of assistance to mine and UXO victims, despite it being a
“pillar” of mine action. The vast majority of the affected countries
have to deal with specific needs of landmine victims while struggling
with fundamental challenges of economy, employment, health,
education, and basic human rights. The three main issues preventing
improved victim assistance in 1999 still pose a challenge today: how
to collect and share needed information on victims; how to gain
sufficient attention from donors; and how to coordinate victim assistance
activities more effectively.
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they require in order to reintegrate effectively into society? The third section
considers how far their needs are reflected in accepted norms and standards
and to what extent they have been met by existing programmes and service
providers. A fourth and final section suggests what more can be done in the
future to better address the needs of mine and UXO victims.

Who are the victims?

During armed conflict, most of those killed or injured by landmines are
military personnel but, after hostilities cease, civilians form the majority of
victims.2 Civilians at risk are the poorest and most vulnerable members of
society, such as subsistence farmers, refugees, children herding animals,
nomads and those living on the economic fringes of society.3 Poverty forces
these people to enter known minefields to find food and water, to cut wood
and graze animals; these people rely on their physical fitness for survival,
and can least afford the care necessary to treat landmine injuries or to lose
their livelihoods. In 1991, 27 per cent of patients in the International Committee
of the Red Cross (ICRC) surgical database were landmine victims: although
the analysis dates back more than a decade, strangely this data set has remained
the baseline used ever since.

The injuries inflicted by mines and UXO4

Medical experts generally agree that landmines and UXO, in particular
buried blast anti-personnel mines, inflict among the worst of all war
wounds without necessarily killing their victims. The reason is that these
weapons tend to affect the extremities of the body most severely.
Originally considered just another conventional weapon,5 it is now
understood that mines inflict a much more severe injury owing to their
specific design: “the result is specific medical needs”.6 According to Coupland
and Korver,7 “victims of anti-personnel mines present a recognisable pattern of
injury — each pattern carries its own implication for the surgeon, the blood
transfusion service and the patients’ long-term disability/prognosis”.

The ICRC, which deploys some of the world’s leading war surgeons, has
discerned three general patterns of mine and UXO injury. Pattern I injury —
the most severe — is caused by stepping on a buried anti-personnel mine. In
many cases, the amount of explosive contained in the mine is — deliberately
— sufficient to maim but not to kill its hapless victim. The blast causes traumatic
amputation of the foot or leg with severe injury to the other leg, genitalia
and arms. Based on research by the ICRC, it is estimated that roughly one in
three mine and UXO victims suffers these Pattern I injuries.8

Pattern II injuries are the result of triggering a fragmentation mine,
including a bounding or directional fragmentation mine, usually by snapping
a tripwire or by being caught in the radius of destruction that results. If the
victim is not killed immediately the wounds are similar to those caused by
any other fragmentation device, such as a hand grenade or mortar shell; such
wounds can affect any part of the body.9 Depending on how far away the
victim was at the time of the explosion, the penetration o fragmentation can
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be superficial or deep. The ICRC has found that half of all its mine and UXO
patients have suffered Pattern II injuries.

Pattern III injuries are caused by accidental detonation of a mine or item
of UXO while handling or tampering with it; they are typically seen among
deminers, those laying mines or children who play with explosive devices. In
the mid-1990s, the ICRC estimated their number at 5 per cent, based on an
analysis of its database of patients in some of the hospitals the organisation
supports (in the remaining cases, the injuries could not be classified). However,
based on injury statistics around the world, in which tampering with UXO
makes up a significant minority, and sometimes the majority, of victims, this
percentage is probably considerably higher.

The number of victims worldwide
No one knows exactly how many people are killed and injured each

year by mines and UXO,10 nor how many mine and UXO victims there are
in the world today (a widely quoted estimate for the total number of
living victims is 300,000).11 In 2003 and through September 2004, the
Landmine Monitor Report, the annual report issued by the International
Campaign to Ban Landmines, reported new landmine and UXO victims in
66 countries.12 Landmine Monitor also registered mine vctims in seven
areas that it monitors because of a significant landmine problem (Abkhazia,
Chechnya, Kosovo, Nagorno-Karabakh, Palestine, Somaliland and Western
Sahara).13 According to the Landmine Monitor: “While acknowledging that it
is not possible to know with absolute certainty, it is now likely that there are
between 15,000 and 20,000 new landmine casualties each year”.14 This figure
includes UXO victims and probably those killed or injured by abandoned
ordnance — AXO.

Given the global expenditure on mine action — well over one billion dollars
since the adoption of the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention in 1997 — this
seems a rather meagre decrease from the figures widely quoted in the early—
to mid-1990s (typically, 24,000 – 26,000).15 Although new conflicts — in
Cambodia, Chechnya, Kosovo and latterly in Afghanistan and Iraq, have
added to the totals, this does suggest that the targeting and effectiveness of
clearance and risk education has not been impressive.

Moreover, the original figures were estimates based on rather tenuous
extrapolation from data at a hospital in Afghanistan. This was at the height
of the refugee return to Afghanistan and Cambodia, which led to extremely
high levels of accidents. In Afghanistan, it was claimed that in one district
1.95 per cent of the population were killed and a further 3.5 per cent injured
by landmines in a two-year period: one in every 18 persons.16 In Cambodia,
the number of amputees was estimated at 1 in 236 people, an astonishing
figure.17 Indeed, the ICRC’s medical staff in the mid-1990s, “overwhelmed by
the ever-increasing number of civilian mine victims they had to treat”, declared that
the world was facing an epidemic of landmine injuries. Subsequently, it is
believed that the number of new mine victims declined significantly. On the
other hand, earlier estimates may have understated the total number of
victims, in particular by not fully reporting the victims of UXO.

Assistance to landmine victims
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Although today the quality of victim data is far from ideal, it has certainly
improved since the early 1990s, when data reporting — absent the ICRC’s
hospital database — was notable by its paucity. The Information Management
System for Mine Action (IMSMA) can possibly take some of the credit for
this, although most should be ascribed to greater interest in the data from
concerned organisations and donors. Often, efforts are made to disaggregate
victim data by type of munition, age and sex of victim, and sometimes even
the activity that led to the accident and the assistance subsequently provided.

In early 2003, the Landmine Monitor identified more than 8,065 new
landmine/UXO casualties.18 This included at least 1,833 children (23 per cent)
and 258 women (3 per cent). Less than 14 per cent of reported casualties were
identified as military personnel. The Landmine Monitor cautions that the
statistics do not take into account the many casualties that are believed to go
unreported, as civilians are killed or injured in remote areas away from any
form of assistance or means of communication.

Among the most affected countries in 2002 were Afghanistan, with 1,286
victims recorded; Cambodia, with 834 victims recorded (a small increase
on the previous year); Colombia, with 530 victims reported, a significant
increase (145 per cent) on 2001; Iraq, with 457 victims recorded in the
northern governorates; and Angola, with 287 victims recorded. Reliable
figures for the whole of Iraq in 2003 are not yet available, but are likely to
show a significant increase, based on the conflict in April 2003, which
included some new mine-laying, and the resultant abandoned and
unexploded ordnance.

The reported casualty rate declined in 2002 from 2001 in the majority of
mine-affected countries. Where an increase was reported in 2002 this generally
appears to be due to population movements within affected areas (Cambodia),
or to a new or expanded conflict (India and the Palestinian Occupied
Territories). In other mine-affected countries, the increase appears to be largely
the result of improved data collection: Chad, Guinea-Bissau, Iran, Iraq, Jordan,
the Republic of Korea, Myanmar, Pakistan and Thailand. In Chechnya and
Colombia, all three factors contributed to significantly higher numbers of
reported casualties.

The sources used to identify new casualties include databases, government
records, hospital records, media reports, surveys, assessments and interviews.
According to the Landmine Monitor, the main collectors of victim data are
the national mine action centres, the ICRC, the United Nations Children's
Fund (UNICEF) and a number of NGOs. The US-based NGOs, Human Rights
Watch and Physicians for Human Rights19 claim that NGOs only started to
collect systematic data on mine blast injuries and deaths in 1991. And most of
the information gathered at that time was medical or from hospital databases
(such as ICRC) and therefore only represents some victims/injuries and not
those who did not reach a medical facility.20

Definitions and terminology
In ordinary usage, a victim is “a person … suffering death, injury, ruin, etc., as

a result of an event, circumstance, or oppressive or adverse impersonal agency”.21 This
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is a potentially broad definition insofar as the nefarious consequences of mines
and UXO can hurt many members of society and in many and varied ways.
But instinctively, we feel that the victims of mines and UXO specifically
encompass those who are killed or injured by an explosion of such weapons,
while accepting that others will be adversely affected by its aftermath.22

Certainly, as we have already seen, the data collected by the Landmine
Monitor focus on these individuals.

This is clearly the case in extant international law. The preamble to the
Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention recognises the desire of States Parties
“to do their utmost in providing assistance for the care and rehabilitation, including
the social and economic reintegration of mine victims”. The Convention requires
that each State Party “in a position to do so shall provide assistance for the care and
rehabilitation, and social and economic reintegration, of mine victims...”. Although
the term is not defined in the Convention, the travaux préparatoires and the
scope of the obligation to provide assistance suggest that it applies solely to
the individuals hurt by landmines23 and not more broadly.24

The International Mine Action Standards (IMAS) are rather unclear in
their definition of the term. The latest version of the IMAS Glossary (Second
Edition, 1 March 2003) states that a victim is “an individual who has suffered
harm as a result of a mine or UXO accident”.25 It appears to imply that a survivor
is a synonym but it also notes, however, that: “In the context of victim assistance,
the term victim may include dependants of a mine casualty, hence having a broader
meaning than survivor”.26 It is not clear therefore what term is applied to
individuals who are killed in a mine or UXO blast.

The ICBL appears to have had a somewhat ambivalent attitude to the
ambit of the term. On the one hand, in previous years, its annual report, the
Landmine Monitor, has referred to victims and casualties interchangeably as
those who have been killed or injured by landmines or UXO. Yet, on the
other hand, the ICBL Working Group has asserted that landmine victims are
“those who, either individually or collectively, have suffered physical, emotional and
psychological injury, economic loss or substantial impairment of their fundamental
rights through acts or omissions related to mine utilisation”.27

These are not just semantics, for the scope of the term has significant
ramifications for both the needs of “the victims” and the consequent
programmatic interventions that are required to address those needs.
Describing everyone affected by mines as a victim may be useful for advocacy
but it risks diluting the impact of the call for assistance — and the legal
obligations that apply.

However, not everyone appreciates the term victim. Indeed, the sense of
“victimisation”, in which the suffering a person has to endure as a result of a
mine or UXO blast is prolonged by social stigma and discrimination, has led
some organisations — notably the eponymous Landmine Survivors Network
— to prefer the term survivor for those who are not killed by the blast or its
immediate after-effects.28

Assistance to landmine victims
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Meeting the assistance needs of mine and UXO victims

Several organisations have attempted to compile a comprehensive set of
requirements for the survivors of mine and UXO accidents.29 According to
the IMAS, victim assistance “refers to all aid, relief, comfort and support provided to
victims (including survivors) with the purpose of reducing the immediate and long-
term medical and psychological implications of their trauma”.30

The Landmine Monitor31 has categorised the key components in victim
assistance as being the following:

pre-hospital care (first aid and injury management);
hospital care (medical care, surgery, pain management);
rehabilitation (physiotherapy, prosthetic and assistive devices and
psychological support);
socio-economic reintegration (associational skills and vocational
training, income generation and sports);
disability policy and practice (education, public awareness, disability
laws); and
health and social welfare surveillance and research capacities (data
collection, processing, analysis and reporting).

Yet, despite some progress, the same challenges to meeting the assistance
needs of the victims, as depicted by the ICRC in 1997, still largely remain
unaddressed — poor security, lack of access, the paucity of good data, poor
coordination, political and administrative constraints, inter-agency rivalry
and lack of funding — hindering the provision of assistance. At times, the
disconnect between the rhetoric and the reality is enormous: there has been
little systematic effort to turn conceptual frameworks into practical
improvements in the well-being of mine and UXO survivors. The victim
assistance cycle looks good on paper, but it has made scant difference to the
majority of those who must live with their injuries each and every day of
their lives.

For instance, based on the estimated figure of 300,000 victims worldwide,
Jerry White32 calculated that total assistance for an individual victim would
cost US$9,820 annually over a total rehabilitation time of ten years. Holistic
victim assistance to such a large and increasing number of victims would
work out at US$3 billion. These figures are, however, highly speculative, and
even if available would not address some of the underlying problems.

Nonetheless, on the — admittedly heroic — assumption that globally one
in three mine and UXO victims is an amputee, as the ICRC found from its
analysis of patients in its hospitals, the world may have roughly 100,000
amputees whose disability results from these weapons. These amputees,
typically resulting from detonating a blast anti-personnel mine, will require
a lifetime of assistance, notably physical rehabilitation (physiotherapy and
prosthetic limbs). A number of victims may have lifelong disabilities, such as
blindness or irreversible brain damage or mental trauma. For others who
have survived a mine or UXO explosion, recovery may be slow, but it may
also be complete. Their chances of receiving such assistance are slim to say
the least.
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First aid
A victim caught in the explosion of a mine or UXO33 and who survives the

initial trauma will need urgent medical attention.34 The ICRC, which has led
the world in the care of mine and UXO victims, has developed straightforward,
practical guidelines for the care in the field of the victims of weapons of
war.35 Its basic principle is that first aid is the only appropriate care at the
point of wounding and that if any other care is given to the wounded person
it will be conditional upon the presence of a health professional with
appropriate skills and infrastructure.36 First aid involves: putting an
unconscious wounded person in the recovery position; arresting any
haemorrhage; talking to the wounded person; and protecting the wounded
person from the environment.

Blood loss — very severe in the case of blast mines — must be stemmed
with the application of a firm dressing by direct or indirect pressure. A
tourniquet is usually the most practical method, although a compress can also
be used. The tourniquet must be released regularly (roughly every 20 minutes)
otherwise infection will set in causing a higher amputation than otherwise
necessary.

Any fractured limbs should be immobilised, using a rigid or inflated splint
(or whatever is available). It is usually necessary (but not always possible
given the lack of resources in most mine-affected areas) to insert a drip and
give plasma/fluid to compensate for blood loss. Of course, pain should be
relieved in the most effective way possible.37

The next priority is to get the mine/UXO survivor to a suitably equipped
medical facility in the shortest time (and most comfortable way) possible.
According to the ICRC,38 only 25 per cent of mine victims arrive at one of
its hospitals within six hours of injury; and 15 per cent travel for more
than three days to reach the hospital.

Early evacuation from the battlefield and prompt surgical care is crucial
to saving lives and reducing disabilities. According to the Landmine Monitor,39

emergency care is particularly difficult to provide in heavily-mined areas
and evacuation to health centres is often problematic. Military personnel stand
a better chance of this than civilians due to the more frequent availability of
helicopters, teams with first aid equipment, radios and staff trained to deal
with war wounds.40

For all victims, there is a need for the basics of care, including a tetanus
vaccination, antibiotic prophylaxis and, in the case of chest wounds, a chest
drain. On average, blast mine victims need blood transfusions twice as often
as people injured by bullets or fragments and the number of units of blood
required to operate on patients with mine injuries is between two and six
times greater than that needed by other war casualties. Lack of blood is
often a problem in severely mine-impacted countries.

Surgical care
As the ICRC has often remarked,41 surgery for mine injuries can be time-

consuming and complex because the equivalent severity and degree of
contamination are rarely seen in civilian practice. Few surgeons have

Assistance to landmine victims
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experience and skill in dealing with
such wounds.

In ICRC hospitals, 82.5 per cent
of all amputations were for victims
of landmines. The average stay in
hospital for mine injuries is 32.2
days in comparison to 18.1 days for
a bullet wound. A blast mine injury
requires an average of four
operations and 3.2 units of blood,
whereas a bullet wound requires an
average of 1.9 operations and 0.5
units of blood.42

The cost per patient per day in an ICRC hospital is US$120; therefore,
the average medical cost of a landmine patient before they have left hospital
is US$3,000-US$4,000 in total. According to one study of Cambodia,43 61
per cent of Khmer victims went into debt to pay for their medical attention,
although more recent treatment aims to be free. Already in hospital, the
process of physical rehabilitation must begin with post-operative
physiotherapy.

Physical rehabilitation
Although the perception has sometimes been otherwise, not all mine and

UXO victims are amputees. According to the ICRC, roughly one in three of
the mine and UXO patients it treats require surgical amputation of one or
more limbs. Prostheses and other assistive devices (wheelchairs and crutches,
for example) form an important part of these victims’ physical rehabilitation
and considerable efforts have been put into this area over the past decade.
The cost of prostheses and orthotics, however, still represents a hurdle to
affected populations in post-conflict societies, despite the attempts of
humanitarian organisations to provide a free service to all.

Government rehabilitation
services, on the other hand, usually
have long waiting lists and require
payment, both of which landmine
victims can ill afford. An adult’s
prosthesis needs replacing every
three to five years, and a child’s every
six months or more. For instance, a
ten-year-old child will need 25
prostheses in his or her lifetime at an
average cost of US$125 per limb,
totalling US$3,125 — a luxury for
most in developing countries.44

For reasons of cost and
sustainability, prostheses should be
able to be maintained and repaired

ICRC and Ministry of Health Orthopaedic
Centre in Tbilisi. ©ICRC/F. Friedel

Traumatic amputation of the right leg following
mine injury. ©ICRC
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locally. The ICRC has developed
specific and appropriate
technologies for local and regional
manufacture of prosthetic
components using polypropylene
(thermoformable plastic)
technology, which is light,
individually fitted and cheap to
repair, transport and recycle. An
amputee’s first artificial limb is
transitional; therefore there is a
need for long-term services. Ill-
fitting or poorly designed components can cause skin breakdown, infections
and the need for further surgery.45

But since not all mine and UXO survivors are amputees, the rehabilitation
of other injuries must also be addressed. Often in conflict-ridden countries,
though, physiotherapy is not widely available or is not of high quality.
Assistance for sensory-impaired victims — blind and deaf — also needs to be
provided. These services are slow to develop in post-conflict societies, but
should form an integral part of health and social services.

Another aspect of physical rehabilitation, which is gradually receiving more
attention, is pain management.
Phantom limb pain (PLP) is
especially debilitating and affects
at least 25 per cent of amputees;
this can seriously inhibit physical
rehabilitation if not treated.46

Psycho-social
rehabilitation

Victims of landmines and UXO
accidents have not only suffered
physical damage but also
psychological trauma. The very
nature of their injuries means they
have to recuperate and readjust to

life, possibly without the use of one or more of their limbs or senses. Without
sufficient or appropriate support, victims may end up begging to support
their families, experience divorce, ostracism or be excluded from schooling.
It is important for the affected individual to resume previous activities.

Psychological or psycho-social assistance to victims of severe trauma is
largely neglected, especially in post-conflict countries. There are very few, if
any state-run rehabilitation facilities in developing countries (at best, some
artificial limb-fitting centres). Psycho-social support is rarely a component of
government services and the resources for other organisations to provide
these services are lacking. Medico International47 provides some
recommendations in regard to victim assistance and economic reintegration

Assistance to landmine victims
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through psycho-social care: listen; assess potentials
for change; use best resources available; network
and share information; provide specific care; use
sport and culture; strengthen local organisations;
and promote monitoring of the impact.

One solution widely promoted in remote rural
areas is community-based rehabilitation (CBR). Social
service providers from non-formal and formal health
and social service sectors can provide culturally
appropriate support. Survivors can be trained to
provide peer support by empathy and attentiveness.
Emphasis is placed on the value of interaction with
peers, with a focus on emotional healing and, where
possible, involvement in recreation activities and the
arts.48

Social reintegration
Psycho-social rehabilitation and recovery of self-esteem (and confidence)

are usually dependent on social reintegration.49 Unfortunately, these services
are not usually available in mine-affected countries, so NGOs implement most
of these activities, with the government limited to providing pensions.50

Victims find it difficult to get employment, or
to continue subsistence farming, or to carry heavy
loads and therefore contribute to household
income.51 Most amputees leave the hospital or the
prosthetic centre with little or no hope for the
future. In Cambodia, for instance, amputees must
be protected against discrimination or exploitation;
they have no legal protection. Buddhism preaches
inner and outer “wholeness” and excludes
amputees from becoming monks. Many amputees
drift into towns to beg, turn to petty crime or drift
into alcoholism.

According to the results of the Standing
Committee for Victim Assistance and Socio-
Economic Reintegration (SC-VASER)52

questionnaire, landmine survivors ranked
employment and economic reintegration as top
priorities (medical care came in sixth position).53

In Cambodia, 80 per cent of victims have a
prosthesis or access to physical rehabilitation and
only 20 per cent of victims are in a satisfactory economic situation.

To some extent, employment rates and lack of income may be similar to
those of the general population — but persons with disability are put at a
further disadvantage. In Kosovo, roughly 80 per cent of those interviewed of
employable age are unemployed; this matches the 80 per cent unemployment
rate for the province surveyed in Kosovo. However, mine/UXO victims

Mine victim begging in the
streets in Cambodia.
 ©ICRC

Being an MRE community
facilitator may assist in
social reintegration.
©UNICEF/J. Hartley
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interviewed declare they cannot work because of their disabilities and medical
problems and 60 per cent maintain their financial situation has deteriorated
since they were injured.54

In most mine-affected countries (generally post-conflict), unemployment
rates are high due to general economic problems, so instigating equal rights
and employment of victims is even more challenging. But, as the ICRC has
written,55 amputees consider that employment in victim assistance services
helps to regain their dignity as well as having a positive impact on other
amputees and combating social stigma. For example, some of the technicians
in ICRC limb-fitting centres are themselves amputees — a positive role model
for others and an obvious benefit to themselves and their families.

Programmes for social reintegration of victims aim to improve the economic
status of the disabled population through education, economic development
of community infrastructure and creation of employment opportunities.56 The
World Rehabilitation Fund (WRF) has compiled a set of guidelines for socio-
economic integration of landmine survivors to help them become productive
community members and contribute to their families.57 This is crucial as, in
the absence of outside support, in many cases “a PWD [person with disability]
loses his/her status as a ‘member of the family’ and becomes gradually a ‘dependant’,
like an old person or child”.58

Victim legislation and policy
Legislation and policy aspects of victim assistance in affected countries

require considerable development. Only 32 of 71 countries reporting mine
incidents in 1999-2000 had explicit policies and/or legislation on disability.
For instance, only half of the countries of Africa and Asia-Pacific region have
disability laws. Even where policies and legislation exist, they are slow and
difficult to implement.59

Policy changes ought to enable survivors to become more fully integrated
into society’s economic and social realm — for example, through legislation
and public awareness, access to services and assistance, and a national council
on disability issues; for instance, in Cambodia, there is a national Disability
Action Council.

The role of data gathering and analysis
Objective information and data collection on victim assistance is crucial to

quantify the impact of mines/UXO on public health and reintegration systems,
on human and socio-economic development, and on the daily life of people
and communities. The first major obstacle in dealing with the problems of
mines is that data in general are lacking and without statistics and facts,
priorities cannot be established, policy articulated and programmes planned.60

In 1997, the ICRC introduced the concept of the Mines Information System
(MIS) to facilitate the collection of standardised, systematic mine accident
information for centralisation and analysis. Determining how most effectively
to use national and foreign funding and setting proper operational priorities
according to humanitarian criteria depend on systematic collection of
standardised data and a coherent analysis.61

Assistance to landmine victims
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The Information Management System for Mine Action (IMSMA) is now
the most widely used information management system in mine-affected
countries and has led to more countries collecting victim data and
generating reports based on the data.62 IMSMA provides useful information
for identifying immediate victim assistance needs but is not sufficient for
planning long-term rehabilitation and reintegration. Some consequences
of landmines are more complex to measure (than casualties) — for example,
the effects on health, nutritional levels, access to water and a community’s
economy.63

The current principle collectors of mine casualty data on an international
scale are: the national mine action centres, the ICRC, UNICEF and NGOs.64

For example, the Landmine Survivors Rehabilitation Database tracks resources
and programmes in mine-affected countries that could serve to improve the
lives of victims.65  But most individual countries/States have some capacity to
assimilate data at a national level. The Cambodian Mine/UXO Victim
Information System (CMVIS) details new casualties, monthly trends compared
to the last three to four years; location of accidents by province, district and
commune; casualty types and cause of casualty; casualty trends, by terrain
type, by population group.66

Effective dissemination of information is also essential. The Landmine
Monitor encourages State Parties to the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention
to submit in its annual reporting the voluntary Form J; this specifically enables
reporting on the situation of mine victims and the status of assistance
provision.

The Mine Action Information Centre Landmine Casualty Database
Workshop67 outlined four purposes for collecting data on mine accident
victims:

1) operational mine action (survey, marking, clearance, quality assurance,
operations planning and management);

2) mine risk reduction and education;
3) victim assistance; and
4) advocacy/donor information needs/resource mobilisation.

The provision of assistance to mine and UXO victims

The context for assistance to mine victims
Intense media coverage of the mine issue has led to a “disproportionate”

concentration of interest on assistance to mine victims at the expense of victims
of other injuries, even though, globally, mine/UXO victims only represent
0.3 per cent of all wounded.68 Thus, the World Health Organisation (WHO)
and the ICRC have asserted that humanitarian assistance must not give
preference to one category of injury.69

The Kampala Declaration supports the Bern Manifesto (1998) in the non-
discrimination between mine victims and victims of other traumas or violent
situations in their medical or psychological management and their socio-
economic reintegration. The Swiss Development Corporation believes that
“assistance to victims of landmines is defined as an integrated part of assistance to all
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victims of violence and trauma and persons with disabilities” and should be integrated
into post-conflict reconstruction and development strategies, public health,
community development, conflict and violence prevention, human rights, good
governance and poverty reduction.

The need to integrate mine/UXO victim assistance into all sectors of life
does not necessarily mean cutting all links with mine action. To be sure, victim
assistance can benefit from drawing funds and donor attention to mine action
programmes for all war victims and persons with disabilities. But the question
remains as to whether mine action operators possess the professional capacity
to institute or implement successful victim assistance programmes.

Provisions for victims were extensively debated during the Oslo diplomatic
conference that adopted the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention (1-18
September 1997). Certain donor States were reluctant to embrace a “holistic”
approach to victim assistance, being concerned about the ramifications on
funding. Ultimately, however, their concerns were overcome or overridden.

Thus, the preamble to the Convention recognises the desire of States Parties
“to do their utmost in providing assistance for the care and rehabilitation, including
the social and economic reintegration of mine victims”. Of greater legal force, Article
6 of the Convention requires that each State Party “in a position to do so shall
provide assistance for the care and rehabilitation, and social and economic reintegration,
of mine victims...”.

Similar obligations exist for victims of UXO and AXO (abandoned explosive
ordnance), by virtue of Protocol V on Explosive Remnants of War annexed to
the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons (the Protocol has not yet
entered into force).

Key actors and actions

According to Article 6(3) of the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention:
”Each State Party in a position to do so shall provide assistance for the
care and rehabilitation, and social and economic reintegration of mine
victims… Such assistance may be provided, inter alia, through the United
Nations system, international, regional or national organizations or
institutions, the International Committee of the Red Cross, national
Red Cross and red Crescent societies and their International Federation,
non—governmental organizations, or on a bilateral basis.”

The United Nations General Assembly (2001) states in Paragraph 8,
”Principle of national ownership and integration”, that “the primary
responsibility for taking action against landmines lies with the concerned state”. The
role of the government in many countries is to establish standards and to
provide technical guidance. Governments should make provisions, whether
through tax exemptions or other forms of support, to allow for private
distribution of services. And Ministries of Health are responsible for the long-
term health care and rehabilitation of all persons with disabilities. In fact, in
most post-conflict countries, with such heavy demands on meeting other needs
for primary and tertiary health care, the needs of disabled people are generally
given very low priority because national bodies do not have the technical
capacity or budget.

Assistance to landmine victims
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The leading organisation in the treatment of war-wounded is the ICRC.
It provides or supports first aid, medical and surgical assistance for mine
victims and other war-wounded. Since 1979, the organisation has
established or supported 80 limb-fitting and rehabilitation centres in 36
countries. It has provided more than 300,000 prosthetic and orthotic devices
for amputees, more than half of whom were mine victims.70 Other significant
organisations engaged in the rehabilitation of mine and UXO victims are
international NGOs, such as Handicap International and the Vietnam
Veterans of America Foundation.

According to the 2003 Landmine Monitor Report, most countries seem to
have facilities to address some of the needs of landmine survivors. However,
the Landmine Monitor identified 48 mine-affected countries with new mine
casualties in 2002 where one or more aspects of survivor assistance were said
to be inadequate:

“Even when services exist, they are often long distances from mine-
affected areas, making them inaccessible to many survivors, are too
expensive for survivors to afford, or are bureaucratically off-limits to one
group or another.”

From the research collected in 2002-2003, several general observations
can be made:

most services are still located in urban centres, but the majority of
mine survivors are in rural areas where the concentration of mine
pollution is greatest;
the majority of resources continues to be directed towards medical
and physical rehabilitation;
the availability of assistance in psycho-social support and economic
reintegration continues to be limited;
international organisations, NGOs and UN agencies continue to play a
key role in the delivery of services to mine survivors;
local NGOs often lack the financial resources to continue programmes
after international organisations have withdrawn;
ongoing conflict and the consequent security concerns in some mine-
affected countries severely limit the ability of the government and
international agencies to provide assistance to landmine survivors;
the economic situation of many mine-affected countries remains an
obstacle to the provision of adequate assistance to landmine survivors;
the development of programmes that address the long-term needs
of landmine survivors and other persons with disability, is hampered
by the practice of some donors to only fund programmes for a limited
period of time. A commitment to long-term funding is needed to
ensure sustainability and to build local capacities to continue the
programmes;
in a positive development, more mine-affected States are now taking,
or have taken, steps to develop a plan of action to address the needs of
mine survivors, or more generally to improve rehabilitation services
for all persons with disabilities.71
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Key issues in the provision of assistance

In most instances, it is suggested that the mine action centre or the United
Nations should not be involved in direct implementation, but instead take
on a coordination role as some aspects of victim assistance are clearly outside
their professional capacity.72 MACs are not designed to take the lead role in
victim assistance, nor do they have a mandate, expertise or required resources
to do so. Under overall coordination of the national commission or
responsible ministry, any mine action organisation can make significant
contributions to care, rehabilitation and integration of landmine survivors
and victims notably in the field of data collection and dissemination,
advocacy, planning and coordination, community relations and support to
service delivery.73

The GICHD Study on the role of Mine Action in Victim Assistance  produced
six concrete recommendations. First, victim assistance was clearly a part of
mine action but situated within broader emergency and development
initiatives, and there is a necessity to define the parameters of victim
assistance so as to address the whole range of victims’ needs (to which mine
action operations can certainly contribute). Second, the MAC can act as a
field coordination centre for related sectors of victim assistance, such as: mine
risk education, employment for victims, resource mobilisation, sharing mine
victim data, use of victim data in prioritisation, coordination with relevant
actors in health and disability sectors. Third, with the exceptions of Kosovo
and northern Iraq when victim assistance fell under the auspices of emergency/
interim measures, mine action has played a small operational role in direct
service provision, as the skills and knowledge required are typically very
different. Fourth, in efforts to advocate the provision of the best possible aid,
mine action can assist in the support of long-term, sustainable funding for
victim assistance projects. Fifth, mine action operators can reinforce preventative
methods of victim assistance by placing more emphasis on mine risk education
and minefield marking. And sixth, mine action professionals should have more
access to victim assistance materials in order to be aware of the specific needs of
victims they encounter in the field.

In conclusion, the GICHD study recommends that “mine action should not
completely turn its back on victim assistance” but assume a coordination role and
in “exceptional circumstances” it “should be prepared to take an active role in the
provision of services”.74 Participants at a meeting of the Standing Committee on
Victim Assistance noted that activities of victim assistance are more related
to the field of health care than to “operational mine action”.

Mine action has historically been a very “technical”’ field of expertise, yet
it is conscientiously moving toward a more inter-disciplinary approach to
relieve all aspects of the impact of landmines and UXO on communities.75

Objective 3.9 of the UN Strategy 2001-2005 states that “All UN-supported victim
assistance activities … be integrated into broader community and public health strategies
by 2004”. This means the incorporation of social, medical, legal, legislative,
informational and psychological aspects into a national plan.76  Bailey (2003)
believes “assistance to landmine victims should be viewed as part of a country’s
overall public health and social services system”.

Assistance to landmine victims
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The origin of funding for victim assistance reflects where support lies and
potentially can be drawn from for mine/UXO victims. Victim assistance’s
proportionate funding to other pillars of mine action is considerably less. In
1999, identifiable support for victim assistance amounted to US$28.5 million
or 11.9 per cent of total mine action funding. This figure rose in 2000 to US$29.7
million, although dropped as a proportion to 11.5 per cent of mine action
funds. In 2001, the figure dropped to US$28.7 million and rose slightly to
11.6 per cent of total funding to mine action.77 There is a considerable amount
of opacity surrounding the financing of victim assistance programmes, a task
the UN Mine Action Investment Database is trying to clarify.78

Exact figures are difficult to extrapolate, which indicates that either
States do not report on victim assistance funding separately and consider
it an integrated part of humanitarian mine action or landmine victims are
reached through bilateral development cooperation. In relation to bilateral
development cooperation, unless funding is specifically targeted at facilities
and programmes that assist people with disabilities, including landmine
victims, it is more likely that resources will be directed to other areas of
public health or development concern, leaving the disabled population at
a further disadvantage.

Guidelines on assistance to mine victims
Since its inception, the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention has triggered

a number of international bodies and organisations to compile guidelines on
the formulation of assistance to mine and UXO survivors. Detailed below are
some of the major influences:

The WHO/ICRC 1997 Strategic Framework’s primary aim is to facilitate
inter-sectoral integration among assistance programmes, donors, governments
including public health and social services and non-governmental services at
national, subnational and community levels. Achieving a more balanced
distribution of resources, strengthening capacity of affected countries for
planning and execution of programmes, and encouraging sustainable, long-
term interventions are the main goals of this strategy.

Bad Honnef,79 a set of guidelines drafted by a number of mine action
NGOs for mine action programmes, lays out guidelines, based on the following
three principles for field workers, donors and campaigners: 1) participation
— appropriate involvement of those affected at all levels and from the
beginning; 2) coherence — mine action programmes embedded between
emergency relief measures and long-term development programmes; and 3)
solidarity — not promoting new dependencies. These principles should
address the needs and aspirations of those affected, be community driven,
integrated with other development activities and define social indicators in
consultation with the community.

The macro framework for victim assistance by the Swiss Government,
ICRC, UNICEF and the World Health Oranization (the 1998 Bern Manifesto),
sought to promote an integrated approach using the health sector. The
manifesto was endorsed by ten African countries in Kampala in 1997 based
on four core components:
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1) prevention (prohibition, clearance, awareness);
2) surveillance (data collection on impact and analysis);
3) injury management and care; and
4) rehabilitation (physical and psychological) to full reintegration.
This framework was subsequently elaborated into the “Maputo Strategy”,

which brings together seven principles for intervention:
1) non-discrimination of victims;
2) integrated and comprehensive approach;
3) principle of co-participation;
4) national ownership and institutional support;
5) principle of transparency and efficiency;
6) sustainable development approach; and
7) victim empowerment and rights.
At the 51st World Health Assembly in May 1998, the “concerted public health

action on anti-personnel mines” was launched, requesting UN/governmental/
international organisations and NGOs to:

1) strengthen the capacity of affected States for planning and execution
of programmes;

2) better assess the effect of injuries on health;
3) focus on mine awareness and prevention;
4) merge emergency, treatment, rehabilitation (psychosocial) with the

health service;
5) support policy and programme integrated database.
In 2003 UNMAS’s sectoral policy laid out its Guiding Principles for Victim

Assistance as: comprehensive and integrated approach; participation, capacity
building and sustainability; non-discrimination, neutrality, impartiality and
humanity; integration; and training.

Conclusions

The world has made relatively little headway in improving the provision
of assistance to mine and UXO victims, despite it being a “pillar” of mine
action. Broadly the same actors — medical centres under national ministries
of health, the ICRC, Handicap International, the Vietnam Veterans of America
Foundation, to name some of the key service providers, are engaged in various
aspects of assistance, notably in physical rehabilitation.

The vast majority of the affected countries have to deal with specific needs
of landmine victims while struggling with fundamental challenges of economy,
employment, health, education, and basic human rights at the same time,
some amid internal or international conflicts or post-conflict reconstruction.80

Three main issues identified by the Standing Committee on Victim Assistance
in 1999 still pose a challenge to victim assistance today:81 how to collect and
share needed information on victims; how to gain sufficient attention from
donors, and how to coordinate victim assistance activities more effectively.
Standardised collection of data and information on mine victims would help
to prioritise efforts and resources to alleviate the problem. The world still
has much to do in repairing the many wounds of war.

Assistance to landmine victims
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Introduction

There are a number of reasons why a State might wish to destroy stockpiles
of explosive ordnance it holds: it may be as part of a disarmament process, to
implement a legal obligation, upon expiry of the weapon’s shelf life or for
reasons of safety. This chapter focuses on the destruction of stockpiles of
anti-personnel mines. It begins by looking at the challenge of stockpile
destruction and then describes some of the key actors that have been involved.
It then reviews the international legal obligations and standards that govern
the destruction of stockpiles, before assessing progress to date in
implementing the obligations set out in the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban
Convention.

Since the entry into force of the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention in
1999, which requires States to destroy all their stockpiles of anti-personnel
mines within four years of becoming a party, stockpile destruction has become
an accepted component of mine action. Indeed, since 2000, stockpile
destruction has been considered one of mine action’s five “pillars”1

and accordingly the International Mine Action Standards (IMAS), developed
under UN auspices, also address the process of stockpile destruction in some
detail.2

7 Destruction of
anti-personnel mine stockpiles

Stuart Maslen

Summary
The world has made significant inroads into global stockpiles,
estimated at more than 250 million anti-personnel mines prior to the
entry into force of the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention. But most
stockpiled anti-personnel mines remain outside the purview of the
Convention. China and the Russian Federation hold the bulk of these
and neither appears ready to accede to the Convention at an early
stage. There are seemingly few technical obstacles to stockpile
destruction, although there are environmental and cost considerations
depending on the type and size of the stockpile in question.
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As the IMAS point out, although stockpiled anti-personnel mines rarely
pose an immediate threat to human life they do enable the deployment of
new minefields.3 The removal of this capability is therefore an important
factor for the continuing success of the Convention and the reduction of the
threat from landmines worldwide.4

The challenge of stockpile destruction

 No one knows exactly how many anti-personnel mines remain
stockpiled worldwide. According to the Landmine Monitor, the monitoring
arm of the International Campaign to Ban Landmines (ICBL), approximately
200 million anti-personnel mines were stockpiled by 67 countries in 2004.5

This contrasts with its estimate of 230 million in 2002, which is partly
explained by the claim made in 2003 by the Russian Federation that it had
destroyed nearly 17 million anti-personnel mines since 1996.6

According to the IMAS, there were traditionally five options for the logistic
disposal of ammunition and explosives. However, in the case of anti-personnel
mines, four of these options are banned by international treaty. The Anti-
Personnel Mine Ban Convention does not permit the sale, gift or increased
use in training of anti-personnel mines, and the Convention for the Prevention
of Marine Pollution by Dumping from Ships and Aircraft (the Oslo
Convention) has outlawed deep sea dumping.7 Therefore, the international
community is now left with destruction “as the only available option for the disposal
of anti-personnel mines”.8

Stockpiles tend to be large in quantity, but relatively small in terms of
weight and net explosive content: yet the destruction of these stockpiles can
be a complex logistic operation.9 In the context of the Anti-Personnel Mine
Ban Convention, it was generally understood that a number of States would
need assistance — technical, financial and material — in order to complete
their stockpile destruction within a specific deadline. Thus, Article 6(5) of the
Convention provides that: “Each State Party in a position to do so shall provide
assistance for the destruction of stockpiled anti-personnel mines”.

According to the Landmine Monitor, States Parties that once produced
anti-personnel mines include: Albania, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, Colombia, the Czech
Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands,
Norway, Peru, Portugal, Romania, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
Uganda, the United Kingdom (UK) and Zimbabwe. Others have been cited
as past producers, but deny it: Croatia, Nicaragua, Philippines, Thailand, and
Venezuela.10

But the overwhelming majority of global stockpiles — around 190 million
— are held by States outside the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention. The
largest stockpiles probably belong to China (estimated 110 million) and the
Russian Federation (estimated 50 million).11 Other States with large stockpiles
include the United States (US) (10.4 million), Pakistan (estimated 6 million)
India (estimated 4-5 million), and the Republic of Korea (2 million). Other
States not party to the Convention believed to have large stockpiles are the
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Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Egypt, Finland, Iran, Iraq, Israel,
Myanmar, Syria, Turkey and Viet Nam.12

 States Parties to the Convention probably stockpile around 10 million
anti-personnel mines. Nearly half of this amount (an estimated 4.5 million) is
held by Belarus and a further 1.3 million by Serbia and Montenegro. Both of
these States acceded to the Convention in September 2003 and became States
Parties on 1 March 2004. Greece, which also became a State Party on 1 March
2004, has declared stockpiles in excess of 1 million mines. In addition, a
number of States Parties likely to have substantial stocks have not yet officially
reported their numbers, including Afghanistan, Angola, the Democratic
Republic of Congo and Eritrea.13

The Landmine Monitor has estimated that the remaining signatories to
the Convention stockpile approximately 8.5-9 million anti-personnel mines.
Ukraine reported that it possesses a stockpile of 6.35 million. Poland has
declared a stockpile in excess of 1 million mines. In May 2002, Indonesia
revealed it has a stockpile of 16,000 anti-personnel mines. Ethiopia also likely
holds stockpiles and Brunei has acknowledged possessing anti-personnel
mines. In the view of the Landmine Monitor, the remaining signatories —
the Cook Islands, Haiti, and the Marshall Islands — are unlikely to stockpile
anti-personnel mines.14

Finally, in addition to governments, the Landmine Monitor has affirmed
that many armed opposition groups also have stockpiles of anti-personnel
mines, including in Burma, Chechnya, Colombia, the Democratic Republic of
Congo, Kashmir, the Philippines, Somalia, Sri Lanka, Sudan and Uganda.15 It
is unlikely, however, that any of these have very significant stockpiles.

Key actors in stockpile destruction

Stockpile destruction is significantly different to the other four pillars of
mine action in that it has seen only minimal involvement of non-governmental
organisations (NGOs), aside from the monitoring role played by the
Landmine Monitor.16 The primary role in carrying out destruction of anti-
personnel mines has been accorded to State Party militaries, normally of the
country holding the stockpiles, with a secondary role being played by
commercial companies, sometimes in another country.

The United Nations believes it has a general responsibility to encourage
and support the effective management of stockpile destruction programmes.
Thus, for example, according to the Chief of Mine Action Team at the UN
Development Programme (UNDP), stockpile destruction should form part of
each integrated mine action programme that UNDP supports.17 In addition,
the UN’s Electronic Mine Information Exchange (E-MINE),18 has a dedicated
stockpile destruction section providing technical papers, policy guidelines,
lessons learned and other relevant information. The Geneva International
Centre for Humanitarian Demining (GICHD) also provides technical assistance
to States requiring help with stockpile destruction.19

Destruction of anti-personnel mine stockpiles
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International legal obligations and standards

The definition of a stockpile
A number of international legal instruments have either direct or indirect

implications for stockpiles of anti-personnel mines. However, what constitutes
a stockpile is not precisely defined in any of these instruments (although the
scope of the term in the context of the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention
is discussed below). The IMAS provide that in the context of mine action, the
term “stockpile” refers to a large accumulated stock of explosive ordnance.20

Stockpile destruction is defined, somewhat narrowly, as “the physical destructive
procedure towards a continual reduction of the national stockpile.”21

Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons
The Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons (CCW),22 adopted in

1980, is a humanitarian law treaty and as such focuses on prohibiting or
restricting the use of conventional weapons. Thus, Protocol II annexed to the
CCW, which addresses mines, booby-traps and what it terms “other devices”
(mainly directional Claymore-type munitions), does not seek to regulate the
production, transfer or stockpiling of these weapons. Of more relevance is
the amended Protocol II, which was adopted by States Parties to the CCW in
May 1996.

Although Amended Protocol II does not require stockpile destruction,
potentially it has implications for national stockpiles. Thus, if a State Party is
unable or unwilling to modify an anti-personnel mine to make it compliant
with the demands of the Protocol, since the Protocol prohibits the use or
transfer of an unlawful weapon, it is likely, in practice, to destroy it. This is
particularly relevant for anti-personnel mines that do not meet the
requirements for detectability,23 or remotely-delivered anti-personnel mines
that do not meet the threshold for self-destruction and self-deactivation
reliability.24 The Amended Protocol appears to have stimulated at least a
significant portion of the stockpile destruction carried out by the Russian
Federation and the US.

Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention
But the greater destruction of stockpiles has been as a result of the entry

into force of the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention. The formal title of the
Convention — the Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling, Production

Article 4 – Destruction of stockpiled anti-personnel mines

Except as provided for in Article 3, each State Party undertakes to destroy or
ensure the destruction of all stockpiled anti-personnel mines it owns or
possesses, or that are under its jurisdiction or control, as soon as possible
but not later than four years after the entry into force of this Convention for that
State Party.
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and Transfer of Anti-Personnel Mines and on their Destruction — clearly illustrates
its relevance to the destruction of anti-personnel mine stockpiles. A number
of provisions in the Convention detail the relevant legal requirements.25

A general undertaking to destroy anti-personnel mines
Article 1 of the Convention sets out the general obligations of States Parties,

which includes paragraph 2 whereby “Each State Party undertakes to destroy or
ensure the destruction of all anti-personnel mines in accordance with the provisions of
this Convention”. This provision applies to already emplaced as well as to
stockpiled anti-personnel mines. The phrase, to “ensure the destruction of”,
makes it explicit that a State Party might wish to arrange for another State or
a private company to destroy stockpiled mines elsewhere. Under Article 3 of
the Convention, transfer of anti-personnel mines for the purpose of
destruction is specifically authorised. For example, in 2002, two German
companies destroyed mines from the Netherlands and also Taiwan (a non-
party State).26

The specific obligation to destroy stockpiles
The key article dealing with stockpile destruction is Article 4. Article 4

sets out the disarmament obligation to destroy all stockpiled anti-personnel
mines that a State Party owns or possesses, or that are under its jurisdiction
or control. Each State Party has an obligation to destroy or ensure the
destruction of its stockpiles as soon as possible but not later than four years
after the date on which it became a party to the Convention.

What constitutes destruction?
Yet, neither “destroy” nor “destruction” is defined in the Convention. It

is clear that a variety of different methods of destruction are lawful, as Article
7(1)(f) requires reporting on the “status of programs for the destruction of anti-
personnel mines in accordance with Articles 4 and 5, including details of the methods
which will be used in destruction”. Physical destruction techniques available range
from the relatively simple open burning and open detonation (OBOD)
techniques to highly sophisticated industrial processes. The decision to opt
for any particular technique is likely to be based on cost, safety and
environmental considerations.27

Typically, States have used the OBOD method but State practice has
included dismantling as well as physical destruction of the mine or its
components. Thus, for example, in Albania’s stockpile destruction programme,
supported by the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO): the project
costs were offset by recycling of ferrous metals (1,100 tons, from which one
company made manhole covers and another made steel reinforcing rods)
and of TNT explosives (192 tonnes, converted into about 2,000 tonnes of
ammonite explosive for construction use).28

A particular problem arises with respect to the destruction of PFM
scatterable mines (i.e. those mines, known informally as “butterfly mines”
because of their shape, that are remotely delivered), produced by the
former Soviet Union and held in large stockpiles in a number of States
Parties and signatories, notably Belarus (a Party) and the Ukraine (a

Destruction of anti-personnel mine stockpiles
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signatory), as well as in the Russian Federation (a non-signatory). These
mines contain liquid explosive (see further below) and result in a number of
“demilitarisation hazards”.29 Likely approaches to safe destruction are
contained chamber detonation with an integrated pollution control system,
or cementation (i.e. encasing in concrete) and destruction. A company in
the Russian Federation has pioneered a cementation method30 — the
government claims that this has been a key factor in the destruction of
13.8 million PFM-1S mines (which fail to meet the self-destruction threshold
criteria set down in Amended Protocol II).

Directional fragmentation “mines” (i.e. Claymore-type devices fitted with
tripwires) are covered by Article 2 of the Convention and are therefore not
only prohibited but also legally subject to the requirements for destruction
under Article 4. States Parties have tended to implement this requirement by
reconfiguring the devices, by removing and sometimes destroying the fuzing
but leaving the devices themselves intact. The UK has reconfigured its
Claymore-type mines, which is said to have involved more than simply
removing the tripwire.

In the case of mines ostensibly categorised as anti-tank or anti-vehicle
mines but which fall under the definition of anti-personnel mine in Article 2
of the Convention because of the fuzing system they contain, they should, in
accordance with Article 1(2) and Article 4, be destroyed. In such cases,
however, a number of States Parties have simply removed or altered the
fuzing mechanism rather than destroyed the mine itself.

Jurisdiction or control – a broad concept
The interpretation of the term “jurisdiction or control” in Article 4 has

proved contentious and State practice is mixed, depending on the individual
circumstances of the State Party. For example, Norway had both jurisdiction
and control over stockpiles of US anti-personnel mines held on its territory
on behalf of NATO. It informed the US that the mines would have to be
removed by 1 March 2003 — Norway’s deadline for stockpile destruction —
having become a State Party on 1 March 1999.31 In accordance with the
provisions of Article 4, Norway should rather have destroyed the mines.
Moreover, their removal was not expressly permitted by the Convention, as
they were not being transferred for the purposes of destruction. Thus far,
however, no State Party has raised any objection.

At the other end of the spectrum, Germany, Japan32 and the UK have
stated that they have neither jurisdiction nor control over anti-personnel mines
stockpiled by the US on their territory. In May 2001, the UK stated:

“We wish to affirm that US stocks do not fall under our national
jurisdiction or control and we do not therefore have any obligations under
Article 4 … in respect of them. We have fully complied with our
obligations in respects of stocks that were under our jurisdiction or
control.”33

But, the obligation to destroy stockpiles laid down by the Convention is
potentially even broader as, depending on the circumstances, it can also be
interpreted to encompass quantities of anti-personnel mines that fall under
the jurisdiction or control of armed forces operating abroad in military
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operations, including offensive actions and peace-keeping. Thus, an army of
a State Party that wins control of anti-personnel mine stockpiles belonging to
a non-party State is likely to be required to destroy those stockpiles as soon
as possible, even though the non-party State is not itself bound by the
Convention. It has been reported by the Landmine Monitor, for instance,
that French troops participating in the international peace-keeping force
destroyed 70,000 anti-personnel mines stored near Kabul airport in February
2002.34 It is highly likely that UK forces have come across stockpiled anti-
personnel mines in Iraq.

Lawful retention
Yet, in any case, not every single anti-personnel mine has to be destroyed.

Article 3 of the Convention allows each State Party to retain “a number of anti-
personnel mines for the development of and training in mine detection, mine clearance,
or mine destruction techniques”, as long as the number does “not exceed the
minimum number absolutely necessary”. Thus, no maximum number is stipulated
by Article 3; nonetheless, it is difficult legally to sustain any State Party’s
decision to keep the whole of its original stockpile, ostensibly for training
and research in accordance with Article 3. In accordance with customary
international law, a treaty is to be interpreted and applied in good faith.
Furthermore, the provision has been widely interpreted by States Parties to
mean that “hundreds or thousands, but not tens of thousands” may be retained.

The deadline for completion
Each State Party undertakes to destroy stockpiles “as soon as possible but not

later than four years after the entry into force of this Convention for that State Party”
(i.e., four years and six months after formally adhering to the Convention).
In applying that provision in good faith, as required by international treaty
law, a State should develop destruction plans and initiate destruction early
within the allotted time period and should not wait for the deadline to loom
large. Although each party’s destruction programme is dependent on national
resources and capacity, Australia, for instance, destroyed its entire known
stockpile of 128,161 anti-personnel mines in five days in September and
October 1999,35 only three months after it became party to the Convention.

A number of States Parties have discovered additional stocks of anti-
personnel mines,36 sometimes after ostensibly completing the destruction of
stockpiles.37 In a number of cases, mines are “stockpiled” by civilians.38 How
does this affect the deadline laid down in Article 4? As long as a State Party
has not sought to conceal stockpiles, it is to be assumed that they should
destroy any new anti-personnel mines located in stocks or caches “as soon as
possible.” They should also include full details in their next Article 7 report,
due annually to be submitted to the Secretary-General of the UN. Given
initial good faith on the part of the State Party, the identification of very
significant new stocks of anti-personnel mines should normally be considered
unlikely.

In Bosnia and Herzegovina, for instance, the Stabilisation Force (SFOR)
has been collecting landmines and other explosive munitions for the purpose
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of destruction in what it terms “Operation Harvest”. Since Operation Harvest
began in 1998, close to 9 million rounds of ammunition, nearly 110,000 hand
grenades, 27,000 small arms, 28,000 mines and more than 24,000kg of
explosives have been collected. Destruction of all explosive devices is carried
out by SFOR.39

The International Mine Action Standards
As previously noted, stockpile destruction may relate to any explosive

ordnance contained in stockpiles, however, the IMAS focus on the destruction
of anti-personnel mine stockpiles. There are currently four standards
pertaining to stockpile destruction — one in Series 7 (07.41) dealing with the
monitoring of stockpile destruction, and three in Series 11, a series dedicated
to stockpile destruction:

11.10 – Guide for the destruction of stockpiled anti-personnel mines;
11.20 – Principles and procedures for open burning and open detonation
(OBOD) operations; and
11.30 – National planning guidelines for stockpile destruction.

Destruction techniques
According to the IMAS, the costs of demilitarisation of anti-personnel

landmines range from US$2 to US$4 each, depending on the type of mine.40

Generally, open detonation is likely to be the cheapest means to destroy
stockpiles of up to one million anti-personnel landmines, but it requires
significant knowledge of explosives engineering as the shock wave caused
by detonation may not destroy the mines but throw them out and arm
them.

Industrial-scale demilitarisation has many advantages — mechanical
disassembly, incineration in environmentally-controlled systems and the
ability to operate 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Its major disadvantage is
the high capital set-up costs of design, project management, construction and
commissioning. Operating costs are generally lower than OBOD (once
amortisation of the development capital is discounted), although high labour
costs in developed countries account for a large percentage of the OBOD
costs.

Notwithstanding this, OBOD can be a cheaper option, depending mainly
on the economy of scale possible. In the US, for example, average OBOD
costs are US$850 per tonne, whereas industrial demilitarisation is US$1,180
per tonne; but these costs are for all ammunition types, not just anti-personnel
mines. The IMAS also notes that salvage of metallic scrap, or explosive waste,
can result in an income stream. Some explosive fillings of anti-personnel mines
may be useful to the commercial explosive industry, while scrap steel is always
in demand.41

In many cases the development of such purpose-built demilitarisation
facilities to enable State Parties to fulfil their obligation for stockpile
destruction will be well beyond available resources and therefore may not
be a practical option. Factors such as cost, location and safety may mean that
OBOD is the only pragmatic and feasible option.
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Environmental considerations in stockpile destruction42

Concerns have been expressed as to the environmental consequences of
destroying certain mines by open detonation, both by the State holding the
stockpiles and also potential donors, which may have their national or broader
environmental legislation to consider.43 For instance, the PFM-1 scatterable
anti-personnel mine contains hydrogen chloride, the open detonation of which
may lead to unacceptable environmental pollution. One solution may be
contained detonation in a pollution control chamber as the mine cannot be
disassembled.

Traditionally the military are usually responsible for the destruction of
anti-personnel mines using OBOD techniques, while civilian companies use
industrial demilitarisation. The availability, or not, of qualified manpower
may have a significant influence on the destruction technique to be used.
Certain destruction techniques result in the production of “special” or
“hazardous” waste, which itself requires destruction or disposal in an
environmentally benign manner. This is usually done by a specialist
environmental disposal company.

In Europe, many nations have banned OBOD of all munitions — unless
there is no alternative and that it can be justified on safety grounds. This has
necessitated the construction of expensive demilitarisation facilities, hence
the requirement for the disposal of ammunition types other than anti-personnel
mines and the necessity for economies of scale if pursuing this option. The
argument about the environmental effects of OBOD is still ongoing and sound
scientific evidence has been developed to support a case that OBOD of certain
anti-personnel mine types may not be a threat to the environment. This means
that OBOD still remains a viable destruction option for anti-personnel mines
and may well be the most suitable option for regions with little or no
industrialised demilitarisation capacities.

Within the UN, all work related to the transport of dangerous goods is
coordinated by the Economic and Social Council Committee of Experts on
the Transport of Dangerous Goods, which produces the Recommendations on
the Transport of Dangerous Goods, also called the “Orange Book”. These
Recommendations and Regulations are addressed not only to all Governments
for the development of their national requirements for the domestic
transport of dangerous goods but also to other interested international
organisations.

The International Standardization Organization (ISO) 4200 series also lays
down internationally accepted standards for determining and measuring air
pollution from industrial processes. These standards will apply to any
pollution control systems used during industrial demilitarisation operations,44

but only in terms of the measurement of emissions as the standards do not
provide any guidance on what the overall emission limits should be: this
remains the responsibility of the national authority.

The only supra-national legislation that covers emissions into the
atmosphere from the incineration of hazardous waste is the European Union
Council Directive 91/689/EEC of 12 December 1991 on hazardous waste.45

This provides a comprehensive standard and is in use by all European Union

Destruction of anti-personnel mine stockpiles
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countries and those countries with associate status. It does not prohibit open
detonation.

Determining the appropriate technology for stockpile destruction
According to the IMAS, there are so many inter-relational factors

involved in anti-personnel mine stockpile destruction that it is not possible
to provide “template solutions”.46 The selection of the most suitable
technique or technology by a national authority will depend primarily on
the resources available, the physical condition and quantity of the stockpile,
the national capacity and the applicable environmental and explosives
legislation.47 For instance, the stability in storage and degradation or
deterioration rates of the explosive content will influence the degree of
urgency for disposal, the type of transport that can safely be used and the
destruction methodology.

In stockpile destruction, anti-personnel mines are no different to other
types of munitions. They all contain fusing systems and high explosives so
the inherent dangers present during transport, storage, processing and
destruction are the same. For this reason, the IMAS recommends that the
stockpile destruction of anti-personnel mines should not be looked at in
isolation.

Economies of scale are likely to be an influential factor in that the more
anti-personnel mines requiring destruction, the larger the economies of scale,
and therefore the wider range of available technology. The IMAS therefore
suggests that national authorities may wish to consider anti-personnel mine
destruction on a regional basis and/or to include other ammunition in the
destruction plans, in order to achieve large economies of scale. For example,
the destruction of anti-personnel mines could be done in conjunction with
the disposal of large-calibre artillery shells. These can be used as “donor”
charges for the anti-personnel mines, to ensure that all the ordnance is
destroyed, thereby reducing the costs of serviceable explosives during open
detonation disposal operations.

Maintenance of stockpiles48

While stockpiles are awaiting destruction, they must still be stored
appropriately. Yet there are no internationally recognised standards for the
safe storage of ammunition and explosives in either military or civilian
ammunition storage areas. Regional organisations, such as NATO, do have
agreed standards49 but the safe storage of ammunition and explosives is a
national responsibility.

There are, however, basic principles for the safe storage and maintenance
of ammunition stockpiles.50 If these principles are followed, in general the
risk of an undesired explosion occurring is greatly reduced. An exception is
the risks from sabotage or war although, according to the GICHD, even in
this case, adherence to basic principles will reduce the resultant damage.
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The implementation of the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban
Convention

Progress to date
In the 10 years from 1992 to 2002, according to the Landmine Monitor,51 a

total of 69 countries destroyed some 52 million anti-personnel mines. Of these,
63 States Parties to the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention destroyed 30
million anti-personnel mines. Between May 2002 and June 2003, 18 States
Parties completed the destruction of their stockpiles, eliminating a combined
total of almost 10.8 million anti-personnel mines over the course of their
destruction programmes. About 3 million mines were destroyed in 2002-2003
by States Parties, and more than 1 million by non-party States (Belarus, the
Russian Federation, Somaliland and the Ukraine).

By 2003, a total of 99 States Parties had either completed destruction of
anti-personnel mines stockpiles or declared never having a stockpile. More
than 50 States Parties had completed destruction of their stockpiles.52 Forty-
eight States Parties had officially declared not stockpiling anti-personnel
mines.53 A dozen States Parties were in the process of destroying their
stockpiles: Afghanistan, Argentina, Chile, the Democratic Republic of Congo,
Guinea-Bissau, Romania, Tajikistan, Tanzania, Tunisia, Uruguay and
Venezuela.

Four States Parties (Algeria, Bangladesh, the Republic of Congo and Kenya)
had not begun the destruction process but each has developed a plan to
destroy their stockpiles in advance of the treaty-mandated deadline. Four
States Parties will announce their plans when they submit their initial
transparency measures reports: Central African Republic, Cyprus, Timor-Leste
and São Tomé e Príncipe.

Fifteen States Parties had not officially declared the presence or absence
of anti-personnel mine stockpiles because of their failure to submit
transparency measures reports on time.54 Of those 15, those believed to
stockpile anti-personnel mines are Angola, Eritrea, Liberia, Nigeria, Sierra
Leone, Suriname and, possibly, Guinea. In addition, the deadline for
stockpile destruction has passed for three of the 15 countries: Equatorial
Guinea, Guinea and Namibia. Equatorial Guinea has stated that it does
not stockpile anti-personnel mines. Namibia claimed to only retain mines
for training and research purposes. Guinea’s stockpile status was not
known.

The first deadline for destruction
An important milestone in the implementation of the Anti-Personnel Mine

Ban Convention was reached on 1 March 2003: the four-year deadline for
destruction of stockpiled anti-personnel mines for all countries that were
party to the Convention when it first entered into force on 1 March 1999.
According to the Landmine Monitor, it would appear that all States Parties
with a 1 March 2003 deadline met their obligation, with the minor exception
of Djibouti, which was two days late. The major issue related to Turkmenistan,
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which reported completion of destruction but also declared retention of 69,200
anti-personnel mines. The ICBL expressed its view that retention of such a
number of mines in fact meant that Turkmenistan had not fully destroyed its
stocks and that it was not keeping “the minimum number absolutely necessary”
as required by the Convention, and was therefore in violation of a core treaty
obligation.55

Turkmenistan had previously stated in its first Article 7 report in
October 2001 that there remained 761,782 anti-personnel mines from an
initial stockpile of 1.17 million. It also declared, however, that: “It will
take approximately eight years to destroy all of the stocks of anti-personnel mines.
Therefore, Turkmenistan is requesting an extension of the time allowed for the
destruction of the whole arsenal of anti-personnel mines to the year 2010.”56 No
extension to the deadline is possible under the Convention and no
reservations may be made to its provisions.

Subsequently, the Co-Chairs of the Standing Committee on Stockpile
Destruction were in contact with Turkmenistan, which indicated that it
planned to meet the deadline set down by Article 4 of the Convention and
that it had only about 250,000 mines left to destroy.57 It subsequently reported
successful completion of stockpile destruction, but stated its intention to retain
nearly 70,000 anti-personnel mines for training and research in accordance
with Article 3 of the Convention.

Mines retained for training and research
Of the 134 States Parties, 62 retain a total of more than 280,000 anti-

personnel mines for training and research purposes. Of these 62 states, five
intend to keep more than 10,000 mines. These five countries account for nearly
half of all the mines retained by States Parties. Turkmenistan alone accounts
for 25 per cent, with 69,200 mines retained. Others with very high levels are
Brazil (16,545), Sweden (16,015), Algeria (15,030), and Bangladesh (15,000).

A total of 55 States Parties have chosen not to retain any anti-personnel
mines. Of those not retaining, 13 States once stockpiled mines but have
destroyed them or are in the process of destroying them. Seventeen States
Parties have not yet declared whether they intend to retain any anti-personnel
mines.

Conclusions

The world has made inroads into global stockpiles, estimated at more
than 250 million anti-personnel mines prior to the entry into force of the anti-
personnel Mine Ban Convention. Sometimes progress has been slow, sometimes
there have even been concerns about slow timing, but generally the obligation
has been implemented in good faith.

But most stockpiled anti-personnel mines remain outside the purview of
the Convention. China and the Russian Federation hold the bulk of these and
neither appears ready to accede to the Convention at an early stage. Despite
apparently destroying many millions of stockpiled anti-personnel mines that
did not comply with Amended Protocol II, the Russian Federation has
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continued to use landmines in its ongoing military operations in Chechnya.
Getting these and other major military powers, such as India, Pakistan and
the US, to destroy their stockpiles will demand political will that has so far
proved absent.

On the other hand, the accession of Belarus to the Convention and, despite
its delay in ratifying, signature by the Ukraine, are both significant steps
forward. The path towards the elimination of anti-personnel mines appears
irreversible.

Moreover, there are seemingly few technical obstacles to stockpile
destruction, although there are environmental and cost considerations
depending on the type and size of the stockpile in question. The trials of
industrial disposal techniques for PFM scatterable anti-personnel mines,
sponsored by the European Commission, NATO and Canada, along with the
development of the cementation process by the Russian Federation, represent
useful progress towards ridding the world of the infamous “butterfly” mine,
an earlier scourge of Afghan children in particular.

Of all the aspects of mine action, stockpile destruction has seen the least
involvement of NGOs, with the bulk of the task being performed by the
military, and a secondary role played by commercial companies, especially in
Western Europe.

Destruction of anti-personnel mine stockpiles
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8 The coordination and
management of mine

action programmes
Ian Mansfield

Introduction

The need for proficient coordination and management of mine action
programmes has been evident from the very beginnings of this humanitarian
and development discipline — generally agreed to be activities within
Operation Salam in Afghanistan in the late 1980s, following the Soviet
withdrawal from the country. Initial efforts to set up a national clearance
capacity by training and equipping Afghan returnees from neighbouring
Pakistan floundered as the volunteers, formed into small clearance teams,
were inadequately equipped and were left wholly unsupervised and
unsupported following their repatriation to Afghanistan. It is not known, even
approximately, how many perished or were injured during valiant efforts to
spontaneously clear the many mined areas that affected their country.

Summary
Over the last 15 years, the international community has identified
many of the requirements for successful coordination and management
of mine action programmes. Wherever there is significant
contamination or impact from mines or explosive remnants of war, a
national mine action authority and a mine action centre can play an
effective role in ensuring the proper coordination and management of
a mine action programme. These institutions should be mandated and
regulated by domestic legislation to bring clarity, coherence and
transparency to the sector.
The United Nations and its many partners can play a major role in
developing an indigenous capacity to run these institutions and thereby
to plan, direct and coordinate mine action operations efficiently in
response to the needs of affected communities, while at the same time
maintaining safety standards as high as possible, both for those
engaged in demining as well as those who will ultimately benefit from
clearance.
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Following this early setback, the United Nations, which was leading the
national reconstruction effort, rethought its approach and decided to promote
the creation of indigenous demining1 organisations — non-governmental
bodies that would ostensibly work on a contract basis to the UN for survey,
clearance and risk education (then generally referred to as mine awareness).
Thus were born the world’s first demining NGOs, and several of these
organisations continue to play a leading role today in freeing not only
Afghanistan but also other similarly blighted countries of their explosive
contamination. At around the same time, two former British military figures
decided to set up their own organisations to clear mines and UXO — leading
to the creation of the HALO Trust and Mines Advisory Group.

The UN, through its Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian
Assistance to Afghanistan (UNOCHA) assumed, de facto, responsibility for
the coordination and management2 of the nascent mine action programme in
Afghanistan, from its operational base in Islamabad across the border in
Pakistan. As a major study of the mine action programme in Afghanistan,
conducted in the mid-1990s, would later find: “In a political and economic
environment characterized by sporadic warfare and numerous uncertainties, UNOCHA
took the initiative of developing a mine action plan and the means for its implementation.
The basic two-tier structure which emerged makes a clear distinction between coordination
and implementation”.3 The UN would subsequently support coordination in
many other countries around the world, and even, in exceptional
circumstances, fulfil this coordination role on its own, as this chapter will
describe.

National programme coordination and management

The origin and role of the national mine action authority
and the mine action centre

In Afghanistan, UNOCHA served as a “central planning, regulatory,
coordination and resource mobilization mechanism”, contracting Afghan mine action
NGOs to undertake specific tasks such as mine awareness, surveying, mapping
and clearance. The DHA study, referred to above, concluded that:

”The Afghan institutional model is unique in that it has enabled the
development of a comprehensive mine action programme notwithstanding
the absence of a central authority and an ongoing war… The allocation
of distinct but inter-related activities such as survey, clearance and
monitoring, to different NGOs constitutes an in-built control or self-
checking system which simplifies overall management and reduces the
costs of running the programme. This institutional arrangement has
facilitated the development of a significant and impressive degree of
indigenization and operational capability which allows for diversity,
flexibility and cost-effectiveness. The programme in Afghanistan also
operates with a very small number of expatriate advisers.”4

Yet, although Afghanistan appeared to be a successful programme with
relatively good coordination and management, its lessons were not applied
in the next major humanitarian challenge for the international community:
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Cambodia. The Cambodian mine action programme was launched in April
1992 following a negotiated settlement of its long-term armed conflict. The
UN’s peace-keeping mission, UNTAC (the UN Transitional Authority in
Cambodia), had specific responsibilities for mine clearance and mine awareness
but was largely “focused on the achievement of short-term objectives geared to the
realization of immediate peace-consolidation tasks”.5

During this period, the Supreme National Council (SNC) which had been
set up by the Paris Peace Agreement, represented the “ultimate authority
concerning policy on landmines”.6 The SNC approved the creation of the
Cambodian Mine Action Centre (CMAC)7 in April 1992 and adopted its statutes
a few months later. However, “while CMAC was formally established as the
Cambodian institution mandated to address the country’s mine problem, it existed
primarily as a concept throughout the UNTAC period”.8 Furthermore, in a marked
change from what had been the case in Afghanistan, CMAC operated as both
a coordination and an implementation body for mine action,9 to the obvious
dislike of some of the other demining operators in the country. The two-tier
structure that had been employed in Afghanistan (though one that had been
driven, at least in part, by the exigencies of the situation), had been discarded
— or overlooked — in favour of a new approach.10

It was hoped that upon UNTAC’s departure, CMAC would assume
responsibility for coordination of mine action activities in Cambodia, including
the work being carried out by the Mines Clearance and Training Unit (MCTU),
which reported to the UNTAC Force Commander. Accordingly, just before
the departure of UNTAC at the end of 1993, “there was a flurry of activity to re-
arrange institutional mechanisms and to capacitate CMAC to absorb and sustain
MCTU’s activities. This resulted in a redefined and strengthened CMAC as it became
the institution responsible for planning and coordinating mine action activities in
Cambodia while simultaneously having the bulk of the capacity available in-country
for operational activities”.11 However, CMAC proved to be far too weak to
conduct its own affairs and international NGOs had to step in to provide
direct technical and financial support to prevent the institution from collapsing.
Major structural and managerial inadequacies, which the Cambodian
government, even with the support of the UN, never fully managed to rectify,
would come back to haunt the institution. The complaint among operators
was that CMAC was trying to be “both a player and the umpire”.

The story broke in the local and international press in 1999. Accusations
about corruption, nepotism and poor financial management were made against
a number of Cambodian organisations, including CMAC, and received
considerable publicity. CMAC’s donors suspended funding and called for a
proper audit of the entire funds received and demanded new accountability
for the use of funds. A 50-point list of requirements before funding would be
continued was handed over to the institution. In fact, the audit, though critical
of management practices, indicated that the disbursement of funds could be
accounted for to within a small proportion of the total funds. This small
percentage was mainly related to funds allocated to CMAC by the Royal
Government of Cambodia.12 Nevertheless, the adverse publicity that had been
generated badly damaged the image of CMAC and lowered staff morale.
According to the International Campaign to Ban Landmines (ICBL):

The coordination and management of mine action programmes
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“Concern over whether the agency would close and whether they would
have a pay packet and a job the next month was spoken of by many staff.
Relationships between UNDP and CMAC were strained and some
instances of public recriminations appeared in the media. The consequent
and probably understandable stop-start approach to funding hindered
planning”.13

By this time, however, many other mine action programmes had been
established. In Angola, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, and Mozambique,
to name a few, large-scale demining programmes funded with millions,
sometimes tens of millions of dollars, were operating, often with the assistance
and support of a UN peace-keeping operation, as had been the case in
Cambodia; on other occasions, the UN Development Programme (UNDP)
took a leading role to develop the capacity of the national authorities to take
responsibility for coordinating and managing its mine action programme.

Experiences were mixed, as a landmark study of several countries attested.
In Mozambique, the UN’s initial plan “foresaw a Mozambican Mine Action Centre
which would mirror the Cambodian model: an inter-ministerial group or similar
configuration would constitute the governing authority while a mine action centre
would intervene directly and orchestrate the activities of all other involved agencies”.14

However, the plan, and the initiation of the proposed mine action programme,
encountered significant difficulties, in particular opposition from major
donors, as well as a lack of commitment from the former warring parties. In
response, the UN adjusted the institutional arrangements, having set up the
Accelerated Demining Programme (ADP), a demining body under UN project
management that brought together demobilised soldiers from both the former
government and the armed opposition group, RENAMO, working in harmony
side by side to clear mines laid during decades of bitter combat.

But at the time of the departure of the UN peace-keeping operation —
ONUMOZ — at the end of 1994 the UN and the donor community had still
not reached agreement on future institutional arrangements and how the
capacity of the Mozambican government would be developed to address the
landmine problem. By then, however, “a pragmatic arrangement of sorts had
emerged whereby Norwegian People’s Aid operated in the north of Mozambique, HALO
Trust in the centre, and … ADP in the south”.15

Indeed, as of 2004, the institutional management and coordination situation
had still to be clarified. Mine action was under the overall supervision of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which set up the National Demining Institute
(IND) in 1999, replacing the National Mine Clearance Commission that had
lost the confidence of operators and donors. A 10-year review of mine action
in Mozambique, conducted by the GICHD at the request of the UNDP office
in Maputo, identified serious deficiencies in the country’s latest five-year
action plan (2002–2006), a limited ability to plan and prioritise mine action
effectively, and a need to integrate mine action with national development.
However, the review also described Mozambique’s mine problem as a constraint
on economic development rather than a humanitarian emergency, arguably
the result of effective and well-targeted mine clearance operations.16

The GICHD’s review proposed that the government create a new
institutional framework making stronger links between mine action and
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national development plans. This would include an interministerial
Mozambican Mine Action Authority to provide the policy for and regulate
mine action, and manage linkages within the government, mine action
community and donors. It would be chaired by a minister whose
responsibilities focus on the country’s socio-economic development, with the
Minister of Foreign Affairs and Co-operation serving as Deputy Chair,
responsible for Mozambique’s continued participation in the Ottawa Process.
The proposed authority would report to the Council of Ministers, which would
have final authority on policy measures intended to have government-wide
effect and for final review of draft legislation for mine action before it was
submitted to parliament.17

In Angola, following the 1992 cease-fire a recognised government was
already in place during the planning phase for the mine action programme. A
preliminary plan developed in September 1994 by the UN’s Humanitarian
Assistance Coordination Unit in collaboration with DHA declared that “a
major mine clearance programme was required if the UN was ‘to advance in a meaningful
manner its humanitarian and peace-keeping objectives in Angola.’ The plan was built
around the notion that the Angolan government was ultimately responsible and must
be assisted in acquiring the necessary expertise to deal with the long-term problems of
landmines”.18 However, the programme ran into trouble from the outset. A
review of the programme in 1996 concluded that the UN had “illustrated its
inability to learn from other programme experiences and was unable to avoid difficulties
it had encountered in other settings”.19

Subsequently, in May 1995, the Council of Ministers issued a Decree
establishing the National Institute for the Removal of Explosive Devices
(INAROEE)20 as a “specialized government institution responsible for coordinating
and conducting mine-removal operations” under the authority of the Minister of
Welfare and Social Reintegration.21 Again, as had been the case in Cambodia,
operators complained that INAROEE was both a player and the umpire: this
resulted in a lack of respect for the institution. In July 2001, the government
set up the Inter-Sectoral Commission on Demining and Humanitarian
Assistance (CNIDAH)22 to take over the role of regulator and coordinator of
mine action in Angola, reporting to the Council of Ministers. INAROEE was
subsequently reformed and reorganized as the National Demining Institute
(INAD) responsible only for carrying out demining operations.23

Based on a candid assessment in the mid-1990s of the UN’s support for
the development of indigenous capacities in four countries, it was
recommended to the then-focal point for mine action within the United
Nations, DHA, that in a mine-affected country the organisation should support
a two-tier structure for mine action coordination and management. This
demanded, first, that the UN, “facilitate the creation of a national mine action
authority with an appropriate mandate and composition. The purpose of a national
authority is to ensure that mine action activities have an appropriate governance body…
[It] would normally ensure that a portion of the national budget is made available
annually for the country’s mine action activities. The authority should ensure that
mine action policy is non-partisan and is in accord with humanitarian considerations
including the allocation of resources to address the mine-related problems of those who
are most vulnerable”.24

The coordination and management of mine action programmes
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The second tier of the management structure would be the mine action centre
or MAC:

“The core function of such a Centre is to ensure that programme activities
give effect to established policy. This necessarily involves the development
of an overall plan and ensuring that a coherent and comprehensive
approach is pursued in a safe and cost-effective manner. In line with its
central coordination responsibilities, the MAC will generally be responsible
for planning, for a central data bank on minefield information, for resource
mobilization, for monitoring, and overall programme development
including the investigation of accidents and follow up activities.»25

The report to DHA highlighted a problem with the MAC holding dual
roles of coordination and implementation, although it noted that: “The general
preference of Programme Managers, past and present, in charge of initiating and
developing Mine Action Centres was to have an operational capability under their
direct command. For the most part, MAC managers felt that they would be handicapped
by ‘having to rely on a third party’”.26 Ultimately, however, it rejected these
arguments and concluded with a strong recommendation:

“in favour of distinct coordination and implementation arrangements.
Operational activities should be undertaken by independently managed
mine action agencies (such as national and international NGOs) under
contract to the MAC. The MAC should not become directly involved in
implementation activities but retain overall control through sound
contractual arrangements. This approach puts less strain on human
resources at the centre in terms of management and control capabilities.
It is more transparent for donors and more responsive to shifting priorities
and demand as the mine problem is brought under control and the level
of activities decrease over the years. There are situations, however, where
the vertical integration approach will be the option preferred by the
national authorities. If the mine action authority and the MAC determine
to directly execute operations in the field then the central management
structure must be considerably enlarged to provide management and
logistical support to units in the field.”27

The UN accepted these recommendations, and reflected them in the first
version of the International Mine Action Standards (IMAS), issued in 2000.
The second edition of the IMAS, published on 1 January 2003, lays down the
following core guidance to States:

“The primary responsibility for mine action lies with the Government of
the mine-affected state. This responsibility is normally vested in a NMAA
[National Mine Action Authority,] which is charged with the regulation,
management and coordination of a national mine action programme.
The NMAA is responsible for establishing the national and local conditions
which enable the effective management of mine action. It is ultimately
responsible for all phases and all facets of a mine action programme within
its national boundaries, including the development of national mine
action standards, SOPs and instructions.”28

The IMAS also foresee the creation of a mine action centre, declaring that
a MAC

“can be established by either the NMAA, or in specific circumstances by
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the United Nations. The structure of each MAC will reflect the national
mine action plan, but in general they will be responsible for:
a) the co-ordination or planning of all mine action activities in their
area of responsibility;
b) the provision of technical advice to the NMAA;
c) the maintenance of mine action records and databases;
d) (if delegated by the NMAA), the accreditation of mine action
organizations; and
e) the investigation of mine action related accidents and incidents.”

The standard two-tier coordination and management structure (see Figure
1 – the third tier illustrated in the national structure refers to implementation through
demining and mine risk education operators) has been adopted by the governments
of many mine-affected States, though it is by no means universal. In particular,
States that have been assisted by bilateral or regional military-to-military
cooperation for the creation of a manual mine clearance capacity within the
armed forces have tended to set up a national demining office (or similar
title) within or under the direct control of the Ministry of Defence. These
countries have tended to eschew the need for a national authority, preferring
to concentrate on direct implementation of clearance activities.

However, the IMAS model remains the norm, and a number of countries
that have taken other approaches have moved to adopt, or have been
encouraged to adopt, critical features of that model. In Cambodia, for instance,
the funding crisis in 2000 that followed a collapse in donor confidence in
CMAC, led to the government setting up the Cambodian Mine Action
Authority (CMAA) and making CMAC simply an operator for demining and
mine risk education.

Likewise, in the neighbouring Lao People’s Democratic Republic (Lao PDR),
UXO LAO had fulfilled a similar role to CMAC. Following its own cash-flow
problems in 2002, and under the encouragement of the UNDP, the Lao PDR
government issued a decree establishing the National Regulatory Authority,

Figure 1. National mine action structure

The coordination and management of mine action programmes
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which would assume responsibility for management and coordination of “UXO
action” in the country.29 This initiative, which was warmly welcomed by
donors,30 was still to come to practical fruition as of October 2005, although
the signs were encouraging. In Ethiopia, also, which had set up the Ethiopian
Mine Action Office (EMAO), following the initiation of support from the
United States, EMAO is calling for its role to be transformed by national
legislation into a formal coordination body.31

Indeed, with a view to promoting effectiveness and transparency, the UN
encourages all States to adopt national mine action legislation that mandates
and regulates the work of these key institutions;32 to date, too few States
have done so.33 A GICHD study conducted in 2002-2004 for UNDP identified
some of the main issues that should be included in such legislation.34

The role of the UN in supporting coordination
and management

In general, since the publication of the report to DHA on developing
indigenous mine action capacities, it is clear that the UN has been successful
in strengthening its efforts to support national coordination and management
of mine action. The UN’s approach to national capacity development for mine
action coordination and management is focused on three major components:

the provision of technical advisers within the national mine action
authority and/or mine action centre;
in-depth training for national staff working within these two
institutions, notably through the Senior and Middle Manager’s courses
offered by Cranfield University’s Resilience Centre and the Mine Action
Information Center at James Madison University (both through UNDP
and with the support of key donors to mine action); and
ongoing support for resource mobilisation, by facilitating relations with
mine action donors.

In rare cases, the UN (as foreseen by the IMAS) has undertaken
responsibility for national programme coordination and management directly.
In Kosovo, for example, the UN can claim a major success in effectively
coordinating the work of dozens of disparate operators over some two and
a half years, and clearing the province of the vast majority of its explosive
contamination. Similarly, in Lebanon, the UN facilitated the disbursement of
a US$50 million contribution from the United Arab Emirates that significantly
reduced the mine and UXO threat in the south of the country.

Where the UN has sometimes been rather less successful is in securing the
transition to full national ownership of a mine action programme. In the major
mine action programmes set up at the end of the 1980s and early 1990s, such
as Afghanistan, Angola, Cambodia, and Mozambique, UN technical advice
for coordination and management still remains an important element of the
programme more than a decade later. Providing technical advisers to
programmes clearly has consequent and significant cost implications.

But premature handover also has risks. Thus, for example, it is generally
agreed that despite the many successes of the mine action programme in
Kosovo, the UN left too early — even another six months could have made a
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difference in the view of the former UN Programme Manager. In Azerbaijan,
however, no technical assistance is deemed necessary by the Azeri
government, and the programme is functioning autonomously.

Tools for coordination and programme management
However, the UN can also claim credit for spurring the development of key

tools for mine action programme management and coordination, notably the
IMAS and support for the development of the Information Management System
for Mine Action (IMSMA).
The International Mine Action Standards

The IMAS in force today are the result of many years of work by the UN, the
GICHD and mine action operators and actors around the world.35 International
standards for humanitarian mine clearance programmes were first proposed
in July 1996, by working groups at an international technical conference in
Denmark. Criteria were prescribed for all aspects of mine clearance, standards
were recommended and a new universal definition of “clearance” was agreed.
In late 1996, the principles proposed in Denmark were developed by a UN-led
working group and the International Standards for Humanitarian Mine
Clearance Operations were developed. A first edition was issued by the UN
Mine Action Service (UNMAS) in March 1997.36

The scope of the original standards subsequently expanded to include the
other components of mine action and to reflect changes to operational
procedures, practices and norms. The standards were re-developed and
renamed as the International Mine Action Standards (IMAS); the first edition
was published in 2000 and a second edition (the current basis for the standards,
as amended) was issued in 2003.37 Individual IMAS are reviewed at least
every three years to reflect developing mine action norms and practices and
to incorporate changes to international regulations and requirements.38

 Although the concept of the IMAS has been widely welcomed at
international level, the content of every standard has not (as one might expect)
found universal support. In particular, the IMAS are criticised by some for
being a straightjacket, slowing down efforts to reduce the humanitarian impact
of mines, especially through its requirement that clearance be conducted to a
100 per cent success rate down to a stipulated depth.

In defence of the IMAS, however, it is always made clear that the international
standards should be adapted to the national context and turned into applicable
national standards. Over the past few years, a great deal of progress has been
made in many major mine action programmes in achieving this. Thus, for
example, innovative approaches to clearance, for instance using rakes in sandy
soil as occurs in Somalia or Sri Lanka, can thereby be endorsed and safety
standards maintained, without preventing their employment in relevant
circumstances. Moreover, mine clearance standards should be applied only to
mine clearance; thus, where the threat demands a battle area clearance response,
other, more appropriate standards should be applied.39

The Information Management System for Mine Action (IMSMA)
IMSMA is a software-based data management tool for use at Mine Action

The coordination and management of mine action programmes
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Centre (MAC) level. It combines a relational database with a geographic
information system (GIS). It is able to provide mine action managers and
practitioners with up-to-date information management capabilities to facilitate
decision-making in the framework of mine action. The system is currently in
use in more than 80 per cent of mine action programmes around the world.40

Based on the input of field users, the system has been continuously revised
and upgraded since its initial release in the summer of 1999 (it was fielded
for the first time in Kosovo).

In 2005, the IMSMA Re-Engineering Project got underway. The aim of the
project was to develop a comprehensive update to IMSMA based on ideas
submitted by system users over the first five years of its life. This latest
version of IMSMA (V. 4.0) has been designed as a decentralised system and
will replace existing systems within the next two years. The new release
contains a fully integrated GIS based on the ESRI Arc Engine software package,
allowing users to perform interactive map-based navigation throughout the
entire content of the database.

Language-related challenges are made easier by IMSMA V. 4.0 through
the inclusion of Arabic, English, French, Portuguese, Russian, and Spanish
versions of the system’s user screens, forms, error messages and other text.
The system’s data entry, review and reporting tools will also be updated to
provide for the creation of locally developed data collection forms in local
languages. Combined with a simplified custom data field creation capability
these changes will make it easier to customise the system to meet local needs.

The updated IMSMA is built around an easy-to-use core module, which is
designed to provide operations with a simple set of data collection and
reporting tools suitable for most situations. Sites with more sophisticated
operational requirements will be able to choose from a set of “plug-ins”
designed specifically for particular activities. Plug-ins are already in
development for mine risk education, victim assistance and quality assurance
activities, with others in the planning stages.41

These changes respond effectively to many of the criticisms of the IMSMA
system, but one significant obstacle — not related to the performance of the
system itself — remains. Distribution of the database and the information it
contains is dependent on the goodwill of the State that is given the system.
Sadly, not all governments have been as effective in disseminating the
information that IMSMA generates as they have at gathering it. Some data
must, of course, remain confidential, for reasons of national security or human
rights; most the data should be shared widely with all the mine action actors
that can benefit from and use it.

Challenges in coordination and programme management

In conclusion, then, over the last 15 years, the international community
has learnt — and agreed upon — many of the requirements for successful
coordination and management of mine action programmes. Central to that
learning experience has been the work of the national authorities of affected
States, the United Nations and key donors to mine action.

Wherever there is significant contamination or impact from mines, UXO
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or abandoned explosive ordnance (AXO), a national mine action authority and
a mine action centre can play an effective role in ensuring the proper coordination
and management of a mine action programme. These institutions should be
mandated and regulated by domestic legislation to bring clarity, coherence and
transparency to the sector.

The UN and its many partners can play a major role in developing an
indigenous capacity to run these institutions and thereby to plan, direct and
coordinate mine action operations efficiently, while at the same time
maintaining safety standards as high as possible, both for those engaged in
demining as well as those who will ultimately benefit from clearance.

Yet, despite major, generalised improvements in coordination and
management of mine action programmes around the world, significant
challenges remain. For example, the first deadlines for States Parties to the
Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention to clear all anti-personnel mines from
mined areas under their jurisdiction or control will elapse on 1 March 2009. It
already seems likely that a number of major mine action programmes will
not make this looming deadline in time. This presents a challenge to both the
affected countries themselves and to donors who have committed to support
host country mine action to meet their obligations.

Linked to this issue is the demand for effective strategic planning, that sets
realistic objectives maximising benefits in relation to costs. There are many
different approaches to strategic planning and no one approach is endorsed by
the IMAS. Clear, though, is the overriding obligation for any strategic plan to
respond to the assessed needs of the affected populations and not to be a supply-
driven exercise in resource distribution. One way to determine those needs has
been the landmine impact survey, already conducted in more than a dozen
countries, and potentially an important management tool.

Thus, with a clear and internally consistent strategic plan in place that
determines criteria for adjudging priorities, setting operational priorities
becomes far easier. These can then be implemented through annual work-
plans, which have helped to determine and allocate the necessary resources
efficiently.

Of course, in a country beset by difficulties resulting from many years of
bitter armed conflict, the need to confront corruption is persistent. Of course,
this is by no means the domaine réservé of mine action — all sectors of everyday
life and the economy are prone to its excesses — but given the very significant
allocation of resources to mine action (currently running at more than US$250
million per year), the demining community has an ongoing obligation to
maintain the highest standards of financial probity.

In order to sustain that level of funding, mainstreaming mine action into
development has become a rallying cry for the UN and major donors. Most
mine action funding has been from short-term and sporadic emergency
budgets, barely conducive to efficient long-term planning. A number of
countries have sought to integrate mine action within broader rehabilitation
and development efforts (significant steps have been taken by Afghanistan, for
example, to the extent that some 40 per cent of all clearance work is in direct
support of national reconstruction). But overall the picture could be brighter. If
mine action is to deserve future funding, it must do even more to demonstrate

The coordination and management of mine action programmes
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that its contribution to rebuilding a country after war is not only worthy but
essential.
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29. The explosive threat in Lao PDR emanates very largely from unexploded ordnance
(UXO) rather than landmines, thus the government prefers the term “UXO action” to
describe intervention in this sector.
30. Thus, the UN appeared to have effectively internalised one of the key lessons
from Mozambique, whereby donor support for the approach that it advocates is
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NGOs. The latest version of each standard, together with information on the work of
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38. Ibid.
39. According to the IMAS, battle area clearance (or BAC) is defined as “the systematic
and controlled clearance of hazardous areas where the threat is known not to contain mines”.
Definition 3.18, IMAS 04.10, Second Edition, 1 January 2003 (Incorporating
amendment number(s) 1 & 2 issued on 1 December 2004 and 23 July 2005,
respectively). Battle area clearance is typically far quicker than mine clearance.
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Introduction

This chapter reviews the development of mine action information
management systems over the past decade. It discusses the major themes
that have influenced the development of these systems, notably:

9 Mine action information
management
Mark Yarmoshuk

Summary
The first five years of mine action information management systems
— the period before the Information Management System for Mine
Action (IMSMA) — saw the development of databases in large
programmes that had a requirement but, more importantly, the
capacity to devote significant resources to this task. These databases
were not well rounded — they focused on the particular sort of data
and reporting that were of specific interest to the individuals working
in the programme at the time and did not benefit from a wider body of
experience.
The next five years saw the development of IMSMA through three
major versions and, with the exception of the northern Iraq programme,
very little database development elsewhere. IMSMA is now the de
facto standard database for mine action. However, the balance of power
between headquarters staff and information management professionals
seems to be firmly weighted towards headquarters staff, given the
experience during the design of recent surveys. Important lessons
learned during the landmine impact survey process seem to have been
forgotten. By focusing on data rather than data use, surveys such as
the emergency survey in Iraq have degraded their effectiveness by
failing to focus on analysis.
Geographic information systems are now widely used in mine action.
For most programmes this means that they have the capability to
print maps showing the mine threat. While automated mapping is a
very modest use of the geographic tools made available by IMSMA, it
is a huge advance from what was available before and places mine
action among a very select group of GIS users in many of the countries
where it is used.
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Technological advancements in computer hardware and software: a
particular focus is made on database and geographical information
systems (GIS) development.
The databases themselves and the survey procedures which populate
them: this aspect is broadly influenced by the varying attention paid
to field v. headquarters perspectives on requirements. It also covers
the end use of the data and attempts to deploy systems to the field to
improve the use of data in mine action planning and evaluation.
Spatial data: historically this has meant maps but now encompasses
various digital products derived from photographic images, airborne
sensors or space-borne platforms.
Point positioning techniques: this is related to mapping and therefore
overlaps somewhat with the discussion on spatial data but focuses on
the collection of location data during survey activities;
Advisers, training and system documentation: this has been a major,
if perhaps somewhat hidden, cost of improving information
management capability in mine action centres.
Multi-sector cooperation: the most significant example of this has been
in humanitarian information centres.
Regional initiatives: such initiatives have been seen in southern Africa
and south-eastern Europe.

Section 1 reviews what is expected from mine action information systems
and the guidance provided by various international standards. Section 2
contains a history of information management and database technology
relevant to the development of mine action information management and
reviews the ways in which the technology has been applied in mine action
centres. Section 3 provides some background on GIS and digital mapping
prior to reviewing their use in mine action. Section 4 is about data use and
exchange — the ways in which data stored in databases are made available for
reporting and analysis. Section 5 looks at the non-technical aspects of
information management, namely the technical assistance and exchange of
best practices that build the required skills to use the relevant technologies.
Finally, Section 6 offers general conclusions.

The promise of information management

Information management has evolved into a critical element of effective
mine action. Judged by numbers of staff and technical advisers it is usually
among the largest departments of a typical mine action centre — and
sometimes it forms the core of the mine action centre. Judged by budgets
it is again among the top spenders outside of actual field clearance.
Information management spans a broad swathe, ranging from the database
administrator who doesn’t often get out of the office, to the surveyor
who doesn’t often get out of the field.

At heart, a mine action database is a record of what is known and what
has been done. It records all available information regarding threat from
explosive remnants of war (ERW) and the different activities — e.g. survey,
clearance, mine risk education (MRE) — carried out to mitigate those
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threats. Mine action information can do more than this but without these
basic elements in place further work is not possible. The database can
inform general planning by providing figures on the nature of the problem
(types of ERW, square metres affected) and, with the addition of community
impact data, can be used to prioritise mine action activities. At the
operations level it can inform managers about the progress of the work
plan and measure productivity.

Early mine action databases focused on the location of hazards. Survey
information was stored and updated to reflect clearance activities. The
requirement was quite simple and a single flat table with 20-30 fields of
information could meet the requirement. This was sometimes extended to
store progress information which could be used to report on productivity
over a period of interest. The advent of the landmine impact survey (LIS)
coincided with the development of the Information Management System for
Mine Action (IMSMA) and allowed far more complicated information
management tools to be deployed in mine action centres.

Users expect information management systems to support them in their
jobs, both in planning and reporting. A surveyor would like help in calculating
the area of the surveyed minefield and producing a high quality map. A
clearance planner would like detailed information on relevant factors, such
as soil, terrain and vegetation. A field manager for a clearance team looks for
detailed productivity information. A regional manager looks for more general
productivity information, status of assets on their current tasks and the
progress against the clearance plan. A quality assurance manager looks for
records of past inspections and compliance. At headquarters, the programme
manager wants to know if the programme’s objectives are being met and
operations planners want to know about tasks that warrant priority attention.
International bodies and donors want guidance on deciding where available
funds are best spent.

The remainder of this section will review the various means that
programmes have employed to achieve these goals, highlighting the technical
details that must be overcome along the way.

Policy documents
Mine action information management now has a lengthy history. Mine

action databases go back to 1992 and the IMSMA Field Module (FM) is into
its sixth year and third version. Although they have certainly provided an
essential service by maintaining a record of mine action activities, information
management systems have yet to live up to their promise of consistently
supporting more effective management. There remain a relatively small
number of mine action information practitioners — mainly employed by the
Geneva International Centre for Humanitarian Demining (GICHD), the
Swedish Explosive Ordnance Disposal and Demining Centre (SWEDEC), the
Swiss Ministry of Defence, the Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation
(VVAF) and the United Nations — who rotate through the various mine
action programmes. There is little written instruction for these practitioners.
They often have backgrounds that include database and GIS skills and
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sometimes come from the military. But, for the most part, they learn the
fundamentals of mine action information management in the programme itself,
which is perhaps why there seems to be a fairly high barrier to entry into this
field.

One of the difficulties for mine action programme managers is that many
do not know what to expect from their information system. They often have
a general idea of what they would like the system to do, but this may or may
not be realistic. There is no performance-based specification they can use in
order to evaluate their information department in the mine action programme.
If the computers are running and data seem to be getting entered there is a sense
that the system is to some degree working; however, there is often a frustration
among programme managers that their information systems do not provide
them with the information they would like to have.

The most effective use of information systems in mine action has occurred
in programmes where there has been a tight integration between operations
personnel and the database section. This was clearly seen in Kosovo from
1999 through 2002 where outputs from the information system were required
by operations staff in the issuing of survey and clearance tasks. This tight
integration is often difficult to achieve due to the structure of the mine action
programme, or due to weaknesses in either the operations or database sections
(or both).

The International Mine Action Standards (IMAS) provide only general
guidance, in

IMAS 5.10: Information Systems (scheduled for publication in 2004
but which had still to be issued in late 2005); and
IMAS 8.10: General Mine Action Assessment, which provides a helpful
general overview of the information management cycle but is too
general to provide useful guidance to the field-based manager.

The UN Mine Action Service (UNMAS) sector policy on information
management1 provides a helpful general overview of how information
management should fit into the mine action programme and how it should
relate to other agencies. This policy document lays out the expected benefits
of a mine action information system:

define and analyse the landmine problem;
develop and manage appropriate mine action programmes;
assess and measure progress; and
mobilise, allocate and monitor resources.

The UNMAS policy document highlights the importance of coordination
to limit duplication of effort, standardisation of survey and reporting
structures, maintenance of metadata (data about data), securing data against
loss, data sharing and exchange, and the recording of best practices in
information management.

The wider standards community has not played a role. For example, at
least two International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standards could
be applied to mine action information management to some degree, but neither
has been:

ISO 15489: Information and Documentation — Records Management.
This standard has as its goal “… [enabling] organisations to develop policies,
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strategies and programmes which will ensure that information assets have the
essential characteristics of accuracy, integrity and reliability”.2 The problems
that ISO 15489 is intended to solve are familiar to mine action
information practitioners, although they occur, perhaps, on a much
smaller scale in mine action. Corporations with tens of thousands of
documents clearly have a more complex problem than mine action
centres with a more modest document production.
ISO 19115: Geographic Information — Metadata. Metadata is data
which are stored to describe various aspects of the content, source,
accuracy and usability of other data. When using paper map products
the user assumed that the map producer — for topographical maps
this was usually a government mapping agency — was providing a
product which met an expected level of accuracy. With traditional map
products this was somewhat intuitive: no one would try to accurately
position a minefield on a small-scale provincial map printed at a scale
of 1:500,000. Instead, a map at a scale of 1:50,000 would be obtained,
where one centimetre on the map is equal to 500 metres on the ground.
With digital data it is more problematic: without metadata the user
cannot know how the data were collected and to what standards. In
mine action, this applies to base geographic data, such as roads, political
divisions, towns and so on, as well as to minefield locations. The mine
action community has yet to adopt a metadata standard for its spatial
data.

Programme life-cycles
The post-conflict, developmental and “autonomous” phases of mine action

bring with them a varying group of players, differing imperatives and widely
different challenges. These phases blend from one to the next or, as
experienced in Afghanistan and Iraq, can regress back to renewed conflict.

The post-conflict phase is characterised by an unfamiliar situation, a data-
poor environment and a high level of interest by all parties in obtaining more
information. In the immediate post-conflict phase (often even during the
conflict as, for example, security permitted in longstanding conflicts in Angola
and Iraq) there is a strong interaction between the military and civilian
organisations.

Lessons learned over the last ten years, from Bosnia and Herzegovina to
Kosovo and Afghanistan and now Iraq, have resulted in a close cooperation
between the military, governments, NGOs and the UN. This cooperation is
reinforced by imperatives: military forces see benefit from humanitarian
activities and non-military actors rely on the military both directly and
indirectly for their security. Mine action players have a particularly keen
interest that military units in their vicinity are aware of their movements and
activities lest they draw hostile fire while working with explosives.

The developmental phase is characterised by more experienced managers
looking to improve resource allocation by better defining priorities.

The autonomous phase should see a refined reporting system in place
which provides the required inputs for planning and prioritisation.
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Requirements for data with respect to both content and quality, and
capabilities to collect it vary throughout the programme life-cycle. Early on
in a programme’s life (and even well into it, such as during a typical landmine
impact survey) very vague data may be collected, which becomes somewhat
persistent in the information system. Mechanisms need to be in place where
“old” data can be retired if it has outlived its utility. And yet there is a fear of
disposing of any data lest some valuable clues be lost.

In a well-developed programme, detailed clearance progress figures may
be of interest to a detailed examination of the productivity of the organisations
and methods being employed. The challenge to mine action database designers
is to meet the competing goals of a flexible system that adapts to regional
and temporal differences in requirements yet is also internationally
standardised to assist in cross-border comparisons of the mine threat and
response.

Databases and information management in mine action

Database work conjures up images of technicians carefully maintaining
computer hardware and software, and diligently making backups to safeguard
data entered into the system by droves of low skill data entry clerks.
Information management suggests that something has been done to transform
the data into valuable information which will lead decision making. In reality
there is a finer distinction between databases and information management,
and the importance of the technical aspects of the work is overshadowed by
the primacy of the processes which are used to collect, manage and use the
data which is the focus of the effort.

This section deals with mine action databases — both the data that go into
them and the software of which they are composed. It also reviews information
technology trends which have shaped the course of development of mine action
information management. The use of the data stored in the database is left for a
subsequent section.

Early mine action database systems
At least five major mine action databases preceded the IMSMA Field Module3,

and the northern Iraq MAP database was developed in parallel to it. As will be
seen later in this section the development of mine action information management
has paralleled the development of the personal computer (what is commonly
referred to as the PC: Intel-processor-based hardware running the Microsoft
operating systems, first DOS and later Windows). Without exception these
databases stored their textural data in simple table structures and had no
integrated Geographic Information System (GIS). The Cambodia database stands
out as an early example of a simple yet effective system which made the best use
of the available technology of the day. By the mid-1990s the database was
integrated with an automated mapping component that allowed links to be
established between geographical features stored in AutoCAD — a leading
application for creating engineering drawings — and attribute data stored in
their FoxPro database. In Bosnia, a separate geographical database is maintained
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in MapInfo, however it is not directly linked to their Paradox database. No early
attempts to integrate automated mapping — a precursor to GIS — at the
minefield level with the database were made in Mozambique, Angola or
Afghanistan.

Prior to IMSMA the US Army Central Command undertook to develop a
Demining Information Management System (DIMS). A hardware package,
the Demining Support System, was also developed and deployed as part of
the US Department of State demining support programme. The Demining
Support System was a militarised PC system intended to withstand difficult
environmental conditions. In reality it was prohibitively expensive and was
predominately installed in comfortable office locations. Neither of these
initiatives made a large impact at mine action programmes — DIMS was
discontinued in favour of IMSMA and the Demining Support System was
replaced by standard specification computer hardware.

The major strengths of the locally designed databases were that they exactly
matched the perceived requirement in the country. The main limitations were
that the perceived requirements were often somewhat limited and they were
susceptible to collapse if a few key personnel left the organisation. Some of
the themes related to databases which preceded IMSMA are summarised
below.

Survey contents. In locally developed systems the data collected are
exactly those which the local organisation is interested in. This point
is closely related to the next — in locally developed systems the
survey and clearance process can be exactly modelled in the database.
This suggests that most programmes by end-2003 were not
conducting field operations which completely adhere to the IMAS
standards.
Data entry workflow. Locally developed systems allowed complete
customisation of the data entry forms to focus on the elements that
were of the most interest to the programme, including extensive data
quality checks. This resulted in high quality data for a small number of
data fields, but also excluded many data fields that were considered
important among the broader community.
Decentralised use. The distributed use of a database may lead to
technical problems because changes to the same data in disparate
locations must be avoided. IMSMA’s solution has been to limit the
ability to enter or edit data to one location. This inflexible approach
does not meet the needs of many mine action programmes. In
Afghanistan, a very distributed system was established — the database
was maintained regionally, with some data entry being conducted at
the field operator level. The Afghan system relied upon communication
between database operators to ensure that data were not edited in two
locations, rather than by guaranteeing it by software design. In Bosnia,
daily synchronisations of the database are achieved between two
regional offices and the headquarters. Decentralised use remains a
weakness of IMSMA. While it can be set up to work regionally the
configuration and synchronisation process is somewhat cumbersome
and options, such as allowing a separate organisation (e.g. the
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International Committee of the Red Cross — ICRC) to maintain victim
data, are not supported.
Limited scope of system. Focused on minefields rather than
communities. The assessment of the socio-economic impact of hazard
areas on communities by recording blockages and the tight integration
of the GIS systems were underdeveloped or completely missing from
mine action information management prior to IMSMA.
Varied functional support to operations, reflecting the specific breadth
of the respective programme. Could have integrated modules for mine
risk education, victim assistance, quality assurance, field task
management and asset allocation. Only the northern Iraq MAP
information system had all these capabilities. IMSMA was not initially
designed to have such capabilities and some have been added over
time.
Influence of key personnel. Databases prior to IMSMA tended to be
very reliant on the individuals who established them. The local
databases in Afghanistan, Cambodia and Mozambique were severely
compromised by the departure of key personnel. In Afghanistan, the
mine action centre was able to continue working with the system but
limited in its ability to modify and extend it. In Cambodia and
Mozambique, the departure of international technical advisers led to
the complete collapse of the system.

The technological backdrop
All mine action databases have been installed on software running on

Microsoft operating systems using hardware based on Intel (or compatible)
processors. Mine action practitioners were early adopters of available
hardware and software. While database and GIS applications date back to
the 1960s, and many of the largest database and GIS companies have product
lines dating back to the early 1980s, professional level systems were all Unix-
based until the mid-1990s. This changed with the advancing pace of processor
speed and graphics card capabilities in the Microsoft Windows/Intel-
dominated personnel computer market.
Hardware and operating systems

The choice of the PC platform was a natural one for mine action as it
became available for a reasonable price as the discipline was developing.
Early practitioners were also database-centric: GIS was not to become a
relatively well known technology until later in the 1990s.

Database software can generally be processor- and disk-intensive for a
very large system, however, in mine action this is not necessarily the case.
Database software is certainly not graphics-intensive. This allowed early mine
action database practitioners to develop systems locally, using readily available
and relative affordable IBM compatible PCs. GIS would not be widely available
on the desktop PC until the late 1990s.

The IMSMA database has proven to require relatively fast processors
throughout its design history due to a combination of design decisions. These
factors will be discussed in more detail in the database software section below,
however the resource requirements for the IMSMA database have been a
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significant issue for mine action centres, particularly when faced with an
upgrade to a new version of the system.

GIS software tends to be processor-, graphics- and storage-intensive. The
degree to which each of these three elements is important influenced the
speed at which subsets of the GIS software toolbox became common on Wintel
systems — and became widely available to mine action centres. Again, more
detail is found below in the discussion on GIS software.

Two of the major milestones  are the debut of the IBM PC, and the Microsoft
Windows NT operating system. The emergence of the IBM PC running Microsoft
DOS in the early 1980s made database software available on an inexpensive
and portable platform. It also saw a precursor to GIS become available on the
desktop, computer-aided design (CAD): automated mapping systems based on
CAD software which drew points, lines and polygons became possible.

The emergence of Microsoft’s Windows NT and Intel’s Pentium processor in
the mid-1990s brought a combination of greatly increased processing power
and a more secure and stable Windows operating system to the desktop.
Intergraph Corporation, a major GIS and mapping software/hardware vendor,
shifted its focus from Unix to developing Windows NT-based applications
which ran on its Intergraph-branded Wintel hardware. At the time this was
a major departure from the Unix focus of major GIS and mapping software
vendors.

Database software
The most familiar database applications are relational database management

systems (RDBMS). The early market leader on the PC was Aston-Tates Dbase
software, which spawned the industry standard .dbf file format, which still
remains in broad use today. Current offerings for the desktop include MS
Access, and Corel’s Paradox. Large commercial databases are run on Oracle,
IBM DB2, or Microsoft SqlServer platforms. Many academic users choose the
open source PostgreSQL database, while many data-driven web applications
are powered by the open source MySQL database.

What these RDBMS share is a common conceptual basis for their design
and a common language to interact with data stored in them:

Relational structure. An underlying structure of a collection of tables
(or relations) which are joined together by key fields which are stored
in each pair of joined tables.
SQL. All RDBMS databases make use of structured query language
(SQL) to retrieve and update data stored in the tables. SQL has been
an ISO standard since 1987; the current ISO standard SQL99 was
published in 1999. SQL is a very easy language to become familiar with,
but quite difficult to master. What makes SQL difficult to master is its
unfamiliar three-value logic (True, False and NULL [or undefined]), and its
set-based logic.

What distinguishes between the various RDBMS databases are performance,
“scalability”, functionality, ease of use and cost. Databases designed for broad
use as part of office automation software suites focus on ease of use, whereas
large commercial databases are the purview of database professionals and
focus on performance and scalability. There are “middle ground” products
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available at no cost to the end user that are primary used by system developers
who need to store data for use in their applications but do not require the
high end functionality provided by the expensive commercial systems.

The advantages of RDBMS systems are that they help to maintain data
integrity and provide for fast transaction processing:

Data redundancy can be reduced, and consistency enhanced, through
the “normalisation” of tables. For example, rather than storing the town,
sub-district, district and province of a survey in the survey table, only
one identifier code for the town need be stored. This identifier then
relates to a town table, which relates to a sub-district table, and so on.
If district boundaries change, only the relationships between the sub-
districts/districts/provinces need be edited, rather than having to
search through all the survey records affected by the change.
Individual transactions with relational databases are faster than with
other data storage schemes — this is not very important in the context
of mine action, but is vitally important in applications such as banking
or point-of-sale data capture.

There are also significant disadvantages to RDBMS systems:
While they are very efficient for data storage, they are less convenient
for data retrieval. As one eminent member of the industry put it: “Entity
relationship models are a disaster for querying because they cannot be understood
by users and they cannot be navigated by DBMS software.”4 This means that
RDBMS systems are not appropriate for end users. The problem is that
by normalising data (breaking it into separate tables to reduce
redundancy), the end users are no longer able to look at the data in
one location; rather, views of the data must be constructed.
In IMSMA v3, for example, there are nearly 100 tables, and views can
require joins between tens of tables at a time. This is further complicated
by language translation in IMSMA — even after constructing the final
flat table view, much of the data remain in a pseudo-English coding
which needs to be translated into natural language (in IMSMA v3 this
could be English, French, Spanish or Portuguese).

But data management does not always involve database software.
Document management systems store data in its original textual form
and then allow full text search and automated indexing of the documents
contents.
Document-based data storage using a more structured form than
document management systems, but with more flexibility than
databases, is permitted by the relatively recent technology of XML.
The eXtensible Markup Language was published as a standard in 1996
and has since gained wide acceptance as a data storage format. By
using user definable tags within the document, XML adds structure
and meaning to text stored in this format. XML is being used as the
basis for mine action data exchange in the GICHD-sponsored maXML
project which will be further discussed in the Data Analysis and
Exchange section below.
Users with modest data management requirements often prefer to
work in a spreadsheet application such as MS Excel rather than RDBMS.
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A flat table of data stored in a spreadsheet can be easily edited and
searched by users not comfortable with the complexities of database
administration. It is not uncommon to find earnest professionals
maintaining “databases” of several thousand records in a single flat
spreadsheet file. Excel is very popular in mine action centres for
maintaining priority lists of minefields and monthly clearance figures.
For IMSMA v3, the IMSMA project has developed IMSMA XL as a tool
which extracts the contents of predefined IMSMA reports directly to
Excel rather than only allowing print output.

Reliance on Microsoft and ESRI software
The IMSMA project’s dependence on Microsoft Access has been inconvenient

for the developers as each successive version of Access has been accompanied
by incompatibilities with previous versions. Access 97 was entirely incompatible
with Access 2000 and mandated a new version of IMSMA. MS Access XP (2002)
was “less incompatible”, however it does not support IMSMA error-free.
IMSMA v3 was not updated to support MS Office versions after MS Office
2000, which was already three versions old by 2004.

Use of ESRI’s ArcView GIS software as the basis for the geographic display
of data in IMSMA has also been troublesome, but for different reasons. Export
restrictions to Iraq and Sudan resulted in restrictions on the use of IMSMA in
those countries.

A few computers in a central database office can be upgraded to support
the requirements of IMSMA running on the latest Microsoft and ESRI software.
But this is less reasonable a proposition for the far greater number of potential
IMSMA users outside a central IMSMA database room — e.g. in the operations,
planning and MRE departments, and in regional and site offices.

An alternative to relying on proprietary software and its uncontrollable
release cycles was offered by the open source community. The open source
software movement has been popularised by the LINUX operating system
but has significance far beyond LINUX. It embodies literally thousands of
projects.5 It is also not necessarily about free software. Open source means
that source code must be openly available,6 but many open source projects
operate as commercial ventures. Open source is as much a philosophy about
how to create software as it is a process of writing software.

Potential benefits to making the IMSMA software itself open source (as
opposed to hosting it on an open source operating system and supporting it
with open source application software) would include improving the overall
quality of the IMSMA product by subjecting the underlying programme code
to (perhaps only marginally) wider review and decreasing its dependence on
proprietary software which can compromise its usability. There are at least a
few technical advisers and mine action programme staff with a moderate
level of programming skill. When experiencing problems with the system
these users would be directly able to advise the developers of possible
solutions by reviewing the programme code. This is generally not currently
possible because the IMSMA programming code is not publicly available.
With access to the IMSMA programme code base other software development
projects in mine action or the broader humanitarian field would be able to learn
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from the experience of the IMSMA developers, and be better able to make their
software integrate into the IMSMA environment.

The development of IMSMA
The IMSMA project grew from calls for

standardisation of data collection, a desire to have a
“starter kit” ready to deploy to new mine action
centres and a desire to make information centrally
available to UNMAS. The IMSMA project is sustained
by a Swiss government donation and is managed by
the GICHD.

IMSMA advanced from screen mock-ups on
display at the April 1999 Meeting of State Parties to
the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention in
Maputo to a fielded system in August 1999 in
Kosovo. The combination of strong technical
support from the Swedish Rescue Services,

operations staff drawn from Western militaries familiar with using
information technology in the course of daily work and the highly integrated
mine action centre in Kosovo assisted in making a success of the first field
implementation of the system.

The first version of IMSMA was coded by a single programmer, supported
by one field support person and overseen by a project team leader at the
Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich (ETHZ or Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology in Zurich) within the Center for Security Studies. A
training coordinator at the GICHD oversaw training events in Geneva supported
by field visits that combined database installation and configuration with user
training. By end-2003 the centre of activity had moved to the GICHD which
employed an IMSMA programme manager and six support staff. The
development of IMSMA had shifted to a more focused-tendered-contract
approach with well-specified design parameters and timelines.

The user interface to the IMSMA Field Module has remained virtually
unchanged from v1 to v3, as have the data entry forms. Successive versions
have focused on adding functionality — both in terms of working with the
database and in terms of the range of mine action data collected. Major
changes implemented along its development path are summarised in
Table 1.

A formal review of information management requirements for mine action
was commissioned by UNMAS and awarded to Price Waterhouse Coopers.
Field work was conducted in October and November 2001, with the final report
released in mid-2002.7 The Price Waterhouse Coopers study reported two major
observations from its field work. The first was the description of an “IT/IMS
Lifecycle Concept within Mine Action Programmes”.8 The second an influence
diagram summarising key aspects of IMSMA development on four axis —
technical, functionality, training and educational materials.
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Table 1. Summary of functionality introduced into IMSMA by version

Version

1.1c French translation User interface and data fields can be switched
to another language. Translation to French implemented.a)

1.2b Access 2000 Microsoft Access 97 and Access 2000 databases are
 incompatible, which required an IMSMA version for
Office 2000.

2.0 Tasking tool Mechanism for grouping together various objects in the
 database into one electronic folder.

Decentralised data entry Allows database to be installed regionally with mechanism
 for synchronisation with a central office.

2.2 Coordinate transformation Support for geographical coordinate transformation
between  different datums and projections.

3.0 MS SQL Server / MSDE Data storage moved from a MS Access database to a SQL
 Server / MSDE database.

M RE New form added to plan and record MRE training.
Summary reports The selection of summary reports is expanded to  number

 nearly 100.

Status and business rules An explicit status is assigned to each report stored in the
database to clearly indicate if it should be considered
 for planning survey and  clearance operations. Business
rules are added to check for status errors.

a) The translation process works by replacing all standard content – the labels on database forms and
reports as well as the data in fields which have a limited set of valid values — with translated content.
For example a data field with a limited set of predefined values such as Vegetation (the set of possible
values includes trees, shrubs, grass land) would have its contents translated in the user interface and on
reports.

Figure 1. IMSMA development timeline
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The life-cycle diagram describes four phases in the adoption of information
management resources and plots the mine action programme’s experience
against two axes:

Catalytic effects. The benefits accrued to the mine action programme
for its investment in IT/IMS [Information Technology/Information
Management System].
IT/IMS related efforts. The level of effort required — in terms of
personnel and resources — to establish and maintain the technologies
introduced.

Figure 2. Price Waterhouse Cooper graph

Price Waterhouse Coopers draws two general conclusions from Figure 2,
one general and one IMSMA-specific:

In general, the introduction of information technology requires a large
initial investment in equipment, skilled personnel, training and
adaptation of processes for little or no immediate apparent gain. Over
time the organisation benefits from the introduced technologies and
this is accompanied by a reduction in efforts required to sustain the
systems.
With regard to IMSMA this suggests that resistance to IMSMA will be
highest the further along the curve a programme sits.

This IT/IMS lifecycle will be considered again in the next section where
various IMSMA migration experiences are reviewed.

Figure 3 suggests that, to date, IMSMA development has focused on technical
aspects of the database and its functionality, and that the area which will
benefit most from new investment is in training and educational materials.
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Figure 3. Price Waterhouse Coopers influence diagram

The Price Waterhouse Coopers report succeeded in identifying the main
themes in information management and making general comments about their
current status, but failed to provide any useful detailed recommendations.
The core of the report consisted of point form notes on each of the 38
recommendations, and where detailed recommendations were made they
seemed rather unsubstantiated.

Migration to IMSMA
A significant amount of data has been imported into IMSMA in Afghanistan,

Iraq, Kosovo and Mozambique. Migration to IMSMA has partially occurred
in Bosnia and Herzegovina and Cambodia as a result of landmine impact
surveys activities.

The migrations to IMSMA can be broadly categorised as either having
occurred in programmes which fit into the lower left quadrant of the Price
Waterhouse Coopers life-cycle matrix or were accompanied by a wider
programme of change which included in its scope the adoption of IMSMA.
In the programmes in the second category, it is not so much the
effectiveness of the outgoing information system that lead to resistance
to change — although programmes did not want to change to an
information system with less functionality than they were already
accustomed to — but rather the inability of the programme to
independently increase the level of effort or competence that would be
required to complete an effective IMSMA installation.

In programmes that have been running with an effective information
management system, the current caretakers of the system often would not have
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the depth and breadth of knowledge required to migrate to IMSMA due to
personnel changes. It is therefore only with an increase in information
management skills that the programme is able to adapt to the new system.

In addition to fears about lacking the capability to install and maintain
IMSMA, programme staff also worry about losing valuable data in the
transition. IMSMA does not have an easy import mechanism — and the
IMSMA project was not always proactive in providing assistance in moving
data from locally developed systems into IMSMA. Often there is an impression
that changing from a locally developed system to IMSMA will necessitate
months of manual re-entering of data into a newly installed IMSMA database.
Both local efforts and assistance from ETHZ have successfully transferred a
good deal of data into IMSMA.

Table 2. Data imports from legacy systems to IMSMA

Kosovo 1999 Dangerous areas collected by NATO prior to
establishment of MAC. Conducted by ETHZ in Zurich.

Mozambique 2000 Dangerous areas collected from 1992-2000 in two
systems. Conducted locally.

Afghanistan 2001/2002 Minefields. Conducted locally with ETHZ support on
site.

Cambodia 2002 Impact survey data which had been entered intoanother
database created for the survey. Conducted by LIS
 implementing agency, and assisted by ETHZ  in Zurich.

Iraq 2003 Complete database from N. Iraq programme. Conducted by
ETHZ in Zurich.

The GICHD conducted a series of consultant studies to assist
programmes in planning for conversion to IMSMA. In Afghanistan and
Bosnia and Herzegovina comprehensive evaluations of the existing
information management systems were conducted and then contrasted
with the IMSMA. In both cases a detailed analysis of the existing system
was presented highlighting its strengths and weaknesses. In both of these
cases the existing information systems were a strong source of pride among
the mine action programme personnel who had developed them and still
maintained them. These systems were effectively maintained by national
staff members, not international technical advisers as has been the case in
other programmes, such as Cambodia. Both GICHD studies recommended
that the existing systems be replaced by IMSMA because they lacked an
integrated geographic information system and the scope of the data being
maintained was very limited: IMSMA defines a far greater breadth of data
fields.

Landmine impact survey
The global LIS process was developed in parallel with IMSMA and, in

some ways, the success of each project helped to reinforce the other. The LIS
evolved from a desire to have objective means for distributing funding to mine-
affected countries. It heralded a shift from reporting the numbers of mines and
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Figure 4. IMSMA/LIS summary map

the physical area of minefields to discussions of community impact.
The Survey Action Centre (SAC), based in Washington, DC, owes its

existence to the Global LIS process and serves as the custodian of the survey
as well as taking a leading role in fundraising, conducting advance survey
missions and tendering of survey activities.

There has been something of a symbiotic relationship between the LIS
and IMSMA. IMSMA has facilitated and helped to ensure the
standardisation of the LIS data collection and analysis, and the LIS has
provided a solid base of data for IMSMA. In Afghanistan and Bosnia and
Herzegovina an element of the rationale to conduct the national survey was
to move the mine action programmes to IMSMA. In the map of mine-affected
countries by status of LIS and use of IMSMA (Figure 4) the broad coverage of
both of these can be seen.

A formal review of the global landmine survey process was commissioned
by the Survey Action Centre and awarded to Scanteam, a consultancy based in
Sweden with extensive experience in the humanitarian sector.9 Field visits to
five countries10 that had undergone surveys were conducted in 2003, and the
preliminary report was discussed at the Survey Working Group meeting in
October 2003. The intent of the review was to identify lessons learned regarding
the conduct of the survey, to recommend ways in with the survey results can be
made more useful and to identify means by which the survey process should be
modified.

A number of recommendations in the report address information
management issues and, while the recommendations are very general, they
provide more detail and breadth than those in the Price Waterhouse Coopers
report.
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Incorporation of existing data into the LIS
The decision to conduct an LIS has been particularly controversial in

countries with long-standing clearance programmes such as Afghanistan,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Cambodia and Mozambique. For mine-action-related
data many field operators expected the LIS to take the current state of
knowledge, validate it and improve upon it. Survey implementers have been
equally concerned to not have the quality of their product negatively affected
by the incorporation of untrustworthy existing datasets. The task of attempting
to assess the quality of existing data and incorporate them into the survey
methodology has been seen as too difficult and for the most part has not
been attempted. While the Scanteam review correctly identifies the
incorporation of existing data into the LIS process as an issue, it is one of the
less helpful of the report’s recommendations. It fails to suggest any new ideas
about how to progress towards the goal of balancing the requirements of
field operators (who want the most information possible) and the survey
practitioners (who value a controlled statistical analysis). All of the impact
surveys have struggled to incorporate existing data into the study.

In Mozambique, a countrywide survey had already been conducted by
the HALO Trust a few years prior to the start of the impact survey. SAC
developed a retrofit survey protocol which was used during the early planning
for the Afghan survey. In all cases, little if any use of existing mine action
data has been made during the course of LIS fieldwork due to difficulties in
obtaining existing data from field operators, the time and expense required
to train surveys in its use, and a desire from the LIS implementers not to
compromise the quality of their surveys by letting other factors influence the
community interview. For other data from non-mine action related sources,
Scanteam observes that “links and hooks” are required to assist in
incorporating LIS data with other datasets. This topic will be discussed in
more detail in the section on data analysis and exchange.

Survey data detail
The study recommends that the standard questionnaire should be reviewed

to focus on collecting only “first order” data. Other variables should only be
included if it is clear that they will be used by actors for important decisions.
This recommendation has implications on cost and data quality. There has
been a general desire to make the greatest possible use of the LIS field work
by maximising the number of questions asked during the survey.

While collecting data that are not used is expensive, the further danger is
that data that are not used are never carefully reviewed with a resultant severe
impact on quality. A general problem with all data collected in IMSMA is that
many programmes have no interest in much of the data contained in the
standard data collection forms. When the data are collected anyway to populate
an international standard database data quality can be woefully poor.

Management tools
The Scanteam study recommends that management training should focus

on what is currently in use and attempt to work from the current state of the
art. It further emphasises that capability and commitment are the keys to
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successfully introducing new management tools. This recommendation is
directed at the survey integration training provided by Cranfield Mine Action
as a standard post-survey component.

Scanteam observes that the “one-size-fits-all” strategic planning training
approach, where each mine action programme receives a standard package,
should be looked at with a view to better fitting the training to existing
processes. The capability and commitment within the mine action programme
must match the methods being introduced.

Data transfer
The study team observed difficulties in transferring IMSMA data to other

databases for use by other mine action organisations. This will also be discussed
further in the section on data analysis and exchange. The recommendations
here are again perhaps too general to be very useful. The barriers to data
exchange are rarely technical — it is now a standard capability of Microsoft
Office to export databases in XML, so no one is reliant on the Mine Action
eXtensive Markup Language (maXML) initiative to accomplish this. While maXML
will lower the bar on the technical difficulties involved, the larger barrier is
almost always a matter of national or organisational policies which restrict
data access or exchange.

Follow-on technical assistance and the cost
of maintaining the database

The Scanteam report observes that continued maintenance of the LIS data
almost always requires continued donor funding for continuing technical
assistance. In most LIS, the survey’s database personnel were more highly
paid and more skilled than the database staff at the mine action programme.
Often some of these LIS staff remain at the mine action programme following
the LIS, sometimes as part of a follow-on assistance donation with higher
salaries than normally paid by the national authority. If no salary augmentation
is available the lower pay available to them when working directly for the
national authority often makes retaining these skilled workers difficult. The
report correctly observes that this approach is unsustainable; yet this is true
of most aspects of mine action information systems — equipment, training
and software, as well as technical assistance. The suggestion that maintenance
of the data be entrusted to another government organisation, such as the
Ministry of Statistics, calls into question the utility of attempting to maintain
information systems in mine action programmes.

Field personnel fault the LIS process for not providing sufficient detail to
plan clearance operations. In particular this has focused on the way that
suspected hazard areas (SHAs) are depicted in the current LIS. The SHA is
estimated as an area lying a given distance and direction from the interview
location (or optionally from a physically closer viewing point). This obviously
leads to a very general geographic description of the SHAs and sometimes
wildly inaccurate estimates of their area.

This has, in turn, led to the depreciation of the importance of the estimated
SMA areas to such an extent that they are no longer discussed. It has also
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led to calls for perimeters to be collected where appropriate during an LIS.11

IMSMA up to v3 has not allowed this: SHAs are only shown as representative
circles. This is particularly problematic for long, narrow minefields such as
may be found for extended distances along a fence line, road, border or
natural feature.

No guidance is provided by SAC on how LIS data should be maintained
over time. If a mined area identified during the LIS is cleared, this can be
reflected in IMSMA and, in IMSMA v3, the community impact will also be
recalculated based on this clearance. However, as details of the affected
community change over time, and as more is learned about the hazard area
during technical survey, there is currently no mechanism to adjust the impact
score of the community.

Emergency survey
In the immediate aftermath of the wars in Kosovo, Afghanistan and Iraq,

there was a desire to conduct a rapid assessment of the mine action problem.
Such a rapid assessment would not allow for the lengthy training and long
interviews prescribed by the LIS process. In Kosovo and Afghanistan these
emergency surveys were kept relatively compact and simple. The long run-
up to the war in Iraq in early 2003 left a long planning window during which
a more elaborate emergency survey was planned.

The Emergency Survey Tool for Iraq (ESTI) was designed by a subgroup
of the Survey Working Group, and developed at UN request for the GICHD
by the IMSMA developers at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in
Zurich. It stores its data in an MS Access database, but the user interface is
a purpose-built application which integrates a mapping tool into the same
application as the data entry forms. This approach has the advantage that
the application has no outside software dependencies — all programmes
required to run the emergency survey tool are provided on the CD-ROM
without licensing costs.12 A potential advantage or disadvantage
(depending on your perspective) is that this also limits the functionality
of the application. The only database and GIS tools available were those
from the programmers. On balance this seems to be an advantage as it can
simplify the use of the system for the average user. Power users then
have the option of using any tools they desire to interact with the data
stored in MS Access.

The goal of creating an easy-to-install application requiring minimal training
was to a large extent achieved. The installation package contained all the
required software resources on one CD, including comprehensive map data
for all of Iraq. Once installed, users were able to enter data into forms that
followed the same layout as the data entry sheets. Once data were entered it
was very simple to print individual survey forms and individual survey maps.

The biggest fault of the ESTI survey is that it was developed without
regard to the LIS, and without thought of how the data would be analysed
and later incorporated into IMSMA. The intellectual starting point for this
survey seems to be the idea that a quick survey needed to be conducted
immediately following conflict, much more rapidly than an impact survey.
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What resulted from the survey design process was a bloated questionnaire
spanning seven pages populating a database with hundreds of fields.

The version of the tool finally fielded was v4.113 and included no tools to
analyse the data. Rather than be a subset of the LIS it became a superset of
LIS and the technical survey collection forms. The combination of a lack of a
migration strategy for the data into IMSMA and the absence of any analysis
framework for the data collected will severely limit the use of the data
collected during this exercise.

What seems to have gone wrong is that, rather than focusing on what
analysis was required, the survey designers looked at the broad overview of
everything that might be collected. The level of detail was overwhelming:
for example, details of the months during which there is access to the
community and dangerous areas were compiled for each of five different
categories of vehicles — a total of 30 fields of information.

The ESTI tool also caused some confusion among users. It was designed
as a tool that could be used in the field by individual survey teams to directly
enter data following the survey. This has never been the case with previous
IMSMA tools, which have always been designed to only operate in the mine
action programme, and usually by specialised users. ESTI users did not always
understand the distinction between IMSMA and ESTI, and were somewhat
dismayed by the difficulty of looking at the results of their efforts due to the
absence of analytical tools.

In the end the tool was not used as intended — in the hands of survey
teams — probably because there was little advantage seen in doing so. Central
installations were made where survey forms were collected and entered by a
few specialised operators, as has been the case with LIS data entry.

Military data sources
Data exchange between civilian mine action programmes and military

organisations occurs when ongoing military operations overlap with civilian
mine action. This has been the case in both Afghanistan and Iraq, where US-
led forces have maintained data in the Tactical Minefield Database (TMFDB),
which is part of the US Army’s Maneuver Control Systems- Engineer (MCS-
ENG).

The TMFDB, developed at the US Army Topographic Engineering Center
in Alexandria, Virginia, supports data import from IMSMA but the usefulness
of this functionality is limited by a number of factors. The army is interested
in knowing the location of obstacles and when a minefield is reported: because
all they need to know is that an obstacle exists at the reported location and
should be avoided. No effort is made to confirm information, or to collect
more detailed information at a later date. The standards for information
gathering for TMFDB are therefore very low. To then directly transfer these data
into IMSMA would introduce very suspect, and perhaps duplicate, data into
the database.

In Iraq, the data contents of the TMFDB were relatively modest (a few
thousand records) and most of the new data entered after the cessation of major
conflict consisted of the locations of improvised explosive devices. The most
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expeditious way of sharing data between military and civilian users is file overlays:
rather than importing and exporting data into and out of databases, layers of
geographic information can be exchanged and overlaid on each other in a GIS.

Minefield records detailing locations of minefields have been available in
Bosnia and Herzegovina and Lebanon and have provided good information
regarding minefield locations and mine types. In Bosnia, these are sometimes
used to evaluate the quality of minefield clearance: if the record indicates
that more landmines were placed than were recovered during the clearance,
then questions are asked. This has not generally been the case in most mine-
affected countries as it is often the case that records were not kept, were of
poor quality or were not available.

Records of bomb drop locations have been provided by the US Army’s
Central Command to programmes in Afghanistan, Iraq and Kosovo. These
records were limited to cluster munitions, which are of special interest to
mine action programmes because of the high risk to civilians posed by the
significant number of unexploded sub-munitions at each strike location. Other
data have been provided in the case of Laos and Viet Nam, albeit several decades
after the end of the conflict.

Mine risk education
Mine risk education (MRE) data collection and storage was added to IMSMA

in v3 after a consultative process in 2001 led by UNICEF. Prior to this, MRE
data have been stored in extensions to IMSMA in Kosovo and the northern
Caucasus (for UNICEF programmes in Chechnya).

MRE in IMSMA v3 consists of a two-page data collection sheet, which
strives to record a broad range of MRE activities: from briefings conducted
during mine action operations (such as clearance) to specialised MRE team
briefings and media campaigns.

As has been the case in the design of other data collection sheets, more
attention was paid to the data fields to be collected than to what would be
done with the collected information. To the extent that MRE is a pervasive
activity that takes place during all other mine action operations, it could be
argued that, for some MRE activities, all that was required was a tick box
indicating that it occurred. If a limited amount of additional detail is desired,
the “one-form-fits-all” design strategy will be overwhelming: for any given
activity perhaps 60 per cent of the form will be non-applicable. It is still too
early in the deployment life of IMSMA v3 to judge how useful the MRE form
in IMSMA has been in practice.

Landmine victim data
Victim data have been an integral part of IMSMA since the first version and

have not been significantly modified over the intervening versions. On the
surface, victim data appear to be one of the easier parts of mine action data to
collect and manage — it records discrete events which happen to individuals.
But the problems in practice have been many.

Foremost among the difficulties is the variety of players involved in mine
victim data. The basis of mine victim information gathering is establishing a
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reporting network which collects information from hospitals and clinics. This
is generally conducted by the ICRC and/or an NGO involved in other aspects
of mine action. While victim reports may make their way from this collection
network to the IMSMA database at the mine action programme, this relies on
a high level of cooperation between the mine action programme and the ICRC
or NGO collecting the data.

A review of victim data collection was conducted in 2001 by James
Madison University14 and followed up by a workshop in 2002.15 The review
aimed to improve the collection of casualty data worldwide and focused
on creating a core set of data fields by comparing field data collection
from a broad selection of countries. IMSMA victim fields were compared
against eight other non-IMSMA-based casualty databases and fields were
rated on a scale of 1-5 ranging from “Essential” to “Do not collect”. The
review correctly observed that perhaps the larger problem in victim data
collection is the collection itself, rather than the specific fields of information
collected. It identified the various problems associated with collection —
secrecy, difficulty in counting victims who die without reaching a medical
facility, the variety of organisations involved, and the technical and funding
issues of running a database. Unfortunately ways in which to address
these issues were not explored.

A further complication with victim data is the way in which victims are
recorded during the LIS. The LIS collects details including the names of recent
victims — those in the past two years — and only a summary count of those
which occurred more than two years prior to the survey. A pragmatic approach
was taken by the IMSMA developers in storing LIS victim data, namely they
are stored separately from other victim data within the impact survey
document. In practice, this has meant that there is a duplication of victims in
IMSMA: a properly maintained database would have the LIS victims duplicated
in the “normal” victim reports. LIS victims are not routinely cross-referenced
with victims recorded by other means and stored in the standard IMSMA
victim container.

In most mine-affected countries the best victim databases are maintained
by ICRC (not IMSMA) which are often shared with the mine action
programme and then re-entered into IMSMA. A better implementation of
this process, not supported in IMSMA through v3, would see a satellite
installation of IMSMA at ICRC (or wherever the lead on victim collection is
located) with data exports being passed to the main IMSMA database for the
country.

An as-yet unresolved issue this raises is the maintenance of LIS impact
scores. The recent victims have a very strong influence on a community’s
impact score, which is calculated from victims collected during the LIS
and stored separately from other victim data. In the year following an
LIS the impact score should be revised, based on the moving two-year
window of recent victims. This does not occur because the main repository
of victims in IMSMA does not enter into the impact score calculation. A
simple fix is not normally possible because of the duplication between
these two sets of victims.
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Mine action accident data
The database of demining accidents (DDAS) — those which occurred during

the course of mine action as opposed to accidents among the general population
— has been maintained since 1998 by Andy Smith16 as a personal project. Mr.
Smith is a longstanding member of the mine action community whose work
has included numerous projects intended to improve the safety of deminers. By
2002, the DDAS contained details of nearly 600 accidents which occurred in
mine action programmes worldwide. The intent of the DDAS is to provide a
powerful “lessons learned” archive, which can be used to highlight the danger
of risky behaviour to deminers and trainers.

Mine accident data of this sort are also stored in IMSMA, but the detail of the
fields is different and there is no opportunity to aggregate the data globally, as
has been achieved with the DDAS. With the GICHD having taken over
stewardship of the database in 2002, it would seem appropriate to harmonise
the IMSMA demining accident form with that being used in the DDAS.

Minetype databases
The wide deployment of western militaries in mine-affected regions

throughout the 1990s — particularly in the Balkans — led to a number of
initiatives to compile information on landmine and other explosive remnants
of war hazards that they were encountering. Western militaries deployed
with NATO to Bosnia were faced with a widespread landmine problem and
were unfamiliar with the largely locally produced landmines they were
encountering. Databases of information provided to them included photos
or diagrams and details of physical characteristics such as size, colour and
material composition. This information was intended for a broad audience to
assist in identification rather than for the much more specialised audience of
specialised disposal technicians. Four of the major efforts are summarised in
Table 3.

The US Naval Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technology Division
(NAVEODTECHDIV) developed the Ordata ordnance database to serve as
a comprehensive source of information on explosive ordnance. It was
incorporated into the IMSMA Field Module database as it was publicly
available (the SWEDEC database is not) and contains both landmine and
UXO entries. The database was incorporated “as is”, maintaining the data
structure of the original product to facilitate keeping the IMSMA version of
Ordata up to date with its current release.17

Table 3.  Mine-type databases

Database Compiler Content
Minefacts US DoD Landmines only

CFSME Canadian Military Landmines only

Ordata US Navy Landmines and
comprehensive UXO

SWEDEC Swedish Military Landmines and
comprehensive UXO
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Selecting a good set of ordnance data for use in IMSMA is a frustrating and
time-consuming task with Ordata, often resulting in confusion for data entry
staff and an almost impossible task for automated report generation. A freshly
installed IMSMA system contains no ordnance information — users must go to
the appropriate administrative screen and select ordnance for use in survey
and clearance reports. Ordata classifies ordnance into categories such as anti-
personnel and anti-tank mines, projectiles, mortars, rockets, etc. The complete
range of ordnance is reflected in literally thousands of entries, but programmes
are rarely, if ever, interested in recording the details of any ordnance beyond
mines and cluster munitions. It is very often interesting to note the exact
model of an anti-personnel or anti-tank mine — for example, a PMN-3 — but
such detailed information is rarely desired for an 82mm mortar. Furthermore,
data such as country of origin will rarely be available for entry, but must be
specified to select the appropriate Ordata entry. Data entry staff are frustrated
because they are faced with a list of several devices that vary only minutely
by details which are rarely relevant in the mine action context. Database
report writers summarising the data entered are faced with a difficult data
structure — that is just the nature of Ordata — and difficulties in summarising
by general categories (such as anti-personnel mines, anti-tank mines, cluster
munitions, etc.).

A better approach would have been to create a simple device table with
the most common types selected (for example anti-personnel and anti-tank
mines, cluster munitions, other ERW under 82mm diameter, and over 82m
diameter) and allow programmes to add detail as required to these general
headings.

Data quality control
Entering data into the database is never the problem. While the task of

entering hundreds or thousands of reports into a database can seem daunting,
the reality is that a single data entry operator can enter upwards of ten impact
survey forms in one day, and many shorter survey forms, such as clearance
progress reports.

The challenge is to enter high quality data into the database. In a mine
action programme far removed from field activities this can be a daunting
task. The commonly observed model of an IMSMA office being far removed
from the operations staff in a mine action programme further challenges data
quality. A problem with the storage of coordinate data in the Afghanistan
programme illustrates the data quality challenge.

Before 2001, when GICHD began working with the Afghanistan
programme toward transferring their information system to IMSMA, no
GIS system was used with the database. GIS was in use to a degree, but
only for thematic mapping at the provincial level. Detailed survey reports
were carefully prepared by field surveyors and passed to regionally based
data entry operators who also had a good understanding of field work
and were very experienced in their jobs. Detailed summaries of data
entered were prepared monthly at the national level and carefully
reviewed. It was a highly evolved and effective system for the data
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contained in the summary reports, which were mainly concerned with
elaborate area calculations.

The problem was that the system only supported the summary reports
prepared each month, and these were not a comprehensive picture of the mine
problem. When it came time to try to implement a GIS component to the database,
it was found that all the coordinate data stored was incomplete and often
inaccurately entered. Thousand of coordinates for minefields had to be manually
re-entered to support the new analysis.

This is a widely recognised problem. It was the subject of a 2002 GICHD-
sponsored meeting of mine action information practitioners at James Madison
University,18 and was one of the driving forces for the GICHD regional
coordinator approach to supporting IMSMA (support issues are the subject
of a section later in this chapter). It is widely agreed that the key to high
quality data is to only collect and enter that which is relevant and directly
applicable to the organisation which will use it. This implies that if the data are
critical to the organisation it will be regularly reviewed and when it is flawed
this will be noticed.

But this is directly at odds with two of the underlying goals of having an
information system such as IMSMA, which are:

to have standardised data available across mine action programmes —
to allow for country to country comparisons, but perhaps more
importantly, to supply analytical tools to assist programmes in using
the database as an information system (this is a topic in the next section
on data analysis); and
to maximise the value of field work — the desire here being to collect
as much data as possible during expensive field work so that a wide
cross-section of end users can benefit from the results.

There is no easy solution to the data quality problem. Data that are not
reviewed will always be of poor quality. Some simple steps for improving
the chances of storing high quality data (but often the limitations of the mine
action programme mean these do not occur) include:

tight integration of the information management staff with operations;
experienced and well-trained data entry operators who are familiar
with field survey practices; and
wide availability of the information system so that the data is actively
used.

In this section the many facets of mine action data and databases have
been presented — the hardware and operating systems they are hosted on,
the application software that provides the database functionality, and large
scale survey efforts that have put very substantial quantities of data into
them.

The quality of data stored in IMSMA databases is troubling in many
countries, but this would likely still be the case were they using any database
other than IMSMA. Indeed data quality was also generally poor in the
databases which preceded IMSMA.

The next two sections deal with the non-database element of mine action
information. In the next section the large field of geomatics is scanned for its
importance in mine action — the software tools, data, and field survey tools
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which are used to collect spatial data, show it on maps, and analyse it in
conjunction with the database. This is following by a section on reporting and
analysis.

Geographical information systems

Geographical information systems (GIS) allow users to display, maintain
and print spatially-referenced data, with map production being just one of
many benefits. They have four components, each of which requires careful
attention to create an effective system: software, hardware, data and
processes. With the exceptions of Bosnia and northern Iraq, GIS has not been
widely used in mine action outside of IMSMA, and therefore this section focuses
on GIS in the context of IMSMA. While IMSMA’s core job has been in supplying
software, field support personnel have had to address each of the four
components of a GIS to build capacity in mine action programmes.

GIS software
GIS software is processor-, graphics- and storage-intensive. Until the mid-

1990s this meant that higher priced UNIX systems remained dominant among
GIS practitioners. The result was that GIS software took much longer than
database software to come to the desktop PC, and thus a broader market.

There are perhaps three separate markets for GIS software: map
production, environmental science and business geographics.

Map production
Map production is not concerned with analysis, it just wants to take data

and present them in a final printed form. Precise layout of text — for example,
getting river names to follow the river’s curve and only appear once on each
map sheet, control of line styles and colour management — is an important
aspect of map production systems.

Intergraph Corporation dominated this market in national mapping offices
and the military during the 1980s. For lower-end users, extensions to CAD
software were marketed as Automated Mapping and Facilities Management
software (AM/FM).19 AutoCAD provided the mapping capability in the
Cambodian Mine Action Centre (CMAC) throughout the 1990s.

Environmental science
This market is interested in conducting analysis with spatial data: paper-

based presentation is a secondary consideration. ESRI has been the dominant
force in this market with its Arc/Info product. Arc/Info is a complex, expensive,
feature-rich application widely used in governments and universities. ESRI
software forms the basis of all GIS solutions implemented in IMSMA-related
software.

Business geographics
Business geographics is concerned with making business decisions: for

example, planning new retail locations by considering population distributions,
transportation infrastructure and existing retail locations. The analysis
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requirements and data standards are less rigorous than in the scientific
community and the map production standards are less rigorous than in the
mapping community.

This market was essentially created by MapInfo, which still dominates it.
MapInfo was created as a Wintel application, unlike ESRI’s Arc/Info which,
until the late 1990s, was essentially a UNIX application. MapInfo’s strength
has been its ease of use which, combined with early availability on the PC
platform, made it popular with users who were not GIS specialists.

All of the above applications are vector-based: i.e. they model the world
by representing it as points, lines and polygons. In addition to storing the
representation of features, other information, referred to as attributes, is
stored in database tables and related to the geographical features by a common
key. This model of storing the geographical feature data separately from
attribute data was adopted to improve the performance of the GIS. Specialised
proprietary data structures for the geographical data were developed by GIS
companies to allow for efficient spatial analysis.

With advances in computing power and performance of database software,
many GIS software vendors are storing spatial data along with attribute data
in databases. For example, ESRI’s ArcGIS 8 software can store its data in geo-
databases; the database used can range from MS Access to Oracle. Databases
and GIS still remain very different disciplines but trends such as this are
helping to merge them and make GIS more of a mainstream information
technology.

Along with the trend towards incorporating the spatial data into the
database, there is a parallel move towards incorporating the GIS into the end
user application. Since the mid-1990s it has been possible to purchase GIS
components that can embed GIS functionality into end user applications. The
benefit is enhanced ease of use, streamlined workflows and reduced
deployment costs. GIS objects have been used in mine-action-related
applications by Cranfield Mine Action (for northern Iraq) and the GICHD (in
the Emergency Survey Tool for northern Iraq).

Raster-based GIS is fundamentally different to vector GIS. Whereas vector
GIS models the world as a collection of points, lines and polygons, raster GIS
models the world as a picture in which features are distinguished by their
colour and form. There are two main subsets within raster GIS:

Image analysis. Usually used in conjunction with satellite imagery,
objects are classified by their physical characteristics. These include
radiometric signature (sensors record separate data for each band of
wavelengths measured), shape, size and texture. This has application
in mine action in attempts to use remote sensing techniques to identify
minefields.
Spatial modelling or spatial analysis. Raster layers are created to model
the influence of a series of factors, which are then combined to determine
their combined effects. For example, vulnerability analysis is conducted
by creating separate raster layers which represent a series of factors
which contribute to a population’s hardship — recent conflict,
landmines, drought, rural locations — assigning a weighting to each
factor and then calculating the combined result.
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Digital terrain models (DTMs) are a third type of spatial data. DTMs model
the earth’s relief by storing coordinate triplets — horizontal geographic
coordinates as well as elevation. DTMs are less widely used in demining since
they require specialised software. In addition, elevation models of sufficient
quality to support detailed analysis tend to be more expensive than other forms
of spatial data used in mine action and are less likely to be available for mine-
affected countries. Medium-scale DTMs are most often produced by digitising
contour lines off, for example, 1:50,000 scale topographic maps and then
processing them into DTMs.

Spatial data are regarded by the geomatics20 community as a key element in
a country’s infrastructure. Much as transportation infrastructure is a key
element in a manufacturing economy, spatial data are a key element in an
information economy.

Spatial data
Maps are fundamental to the presentation of mine action data and greatly

assist in survey and clearance operations. Many mine action programmes
have taken on the task of creating their own digital data for use in mapping
system and there has been considerable donor support in providing base
mapping.

The poor infrastructure in many mine-affected countries extends to
spatial data. Topographical base mapping is often old and out of date, the
underlying geodetic network — ground reference points with well known
coordinates, to which aerial photography is traditionally referenced — is
often in very poor condition and government institutions entrusted with
maintaining this infrastructure often have inadequate technical capability.
The use of global positioning system (GPS) technology overcomes one
problem in that accurate coordinates can be obtained without the use of a
physical geodetic network in place on the ground. But it also presents a
second in that many mine-affected countries do not have an established
transformation process to take spatial coordinates from what is often an
old inaccurate official system (often still in use by way of existing paper
map stocks) into a system compatible with GPS. Donor projects have
focused on developing digital map products in some mine-affected
countries: for instance, in Mozambique the same CIDA project that funded
the LIS also funded a project with the national mapping agency
DINAGECA to create a set of digital base maps for the entire country.21

The suitability of various remote-sensing image products for mine action
was investigated at the Belgian Royal Military Academy. Their PARADIS (A
Prototype for Assisting Rational Activities in Humanitarian Demining Using
Images from Satellites) project assessed the utility of various types of map
products during the course of mine action operations, from general planning
and prioritisation to survey and clearance field work. It then went on to
conduct limited field work to validate the utility to mine action of satellite
imagery at a variety of resolutions and developed a set of software tools to
assist in conducting mine-action-related tasks with images from remote sensing
platforms.
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Poor availability of high quality spatial data is a limiting factor to the effective
use of geographic information systems in developing countries. But, in many
cases, the mine action community has been a leader in the introduction of
geomatics technologies in the countries where it has been active, assisting the
development of national geomatics institutions.

Imagery
The International Institute for Geo-Information Science and Earth

Observation (ITC)22 in the Netherlands studied the use of traditional photo
interpretation methods in the demarcation of minefield perimeters. Fieldwork
was conducted in Mozambique where large scale aerial photographs were
taken; these were then transported to the Netherlands for processing and
photo interpretation. Photo interpretation is a manual process whereby a
highly experienced operator studies a detailed photograph for objects of
interest — in this case, the boundaries of a minefield. The technique was
found to be effective for minefields that had been part of a deliberate defensive
position: the interpreters were able to identify trench lines and wire fencing
not visible from the ground. This technique is most effective for well-defined
areas23 with professionally laid minefields: unfortunately, these are not the
typical case or only representing a part of a problem in an area.

Point positioning

Global positioning system
The GPS system dates back to the launch of the first satellites in 1978. In

1983, the GPS programme was declassified and in 1989 the first hand-held
GPS receiver was manufactured. In 1990, “selective availability” was activated.
Throughout the 1990s, GPS accuracy was significantly degraded by selective
availability, which deliberately introduced errors into the signal for civilian
users, limiting accuracy for most users to approximately 100 metres. On 1
May 2000, selective availability was deactivated, instantly decreasing the error
in handheld receivers by between one-sixth and one-twelfth of what it had
previously been.

Errors in GIS measurement are uniformly poorly understood in mine
action programmes. Expensive differential equipment has been deployed
with an expectation of accuracy to one metre; actual results may vary from
centimetres to tens of metres. The factors contributing to error are the
geometry of the satellites, the error in the signal itself and errors due to
the receiver and its use.

Dilutions of precision (DOPs) are determined by the geometry of the
current satellites visible above the receiver’s mask angle with respect
to the user receiver’s antenna. DOPs can be degraded (i.e. made larger)
by signal obstruction due to terrain, foliage, building, vehicle structure
and so on.
URE (user range error) is an estimate of “signals in space” errors, i.e.
ephemeris data, satellite clocks, ionospheric delay and tropospheric
delay. These errors can be greatly reduced by differential and multiple
frequency techniques. Differential correction sources include user-
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provided reference stations, community base stations, governmental
beacon transmissions, FM sub-carrier transmissions and geosynchronous
satellite transmissions.
UEE (user equipment errors) includes receiver noise, multipath, antenna
orientation, EMI/RFI. Receiver and antenna design can greatly reduce
UEE error sources, though usually at a substantial cost.24 Multipath
occurs when the GPS signal is reflected off a flat surface before reaching
the GPS receiver. It can be a large source of error when GPS is used near
structures.

Expected horizontal error for a good quality handheld GPS receiver with a
DOP of 1.5 (good conditions and no multipath) at the 95 per cent confidence
level (2.45 sigma) is approximately 7 metres.25 With differential techniques
this drops to 1 metre or less depending on the quality of equipment and the
technique employed. DOP can have severe effects on GPS positional accuracy
and is generally poorly understood by GPS users. It is a scaling factor which
describes the geometric quality of the constellation of satellites being observed.
Positioning accuracy = Dilution of precision * Measurement precision.26 In poor
conditions, it can increase to 10, which would degrade the accuracy of a
handheld receiver to 70 metres.

Differential GPS (DGPS) equipment has been used in mine action in, among
other locations, Afghanistan, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Mozambique. Care
needs to be taken in recording DGPS measurements as the maximum possible
accuracy will not always be achieved. The DGPS correction signal can be lost,
which degrades system accuracy to that of a single GPS receiver. This, coupled
with a high DOP value, can result in very inaccurate results.

As mentioned earlier a further problem associated with use of GPS is
related to the rather specialised field of geodesy. Coordinates captured using
GPS are measured with respect to a worldwide reference system which is
tied to physical points on the earth’s surface. Countries with modern geodetic
infrastructures know how to accurately convert coordinates captured using
GPS back to older systems for use with existing maps or ground monuments.
In many mine-affected countries prolonged periods of conflict have precluded
the modernisation of the geodetic networks — which can be an expensive
and troublesome process (for example, due to accuracy problems in the original
geodetic network) — and accurate transformations from GPS to local
coordinate systems are not available. For example, Bosnia and Herzegovina
stands out in Europe as the only country which does not have such a
transformation officially defined.

Distance and bearing survey techniques
The wide availability and low price of high quality GPS receivers now

means that in most cases better accuracy can be obtained using non-differential
GPS than most minefield surveyors were able to obtain using distance and
bearing methods.

It is not always possible to use GPS for political and technical reasons. In
Taliban Afghanistan the use of GPS was not permitted, and in sensitive military
zones worldwide it has the potential of putting surveyors into danger. A
poor view of the sky — for example, due to obstructions from trees or physical
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relief (e.g. a mountain ridge or a drainage valley) — yields very inaccurate (+/
— 100m) or no coordinates.

Although a number of programmes, including Afghanistan and
Mozambique, have calculated minefield perimeters using compass and bearing
techniques, they have not adopted basic field survey software to assist in
adjusting and plotting survey results. There is a need for more concrete
recommendations on the technical aspects of coordinate collection during
field survey. The old UN level 2 survey standard specified that minefield
turning points should be collected to accuracy in the order of one metre, but
did not suggest practical means by which this could be achieved.

Software functionality, either within IMSMA or perhaps better in a separate
dedicated survey application, would assist field surveyors in improving the
quality and accuracy of distance/bearing field work. Comprehensive survey
software of this type is routinely used in areas such as construction and cadastre
(land parcel) survey — and the requirements of mine action surveyors are far
more modest than in these areas.

Integrated survey systems
There is a relatively long history of survey systems which integrate a GPS

with a computer for data capture. Many consumer grade GPS receivers have
a limited data capture capability, for example, allowing the user to save
coordinates and enter a short textural description. Sometime handheld GPS
will also provide a low resolution display of the result on a small LCD along
with other background data the user has previously loaded. By connecting a
GPS to a laptop computer real time position can be displayed inside a
geographic information system.

The Swedish Armed Force’s EOD and Demining Centre (SWEDEC) has
developed an integrated survey system intended for use by military EOD
teams since the mid 1990’s. This system has combined a laptop computer
running an ordnance database, a GPS receiver for point positioning, and laser
rangefinding binoculars to record points up to several hundred metres from
the operator’s position. A new version of the system has been developed
which replaces the laptop computer with a handheld computer and connects
the three components using Bluetooth technology — a short-range wireless
link.

Field trials of the SWEDEC EOD-IS-SURVEY system using the IMSMA
Technical Survey form began in 2003 and will continue during 2004. The system
pairs a handheld computer (MS Pocket PC) with the position measurement
instruments (GPS, laser rangefinding binoculars) to assist in recording
perimeters of mined areas and the details of the survey form during technical
survey.27 Technical survey data are entered directly into the handheld computer
on site in IMSMA-compatible data entry forms and then exported to maXML
format for import into the IMSMA FM. Geographic information captured
with the GPS and laser rangefinding binoculars can be visualised and edited
in a GIS running on the handheld computer.

For a survey system designed to be used during technical survey, the
absence of any discussion of the expected accuracy in the system
documentation is disappointing. The accuracy of the GPS device alone will be
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similar to that of other 12-channel standalone receivers, that is, approximately
7 metres (at the 95 per cent confidence level) under good conditions. The
accuracy of a point determined using the laser rangefinding binoculars would
be lower, limited by the accuracy of the angle measurement and the quality of
the lasing target (for example, heavy foliage can lead to uncertainty in what
target is being lased).

IMSMA supports export to ArcPad software (ArcPad is only available for
handheld computers using the MS Windows Mobile [MS Pocket PC] operating
system, not for the Palm OS), but has not provided tools to assist in handheld
computer-based data entry or edit.

The increase in quality and lower price of GPS receivers, laser rangefinding
binoculars and field-portable computer equipment will continue to make the
task of obtaining accurate minefield perimeters easier and less error prone.

GISs in use in mine action
GISs’ most obvious role in mine action is in map production. The IMSMA

software’s tight integration with ESRI’s ArcView GIS software allows users
with minimal training to produce maps showing minefield locations. The most
difficult aspect of map production in mine action centres is the initial
configuration of the various required elements — this section has served to
describe the challenges than mine action centres face in establishing a GIS
capability. Once the complete system has been configured, map production is
almost transparent to the end user.

GIS has important implications beyond mere data display and map
production. The power of GIS software is in the analytical capabilities it
affords. These require a greater deal of training and experience — both in
using the software and in analytical approaches to data analysis. A thorough
understanding of the mine action environment is also required to conduct
effective analysis of mine action data. The next section looks at ways in which
database and GIS tools are used in concert to make use of data collected by
mine action centres and field operators during survey campaigns such as
those conducted for national landmine impact surveys.

Data analysis and exchange

General reporting
Regular use of the data in the database, as already noted, is fundamental

to high data quality and ensures a return on the investment in the
hardware, software, personnel, training and processes that made the data
available. Most mine action centres provide poor access to their databases
for a combination of reasons that include physical, technical and skill-
related factors.

The software and hardware requirements for running the
applications are not always met outside of the database office. In
the case of IMSMA, users must have a relatively recent computer
(for IMSMA v3, a 2002 model with medium- to high-end
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specifications should be sufficient), MS Access 2000 (this is not
included in the MS Office, Standard Edition) and a good network
connection to the database server. The software configuration on the
client computer can take up to one hour.
Although many standard reports are now available in IMSMA v3, they
will often have to be customised to fully meet managers’ needs. This
requirement increases significantly as data collection diverges from
the standard IMSMA forms.
Data retrieval is not simple and intuitive even when using pre-
configured reports: it demands a relatively high level of computer
skill and training.

Until 2001, the IMSMA developers at the ETHZ considered their role to
be limited to providing the IMSMA Field Module as a data collection
environment. They did not want to direct users on how they would use the
system and get involved in advising mine action centres how to make use of
the data in the IMSMA database. This line of thinking held that mine action
programmes had a better sense of their information management requirements
than the developers in Zurich, and that the end user would be left to develop
solutions to their reporting and analysis needs locally.

During this period (1999-2001) there was also a concept of an IMSMA
Global Module which would hold all data contained in IMSMA Field Module
databases in a central server located in Zurich. The data on this server would
be made available via the Internet to central managers, such as those at
UNMAS. Complex and expensive data warehousing software and Internet
mapping tools were installed to power the web platform.

But, although the infrastructure was in place, there was almost no data. The
appropriateness of having detailed operational data compiled and available
from a central location was extensively debated among the UN staff at HQ
and in the field. Country programmes were not formally engaged to provide
it and interest in continuing the effort at UNMAS drifted to a more general
reporting model in which only summary data were provided on a periodic
basis. There was no decisive case for having full database detail available in
the central server, and the effort required to obtain regular updates from
each mine action programme was never expended.28

An attempt was then made within the IMSMA project to apply the data
warehousing techniques developed to summarise IMSMA data within the
Global Module to a tool which would be used directly by programmes to
analyse their data. The goal was to have an easy-to-use interface for non-
technical end users wishing to explore the contents of the IMSMA database.
The various obstacles to easy access to data, which still exist in IMSMA v3,
are the typical issues related to working with relational databases as well as
issues specifically related to IMSMA and to mine action. This effort sought to
assist the user by creating a simpler data structure from which reports could
be more easily conducted by addressing the following issues.

Flattening of the relational database structure. The collection of nearly
100 tables in IMSMA is reduced to only a few, perhaps five, from which
all analysis starts.
Translation of keys stored in the database to natural language. This
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is required for something like one-third of all IMSMA fields.
Providing meaningful summaries for area calculations. There is a desire
to compare areas stored in LIS, minefield survey, clearance and
completion reports.
Providing insight into the status of hazard areas stored in the database.
Prior to IMSMA v3 it was not readily apparent whether a hazard area
reported during an LIS was cleared during subsequent clearance
operations.

A prototype of the resultant IMSMA Analysis application was provided to
participants in the first Train-the-Trainer course in early 2002. Although the
application was never widely used in programmes, it clearly demonstrated to
the IMSMA developers the need to focus increased attention on the use of
the data stored in the database.

Individual IMSMA field data collection forms mixed data known before
the activity starts with data that are discovered during the activity. For example,
the clearance form has a perimeter which represents the perimeter prior to
clearance and progress reports which detail the course of the clearance
operation. The same data were included in both the minefield and the clearance
forms to increase the flexibility of the system: users need not use the minefield
report if they choose not to. However, this made analysis very difficult: there
was no way to know which data was correct (if they differed) in the database
and necessitated looking in both locations, as only one may be complete. To
compound the problem, some users would use the clearance form’s perimeter
fields to store the perimeter as cleared.

The new focus on data use at ETHZ led to a clear distinction between
process-related data — which refer to an activity such as a technical survey or
clearance operation — and the hazard data itself. This clear distinction between
processes and hazards is one important aspect of the IMSMA redesign process
which was undertaken in 2003.

Although it is difficult to provide a standard set of reports for all
programmes, it is possible to identify general types of reports desired. For
example, most programmes are interested in showing quantity of work by
organisation. This was difficult to do in IMSMA prior to v3 because there
was no standardisation of organisation names in the database: organisations
were entered as free text fields and spelling inevitably varied, for example,
HALO; HALO Trust; etc.

Some aspects of the relational database are always summarised in the
same way, such as the gazetteer of place names summarised in a province/
district/subdistrict hierarchy and device types summarised as anti-personnel,
anti-tank and UXO. Prior to IMSMA v3, little assistance was provided in pre-
configuring such data to streamline the building of new reports.

IMSMA Analysis was also used to replace the far more complex and
expensive technologies used for the IMSMA Global Module when the
functionality was repackaged for a mine-action-specific web-mapping product.
In late 2001, IMSMA Web Reports were developed to allow programmes to
provide a web portal to their IMSMA databases. The web reports are hosted
on the ETHZ server in Zurich, where a copy of the country’s IMSMA database
is loaded into a warehousing-style data structure. While a free service, this
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has not been aggressively adopted by programmes: thus far, only publicly
available LIS data for Chad and Yemen29 and victim data from Nicaragua30

have been made available in this format.
The simplest model for providing end users with access to relational

databases is to pre-configure standardised summary reports for them to print.
The somewhat limited selection of summary reports available in IMSMA prior
to v3 was expanded to nearly 100 in v3. While there is now a much higher
chance that there is a summary report that nearly meets the needs of a given
end user, it is still likely that specific fields of interest to a specific user
will not be available in the standard report and it remains difficult to
modify these reports.

The strings of queries which lead to the final report are complex and not
documented for mine action programme database administrators. Adding to
their complexity are filters which allow the user to limit the record returned,
for example, by report date or province. In addition, the queries which lead
to the reports are similar in intent to those which provide data to GIS themes.
However, they are implemented entirely separately, requiring users to make
complex edits in two locations to see the same information in the GIS map-
based view and the tabular summaries from the database.

In 2003, an UNMAS initiative led to the GICHD developing an IMSMA
Quarterly Reporting tool. This initiative could be seen as a replacement for
the IMSMA Global Module. Rather than attempting to gather the entire
contents of databases centrally, the approach was to collect only a quarterly
summary. The technical work for this project was again conducted by the
IMSMA development team at ETHZ. The Quarterly Reporting tool is not
widely used (if at all) due to weak commitment at UNMAS following key
changes in personnel in 2003. However, it does again demonstrate some
interesting approaches to solving the complex problem of generating reports
from IMSMA that will satisfy a wide base of users. It also uses a much-improved
user interface that is both faster and more intuitive than the IMSMA Field
Module.

The Quarterly Reporting tool is not an MS Access application like the Field
Module. Rather, it is a stand-alone compiled application31 developed within
Microsoft’s .NET environment which optionally connects to the IMSMA
database. The user builds a quarterly report by deciding first whether to use
IMSMA data or to enter all data manually. Data imported from IMSMA can
be edited within the Quarterly Reporting tool if it is found to be inaccurate.
The Quarterly Report is laid out in three sections:

Programme overview. This summarises the extent of mine/UXO
contamination, programme objectives and achievements, problems
encountered during the quarter, and organisations and assets involved
in mine action.
Impact of the problem. This summarises mine incidents and demining
accidents during the previous quarter, year and five-year periods.
Progress of mine action operations. This summarises clearance and
MRE activities over the previous quarter, year and five-year periods.
For clearance, the metrics are area (reduced/cleared/marked) and
devices destroyed. For MRE, the metrics are direct and indirect
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beneficiaries. Other Internet mapping interfaces have been deployed
using much simpler data structures and user interfaces than the IMSMA
Web Report.
The South Eastern Europe Mine Action Centre (SEEMAC, further
discussed in the section on regional initiatives) has a sophisticated
ESRI ArcIMS web server that shows the extent of the mine problem
in the SEEMAC countries. The SEEMAC GIS project has defined a
summary set of data which it collects periodically to update the
system.32

The Iraq National Mine Action Authority has a simple, web-based
interface to a variety of mine action information on its website.33 The
web interface is based on MapInfo’s MapX map component and displays
small-scale vector mapping features such as province boundaries, and
point and polygons representing hazard areas identified by the mine
action programme. Some basic attribute information is available for
the hazard features.

Data analysis
Data analysis is distinguished from reporting as being an activity that is

conducted by specialised personal on an infrequent basis. Data analysis
typically has significant resources associated with it and may be conducted
as part of a larger project.

The LIS tables in the IMSMA FM are differentiated from the rest of IMSMA
in that their content was specified by the LIS process and each field was
included for a specific reason.34Following data collection, LIS data are processed
through a series of perhaps 20 queries into three master tables:35

Community master table. This is the main table used for analysis. It
summarises most fields found in the LIS. It contains one field for each
community survey.
Victim master table. This contains more detail on victim-related
fields.
SHA master table. This contains details of the suspected hazard areas,
with one field for each suspected hazard area.

These queries were developed and maintained by the Survey Action Centre.
In fact, they have not been included as part of IMSMA until recently. While
the analysis of LIS data has been a marked success for data quality and usage
in IMSMA, there have, on occasion, been problems. For example, in IMSMA
v2 new fields were added into IMSMA to record the results of the expert
opinion data collection process. The expert opinion fields were added to the
IMSMA LIS community survey table, although, more correctly, they should
have been added to the city table, as expert opinion collection precedes
community survey and is conducted for all communities in the city table. Due
to an incomplete understanding of the intent at ETHZ the fields were added
into an inappropriate location in IMSMA and are of little use.

The three master tables summarise data found in more than 20 tables in
the IMSMA FM, and represent the use of a number of data warehousing
concepts. They take a complex relational table structure and reduce it to three
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flat tables which the end user exploits without having to be concerned with the
underlying storage data structure.

It is striking that, with such an early example of effective data use in IMSMA,
this model of data use was not earlier applied to other areas of the database. In
fact, in the last two major IMSMA-related survey content definition exercises —
for MRE and the Iraq Emergency Survey — the data fields were specified without
explicit consideration of the analysis requirement. This is backwards survey
design: the analysis requirement definition should always precede the definition
of data fields.

The procedures described above enable a social scientist to analyse the
LIS data. Following the Yemen survey, it was recognised that mine action
programmes required additional assistance in incorporating these results into
a strategic mine action plan for the country. The Survey Action Centre, the
UN and Cranfield Mine Action (CMA) developed a post-survey strategic
planning course to assist mine action programmes to integrate the results of
the landmine impact survey into national mine action plans. CMA, based at
Cranfield University, UK, provides middle and senior management training
to local staff employed at mine action centres — both at the Cranfield campus
and in the field.

The strategic planning course included the use of a software tool developed
by CMA, the first version of which was called Pathway. This strategic planning
tool assists senior mine action staff in developing resource requirements and
incorporating them into a national mine action plan — often covering a five-
year period. The various major versions of the software are summarised in
Table 4.

These tools represent a work-in-progress as CMA refined the way in
which they delivered strategic planning training and the way they chose
to interact with the LIS data stored in IMSMA. Early versions of the
software were only available to programmes in the context of the strategic
planning course, but this approach gave way to making the software freely
available from its website in 2003. Early versions of the software were
also less tightly focused on strategic planning, moving beyond developing
the strategic plan to data maintenance and operational planning. The Freeway
software, made broadly available in 2003, is strictly a strategic planning
tool which has dropped all pretence of maintaining the underlying data
on which the plan is based.

Table 4.  CMA strategic planning software

Pathway 2001 Only available as a part of the CMA strategic planning
interventions. It was not customisable; rather, it was
modified as required for each country where it was used.
Data are read from the IMSMA FM database.

Highway 2002 A derivative of Pathway that was not dependant on IMSMA
allowing the software to be used with a non-IMSMA
database in Afghanistan.

Freeway 2003 Freely distributed and available for download from the CMA
website. It has its lineage in Pathway and Freeway.
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Pathway had three main functional areas. First, it allowed the user to define
in words the programme’s strategic vision. Pathway then connected to the
IMSMA LIS data and imported a subset of data into its own data structure.
From this point on it no longer worked in conjunction with IMSMA and never
updated IMSMA. The user was able to prioritise individual suspected hazard
areas which were listed by their impacted communities in a flat table list view
and change their status to remove them from the rest of the application’s
analytical functions. This had the undesirable effect of editing IMSMA data
outside of IMSMA.

The main strategic planning functionality allowed the user to specify in
general terms what resources would be available for survey and clearance
over the planning horizon, which was specified in years. The software would
then model the resources required — in terms of numbers and cost — to
result in a “No impact” and/or “No mine problem” result. By adjusting the
resource mix the user was able to graphically observe how this affected the
desired result.

Highway’s main departure from Pathway was that it in no way linked to
IMSMA: it stood as an intermediate product between Pathway and Freeway.

Freeway removed the hazard level prioritisation capability found in
Pathway and increased the detail of the planning model. Freeway v1 does not
in any way obtain data from the IMSMA FM database.

Multi-criteria analysis is another form of data analysis that has been applied
to the strategic planning exercise, in particular in Croatia. Multi-criteria
analysis strives to make priority setting more transparent by assigning explicit
weights to discrete factors identified as being important for clearance
prioritisation.36

Multi-sectoral analysis is a particular strength of GIS software. There are
quite a number of examples of this being applied to mine action. Two well
documented activities and one less formally documented are described
here.

1. Prioritisation of dangerous areas using GIS in Kosovo
VVAF’s work in developing a prioritisation model for dangerous areas is

described in detail in their publication Decision Support for Mine Action.37 Due
to wide-scale disruption to communities, interview-based impact assessment
was not viable. In order to gauge impact, dangerous areas were assigned a
score based on their proximity to “livelihood areas”.

By gathering available data layers as well as creating new layers (for
example, classification of agricultural areas using Landsat imagery, possible
at a relatively modest level of effort for a small region such as Kosovo) an
impact model was developed. While recognising that operational factors often
carried more weight in clearance task assignment than the prioritisation
model, VVAF nonetheless concludes that it had a significant impact on the
course of mine action in Kosovo.

2. Multi-sectoral GIS analysis in Lebanon agricultural data38

Lebanon has a relatively well developed information infrastructure, which,
coupled with its small geographic area, made it appear an ideal candidate for
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the inclusion of data from non-mine-action sources into the LIS data analysis.
Much of the data available which would further illuminate “community
endowment” (for example, service and utility data such as health clinics,
hospitals and electricity) were not available with full national coverage, an
important criteria for inclusion.

The search for data sources led to only one promising data set: an
agricultural census conducted at the individual landowner level. After
protracted communications between the Ministry of Defence (with which the
LIS was partnered) and the Ministry of Agriculture, access to the data was
obtained. The resulting analysis provided an interesting sidebar to the main
LIS analysis, but again highlighted the difficulty in obtaining data from non-
mine-action sources.

3. Vulnerability analysis at Humanitarian Information Centres
UNOCHA’s (United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian

Affairs) Humanitarian Information Centres (HICs, further described later in
this section) include mine action data with other layers of information in a
geographical information system to create a vulnerability index which
summarise the estimated combined affect of a variety of factors on the
population during humanitarian emergencies. Data introduced into the model
ranged from the very general (trends in population movement) to the quite
general (regions affected by drought) and the detailed (land cover and
minefield locations). This approach was extensively used in Afghanistan in
2002 following the American-led war.

Data exchange
Exchanging data between mine action databases is technically very simple

but in practice is highly problematic. It is technically simple because most
databases conform to a standard data access technology called open database
connectivity. Open database connectivity allows communication between
different types of databases, so that, for example, it is possible to read FoxPro,
Paradox and SQLServer data from within MS Access.

Exchanging data is very problematic in practice because, more often than
not, the meaning of the data stored in the accessible tables is unclear. So
while it may be relatively trivial to read the data, the meaning of the data is
not explicitly described by its structure. Database tables contain fields with
short names. While this may be helpful to users who are familiar with the
database and the way in which it supports the organisation where it is used,
they are an inadequate descriptor for general use. As an example, a clearance
table may store four different representations of area: “prepared by machines”,
“cleared by demining”, “calculated from the surveyed perimeter” and
“reported during technical survey”. The way in which the user should
understand the meaning and use of these various reporting of area requires
a detailed explanation.

Importing data into IMSMA is difficult because, in addition to the data
represented on data collection sheets, IMSMA also stores data required by
the system, such as data entry operator, date entered and status information.
Other data, such as the nearest town and items of ERW, are not directly
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stored but linked to by internal codes. Furthermore, the valid content of many
fields in IMSMA is limited to a finite list.

Data export from IMSMA in all versions through v3 has been accomplished
by either saving the data to an MS Access database for distribution or
summarising the database contents in flat tables and distributing the summary
in a format appropriate for use in a GIS (ESRI Shape files).

Data import has required the painstaking design of routines specific to
the data being imported; this has been done for database conversions to
IMSMA in Afghanistan, Kosovo, Mozambique and northern Iraq. On a more
limited scale, if a list of 200 bomb strike locations has to be entered into
IMSMA Dangerous Areas, it has often been quicker to just manually enter the
data rather than design an import routine.

The mine action XML (maXML) project aims to improve the ability to import
and export data in mine action databases. It defines a neutral data structure
for mine action through which mine action databases can communicate. Rather
than having to write an import routine between all systems which would like
to exchange data, one import routine is written for each system for maXML.
Funded and managed by GICHD as part of the IMSMA project, development
work is done by FGM Inc — an American company specialising in software
systems development and integration.

The maXML project has succeeded in defining a neutral data structure
and will provide the import/export mechanisms for IMSMA. To take a practical
example, the designers of the EOD-IS-SURVEY system do not need to be
concerned with how to import data into IMSMA, rather they store the collected
technical survey data as maXML and the existing import routine is used to
bring the data into IMSMA.

A workflow for managing the direct import of survey data into IMSMA
has not yet been addressed. An opportunity must be afforded the IMSMA
database administrator prior to import and review the new survey data for
accuracy and completeness, and to ensure that they have not already been
imported previously into the database.

An added benefit of XML data exchange is that the data are self-
documenting. Descriptions of the meaning of the data (metadata) are included
in the XML file.

Multi-sector approaches
Humanitarian information centres (HICs) — established in countries during

humanitarian emergencies — are a cornerstone of the UNOCHA’s approach
to improving national, and sometimes regional, coordination during complex
emergencies. They have been an important element in sharing mine action
information with the broader humanitarian community since Kosovo. HICs
are currently operating in Afghanistan, southern Africa, the Horn of Africa,
Iraq, Liberia, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Sierra Leone and
the Palestinian Occupied Territories.39

UNOCHA describes the general role of HICs in the following terms:40

“A space where the humanitarian community can share and access
information resources in order to improve the planning and delivery of
humanitarian assistance.
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A provider of information products and services that enable the
humanitarian community to deliver assistance more effectively, following
principles of good practice in information management.
A focal point for data collection, analysis and dissemination in support
of the provision of humanitarian assistance, developing and supporting
data standards.
A facilitator for initiatives and activities related to information
management in the field, particularly in collaboration between other
humanitarian actors in support of existing co-ordination structures.
An advocate for a culture of information-sharing in the humanitarian
community, generating awareness of good practice and making it possible
for agencies to develop common standards and practices in the field.”

Their importance for mine action information management has been both
as a source of data and as a means of distribution of mine action information:

Gazetteer maintenance. A cornerstone of sharing data is the use of a
common gazetteer of place names. HICs have generally taken on the
task of maintaining a standard gazetteer for the humanitarian
community. This standard gazetteer can then be used in IMSMA, which
ensures that other sector information can be linked to mine action data
at the community level.
Base mapping: both for use in the IMSMA GIS and as a map supplier to
mine action field operators.
Mine action information distribution. General mine action data (for
example, point locations of minefields) is provided to the HIC for
inclusion on hard-copy map products at medium to small scale (e.g.
1:250,000 and smaller), and used in spatial analysis.

Assisting the end user

Establishing and maintaining an information management system in mine-
affected countries is a challenging undertaking. There is a complex mix of
elements which must combine to achieve success. The database can not succeed
in isolation — it must have a close view of both field activities as the producers
of data and operations personnel who are the main users of the output of the
system.

A key element in providing assistance to mine action centres has been
technical advisers. Mine action has a long history of employing international
staff to provide technical assistance to programmes. Very few mine action
programmes have not had technical advisers work with them at some point
in their history. In many programmes the three key adviser positions are a
chief technical adviser who works with a national programme manager, an
operations adviser who is concerned with field operations, and an information
management adviser whose purview is the maintenance of the database and
its associated reporting procedures.

Training sessions — centralised and local — and comprehensive system
documentation accompany the IMSMA Field Module database. GICHD has
recently introduced regionally based staff as a mid-level support between
training sessions and dedicated technical advisers.
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Advisers
The focus of advisers tends to be on the technical aspects of the job rather

than the leadership, training and planning aspects that might lead to
improvements in sustainability. Advisers working in mine-affected countries
tend to be somewhat isolated and often do not benefit from lessons learned
in other programmes.

UNOPS and UNDP have placed many mine action information management
technical advisers in mine action centres. Terms of reference tend to be similar,
requiring familiarity with database and GIS software in general and IMSMA
in particular.

To help foster a community of mine action information practitioners
James Madison University hosted annual mine action information
workshops in Virginia in the US starting in 2000, and in 2003 GICHD hosted
the meeting in Geneva. Each meeting has had a central topic: Information
Management and Coordination: The Way Ahead (2000); Mine Action
Systems Interoperability (2001); Data Integrity and Reliability (2002); and
Geographical Information Systems (2003). These gatherings have drawn
both national staff and international and advisers working in mine action
programmes worldwide and have helped to spread lessons learned more
widely.

The US Army’s Fort Leonard Wood base houses the Humanitarian
Demining Training Center (HDTC), which teaches IMSMA to US Army Special
Forces teams as part of its curriculum. These teams then deploy to work with
military units involved in mine action in mine-affected countries. HDTC
activities tend to be more focused on field clearance than headquarters
activities such as information management; however they have on occasion
provided assistance related to IMSMA.

The Swedish Rescue Services Agency (SRSA) has been a visible provider of
technical assistance for mine action information beginning in Kosovo and more
recently in Afghanistan, Iraq and Sudan. Two SWEDEC staff were among the
ten or so participants in the first IMSMA Train the Trainer course in 2002.

VVAF’s Information Management and Mine Action Programme (iMMap)
has provided technical advisers and trainers to mine action programmes in
Afghanistan, Iraq and Sudan. They also had two staff among the first group
to receive the IMSMA Train the Trainer course.

Training
Starting in 1999 with the first installations of the IMSMA Field Module,

field relations staff working with the IMSMA developers at the ETHZ in
Zurich conducted field visits during the initial deployment of the software.
The field visits went far beyond merely installing the software and providing
training in its use — extending to provide assistance in the broader range of
elements required to make an effective information system. For example,
consultation would be conducted with other organisations to identify suitable
gazetteer data, and assistance was provided in identifying and configuring
digital map data to be used in the system’s GIS. The number of field relations
staff at ETHZ grew from one in 1999 to a high of five in late 2001, as the total
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staff working on the IMSMA project in Zurich grew from three to 13 over the
same period.

A major shift in the GICHD’s approach to supporting IMSMA in the field
occurred in 2002 with the introduction of regional coordinators. The concept
of IMSMA regional coordinators grew from the recognition that the greatest
barrier to effective use of IMSMA was not related to the actual software, but
rather to a lack of skills in the mine action programmes and that developing
these skills was a longer-term project not addressed by short, infrequent
courses. Regional coordinators have been designated for five regions:

Asia, based at the GICHD;
Eastern Europe and Central Asia, based at the GICHD;
Latin America, based in Nicaragua;
Middle East and North Africa, based in Lebanon; and
South and Central Africa, based in Ethiopia.

Documentation
IMSMA documentation through 2001 consisted of a User Guide, an

Administrator’s Guide, and a GIS User’s Manual. These were rewritten in
2001 to produce two expanded documents — a User Guide and an
Administrator Guide, which were made available in Adobe PDF and a compiled
HTML version on all IMSMA installation CD-ROMs. In 2002, these were
further expanded to include a Trainer’s Guide and other specialised
documentation:

Trainer’s Guide and Exercise Book. Contained training plans and step-
by-step exercises for basic and advanced user training. Provided to
participants of the IMSMA Train-the-Trainer course.
IMSMA Standards Guide. Technical document which describes the
structure of the system. Intended for software developers creating
IMSMA add-ons. Was not widely distributed but was available upon
request.
IMSMA Data Collection Guide. Detailed explanation of the contents
of each field in the database. Draft document, was made available upon
request.
IMSMA HW/SW requirements. A detailed description of the hardware
and software recommendations for IMSMA for small, medium and large
installations. Posted on IMSMA website.

In addition to the text-based materials, an attempt was made at ETHZ to
develop computer-based training. Two Macromedia Flash-based applications41

have been prepared to provide an interactive learning environment for some
of the more complex functionality in IMSMA. These tools, described below,
have been included in IMSMA installations from v3:

Entity relationship diagram explorer. This tool describes the content
of the IMSMA database and shows the relationships between its tables.
The target audience is a database administrator who must work with
the IMSMA tables directly to create new summary reports.
Decentralised data entry. This tool describes in detail the workings of
the IMSMA decentralised data entry functionality. It is intended for
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the IMSMA manager who is planning on using this functionality to better
understand its intended use and limitations.

The usability of all IMSMA documentation is limited by its poor integration
into the application. The user and administrator guides can be launched from
within IMSMA, but there are no context-sensitive features, which can make it
difficult to quickly find content. The Flash-based interactive tools are very
high quality products, but suffer from the same poor integration: they are
only available as stand-alone applications which are launched outside of the
IMSMA FM.

ETHZ has also attempted to collect lessons learned in using the system
with two initiatives:

a “lessons learned” document in compiled HTML format installed with
the IMSMA FM; this is mainly a collection of observations on using the
system by the support staff and developers at ETHZ; and
field user “lessons learned” can be posted to a message board
maintained on the ETHZ IMSMA website42; this has never been widely
used, however, and lessons learned during the course of IMSMA field
use remain for the most part undocumented.

Technical advisers employed by the UN — UNMAS, UNOPS and UNDP
— have developed a broad understanding of issues related to using IMSMA
in mine action programmes and during the course of LISs. Little information
regarding their experiences is publicly available, and there is no formal internal
information-sharing process in place.

Regional and donor initiatives
A regional effort within the Southern Africa Development Community

sought to establish a regional database in Maputo and deliver information
technology training to mine action programmes in the participating countries.
The project began in 1999, placed database hardware within the National
Demining Institute in Maputo and delivered general basic office skills computer
training to mine action programme staff. This project does not appear to still
be operating.

Canada’s International Development Agency, CIDA, delivered an
integrated package to develop mine action information management in
Mozambique. This project began in 1998 with a consultancy report43 that
recommended three parallel courses of action to create a solid base for
information management in the country:

First, the LIS, which CIDA funded.
Second, technical assistance to ADP. Three Canadian Forces advisers
were provided to the Accelerated Demining Programme to improve
field survey and information management within this clearance
programme.
Third, development of the Geomatics infrastructure. This activity began
with a consultancy report which planned the further course of action44

and resulted in all of the existing 1:50,000 topographic map sheets being
scanned and geo-registered.

Finally, the SEEMAC GIS programme provided staff positions in
participating programmes in South-Eastern Europe and assisted in the
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procurement of spatial data including Landsat imagery and new aerial
photography.

Conclusions

IMSMA is now the de facto standard database for mine action. The initial
motivation for a standardised mine action database came from the top —
managers at the UN in New York wanted standardised data worldwide to
better allocate mine action resources. This vision of centrally collecting the
contents of the databases at the international level has long since faded. The
ultimately widespread adoption of IMSMA — it is now used in over 80 per
cent of mine action programmes — was driven by individual programmes
requesting access to the system in hopes that it would improve efficiencies
but also to join an international body of practice. For the most part mine
action programmes have warmly embraced this standardisation effort.

A second motivation for the development of IMSMA was to provide a
generic mine action database suitable for deployment anywhere in the world
rather than starting anew from a blank screen each time. This vision has
largely been achieved — IMSMA is now in use in most mine action centres
worldwide and it quite literally does provide a starting point. It is often
extensively customised and used in very different ways in different
programmes to meet local requirements.

The first five years of mine action information management systems —
the period pre-IMSMA — saw the development of databases in large
programmes that had a requirement but, more importantly, the capacity to
devote significant resources to this task. These databases were not well
rounded — they focused on the particular sort of data and reporting that
were of specific interest to the individuals working in the programme at the
time and did not benefit from a wider body of experience.

The next five years saw the development of IMSMA through three major
versions and, with the exception of the northern Iraq programme, very little
database development elsewhere. As IMSMA progressed from v1 to v3 it
grew in size, complexity and capability. Important new functionality included
robust decentralised data entry, integrated coordinate transformations and
the addition of mine risk education. The only major technical change during
this period was the move to a more robust database working in the
background to better support multiple users on an office network.

The IMSMA Field Module — clearly the flagship product of the project —
has been far more successful than numerous other software tools which have
emerged from the developers at the ETHZ over the years — Global Module,
Analysis, Quarterly Reports, Web Reports, ESTI, XL. The failure of most of
these projects to be used in the field parallels the failure of many other mine
action research and development projects in Western countries. The common
factor in many of these failures is excessive attention to ideas developed in
offices in New York or Zurich at the expense of understanding user
requirements in the field.

The current course of the IMSMA project marks a sharp turn from that of
the previous five years. The GICHD’s creation of regional IMSMA
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representatives addresses one of the main points highlighted by Price
Waterhouse Coopers in their review of mine action information management.
Namely that far more attention has been given to developing the IMSMA
software than to assisting users in the field in making appropriate use of it.
Rather than relying on technical advisers — a resource many programmes
cannot afford — the GICHD has stepped forward to directly provide this service
to the users of its software.

The role of the software developers in the IMSMA design process also
looks to be very different over the next five years. Two IMSMA-related
projects are underway which are not being coded by the Field Module
developers in Zurich. The Field Module development post-version 3 was
tendered though a request for proposals in 2004, leading to the development
of a new version in 2005 by a US-based organisation. This may be a very
positive development since  it allows IMSMA development to more closely focus
on field requirements — something that has until now been inhibited by the
limited field experience of the programmers and sporadic contact with users. It
also carries with it the danger of relearning old lessons and remaking old
mistakes as the body of knowledge accumulated by the IMSMA developers
over the last five years is lost.

The balance of power between headquarters staff and information
management professionals seems to be firmly weighted towards
headquarters staff, given the experience during the design of recent
surveys. Important lessons learned during the landmine impact survey
process seem to have been forgotten. By focusing on data rather than
data use surveys such as the emergency survey in Iraq have degraded
their effectiveness by failing to focus on analysis. Fielding data collection
forms that do not have a focused intent yields poor quality data.

Geographic information systems are now widely used in mine action. For
most programmes this means that they have the capability to print maps
showing the mine threat. While automated mapping is a very modest use of
the geographic tools made available by IMSMA, it is a huge advance from
what was available before and places mine action among a very select group
of GIS users in many of the countries where it is used.

Technology assisting field data collection — such as that of the GICHD/
SWEDEC EOD-IS-SURVEY project — is an extension to the IMSMA project.
Assisting the data collector improves data quality by reducing errors in the
field and assists standardisation.

Mine action programmes do not seem to want, and perhaps do not require,
complex software to assist in planning and prioritisation. The wide variety of
management styles, relatively simple resource allocation requirements, and
the field focus of mine action managers all contribute to depreciating the
value of developing software tools focused on planning and prioritisation.
Yet there is still a feeling among many programmes managers that they are
not getting what they want from their databases. Satisfying these managers
will require efforts to simplify existing IMSMA functionality rather than
adding extensive new features to the system.

IMSMA has reduced the dependence of individual mine action programmes
on individuals to keep their mine action information systems operating. While
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the loss of a technical adviser or other key member of the programme can still be
problematic it is now much easier to obtain outside assistance — particularly
with the advent of the GICHD’s regional IMSMA representatives — and train
replacements.

The information management requirements of mine action programmes
vary widely, but a common requirement is simplicity. Enhancing ease of use
should be the mantra of an IMSMA developer. Scalability is an important
element of ease of use — functionality that is not required in a small mine
action programme should not complicate the use of basic features. Many mine
action centres require small, simple and flexible tools. It is the minority that
require a large complicated information system. A key element of getting the
database into use is improving the ability of non-database staff to directly
interact with the system. This implies that IMSMA should be easier to install,
offer a smaller client for basic use, and be more mobile.

Survey design is a key element of information management and it should
not be the sole dominion of either the policy or technical communities. There
is a healthy practice of providing wide review of new survey documents
though venues such as the Survey Working Group chaired by the Survey
Action Centre, but review is not equal to discussion and critical analysis.
More leadership on survey design practices, including a more formal recording
of best practices and lessons learned, will help to improve future survey
designs. First and foremost among these best practices is the primacy of
analysis. Field survey cannot be an unfocused data collection effort — the
data selected for collection should follow from its planned use. Too often the
process of considering how to use the data has followed its collection.

Editor's note:
Since the article was written the IMSMA system has undergone a major

redevelopment and version 4 is due to be released in late 2005. This new version
addresses many of the issues raised in the chapter.

The latest version of IMSMA is designed as a decentralised system and will
replace existing systems within the next two years. This new release is based
upon open-source dataware and is being developed using the platform
independent Java programming language. The new system will contain a fully-
integrated GIS based on the Arc Engine software package. It allows users to
perform interactive map-based navigation throughout the entire content of the
database.

This first release of IMSMA version 4 will undergo a series of pilot tests
starting in late 2005 before it is made available for general release. The new
system is designed for use by operations and management staff and contains a
number of technical improvements, which will reduce the cost of operations
and maintenance.
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Introduction

This chapter looks at capacity development in mine action, currently the
subject of a major study by the GICHD. The chapter first discusses the
definition of capacity development, before looking at efforts at capacity
development in some of the world’s major mine action programmes.

10 Capacity development in
mine action

Ted Paterson

“

Summary
The effort to foster indigenous mine action capacities in developing
countries and economies in transition has achieved a mixed level of
success. International assistance generally has succeeded in developing
the capacities of individuals for the front-line tasks relating to mine
clearance, survey, quality assurance, medical support of clearance
operations, mine risk education and victim assistance. In most cases
where the contamination is likely to require a sustained effort,
indigenous capacity for continuing these training programmes has
also been developed.
However, capacity development of the type needed to establish new
organisations or to improve the management cadres and systems of
poorly performing organisations has been much more hit-and-miss.
In the first decade, the failures at this level of capacity development
outweighed the successes, in part because short-term emergency
thinking dominated, no successful models existed in the new field of
mine action, and most of the early programmes began in the difficult
situations of complex emergencies and failed states.
The need for better coordination within the donor arena is also one of
many frontier issues concerning capacity development of networks,
which is needed to ensure that a group of otherwise capable
organisations works effectively in concert. There is now a general
awareness of the institutions and processes required to make the
organisations within a country’s mine action arena function as a
reasonably coherent network. But much less progress has been made
concerning linkages between the mine action programme and other
arenas.
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What is capacity development?

Capacity development is a broad concept and, hence, one of those things
that everyone knows “when they see it” but finds difficult to describe. It
helps to have some introduction to the basic concepts and a common
vocabulary. In brief, capacity development refers to (i) the target entity (or
entities — individuals, organisations, etc.), which exists in (ii) a socio-cultural-
political-economic environment, (iii) the objective or type of capacity that is
to be enhanced via (iv) a process, and (v) the people or agencies pursuing the
capacity development which, in the field of international development, usually
entails partnership between one or more organisations in both the recipient
country and the international community.

These concepts of capacities within a capacity development process
operating at different levels are captured in the following definition adopted
by the OECD Development Assistance Committee (DAC — the “official donors
club”). Capacity development is…

“…the process by which individuals, groups, organisations, institutions,
and societies increase their abilities to: (1) perform core functions, solve
problems, define and achieve objectives; and (2) understand and deal
with their development needs in a broad context and in a sustainable
manner…”.

Further, the definition defines the core capacities of an organisation,
community, sector, etc., as:

•  defining, analysing the environment or overall system;
•  identifying needs and/or key issues;
• formulating strategies to respond to or meet needs;
• devising or implementing actions; assembling and using resources effectively
and sustainably;
• monitoring performance, ensuring feedback, and adjusting courses of action to
meet objectives;
• acquiring new knowledge and skills to meet evolving challenges.”1

Many development efforts have run aground because of problems with
partnership and process. Some recipient governments — through disinterest,
bad policies, or internal conflict — proved to be weak partners. Many donors
have also proved to be poor partners by pushing their own interests or by
promoting development in a manner to increase the so-called success rate of
their projects but which overwhelmed local capacities and disenfranchised
local organisations.

The capacity development processes used (education and training plus
technical assistance based largely on the counterpart model) were often poorly
delivered because the wrong type of training was given or the international
experts did not have the required expertise or aptitudes. More fundamentally,
such approaches, which worked in post-war Europe and Japan, were simply
inadequate in more difficult environments: the tools were not up to the task
of sustainable capacity development.
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Box 1. Lessons of success and recipes for disaster
in capacity development

A comparison of successful and unsuccessful capacity-building efforts in
international development yields the following lessons of success:

Capacity is an indigenous phenomenon and its development arises principally
from local responses to changing opportunities — from learning-by-doing;
The path of capacity development is largely determined by local factors:
highly standardised plans (“blueprints”) are unlikely to be successful;
Capacity development arises from complex interactions among parties and
at different levels (national, sectoral, community, etc.) as well as within
organisations;
Capacity development can be assisted but not driven by outside agencies.a)

a) Adapted from Browne, 2002:6-7.

The lessons in Box 1 can be summarised in the following principles: (1)
local ownership; (2) flexible, long-term approaches; (3) participation of
stakeholders (those who “have a stake in” or will be affected by a planned
action); and (4) demand-led rather than supply-driven donor assistance.
Conversely, where a number of these principles are violated, we may have a
potential recipe for disaster. These principles will be used in subsequent
sections in assessing capacity building in mine action.

The failure of so many donor-funded capacity development efforts has
made practitioners more aware of the critical role of the socio-cultural-
political-economic environment within which the target entity exists, as it
determines to a large extent how well the entity will perform. For example,
well-trained individuals will not be able to achieve much if the organisation
in which they work has the wrong mandate, is badly managed or lacks the
bare minimum of resources required for proper functioning. Similarly, a
capable organisation will achieve little if other organisations with which it
needs to work in a “network”2 are incapable or unwilling to cooperate.

Accordingly, a national mine action centre might have excellent staff and
an adequate budget, but the country’s mine action programme could still
flounder if the mine action authority is riven by petty politics, if the
implementing organisations refuse to cooperate for fear of losing their direct
funding from donors, or if local political authorities steal the land from poor
households once it has been cleared. Therefore, capacity development efforts
should be based on clear-headed assessments of the broader environment,
which will often uncover glaring problems requiring parallel measures to
(ideally) address these problems directly or (at minimum) guard against the
main risks such problems create.

For just one example, some of the principal donors to the mine action
programme in Bosnia wanted most clearance contracts to be awarded via
competitive tenders and a central element of their capacity development
strategy was to help create local demining firms which would compete for
those tenders. This was a reasonable strategy but it did not factor — in the
risks posed by Bosnia’s extremely corrupt political and commercial environment

Capacity development in mine action
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that had emerged during the 1992-1995 war. No special measures were put in
place to insulate mine action from the pervasive corruption and the programme
soon was the target of many allegations that eroded donor confidence and
reduced their financial support.

Of course a “clear-headed assessment” of a country’s socio-cultural-
political-economic environment can itself be a daunting task and some tools
are needed. SWOT (strengths-weaknesses-opportunities-threats) and PEST
(political-economic-social-technical) analyses are widely known techniques
and are employed in the strategic planning exercises facilitated by Cranfield
University. The following capacity development framework (Figure 1) can
complement such tools to ensure important issues from each “level” (individual,
organisation, network, society) are considered and some thought is given to
both (for lack of a better term) dimensions of capacity development: the
“hardware” of entities and capabilities, plus the “software” composed of laws,
norms, cultural beliefs, and so on.3

Capacity development in the first decade
of mine action: 1989-1998

While the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) has for decades
provided medical care and rehabilitation for landmine victims, and individual
initiatives to help communities cope with landmine and unexploded odnance
(UXO) contamination were undertaken by (mainly) international NGOs prior
to 1989, mine action as a distinct and large-scale humanitarian endeavour
dates from late 1989 in Afghanistan. Other large programmes that began in
the first decade were Cambodia (1991), Mozambique (1992/93), Angola (1994),
Lao PDR (1994), Bosnia and Herzegovina (1996), Croatia (1996), and northern
Iraq (1997).4 International assistance was also provided — mainly through
military channels — to programmes such as Nicaragua (from 1993) and Rwanda
(1995), where the mine action was conducted primarily by the local military.

Four points need to be made when assessing the success of capacity
development efforts during this period.

1. Mine action was a new humanitarian field and proven models did not
exist for programmes on how these might best be established. As expected,
the period saw a good deal of trial and error, and heated disagreement
between the various professions and organisations that came to form the
mine action community (military, health care professions, commercial
firms, international NGOs, official donors, etc.). Initially, the various
programmes adopted quite different strategies and virtually all of them
had to adjust these one or more times as they learned what did and did
not work in that particular environment.

2. Complicating this fact, much of the landmine and UXO contamination
stemmed from fluid civil wars without established frontlines, often
waged by ill-disciplined forces that targeted civilians as much as rival
combatants but that could also (unlike civil conflicts from earlier periods)
obtain modern munitions, including landmines, from foreign
governments and weapons dealers. The result was complex patterns of

Capacity development in mine action
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contamination, often with few records of where the landmines were.
Thus the experience of modern armies and civil defence forces in post-
war clearance could not simply be replicated in developing and transition
countries.

3. The donor environment for mine action was very different in the early
1990s to that in the later build-up to the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban
Convention. Donors came on board with support for mine action at
different times and advocated different approaches. There were no
specialist agencies with recognised mine action expertise to provide
leadership that would be accepted by other organisations involved. Even
within the UN system, no focal point was appointed until 1994.

4. Most programmes were initiated in countries that remained in, or were
just emerging from, civil wars. Some of these countries did not have
recognised governments exercising effective control over the country
and therefore the establishment of national authorities and mine action
centres was either foredoomed or required time-consuming
negotiations, in some cases with factions that did not want landmines
cleared as they were not yet committed to peace.

There were recognised successes but far more failures during this period.
The most successful programme was for Afghanistan.5 The initial plan of the
United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs to
Afghanistan (UNOCHA)6 was to train thousands of refugees in basic demining
skills, expecting them to clear their own communities after what was expected
to be a massive repatriation following the Geneva Accords (April 1988).
However, the continuation of fighting stopped the bulk of refugees from
returning to Afghanistan and made it impossible to anticipate when a
recognised national authority would be in place to assume responsibility for
the contamination problem.

This task fell to UNOCHA, which filled the dual role of mine action
authority and the national mine action centre but balked at assuming direct
responsibility for operations. UNOCHA advanced the concept of establishing
Afghan mine action NGOs which circumvented many ponderous UN
administrative rules and promised to create an indigenous capacity that
eventually could be put at the service of a national authority. Continued
fighting meant that this transfer of authority did not take place during the
first mine action decade,7 but significant indigenous capacities were indeed
developed in terms of the thousands of trained personnel, the numbers and
sizes of capable mine action organisations and the experience garnered by
senior and middle-level managers, some of whom have since gone on to
assume key posts within the international mine action community.

A unique feature of the Afghanistan programme — and one that
demonstrates the central role UNOCHA played in both the creation of the
Afghan NGOs and their continued evolution — is that some of the NGOs
were established expressly to provide services to all other organisations within
the Mine Action Programme for Afghanistan (MAPA). Thus, as set out in
Table 1 above, the Mine Clearance Planning Agency conducts all surveying
and maintains the mine action data base on behalf of UNOCHA; the Mine
Dog Centre (MDC) supplies all mine detection dogs and handlers for both survey
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and clearance; and the Monitoring Evaluation and Training Agency (META)
conducts quality assurance monitoring and evaluation of survey, clearance
and MRE activities, and operates the central training facility that offers a range
of programmes, including middle management training. These core
organisations within MAPA operate akin to a business conglomerate, with
plans and performance targets being set or endorsed by the centre but with
each of the units having a good deal of autonomy over its day-to-day operations
and core business functions (accounting, personnel management, etc.).

Table 1.  Afghan NGO partners in the MAPAa)

Afghan NGO Year established Main function
within MAPA

Afghan Red Crescent Pre-existing (MAPA partner Mine Risk Education (MRE)
Society (ARCS)  since 1991)

Agency for Rehabilitation & Pre-existing (MAPA partner Community-based
Energy Conservation in since 1997) clearance
Afghanistan (AREA)

Afghan Technical Consultants 1989 Clearance
(ATC)

Demining Agency for
Afghanistan (DAFA) 1990 (as SWAAD) Clearance

Mine Clearance and Planning 1989 Survey (plus, until 1997,
Agency (MCPA) training)

Mine Detection and Dog 1994 (the centre was Mine detection dogs
Centre (MDC)  managed by RONCO from and clearance (in conjunction

1989-93) for survey (via MCPA) with a number of NGOs).

Monitoring Evaluation and 1997 (previously was part of Training, monitoring, and
Training Agency (META)  MCPA) evaluation

Organisation for Mine 1989 (as OMA) MRE and, since 1992,
Clearance and Afghan clearance
Rehabilitation (OMAR)

a) A number of other international NGOs are MAPA partners, most of which are involved with MRE
and/or victim assistance. HALO Trust continues to conduct clearance operations.

The mine action programme in Cambodia8 began within the context of a
UN peace-building mission (UNTAC— the UN Transitional Authority in
Cambodia) whose mandate specified in the Paris Agreement (October 1991)
included monitoring the withdrawal of foreign forces, supervising the cease-
fire, assisting the repatriation and resettlement of refugees, and facilitating
the elections scheduled for May 1993. Mine action was placed under the
military arm of UNTAC.

With only an 18-month mandate, it focused on training and equipping
local deminers to undertake tasks in direct support of UNTAC responsibilities
(such as mine clearance from repatriation routes, refugee reception centres
and resettlement areas), gave scant attention to longer-term mine action
requirements, and had little communication with the Cambodia Mine Action
Centre (CMAC) or its governing council, which had been established by the

Capacity development in mine action
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Supreme National Council (the transitional authority until the elections) as the
national mine action centre and authority. As a result, no provisions were
made until immediately before UNTAC’s departure to create a conduit for
international funding to support continuing mine action operations or even
to transfer UNTAC mine action equipment to CMAC.

Arrangements to keep CMAC operating were cobbled in place by March
1994 but it was not until the end of that year that a Steering Committee was
established to serve as a policy forum for the government and donors. Because
no attention had been given during the UNTAC mission to training managers
or mine clearance trainers, CMAC remained largely dependent on expatriate
advisers.

An initial five-year strategy was not completed until mid-1995 and an
evaluation in December 1995 found that both strategic and annual planning
still remained weak, in part because top managers and their advisers had to
“fill-down” to address more mundane tasks in the absence of a cadre of
properly trained middle managers. Also, operations were hampered because
of delays in receiving disbursements of donor pledges to the CMAC Trust
Fund. However, by the end of 1995, CMAC was up and running, had built
significant in-house capacity for clearance and marking (to complement that
of some international NGOs) and had instituted both a decentralisation
programme to facilitate coordination with provincial authorities and
development agencies.9

The situation facing those responsible for mine action in Mozambique10

bore a number of parallels to Cambodia. The UN Operation in Mozambique
(UNOMOZ) also had a peace-building mandate although, based on problems
experienced in such situations in the past, its “… operational concept … was based
on a strong inter-relationship among the political, military, electoral, and humanitarian
components…”.11 The UN Department of Humanitarian Affairs (DHA) initiated
early efforts to obtain information on the nature and extent of landmine
contamination and a preliminary plan was developed by January 1993, within
three months of the start of the UNOMOZ mandate. This, however, was
referred to the Ceasefire Commission comprising representatives from the
UN and the warring parties (FRELIMO and RENAMO) and became a hostage
to the tortuous negotiations in that highly politicised forum. The plan was
not approved until 11 months had passed and during this lag the UN did not
initiate certain preparatory actions such as establishing the training school.12

The plan proposed the training of demobilising soldiers to develop
indigenous capacity but centred on the short-term needs of the UNOMOZ
mission, particularly the opening of the major transportation corridors
using commercial contractors. This initiated a “feeding frenzy”13 among
some donors seeking to promote the interests of their country’s firms,
leading to challenges to the tendering process and ill-will within the
international community.

Once the successful bidder finally was selected, administrative difficulties
within the UN caused a further seven-month delay before the contract was
signed in July 1994. In the meantime, the training school opened and the UN
created the Accelerated Demining Programme (ADP) to employ the graduates
in clearance tasks, proposing in July 1994 that the government should eventually
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absorb this as the implementing arm of a future national MAC — a
recommendation that was roundly attacked by some donors who advocated
that clearance be left to the international NGOs14 and commercial firms already
present in the country. The government finally established the National Mine
Clearance Commission (CND in its Portuguese acronym) in May 1995, but it
had virtually no capacity and the UNDP did not get a project in place to
provide technical assistance until the passage of another year. This project
saw 85 per cent of the funds going to expatriate salaries and lacked a
counterpart strategy, with the result that little indigenous capacity building
took place.

Angola15 proved to be another sad saga, this time due largely to
bureaucratic turf battles between the UN Angola Verification Mission
(UNAVEM) and the Central Mine Action Unit (CMAO) established in 1994
by the Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Assistance fielded by
DHA. As normal within peace-building missions, UNAVEM gave strong
priority to the operational requirements to meet its short-term objectives,
with little thought to long-term sustainability. UNAVEM was responsible
for training local deminers but did not coordinate with CMAO, which was
responsible for their deployment (while UNAVEM engaged commercial
contractors to clear major routes). Meanwhile, DHA administrative procedures
hamstrung CMAO. Vacancies remained unfilled for months and there was a
rapid turnover of key personnel, which destroyed continuity.

The government’s establishment of the Angolan National Institute for the
Removal of Explosive Devices (INAROEE) in May 1995 only added to the
confusion as no mention was made of UN support16 or of the respective roles
of CMAO and INAROEE. Further complications arose from the rapid turnover
of CMAO Programme Managers (four in two years, with gaps totalling six
months due to recruitment delays) and reportedly frosty relations between
this string of CMAO managers and the Director General of INAROEE. In short,
CMAO was itself in crisis for most of its existence and in no position to assist
in the development of indigenous capacity within INAROEE (which, regardless,
ignored CMAO). As was the case in Mozambique, most of the mine action
was provided by international NGOs and commercial firms.

Laos17 was the next large mine action programme that came into existence
and represented a distinctly different context. There had been no large-scale
conflict for many years and a recognised government was in place, so the
programme grew out of not a UN peace-building mission but rather the
development activities of an international NGO (the Mennonite Central
Committee), which subsequently requested Mines Advisory Group (MAG)
to assume responsibility for its risk education efforts and to initiate a clearance
project. This began in late 1994.

Discussions among the government, UNDP, UNICEF and MAG led to the
establishment of the Lao PDR UXO Trust Fund in late 1995, followed by a
decree establishing the Trust Fund Steering Committee and the Lao National
UXO Programme coordinated by UXO LAO, a semi-autonomous public
institution. In May 1996 UXO LAO commissioned a national survey —
completed the following year by Handicap International — which provided a
firmer base for planning than existed to that point in most other mine-affected
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countries.
Given the significant decentralisation in Lao PDR, coupled with poor

transportation and communication links, plans developed in advance of the
survey completion provided for coordination offices in each heavily
contaminated province. Three provincial offices were opened in 1996,
followed by four in 1997. A number of donors each “adopted” one or two
provincial programmes, allowing for a rapid expansion in geographic
coverage.

While the first implementing partners (MAG and GERBERA, a German
firm) had hired and trained local personnel and continued to manage their
provincial programmes, most new partners provided equipment and technical
advisers and worked with local personnel hired and trained by UXO LAO
(from 1996 the US provided assistance to a national training facility). UNDP
ran a programme to support capacity development in UXO LAO itself.
Meanwhile UNICEF and a consortium of international NGOs established an
awareness programme featuring community visits, the introduction of MRE
into the school curriculum and mass media (principally radio).

Toward the end of the first mine action decade, the break-up of Yugoslavia
led to two large programmes in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina18 (BiH).
These represented stark contrasts both to previous efforts to initiate national
programmes and to one another. First, these former Yugoslav Republics are
not developing countries, but rather are making the transition from socialism
to a market-based economy. Both had large numbers of skilled workers,
particularly in technical and scientific fields, and — given that Yugoslavia’s
economy had been based on the dual concepts of “market socialism” and
“self-management” — a cadre of experienced managers. Yugoslavia had also
had a large, disciplined military based on conscription, with most adult males
having at least basic training for handling landmines and other explosive
ordnance. The capacity development requirements for Croatia and BiH alike
were thus very distinct from those in most developing countries. On the
other hand, the establishment and evolution of their programmes could not
have been more different. Starting in 1996, Croatia financed its mine action
effort almost entirely from its own resources, receiving only modest assistance
from the international community.19

Also starting in 1996, in the very difficult political environment following
the Dayton Agreement, the Bosnian programme almost immediately fell into
near total dependency on the international community, whose members
proved incapable of effective coordination on mine action (and on many other
issues). Throwing money at the problem, donors began a number of large
but disjointed initiatives in 1996 and 1997, which (as discussed later in this
paper) turned a difficult problem into a debacle. Among these initiatives,
however, were a number of efforts to build capacities for mine action in the
local military, civil defence corps, firms and NGOs, making Bosnia perhaps
the most fertile laboratory for experimentation in capacity development.

Finally, starting in 1997, UNOPS developed under the Oil-for-Food
Programme a comprehensive mine action programme in northern Iraq20,
building on more limited MAG and NPA activities already underway.  The
northern Iraq Mine Action Programme (MAP) started small but grew in a few
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years to be one of the largest mine action programmes anywhere.  It developed
a large and diversified asset pool, four local demining NGOs and EOD teams,
dog teams, local mechanical contractors, MRE and an extensive victim assistance
network, with well developed national capacity which ran the programme in
2003 during the second Gulf War and was taken over as the core of the national
mine action programme when the UN programme ended. Due to the political
situation of the time, it was not easy to visit the MAP and thus it was not too
well known by those not directly involved.

The DHA report — The Development of Indigenous
Mine Action Capacities

In December 1994, the UN Secretary-General designated the Department
for Humanitarian Affairs (DHA) as the focal point for landmines. In October
1996, DHA commissioned what was to prove a landmark study “to identify
the factors which affect the development of indigenous mine action capacities” and an
analysis of the role played by DHA in supporting “the initiation and evolution
of mine action activities through various stages of programme development”. The
study team undertook case studies of four countries — Afghanistan, Angola,
Cambodia and Mozambique — and published an overall report and the
individual case studies, which contained more detailed findings concerning
each of the countries.

In brief, the country findings were that Afghanistan was successful,
Cambodia had started badly but seemed to be performing better, Mozambique
had started very badly but was putting the necessary components of a proper
programme in place, and Angola was and remained a disastrous experience.
Interestingly, from this selection of countries, the UN was steadily less
successful in fostering capable mine action programmes as time went by. It
appeared the UN — and the international community — was not learning
from its past mistakes but seemed instead to be prone to more and more
damaging errors and omissions.

Common problems were: (1) a lack of proper coordination among UN
agencies including, in some cases, divided responsibility for initiating the
humanitarian mine action programme in a country; (2) failures to consult
all stakeholders when developing programme plans and (in some cases)
to develop a consensus that mine action is a humanitarian, non-partisan
activity; (3) subordinating the long-term needs, including indigenous
capacity development, to the short-term requirements of peace-building
missions; (4) extremely unresponsive administrative procedures; (5) failure
to employ expatriate experts with the skills and aptitudes needed to develop
local capacities or on properly designed assignments (for example, most
were in-kind serving military on six-month tours of duty and their tasks
and reporting requirements often were unclear); and (6) inattention to
the need for developing indigenous skills in management and in disciplines
other than landmine clearance which are needed for an integrated approach
(e.g. survey, community education for mine risk education, information
management). Another common weakness was the failure to incorporate
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a broad range of socio-economic information to allow a better
understanding of how landmine contamination adversely affects civilians
and, hence, to set proper priorities.

The study first endorsed the views that (1) mine action is a humanitarian
endeavour that is distinct from how militaries address landmine threats to
their operations, and (2) an integrated approach (comprising advocacy, mine
risk education, survey and marking, as well as clearance and stockpile
destruction) is required. These views led directly to the strong
recommendation that mine action programmes should not be subsumed into
peace-keeping/peace-building missions, which typically have a short mandate
and, understandably, focus narrowly on survey and clearance required to
ensure the safety of the international troops and the fulfilment of their
missions.

The bulk of the other recommendations related directly to the role of the
UN in support of twin objectives:

Rapid response to address the threat, which often is most acute when
peace emerges and refugees return home; and
Developing indigenous capacities as a prerequisite for a longer-term
programme that is sustainable and cost-effective.

Thus the recommendations spoke to the need for the UN to augment its
own capacity for capacity development. The report emphasised the need for
a clear UN focal point21 with a number of coordination functions (needs
assessment and preparation of a preliminary plan; resource mobilisation;
information exchange for cross-fertilisation) plus a lead role in advocacy (for
a total landmine ban and on behalf of victims), but without responsibility for
direct implementation of programmes, in large part because UN Secretariat
administrative procedures were so cumbersome that — until these were
overhauled — the only viable strategy was to circumvent them by contracting
out the work to bodies which were not bound by these procedures.22

To ensure rapid response, the report urged the UN focal point to be
proactive in (1) collecting and analysing information on the presence of
landmines,  (2) ensuring appropriate clauses concerning landmines are
included in peace agreements, and (3) organising multi-disciplinary
assessment missions to provide a basis for determining a profile for a national
programme and the nature of the assistance required. To ensure an early
start on the development of indigenous capacities as well as the proper
coordination of international assistance efforts, the UN focal point should be
proactive in the establishment of a mine action centre and the early creation
of a national mine action authority.

Thus, the report advocated a more systematic process for initiating new
programmes in a manner that would more likely result in the indigenous
capacity development. This entailed: first, better preparedness (monitoring
the use of landmines around the world); second, the early dispatch of multi-
disciplinary assessment missions; third, the early preparation of a
“programme profile” for an integrated programme (including mine risk
education). Concerning the other side of the equation — the capacity
development requirements in recipient countries — the report noted that
differences in the various mine-affected countries precluded a one-size-fits-
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all approach, but still fleshed out common requirements for integrated national
programmes. In brief, these were:

a national mine action authority responsible for setting overall policy
and good governance functions (e.g. commissioning external audits
and external evaluations) which would also appoint the head of the
national mine action centre (MAC); and
a national MAC responsible for ensuring the programme adheres to
the policies set by the national authority and specifically for:

• development of an overall plan;
• maintaining the central data base on minefields, clearance, etc.;
• establishing a system to set priorities for survey and clearance;
• resource mobilisation; and
• quality control, including regulating mine action organisations.

the national MAC should not itself undertake the operational activities
such as clearance and mine risk education, etc., but instead should
contract independent agencies such as national and international NGOs
to perform these tasks.23 (This was perhaps the report's most
controversial recommendation.)

While noting that international NGOs and firms often began operations
quicker and with less fanfare than the UN or host governments, the report
made little mention of the development of indigenous organisations (NGOs,
firms, etc.) to undertake operational tasks.

Capacity development since the DHA Report

A. Reforming the UN policy and architecture
The Development of Indigenous Mine Action Capacities report was well received

and many of its recommendations were implemented to revamp the UN
architecture and improve its performance vis-à-vis mine action. These changes
were subsequently outlined in a new policy statement — Mine Action and
Effective Coordination: The United Nations Policy24 — which confirmed that UN
support for mine action will:

be guided by the fundamental humanitarian principles of neutrality,
impartiality and humanity;
take an integrated approach;
give due attention to the issues of national ownership, sustainability
and capacity-building, with the development of indigenous capacity to
be incorporated at the outset and to include the abilities to (i) develop
overall policy and direction, (ii) plan, coordinate, manage and sustain
a programme that is accountable, cost-effective and able to address
the pressing humanitarian and socio-economic impacts of contamination.

The new architecture was:
the focal point was shifted from DHA to the Department of
Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO), which created a new UN Mine Action
Service (UNMAS).
UNDP was given lead responsibility for supporting local capacity
building “…in situations where the problem of landmines is not only a
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humanitarian emergency”.25

To improve administrative performance, UNDP and UNMAS would
contract the United Nations Office for Project Services (UNOPS) to
manage the implementation of entire programmes or of key components
(such as the recruitment of technical advisers and contracting of
operational capabilities from NGOs and commercial). To this end,
UNOPS established a specialised Mine Action Unit in early 1998.26

Other UN agencies were assigned more specific roles relating to their
core mandates.27

An Inter-Agency Coordination Group on Mine Action, chaired by
DPKO, was established to facilitate inter-agency coordination.
A broader Steering Committee on Mine Action, also chaired by DPKO,
was formed comprising the Inter-Agency Coordination Group plus key
non-UN partners such as the International Committee of the Red Cross
and the International Campaign to Ban Landmines (ICBL).
A Voluntary Trust Fund for Assistance in Mine Clearance (VTF) was
created to obtain contributions for the financing of (i) coordination of
UN Mine action, (ii) assessment missions, (iii) the initial phases of new
programmes, and (iv) bridge financing to programmes when
necessary.28

These reforms have done much to alleviate confusion over roles and
responsibilities within the UN system vis-à-vis mine action. UNMAS maintains
information on landmine use and contamination (and thus is prepared to
respond quickly to new requests) and is responsible for coordinating multi-
disciplinary assessment missions and preparing the initial programme plan.
The new policy guidelines included a model Terms of Reference for such
missions, designed to define the scope of the problem and the appropriate
response to address both urgent needs and, when required, the requirements
for a sustainable indigenous capacity.

Concerning capacity development, missions are to obtain “information
on local capacities available and mine-action activities already initiated” including
clearance, mine risk education and victim assistance activities underway.
The missions are also to collect data that could be relevant to the proposed
capacity development strategy, including the status of national
reconciliation, the commitment of various parties to support mine action
and donor views.

Overall, these changes clearly have improved the UN system’s capacity
to assess requirements, then initiate and implement programmes. The need
to keep mine action distinct from peace-keeping operations is well
recognised. The specialised mine action units in DPKO, UNDP, UNICEF
and UNOPS strengthen “institutional memory” so lessons from experience
are more likely to be reflected in amendments to policies, procedures and
operations.29 The Inter-Agency Coordination Group on Mine Action
appears to function effectively and in September 2001 developed a five-
year strategy for UN mine action activities.30
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B. Capacity development of core national capacities
Concerning standard elements in a programme profile, broad agreement

has emerged on the advantages of having (i) mine action legislation to empower
both (ii) a national authority to set overall policy and direction and (iii) a
national MAC to execute that policy by performing certain core functions
directly (developing strategic and annual plans for integrated programming,
maintaining the central data base, regulating mine action activities, including
quality assurance) while coordinating the activities of other mine action actors.
In countries receiving substantial donor support, the advantages of a formal
committee of donors for policy dialogue and coordination purposes is generally
recognised.31

It appears the performance of the UN system in supporting mine action
has vastly improved since the DHA report and, since 1998, the process of
establishing new programmes and developing indigenous capacities has been
smoother in many countries. The number of countries receiving mine action
assistance from at least one of the UN agencies has continued to grow, reaching
20 in 1999 and more than 35 in 2005. At the same time, the challenges present
in many of the “second decade” countries — measured in terms of the impact of
the contamination on civilian populations, the degree of political stability and
the existing reservoirs of local capacities — have been far more modest than in,
say, Afghanistan or Angola.32

Finally, a number of UN-assisted programmes initiated in the first mine
action decade continue to experience problems. Until the underlying political
problems in a mine-affected country are more or less resolved, the eruption
of renewed conflict can arrest capacity development and reverse years of
survey and clearance work. But the continuing problems are also due in part
to the “path dependent” nature of capacity development — once a programme
starts down the wrong path, it is very difficult to turn it around (see Box 2).

Capacity development in mine action

Box 2. History matters: the political economy of mine action reform

Research into how institutions evolve over time confirms that institutions are
“path-dependent” – that is, there is a broad range of options to choose among
when first creating a new law or some other institution, but once the institution
is established, the options for reforming it become more limited. This is because
an institution creates incentives (rewards and penalties) to which individuals
and organisations adapt, developing strategies for reaping the rewards and
avoiding the penalties. Those benefiting most from the institution will try to
defend their interests by blocking efforts to repeal or reform the source of their
benefit. In international development for example, “bad” institutions which
generate rewards captured by the wealthiest and most powerful are often
targeted by outside agencies for radical reform, but these reforms are fiercely
and often successfully stopped or watered-down, keeping the evolution of the
institution pretty much in line with its historical path. For example, the senior
military corps may be able to delay demobilisation following a war, even though
the threat justifying a large and expensive military has disappeared.
Why is it so difficult to reform an institution that benefits a few at the expense
of the many? Precisely because the benefits are enjoyed by only a few, each
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Consider Bosnia. The Dayton Agreement in 1995 established an overall
“State” government plus two “entities” — one dominated by Bosnian Serbs
and the other a federation of Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats, itself divided
into 10 cantons. The antipathy among the leaders of the rival ethnic populations
was such that none was content to share any real power with the others. The
Constitution left the overall State government virtually powerless, with few of
the authorities that one associates with a sovereign country,33 while the
Federation government had little real authority over the cantons, most of which
were fiefdoms of either Bosnian Muslims or Croats. Above this Kafkaesque
constitution, the international community installed a High Representative with
executive authority, turning the country into a quasi-protectorate. However,
the High Representative lacked authority over one key group of actors — the
members of the international community that appointed him.

Unlike a coalition of the willing, this community was unwilling to coalesce
around any coherent strategy for mine action (or for much else). The UN
attempted to create a central MAC, but the World Bank created separate
project implementation units in the two entities. The Bank and the US State
Department decided on a clearance strategy centred on competitive tenders
for commercial firms, while the UN tried to build clearance capacity within
the MAC; UNHCR mobilised its own teams; Norway and some other donors

has a significant interest in the status quo and it is easy for the small number
of beneficiaries to organise for the protection of their common interest.
Conversely, the costs (which may be large in total) are spread across society
whose individual members each bear but a small proportion and may not even
be aware of the burden. For example, many of the military costs may be
financed by borrowing or “off budget” by companies owned by the army that
are granted, say, timber concessions, so the burden is not even apparent in
today’s taxes. Instead, the burden is shifted to the future for debt repayment
or projects to restore the environment. So, the costs may be spread over
millions of citizens, each of whom cannot readily identify what their share is.
It is not easy to organise millions of people who may not even be aware how,
or how much, a proposed reform will benefit them. Therefore, the few who reap
great benefit from the status quo can readily organise to block a reform that
would help the unorganised millions.
The same phenomenon exists with respect to organisations. At least few people
benefit a great deal from the organisation, even though it may be dysfunctional
or obsolete. They will fight vigorously any efforts to reform or eliminate the
organisation. For example, most of the early mine action programmes started
on the wrong foot, and both the strategies and the organisations created to
implement those strategies had to be reformed. The necessary changes took
years to put in effect except for Afghanistan, where the initial effort to train
“village deminers” was quickly seen as a failure. But no new organisations had
yet been established, and there was no a recognised government with which
to deal. In the unusual case of Afghanistan, there was no small group that
received large benefits from the initial strategy and that would organise to
defend the status quo.
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supported international NGOs; and the European Union (belatedly, after finding
the hundreds of deminers it had trained had no organisation to employ them)
opted for the establishment of explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) and mine
clearance capacities within the civil protection corps of both entities.

The US Defense Department launched a programme which, incredibly
given the situation and seemingly at odds with stated US policy on the
matter, featured separate initiatives to train and equip the three distinct
militaries (Bosnian Muslim, Serb and Croat) for demining. Meanwhile,
the international community repeatedly pressed Bosnian authorities to
assume responsibility for mine action in the country. A Demining Commission
was duly appointed but, in the eyes of some observers, exerted its authority
largely by funnelling donor funds to favoured clearance companies — a
perception that led to the High Representative’s dismissal of the
Commissioners in October 2000.34

Some progress has been achieved since then, albeit at a distressingly glacial
pace given the extent of the contamination problem. A new Demining
Commission was appointed in 2001 and, with the enactment of a Demining
Law in 2002, the central MAC finally was given a degree of authority over
the entity MACs. In 2003, a strategic plan was prepared, although four distinct
annual workplans must still be prepared (one each for the two entities, one
for the “inter-entity” boundary line and one for the District Brcko, which is
being directly administered by the Office of the High Representative).

Clearance costs seem to be reasonably under control, with the Slovenian
International Trust Fund for Demining and Mine Victims Assistance in charge
of the competitive tendering process, which has dampened at least the more
lurid claims of corruption. Cost control is fostered by excess capacity:
measured in terms of registered organisations, qualified deminers or amounts
of demining equipment, prevailing funding levels employ only about one-
third the capacity at hand.

Controlling operating costs in this manner, however, comes at the price of
having tens of millions of dollars in training and equipment investments lying
idle. In short, major donors were separately engaged in micro management
and achieved micro capacity development successes: but on the macro level
the national programme floundered for want of adequate central institutions.
One result has been significant over-capacity and excessive expense.

C. Capacity development for indigenous NGOs35

As discussed earlier, UNOCHA in Afghanistan encouraged the formation
of local NGOs36 from the very early days of mine action and this has widely
been viewed as a success. Surprisingly, there have been only modest attempts
at replicating this approach. Table 2 lists the 13 local demining NGOs identified
in three countries with large and long-standing mine action programmes.
Afghanistan still accounts for almost half the total and no local demining
NGO was registered in either Mozambique or Bosnia until 1998, nine years
after the first Afghan NGOs had been formed.37

The local mine action NGOs in Afghanistan are, for the most part, robust.
Collectively they receive the bulk of the funding for mine action, most of which
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was channelled via UNOCHA until 2002 (and via UNMAS since), and
clearance costs in Afghanistan compare very favourably to those achieved by
most other large programmes. In addition, and in spite of decidedly lukewarm
support from UNOCHA, some of these NGOs have started to branch out
into other development activities within Afghanistan38 or by competing for
mine action contracts internationally.39

Neither of the local NGOs in Mozambique was assisted with its capacity
development and neither receives direct donor funding (in fact, less than
two per cent of mine action funding to that country has been directed to
either local NGOs or local firms). Still, one NGO has had regular success
competing for modest contracts issued by the mine action programme or by
construction companies. The second had been, to 2002, less successful but
was managing to survive.

In BiH, the first local mine action NGO, APM (Akcija Protiv Mina —
Action against Mines) had been created in 1998 with the assistance of
Handicap International (HI). Unlike the other demining NGOs, APM
adopted a community focus and undertook any demining activity (survey,
marking, EOD, clearance, mine risk education) required to render the target
community (usually, groups of returning refugees) secure and sustainable.
As such, it attempted to raise donations for the organisation’s overall
budget rather than taking contracts to clear a certain area for an agreed
price per square metre. It has received significant funding from donors
including Austria, Canada (the principal donor), Denmark, France,
Germany, Ireland and Switzerland, and, also from UNICEF and the Open
Society Fund.

In spite of such extensive support, APM was close to moribund by the end
of 2002, in large part because its governance structure followed Yugoslavia’s
traditional “self-managed” enterprise approach. The board of directors is
composed entirely of employees who repeatedly blocked attempts by the
programme manager and HI to introduce cost-cutting measures to make the
organisation financially viable. In other words, the NGO was captured by its
employees who ran it in part to maintain their incomes.40

For some time APM had considerable flexibility to operate in this manner
because its community-focus approach was not readily summarised by easily
monitored indicators (such as cost per square metre of land cleared) so donors
had difficulty monitoring performance and kept sending good money after
bad.41 The case of APM neatly encapsulates the difficulties that can arise in
any but the most straightforward capacity development endeavour and points
strongly to donor incapacity for capacity development.

Three other local NGOs (Bosnian Muslim, Serb and Croat) were established
in 1999 with the encouragement of the then Demining Commissioners and
the US State Department, which provided start-up demining equipment and
vehicles and earmarked funding for them via the International Trust Fund
for Demining and Mine Victms Assistance (ITF). Although two of these “US”
local NGOs experienced difficulties related to their leadership,42 all three were
still operating at the end of 2002 and had track records in terms of clearance
costs and quality that exceeded those of local and international demining firms
in Bosnia.43
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The latest Bosnian demining NGO — UG ZOM— was established in 2000
by a number of decommissioned military engineers. It has not received any
funding for capacity development but has been successful in winning a steadily
increasing number of contracts and sub-contracts and appears to be a capable
organisation.

In both Bosnia and Mozambique, there are questions whether the local
demining NGOs are simply companies in disguise, seeking to benefit from
simpler start-up procedures, laxer government regulation, tax incentives and
the preference by some donors to provide grants to NGOs rather than profit-
seeking enterprises. It does appear that few if any of the local organisations
that were studied conform to the “classic” definition of an NGO (i.e. with
public good or social justice as the principal motive behind its creation and
operations). However, few if any of them adhere to the classic definition of a
profit-maximising business: rather, they appear to be somewhere in the middle
and seek to create good jobs in the midst of economies suffering from high
unemployment.44

Perhaps the most surprising fact apparent from Table 2 is that international
mine action NGOs have supported the creation of only one local NGO45 in
the countries that were studied — this in spite of the policy pronouncements
of most of the international NGO community. For example, “The Bad Honef
Framework” adopted by the ICBL states:

“mine affected people and communities have the right to shape their own
lives and … the implementation of the humanitarian action … to promote
autonomy rather than creating new dependencies is crucial.”46

“To correspond as best as possible with the needs and aspirations of affected
communities, local institutions should be supported both in establishing
themselves as well as in their work (capacity ehancement).” 47

Further, the joint Statement of Principles for Handicap International, Mines
Advisory Group and Norwegian People’s Aid includes as a core principle
“the need to support the principle of transfer of competence to the affected communities”.

This is not to say that international mine action NGOs have been bystanders
when it comes to indigenous capacity development. They have provided basic
training in mine action skills for local personnel who then worked within a
programme usually managed by expatriate staff fielded by the international
NGO. They have been important sources of innovation in mine action and have
often served as conduits for replicating innovations (such as the use of explosives
detection dogs and the use of integrated demining techniques) across
programmes. In both cases, this creates the opportunity to develop “new and
improved” local capacities.

They have also worked as a contractor to a donor or the UN, to develop
capacities within a national programme (including its MAC), usually by fielding
technical advisers. Finally, they often have worked through existing local NGOs
to provide MRE, funding, materials and advice. But they appear to have done
little in the way of facilitating the establishment of new local NGOs which
would eventually assume responsibility for the management of mine action
programmes, particularly in the field of mine survey and clearance. Why?

There appear to be a number of interrelated reasons for this apparent failure
of international NGOs to “walk the talk”. First, as the APM case demonstrates,
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the creation of sustainable local organisations is a far more difficult task than
capacity development at the individual level. It is also high- risk, as there are
numerous factors emerging from higher levels (dysfunctional task networks,
unfamiliar social norms, poor legislation and regulation) that can constrain or
even reverse hard-won progress. Typically, international NGOs have little
leverage to make local governments institute the requisite reforms in matters
such as not-for-profit law.48

The creation of sustainable local organisations is particularly difficult during
humanitarian emergencies because: (i) the urgency of the human needs is
inconsistent with flexible, open-ended approaches required for capacity
development; (ii) donors want their humanitarian aid to go directly to the
people at risk and not be diverted to “luxuries” such as local capacity
development; and (iii) the humanitarian aid tap quickly gushes forth and just
as suddenly runs dry — the initial flood of aid will overwhelm rather than
enhance the capacity of most local NGOs and any that survive may be unable
to downsize to a sustainable level during the ensuing drought once the
humanitarian crisis subsides.49

Finally, there are the incentives facing international mine action NGOs.
Mine action is the raison d’être for some of the major demining NGOs and an
important programming area for others. While most of these organisations
support the principle of local ownership and capacity development, in practice
the emergence of capable local demining NGOs could jeopardise the survival
of the international NGOs. Even when mine clearance is not the principal
activity for an NGO, vagaries in its funding may set up strong disincentives
for establishing capable local counterpart organisations.

D. Capacity development of local demining companies50

While some mine-affected countries have actively promoted the emergence
of publicly-owned local demining firms,51 there have been few explicit efforts to
develop capacities in privately-owned demining firms. Again, Bosnia offers
the greatest number of examples. In 1997, RONCO assisted with the formation
of three mine clearance firms (again, one each owned by Bosnian Muslims,
Serbs and Croats), using personnel that it had earlier trained and directly
managed on a contract with the US State Department.52 These firms first served
as joint venture partners or sub-contractors with RONCO and other
international firms bidding on clearance tenders issued through the World
Bank’s Emergency Landmine Project.53 Eventually, they were able to meet the
pre-qualification requirements (experience and financial) and could bid for
contracts in their own right.

Since then, at least nine other local firms have entered the mine clearance
market,54 only one of which appears to have ceased operations. Few if any of
these received any special capacity development assistance. Rather, they
benefited from the vast surplus of deminers trained under various donor
initiatives, while many have obtained other clearance assets (explosives
detection dogs, equipment, vehicles) brought into the country by international
firms that subsequently left the market, or have constructed their own
mechanical clearance vehicles from surplus army equipment.

Capacity development in mine action
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In addition, there are active rental markets for mine clearance assets, so
firms bid on contracts and, should they win, rent the necessary dogs,
equipment and, in some cases, manual demining teams from firms that
have not won bids. Many of the local firms manage other activities such
as protection services. In short, the existence of market demand in the
form of contracts issued on a competitive basis, coupled with ready access
to specialised mine action assets and the fact that demining can readily be
combined with other business lines, has induced local entrepreneurs to
establish demining firms.

The pattern has been similar in Mozambique, with the main difference
that many of the local companies were formed by foreigners with permanent
residency status or through joint ventures with foreign firms operating in the
country. Unsurprisingly, the foreigners (individuals or firms) appear to have
better access to financing and to marketing opportunities such as clearance
contracts tendered by construction firms.

In brief, in countries where the legal framework allows the creation of firms
and where there is significant funding allocated to landmine clearance, market
incentives provide sufficient inducement for entrepreneurs to establish capable
local firms for such things as mine clearance and quality inspections. Where
the competitive pressure is strong, these firms will seek market niches and
secondary rental markets will develop for factors of production (manual
demining teams, mechanical devices, dog teams, etc.) allowing firms to specialise
and, presumably, increase their productivity.

However, the experience during at least the early days of Bosnia’s
programme indicates that the attempt to introduce a competitive market for
mine clearance in a corrupt environment should be preceded by a concerted
effort to ensure a robust regulatory regime is in place. This requires strong
and accountable organisations at the heart of the mine action programme,
which in turn implies the need for far better cooperation among donors than
was present in Bosnia.

E. Capacity development of local militaries55

Support to local militaries to enhance their mine action capabilities has
always been a contentious issue, particularly in countries in, or emerging
from, conflict because such assistance might also enhance a military’s capacity
to engage in conflict. For example, the UN policy guidelines issued in 1998
stated that “training and support for mine action will not, in principle, be provided
to the militaries of mine-contaminated countries.”

However, local militaries may represent a very significant capacity that is
potentially available for mine action and, where a military is reasonably
professional and under the control of recognised authorities who are not faced
with ongoing or latent conflict, it is natural to at least consider their use in
addressing a country’s contamination. A decision to do so may also elicit
additional international support in the form of military-to-military assistance
for a country’s mine action programme. Indeed, mine clearance by the local
military, supported by training and equipment from foreign militaries, has been
a reasonably successful strategy in countries such as Nicaragua, Rwanda,
Thailand and Yemen.56
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In the light of these considerations and successful experiences, the UN soon
adopted a more pragmatic policy governing its support for military involvement
in mine action, which will now be considered should the recipient government
request it and where such support:

does not compromise the humanitarian principles of neutrality and
impartiality;
is not provided to militaries involved in open or latent conflicts;
is only provided where the mine action programme — and the military’s
activities within that programme — is under the control of civilian
authorities and is conducted in accordance with IMAS.57

When the recipient military already is well led and reasonably disciplined,
training and equipment provided by foreign militaries (with the US being most
active in this area) has been effective in enhancing their capacities for mine action.
However, outside militaries have been far less successful in fostering safe and
effective mine clearance where the indigenous military is suffering from poor
leadership, low morale and high turnover, such as often is the case during
accelerated demobilisation programmes or in countries where the economy has
been shattered by warfare and the government cannot justify or pay for armed
forces which are both large and well equipped.58 This is because, until recent times,
foreign militaries had done comparatively little to develop their capacities for
capacity development in fields outside their core mandates (traditional military
operations and, in some countries, peace-keeping and peace-building). A number
of donor countries have, however, begun new initiatives to better prepare their
own forces for non-traditional roles in mine action59 and may be more effective at
sustainable capacity development in the future.

Assessment and current frontiers

The effort to foster indigenous mine action capacities in developing countries
and economies in transition is very much a glass half-empty/half-full story.
International assistance generally has succeeded in developing the capacities
of individuals for the front-line tasks relating to mine clearance, survey, quality
assurance, medical support of clearance operations, MRE and victim assistance.
In most cases where the contamination is likely to require a sustained effort,
indigenous capacity for continuing these training programmes has also been
developed. These achievements provide benefits in particular to the successful
trainees (at least those obtaining employment).

Where the incentives are right, some of the more entrepreneurial of these
individuals will go on to establish local organisations (even though, in
competitive environments, the unlucky and incapable will cease operations).
In short, the transfer of technical skills to individuals is fairly easily
accomplished and the problems that have occurred have in the main stemmed
from coordination failures among the donors and with the government. In
the case of Angola, for example, this led to an inordinate delay in mounting
the training programmes; in Bosnia’s case, donor competition led to grossly
excessive investment in basic capacity development activities such as training
and equipping people for manual demining. A further concern is that
sometimes a notable lack of political will to address the issue exists within the

Capacity development in mine action
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government of an affected country.
The development of individual capacities, together with the provision of

equipment, funding and the like, is also a boon to existing organisations that
have established capacities and can absorb new responsibilities when assisted
appropriately. However, capacity development of the type needed to establish
new organisations or to improve the management cadres and systems of
poorly performing organisations has been much more hit-and-miss. In the
first decade, the failures at this level of capacity development outweighed
the successes, in part because: (i) short-term emergency thinking dominated,
(ii) no successful models existed in the new field of mine action, and (iii)
most of the early programmes began in the difficult situations of complex
emergencies and failed states.

More fundamentally, donors and the UN organisations could not muster
the extra individual and collective capacities for capacity development
required in such trying circumstances. After the excellent Development of
Indigenous Capacities study, the UN addressed many of its shortcomings,
most fundamentally by establishing the coordination structures required
to learn from experience and then to apply these lessons. There is better
understanding of the essential components of the architecture of a national
programme — comprising both organisations (national authority, MAC,
implementing partner) and institutions (mine action legislation, national
standards based on IMAS, quality assurance regime, etc.) — and the
process needed to put that architecture in place (preparedness, early
assessment mission which considers existing capacities and capacity
development requirements as well as the nature and scope of the
contamination problem and the political landscape, LISs).

Of course, such understandings are not sufficient conditions for success in
capacity development, particularly in failed States and when the political
landscape of the recipient country remains unsettled. But they do provide
points of underlying agreement that donors, when they are willing, can build
upon to mobilise their collective capacities for capacity development in a more
coherent fashion.60

Enhanced donor coordination will also be necessary in one of the frontier
issues for capacity development in mine action; the transition of mine action
programmes from donor dependence to sustained financing by the local
government. This is likely to involve downsizing of most programmes, both
to match the government’s fiscal capacity and in recognition that the most
pressing contamination priorities will have been addressed in many cases,
leaving a “residual” contamination problem (a state of affairs that was reached
in Kosovo following a short but intense clearance programme). Ideally, the
transition should not be abrupt, but the experience from other humanitarian
and development sectors that have gone out of fashion or “off the boil” suggests
that a dignified disengagement of donors is more likely to be the exception
than the rule.

The need for better coordination within the donor arena is also one of
many frontier issues concerning capacity development of networks, which is
needed to ensure that a group of otherwise capable organisations works
effectively in concert. There is a general awareness of the institutions and

Capacity development in mine action
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processes required to make the organisations within a country’s mine action
arena function as a reasonably coherent network (donor support groups,
steering committees, technical working groups for clearance, MRE, and the
like, plus a national strategic plan), although of course these elements are not
fully in place in all programmes and most programmes exhibit some common
weaknesses, such as failure to truly integrate MRE with the survey, marking
and clearance functions.

However, much less progress has been made concerning linkages between
the mine action programme and other arenas, as depicted by the dashed
circles in Figure 2. The links between a country programme and the
international arena have already been touched upon, but it is worth noting
some of the tentative steps taken to strengthen linkages between mine action
and (i) a country’s government arena (both national and sub-national
governments), and (ii) the local communities arena.

Two interrelated issues stand out concerning links with the government
arena. First is the extent of local funding for mine action, which in most
countries must increase dramatically if indigenous capacity is to be sustained.
To date, among mine-affected State Parties to the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban
Convention, only a few countries, such as Croatia, Jordan, Nicaragua and
Yemen, have been making significant financial contributions to mine action.

Second is the need to link with national, regional and sectoral planning
authorities so that mine action better supports a country’s development
priorities. Some pilot efforts have commenced in recent years, with the most
interesting ones addressing the links between mine action and sub-national
governments. For example:

In Cambodia, a follow-up project to the LIS provided assistance to
four provincial land use planning authorities, allowing them to access
mine action data and analyse them in combination with other spatial
and non-spatial data so mine action priorities would support land use
and physical development requirements.
In Croatia, a decision support system based on multi-criteria analysis
was used to assist mine action planning both at the county level and
for key parastatals (electrical utility, water authority).

As yet, there has been very little by way of incorporating mine action into the
national development system. In one example, an annex on demining has been
added to the draft Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP — a national
development plan with a poverty focus) prepared by Bosnia and Herzegovina.
However this annex presents the “sector plan” for mine action, serving to
inform readers about the scope of contamination and the key points from the
recent five-year mine action strategy paper. There appears to be little in the
PSRP or its Demining Annex concerning how mine action should be integrated
into the strategies for other sectors (such as agriculture, where the relevant
chapter only mentioned landmines three times and said nothing precise about
how landmine contamination constrained agricultural development) and, in
turn, how mine action planners can be informed by sectoral or national
development priorities.61

There also have been a few interesting initiatives designed to strengthen
the links between a mine action programme and those in the local community
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arena. One example is the participatory community development approach
advocated by the International Peace Research Institute, Oslo (PRIO), based
on its work in Mozambique.62 A second and more recent initiative is the pilot
Task Assessment and Planning (TAP) effort being implemented by the Survey
Action Center and Handicap International as an extension to Bosnia’s landmine
impact survey. In this, specially trained TAP surveyors conduct follow-up
visits to communities that have been identified by the LIS as highly impacted.
The TAP team makes a rapid assessment — in conjunction with community
representatives and others — of which individual hazards affecting the
community should be addressed as a priority. Such efforts are promising,
but much remains to be learned about how best to work with actors in the
local community arena.63

Capacity development in mine action
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Endnotes

1. Cited in Browne (2002).
2. It sometimes is useful to distinguish between “task networks” (e.g. national
authorities and donors developing a strategy for a sustainable mine action
programme), “sectoral networks” (e.g. all the organisations supporting agricultural
development), and “area-based networks”(e.g. all the development organisations
active in a province).
3. More complete treatment of this analytical framework will be provided in the
forthcoming report from a parallel GICHD study, which focuses on capacity
development in mine action.
4. In addition, Kuwait instituted a massive programme following the Gulf war of
1991. However, its government decided to eliminate the mine threat as quickly as
possible. As such, it did not seek to augment its indigenous capacity and opted for
clearance by international companies. In a sense, Kuwait’s vast financial resources
gave the capacity to “rent“ what it required from the market.
5. This and subsequent sections on Afghanistan draws on: Eaton et al., Afghanistan
volume (1997), Van Ree et al. (2001), and GICHD (2004a).
6. Originally this was UNOCA — United Nations Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian and Economic Assistance Programmes relating to Afghanistan.
7. This process has only recently started.
8. This and subsequent sections on Cambodia draw on: Eaton et al., Cambodia volume
(1997), and GICHD (2003a).
9. In February 1995, a Royal Decree confirmed CMAC status as an autonomous
Cambodian organisation.
10. This and subsequent sections on Mozambique draw on Eaton et al., Mozambique
volume (1997), Millard and Harpviken (2000), GICHD/UNDP (2001),
Appendix 3, and GICHD (2004a).
11. Eaton et al., Mozambique volume (1997: 11).
12. UNDP and UNOPS did, however, do the groundwork so that commercial tenders
for road clearance could go forward as soon as the Ceasefire Commission approved
the plan.
13. Eaton et al., Mozambique volume (1997: 17).
14. Principally, HALO Trust and NPA. Also, Handicap International was active in
mine awareness.
15. This draws on Eaton et al., Angola volume (1997),  and Craib (1996).
16. It should be emphasised that the government had never approved the plan to
create CMAO or any of the plans that CMAO subsequently produced.
17. This and subsequent sections on Laos draw on GICHD/2001 (2001),
Appendix 2.
18. This and subsequent sections on BiH draw on Paterson, “The Case of Bosnia and
Herzegovina“ in The Role of the Military in Mine Action, GICHD (2003a); and Paterson,
“The Case of Bosnia and Herzegovina” in GICHD (2005a).
19. In 1996 the UNDP established a mine action centre to assist the government to
develop its own mine action centre and provide training in humanitarian demining.
Within a year the merger of the two began, and the Croatian MAC (CROMAC) came
into formal existence in early 1998, with the UNDP remaining in an advisory capacity.
20. This and subsequent sections on northern Iraq draw on UNOPS (2004).
21. In October 1997, prior to the publication of the report, the Secretary-General designated
the Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) as the UN focal point.
22. This was, of course, the strategy adopted successfully by UNOCHA in
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Afghanistan. Note that some UN agencies do not fall under the UN Secretariat and
can adopt their own policies and procedures.
23. This — along with the recommendation that the UN focal point should not be
involved in the direct implementation of mine action activities — is consistent with
the emerging view that governments can be “reinvented“ by the separation of
“steering“ and “rowing“ functions. In other words, higher bodies should “steer“ by
setting policy direction, monitoring progress, and making corrective changes in course
as required. These policy-making bodies should leave the “rowing” to other
organisations that specialise in the necessary operational activities.
24. This was submitted by the Secretary-General to the General Assembly and
“welcomed“ by that body in its resolution A/53/26, adopted 17 November 1998.
25. In practice, this meant that for new programmes UNDP will take the lead in
“normal situations” where there is a recognised government to deal with and there
is no ongoing conflict or peace-keeping mission, but UNMAS will take the lead in
situations such as Kosovo (which is not a country).
26. Among other things, this unit has developed a comprehensive manual for Mine
Action Programme Managers.
27. For example, UNICEF was confirmed in the lead role for mine awareness
education, and would work with UNHCR on mine awareness programmes for
refugees. The World Health Organisation would take the lead within the UN family
on victim assistance. The World Food Programme and the Office for the Coordination
of Humanitarian Affairs were also assigned specific responsibilities.
28. The policy states that individual trust funds should be established to provide
transparent, accountable and cost-effective financing mechanisms for long-term UN
programmes.
29. For example, UNOPS no longer simply accepts “in-kind“ contributions of military
technical advisers, but instead asks the contributing country to submit a list of
candidates whose qualifications are vetted before the selection is made.
30. United Nations mine action: a strategy for 2001-05, UN doc. A/56/448/Add.1.
31. There also appears to be a consensus among donors that the mine action centres
should not become directly involved in clearance operations, but nonetheless a number
of mine-affected countries continue to have clearance capabilities integrated into the
centre or in a parallel parastatal organisation.
32. Although places such as Somalia, Southern Sudan and (perhaps soon) the
Democratic Republic of the Congo represent as much challenge as anyone might
wish.
33. Even defence falls under the entity governments and the State government has
virtually no fiscal authority, depending on handouts from the entities and the
international community. Meanwhile, the country has no control over its monetary
policy as its Central Bank is headed by a foreigner appointed by the international
community and it is forced to operate as a currency board.
34. Another casualty of the corruption scandals appears to have been any further
interest by the World Bank in financing stand-alone mine action projects: the Bank
has decided that it lacks a “comparative advantage“ in the mine action field.
35. This section draws principally on GICHD (2005a).
36. There is some controversy whether such organisations are “true NGOs“. We will
not pursue the debate but interested readers can consult Fowler (1997), Chapter 2.
37. The first local demining NGOs were established about six years after the beginning of
mine action in Mozambique but less than two years after mine action started in Bosnia.
38. OMAR has been particularly active in pursuing such opportunities. AREA began
as a development NGO and mine action is a secondary activity for it.
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39. MCPA managed the LIS in Yemen and was slated for a contract to help the UN
create mine action NGOs in Iraq until visa problems prevented the assignment.
Other NGOs have sent survey and clearance teams to countries such as Somalia.
40. Proper legislation can impose minimum standards of governance that could
reduce — but not eliminate — the likelihood of such problems. See also Irish and
Simon (1999).
41. This was in spite of the fact that Canada (the major donor) had funded a long-
term Canadian technical adviser. The individual had a military background and
seems to have focussed mainly on safety and quality control, oblivious perhaps that
the “business“ side of the operations was seriously flawed. The crisis for APM only
came when HI — which had been the conduit of donor funding — refused to renew
its relationship and stopped sending the donor money.
42. In one case, the executive director had been implicated in the scandal that led to
the dismissal of the Demining Commissioners; in the other, the executive director
had died in 2002.
43. The cost performance is due in part to the fact that they received equipment
donations.
44. A number of the local demining firms appear to have much the same motivation.
45. A lso, that attempt was abandoned as a failure in 2002. See the chapter on Bosnia
in GICHD (2004a).
46. paragraph 1.
47. paragraph 19.
48. Many local governments view local NGOs as anti-government organisations,
while public sector organisations such as mine action centres often see them as
potential competitors for scarce donor resources. Major donors may have some
leverage in such situations but overt manipulation of the local government runs
counter to the recipient ownership approaches being adopted.
49. See also Smillie (2001) for a discussion of the problems of developing local NGOs
in the midst of humanitarian crises.
50. This section draws principally on GICHD (2004a).
51. For example, Croatia established MUNGOS as a state-owned enterprise.
52. These three firms also had access to rent mine clearance equipment and vehicles
from the Agency for Demining and the Removal of Mines in the Territory of BiH. This
US$3 million of equipment had originally been procured by RONCO using US State
Department financing and could not be donated directly to a privately-owned
company or used to generate profits. Thus the Agency was established under the
control of the Demining Commissioners (public servants) as a repository for the
equipment. Allegations that RONCO, through the three local firms it had established,
had access to this equipment at below-market rates and thus had an advantage in
bidding for contracts was one of the issues that poisoned relations within the mine
action and donor communities in Bosnia.
53. One of the objectives of this project was to promote the entry of demining
companies — both international and national — to address the country’s
contamination problem.
54. There are also two firms that specialise in inspections on behalf of the Slovenian
Trust Fund.
55. This section draws principally on GICHD (2003a) and OECD/DAC (1998) “Civilian
and military means of providing and supporting humanitarian assistance during conflict,
comparative advantages and costs”.
56. Recurring criticisms have been that the militaries do not often use appropriate
MRE methods and that they give too much weight to their own survey and clearance
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requirements relative to civilian safety and broader socio-economic needs when
setting priorities. In addition, there is little evidence that clearance by local militaries
is less expensive than clearance by civilian organisations, even when only the
incremental costs of using the military for mine clearance are considered.
57. United Nations (1999).
58. As discussed earlier, foreign militaries have also provided extensive technical
assistance to mine action centres administered by the local government or by the UN,
using channels such as peace-keeping missions, assignment of military engineers
on an in-kind arrangement, or secondment of military personnel to fill UN positions.
This assistance proved useful for establishing basic operations during the emergency
response phase but far less effective in promoting sustainable capacity development
because the tours of duty were too short, the military personnel could perform the
technical job but lacked the skills and aptitudes to serve in an advisory capacity, and
the UN programme manager or local government officials were loathe to dismiss
unsuitable advisers because they had come“free“ from a foreign military.
59. Included in these are the Swedish EOD and Demining Centre (SWEDEC),
established in 1996 as that country’s centre of excellence for humanitarian mine
action, the Mine Information and Training Centre (MITC) in the UK, and the US
Center of Excellence in Disaster Management and Humanitarian Assistance at Tripler
Army Medical Center (which has a broader mandate that just mine action).
60. A remaining impediment here — and one that merits further study to understand
how great this impediment is in practice — is the difficulty of UN agencies in
formulating multi-year capacity development programmes and “selling“ these to
supportive donors. Instead, most funds are solicited through annual appeals and
the UN agencies cannot truly make commitments for which they have not secured
the funding.
61. A second example is the Integrated Mine Action Development Strategy (IMADS)
intended for Mozambique. This sought to create a multi-disciplinary research and
policy unit at the MAC which would link with development planning authorities to
better align mine action with the country’s socio-economic requirements. (See GICHD/
UNDP (2001),Box 8, p. 78.) The author has not been able to learn the current status of
this initiative.
62. Millard and Harpviken (2000).
63. It also needs to be emphasised that the linkages between a mine action programme
and both the government arena and the local community arena have both
complimentary and substitution aspects. For example, if the national government
does not have the capability or desire to incorporate local concerns into its development
priorities, then the mine action programme will need somehow to obtain information
on local concerns directly from the mine-affected communities (or alternatively via,
say, NGOs working with those communities). In this case, the link with the local
communities arena serves as a substitute for the information which should be (but
which is not) coming from the government. Alternatively, where local priorities are
reasonably well reflected in government development plans, mine action needs only
complimentary input from local actors: not so much determining the priorities but
rather issues of timing, logistics, etc. The latter is a far less onerous task.

Capacity development in mine action
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Introduction

The preceding chapters have described the evolution of mine action. This
final chapter seeks to answer a broader, strategic question: has mine action
really made a significant, long-term difference to the lives of the people it is
trying to help? For few things in mine action cause more frustration and
misunderstanding among donors, recipient governments and programme
managers than the question: what results has the programme achieved? Study
after study has decried the fact that, while there are abundant data detailing the
number of landmines destroyed, the area of land cleared and the number of
people receiving mine risk education, there are little data allowing an assessment
of whether these achievements have enhanced the well-being of people in mine-
afflicted communities.1

This means we can assess the efficiency and safety of mine action activities
— “has the job been done right?” — but we fall short when trying to assess
the more difficult but ultimately more important questions that determine,
“has the right job been done?” These questions are:

Relevance — are the objectives set for the programme consistent with
government and donor policies, and the requirements of the
beneficiaries?

11 Is mine action making
a difference ... or

avoiding the question?
Ted Paterson

Summary
Mine action programmes in heavily contaminated countries will not
be able to declare victory in the short- to medium-term. Therefore, they
need to equip themselves adequately for the long haul. This implies
something more fundamental than new tools for their tool kits: it
implies learning how to learn. This ability is required if programmes
are to assess their performance in terms of results that make a difference
to people in mine-afflicted communities, which is necessary to maintain
the support of donors and, increasingly, of host governments. Even
more critically, the ability to assess performance in terms of meaningful
results is necessary to improve such performance over time.
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Effectiveness — have we achieved the planned objectives and enhanced
the well-being of people in mine-afflicted communities?
Sustainability — will the benefits to these people and communities
last?
Impact — what are all the consequences, intended and unintended, for
better or for worse, of our mine action?2

Simply put, mine action practitioners often cannot demonstrate that they
are doing — or even aiming at — “the right job”. This deficiency will pose
ever greater problems as donors seek an accounting of the benefits generated
with their funds and as host governments try to gauge what mine action
(relative to other claims on the public purse) promises for their citizens and
for the country’s overall development.

There are numerous attempts under way to rectify this shortcoming, but
for the most part these represent only partial measures — pieces of a larger
puzzle. In fairness, the mine action puzzle is unusually complex. The
community faces the challenges that always arise when trying to focus more
tightly on results — what might be termed “garden variety” management
problems. But it also faces “exotic” challenges because many mine-afflicted
countries represent such difficult and rapidly changing environments.

This chapter devotes most attention to what some are terming “operational
mine action”; that is, demining activities (survey, clearance, and marking)
coupled with mine risk education (MRE), which together aim to reduce risks
to people in mine-affected communities and to remove the constraints imposed
by this contamination on the development.

Also, the focus is on those results intended to directly benefit the people
in mine-affected countries rather than achievements in developing indigenous
capacities for managing mine action programmes (which are covered in
Chapter 9).3 “Results” is a generic term referring to the consequences or effects
of actions we have taken. As such, when we discuss the topic of results we
need to think in terms of cause-and-effect chain reactions: our actions cause
certain effects, which in turn cause knock-on effects, and so on. Of course,
there are many different consequences arising from mine action. Some are
planned while others are unanticipated; some endure while others quickly
pass; some are good and others bad; and, of course, some are more important
than others. To avoid complete confusion, we need to use terms in a consistent
fashion (see Box 1: The language of results).

Box 1. The language of results

In this chapter, we will adhere so far as possible to the following terms and
definitions, which have evolved in the field of “results-based management” as it
has been applied in international development circles:
• Inputs: the financial, human, and material resources used by the

programme.
• Outputs: the goods (e.g. demined land) and services (e.g. mine awareness

training) which are directly produced by a project or programme.
• Outcomes (or intermediate outcomes): the short- and medium-term effects

arising from people making use of the outputs delivered by a project or
programme (e.g. increased food production from demined land).
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• Final outcomes (or impacts): the long-term and sustained effects (positive
and negative; intended or unintended) arising from a project or programme
(e.g. enhanced well-being for rural households because of better nutrition).

Source: DAC/OECD (2002).

To avoid confusion, when referring to long-term effects we will employ the term
“final outcome” rather than “impact” (which is more commonly used in the
international development field) because the mine action community uses the
word “impact” in a very general sense (similar to how RMB practitioners use
the term “results”).

In one sense, discussing the impact of mine action implies simply that we
are concerned with the consequences of mine action for people in mine-afflicted
communities. Therefore, a word of caution needs to be introduced. The author
does not wish to imply that the vast majority of those working in mine action
are not concerned with the consequences of mine action for people in mine-
afflicted communities, or that most mine action programmes are not achieving
results in terms of meeting the human needs of such people even when the
programmes do not make these aims explicit in their lists of objectives (see
Box 2: Evaluating socio-economic achievements in Kosovo). Rather, the chapter
explores the degree to which the performance of mine action programmes
can be assessed in terms of who has benefited, in what way, and by how
much?

The evidence suggests that — in spite of the widespread concern for the
well-being of people in mine-affected communities — we remain for the most
part unable to assess mine action performance in this fashion. Why?

Box 2. Evaluating socio-economic achievements in Kosovo

In late 2001 an evaluation was conducted of the UN Mine Action Programme
in Kosovo.a) The evaluators state the programme had not collected sufficient
data to analyse socio-economic achievements. At the same time, the
proliferation of funding agreements coupled with inadequate information-sharing
among donors meant that no-one had a complete record of mine action costs.
Therefore, no comparison of costs and benefits could be made as there was
no proper accounting of costs and there was no estimate of benefits at all.
However, the report was, in the main, laudatory because the programme
succeeded in achieving its main objectives of clearing virtually all the identified
hazards and transferring responsibility for dealing with the residual threat to a
local organisation.
About the same time, an “impact assessment” was conducted of the Danish
Church Aid mine action programme in Kosovo.b) The assessment team made
an excellent effort to “visualise” the “varied and complex range of social and
economic benefits” arising from the programme, and to generate a rough count
of the numbers of people who benefited directly and indirectly from various
types of mine action. The team’s assessment was that substantial socio-
economic benefits did accrue to a large number of beneficiaries. But again,
they were unable to arrive at a clear picture of the cost-effectiveness or cost-
benefit of the programme because of the “absence of critical data”.

a) The Praxis Group (2002); b) Horwood et al. (2001).

Is mine action making a difference ... or avoiding the question?
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Diagram 1. The basic results-based management (RBM) perspective

The immediate reason for this failing seems clear. Plans for mine action
programmes often do not clearly specify the results they are designed to
achieve.4 Where the intended results are provided, the list rarely is clear
concerning the target beneficiaries and the types of benefits we hope will
accrue to them. When plans do not specify these things as performance targets5

to be achieved, no provision is made during the implementation of the
programme to collect data concerning who has benefited and in what manner.
In the end, little can be said about whether the programme has delivered the
expected benefits to the intended beneficiaries.

Conversely, most mine action programmes can say a great deal about how
they have used their resources to clear landmines, train citizens, and so on —
in the apt phrase of one programme management expert, how they are
“keeping busy”. But few programmes can say who has benefited, in what
manner, and by how much — on how they are “making a difference” to
people in mine-affected communities? This distinction between keeping busy
and making a difference is central to a results-based perspective, and is
illustrated in both the Diagram 1 and in Box 3: The results of the International
Campaign to Ban Landmines.

Box 3. The results of the International Campaign to Ban Landmines

The international campaign emerged in the early 1990s from a number of NGO
initiatives leading to the formation of the International Campaign to Ban
Landmines coalition in 1992. It then gathered momentum as, first the
International Committee of the Red Cross and UN agencies began advocating
for a complete ban on anti-personnel mines (in 1994), and then, by 1996,
agreement was reached with a number of States to push for an immediate
ban. At the first Ottawa Conference in October 1996, 50 States committed to
work for a total ban. At a second Ottawa Conference in December 1997, 122
nations signed the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention, to come into force
six months after its ratification by 40 nations, which was achieved in September
1998. By the end of November 2005, more than 144 countries had ratified the
treaty, with a further handful of signatories. One study summarised the
achievements quite simply: “The campaign to ban landmines has been widely
celebrated as one of the most successful examples of humanitarian
advocacy.”a)
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The distinguishing feature of any results-based approach to management
is, simply put, an overarching focus on results throughout the programming
cycle, and particularly those results of the “making a difference” variety
(which, in the mine action community, are usually termed socio-economic
impacts). Thus:

plans should specify as clearly as possible both the results a programme
is designed to achieve and how progress toward those results will be
measured;
provisions should be made to collect the data required to monitor
performance in terms of progress toward the planned results;
periodic reports to stakeholders provide information on progress
toward the intended results as well as on how funds and other resources
have been used;
evaluations should be commissioned for more thorough examinations
of what results have obtained and how the programme’s design and
management could be changed for better performance — achieving
even better results — in the future.

In many ways, results-based management is the new religion within
international development circles, and has been adopted by official donor
agencies, commercial contactors and, increasingly, NGOs — including those
active in humanitarian as well as development assistance (see Box 4 on CARE).6

Box 4. CARE International project standards

This set of standards, adopted by the CARE International Programme Working
Group in April 2002, is an excellent outline of an RBM system for humanitarian,
reconstruction and development work.
Each CARE project should:
1. Be consistent with the CARE International Vision and Mission,

Programming Principles and Values.
2. Be clearly linked to a Country Office strategy and/or long term programme

goals.
3. Ensure the active participation and influence of stakeholders in its analysis,

design, implementation, monitoring and evaluation processes.
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4. Have a design that is based on a holistic analysis of the needs and rights
of the target population and the underlying causes of their conditions of
poverty and social injustice. It should also examine the opportunities and
risks inherent in the potential interventions.

5. Use a logical framework that explains how the project will contribute to an
ultimate impact upon the lives of members of a defined target population.

6. Set a significant, yet achievable and measurable final goal.
7. Be technically, environmentally and socially appropriate. Interventions

should be based upon best current practice and on an understanding of
the social context and the needs, rights and responsibilities of the
stakeholders.

8. Indicate the appropriateness of project costs, in light of the selected project
strategies and expected outputs and outcomes.

9. Develop and implement a monitoring and evaluation plan and system based
on the logical framework that ensures the collection of baseline, monitoring
and final evaluation data, and anticipates how the information will be used
for decision-making; with a budget that includes adequate amounts for
implementing the monitoring and evaluation plan.

10. Establish a baseline for measuring change in indicators of impact and
effect, by conducting a study or survey prior to implementation of project
activities.

11. Use indicators that are relevant, measurable, verifiable and reliable.
12. Employ a balance of evaluation methodologies, assure an appropriate

level of rigour, and adhere to recognised ethical standards.
13.Be informed by and contribute to ongoing learning within and outside

CARE.

Source: CARE Design, Monitoring and Evaluation website: www.kcenter.com/care/dme/

Diagram 2. The programming cycle: learning from experience
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The broad strategy underlying RBM is that performance will improve
progressively as the programming cycle is repeated. The success of the strategy
depends on how well we can apply the lessons of experience. Therefore,
learning is a central theme in results-based management.

This desire to improve performance in the “making a difference to people”
sense lies at the core of any results-based or performance management system.7

Among mine action practitioners however, there remains controversy over
whether their performance should be assessed in terms of socio-economic
benefits, and the next section touches on this controversy.

Mine-centred or people-centred mine action?8

“It is not for you to complete the work, but neither are you free to withdraw
from it.”9

The first decade: 1989-1998
Large mine action programmes were first established in countries in

the midst of, or just emerging from, anarchic “complex emergencies”.10

The international community responded (sometimes with a distinct lack
of enthusiasm or success) with a combination of humanitarian assistance
and peace-keeping missions. Mine action programmes often served a dual
role, being viewed both as a necessary element for the peace-keeping
mission to carry out its mandate and as a humanitarian operation, clearing
routes and resettlement areas for refugees and to enable the delivery of
humanitarian assistance.

In these emergencies, military engineers were thrown into the fray to
deal with the landmine contamination. Where peace-keeping missions were
fielded the focus for mine action centred on support to the operations of the
international forces. When mine action did address humanitarian concerns,
the people involved understood the problem principally in terms of numbers
of landmines and contaminated areas. They accorded priority to the most
heavily mined areas rather than investigating which hazards posed the greatest
danger to people and their livelihoods.11 Because not all hazards could be
cleared in the short-term, basic mine awareness training was provided to at-
risk civilians and aid workers.

The first major multi-country assessment of mine action provided a
withering critique of those programmes with a dual mandate, as the peace-
keeping contingent exercised authority over mine action (Angola, Cambodia,
and Mozambique) and humanitarian aims were accorded secondary priority.12

Instead of seeing mines as a military problem with humanitarian overtones,
the report advocated a view centred firmly on the well-being of the people
affected by landmine contamination: “Mines are first and foremost a humanitarian
concern … [which] … needs to be redefined and understood in terms of reducing the
vulnerability of people who are directly affected.”

For shorthand, we will term this the people-centred perspective, defined
as a view in which the aim of mine action is the enhancement of the well-
being of people in mine-afflicted communities. With such a perspective, the

Is mine action making a difference ... or avoiding the question?
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clearance of hazards and the destruction of landmines are seen simply as means
to an end: not as ends in themselves.

Making progress? Mine action since 1998
There has been far greater attention accorded to the socio-economic

implications of landmine contamination since the publication of the DHA
report.13 The UN adopted a people-centred perspective in its landmine policy
published in 1998, stating…”It is not so much about mines as it is about people and
their interactions with a mine-infested environment.”14 At about the same time, a
group of international NGOs active in mine action endorsed The Bad Honnef
Guidelines.15 They also advocated a people-centred focus in which “The needs
and aspirations of people affected by mines are the starting point”.

In the aftermath of these policy pronouncements, a flurry of studies was
launched to flesh-out the concept of socio-economic impact as applied to
landmine contamination.

In late 1997 the Mine Action Programme for Afghanistan initiated the
Socio-Economic Impact Study (SEIS) to generate “a clear and precise picture
of the mine problem confronting civilians”.16

In 1999, the Geneva International Centre for Mine Action (GICHD)
began its multi-country study on socio-economic approaches to Mine
Action for the UNDP.17

About the same time, the International Peace Research Institute, Oslo
(PRIO) started its Assistance to Mine-Affected Communities (AMAC)
project in Mozambique, which has resulted in a series of publications
on community-level impacts.18

In 2000-2001 there was a spate of publications with a somewhat narrower
focus, examining the contribution mine action was making to economic
production (as opposed to the broader range of social and economic benefits).
The principal messages were that, when viewed in purely economic terms,
demining has not been a bad investment (and sometimes yielded extremely
high economic returns) so long as it was carefully targeted (see Box 5: Is mine
action a good investment?).

These studies largely focused on an analysis of the benefits accruing from
mine action (principally demining) that had already been conducted. The
research strategy was to gauge what had worked and what had not, both to
generate preliminary performance assessments of programmes in terms of
socio-economic results and to generate recommendations intended to improve
such performance through better targeting and better work processes (e.g.
more collaboration with community authorities and development agencies).

Another initiative launched in 1999 had a different, albeit complementary
objective. The Survey Action Centre, working with the Afghan Mine Clearance
Planning Agency (MCPA), conducted the first landmine impact survey (LIS)
in Yemen. An LIS is a needs assessment rather than a performance assessment:
that is, it attempts to document the scope and pattern of the contamination
problem rather than to assess how well mine action programmes have been
resolving the problems experienced by civilians in mine-afflicted communities.
Its purpose is to “facilitate the prioritizing of human, material and financial resources
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supporting humanitarian mine action at the national, regional, and global level.” 19, 20

However, it also provides a “baseline” against which future performance can
be assessed.

Is mine action making a difference ... or avoiding the question?

Box 5. Is mine action a good investment?
Cost-benefit studies of demining

In 2000-2001, a spate of studies were published on the economic returns of
landmine clearance.a) The general methodology is straightforward:b) cost-benefit
case studies of representative types of land and structures are done and an
estimate for the entire programme is generated by extrapolating the findings.
In general, the results have been encouraging. In Afghanistan (the most thorough
study), for example, the economic benefit of the land cleared by the mine
action programme in 1999 was estimated to be about US$46 million dollars
against a cost of about US$23 million. Thus an average of US$2 in benefits
was generated for each US$1 in costs. (There were additional benefits
stemming from the reduction in deaths and injuries, but quantifying such
benefits is a dodgy exercise.)
The very positive results estimated for clearance in Afghanistan stem from the
fact that huge amounts of valuable land had been mined (e.g. urban areas,
irrigation works, roads). Also, most agricultural crops are produced on the
small proportion of the total land close to water sources. Other countries have
different patterns of contamination and economic activity.
In Bosnia, for example, many residential areas were mined or contaminated
with UXO but there are relatively few areas of intensive agriculture and the
agricultural economy has not recovered much since the war. Therefore, the
net benefits (i.e. after clearance costs) in urban areas are very high, but those
from clearance of agricultural land are often negative.
In Laos, urban areas are for the most part free of UXO contamination and there
are three broad types of rice cultivation (the preponderant form of agriculture).
Clearance of irrigated “dry season” rice land and rain-fed “wet season” rice
land is warranted on economic grounds alone, while clearance of upland rice
growing areas is not.
There also are some countries where the costs of clearance exceed the
economic benefits for the bulk of the contaminated land. For example,
Mozambique and Angola are sparsely populated and most agriculture has low
productivity. In many areas there is ample land available, so farmers are not
forced to cultivate land they suspect. In such countries, widespread clearance
of rainfed agricultural land is not warranted on purely economic grounds, but
smaller, tightly targeted clearance of, say, water sites and irrigated crop land
might well be justified on economic grounds.
a) The first of these (Harris, 2000) was seriously flawed and not to be trusted (see Paterson,
2001). The others were GICHD/UNDP (2001), Gildestad (2001), and GICHD (2001). Note that
the study by Gildestad was subsequently revised (Byrd and Gildestad, 2001). In the revised
version, some of the estimated benefits were reduced, principally because of adjustments in
the data for cropping patterns. However, the conclusions were not significantly affected by
the revisions. The author has used the initial report because it contained slightly more detail
allowing a decomposition of costs and benefits.
b) Further detail is given in GICHD/UNDP (2001, Chapter 3).
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The picture that emerged by mid-2001 was broadly positive. Landmine
clearance seemed to be delivering results in terms of socio-economic benefits,
and the scale of these benefits appeared to outweigh the high costs assuming
clearance was carefully targeted. The LIS also provided a better method for
conducting needs assessments and, hence, for targeting the most severely
impacted communities. However, a number of issues remained unresolved.

First, it is far from clear how much of the gap between social scientists
and mine action practitioners has been bridged by this first generation of
studies. All the studies suggest that very large performance improvements
could be achieved — even in the best managed programmes — with better
targeting. However, few programmes have overhauled their systems for
determining clearance priorities and — for those which have — it remains
unclear whether better targeting has, in fact, been achieved.21

Achieving better results on the ground is not, of course, a simple task.
Each country has unique social and economic features and each mine action
programme must determine how best to gauge the varied socio-economic
benefits that might accrue from clearance operations. One problem every
programme must face is that there are many different types of socio-economic
benefits. There is no consensus on how much weight should be given to, say,
(i) economic benefits of the type highlighted in cost-benefit studies relative
to (ii) the public safety concerns which feature prominently in community
rankings derived from landmine impact surveys (LIS).22

A further complication is that most evidence concerning the socio-economic
results achieved by mine action relates to clearance operations, and most of
the quantifiable evidence concerns economic benefits. What of mine risk
education and, more broadly, reducing the numbers of deaths and injuries
from landmines and UXO?

In fact, no study has yet been able to demonstrate a correlation between
any type of mine action and a reduction in the numbers of either landmine
and UXO accidents or victims (see Box 6). For example, in the evaluation of
the UNMAS Mine Action Programme in Kosovo, the consultants noted: “It
has yet to be proven in any programme, however, that mine action interventions alone
cause a reduction in civilian casualties — many factors are believed to have an effect on
the civilian accident rate.”23

Box 6. The evidence on mine action saving lives and limbs

The human toll exacted by landmines and UXO has been well documented
and was the principal impetus behind the international campaign to ban
landmines. But what do we know about the actual contributions made by
clearance, marking and mine awareness to a reduction in the number of deaths
and disabilities? Unfortunately we know very little, at least in quantitative terms.
Take the numbers of deaths and injuries from landmines, which often rise after
the end of a conflict as refugees return along routes and to communities that
may be contaminated. The numbers of accidents then decline as people become
aware of the hazardous areas. This knowledge may come from MRE or because
minefields have been marked by survey teams, but more generally from seeing
landmines, hearing from other community members, or because some
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unfortunate person or animal has detonated a mine. Mine clearance also
makes a contribution to risk reduction, but in heavily contaminated countries
this is modest because only a tiny portion of hazardous areas can be cleared
in any one year.a)

Complicating the matter further, in at least some countries landmine accidents
result from knowingly risky behaviour because people are driven by economic
necessity.b) In other countries, the laying of new mines may be a factor in the
number of injuries as people pursue ethnic vendettas or lay mines to protect
their vacant homes, opium fields, etc. With all these factors influencing the
level and trend of accidents, it is extremely difficult to isolate which factor has
led to what portion of the decline in numbers. This could conceivably be
accomplished with abundant data of excellent quality. Unfortunately, in most
countries data on landmine accidents are incomplete and often of very poor
quality.
As a result of these complications, there is not a single study that has
demonstrated any statistically meaningful link between the numbers of landmine
accidents and any component of mine actionc) or mine action in general.
a) For example in Bosnia, the Landmine Monitor in 2002 reports that about 4,000 km2 are
suspected of contamination, while less than 5.5 km2 was cleared in 2001, slightly more than
one-tenth of one per cent of the suspected area (and perhaps only two per cent of the
“priority 1” contaminated areas)!
b) Bottomley (2001, 2003).
c) One study for Afghanistan reported a correlation between MRE and landmine accidents
(CIET, 1997). Unfortunately, it was a positive correlation, so there were more accidents in
communities that had received mine awareness training! A number of people have voiced
their concerns about the methodology used in the study.

A second conundrum is the ever-present tension between “top-down”
planning and community priorities emerging from the “bottom-up”. Where
priorities are set on the basis of responses from mine-afflicted communities,
it is difficult to know in advance what types of socio-economic benefits will
stem from such bottom-up community choices. Therefore, it is difficult to
identify indicators and design monitoring systems that adequately reflect
the varied benefits which might accrue. Without such systems, data are
unavailable for analysis, for reporting on the results being achieved and for
learning how to achieve better results in the future.

Conversely, it is relatively easy to design monitoring systems when
priorities are determined rigidly on the basis of criteria set at the top.
However, it is extremely difficult for national authorities to design systems
for setting priorities in a top-down fashion which adequately accommodate
the varied needs of mine-afflicted communities. It is even less likely that
criteria and performance indicators imposed by donors will prove to be helpful,
as Rae McGrath has often stressed: “The indicators of success set by donors rarely
match exactly those of the affected community, often totally ignore the priorities of the
indigenous authorities and may only consider overlapping interests in other sectors of
development where those projects are funded by the same donor.” 24

In fact, priority-setting requires some balance between top-down
guidelines to provide strategic direction and the flexibility to respond to
bottom-up demands. But the first generation of socio-economic studies did

Is mine action making a difference ... or avoiding the question?
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not really address how to work out an appropriate balance or how to devise
priority-setting systems that are both practical and sufficiently flexible to
accommodate community-level requirements.25 We will return later in this
chapter to the need for top-down and bottom-up balance.

Such problems reveal the gap that remains between the results which could,
in theory, be achieved and those results which, in practice, mine action
programmes can demonstrate they are achieving.

In fact — and in spite of the emergence of the people-centred perspective
and the studies that have begun to illuminate the socio-economic dimensions
of mine action — demining programmes have continued to report their
performance mainly in terms of the number of devices destroyed and the
areas of land surveyed and cleared, with scant information concerning how
many lives have been improved, by how much, and in what manner (see
Box 7: Key developments reported by the Landmine Monitor in 2003). In the case of
MRE, the numbers of training sessions and trainees are reported, but little
information is provided on the results of such training in terms of how people
have benefited (e.g. enhanced sense of security, fewer casualties).

Box 7. Key developments reported
by the Landmine Monitor in 2003

Each of the country reports in the Landmine Monitor Report begins with a brief
summary of key developments (including what are termed “results” in this
chapter). As these excerpts demonstrate, the traditional performance measures
— area cleared, devices destroyed, people trained — still feature centrally
and, for a number of countries, dominate the report.
Angola: … NGOs reported clearing more than 2.8 million square metres of
land, surveying more than 7.8 million square metres of land, and destroying
more than 5,000 mines and 13,000 UXO … 543,713 people received mine risk
education in 2002…
Azerbaijan: In 2002, two national NGOs cleared 1,118,000 square metres of
land, marked another 1,221,000 square metres for clearance, and identified
and registered another 66,352,000 square metres … 30 mine risk education
seminars were held in 12 mine-affected regions, which trained 525 medical
staff.
Croatia: Destruction of Croatia’s stockpile of 199,003 anti-personnel mines
was completed in October 2002. In 2002, Croatia returned 60.4 square
kilometres of land to the community through clearance and survey.
Laos: In 2002, 8.4 million square metres of land was cleared and 98,963
items of UXO destroyed. Mine risk education was provided in 683 villages,
reaching 160,053 people.

There are, of course, good reasons for continuing to report the traditional
performance measures for mine action, such as the landmines and areas
cleared, and the number of people trained. First, such data remain important
for assessing the efficiency of operations. Second, these data are comparatively
easy to collect and does not divert scarce resources from directly productive
activities. Third, this information underpins the quality control and assurance
function, which in turn is essential for assessing whether operations are
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providing acceptable levels of safety for both civilians and mine action
personnel.

Indeed, the problem lies not with the results being reported but with
those which are not. What the traditional measures of mine action results fail
to provide is any clear sense of how and to what degree mine action is effective
in making a difference in the lives of people in mine-afflicted communities.26

Again, many reasons have been advanced to explain why this remains the
case, including:

when a new category of endeavour emerges, such as mine action, it
takes time for a community of practitioners to form and for lessons to
be learned and applied. Mine action has been going through this learning
process (see Box 8);

Box 8. Learning how to address new development problems

Developing countries and donors are periodically confronted with new problems
such as HIV/AIDS, complex emergencies or landmine contamination. It takes
time to understand the true nature of the problem, then to formulate relevant
objectives and devise solutions for one or two countries, and finally to learn
how to adapt projects in order to replicate solutions in other countries. The
nature of this evolution is depicted below.

Is mine action making a difference ... or avoiding the question?
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In the case of mine action, the nature of the contamination problem was
poorly understood initially, many of the initial projects had unclear or conflicting
objectives, and many of the proposed solutions, implementation strategies
and technologies were inappropriate. For example, the simple application of
military demining standards and approaches was found to be unsuitable for
“humanitarian mine action”.

the learning process has been inhibited as mine action programmes
have been financed largely through emergency aid channels, which impose
short planning horizons (usually, up to a year) and may prohibit spending on
“luxuries” such as applied research to accelerate the learning process.

These points reinforce the essential role of learning how to perform well
and how to improve performance over time. However, few people in the
mine action community are trained in the social sciences. They do not know
how to plan for or how to identify and make sense of socio-economic benefits.
A comparison of two studies that attempted to quantify the economic benefits
resulting from the Afghanistan clearance programme provides a concrete
example of the scale of this problem. The two studies arrived at remarkably
different conclusions with completely different implications relating to policies
and priorities (see Box 9: Same programme, different benefits?).

Box 9. Same programme, different benefits?
Two studies of Afghanistan’s Mine Action Programme

In late 1997, the Mine Clearance Planning Agency (MCPA) initiated the Socio-
Economic Impact Study (SEIS)a) in a first attempt to quantify the social and
economic effects of both landmine contamination and clearance operations.
MCPA published the final report in December 1999. This was well received,
but donors had questions regarding the methodologies used to analyse the
survey data and how the quantitative estimates of benefits (expressed in dollar
terms) were derived. Accordingly, the World Bank engaged an international
economist supported by an Afghan statistician to conduct another study
(SIMAAb)) using cost-benefit analysis.
Both studies concluded that the mine action programme was delivering
substantial socio-economic benefits, but similarities ended there. The SEIS
study concluded that almost 70 per cent of total benefits stemmed from
livestock production (largely from grazing land), with crops produced on
agricultural land accounting for less than five per cent of the benefits. The
SIMAA study concluded the exact opposite was true, with the bulk of benefits
coming from crop production and very little from livestock production.
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Note: Graze+ = SEIS figure for “grazing areas + livestock products” (p. 3), and SIMAA
data for “economic loss of livestock” (Table 8.9, p. 40 plus author’s own calculations)

Obviously, the two studies carry remarkably different implications for
determining clearance priorities. The impression given by the SEIS report is
that clearance of grazing land is very worthwhile because of the importance
of livestock production. The conclusion of the SIMAA study, using more rigorous
methods for economic analysis of the data, is that clearance of grazing land
is rarely warranted. In point of fact, grazing land has accounted for about 30
per cent of all land cleared in Afghanistan.

Sources: a) MCPA (1999:3); b) Bjorn Gildestad (2001), various tables & authors own
calculations.
Note: The SIMAA Report was subsequently revised and issued in December 2001 as: Byrd
and Gildestad, The Socio-Economic Impact of Mine Action in Afghanistan: A Cost-Benefit
Analysis (available from the World Bank’s website for its Afghanistan programme). In the
revised version, some of the estimated benefits were reduced, principally because of
adjustments in the data for cropping patterns. However, the conclusions were not significantly
affected by the revisions.

Learning to deliver results

The crux of the issue: how much to invest in learning?
Landmine and UXO contamination creates three main problems for civilian

populations:
1. the risk of an accident leading directly to the loss of life or limb;
2. contamination and suspected contamination (collectively, hazards)

block access to resources that may be important to people’s traditional
livelihoods, making them more vulnerable to other risks (drought,
disease, crop failure, and so on) or, in extreme cases, forcing them to
engage in extremely risky behaviour to use the resources in spite of
the hazards (see Box 10): Taking risks to survive);

3. hazards constrain investments intended to improve the future well-
being of households, communities and countries.

Box 10. Taking risks to survive

In recent decades, social science researchers have devoted increased attention
to the relationships between poverty and vulnerability. In brief, many households
slip in and out of poverty (or, in a more pronounced form, absolute deprivation)
for a variety of factors, and efforts to fight poverty should include measures to:
(i) reduce the sources of vulnerability (often termed “shocks”) and (ii) increase
the capacities of households to cope with shocks. Such coping mechanisms
are often termed “survival strategies”, which can be analysed at the level of
individuals, households, communities, etc.
For example, landmine hazards which block access to a resource represent
a shock to any household that previously used that resource. Household survival
strategies could include migration to another community, doing without the
resource by using other household assets more intensively, using political

Is mine action making a difference ... or avoiding the question?
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influence to get the hazard cleared, and so on. At the extreme, when access
to vital resources is blocked and no alternative survival strategies are viable,
households might take matters into their own hands and attempt to regain
access to the resource (e.g. by clearing contamination or trying to find a path
through the hazard). Undoubtedly, such a survival strategy is risky. However, it
may be the least risky strategy available!
Ruth Bottomley (2003: 9-10) captures these concepts succinctly in her report
on “village demining” in Cambodia:

“Humanitarian mine action has tended to focus on the notion of absolute
risk, seen in terms of injuries sustained through contact with landmines
… However, for many villages the risk posed by mines is only one of the
many risks with which they live, which gives them little choice but to see
the mine risk as relative to other risks. The risk of not being able to feed
a family or to secure land can sometimes only be addressed through
undertaking a high-risk activity such as mine clearance. The objective of
villagers is to somehow balance the multitude of risks they face in order
to survive.”

The implication of such analysis is that mine action programmes need to do
more to understand household capabilities and the various risks they face
including, but not restricted to, landmine contamination.

In their efforts to address these problems, mine action managers face two
principal constraints. First (in common with managers everywhere) they have
a resource constraint which makes it virtually impossible to eliminate all
hazards in the short- to medium-term. Second, they lack information
concerning (i) where accidents are most likely to occur, (ii) how people create
their livelihoods27 and (iii) what plans are being made for future investments.
In other words, mine action managers lack information on the precise nature
of the three main problems that landmines create for civilians.

The resource constraint forces choices to be made, setting priorities to
identify which hazards will be addressed first (and by what type of actions)
and which left for later. The information constraints mean managers do not
have the information required to identify the right priorities in terms of
delivering the most socio-economic benefits per dollar.

This creates a fundamental dilemma: what proportion of the scarce
resources available should be diverted from direct mine actions and invested
in acquiring information about the nature of the problem and the way mine
action can best address it? Reasonable people will have reasonable differences
of opinion on this question and, of course, much depends on the actual situation
prevailing in a country. For example, when the scale of the contamination is
reasonably well known and manageable with the resources at hand and, at
the same time, the population is in flux so the social and economic features
we could observe today will change significantly over the short- to medium-
term, the costs of obtaining much socio-economic data may outweigh the
benefits. Data gathered today about the status of the population will have a
limited “shelf-life” because the population is unsettled and, regardless, the
problem can be solved before the population re-establishes a peacetime economy.

Kosovo may be as close as we will come to this situation. The extent and
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nature of the contamination was reasonably well known from combatants’
records, and was manageable given the influx of mine action organisations
and funding. Also, we knew little about Kosovo’s socio-economic features.28

More importantly, however, the conflict led to large-scale migration and
widespread social and economic disruption, and it would take years before
the situation settled down. Therefore, the serious hazards could be dealt
with before we would learn how to incorporate detailed socio-economic
considerations when setting priorities.29 Thus, there would be little pay-off
from large investments in learning about Kosovo’s socio-economic features.

This example highlights the critical point that acquiring and analysing
information is an investment that pays off over time; other things equal, the
pay-off is higher if the contamination is greater, meaning the programme
will last longer. How long will mine action programmes last? The Anti-
Personnel Mine Ban Convention suggests that “Each State Party undertakes to
ensure the destruction of all anti-personnel mines under its jurisdiction or control, as
soon as possible but not later than ten years after the entry into force of this Convention
for that State Party.”30 (emphasis added). If all the mines will be cleared within
ten years, perhaps it’s best to get on with demining as efficiently as possible,
and not expend much on learning to deliver good results in socio-economic
terms.

But this conclusion neglects some critical facts. First, the Anti-Personnel
Mine Ban Convention deals only with anti-personnel landmines — but mine
action programmes address a broader range of “explosive remnants of war”,
including anti-tank landmines and unexploded ordnance. There is a very real
danger that lower priority would be (and, seemingly, has been in some
countries) accorded to UXO if a programme measured its achievements solely
in relation to an objective of making a country mine free, in spite of the fact
that in many countries UXO cause more civilian deaths and injuries than do
landmines. Second, the Convention seems to have set a laudable but, for
some countries, an impossible goal within a foreseeable timeframe. In such
cases, mine action would not be a means to an end but rather a means without
end!31

Some still argue that the solution is to put up more money and that
countries which have adopted the Mine Ban Convention have an obligation
to do so. But both donors and governments in mine-afflicted countries face
many pressing demands and ploughing ever more money in pursuit of the
mine-free ideal will starve other worthwhile programmes of funding and
harm many more people than are helped. Also, of course, diminishing returns
set in rapidly and costs will increase dramatically as we try to clear the
more remote and random landmines. In the words of the Programme
Manager in Kosovo, “We don’t want a thousand deminers roaming the countryside
searching for the last landmine.”

Assessing the contamination problem and the human needs
Given that, for some countries at least, there is no quick fix to the

contamination problem, hard choices will need to be made and, put simply,
more information may lead to better choices. But acquiring data costs money
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and — as is true in demining — we don’t want a thousand surveyors scouring
the country for the last bit of data.32

The logic that data have a cost as well as a benefit underlies the strategy
adopted by the Survey Action Center for landmine impact surveys. An LIS is
a systematic survey designed to provide a snapshot of the socio-economic
impact of landmines on communities. It is meant to be comprehensive, in the
sense of identifying all communities which are affected. This is a large
undertaking33and both cost and time considerations mean it would be
unfeasible to collect and verify the accuracy of all the potentially relevant
details in every community, some of which will have suffered little or no adverse
impact. Therefore, the survey focuses on a few types of data to generate a rough
picture of the landmine impact for each community — the numbers of recent
victims and the types of resources to which access is blocked by hazards. Using
a simple scoring system, communities are then broadly categorised by level of
impact: high, medium, low, and no impact.

In itself, this seems a modest result from a big undertaking. However, it
gains value if the information leads to learning, where managers make better
decisions which in turn lead to more or better targeted benefits. Unfortunately,
it appears in many cases that national authorities have not adjusted their
priorities in the light of the evidence from the LIS, suggesting that learning
how to deliver more socio-economic benefits for their citizens may not be
their principal objective.34

In some countries however, often belatedly, the output from the LIS does
appear to be influencing decision-making, particularly in terms of (1) making
officials aware of the need to reallocate resources to correspond more closely
to the geographic pattern of highly impacted communities, and/or (2)
designating highly impacted communities as priorities. For some examples
(all taken from the Landmine Monitor Report in 2003):

The Cambodian Mine Action and Victim Assistance Authority “… has
also noted that, as of 2002, the distribution of clearance resources did not
correspond to the areas of greatest socio-economic and humanitarian need. At
the end of 2002, 63 per cent of the severe and high impact areas in Battambang,
Pursat and Siam Reap provinces received approximately 30 per cent of the
clearance capacity”.
In Yemen, “Using the results of the survey, a five-year strategic plan was
developed to clear the 14 high impact communities by 2004. By the end of 2002,
six of these communities had been cleared and declared safe.”
In Mozambique, the National Demining Institute “… produced its first
Five Year National Mine Action Plan: 2002-2006 (NMAP). The plan and its
priorities are based on the information and findings of the landmine impact
survey”.

The LIS can also pay dividends in providing a tighter focus for future
investments in learning. In Bosnia for example, a pilot project is being
conducted with highly impacted communities. Each of these communities
may be affected by a number of distinct hazards and each hazard will create
different problems in socio-economic terms. Therefore, once the LIS identifies
a highly impacted community (HIC), a second team is dispatched to conduct
a more thorough task assessment and planning (TAP) survey.35
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The TAP attempts to identify both those hazards which pose an acute risk of
an accident and those which constrain use of particularly valuable resources
(land, residences, previously well-used paths, etc.). These specific hazards
will become priorities for expensive clearance operations, while others which
pose little danger and promise few socio-economic benefits in the short-term
will be marked.

Thus, the LIS identifies the communities for which a TAP survey will be
most valuable, which means not as many scarce resources need to be spent
on the TAP process. In turn, the immediate result (or output) of the TAP is a
list of high impact hazards (HIHs). This is a potential benefit to the most affected
people in the most affected communities, but the potential is only realised (i.e.
becomes an “outcome”) if the HIHs are indeed cleared on a priority basis.

The logical chain of events leading from LISs and TAPs to learning how to
create socio-economic benefits is depicted in Diagram 4. (Note, for lack of space
the diagram does not depict final outcomes.)

Is mine action making a difference ... or avoiding the question?

Diagram 4. Planned results from LISs and TAPs

The experience with LISs and TAPs also highlights a useful strategy for
acquiring information and progressive learning. Start with “big pieces”
providing an understanding of the problems in coarse terms and, over time, fill
in details in those areas and issues which appear to offer the greatest return in
terms of a more refined understanding of the socio-economic problems arising
from landmine contamination. The LIS deals with communities as a whole and
identifies the ones in which we need to take a closer look. The TAP then focuses
on highly impacted communities and breaks their contamination problems
down into smaller pieces (i.e. individual hazards) for a more detailed
investigation.36

Toward solutions: top-down versus bottom-up approaches
While an LIS provides a “needs assessment” we still must devise ways

to meet these needs. Indeed, meeting the human needs caused by landmine
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contamination is what constitutes results of the “making a difference”
variety.

Broadly, there are two approaches. National authorities could try to devise
a strategy for meeting the human needs and then determine priorities from
the top. The polar opposite approach would be to emphasise the capacity to
respond flexibly to priorities identified by those directly affected by the
hazards. To date, the bottom-up approaches appear to have dominated in
mine action.

Take Bosnia and Herzegovina for example.37 The international community
imposed the following set of criteria to guide mine action on the various Bosnian
governments following the 1995 Dayton Peace Agreement:38

humanitarian purposes, for the return of refugees and displaced persons;
economic purposes for the expansion of agricultural and grazing land
and rehabilitation, reconstruction and development.

Hazards are classified by the mine action centre into three broad categories
in the following order of priority. Note that these categories do not correspond
exactly to the criteria; specifically, there is less focus on the return of refugees
and displaced persons.

Category I: locations in regular civilian use or needed for refugees/
internally displaced persons return or needed for reconstruction and
development projects;
Category II: locations in occasional use or adjacent to Category I tasks;
and
Category III: peripheral locations.

This process results in a so-called Category I list of priorities that is at
least five times larger than can be demined with the funds available.39 It is
safe to say that the criteria established from the top provided very little
strategic direction, and other processes were employed to determine the true
priorities. Indeed, the true priorities were based almost entirely on the
rankings of municipal officials.40 In 2000, the MAC reported the following pattern
of clearance (based on planned land use):

Agriculture 19.6% Other 2.7%
Bridges 0.1% Repatriation 0.2%
Communications 0.3% Returnee housing 0.6%
Education 0.5% Roads 1.1%
Electric power 17.1% Telecommunications 0.9%
Housing 47.5% Urban 2.8%
Industry 3.9% Utilities 1.3%
Infrastructure 0.6% Water/waste management 0.7%
Natural gas/heating 0.2%

Source: ICBL (2001).

Two things are immediately apparent from this list. First, the amount of
detail makes it confusing and it is hard to discern any strategic direction.
Second, the emphasis given in the criteria to refugees and displaced persons
appears to have had little effect on the actual pattern of clearance — less than
one per cent of actual clearance was in support of “repatriation” and “returnee
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housing”. Thus, watering down the criteria imposed from the top allowed the
MAC greater flexibility to respond to the demands emerging from the bottom-
up, but then these demands were “all over the map”, without a readily apparent
focus.

It is clear that the results desired by the international community when its
members imposed the criteria for setting priorities — the return of refugees
and displaced persons — were not being achieved. But what can be said
about the results that were achieved? Very little, for two reasons. First, it is
unclear what the pattern of planned land use really added up to because of the
seeming lack of focus. Second, no one knows whether the actual use of the land
corresponded to the planned land use as reported to the MAC to justify priority
clearance. No post-clearance land use surveys were conducted because (in the
words of one MAC manager) they were “too busy getting mines out of the ground”
to check on what actual use had been made of land which had been cleared.

As is well known by now, there were widespread concerns that the priorities
identified from the bottom-up by local officials sometimes reflected private
interests rather than the public good.41 In other cases, local officials identified
priorities to advance the interests of their ethnic group and refused to request
clearance of property belonging to members of other ethnic groups. Eventually
the World Bank ended its mine clearance project early because of corruption
allegations and the original demining commissioners were removed from office
in late 2000 for conflict of interest.

The experience in Bosnia aptly illustrates the chief dangers inherent in a
strategy based predominantly on responding to bottom-up demands. These
are:

the possibility that operations will not have a coherent focus or strategic
direction;
the possibility that the priority-setting process will be hijacked to serve
the interests of local officials and elites, rather than those most in need.42

On the other hand, many of the problems created by landmine
contamination are of a local nature and residents in the affected communities
will have better
understanding of their true
needs than outsiders could
possibly possess. When
outsiders (whether national
officials, foreign advisers or
managers of mine action
organisations) determine
priorities without prior
consultations with local
residents the results are
likely to disappoint.43

Since its nadir, the MAC in
Bosnia has gone some way to
re-establishing the credibility
of the Bosnian mine action
programme. An important

Is mine action making a difference ... or avoiding the question?

Diagram 5. Bosnia: planned use of land
cleared in 1st half of 2003
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element of this resurrection has been the formulation of a far more coherent
strategy for delivering meaningful results. Its plan for 2003 stated “… that the
process of humanitarian demining has to be aimed at the population return”.44 In turn,
this strategy statement has resulted in tighter targeting of clearance in support
of repatriation of refugees and displaced persons.

The example of Bosnia shows that progress can be made in the space of one
or two annual planning cycles once managers turn their minds to the core
question: how will mine action make a difference to people in mine-afflicted
communities? The programme now has a strategically important focus at the
macro level — repatriation of refugees and displaced persons — and preliminary
indications are that it is making meaningful inroads in that regard. In addition,
the TAP process should help increase the likelihood at the micro level that
individual tasks will lead to worthwhile benefits to worthy beneficiaries without
undue delay.

Further progress can be expected provided the MAC initiates some form
of post-clearance land use survey to verify that land is being used by the
intended beneficiaries for worthwhile purposes and without undue delay. Of
course, such surveys are likely to uncover some surprises, particularly in a
troubled society such as Bosnia’s where elites will try to capture a
disproportionate share of the benefits and where, quite simply, little goes
according to plan. But these surveys are necessary both to understand the true
results stemming from the clearance programme and to understand the
remaining problems so that better results can be achieved in the future.

Summarising this section, the top-down versus bottom-up quandary cannot
be solved by an either-or decision; the two approaches are complementary.
Strategic direction must be formulated at the top, giving priority to certain
problems over others. But bottom—up input is required to devise the appropriate
solutions to specific problems. Further, some follow-up is necessary to assess
whether the intended benefits accrued to the intended beneficiaries, both to
reduce the danger of elite capture and to identify coordination problems (e.g.
clearing land so an NGO can dig a well, but the NGO changes its plans without
advising the clearance agency).

Working smarter, not harder

“There is nothing so useless as doing efficiently that which should not be
done at all.”  (Peter Drucker)

What’s so hard about working smarter?
The concept that good management is all about achieving results is far from

new. It emerged concretely in the writings of Peter Drucker starting almost 50
years ago.45 However, the private sector adopted the concept first and it was not
until about 1990 that governments in most industrialised countries made
concerted efforts to introduce results-based management (RBM) to improve
performance in their public services, including their donor agencies.46 The
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)47 defines
RBM as:
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“… a broad management strategy aimed at achieving important changes
in the way government agencies operate, with improving performance
(achieving better results) as the central orientation.”48

The slow adoption of this management approach by the public sector was
due principally to the difficulty in defining and measuring “results” for public
services. Concrete statements about how an organisation is performing require
some way to measure its performance. In the private sector, a firm’s financial
“bottom line” or profitability is the ultimate goal and money provides a
convenient means for measuring achievements. RBM can be viewed as an effort
to define bottom lines for organisations such as government agencies and NGOs
for which (in the words of Drucker) “there is no bottom line”.

A sound RBM system integrates planning (what is the nature of the problem,
what results do we need to achieve to overcome that problem, and how will
we achieve those results?), prioritisation (what criteria do we use to select
those tasks that will lead to the results we are seeking?), monitoring and
evaluation (are we achieving the results we intended, and are our assumptions
holding true?) and performance improvement (what have we learned that can
help us improve planning and implementation?). The heart of this system is,
however, a means for measuring performance at different levels (output,
outcome, final outcome) because:

what gets measured gets done;
if you don’t measure results, you can’t tell success from failure;
if you can’t see success, you’re probably rewarding failure;
if you can’t see success, you can’t learn from it;
if you can’t recognise failure, you can’t correct it;
if you can demonstrate success, you can win public support.49

The trouble is that, when there is no clear bottom line, there is no simple
measure that provides an unambiguous gauge of performance. Rather, a set
of measures is required covering each stage in the “results chain” whereby
inputs allow mine action activities to produce outputs which reach beneficiaries
who use them to achieve intermediate and (ultimately) final outcomes. A
results chain, using a radio mine risk education campaign as an example, is
illustrated below:

Is mine action making a difference ... or avoiding the question?

Diagram 7. Results chain for a mine risk education campaign
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The diagram also illustrates the fact that programme managers have a fair
degree of control in producing the outputs, but they exert progressively less
control as we move to outcomes in the short- and medium-term, and eventually
to final outcomes. First, they need to ensure the outputs reach the intended
beneficiaries and are used by those people in some worthwhile fashion or the
planned outcomes will not be achieved.

Second, as more time passes, further outcomes are influenced by a range
of factors outside the control of the programme or even its direct beneficiaries.
Therefore, planning for the achievement of intermediate and final outcomes
needs to be based on assumptions concerning these outside factors. Thus,
success in terms of making a difference depends as much on understanding
the likely influence of outside factors — so that reasonable assumptions can
be made — as it does on the efficiency and safety with which outputs are
produced.

The fact that intermediate and final outcomes are determined in part by
outside influences points to the need for monitoring systems50 that extend to the
intermediate and final outputs. Programmes need to assure themselves and
their stakeholders that what they expect to happen with the mine action outputs
is truly happening.

For example, a programme clears agricultural land on the assumption that
this land will be used for crops. If much of the land is not so used, the
assumption is faulty and some research is warranted to determine why.
Indeed, Sara Sekkenes found in Angola that “Demining land for cultivation in a
village surviving on subsistence farming provides little improvement if the farmers,
after decades of war, have no seeds and tools left. They will go hungry despite the
clearance of many hectares of productive land to a cost of maybe tens of thousands of
dollars.”51

Pitfalls to overcome
While a focus on measurable results offers distinct advantages, it also

introduces dangers. One is an over-concentration on a few indicators that are
easily measured may introduce “perverse incentives” leading to unintended
and undesirable outcomes.

A well-known example of perverse incentives comes from the field of
education. The desire to enhance education quality has led many governments
to measure school performance based on the pass rates on standardised tests
achieved by each school’s students. As a consequence, most schools “teach to
the test”, coaching their students to pass the standardised tests rather than
teaching them more fundamental skills such as critical thinking. Even worse,
some schools force their weakest students to drop out before the tests, so
their scores do not lower the school average, resulting in a poor assessment
of the school’s performance.52 The effort to measure school performance in
order to improve educational outcomes created a perverse incentive for school
administrators that led to poorer education for some students.

This phenomenon is common in mine action, particularly because
performance still is judged on too narrow a range of “keeping busy” indicators
for which data happen to be cheap and easy to collect. Measures such as
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landmines destroyed, areas cleared and the numbers of mine risk education
presentations and trainees allow assessments concerning operational
efficiency. But there is growing evidence that this narrow focus on efficiency
has created perverse incentives which are leading to less effective performance
(see Box 11 below).

Is mine action making a difference ... or avoiding the question?

Box 11. Efficiency versus effectiveness

There is widespread confusion in the mine action field concerning the difference
between efficiency and effectiveness. Efficiency compares inputs relative to
outputs, measured either in physical units (productivity) or in monetary terms
(cost efficiency). Effectiveness, however, is a measure of whether, and the
degree to which, objectives (intermediate and final outcomes) have been
achieved. Both are important because it is quite possible for a project:
• to be very efficient in producing outputs but still be completely ineffective

because those outputs do not reach or are not used by the intended
beneficiaries or customers (for example, the world’s most efficient
manufacturers of horse-drawn carriages went bankrupt after the internal
combustion engine appeared on the scene); and

• to be effective but inefficient, in which case the well-being of the intended
beneficiaries is enhanced but by less than was possible given the resources
expended. For example, military air transport was very effective in getting
humanitarian supplies to refugee camps during the Rwanda crisis, but was
4-8 times more expensive than commercial air transport and 20-24 times
more expensive than commercial trucking.a)

In fact, a thorough assessment requires a comparison of inputs (or costs) and
benefits (outcomes). Such measures are termed cost-effectiveness (when the
benefits are expressed in non-monetary terms, such as tonnes of food grown)
or cost-benefit (when the benefits are expressed in monetary terms, such as
the value of the food grown on demined land). The difference in these terms is
easily illustrated by a RBM diagram.

a) JEEAR (1996:103)
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Prime examples in which the desire for efficiency has diverted attention
from effectiveness are the reports from many countries that minefields have
been selected for clearance because they were easy to clear, allowing programmes
and individual demining organisations to report that their costs were falling.

Also, proposals in a number of countries to introduce mobile teams to clear
small hazards that are blocking vital community resources have faced fierce
resistance from “traditional” clearance organisations, who argue that these
mobile teams are inefficient.53 Undoubtedly, such teams are inefficient if
measured against the area cleared, but there is growing evidence they can be
extremely effective in enhancing the well-being of target beneficiaries.54 For
example,

“The above statistics suggest that spot task/EOD teams can be extremely
time and impact-efficient. The social impact of spot tasks is high and
very positive … Also it is significant that the majority of beneficiaries
did not express economic benefit from spot task clearance but instead
expressed high levels of social/psychosocial benefits…”55

This quotation — and the general thrust of the report from which it is
taken — also points to another problem frequently experienced as programmes
try to raise their focus to results that make a difference. Generally these
more important results are more difficult to measure.

In the example above on Danchurchaid’s programme in Kosovo, Horwood
and his co-researchers surveyed residents in communities that had benefited
from spot clearance by small teams and then conducted semi-structured
interviews with a random sample of those who completed the questionnaire.
Their findings were illuminating: 97 per cent of those polled said they had less
stress because of the spot clearance and 100 per cent said their quality of life
had improved.

These data were collected after the fact. Danchurchaid had not conducted a
baseline survey nor had its monitoring system collected such data before the
spot clearance tasks were conducted, so it is unclear how fearful of mines
and UXO the beneficiaries were before the clearance was done. Regardless,
the example shows that a little forethought can help clarify the precise nature
of these more important results (outcomes, rather than outputs), and that
cost-effective monitoring systems can be designed to gauge whether mine
actions are making a difference to people’s lives. It would be preferable if a
quantitative indicator of performance was available, and ideal if that indicator
could be expressed in monetary terms for a ready comparison against the
costs of providing the service.56 But we live in the real world and good
evidence of performance is better than no evidence at all.57The Community-
Based Risk Reduction Programme (see Box 13) provides another example in
which organisations involved in a mine action programme have taken
reasonable steps to marshal evidence concerning performance. In this case, the
project’s objectives were clearly laid out and plans provided for an early
evaluation of the pilot. This found the project was not delivering on all the
expected results, but it was generating some unforeseen benefits which could
be increased with slight modifications. Based on these findings, the
modifications have been made and there is reason to expect the project will
make a difference to the people of Cambodia.58
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Box 12. The Community-Based Mine Risk Reduction Pilot Project
(CBMRR)

In early 2001, CMAC, Handicap International Belgium, UNICEF and other
members of the Mine Awareness Working Group designed a strategy for a
more sustainable and community-oriented approach to mine risk education
in Cambodia. This was based on the concept that contamination posed two
general types of risks: (1) losses of life and limb through accidents, plus the
resulting physical and psychosocial consequences for survivors and the families
of victims, and (2) risks to livelihoods and community development, by denying
households and communities access to land and other resources. A pilot
project was formulated, with the following goal: to reduce the mine and UXO
risks for communities and individuals living in contaminated areas by developing
their capacity to fully participate in the prioritisation and planning of mine
action and using their own community resources for mine risk education.
Specific objectives were:
• to establish an effective and sustainable community-based  mine risk

reduction network of volunteers in mine/UXO-affected communities;
• to facilitate the access of mine/UXO-affected communities to appropriate

mine action activities, victim assistance programmes and community
development responses; and

• to maintain and improve a public information campaign to raise awareness
among mine/UXO-affected communities.

Critically, the pilot project provided for external evaluations of progress towards
its goal and objectives. The first took place in late 2002, only a year into the
pilot. It documented encouraging progress in some areas, problems in
others, and some unanticipated developments (chiefly that many mine action
and development bodies viewed the CBMRR chiefly as a way of obtaining
information from the villages rather than disseminating information to the
villages).
A key finding is that the villages were reporting high priority contamination
problems via their Mine/UXO Committees — but the Cambodia Mine Action
Centre is not always able to respond promptly to the requests. This in part
was due to transportation difficulties in the wet season, but in part because
insufficient resources had been allocated to support the project by responding
to requests. Without better response, community confidence in the project
may erode. As a result, the CMAC plan for 2003 states, “a new project will be
developed with the Mine Risk Reduction teams. These small and multi-skilled
teams will be deployed in support to the CBMRR program. The teams will be
used for risk reduction and quick response to small tasks identified by the
communities”.

Source: Project Development Group (2003); CMAC, Integrated Work Plan 2003.

Mine risk education is a good illustration of another type of performance
measurement problem. We expect to see a decline in the numbers of deaths
and injuries from landmine accidents following the delivery of MRE in a
community. However, deaths and accidents also tend to decline in
communities that receive no MRE as residents become more familiar with
where the contaminated areas are, as they develop alternatives to using
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those areas (e.g. clearing new crop land or paths around the contamination),
and so on. So accidents decline in communities that have received MRE and
in those that have not. Can we attribute any portion of the decline in the first
community to MRE? Perhaps, if we had evidence that the decline in accidents
was systematically faster in communities that received MRE. Unfortunately,
we rarely have evidence that we can be confident of because the data on
landmine victims are often incomplete and, regardless, we rarely know
whether the two sets of communities are even comparable in terms of socio-
economic factors and, more fundamentally, contamination risk. For example,
if MRE is well targeted, it presumably is being delivered to the most
vulnerable communities. In this case we might find the numbers of accidents
in communities receiving MRE has remained higher than those having no
MRE, but we could not safely conclude that MRE is not working. This is
termed the “attribution problem” — we cannot attribute the results observed
to the actions of the programme.59

There is another problem common to most programmes, including mine
action. Progress toward many of the most important objectives cannot be
assessed for some time. For example, technical advisers are often fielded
with a dual mandate to get something up-and-running (say, teams for
explosive ordnance destruction or EOD) and to develop indigenous capacities
to keep it working in the long term. Whether EOD teams are trained and
deployed on schedule is quite apparent, but it takes time to determine whether
indigenous capacities have been developed to manage those teams effectively,
particularly when the technical adviser is still on hand to provide advice and
prevent egregious errors. So the adviser’s success in establishing the EOD teams
can be monitored when still on the job, but the success in developing indigenous
EOD supervision and management skills will only be apparent some time after
the adviser has departed.

Failure to take reasonable steps to address this type of problem implies
that performance can only be measured against indicators which show
measurable changes in the short-term. In our technical adviser example, this
creates incentives for an adviser to focus mainly on establishing the EOD
teams even at the expense of developing indigenous capacities (which
ultimately is of more importance). When such incentives abound, it should be
no surprise that the results are disappointing. In point of fact, poor
performance of technical advisers in developing indigenous “mid- and high-
level” capacities is a phenomenon that has drawn comment in virtually every
evaluation conducted of mine action programmes.60

Standing still is not an option
It should be clear that it is not a trivial task to demonstrate that a programme

is performing well in terms of making a difference to the lives of people in
mine-afflicted communities. But such an effort pays dividends in terms of
bolstering support for the programme and learning to improve performance
over time. And these dividends multiply over time.

One further spur to action needs mention: if mine action programmes do not
come to grips with how to set performance targets and to document the results
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they are achieving in terms of enhancing the well-being of their target
beneficiaries, they will have no credible defence when and if negative
consequences of mine action come to light. In Cambodia, for example, allegations
arose in April 1999 concerning falsified payroll records in the Mine Action
Centre (CMAC). This led to a string of further scandals culminating in claims
that the agency was clearing land for military commanders, logging firms and
a former leader in the Khmer Rouge. As it had not set clear performance targets
in terms of, say, the numbers of poor households that would benefit, CMAC
was not collecting and reporting data about who the ultimate beneficiaries
were and had little evidence to demonstrate whether most of the cleared land
went to poor peasants. The perception quickly spread that abuse was the norm.61

Mine action organisations operating in Cambodia have since begun to document
and report on the end-use of land they have cleared62 but tremendous damage
was done to CMAC’s reputation and to the level of donor support to Cambodia’s
mine action programme.

There are twin morals to this and similar tales. If programmes do not
clarify what results they are aiming for in terms of what benefits will reach
which beneficiaries for what purposes — and then monitor, document, and report
on their achievements of these beneficial results — then: (i) only the bad
results can be reported, and (ii) bad results are more likely because
opportunists will take advantage of lax monitoring.

Conclusions

Mine action programmes in heavily contaminated countries will not be able
to declare victory in the short- to medium-term. Therefore, they need to equip
themselves adequately for the long haul. This implies something more
fundamental than new tools for their tool kits: it implies learning how to
learn. This ability is required if programmes are to assess their performance
in terms of results that make a difference to people in mine-afflicted
communities, which is necessary to maintain the support of donors and,
increasingly, of host governments. Even more critically, the ability to assess
performance in terms of meaningful results is necessary to improve such
performance over time. Accordingly:
1. Mine action programmes in heavily contaminated countries should:

provide for a comprehensive needs assessment (such as a landmine
impact survey) to provide a coarse-grain picture of how contamination
is impacting communities throughout their country — the assessment
should be regularly updated as the situation changes, including due to
advancing work of mine action;
provide for more targeted surveys of heavily impacted regions and
communities to provide progressively more detail pictures of how
contamination is impacting communities, households, and
individuals.

2. Plans for all programmes and projects in heavily contaminated countries
should:

specify objectives at the intermediate and final outcome levels, and set
performance targets for each to clarify the results they aim to achieve;
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specify relevant performance indicators for each result or, where it is
unclear what indicators should be used or where data on an indicator
are lacking, outline the concrete steps that will be taken to rectify such
omissions within the period covered by the plan;
incorporate a clear plan for monitoring the results achieved during
implementation, and for reporting these results to host governments,
donors, and other stakeholders;
provide for periodic evaluations.

3. All mine action programmes should initiate a system of post-clearance
surveys to determine whether the land and facilities cleared are (i) being
used (ii) in the expected manner (iii) by the intended beneficiaries and (iv)
without undue delays.
4. The international mine action community should establish an action research
network to promote learning about the social and economic dimensions of
landmine contamination and of mine action, with a particular focus on
narrowing the gap between social scientists and mine action practitioners,
by:

identifying common problems and emerging issues affecting major mine
action programmes;
recommending issues that warrant study because of their practical
potential for improving the results being achieved by mine action
programmes;
promoting the rapid dissemination of key findings from studies,
evaluations, pilot projects and other action research activities designed
to generate new information about the interaction between people and
landmines;
recommending new pilot projects to accelerate the practical application
of key findings generated by research and evaluations.
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Endnotes

1. See for example, Anderson et al. (2001). Another observer has aptly termed debates
over the number of mines as “a persistent distraction” (Horwood, 2000: 3).
2. The standard criteria for evaluating development programmes are efficiency,
effectiveness, sustainability, impact, and relevance (OECD/DAC, 1992).
3. Also, this chapter does not constitute a “how to“ manual for results based
management. Interested readers could consult the following documents listed in the
Bibliography: CIDA (all listings), OECD/DAC (both listings), Schacter (2000 and
2002), and UNDP (2002a).
4. For two of many examples: “There exists no clear official policy document regarding a
priority framework for humanitarian demining in Angola” (Sekkenes, 2000: 11) and “There
has been a lack of clear goals and objectives for the operations of NPA in Cambodia. There are
no terms of reference or project appraisal documents stating the specific mandate of NPA’s
role in Cambodia…” (Coopers and Lybrand Consulting LNS, 1996).
5. A brief guide on performance targets is: USAID, 1996, Establishing Performance
Targets, Performance Monitoring and Evaluation TIPS, Number 8, available from
www.dec.org/usaid_eval/.
6. For another NGO example, see Chris Roche, 1999, Impact Assessment for Development
Agencies: Learning to Value Change, Oxfam Publishing, Oxford.
7. “Results-based management“ and “performance management“ are equivalent
terms. The former is used mainly in the public sector and, therefore, within most
official donor agencies and the international development community more broadly.
8. In reality, probably everyone with significant exposure to mine action accepts the
proposition that “It is not so much about mines as it is about people and their interactions
with a mine-infested environment.” (UN, 2001). Thus, few people could fairly be
characterised as completely “mine-centred“ or completely “people-centred“. The real
world rarely plays out in such stark terms and, while it is easier to describe ends of
a spectrum, we need to remember that we are dealing with questions of degree.
9. Touger, E. et al. (1998).
10. This term was coined in the late 1980s to describe the situation in Mozambique.
Such emergencies feature intra-state conflict, a blurring of lines between combatants
and civilians, violence directed largely against civilians, fluidity in terms of conflict
zones and populations on the run, and a breakdown of the state and loss of legitimate
authority over increasing swaths of the country (DAC, 1999, Guidance for Evaluating
Humanitarian Assistance in Complex Emergencies, OECD, Paris).
11. For an example from Mozambique, “ADP was originally criticised for concentrating
on mine-dense fields at the exclusion of examining socio-economic impact … early tasks were
in logistically favourable areas…” GICHD/UNDP (2001:152). Reports from Bosnia
claimed that “… much of the effort is focused on farmland and pastures, not built-up areas,
which take longer to rid of mines…” (Aida Cerkez-Robinson, Undermining Demining:
Mine removal snarled in conflicting interests, mismanagement, Associated Press, 28 May
2000).
12. Eaton et al. (1997).
13. Ibid.
14. UNMAS (1998), para. 5.
15. Formally, Guidelines for Mine Action Programmes from A Development—Oriented
Point of View: The Bad Honnef Guidelines, reproduced as Annex F of UNMAS (1998),
op. cit.
16. MCPA (1999: 8).
17. GICHD/UNDP (2001).
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18. Millard and Harpviken (2000, 2001).
19. SAC & MCPA (2000: 3).
20. The LIS have also spawned some additional research on how communities adapt
to landmine contamination (Benini et al., 2002).
21. For example, Cambodia recently has established Land Use Planning Units (LUPUs)
to establish clearance priorities in concert with local officials. However, it appears
that not all clearance organisations take guidance from the LUPUs and, regardless,
there has not been time for a thorough study of how well the LUPUs have performed
in practice.
22. The amount of overlap between these two objectives also is unclear: in many
cases, the most valuable land may also represent the greatest risk to civilians.
23. The Praxis Group (2002: 73-74).
24. German Initiative to Ban Landmines (1999:42).
25. The Operational Handbook issued by GICHD for the UNDP in 2002 represents a
first attempt at this, but further progress will depend largely on efforts by programmes
to apply the broad guidelines contained in this document to the specific realities
they face in mine-afflicted countries.
26 . For one example of many, “The MACC information/survey systems have not collected
sufficient data to allow a substantive and detailed analysis of the socio-economic impact of
mines/UXO or an analysis of the mine action programme’s effectiveness in reducing this
impact. The evaluation team is therefore unable to conclusively determine whether the
effectiveness of mine action activities … has met or exceeded expectations (The Praxis Group,
2002: 17).
27. An outline of the “livelihoods approach“ is beyond the scope of this chapter.
Interested readers can refer to Westley and Mikhalev (2002) for an example from
Kosovo, and Pain (2002) for one from Afghanistan. Also see the Livelihoods Connect
website: www.livelihoods.org/index.html.
28. “The situation of poverty in Kosovo is unclear. Previous assessments, conducted prior to
the conflict, have indicated that between 30% and 50% of the population were living in
poverty. It is widely assumed that the impact of the conflict, continuing economic stagnation,
and an extremely high rate of unemployment have substantially increased the rate of poverty.
However, there is no confirmation of the above poverty estimations from available data or
analysis, and data since 1989 is scarce.“  (Mikhalev et al., 2000, Kosovo: A Preliminary
Poverty Profile Review of Secondary Materials, Oxford Policy Management Group,
[unpublished], quoted in Westley and Mikhalev, 2002).
29. Of course, some basic socio-economic considerations were taken into account.
See Appendix 1, Case Study of Kosovo, in GICHD/UNDP (2001), and The Praxis
Group (2002) for a more complete discussion.
30. However, the Convention also states that a State Party may request an extension
“If a State Party believes that it will be unable to destroy or ensure the destruction of all anti-
personnel mines…”.
31. This phrase is from Arjuna Parakrama, “Means without End: Humanitarian
Assistance in Sri Lanka“, in Smillie (ed.) (2001).
32. There also is no certainty that raw data will be converted into useful information
— data presented in the right format and level of detail to the right person in the right
place at the right time.
33. In Cambodia, over 6,400 villages were found to be affected in the survey, which
cost US$3.5 million.
34. Of course, such inaction may stem from weak presentation and dissemination of
the LIS findings by those in charge of the survey. For example, the LIS reports delivered
to provincial authorities in Thailand were in English, which few of them understood.
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Problems may also arise because donors or the implementing organisations they
are funding prevent the reallocation of resources to more heavily impacted areas.
35. Sara Sekkenes of NPA was an early advocate of the TAP process, in large part to
avoid problems in which land and buildings that had been cleared at great expense
would lie unused because (in Angola) poor farmers had no seeds to plant or (in
Bosnia) ownership was disputed or the owners were afraid to return to a community
dominated by members of another ethnic group.
36. Managers of demining operations are, of course, perfectly familiar with this
principle when applied to landmine hazards. They first undertake a general survey
designed to get a “coarse-grained“ picture of the contamination as a whole, and
subsequently undertake more detailed (and expensive) technical surveys of those
hazards which seem to warrant immediate attention (see van der Merwe, 2002). The
key issue is that a similar strategy is required to learn about socio-economic concerns.
37. This example draws mainly on Paterson and Tatiæ (2002).
38. The Dayton Agreement also established a remarkable constitution for the country.
The central government is extremely weak and virtually all authority resides with
two “entity“ governments; one dominated by Bosnian Serbs and the other a loose
federation of Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats in which much of the authority
is further devolved to 10 cantons. Over this unworkable mess, the international
community has appointed a proconsul (the “High Representative“), making Bosnia
a semi-protectorate. Thus, the international community can impose its decisions on
local authorities.
39. The BHMAC now plans to introduce a more structured system of determining
priorities to address the recognised problem that “… the final choice was relatively
subjective as it is simply difficult to separate the highest priority from a large group of generally
important tasks” (Lisica, 2003, “Bosnia and Herzegovina Mine Problem: Priority
Setting”, Journal of Mine Action, Vol. 7.2, pp. 14-16).
40. The MAC also responded to requests from the international community and
NGOs, but there were relatively few of these. A good deal of clearance was also
commissioned by electrical utilities or conducted by the entity armed forces, but
these priorities were set by a different process and used different lines of funding.
41. For example, “…much of the effort is focused on farmland and pastures, not built-up
areas, which take longer to rid of mines and are therefore unprofitable. Deminers are paid by
the size of the area regardless of how long it takes to clear”, Aida Cerkez-Robinson,
Undermining Demining: Mine removal snarled by conflicting interests, mismanagement,
Associated Press, 28 May 2000. One donor official interviewed in 2002 by the author
said a tour of the clearance priorities identified by municipal officials in one canton
revealed that they were (in his characterisation) “the mayors’ backyards”.
42. In Bosnia, conflicts of interest within communities have a peculiar complexity.
Many of those in greatest need are those displaced by ethnic cleansing. The Dayton
Agreements provided for their right to return, but in many cases they are prevented
by local officials, who often represent the groups responsible for the ethnic cleansing.
In such a situation, local officials might honestly be representing the interests of
community members who are there but working against the interests of community
members who are not there, but would return if they could. What constitutes the
community?
43. Millard and Harpviken (2000).
44. BH-MAC (2003: 4).
45. The key books were The Practice of Management (1954) and then Managing for
Results (1964).
46. Two good sources on results-based management are Schacter (2002b) and DAC/
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OECD (2000).
47. This is an international grouping of the so-called “developed nations“, and
incorporates the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) which includes the
principal donor nations.
48. OECD/DAC (2000).
49. From Osborne and Gaebler, 1992, Reinventing Government, Chapter 5, “Results-
Oriented Government”, cited in Quinn Patton (1999: 27).
50. In international development, we typically speak of “monitoring and evaluation”
(M & E) systems. The mine action community more often talks the language of “quality
management” systems. These are two sides of the same coin. We do M & E to ensure
our objectives and standards are met: meeting quality standards requires regular
monitoring and periodic evaluation.
51. Quoted in Maslen (2004b).
52. See for example, T. Lewin and J. Medina, “To Cut Failure Rate, Schools Shed
Students“, The New York Times, 31 July 2003, Section A, p. 1.
53. Such resistance has been reported in a number of countries such as Afghanistan,
Cambodia, and Mozambique. Over-reliance on efficiency measures puts more flexible
and responsive approaches at a disadvantage even though they may deliver higher
— but hard to quantify — benefits.
54. In many cases the critics have also claimed the mobile teams are ineffective, but
on close examination such claims represent confusion concerning the meaning of
“effectiveness“. For example, a recent critique of mine action in Bosnia (Banks, 2003,
and Banks and Banks, 2003), which otherwise contains a good deal of valuable
information, is marred by this confusion between efficiency and effectiveness.
55. Horwood et al. (2001: 21).
56. An excellent guide to the selection and use of performance indicators is USAID,
1996, Selecting Performance Indicators, Performance Monitoring and Evaluation TIPS,
Number 6, available from www.dec.org/usaid_eval/.
57. The type of survey conducted by Horwood and his co-researchers in Kosovo is a
tool piloted by the market research field. A similar approach was used in Bosnia to
gauge satisfaction among municipal officials with the system for setting clearance
priorities (Paterson and Tatiæ, 2002: 16-18). A brief guide is: USAID (1996), available
from www.dec.org/usaid_eval/. One expert has stated that “Monitoring outcomes is
basically a question of market research. Who are the beneficiaries…where are they located?”
(Marchant, 2001: 92)
58. Of course, continued monitoring and evaluation is required to ensure this happens,
and to generate additional insights about how to continue performance
improvements.
59. See Mayne (1999) for a good discussion of how to deal with attribution issues.
60. The evaluators usually fault the process of selecting technical advisers and stress
the need to employ only those with “suitable skills and aptitudes“. However, an
alternative explanation is that the advisers are perfectly capable, but are simply
reacting rationally to the perverse incentives they face.
61. Information obtained from www.ngoforum.org.kh/ — the NGO Forum on Cambodia
website — accessed on 2 October 2003.
62. See for example, HALO Trust (www.halotrust.org/asia.html).
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ADP Accelerated Demining Programme (Mozambique)
AM/FM automated mapping and facilities management software
AMAC assistance to mine-affected communities
ANFO ammonium nitrate and fuel oil
APM Akcija Protiv Mina (Action against Mines)
ARCS Afghan Red Crescent Society
AREA Agency for Rehabilitation and Energy Conservation in

Afghanistan
ATC Afghan Technical Consultants
AXO abandoned explosive ordnance
BiH Bosnia and Herzegovina
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CBMRR community-based mine risk reduction
CBR community-based rehabilitation
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CIDA Canadian International Development Agency
CIDC Canadian International Demining Corps
CIET Community Information and Epidemiological

Technologies
CLT community liaison team
CMA Cranfield Mine Action
CMAA Cambodian Mine Action Authority
CMAC Cambodian Mine Action Centre
CMAO Central Mine Action Office (Angola)
CMVIS Cambodian Mine/UXO Victim Information System
CND National Mine Clearance Commission (Mozambique)
CNIDAH Inter-Sectoral Commission on Demining and

Humanitarian Assistance (Angola)
CROMAC Croatian Mine Action Centre
CTSC Countermine Training Support Center
DAC Development Assistance Committee (OECD)
DAFA Demining Agency for Afghanistan
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DDAS database of demining accidents
DGPS differential GPS
DHA Department of Humanitarian Affairs (UN)
DIMS Demining Information Management System
DOPs dilutions of precision
DPKO Department of Peacekeeping Operations (UN)
DTM digital terrain model
DNT dinitrotoluene
DoD Department of Defense (US)
ECD electron capture detection
ELISA Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay
EMAO Ethiopian Mine Action Office
E-MINE Electronic Mine Information Network
EOD explosive ordnance disposal
ERW explosive remnants of war
ESTI Emergency Survey Tool for Iraq
ETHZ Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich (Swiss Federal

Institute of Technology, Zurich)
FAE fuel/air explosive
FDS Fédération suisse de déminage (Swiss Demining Federation)
FM field module
GICHD Geneva International Centre for Humanitarian Demining
GIS geographic information system
GLS Global Landmine Survey
GM global module
GMAA General Mine Action Assessment
GPR ground penetrating radar
GPS Global Positioning System
GSDI global spatial data infrastructure
HDTC humanitarian demining training center
HF high frequency
HI Handicap International
HIC humanitarian information centre
HIH high impact hazard
HMX high melting point explosive
ICBL International Campaign to Ban Landmines
ICRC International Committee of the Red Cross
IDP internally displaced person
IMADS integrated mine action development strategy
IMAS International Mine Action Standards
IMMAP Information Management and Mine Action Programme
IMSMA Information Management System for Mine Action
INAD National Demining Institute (Angola)
INAROEE National Institute for the Removal of Obstacles and Explosives

Ordnance (Angola)
IND National Demining Institute (Mozambique)
IR infrared
ISO International Standardization Organization
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ISU Implementation Support Unit
ITC International Institute for Geo-Information Science and Earth

Observation
ITF International Trust Fund for Demining and Mine Victims

Assistance (Slovenia)
KFOR Kosovo Protection Force
KPAB Knowledge, Practices, Attitudes and Behaviour
LIS landmine impact survey
MAC mine action centre
MAG Mines Advisory Group
MAPA Mine Action Programme for Afghanistan
MAST mine action support team
MAT mine action team
maXML Mine Action Extensible Markup Language
MCPA Mine Clearance and Planning Agency
MCS-ENG Maneuver Control Systems-Engineer (US Army)
MCTU Mines Clearance and Training Unit (Cambodia)
MDC Mine Detection and Dog Centre (Afghanistan)
MDD mine detection dog
META Monitoring Evaluation and Training Agency (Afghanistan)
MIS Mines Information System
MIT Massachusets Institute of Technology
MITC Mine Information and Training Centre
MRE mine risk education
MREWG Mine Risk Education Working Group
NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
NAVEODTECHDIV US Naval Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technology

Division
NGO non-governmental organisation
NMAA national mine action authority
NPA Norwegian People’s Aid
NQR nuclear quadrupole resonance
NVESD Night Vision and Sensors Directorate (US Army)
OAS Organization of American States
OAU Organisation of African Unity
OBOD open burning and open detonation
OCHA Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UN)
OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
OMAR Organisation for Mine Clearance and Afghan Rehabilitation
ONUMOZ United Nations Operation in Mozambique
PARADIS Prototype for Assisting Rational Activities in Humanitarian

Demining Using Images from Satellites
PC personal computer
PCD post-clearance documentation
PCE post-clearance evaluation
PDA personal digital assistant
PEST political-economic-social-technical
PLP phantom limb pain
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PPE personal protective equipment
PPR post-project review
PRIO Peace Research Institute, Oslo
PRSP poverty reduction strategy paper
RBM results-based management
RDBMS relational database management systems
RDX cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine
R&D research and development
REST remote explosive scent tracing
SAC Survey Action Center
SC-VASER Standing Committee for Victim Assistance and Socio-Economic

Reintegration

SEEMACC South Eastern Europe Mine Action Coordination Centre
SEIS Socio-Economic Impact Study (Afghanistan)
SFOR Stabilisation Force
SHA suspected hazardous area
SNC Supreme National Council
SOP standing operating procedure
SQL structured query language
SRSA Swedish Resource Services Agency
SWEDEC Swedish Explosive Ordnance Disposal and Demining Centre
SWG Survey Working Group
SWOT strengths-weaknesses-opportunities-threats
TAP task assessment and planning
TEA thermal energy activity
TIA task impact assessment
TMFDB tactical minefield database
TNMA Technical Notes for Mine Action
TNT trinitrotoluene
TQM total quality management
UEE user equipment errors
UN United Nations
UNAVEM United Nations Angola Verification Mission
UNDP United Nations Development Programme
UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
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UNHCR Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
UNICEF United Nations Children's Fund
UNMAS United Nations Mine Action Service
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UNOMOZ United Nations Operation in Mozambique
UNOPS United Nations Office for Project Services
UNTAC United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia
URE user range error
UXO unexploded ordnance
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WAAS wide area augmentation system
WFP World Food Programme
WHO World Health Organization
WRF World Rehabilitation Fund
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United Nations mine action office, worked as a consultant for the World
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Lou Maresca is a legal adviser with International Committee of the Red
Cross. He has worked extensively on issues related to landmines and
explosive remnants of war, in particular the international humanitarian
law treaties to address the impact of these weapons.

Stuart Maslen has worked in mine action since 1993, in particular in the
fields of advocacy and mine risk education. He has worked as a consultant to
the GICHD since 1999. He holds a PhD in international law and has written a
number of publications on different aspects of mine action, including the
GICHD's Guide to Mine Action, and a commentary of the Anti-Personnel Mine
Ban Convention, published by Oxford University Press in Spring 2004.

Ted Paterson has recently joined the GICHD to manage the Evaluation
Section. He has a background in international development, working with
NGOs, research and education institutes, consulting firms, and as an
independent consultant. He has been active in mine action since 1999, working
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trained in demining, Ted worked five years as a zookeeper, learning to be
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Thailand and was a Chief Technical Adviser for the Vietnam Veterans of
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Andy Wheatley is a freelance mine action consultant working for the
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for Mines Advisory Group where he was the Lao country programme director
before heading the Community Liaison Section. Prior to this, Andy worked
for ten years on emergency and post-conflict reconstruction programmes with
Save the Children Fund in Africa and Asia.
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management since 1998. As an officer in the Canadian Army he led a contingent
of three Canadian Military combat engineers who spent 15 months providing
support to technical survey teams at a landmine clearance programme in
Mozambique. After leaving the military he has worked extensively with the
IMSMA development team at ETH Zurich, and mine action programmes in
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is a Civil Engineer (PEng, Ontario, Canada) and holds a post-graduate diploma
in Geomatics from the University of New Brunswick, Canada.
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